


• Includes a website with online quizzes, assessment of key concepts, 
video documentaries and interviews, and news feeds so you aren’t 
always stuck in the book

Has a design that is sleek, friendly, and easy to use. Think BMW, 
but in paper form. OK, bad analogy. Really though, it looks nice.

And that’s only the beginning. To help get the material across and 

make it easier for you, each chapter includes Test Prep Questions, 

a Marginal Glossary that gives you definitions right when you need 

them, Key Terms at the beginning of chapters, Marginal Icons that link 

you to web content, and a Learning Objectives Review so you know 

what’s going to be covered.

Oh yeah, and the website is very cool.  

It’s got the stuff mentioned above plus video interviews and 

documentaries from CNN, photo essays, and additional articles.  

See people like Maria Stephan from the International 

Center for Nonviolent Conflict. Get a better handle on concepts 

like mutually assured destruction by watching a CNN video. 

If you’re like me and learn better from visual information, 

you’ll love this website . . . . !!!

Some Last Things 
-->  ->  Before the Fun Begins
So what you end up with is a text that is well organized, easy 

to read, and maybe, just maybe, even enjoyable to use. It’s 

been tailor-made to include the type of things you want so 

that studying (and your grade) come easier. When students 

were asked to compare a chapter from this book to another, 

they responded overwhelmingly in favor of this one. 

So that’s it. You can quit reading this and 

start using a book that’s easier and more 

enjoyable. Yes, you still have to read it, 

but hey, at least students like you helped 

design it.

• Includes a website with 

website:
www.Between 
Nations.org/

So that’s it. You can quit reading this and 

start using a book that’s easier and more 

enjoyable. Yes, you still have to read it, 

but hey, at least students like you helped 

design it.
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Preface

 The Student Choice Edition:  
A Team Approach: Built by Professors and 
Students, for Professors and Students

Over the past two years Houghton Mifflin has conducted research and focus 
groups with a diverse cross-section of professors and students from across the 
country. The purpose of this endeavor has been to create the first textbook that 
truly reflects what professors and students want and need in an educational prod-
uct. The result of this effort is World Politics in the 21st Century, Student Choice 
Edition. Everything in this textbook—from its structure and organization to its 
learning system, design, packaging and marketing—has been orchestrated to meet 
the teaching and studying requirements of today’s instructors and students. We 
believe you will find this breakthrough textbook model provides a unique path for 
your students to advance their understanding of the complexities of twenty-first 
century world politics.

 What Students Told Us
Students have told us that they want above all a textbook that reflects the way they 
actually learn and study—as well as a price they can afford. This means they are 
looking for a textbook that has true value to them. Toward this end we have used 
their practical and creative ideas about how they study and gain knowledge to 
develop an educational learning model like no other on the market today. World 
Politics in the 21st Century, Student Choice Edition meets a student’s primary 
goals: a price-conscious textbook/media package loaded with concepts presented 
in a way that makes learning more pleasure than pain.
 We know that different students learn in different ways. Some learn best by 
reading, while others are more visually oriented. Still others acquire insight through 
practice and assessment. While students learn in different ways, almost all stu-
dents told us the same things regarding what they want their textbook to “look 
like.” The ideal textbook for students gets to the point quickly, is easy to under-
stand and read, has shorter chapters, has pedagogical materials designed to rein-
force key concepts, has a strong supporting website for quizzing, testing, and 
assessment of materials, is cost conscious, and provides them with real value for 
their dollar. And for more visually oriented students, we have developed a special 
website, BetweenNations.org, that provides video documentaries and interviews 
as well as news feeds from BBC World News and the United Nations.

xiii
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 Taking What Students  
Told Us to Create the Student Choice Model 
World Politics in the 21st Century,  
Student Choice Edition

World Politics in the 21st Century, Student Choice Edition provides exactly what 
students want and need pedagogically in an educational product. While other 
textbooks on the market include some of these features, this Student Choice Edi-
tion is the first international relations textbook to incorporate fully all of these cor-
nerstones, as well as to introduce innovative new learning methods and study 
processes that completely meet the wishes of today’s students. It does this by:

z Being concise and to the point

z Presenting more content in bulleted or more succinct formats

z Highlighting and boldfacing key concepts and information

z Organizing content in smaller, easier-to-manage chunks

z Providing a system for immediate reinforcement and assessment throughout 
the chapter

z Creating a design that is open, user friendly, and interesting for today’s 
students

z Developing an integrated Web component that focuses on quizzing and 
assessment of key concepts

z Creating a product that is easier for students to read and study

z Providing students with a product they feel is valuable

 When we asked students to compare a chapter from this new learning model 
to chapters from traditional competing textbooks, students overwhelmingly rated 
this new product model as far superior.

 Organization of the Book
The central aim of this textbook is to address the wide range of 21st century issues 
that lie in the domain of world politics. With this goal in mind the text includes 
both topics that have been the traditional subject matter of international relations 
and those that commonly are considered non-traditional topics. The first category 
includes the concepts of the state, the nation, power, foreign policy decision-making 
and international organization. The second category includes topics that in many 
texts form a minor part of a chapter or are not presented in a comprehensive form. 
In this textbook you will find a whole chapter devoted to geographic factors that 
shape world politics, another dedicated to women, poverty, and human rights, 
and a third that looks at the environment as a key international issue in itself, 
rather than an addendum to the problem of economic development.
 The text is organized to introduce the study of these issues in a systematic and 
logical manner. Chapters are in three parts. Part One explores the foundations of 
world politics, with chapters on the importance of how to study and what to ana-
lyze in this field. Part Two examines the major driving forces in world politics, such 



as power, foreign policy, intergovernmental actors, nongovernmental actors, politi-
cal geography, and nationalism. Part Three looks at significant issues in 21st cen-
tury world politics—global violence, wars, weapons and terrorism, human rights, 
women and global justice, the international political economy and developed 
countries, the political economy of development, and the global environment.
 Chapters move from the more basic concepts and principles—such as how to 
think about and analyze world politics in terms of the state, power, and foreign 
policy—toward a discussion of the multiple dimensions of today’s world politics 
arena. Each chapter contains learning objectives to make clear the important 
points to keep in mind, mini quizzes to make certain key elements are grasped, 
a debate to sharpen understanding of major issues and a case study at the end of 
the chapter to give deeper meaning and relevance to the chapter’s discussion.
 World politics today poses a real challenge to our understanding, yet this text-
book offers keys that will open the doors for us. The main theme of this book is that 
we can make sense of world politics by finding patterns in world events. The prin-
cipal pattern is centralization versus decentralization.
 Centralizing tendencies of international relations are found in the twin processes 
of globalization and global interdependence—and in international organizations. 
Decentralization tendencies show up in forces such as nationalism, religious fun-
damentalism, terrorism, and divisive ideologies. Spreading globalization and inter-
dependence have made state boundaries less relevant to commerce and finance 
and have undermined old concepts of state sovereignty. Intergovernmental organ-
izations (IGOs) that tie states together now span the globe, while a host of new 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) unite people across state boundaries 
and work tirelessly to solve age-old problems, such as race, religion, economic 
degradation, and territory disputes that threaten to tear the world apart.
 Decentralizing forces, on the other hand, are mirrored in numerous driving 
forces examined in this text. They include ethnic national groups that seek to frag-
ment states into even smaller land areas—a legitimate endeavor from the perspec-
tive of the individual groups in search of control of their lives. The Palestinian drive 
for statehood inside Israel—with all its explosive violence in that part of the 
world—is a case in point. Iraq, meanwhile, illustrates the volatile and divisive 
influence of religion as Sunnis battle Shiites, while the Kurds would like indepen-
dence from both these groups. Nuclear and conventional weapons proliferation, 
not least of which is the spread of ballistic missile technology as well as chemical 
and biological weapons, fall into the category of decentralizing forces. North Korea 
and Iran hence become natural points of concern by much of the world commu-
nity when it comes to nuclear weapons.

 Skills-focused Pedagogical Features
The text contains an array of pedagogical tools designed for student self-assessment 
and reinforcement, including chapter-opening outlines and learning objectives that 
correspond to each major section of the book; Test Prepper questions at the end of 
each section to check for understanding; key terms that appear at the beginning of 
each chapter, and then again in the margins of the text pages; marginal icons link-
ing students to website material, which includes online quizzing and multimedia 
assets; a marginal glossary to define unfamiliar terms; and a learning objectives 
review at the end of chapters to help students review the chapter’s main points.
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 An Effective Teaching and Learning Package

For INstructors

Online Instructor’s Manual. Written by the authors and based on their 
extensive classroom experience, each chapter contains a wealth of active 
and collaborative learning techniques, Internet projects, home assign-

ments, and case study teaching techniques.

HMTesting Instructor CD. This CD-ROM contains electronic Test Bank 
items. Through a partnership with the Brownstone Research Group, 
HMTesting—powered by Diploma®—provides instructors with all the 

tools they need to create, write/edit, customize, and deliver multiple types of tests. 
Instructors can import questions directly from the Test Bank, create their own ques-
tions, or edit existing questions, all within Diploma’s powerful electronic platform.

Instructor Website. This website offers valuable resources for course 
preparation and presentation, including downloadable Instructor’s Manual 
files and classroom response system (“clicker”) slides. A news feed pro-

vided by the Associated Press provides a steady stream of current events for class-
room discussion. Visit the Instructor Website at college.hmco.com/pic/duncanWP.

BetweenNations.org. This website is an online learning tool designed 
specifically to engage students in the international political process 
through a variety of media, including original videos, short-form docu-

mentaries, writing excerpts, and additional resources. Students are asked to answer 
a series of questions in the online “Notebook,” which records their answers and 
allows you to keep a record of the assignment. Correlated to the Table of Contents 
in the text, the site offers instructors two to five quality homework assignments per 
chapter and content that engages students and invigorates class discussions. In 
addition, to keep your students current with world affairs there are news feeds 
from BBC World News and top stories from the United Nations News Centre.

For studeNts

BetweenNations.org. Each copy of this book includes passkey access to 
the valuable resources of BetweenNations.org, a dynamic and user-friendly 
website providing an array of multimedia content and web-based assign-

ments for students. With a narrative approach featuring real people in real-world 
political environments, the site’s video clips and interactive resources bring con-
cepts to life and directly complement the textbook chapters. Students complete 
assignments on the website and submit their work to instructors with the click of 
a button. Students will also have access to flashcards to check their comprehen-
sion of key terms, practice tests, audio concept study tools for download, and the 
news feeds from BBC World News and the United Nations.

 Professors and Students:  
We Couldn’t Have Done It without You

We are very grateful to all the students across the country who participated in one 
form or another in helping us to create and build the first educational product 



pedagogically designed specifically for them and their learning and educational 
goals. Working with these students was an honor, as well as a lot of fun, for all of us 
at Houghton Mifflin. We sincerely appreciate their honesty, candor, creativeness, 
and interest in helping us to develop a better learning experience. We also appreci-
ate their willingness to meet with us for lengthy periods of time and to allow us to 
videotape them and use some of their excellent quotes. We wish them much suc-
cess as they complete their college education, begin their careers, and go about 
their daily lives.
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Our Rapidly Changing World

1 The Importance of 
World Politics
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Define world politics and be able to understand current 
political events through the competing forces of 
centralization and decentralization.

Understand how world politics affects your life and 
how studying international affairs will help you develop 
analytical skills to better see patterns in the complexity 
of current events.
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World Politics Today

In the first decade of the twenty-first century, rapid change and 
globalization dominate our world. Rapid change is all around us. 
At the end of World War II, intercontinental plane service was a 
rarity, and a flight from New York City to Shannon, Ireland, took 
over nineteen hours with stopovers. Today, you can fly nonstop 
from Seattle to Tokyo, a far greater distance, in thirteen hours. The 
increase in airplane speed and the universality of air travel has 
made the planet smaller and brought previously inaccessible 
places within the reach of virtually every traveler. It also made 
possible the horrors of the World Trade Center catastrophe of 
September 11, 2001, and facilitated the lightning spread of the 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) epidemic around the 
world in 2003.

 What Is World Politics?
Politics as the Authoritative Allocation of Values
An Overview of World Politics
Current Political Trends

 Why Study World Politics?
Relating International Affairs to Your Life
Interconnections and Patterns in Politics

 What New Forces Are Shaping the Planet?
Information Technology
The New Global and Transnational Issues
The Increasing Inability of the State to Solve Problems
The Rise of Ethnic Nationalism and Religious Fundamentalism
New Citizen Activism

“Politics is the authoritative allocation of values.”

—David Easton

2 

3 Identify the five most significant 
forces shaping the world today and 
understand how these forces have 
centralizing or decentralizing effects 
on world politics.

Globalization  The process by which eco-
nomic, social, and political institutions become 
worldwide in terms of activity, influence, and 
application.
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North Atlantic Treaty 
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comparative government p. 15
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 The high-tech revolution of the 1970s and 1980s brought the personal 
computer, the Internet, the cell phone, and hand-held personal digital 
assistants, which are now commonplace throughout the world. The days 
of media companies or government-owned organizations that gathered, 
monitored, and controlled information flow have given way to news that is 
transmitted over TV and the Web as it happens. In the last thirty years, there 
has been a similar revolution in biotechnology. Modern advances promise 
cures for many of humanity’s ailments and at the same time raise the threat 
of biological warfare.
 Global interconnectedness shapes our experiences. Rapid technological 
change makes the world a global village, where what one group of people does 
in one part of the planet can be immediately acted upon in another part. The 
collapse of the World Trade Center towers was filmed as it happened and 
instantaneously transmitted around the globe in real time. On a more positive 
note, the high-tech revolution has brought great economic benefits. A college 
student’s purchase of a T-shirt with a particular design at a Wal-Mart in Des 
Moines, Iowa, or a Grande Surface in Lyons, France, triggers a computer-
programmed merchandise accounting-and-ordering system that crosses con-
tinents with the speed of light and generates new orders from China that are 
shipped out the next day. For the college student in the West, this high-tech 
ordering system enables him or her to buy goods at the lowest possible price. 
For the Chinese factory owner, the system ensures a constant demand for the 
product, and for the worker, steady wages.
 The absence of an overarching world authority is a third characteristic of the 
modern international system. Rapid change is taking place in a world where 
there is no overarching authority that can use force to restrain the violent or 
bring the offenders to justice. We live in a world whose outlines were set by the 
Treaty of Westphalia, a seventeenth-century treaty signed by the states of 
Europe that were eager to work out ways to stop the violence that had been 
tearing their continent apart for thirty years (see chapter 3). The treaty’s pro-
gram for peace was based on the twin notions of state sovereignty and nonin-
terference in the affairs of other states. Three and a half centuries later, the 
principal world actors remain the sovereign states, or independent countries, 
like China, Japan, Russia, France, and the United States. When we call a state 
sovereign, we mean no higher authority can control its decisions: the state has 
a monopoly on the legitimate use of force. Almost all of the world’s states are 
members of the world organization of states, the United Nations (UN), but UN 
decisions are not binding on its members because the UN’s institutions have 
no coercive means to compel compliance.
 Sovereignty thus presents states with opportunities for conflict or coopera-
tion. In particular, sovereignty engenders political forces within states that 
promote cooperation with other states, as well as forces that emphasize the 
state’s individuality, uniqueness, and national interest. World politics today is 

Authority  The right or power to enforce 
rules or give orders. In the modern world, who 
has this authority is usually decided by 
elections.

Treaty  A contract in writing between two or 
more political authorities, such as states, for-
mally signed by representatives of those states, 
and most commonly ratified by the legislature 
of the signatory states.

Sovereign  No higher authority can control 
the state’s decision. The state has a monopoly 
on the use of force.

For more information see  
The Treaty of Westphalia
www.BetweenNations.org
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push-and-pull between the forces of decentralization and forces of centralization; 
you will find this theme recurring throughout this book. Since the 1970s, non-
state actors have played an increasing role in influencing subgroups within 
states one way or the other. These actors include international intergovern-
mental organizations (IGOs) and non-state actors representing groups of 
individuals rather than governments. These actors have taken advantage of 
rapid change and global interconnectedness to undercut the longtime domi-
nance of states in world politics. Through their activities non-state actors have 
challenged the viability of actions long accepted as lying solely within the 
jurisdiction of states, such as war, treaty making, and diplomacy.
 This text is designed to give you the analytical and factual tools to develop 
your own appreciation of how the interaction of these forces shapes world 
politics. To help you understand your world better and to address its chal-
lenges, chapter 1 introduces you to the subject matter of world politics. It gives 
you three major reasons for studying world politics. The chapter closes with a 
discussion of the significant forces currently at work in the world. This discus-
sion will help you find patterns in current events and to locate yourself and 
your place in the world today. At the end of the chapter, we provide a case 
study on The Report of the 9/11 Commission of the U.S. Senate and New Forces 
Shaping the Planet. The case study draws together and puts into practice the 
chapter’s main points. n

What Is World Politics?
Define world politics and be able to understand current political events through 
the competing forces of centralization and decentralization.

The ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle (384–322 bc) wrote, “Man by nature 
is a political animal.”1 Politics comes from the Greek word for the principal form of 
state organization in ancient Greece, the city-state, or polis. Aristotle took for 
granted that a primary feature of a political community is authority to make deci-
sions for the well-being of the community. This authority or power may be exer-
cised in a legal or dictatorial manner, and it may be located in one person (a king 
or dictator), a few people (oligarchy), or many people (representative government 
or mob rule). The nineteenth-century thinkers Karl Marx and Max Weber empha-
sized the importance of power deployed within a given territory as central to the 
concept of a political association.

Politics as the Authoritative Allocation of Values
Twentieth-century political scientists have built on these theories. We discuss two 
definitions that are particularly useful to world politics today. Political scientist 
Harold Lasswell defines politics as a power struggle about “who gets what, when, 
and how.”2 His colleague David Easton says, “Politics is the authoritative allocation 
of values or scarce resources.”3 Let us examine these definitions to understand 
aspects of relations among the world’s states and non-state actors.

	 c What	Is	World	polItICs?	 �

1

Decentralization  The spreading or distribu-
tion of functions and power from a central 
authority to regional and local authorities. In 
world politics, decentralization infers the 
strengthening of the functions and powers of 
the various entities that make up the interna-
tional system, including states and non-state 
actors.

Centralization  The concentration of political 
or administrative power in a central authority 
with diminished power at lower or local levels 
of government. In world politics centralization 
infers the concentration of political power in 
some kind of central institution with the states 
giving up some of their powers of self-rule.

Politics  The theory and practice of govern-
ment at all levels of organization. The total 
complex of relations between humans in 
society.
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The Major Actors
The major actors in world politics are the ones who, in Lasswell’s definition, com-
pete to gain sufficient power to have a say in determining what the issues of politi-
cal power struggle are and how the struggle will be played out.

a. As we saw at the beginning of the chapter, the principal group of actors are the 
191 sovereign and independent states located around the globe. The govern-
ments of these states make decisions in the name of the state based on what 
the government determines are the national interests of the country. While in 
principle these decisions are independent of the influence or actions of other 
actors in world politics, in practice a state’s decisions are based on the ebb and 
flow of the international political activity in which that state is engaged (see 
chapter 5 on foreign policy).

b. The second group is composed of intergovernmental organizations (IGOs). These 
intergovernmental organizations are made up of representatives of state gov-
ernments that have agreed to participate in them. The largest of these entities 
is the UN, of which almost all the world’s states are members. Then there are 
regional IGOs, such as the European Union (EU), as well as regional trade, eco-
nomic, and cultural organizations such as the North Atlantic Free Trade Asso-
ciation (NAFTA), which includes Canada, the United States, and Mexico and 
the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), a loose association of 
Southeast Asian states interested in pursuing common economic and, to a 
lesser degree, social policies.

c. Non-state actors (NSAs) are the third group of major actors in world politics. The 
members of these organizations are not representatives of states but of groups 
of individuals with shared economic, social, religious, or environmental inter-
ests. NSAs are a diverse group ranging from paramilitary and terrorist groups 
to international business corporations to scientific and professional organiza-
tions, humanitarian groups and religious movements. NSAs are the most 
recent arrivals on the international scene and among the most significant, as 
you will see throughout the book.

d. Finally, we should not fail to mention the importance of individuals as actors 
in world politics. History is full of people who change the course of history by 
virtue of their military, economic, or scientific genius. We talk about some of 
them in chapter 2.

Interactions among the Actors
If politics is about who gets what, when, and how, interactions among the actors 
are the when and the how. Timing and the ability to carry out a decision economi-
cally and efficiently are key determinants of the struggle for political power.

a. Timing: When a state decides to undertake an action on the international 
stage is critical to the probability of its success in that action. Throughout the 
1930s, Chancellor Adolf Hitler of Germany engaged in small invasions into 
the territory of other European countries, starting with the Rhineland and 
ending with his takeover of Czechoslovakia in 1938. With each invasion, he 
tested the response of the Western democracies. After almost ten years of lit-
tle or no response, Hitler judged the time was ripe for a full-scale invasion. 
His timing was perfect. The United States and Great Britain were not pre-
pared to go to war.

Intergovernmental organizations (IGOs)   
Organizations composed of representatives 
appointed by state governments that have 
agreed to become members of the 
organizations.

Non-state actors (NSAs)  Members of 
groups of individuals with shared economic, 
social, religious, or environmental interests.
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b. Ability to Carry Out a Decision: Hitler underestimated the capabilities of his 
opponents. He invaded Poland and started World War II in 1939 because he 
wrongly thought that the Western democracies were so weak that they lacked 
the capability to oppose his superbly trained armies.

c. The Struggle for Power: This World War II example illustrates the hard fact that 
politics everywhere is a struggle for power. In the game of who gets what and 
how, power is exercised by somebody over someone else. Politics, in Easton’s 
definition, is the authoritative allocation of resources. Some actor or group of 
actors must gain sufficient power to be able to decide what the other actors in 
the game get. How political actors understand the exercise of power deter-
mines, to a large extent, their sense of timing and the way they develop and 
utilize their capabilities. These issues are raised in the discussion of the mod-
ern state in chapters 3 and 4.

Theoretical approaches to understanding how power is exercised divide 
into two main viewpoints. The so-called realist approach sees the struggle for 
power as a game between players in which there is a clear winner and loser. 
While other players may improve their situation, the game is always about who 
wins and who loses. The idealist approach to power says while the struggle for 
power is a fact in world politics, states do not need to resort to violence or force 
to get what they want. In this view, peaceful cooperation for long-term gain is 
a vital component of any state’s vision of its future. We talk more about the the-
oretical approaches to world politics in chapter 2.

Allocating Resources
Resources constitute the final component of Lasswell’s definition, the what, or 
the values of Easton’s definition. These resources may be conveniently divided 
into three types: political resources, economic resources, and social and cultural 
resources.

a. Political resources refer to a country’s power, prestige, and status, backed by 
military power. We call these scarce resources because of the internationally 
perceived hierarchical arrangement of world order. As we show in chapter 3, 
we tend to perceive the international system as a four-tiered structure with the 
developed industrial states at the top and the poorest and failed states at the 
bottom. Developed countries can leverage their status and prestige to gain 
their objectives even if they lack military power. Poor and failed states can only 
use their weakness as bargaining chips. One state, the United States, is a super-
power. Other industrialized states, like Japan, the United Kingdom, France, 
and Germany, are world powers. All these states have in common stable politi-
cal systems. Although elections may be hotly contested, the transition of power 
from one leader to the next is peaceful. States with stable political systems are 
less likely to collapse or fail than states with weak political institutions. States 
like Russia and China are harder to categorize because they are in the midst of 
enormous political as well as economic transformation. However, Russia’s 
nuclear weapons and China’s large military gives these countries more power 
and greater status than very poor countries, like Chad, or failed states, almost 
non-states, like Somalia.

b. Economic resources include a state’s financial resources, such as wealth, annual 
national income, supply of capital, and investment opportunities; industrial 
and agricultural production; and natural resources (oil, coal, soil, water, and 
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Resource  A source of supply, support, or 
status; a natural source of wealth or revenue.
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mineral resources). Like political resources, these are also scarce resources not 
equally distributed around the globe. For example, most of the world’s capital 
is located in the hands of the top 1 percent of the world’s population, living pri-
marily in the United States, Japan, and Western Europe. The United States 
attracts foreign investment, especially from Asia, because of its huge financial 
resources and relatively free financial markets, which make it easy to invest. 
Asia, by contrast, has become the global industrial powerhouse, producing the 
majority of consumer goods for the rest of the world.

By far, the most significant scarce economic resources are energy re-
sources. So important is oil to the developed world’s economies that many of 
us tend to explain world politics simply in terms of the struggle for control of 
the world’s oil supplies. We look at this issue in chapter 7. Water is another 
scarce resource whose availability is grossly under appreciated. The world 
may eventually learn to do without oil, but human beings can never do with-
out water. From California to Mexico, to Australia, China, and the Middle 
East, the Earth’s water supply is increasingly failing to meet the needs of the 
Earth’s large population. The twenty-first century is likely to see water wars 
(see chapter 14).

c. Social and cultural resources may not seem directly related to the global 
struggle  for  power, but they most certainly play a huge role. Like all other 
resources, these are scarce and unequally distributed around the globe. They 
include health, education, a clean environment, and a population that agrees 
on the major values of its government so that ethnic or religious diversity 
adds to the power of the state rather than undermines it. Once again, the 
United States, Japan, and Western Europe lead the world in these resources. 
They have the most educated populations, the healthiest people, and relative 
harmony between diverse ethnic and racial groups within national borders. 
A sick population has little strength to engage in economics or politics. For 
example, the AIDS epidemic in Africa is so severe that it is wiping out the 
middle generation of Africans, the very individuals who should be actively 
engaged in the economic and political life of their countries. Despite its 
political instability, Russia remains a powerful state, able to project itself on 
the world stage because it has a highly educated population with high-tech 
skills that are valuable all over the globe. What keeps Russia in a secondary 
power position is the declining health of its citizens. AIDS is becoming wide-
spread throughout the country, and, as in Africa, threatening to wipe out 
much of that educated population.

 We see, then, that who gets what, when, and how in world politics depends, in 
large measure, on which states can demonstrate sufficient power to determine or 
dominate decisions on the distribution of the world’s scarce resources. It should 
come as no surprise that the wealthiest states with a strong military, high educa-
tional and health levels, and relative ethnic harmony should be the states in the 
best position to make their decisions prevail.

An Overview of World Politics
In world politics, as we have said, there is no authoritative institution—no world 
government—that is recognized as such by its member states and that has the 
power to make decisions about the distribution of the world’s scarce resources. 

Struggle for power  The struggle to compete 
for and reach dominance in an organization, a 
state, a region of the world, or the whole 
world.

Audio Concept
Cultural Resource
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Hence, throughout history, world politics has been characterized by the struggle 
for power. The international system has provided the jungle-like setting where 
force, conflict, and violence have often played key roles. We discuss the nature and 
exercise of power in chapter 4. Traditionally, power has been the exercise of brute 
force by a dominant and dominating authority to maintain order.

The Struggle for Power in European History
The struggle for power is an historical fact. Europe in particular has been the scene 
of bloody conflicts about which dynasty or state was to control the continent. So 
much has conflict characterized European interactions that the ruling European 
governments frequently tried to mitigate the violence by creating institutions 
promoting peace.

z Birth of the Modern State System: In 1648, the leading states of Europe ended 
the Thirty Years War that each of the combatants at last realized it could not 
win. In the Treaty of Westphalia, signed that year, the competing states agreed 
not to try to overthrow each other’s governments, not to interfere in each oth-
er’s internal affairs, and generally to work toward a more peaceful Europe. The 
treaty was a landmark in that it set up mechanisms through which new states 
could be recognized and all the signatories could interact peacefully. Diplo-
macy became a regular practice in Europe, and although wars continued, some 
progress had been made to curtail the use of brute force to decide what was 
going to happen, when, and to whom.

z Balance of Power: At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Napoleon 
Bonaparte of France led his triumphant armies to the gates of Moscow, over-
throwing long-established governments in his path. To stop him, the leading 
states of Europe banded together and, in 1815, dealt Napoleon his deathblow 
at the Battle of Waterloo. Napoleon was exiled to a remote island for good. That 
same year, the European powers came together again, this time in Vienna, to 
negotiate the composition of Europe after Napoleon. One of the concepts that 
played a determining role in the negotiations was that of the balance of power. 
No one or even two states should be allowed to grow as powerful as France had. 
To prevent this, states chose their allies with an eye to seeing that the military 
might of one alliance was roughly equal to that of another. (Balance of power is 
discussed more fully in chapter 4.)

World War I marked the demise of the balance-of-power concept as a way 
to lessen or resolve conflict. Not only did the two major alliances at the end of 
the nineteenth century fail to prevent war, they may have actually promoted it. 
Germany, Italy, and Austro-Hungary were allied on one side, and England, 
France, and Russia on the other. When the heir to the Austrian throne was mur-
dered in Serbia, Germany sprang to the rescue and said it would go to war for 
the honor of its Austrian ally. Russia protested, saying it had a paternal interest 
in the Slavic populations of Eastern Europe and would protect its Slav cousins 
if anyone invaded Serbia. (The Russians and the Serbs are two of many Slavic 
ethnic groups.) The British said a treaty was a treaty, and they backed their Rus-
sian allies. And so one of the bloodiest wars of the twentieth century began. 
The war was fought to a stalemate in 1917, with huge losses on both sides. The 
entrance of the United States into the war on the British and French side swung 
the balance of forces, and Germany was forced to surrender.
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Balance of power  The distribution of power 
among two or more nations where the pattern 
of military and economic dominance among 
them is balanced such that no single nation 
has dominance over the others.
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z Collective Security: At the Peace Conference at Versailles, outside Paris, France, 
the nations of Europe once again came together to talk about the organization 
of a postwar world. Europe was in a shambles, its economy in ruins. France 
had spent all the wealth accumulated in the previous century and lost 20 per-
cent of its population. Because the Americans had had the decisive power to 
stop the Germans, U.S. President Woodrow Wilson, a former political science 
professor and president of Princeton University, presented to the Conference 
his view of an international organization where collective security would replace 
the old alliance system and the nations of the world would resolve their con-
flicts peacefully in a global assembly. The Conference delegates agreed some-
what reluctantly to form a League of Nations. However, despite Wilson’s efforts, 
the United States Senate refused to ratify the treaty. With the most powerful 
world player absent, the League had a short life. In 1933, Hitler became chan-
cellor in Germany. Just two decades after signing the Versailles peace treaty, 
Europe was at war again.

The vision of an international institution that could deal with conflict 
remained alive through the horrors of World War II and the Holocaust. In 1945, 
a new world organization came into being, the United Nations. This organiza-
tion is still in existence. On balance, it has achieved a great deal and done much 
to alleviate world poverty and conquer disease. However, it has proved unable 
to stop conflict. We discuss the UN and its current role in world politics in 
chapter 6.

Terrorism and the Changed Face of the Struggle for Power
In the twenty-first century, as we learned, the world faces a new kind of war, a 
war launched by a faceless NSA, a group or groups of individuals who may reside 
anywhere on the globe. They recognize allegiance to no state or national govern-
ment but are able to influence governments to support them or cease to oppose 
them. Because these individuals are networked all over the globe, they have the 
capability to launch an attack at any time and any place. One of the central ques-
tions of our time is how to cope with this new kind of terrorist threat (discussed 
in chapter 10). Can or should the UN be given more authority to pursue the 
issue? Should one state, such as the United States, be allowed to take the lead, as 
the empires of old did? Is the mobilization of national police by each country the 
answer? We have returned once again to the focus of politics: Who gets what, 
when, and how?

Current Political Trends
The current world situation returns us to the major theme of this book, the push 
and pull of the forces of centralization and decentralization. The 2006 elections in 
the United States revealed the frustration and weariness with the global war on 
terrorism and the war in Iraq felt by the majority of the electorate of the United 
States. In October 2004, the Afghan people voted for a president in the first free 
election in decades. Free parliamentary elections were held a year later. The elec-
tions constituted a major achievement for the Afghan government in cooperation 
with the United States and its allies in the UN and North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO). By 2007, the Taliban had regrouped from their safe bases inside Pakistan 
and threatened to undo this progress. The increasing sectarian violence in Iraq 
presents an even more complex picture, demanding a high level of international 
cooperation that so far the international community has not come together to 

Collective security  The maintenance of 
peace and prevention of war through the 
united action of nations.

Terrorism  Politically motivated violence, 
usually perpetrated against civilians. Terrorists 
and terrorist groups normally want to change 
by force or by threat of force a political context 
that they oppose.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)   
A military alliance, initially formed in 1949 
between Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxem-
bourg, France, Canada, Portugal, Italy, Norway, 
Denmark, Iceland, and the United States. The 
alliance created a system of collective defense 
whereby the member states agreed to mutual 
defence in response to an attack by an external 
party.  At its beginning the attack was expected 
to come from Soviet Russia. Greece and Turkey 
joined in 1952 and West Germany in 1955.  
France withdrew from the alliance in 1959 to 
pursue an independent defence.  After 9/11 
NATO expanded its area of activity to include 
taking charge of the mission in Afghanistan.
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provide. Europe and the United States have two very different approaches to inter-
nationalization. Europe prefers to see the UN as the authoritative decision maker 
in the world, doubtless because of that continent’s horrific experience with an 
aggressive Germany trying to carve out a greater living space in two world wars. As 
the planet’s sole superpower, the United States prefers to consider the UN’s defi-
ciencies in its calculus of that organization’s role as world decision maker. The 
United States is thus less ready for the world to become more centralized politi-
cally than it already is. On the other hand, the United States is one of the leading 
advocates of economic globalization, whereas large groups of Europeans and 
Asians are not so ready to embrace that reality. Let’s look at the world’s experience 
with central world organizations. We begin with historic attempts to form central 
world organizations and the possible consequences of centralization. We then 
consider the rise of non-state actors in the post–World War II era and the possible 
consequences of decentralization.

A Peaceful World Order under a Central World Organization
If the struggle for power and dominance has been a central feature of world poli-
tics, the efforts to create order in place of conflict cited above suggest another 
dynamic that has also been at work, the push and pull of two opposing forces: 
centralization and decentralization. Forced centralization was a primary condi-
tion of the traditional empires of China, India, and Rome. However, each emperor 
had to allow some expression of regional differences to keep the empire intact. The 
empires fell apart under pressure from outside invaders and regions seeking more 
say in imperial affairs.
 In the history of Europe, as we have seen, the movement since 1648 was toward 
voluntary centralization, culminating in the League of Nations and the UN. But 
the road was littered with the dead of European wars. In 1957, the Europeans took 
perhaps their most innovative and challenging step in forming the European Com-
mon Market, whose supranational governing institutions had the authority to 
impose rules and regulations on the governments of the member-states and to 
make sure those rules and regulations were enforced. Today, the Common Market 
has become the European Union (EU), with a membership of twenty-five states. 
We talk about the EU in chapter 6.

The Consequences of Centralization
Ultimately, the tendency toward centralization could lead to world government 
and the globalization of the world economy. Global economic integration (dis-
cussed in chapter 12) is well on its way. However, while world government has 
many supporters, it is unlikely to occur any time soon. Those in favor of it argue 
that a world government would more easily solve the planet’s most urgent prob-
lems of violence, hunger, disease, poverty, and environmental decay. Those 
against it hold that because these problems can’t be solved even on a national 
level, it is pie-in-the-sky thinking to believe a world government could solve them. 
They further argue that a world government would not end the power struggle 
that characterizes all of politics. Moreover, such a government would be so huge 
and create such a huge bureaucracy that no one on Earth would be able to iden-
tify with it. World citizenship is a long way off. Nevertheless, both sides would 
probably agree that the UN could be given more authority to make binding deci-
sions on some of the more critical global issue areas, such as economic develop-
ment, poverty, and disease.
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The Rise of Non-state Actors and Increasing Decentralizing Tendencies
The movement toward voluntary centralization initiated by the European states 
was supported by the victorious powers of World War II, the United States, and 
Soviet Russia. The UN was designed to include all the states in the world so deci-
sions about global issues could be made centrally by delegates from every 
government on the planet meeting in an inter-nation or inter-state assembly. 
However, the founders of the UN made no provision for the rise of non-state actors, 
and it is precisely these actors who form the core of the decentralizing and frag-
menting forces at work in the world today. Not only terrorist groups, but religious 
organizations and even humanitarian or environmental groups sometimes seek to 
change social structures and political outcomes in the countries where they are 
working. On March 11, 2004, just prior to national elections, a terrorist group 
bombed one of Spain’s main railways, killing more than 200 people. The action 
had a decisive influence on the outcome of the elections and encouraged the new 
Spanish government to pull its troops out of Iraq.

The Consequences of Decentralization
At the extreme end of decentralization is the descent of the world into prolonged 
chaos, where non-state actors have succeeded in bringing down or destroying 
national governments and have weakened the resolve of the powerful nations to 
take action. Niall Ferguson, a professor of history at Harvard University, suggests 
the defining movement of our time is not a shift of power upward to a centralized 
international organization like the UN but rather a shift of power downward. States 
have lost their monopoly over the means of violence and, with the advent of the 
Internet, can no longer control how and what individuals communicate to each 
other. Ferguson posits that the non-state actors now wield the power to decide who 
gets what when and how. The resultant scenario, as he sees it, is the plundering of 
the wealthiest countries of Europe, North America, and Asia, limited nuclear wars, 
pirate attacks on the high seas, an AIDS plague in Africa, and other horrors.4

 Others argue that decentralization is not such a bad thing, as it allows non-
state actors and individuals access to influence and decision making that was 
impossible before the Internet and the World Wide Web. In the last twenty years 
alone, citizens have overthrown dictatorial governments in the Philippines, Nica-
ragua, the Soviet Union, and Eastern Europe, and staged a massive protest in 
Tiananmen Square in Beijing, the capital city of Communist China (1989). Instant 
photos and replay enabled these events to be transmitted immediately around the 
globe, so the whole world could see what was happening. Decentralization has its 
positive aspects, they argue.
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Why Study World Politics?
Understand how world politics affects your life and how studying international 
affairs will help you develop analytical skills to better see patterns in the 
complexity of current events.

Among the many reasons that might be given for studying world politics, we 
offer three: The study of world politics will help relate the world’s future to the rest 
of your life. World politics will help you see the connections between international 
issues and the politics of individual states. And studying world politics will help 
you find patterns in the complexity of current events.

Relating International Affairs to Your Life
Before 9/11, you might have thought about taking a course in world politics to 
satisfy some core college requirement, or because you wanted to understand 
your world better so you could choose a career or be directed toward a rewarding 
job. For example, you might have read about the high-tech jobs shifting to India, 
or the transfer of manufacturing jobs to China and Mexico, and wondered 
whether an understanding of the global forces behind such events could save 
someone (you) from a similar fate. Or you might have been planning to study or 
work abroad and wanted to know more about the place in world affairs of your 

Test Prepper 1.1

True or False?

_____ 1. IGOs (intergovernmental organizations) are the 
principal actors in international politics.

_____ 2. NSAs (non-state actors) have only recently 
become major players in the international sys-
tem, yet are among the most significant.

_____ 3. The idealist approach to power attempts to 
obtain as much power as possible by focusing 
on elevating a state’s status and prestige.

_____ 4. Social and cultural resources are significant 
factors in whether a state will have power in the 
international system.

_____ 5. A state using the balance of power approach to 
international politics will attempt to balance its 
political and economic resources as much as 
possible.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following makes the Treaty of 
Westphalia a landmark treaty for international 
affairs?

a. Allowed for recognition of new states and 
for peaceful interactions between states

b. Ended a war that had gone on longer than 
most other wars during that period of 
history

c. Bypassed traditional diplomatic practices 
in favor of the use of force

d. Allowed states to band together to form 
collective security alliances

_____ 7. Which of the following is not an example of 
centralizing tendencies in international 
politics?

a. The League of Nations
b. The United Nations
c. The European Union
d. Non-state-actor influence in the interna-

tional system

Answers appear on page A12
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country of destination. One of the most common reasons for studying world 
politics is in preparation for a career in the foreign service or the United States 
Department of State.

World Politics and International Events
Perhaps one of the most important reasons for studying international relations is 
the hard truth that ignorance is not bliss. World politics affects every aspect of your 
daily life—the clothes you wear, the food you eat, the technology you buy, and the 
gas you put into your car. Before 9/11, Americans had so little grasp of interna-
tional affairs that they couldn’t begin to understand the event. “Why do they hate 
us?” they asked.
 Today, you need world politics more than ever to enable you to understand the 
forces that are shaping your life and your future. You must live and breathe world 
politics to grasp what may be in store for you. The 9/11 attacks were a tragic dem-
onstration of the main theme of this book, namely, the increasing tension between 
the centralizing forces of globalization and the decentralizing forces of religion 
and ethnicity, which extend to every corner of our Earth. The U.S.–led war in Iraq 
and the subsequent transfer of sovereignty back to an Iraqi government turns the 
world spotlight on the role of the UN as a centralizing force for peace and stability 
and the proper exercise of power by member-states, like the United States, to com-
pel regime change in states ruled by tyrants.

World Politics and Your Career
The economic downswing of 2001–2003 illustrates a second aspect of how world 
politics affects your life: the interdependent and transnational character of the 
issues. In 2002, Enron, a huge global corporation with deep ties to the powerful in 
Washington, suddenly went bankrupt. Its chief executives were accused of fraud, 
and its employees lost their life savings. Other major American corporations fol-
lowed Enron into bankruptcy, their chief executive officers exhibiting the same 
fraudulent behavior as Enron’s. The news of corruption in the U.S. economy 
quickly went out over the TV, radio, and Internet. Europe congratulated itself that 
its more regulated companies could not behave in the same way—until its busi-
ness executives were charged with the same kinds of actions. The value of stocks 
on the U.S. stock market rose and fell in violent swings, and foreign stock exchanges 
experienced similar confusion. This confusion further reduced the value of stocks 
on Wall Street.
 The stock decline made U.S. consumers fearful that their pensions and life sav-
ings, invested in the stock market, might disappear. So they decided to buy less. 
Fewer consumer orders to U.S. companies forced those companies to reduce their 
orders of supplies from foreign companies. Receiving fewer orders, the Asian and 
Latin American factories were forced to cut both expenses and production and to 
fire their employees. Unemployment rose and consumption fell around the world. 
International uncertainty about the U.S. economic future was increased by the 
war in Iraq and fear of oil shortages. In the United States, this international uncer-
tainty translated into higher heating and energy costs, further raising the cost of 
production and discouraging consumer spending.
 In this discussion of an economic downswing we circled the globe and intro-
duced issues ranging from local production decisions to global war and peace. The 
modern world is so complex and interconnected that you cannot begin to know 
how to act without understanding the connections.
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Studying World Politics and Developing Analytic Skills
In this book, we address

z The building blocks of world politics (the international system, power, foreign 
policy, international organizations, the global economy)

z The major issues (political geography, global justice, the environment)

z The theoretical and factual background that can enable you to answer those 
questions most important to you:

• What role should the United States play in world affairs?

• How can we ensure that we won’t run out of energy?

• How can we ensure that the planet will continue to be hospitable to human 
life?

• How can we reduce the huge gap between the rich and the poor nations?

• What can be done about terrorism?

 To help address these and related questions, each chapter contains a “Join the 
Debate” box that you can use to argue the theoretical points made in the chapter, 
or a box that invites active participation. If you work on these questions, when you 
have finished the book, you will be able to work out your own answers to questions 
of importance to you.
 In summary, the study of world politics helps you make sense of your world. It 
gives you a set of tools with which to assess the world situation, whatever the cri-
sis or driving forces at work may be. World politics provides methods of analysis 
to help you understand the diverse positions of the world’s leaders and peoples, 
and it proposes frameworks for evaluating the media sound bites that flood the 
daily news. Last, studying world politics shows you how the world “out there” is 
closely tied to your world “at home” and how the interaction between the two 
affects your life.

Interconnections and Patterns in Politics
In the modern world, no country conducts its domestic affairs in a political vac-
uum but there are real differences between international relations and compara-
tive government.

World Politics and Comparative Government
World politics is the study of interactions between international actors, such as 
those listed earlier in the chapter. Its focus is on who gets what, when, and why in 
the international arena. World politics thus differs substantially from comparative 
government whose subject area is the contrasts and similarities between who gets 
what, when, and why in different types of national governments. If we want to com-
pare the role of the chief executive, like the president in the United States to the 
role of the president in Russia, we would turn to the tools of comparative government. 
The boundaries become confused, however, when we seek to compare national 
foreign policies, and the actions of state governments in the global arena. The fact 
is that in the real world, we cannot make a total separation between the conduct of 
actors within states and the conduct of these same actors between states. Domes-
tic politics impacts on world politics and vice versa.
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Comparative government  The comparison 
of interactions of state actors within state 
borders.
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World Politics and Domestic Politics: Intermestic Issues
Political scientists have coined the word intermestic to describe the interconnect-
edness of international and domestic political issues. You have seen this linkage in 
the discussion of the 2001–2003 international economic downswing. Here is a spe-
cific example.
 In the 2006 U.S. elections, the Democratic Party won majorities in both the 
House of Representatives and the Senate. The new majority interpreted the elec-
tion results as a mandate to get U.S. troops out of Iraq as soon as possible. Repub-
lican President George W. Bush responded by initiating a surge in troops to Iraq to 
reduce the violence and bring more law and order to the capital city of Baghdad. 
The Democrats in the House reacted to the initiative by passing a budget that 
included stipulations and dates as to when the troops in Iraq were to be with-
drawn. As is his prerogative under the U.S. Constitution’s system of checks and 
balances Bush vetoed the budget, which then had to go back to the legislature for 
reconsideration. Bush argued that the Constitution made him commander-in-
chief, and in that capacity, he had the right to initiate any action he considered 
necessary in the war in Iraq. We have been talking about this situation so far in 
comparative-government terminology: the separation of powers according to the 
U.S. constitution, the powers of the separate branches of government, and the 
checks and balances on these powers. How does the tension between the legisla-
ture and executive in the United States differ from an analogous tension between 
Prime Minister Gordon Brown and the British House of Commons? Where does 
tension between the legislative and executive lie in France? Can such tension exist 
under the more autocratic Russian constitution?
 As students of world politics, however, our question is not about relations 
between branches of government as a comparative-government issue, but how 
these relations impact on the conduct of U.S. foreign policy. How does the bicker-
ing and bargaining between the executive and legislature in the United States 
structure foreign policy inputs and outputs? What effect does all the infighting 
have on the Sunni-Shiite conflict in Iraq? When we ask these questions, we are 
treating the current legislative-executive standoff in the United States as an inter-
mestic issue.

Finding Patterns in the Complexity of Current Events
Perhaps the most important reason you need to study world politics, as we noted 
at the beginning of the chapter, is that the world of the twenty-first century is 
changing at a more rapid pace than at any other time in history. In the final decade 
of the twentieth century, we witnessed a revolution in communications and tech-
nology, and the end of the Cold War. The Cold War between the United States and 
the Soviet Union, the two major powers in the world at that time, lasted almost 
fifty years (from 1946 to 1991), and the global bipolarity of that era seemed a per-
manent fixture of the international landscape. Suddenly, the war was over, leaving 
the international community grasping for a definition of the new era. Too soon, 
however, terrorism supplied some of that definition, as did religious  extremism, 
which has become a major ideological factor in world politics in the new century.
 Giving students tools for understanding the complex, rapidly changing cir-
cumstances around us is an important goal of this book. Despite the seeming 
chaos of the events portrayed on the nightly news, patterns can be found. The 
principal patterns on which we focus in this book are the centralizing and decen-
tralizing forces at work in world politics today. Forces for centralization can be 

Cold War  The great ideological and power 
conflict between the Soviet Union and its allies 
and the United States and its allies, which 
lasted roughly from 1946 to 1991.

Religious extremism  The use of religion to 
rationalize extreme actions such as terrorism 
or militancy against a recognized government.

For more information see  
The Beginning of  
the Cold War
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seen in the twin processes of globalization and global interdependence. In con-
trast, forces for decentralization are those that insist on their own identity, self-
worth, and autonomy of action. They can be found in ethnic nationalism; in 
individual, group, and state terrorism; religious militancy; and in immediate citi-
zen access to information. The 9/11 terrorist attacks on the United States are a 
dramatic example of the centralizing/decentralizing tensions in the modern 
world. Islamic terrorists justified their murderous actions through references to 
Islam and the Koran. In so doing, they energized supporters of Islam in the Middle 
East, and Central and East Asia (decentralizing force). The rallying of the whole 
world around the United States in its moment of tragedy was a centralizing force 
that focused world attention on the need to deal with terrorism. In the course of 
this book, we return to this theme of centralizing/decentralizing tensions repeat-
edly in our study of the structure, actors and issues of world politics.
 When you are asked why you have chosen to study world politics, you can now 
give at least three important answers:

z World politics provides you with a framework with which to evaluate and 
define your life and future.

z World politics also enables you to see the interconnectedness of international 
and domestic politics, and to understand that decisions made in one country 
may one day profoundly affect you.

z You need to study world politics to find the patterns that can make sense of 
those forces that are so rapidly changing our fast-moving world.

 The last section of the chapter looks at the main forces at work in world politics 
today that are shaping your future and the future of the planet.
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Test Prepper 1.2

True or False?

_____ 1. Religion and ethnicity act as centralizing forces 
leading to increased peace and stability in 
international politics.

_____ 2. The bankruptcy of corporations in America has 
the potential to lead to the increase in unem-
ployment and reduced consumption through-
out the rest of the world.

_____ 3. Comparative government—the study of politi-
cal processes internal to governments around 
the world—can be clearly separated from the 
study of international affairs, which focuses on 
politics between states.

Multiple Choice

_____ 4. Which of the following is not a proposal from 
the UN Commission on Global Governance?

a. A system of global taxation for individuals 
and companies that burn fuels emitting 
carbon dioxide

b. A standing UN army to intervene in states 
that abuse human rights

c. A system that allows individuals to sue 
states that engage in economic policies 
that counter free trade practices

d. UN authority over global commons such 
as the oceans

_____ 5. Intermestic issues deal with:
a. The intersection between politics of devel-

oped countries and developing countries
b. Internal political processes influenced by 

domestic lobbying groups
c. Issues that have both a domestic and 

international component
d. International economic situations that 

affect the UN’s ability to provide funding 
for its internal operations

Answers appear on page A12
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What New Forces Are 
Shaping the Planet?
Identify the five most significant forces shaping the world today and understand 
how these forces have centralizing or decentralizing effects on world politics.

In this book, we discuss five forces that are important in shaping our world at 
present. These are not the only forces, but to our mind, they are the most signifi-
cant. They are:

z information technology

z new global and transnational issues

z increasing inability of states to solve their problems individually

z rise of ethnic nationalism and religious fundamentalism

z new citizen activism

Whether these forces will push the world closer together or farther apart it is too 
soon to tell. But it is safe to say that at present, each of them can be either centrip-
etal or centrifugal. They can work toward greater cooperation or toward more 
global fragmentation. Let us look at each of these forces in turn.

Information Technology
Since 1980, the industrialized nations have shifted to what are termed postindus-
trial technologies. These technologies make distances shorter and increase the 
speed of communication. They range from currency-exchange transactions via 
the computer to the transfer of ideas and pictures via satellite, fax, E-mail, and the 
Internet. Our lives have been transformed by the information revolution. How have 
these technologies affected international relations? Here are a few examples.

The Global Village: The Internet and Videotechnology
On September 11, 2001, thanks to an array of improved information technologies, 
TV viewers around the world watched in disbelief as two airplanes crashed into 
the twin towers of the World Trade Center in New York City, causing them to col-
lapse. The film sequence was played over and over again in the days and months 
that followed.
 Since then, Osama bin Laden’s organization, al Qaeda and other terrorist 
groups have made consistent use of the mass media to publicize their goals, their 
view of the world, and their selected killings of those who would be against them. 
They have successfully planned and executed terrorist attacks—not only in the 
United States but also in Saudi Arabia; in the port city of Aden on the Red Sea; at a 
Jewish synagogue in Morocco; at a vacation resort in Indonesia; on the fast rail line 
between Madrid and Seville, Spain; in London, UK; in resort towns in Egypt; and 
all over Iraq. Behind their success lies a skillful, coordinated usage of old and 
established technologies such as bombs and airplanes with the new technologies 
of rapid communication, instant replay, and mass audiences.

Information Technology and Global Financial Markets
In 1987, the U.S. stock market fell more points in a single day than on Black Friday 
in 1929. In 1998, the stock market went on a roller-coaster ride, leaving investors 
breathless. In March 2007, volatility on the Shanghai stock exchange caused mar-
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High-tech Meets Low-tech
High-tech cell phone mixes with 
low-tech begging bowl as this 
Hindu sadhu or holy man in Alla-
habad, India, connects with the 
faithful by phone. His begging 
bowl recalls his poverty and his 
dependency on others, just as all 
living things are connected in the 
divine web of being.
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kets around the world to fall. There was talk of a possible crash. In both cases, 
computer technology and instant satellite communication of corporate and mar-
ket news played a role in market volatility. Let’s look at how.
 Computer programming and instant recording of stock sales have played a 
major role in the roller-coaster market that characterized the beginning of the 
twenty-first century. Before the Internet, brokers handled all stock dealings. Today, 
individuals may manage their own stock transactions over the Internet, or they 
can send instructions to their brokers to program the computer to trigger the auto-
matic sale of a stock when it rises or falls to a specified value. The computer has 
thus enabled thousands of people to enter the stock market who never had partici-
pated before. Information technology has created twenty-four-hour virtual stock 
markets. When the real stock market closes in Tokyo or Hong Kong and before it 
opens in New York, computer stock traders are already trading stock based on 
activity in the Asian markets.
 In international financial dealings, information technology, in a very real sense, 
is a force integrating global financial markets, even risking the replacement of real 
stock exchanges with virtual ones. On the other side of the coin, information tech-
nology is a decentralizing force, as it provides access to information previously 
obtainable only by being physically present at the stock market and thus enables 
individuals to play the market independently of a stockbroker or exchange.

Information Technology as a Decentralizing Tool
A third example of the impact of rapid information technology on world events is 
the incredible speedup of information exchange. Anyone who perpetrates a ter-
rorist act can immediately evaluate the results of a bombing, shooting, or killing by 
watching how the media report the event on that day’s evening news program. Of 
key importance is the media’s assessment of the action’s impact on public opinion. 
The bombing of the World Trade Center provoked universal horror and sparked a 
major U.S. offensive against terrorist camps in Afghanistan. The bombing of a 
Spanish train in March 2004, however, produced an opposite reaction. In this case, 
horror moved the Spanish people to give in to terrorist demands that Spain with-
draw its troops from Iraq. Because the effect of terroristic acts on public opinion 
within states and around the world is immediately visible through the intensity of 
public outcry and government response, terrorist groups quickly learn to exploit 
the weak links in the chain of opposition to them to influence world opinion in 
their favor.

Information Technology: A Tool for World Centralization or Decentralization?
Today, we find ourselves in the middle of the information revolution and can only 
begin to assess its impact. Change occurs so fast that we may not be able to under-
stand the dimensions of this revolution until we have experienced its unintended 
consequences. A search on the World Wide Web will locate virtually any infor-
mation one could want and bring together like-minded people around the world. 
The information revolution has liberated individuals from dependence on some 
authority for information and, thus is a powerful decentralizing force. So much 
information is available, in fact, that individuals have difficulty separating reliable 
and trustworthy information from erroneous hearsay. The revolution thus risks 
producing a worldwide population of information junkies who lack the tools for 
finding meaning in the message but who are ready to react to it.
 On the centralizing side, the new technology has the ability to disseminate 
information around the globe, permitting governments and corporations to make 
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instant global connections. Equally important, it can unite individuals in one chat 
room for discussion on a subject of mutual interest. So we must wait and see before 
we make a final judgment on information technology.

The New Global and Transnational Issues
In the twenty-first century, events in one part of the world can reverberate on the 
global level. They differ from the old issues in that they are transnational, freely 
crossing state borders.

The Global Economy
One example, in the new global economy, is the transnational corporation. This is 
a corporation that can use communications technology to run a global business 
without having a national home. It can invest and locate anywhere on the planet, 
benefiting the people who live in that location with jobs, but it is ready and willing 
to pull capital out and move elsewhere if the business climate in that country shifts 
to its disadvantage. When global capital pulled out of Indonesia in 1997, the Indo-
nesian people were quickly reduced to poverty. In some regions and countries, 
such as Russia, corporations are reluctant to invest global capital. Other countries 
seem to attract capital. We talk more about transnational capital transactions in 
chapters 10 and 11.
 A main feature of our world today is the large gap between the world’s rich and 
the world’s poor, both within countries and transnationally. This problem high-
lights one of the paradoxes of the tension between centralization and decen-
tralization. Global capital responds to the global market. In so doing, it acts at 
odds with attempts by the international community to put weak or failed states 

back on their feet. Hamid Karzai, the president of 
Afghanistan, has made frequent appeals to the 
international community to invest in his country, 
with few responses from global capital sources.
 The global economy allows corporations of the 
major industrialized countries to take advantage of 
low costs and cheap labor in the developing coun-
tries in order to manufacture products to market 
around the world. On the plus side, people all over 
the globe benefit from the quantity and quality of 
goods produced by global corporations. On the 
downside, the economies of mass production can 
drive out local companies and local products caus-
ing large-scale unemployment whenever a local 
industry shuts down.

Environmental Degradation
Environmental degradation is another transna-
tional and interdependent problem. Early envi-
ronmentalists such as the English poets William 
Blake,5 and William Wordsworth6 deplored Eng-
land’s “satanic mills” and “stagnant waters.” In the 
New World, John James Audubon painted and 
Henry Thoreau7 decried the disappearing flora and 
fauna of the rapidly expanding American frontier.

Transnational  Going beyond state borders 
or unstoppable at state borders. Air pollution, 
for example, may be confined within the 
boundaries of one state, or it may be transna-
tional, crossing state boundaries. We call this 
instance transboundary air pollution.

McWorld Is Here
At the end of the twentieth century, large corporations produced 
and marketed literally around the world. McDonald’s was the first 
to market fast food successfully by selling a standardized hamburger 
and French fries in California. The company expanded operations 
throughout the United States and prides itself in maintaining the 
same quality of food service around the world today. This photo was 
shot in Ortokoy, Istanbul, Turkey.
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 In 1969, we went to the moon and for the first time appreciated how fragile 
and small our planet really was. In the industrialized countries, environmental 
degradation has become increasingly obvious in the pollution of waterways, and 
smog in the larger cities. At first, these problems seemed to be solvable by the 
action of national governments—where a problem such as pollution of a river 
involved several states—or by a group of states. Now we know that these problems 
require a transnational approach to their solution.
 The 1980s brought recognition of a new dimension to environmental pollu-
tion: the degradation of the global commons. The global commons are areas of the 
planet, such as oceans and the Earth’s atmosphere, which are shared by all the 
world’s population. Soil erosion, deforestation, and water pollution are more than 
local problems; they are transnational as well. Not only does the cutting down of 
forests lead to local soil erosion but also to reduced rainfall caused by deforesta-
tion that contributes to regional droughts, as in Saharan Africa, and to global 
warming. The jury is still out as to whether reduction in our consumption of fossil 
fuels would significantly slow down the process. Nevertheless none of us would 
wish by our actions to contaminate the atmosphere in such a way as to risk life on 
Earth. At the opening of the twenty-first century, climate change and sustainable 
development have become international priorities. (We talk more about these 
issues in chapter 14.)

International Terrorism
Finally, terrorism recognizes no state borders and has no single source. In recent 
years, the face of terrorism has changed. Terrorists are now networked all over the 
globe, and their attacks have become more deadly. They come from a diverse set of 
countries—Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Libya, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, Peru, and 
Central America. Fifteen of the nineteen hijackers who commandeered the four 
planes on 9/11 were Saudi citizens. Identifying terrorists and preventing attacks 
are transnational tasks that necessitate timely coordination of both large amounts 
of information from all parts of the world and action among countries.
 Can you identify other transborder problems? Do not overlook international 
drug trafficking, the global child and sex trade, and the large migrations of refu-
gees who seek to escape the consequences of global problems. These, as well as 
the issues that we have identified, have acquired a life of their own, demanding 
international agencies to assure maximum benefits and minimum hardships to all 
the world’s people. The new issues thus operate as a powerful force pushing the 
world toward cooperation and international community building.

The Increasing Inability of the State to Solve Problems
The twenty-first century has seen the ability of the state to resolve serious prob-
lems both within and without its borders decline. Not only are governments find-
ing it harder to solve transnational problems on their own but they are also 
discovering they can no longer solve basic domestic problems. Why is this so? Let 
us first consider transnational problems, and then domestic.

Transnational Problems and Transnational Solutions
An important theme that runs throughout this book is that no state can solve the 
new transnational problems on its own. Solutions to terrorism, migration, drug 
trafficking, environmental degradation, and the global child and sex trade require 
the cooperation of the major governments around the world, including the 

Global commons  Areas of the Earth’s bio-
sphere that are shared by all the world’s popu-
lation, such as oceans and the atmosphere.
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exchange of sensitive information, the standardization of 
laws relating to these issues, and the coordination of national 
police forces.
 We have seen the difficulties faced by states trying to solve 
transnational problems on their own. Even a nation as power-
ful and wealthy as the United States cannot stop terrorism or 
drug trafficking by unilateral action. In the case of the envi-
ronment, it is clear that no one country can undertake the 
cleanup of the world’s oceans or air by itself. Some reduction 
of domestic levels of carbon or sulfur dioxide emissions into 
the air can be achieved through the passage and enforcement 
of national emission standards. But these reductions are gen-
erally limited to local areas. The achievement of worldwide 
reduction of emissions requires a global agreement on the 
nature of the problem and its solution, with stipulations on 
which country is to do what to contribute to the solution.

Inability of States to Solve Problems at Home
If states are limited in what they can do to solve the new trans-
national problems, they are also limited in their ability to 
solve problems that were once viewed as purely domestic 
single-handedly. This is an entirely new situation requiring 
rethinking of what noninterference in the affairs of other 
states mean. Problems such as a fair wage for workers, the 
right price for wheat, and standards for industry and con-

sumer goods are now enmeshed in the politics of globalization. The U.S. Congress 
could raise the minimum wage to $10 an hour, but many U.S. industries would 
quickly move to Mexico, the Caribbean, or Southeast Asia, where the cost of labor 
averages a dollar a day. The result would be rising unemployment in the United 
States and a further increase in the gap between rich and poor, as more unskilled 
workers are thrown out of the U.S. work force. In addition, the $10 hourly labor 
cost would increase the cost of products made in the United States to a level where 
they could not compete with cheaper products on the world market. The United 
States could try to push China and India into adopting a higher wage scale, but 
clearly, both countries would see this as interference in their domestic affairs. Glo-
balization has been one of the strongest forces in reorienting state problem solv-
ing in the direction of international organizations (centralization). On the other 
hand, the perceived erosion of the state’s control of the domestic agenda has con-
tributed to an increase in decentralizing tendencies within state borders.

The Rise of Ethnic Nationalism and 
Religious Fundamentalism
The weakening of centralized state power has encouraged decentralization in 
many parts of the globe. For examples, please take a good look at Table 1.1.
 Where state power has dramatically decreased, ethnic nationalist and religious 
movements have sometimes succeeded in breaking that state into national ethnic 
entities, as happened in Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia in the 1990s after the col-
lapse of communism. More frequently, the inability of the central government to 
quell ethnic tensions has resulted in a persistent low-level state of civil war. For 
example, each of the Central Asian states that arose from the fall of the Soviet 

Garment Workers in a Factory, Seeduwa, Sri Lanka
A negative aspect of globalization has been the setting up 
by transnational corporations of manufacturing plants in 
countries, like Mexico, where wages are low. The practice 
takes jobs away from workers in the United States, while 
offering the low-wage earners between $1.00 and $3.00 
a day. The pay for the workers in the developing countries 
is often the difference between want and subsistence, but 
it puts workers in the affluent, higher paid, industrialized 
countries out of work.
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Union has a multiethnic population. In many of them, the larger ethnic minorities 
would prefer their own independent country, or at least a large share of self-rule. 
Since 1991, civil wars have raged in Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Tajikistan, as has a 
war for independence in Chechnya a region of Russia. (To understand the differ-
ences among state, the nation, and ethnic groups, review Figure 1.1.)

Ethnic and Religious Tension
Ethnic and religious tensions have increased in many parts of the world. In Africa, 
the most salient examples are the civil wars in Sudan, Somalia, Rwanda, the Ivory 
Coast, and the Democratic Republic of Congo. An example of seemingly irresolv-
able religious nationalism is the century-old conflict between Jews and Pales-
tinian Arabs in what is now Israel and the Palestinian territories. The conflict is 
made more complex by the division between the Palestinians themselves over 
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	 TABLE	1.1

Some States Experiencing Internal Dissension

Mexico	 Low-level	conflict	between	Mexican	government	and	the	Native	Americans	of	Chiapas	for	
greater	autonomy	of	the	Chiapas	region

Great	Britain	 Conflict	in	Northern	Ireland	between	Roman	Catholics	and	Protestants

Spain	 Basque	separatist	movement	wants	either	independence	or	more	autonomy

Belgium	 Continuous	dissension	between	Flemish-	or	Dutch-speaking	Protestant	North	and	French-
speaking	Catholic	South

Russia	 Chechnya	seeking	independence

Georgia	 Conflict	between	majority	Christian	Georgians	and	minority	Muslim	Abkhazi	demanding	
independence

Azerbaijan	 Conflict	between	majority	Muslim	Azeris	and	minority	Christian	Armenians	who	want	the	
Armenian-controlled	part	of	Azerbaijan	ceded	to	Armenia

Israel	 Delineation	of	a	Palestinian	state

Iraq	 Conflict	between	minority	Sunni	Iraqis,	ethnic	Kurds,	and	majority	Shiite	Iraqis

India/Pakistan	 Conflict	between	Muslims,	supported	by	Pakistan,	and	Hindus,	supported	by	India,	for	
control	of	the	territory	of	Kashmir

China	 Fifty-year-old	conflict	between	Chinese	government	and	Tibetans	over	Tibetan	desire	for	
independence

Sri	Lanka	 Ongoing	conflict	between	the	majority	Sinhalese	and	the	minority	Tamils

Sudan	 Two	conflicts:

1)		A	civil	war	between	the	black	Christian	south	and	Arab	Muslim	north	that	has	been	
going	on	for	decades

2)	In	Darfur,	in	western	Sudan,	raids	and	mass	murders	of	black	Muslims	by	Arab	Muslims

Rwanda	 Ethnic	rivalry	between	Hutus	and	Tutsis

Ivory	Coast	 Civil	war	between	largely	Christian	south	and	Muslim	north

State  Source of Dissension

www.BetweenNations.org
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whether to follow a more traditionally nationalist path to self-government repre-
sented by President Abbas and his party, al Fatah, or to take the more extreme 
religious nationalist route of Hamas (the majority in the legislature) and become 
a Muslim state.
 In Kashmir, Indian Hindu soldiers have faced Pakistani Muslim soldiers since 
1948 in a bloody drama of hostility, over which country (and religion) is to prevail. 
In Sri Lanka, the Tamils, a minority ethnic group, want independence from the 
Sinhalese ethnic majority. The French-speaking Catholic Canadian province of 
Quebec has held several referendums on whether it should become independent 
of Canada.
 The driving force behind the rise of religious fundamentalism has been the rise 
of militant Islam. While militant Islam is composed of many diverse terrorist 
groups, its primary leader is Osama bin Laden. Scholars differ as to the objectives 
of militant Islam, but it is generally conceded that its goal is to end the domination 
of the world by the Western, highly industrialized countries that militant Islamic 
groups consider decadent and corrupt, and to replace the existing world order 
with a Muslim universal caliphate rooted in the Muslim holy book, the Koran, and 
Islamic law known as the Shari’a. To achieve these goals, terrorists groups have 

	 FigurE	1.1

Do You Know the Difference Between . . . ?

State
z	 A	geographic	territory	with	internationally	recog-

nized	boundaries
z	 An	internationally	recognized	and	identifiable	

population	that	lives	within	those	boundaries
z	 An	internationally	recognized	authority	structure	

or	government

Nation
z	 A	group	of	people	linked	together	in	some	man-

ner,	such	as	by	a	common	territory	(Estonians,	
Czechs,	Norwegians),	although	not	necessarily	by	
a	common	territory	(Arabs,	Tamils,	Kazaks)

z	 Common	culture	that	may	or	may	not	be	based	
on	religion

z	 Common	language
z	 Common	history	or	understanding	of	the	past
z	 General	desire	for	independence

Ethnic Group
z	 A	group	of	people	linked	together	similarly	to	

those	of	a	nation,	EXCEPT:

•	 No	expressed	desire	for	independence

•	 Most	important	unifying	or	identifying	factor	is	
language

z	 Religion	is	often	a	unifying	factor.

Multinational State:	A	state	such	as	China,	India,	Nigeria,	
Russia,	or	the	United	States,	which	contains	more	than	one	
nation	within	its	territory.	Most	states	are	multinational.

Multistate Nation:	A	single	nation	occupying	more	than	one	
state	boundary.	The	German,	Russian,	and	Kurd	nations	are	
classic	examples.

Ethnic Nationalism:	An	ethnic	group	that	seeks	indepen-
dence	and	bases	its	right	to	independence	on	the	right	to	
speak	its	own	language	(the	Hungarians	in	Slovakia	and	
Romania;	the	Kurds	in	Iraq,	Iran,	and	Turkey;	the	Basques	in	
Spain	and	France;	the	Albanians	in	the	Yugoslav	province	of	
Kosovo).	In	contrast	to	the	American	fight	for	indepen-
dence,	which	was	based	on	self-rule	over	a	specific	territory	
regardless	of	language,	most	modern	nationalist	move-
ments	are	language	oriented.	We	call	groups	seeking	inde-
pendence	under	such	conditions	ethnic	national	groups.

Race:	A	division	of	humankind	possessing	biological	traits	
that	are	transmissible	by	descent	and	are	sufficient	to	char-
acterize	it	as	a	distinctive	human	type.	Based	on	the	criteria	
of	pigmentation,	color	and	form	of	hair,	shape	of	head	and	
nose,	and	stature,	anthropologists	generally	agree	on	three	
major	races:	the	Caucasoid,	Mongoloid,	and	Negroid.	To	
classify	humans	on	the	basis	of	race	is	highly	problematic,	
for	there	has	been	an	intermingling	of	races	since	earliest	
human	history.8
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attacked strategic sites in Europe, Asia, Africa, and North America. 
Nowhere is the struggle for power being more fiercely fought than in 
Afghanistan and Iraq.

New Citizen Activism
The fifth and last new force we discuss as influencing world politics is 
the rise of citizen activism. People around the world appear frustrated 
by what they see as the weakness and failure of the state to pay attention 
to their concerns. They may blame their governments for corruption, for 
abandoning traditional values or traditional religion, or for failing to 
take sufficiently radical measures to either create or halt change.

Citizen Activism and Citizen Empowerment
The efforts of citizens to take power into their own hands and change 
the politics of their country has markedly increased since the 1970s. In 
Iran, angry citizens in 1978 protested against what they perceived as 
their government’s inhuman and absolutist methods of rapid industri-
alization. In 1979, within a little more than two weeks they ousted the 
ruling shah and welcomed home Ayatollah Khomeini, a cleric urging 
the return to fundamental Islamic values. In Indonesia in 1998, thou-
sands of young people took to the streets to demand democracy as a 
solution to the collapse of the Indonesian economy. In 2003–2005 citi-
zens in the Republic of Georgia and Ukraine in what became known as 
the Rose and Orange Revolutions, organized massive sit-ins in their 
main squares demanding a more democratic government. The mass 
demonstrations against the World Trade Organization (WTO) at every 
meeting it has held since November 1999 provide another illustration 
of this new level of citizen activism with the protesters demanding the 
end of globalization. In the first four examples, citizen activism brought 
changes in the government of the country where the demonstration 
took place. Iran became an Islamic Republic, Indonesia embarked on its demo-
cratic road. In Georgia, the new government has brought economic growth and 
greater political freedom, while Ukraine has been forced to learn the value of 
compromise and national reconciliation.
 Citizen empowerment is thus more than a passing phenomenon. Unlike any 
other technology, the personal computer or cell phone linked to the Internet gives 
the individual the ability to seek and send information and to communicate with 
individuals who have similar views but live in other countries and cultures. Mes-
sages flowing across the Internet provide the infrastructure necessary to support 
citizens’ organizations.

Rise of Non-state Actors
Citizen activism is not only a matter of mass demonstrations. Increase in citizen 
activism has gone hand in hand with the accelerated growth of individual initia-
tives and non-state actors (NSAs). Non-state actors are actors on the international 
stage that are not states. NSAs may be subdivided into four main groups: inter-
national paramilitary and terrorist groups such as the Shining Path (Sendero lumi-
noso) in Peru or al Qaeda and its associated terrorist groups; firms and business 
with a global reach, such as multinational corporations (MNCs); the international 
media; and nongovernmental  organizations  (NGOs). The 2006 Nobel Peace Prize 
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Non-state actor (NSA)  In international rela-
tions, these are actors on the international 
level that are not states.

Nongovernmental organization (NGO)   
An international organization made up of 
groups or individuals, recruited across state 
boundaries, joined either by profession or 
interest.

The Green Belt Movement
Nobel Peace Prize Winner Dr. Wangari 
Maathai of Kenya working with volunteers 
from the Green Belt Movement planting trees 
to reforest Kenya’s degraded environment.9
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winner exemplifies the individual and non-state-actor dimensions of citizen activ-
ism. The 2006 prize went to Bangladeshi native, Muhammad Yunus for his found-
ing of the Grameen Bank, the first bank to give microcredit to poor people.
 As noted earlier, NGOs are organizations of citizens with a common agenda or 
set of demands they would like a government to implement. NGOs are discussed 
in more depth in chapter 2 and chapter 7. Some NGOs go back to the nineteenth 
century, but most got started in the 1970s or later. NGOs may be organized at the 
grass-roots level, or at the state and international levels. Grass-roots groups com-
monly organize around a local issue. National NGOs organize to pressure national 
governments to adopt certain policies or legislation, while the newest of the NGOs, 
international NGOs, aim to influence international organizations, such as the UN. 
NGOs are as diverse as Mothers Against Drunk Driving (national), Friends of the 
Earth (international), the Adirondack Mountain Club (local), Sister Cities Interna-
tional (international), and al Qaeda, an international terrorist organization.
 Pressure exerted by global NGOs became so strong that in the late 1980s the 
UN agreed to give legal standing to NGOs that registered with them. Legal stand-
ing means that the registered NGOs are represented in an official capacity at world 
conferences and in deliberations about UN activities. Such a practice would have 
been unthinkable one hundred years ago.
 As you can see, the new citizen activism can reinforce the centralizing tenden-
cies at work today through the formation of like-minded NGOs that can influence 
policy at the local, national, and international levels. It can also strengthen the 
fragmentation of world politics through the proliferation of groups with specific 
agendas. International terrorism is not the product of one large terrorist organiza-
tion but rather a collection of smaller groups that are loosely associated and tend 
to act on their own volition for their own goals.

Test Prepper 1.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Forces such as information technology either 
act as centralizing or decentralizing forces in 
world politics, but not both.

_____ 2. Transnational corporations operate in multiple 
countries but do not possess a national home.

_____ 3. While the origins of transnational problems 
may lie across multiple countries, oftentimes it 
is possible for just one powerful country (such 
as the United States) to solve the problem.

_____ 4. Ethnic or national movements leading to inter-
nal dissent is a problem faced by many differ-
ent countries, including countries in the 
developed world such as Great Britain and 
Spain.

_____ 5. With the changing world landscape after the 
attacks in the United States on 9/11, the world 
has seen a significant decrease in citizen-based 
efforts to take power into their own hands.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. The global commons are:
a. A variety of affiliated IGOs dealing with 

transnational economic issues
b. A subdivision of the UN that focuses on 

bridging the gap between divergent view-
points throughout the world

c. Issues, such as human rights, that gener-
ally act as centralizing forces in world 
politics

d. Areas of the planet shared by all the 
world’s population

_____ 7. A geographic territory with internationally rec-
ognized boundaries is one element of a:

a. state c. race
b. nation d. ethnic group

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 1.3
www.BetweenNations.org
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Join the Debate

Should There Be One World Government?

Overview

In 1995, the United Nations Commission on Global 
Governance published Our Global Neighborhood. This 
report was commissioned after a meeting in 1991 in 
Stockholm, Sweden, entitled “Common Responsibility 
in the 1990s: The Stockholm Initiative on Global Secu-
rity and Governance.” The report suggests changes in 
the way the world community goes about running its 
affairs in order to promote a more just and equitable 
world society. It presents a cogent argument for con-
solidating our current international organizations by 
giving more power to the organizations of the United 
Nations. The concept of global governance is opposed 
by those who see the road to one world government as 
the end of state sovereignty and an opening of the door 
to tyranny on a scale the world has never seen, all over-
seen by a gigantic, faceless, unelected bureaucracy. You 
are just starting your course on World Politics. It is more 
than likely you have never given any thought or mar-
shaled any arguments in favor of one world government 
or national sovereignty. Below, we give you some argu-
ments to start you off. Go ahead. Try it. What about one 
world government?

Most Important Proposals
z A system of global taxation based on the levy of 

special-user charges, such as a carbon tax, for indi-
viduals and companies that burn any kind of fuel 
that emits carbon dioxide

z A standing UN army that would have the sole au-
thority to intervene in states that abuse human 
rights

z An Economic Security Council that would oversee 
more equitable payment for labor, the promotion 
of sustainable development around the world, and 
policies to alleviate poverty and disease

z UN authority over the global commons—the oceans 
and the atmosphere

z An end to the veto power of permanent members of 
the UN Security Council

z A new Petitions Council to which individuals and 
NGOs could bring suit against states for noncom-
pliance with international law

z A new International Court of Criminal Justice, 
whose verdicts would be binding on all the member 
states of the UN. (This court, established in July 
1998—but without binding jurisdiction on all UN 
member states—is now located in The Hague, the 
Netherlands.)

z Expanded authority for the secretary-general of the 
UN.

Arguments for a Stronger, More Powerful 
United Nations Organization

z A small world needs a world government. The world 
is already so small that we can fly around it in super-
sonic planes or satellites in three hours or less.

z The world’s economy is already globalized. What 
better way to promote more equitable labor condi-
tions and conservation of environmental resources 
than through a central organization empowered to 
oversee the planet’s human and natural resources?

z Intervention by one country in the affairs of another 
is unacceptable. Decisions on the invasion of mem-
ber-states must be made collectively within the UN 
Security Council.

z There already exist UN military forces with specific 
orders for specific places and targets. The upgrading 
of these forces into a permanent army would give 
more clout to UN decisions on the resolution of 
global conflicts.
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z The International Court of Justice should have man-
datory jurisdiction over all member-states of the UN. 
How else is the world to flght criminal abuses of 
authority by heads of state, national armies, and 
international terrorists?

arguments against a stronger united Nations
z The larger the government, the more likely it is to 

rule tyrannically. We don’t need global government; 
we need honest national governments willing to act 
flrst and foremost in the national interest.

z There are no internationally recognized global val-
ues and no consensus on how a world government 
should be organized. One of the most severe value 
confiicts in the world today is over the rights of 
women and children. If the UN cannot resolve these 
confiicts today, a more centralized UN will have to 
impose its values throughout the world.

z Regulation of the world economy by a UN economic 
institution would promote a global welfare state in 
which resources are taken from the most productive 
global citizens and distributed to the least produc-
tive. What is needed is to step up the training of the 
poorest members of the global community in effec-
tive methods of food production and technology 
development. Education, not welfare, is the answer.

z People are not prepared to surrender their national 
sovereignty and to entrust the security of their homes 
and families to a UN army. If states give up their 
military and police forces, how secure will we be 
against terrorists, criminal gangs, drug rings and 
sheer cranks?

z Sovereign states must have the right to intervene and 
invade other states whose expressed policies and 
interests are opposed to their own and threaten the 
world community.

 The arguments pro and con highlight the basic 
problem: that the formation of a global government 
with its own military force and court of justice to 
enforce decisions of a global legislature means each 
state must surrender its sovereignty. This surrender is 
made all the more problematic by the report’s proposal 
to form a separate parliament composed of recognized 

NGOs. That would put al Qaeda on the same parlia-
mentary standing in the NGO assembly as the United 
States is in the current UN General Assembly. You will 
discover as you debate that the issue of global gover-
nance is more complex than it seems at flrst and that it 
demands some heavy thinking.

QuestIoNs

1. How could a world government more efflciently 
and more equitably handle such global issues as 
regional conflict, poverty, and environmental 
degradation?

2. How readily do you think any state would be per-
suaded to give up voluntarily the right to control its 
own political, economic, and social affairs?

3. How do you understand the term global gover-
nance? Do you see the centralization of the world’s 
economic and political activities as a positive or 
negative step? Why?

seLect readINGs

United Nations Commission on Global Governance, 
Our Global Neighborhood (Oxford University Press, 
1995).

Peter Singer, One World: The Ethnics of Globalization 
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2002).

Victoria Wise and Dloyd Hedrick, Global One: The New 
World Government (New York: Morris, 1999). A novel 
written by a housewife about an astronaut who runs 
afoul of the Organization of Nations and faces per-
secution by the Prince.

seLected WeBsItes

www.sovereignty.net/p/gov This site provides the total 
text of Our Global Neighborhood, plus material 
supporting the con side of the global governance 
debate.

www.lse.ac.uk/Depts/global The Centre for the Study 
of Global Governance at the London School of Eco-
nomics provides information, links, and evalua-
tions of materials published on global governance.

http://globalization.about.com/od/globalgovernance/  
This site provides a bibliography of articles and 
reports on the institutions and practice of global 
governance.
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future player in the global economy, a future profes-
sional or businessperson, and as a consumer concerned 
about your health, your present and future lifestyle are 
profoundly affected by international relations.

Identify the five most significant forces shaping the world 
today and understand how these forces have centralizing 
or decentralizing effects on world politics.

• The five most significant forces shaping the world 
today:

- The new information technology
- The transnational character of the new issues, such as 

AIDS and other pandemics, terrorism, and global envi-
ronmental degradation

- The inability of traditional states to solve these prob-
lems on their own

- The rise of ethnic nationalism and religious extremism
- The new citizen activism promoted and sponsored by 

the new information technology

Define world politics and be able to understand current 
political events through the competing forces of 
centralization and decentralization.

• We defined world politics as the global allocation of the 
planet’s scarce political, economic, social, and cultural 
resources.

• Because there is no world government, this allocation 
takes place through the struggle for power and domi-
nance by international actors, including states, inter-
national intergovernmental organizations, nongovern-
mental organizations, and individuals.

• Over the past centuries, various institutions have been 
created by European governments to promote peace, 
including: the birth of the modern state system, the 
balance of power, and collective security.

Understand how world politics affects your life and how 
studying international affairs will help you develop 
analytical skills to better see patterns in the complexity 
of current events.

• The study of world politics is important to you. It is not 
just a subject for diplomats and experts. As a voter, a 
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Understanding Complexity through Theory

2 Approaches to  
World Politics

1 
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Understand and be able to summarize the key 
assumptions of political realism, idealism, and the 
ecological paradigm.

Identify and understand the key theories that result 
from realism, idealism, and the ecological paradigm.
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International Relations  
 Theories and Paradigms

In chapter 1, we said that world politics was the struggle for 
power among the world’s sovereign states in the absence of a 
world government to enforce the rules of the game. We further 
said that this struggle over the world’s scarce resources was the 
continuation of a historic phenomenon that has been going on 
since the human race began. This struggle takes place within the 
framework of movement toward centralization countered by 
movements toward decentralization. However, the struggle at the 
beginning of the twenty-first century differs from those in the past 
due to new forces that are shaping the planet. These include the 
high-technology revolution; the globalization of political, eco-
nomic, and social issues; the inability of one state to solve even 

 What Are the Tools of Analysis in 
World Politics?
Political Realism
Idealism
The Ecological Paradigm

 What Theories of World Politics 
Flow from the Paradigms?
Political Realism
Idealism
Marxism
Liberalism
The Ecological Paradigm

 What Are the Subjective 
Approaches to World Politics?
Critical Theory
Constructivism
Feminist Theories in International Relations
Critiques of Constructivism
Critical Theory in Perspective 

“Theories provide the lens through which we look at ourselves.”

—Barbara Jancar Webster

2 

3 What are the subjective approaches 
to world politics? Understand how 
such approaches differ from realism, 
idealism, and the ecological 
paradigm.
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domestic problems without taking a global perspective; the rise of ethnic 
nationalism and religious extremism; and the new citizen activism.
 How do you make sense of all that is happening in the world today? What 
does all the news in the media add up to? Do the rapid changes taking place 
provide any idea where the world is heading? What are your predictions based 
on Figure 2.1?
 Here is where theory can help. Chapter 1 supplied numerous bits of infor-
mation. The only way to make the information intelligible is by organizing it in 
a systematic way. All such systems are rooted in the assumptions you make 
about human behavior in relation to the world around you. A group of those 
assumptions is called a paradigm. Philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn 
has defined a paradigm as “an entire constellation of beliefs, values and tech-
niques . . . shared by the members of a given community.”1 In the case of inter-
national relations, members of the given community would be scholars in the 
political science discipline.
 A paradigm is thus the intellectual framework from within which we derive 
theories about the natural and social world. As shown in Table 2.1, theories, in 
turn, provide the lens through which we are able to describe events, explain 
them, and, less accurately, make predictions about them. Theories also help 
us make policy recommendations; this is a very important way in which the-
ory and reality are linked.

Paradigm  The framework of assumptions 
from within which we derive theories about 
the natural and the social world.

	 Figure	2.1

The Difficulty of Prediction

Theories Help Us To

z	 Describe	things

z	 Explain	things

z	 Make	predictions

z	 Make	policy	recommendations

The	year	was	1984	and	a	political	prophet	was	asked	to	predict	what	
would	happen	in	the	world	in	twenty	years’	time.	He	looked	into	his	tea	
leaves	and	prophesied	in	twenty	years	that	communism	would	have	col-
lapsed,	that	China	would	be	a	member	of	the	World	Trade	Organization,	that	
the	biggest	threat	to	the	United	States	would	be	from	militant	Muslims	then	
being	supported	by	the	United	States,	that	apartheid	would	have	ended	in	
South	Africa,	and	that	Germany	would	be	reunited	into	one	state.	People	at	
that	time	would	have	thought	the	prophet	was	a	lunatic.

In	fact,	in	1984	no	one	predicted	the	collapse	of	the	Soviet	Union.
You	be	the	prophet.
What	do	you	think	the	international	system	will	look	like	in	2024?	Which	

states	will	be	the	major	powers?
What	will	be	the	major	alliances	and	trading	blocs?2
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 In this chapter, we present three of the major paradigms with their accom-
panying theories. In the first section, we present each of the paradigms, and in 
the second, the theories that derive from them. In the last section, we look at 
theories that are critical of the assumptions behind the major paradigms and 
are starting to play a larger role in analyses of world politics. n

What Are the Tools of Analysis in  
World Politics?
Understand and be able to summarize the key assumptions of political realism, 
idealism, and the ecological paradigm.

In this section, we discuss three paradigms that underlie theory build-
ing in world politics today and help us understand the international world: 
political realism, idealism, and the ecological paradigm. In many ways, the three para-
digms differ dramatically from each other. You must read and decide which 
worldview best suits your outlook on life. Keep in mind as well that each can offer 
useful insights into how the world works.

Political realism  A philosophical position 
that assumes that human beings are imperfect 
and possess an innate desire for power. The 
international system is composed of states and 
other entities whose primary interest is to sur-
vive and thrive in an anarchic jungle whose 
competing actors are constrained by no higher 
authority. The fundamental purpose of the 
state is to use its power to further its interests 
while containing the power of other states that 
might prevent this from happening.

Idealism  A philosophical position that 
argues that human beings are basically good. 
War can be prevented when the proper inter-
national institutions are created. States can 
cooperate to solve problems and improve the 
existing world order, given the right institutions.

Ecological paradigm  The approach to inter-
national relations that assumes that the world 
of humans cannot be studied apart from its 
natural environmental context and that sees 
the human world as a subset of the global eco-
system. Central to this paradigm is the view 
that planet Earth, with its surrounding atmos-
phere, represents a finite ecosystem.
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	 TABLe	2.1

International Relations Paradigms, Theories, and Assumptions

Parent Paradigm Assumptions  Theories Derived from Assumptions

Realism Human	beings	are	imperfect.

The	international	world	is	a	jungle	characterized	by	an	
anarchic	struggle	for	survival	and	power.

War	is	inevitable.

The	only	thing	that	stops	power	is	power.

Political	Realism

Balance	of	Power	

Hegemonic	Stability

Neorealism	(structural)

Offensive	Realism

Idealism Utopianism:	The	world	is	getting	better.

Human	beings	are	basically	good	and	perfectible.

Caring	and	compassion	are	innate.

Everyone	has	equal	value	and	human	dignity.

We	can	cooperate	to	build	a	better	world.

We	must	restructure	flawed	institutions	to	create	
good	ones.

Marxism

Imperialism

Dependency	theories

Liberalism

Democratic	Peace	Theory

Collective	security

Regime	Theory

Neoliberalism

Subjective Approaches

Critical	Theory

Constructivism

Some	feminist	theories

Ecological Paradigm The	human	world	is	a	subset	of	the	global	ecosystem.

Resources	on	Earth	are	finite.

Humans	cannot	exceed	an	ecosystem’s	carrying		
capacity	or	that	system	will	collapse.

Sustainable	development	is	the	answer	to	a	planet	
at	risk.

Sustainable	

Development	Theory

Deep	ecology

Ecofeminism

Ecojustice

www.BetweenNations.org
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Political Realism
Political realism is the dominant paradigm in international relations. The para-
digm is based on the twin assumptions that human beings are imperfect and that 
they have an innate desire for power. Realists thus like to theorize about the uses 
of power, the consequences of power, and the containment of power. Central to 
this view is the belief that we live in a world of anarchy, where only their offensive 
and defensive capabilities keep states from each others’ throats. Security is thus 
the big issue in realist analysis.

An Overview of Political Realism
The realist approach to international affairs traces its origins to the ancient Greek 
historian Thucydides, who wrote what was probably the first systematic analysis 
of war, titled The Peloponnesian Wars. The work recounts the story of the thirty-
year war between the Greek city-state of Athens and its great rival, Sparta (431–404 
bc). In a celebrated passage, Thucydides has the Athenian Assembly debate the 
fate of a rebel colony, Mytilene on the island of Lesbos. The angry response of the 
Athenian army to the revolt was to order the whole colony put to death. The Athe-
nian citizens protested that order, and they called for another meeting of the 
Assembly. Using arguments based on political realism, the ruler of Athens, Cleon, 
urged that the punishment be carried out and the colonists executed. He claimed 
that the rebels had known what they were doing and had planned the whole thing. 
Here are three of Cleon’s arguments:

z “One only forgives actions that are not deliberate.” (That is, we should not feel 
pity for the rebels.)

z “A sense of decency is only felt toward those who will be our friends in the 
future.” (That is, give these people what they deserve.)

z “It is a general rule of human nature that people despise those who treat them 
well, and look up to those who make no concessions.” (That is, punishment is 
the best medicine.)3

 These arguments and others like them have been used to justify the use of 
force throughout history.
 The realist path runs through the Indian philosopher Kautilya (3rd Century bc) 
to Niccolò Machiavelli (1469–1527) and his famous book, The Prince. Written to 
gain favor with the Medici rulers of Florence, Italy, the author describes an ideal 
ruler very similar to the cruel and cunning prince of the Papal States, Cesare Borgia. 
The Medicis rejected the book, and it outraged the Florentine public. Since that 
time, Machiavelli has had a bad reputation. Machiavelli wrote of the realities of 
state power through an analysis of the means by which individuals have tried to 
seize and keep power in the highly volatile and fragmented environment that was 
Renaissance Italy. Perhaps his best-known statement is “It is better for a prince to 
be feared than loved,” but a wise ruler will take care not to be hated. His central idea 
was that power was so changeable, a single mistake could topple a ruler. To stay in 
power, the ideal prince must enforce his will through a combination of strong char-
acter, ruthlessness, a love of risk taking, and an ability to calculate the consequences 
of his actions. Machiavelli was the first major Western thinker to uncouple politics 
from ethics. To him, politics was solely about getting and keeping power.
 A century later, Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679), an adviser to another prince—
Charles II of England—set forth his realist approach in his treatise on government, 
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entitled Leviathan, or the Matter, Form, and Power of a Common-
wealth. Hobbes’s use of the Hebrew word leviathan, or sea mon-
ster, as a metaphor for the state’s power over its citizens, gave 
the word a negative connotation. When we speak of a leviathan 
state today, we are probably referring to an authoritarian state 
with a huge bureaucracy to enforce its rule. Hobbes based his 
arguments for the leviathan state on his realist view that human 
nature is imperfect, rooted in the senses, and prone to strong 
emotional reactions and imprudent decisions. He argued that to 
be happy, human beings needed “a common power to keep them 
all in awe”; otherwise, every person would be the enemy of every 
other person. Hobbes saw the causes of conflict as endemic in 
the nature of human beings: competition, distrust, and desire 
for glory.4

Modern Political Realism
Political realism has become synonymous with the practices of 
Otto von Bismarck, the Prussian prime minister who engineered 
the unification of modern Germany in 1871. Bismarck, in fact, 
coined the term realpolitik (“politics of the real”) to characterize his 
foreign policy. Bismarck was a leading supporter of the balance-of-
power principle, discussed later in the chapter and in detail in 
chapter 4. As a realist, he saw power primarily in terms of arma-
ments and military preparedness. He did much to build up Germa-
ny’s military so that Germany quickly became a leading European 
power that challenged Great Britain’s supremacy.
 In the United States, Hans Morgenthau probably made the larg-
est contribution to the development of American political realism 
after World War II. Morgenthau argued that events that occurred between the two 
world wars, as well as World War II itself, demonstrated that human beings do not 
come into the world inherently good. They are capable of both good and bad, but 
the drive for power is innate and instinctive. War is thus a certainty. Governments 
and individuals must devise their actions and responses in the international world 
based on the worst-case scenario. The central event in Morgenthau’s life was the 
onset of the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union (USSR). If 
the United States wanted to keep out of a hot war with the USSR, he argued, 
national security required it to have superb offensive and defensive capabilities, 
and to be dedicated to opposing communism.

Political Realism Today
Drawing on the work of Bismarck, Morgenthau, and others, realists today empha-
size the primacy of foreign policy over domestic policy, the importance of a strong 
military force and cutting-edge military technology, and the centrality of national 
security. The major player in the international arena is the state. States operate on 
an international stage where anarchy rules. With no higher power to constrain 
their behavior, states struggle to increase their power and prestige at the expense 
of other states. World politics is a zero-sum game, where the winner takes all and is 
the most powerful state. Where idealists argued that we should do away with 
nuclear bombs because they present a hazard to humanity, realists argued that the 
only way to keep power-hungry states like the USSR from attacking was through 

Zero-sum game  The concept that in politics, 
the winner takes all; if one side gains, the 
other must lose.

The Father of Modern Realism
Hans J. Morgenthau (1904–1977), the leading 
proponent of realism in America after the Second 
World War and author of Politics Among Nations.
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Realpolitik  A term coined by the 
nineteenth-century German chancellor Otto 
Von Bismarck to describe his foreign policy for 
Germany—namely, the building up of the mili-
tary to make Germany one of the leading 
European powers, rivaling Great Britain.

Audio Concept
Zero-Sum Game
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the building of a nuclear arsenal on each side that guaranteed the other would not 
attack. This situation was known as mutually assured destruction (MAD).
 In summary, political realism:

z Starts from the premise that human beings as well as the world in which they 
live are imperfect.

z The games of states take place in an arena dominated by the struggle for power.

z Realists tend to support a strong military and to put national security ahead of 
international cooperation.

z In aligning themselves with national sovereignty and independence, realists 
are skeptical of a centralized world order, preferring a more decentralized and 
flexible relationship among states.

Idealism
Idealism is the second major approach to international relations. Idealists differ 
from realists in that they ask what the world could or ought to be and how to get 
there. In contrast to realists, they believe that human beings are basically good. 
Therefore, institutions must be developed that will enable them to be the best they 
can be. The two great transforming ideologies of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, Marxism and liberalism, stem from the idealist view of the world. Many 
scholars would not place Marxism in the idealist camp. Karl Marx was an idealist, 
however, in the sense that he was a utopian and believed the world would become 
more just and more equitable by means of fundamental changes in the way human 
society is organized. In addition, the subjective approaches discussed at the end of 
the chapter also derive from Marxism.
 In January 1918 ten months before the end of World War I, U.S. president 
Woodrow Wilson in a speech to the U.S. Congress presented fourteen points that 
announced a new approach to international relations. These ideas came to be 
known as liberalism. The central tenet was that war could be prevented. It was not 
inevitable if the proper international institutions were created. Rather than the 
balance of power keeping nations from war, nations would join a League of Nations 
dedicated to collective security: “An attack against one is an attack against all.” The 
League would operate on the principles of international law, provide a forum for 
discussion to prevent war, and threaten the potential aggressor by collective mili-
tary action.
 World War II demonstrated that neither international law nor the League of 
Nations was capable of preventing war. Still, idealists were not disheartened. 
Human beings may be imperfect, but they are perfectible. The League was a badly 
conceived institution, they argued. It was open only to democratic nations—and, 
unfortunately, the largest democratic nation, the United States, did not join. After 
the war, idealists, both Marxists and liberals rallied around the formation of a new 
international organization, the United Nations (UN; see chapter 6). This time, 
membership was open to any duly recognized state. The United States and the 
Soviet Union were among its founding members, and the United States took the 
lead in designing the organization. Although some may argue the point, other 
international institutions and agreements formed after World War II, including the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trades (GATT), owe their existence most analysts believe to the analogous liberal 

Mutually assured destruction (MAD)   
In the context of the rivalry between the United 
States and the Soviet Union, both sides were 
deterred from attacking each other because 
they believed the destruction of both countries 
was be assured if one initiated a nuclear 
attack.
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conviction that cooperation can be achieved in the economic sphere and is a 
rational alternative to bankrupting nations and starting trade wars.

The Importance of Cooperation to Build Peace
Idealists share the conviction that altruism is as fundamental to the human condi-
tion as competition and rivalry. Human beings through the centuries have under-
stood the benefit of cooperation to minimize risks and maximize benefits for all 
the participants.5 Governments and states can and should work together to 
develop policies and strategies that call humankind to a world order of justice, 
compassion for the less fortunate, and concern for basic human values.
 A common concern of most idealists is the horror of modern war. If the two world 
wars were terrible in general, the dropping of the atomic bombs on the Japanese cit-
ies of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which killed more than 140,000 people, was espe-
cially horrific. Idealists were fierce critics of nuclear war and the nuclear buildup 
between the United States and the USSR. During the Cold War, Marxist thinking pro-
vided the ideological underpinnings for many Western peace movements.
 Throughout the second half of the twentieth century, idealists (liberals and Marx-
ists alike) fought for more international cooperation, more international regulation, 
and the value of multinational treaties such as the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
and the Montreal Protocol, which limits the emission of chlorofluorocarbons into the 
atmosphere. Idealists are often active members of peace movements, women’s move-
ments, and environmental and human rights movements.
 Today, many idealists center their hopes for a cooperative future on the extra-
ordinary increase in the number of international treaties that have been signed 
and ratified by the world’s governments. These treaties cover a wide range of sub-
ject matter. Generally, they outline a procedure or identify a process that the 
treaty signatories agree to follow. The process or procedure that is born of a treaty 

Screening Patients for 
Sleeping Sickness in Chad
The World Health Organization has 
done a superlative job in cooperation 
with national health organizations 
such as the U.S. Center for Disease 
Control, monitoring contagious dis-
eases around the globe. Early warn-
ing from the IGO alerts governments 
to a possible epidemic. The national 
responses to the warning help con-
tain some of the deadliest diseases, 
such as SARS, saving millions of 
lives. WHO’s most significant suc-
cess has probably been the eradica-
tion of smallpox.
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is termed an international regime.* The existence of international regimes chal-
lenges the realist assumption that only the struggle for power can characterize 
international relations. Each state may be out for itself. But the existence of 
regimes is an indication that cooperation between states without coercion from a 
global authority is not only possible but also an effective way to resolve or pro-
mote international concerns.
 The idealist paradigm builds on the notion that altruism is a fundamental 
characteristic of human behavior. It just needs the right kind of social and gov-
ernment structure, to be released. States can and should cooperate among them-
selves with the aim of constructing a more just and cooperative world order. 
Violence can be prevented by binding states together through international trea-
ties and addressing the causes of violence through the combined efforts of the 
world community.

The Ecological Paradigm
The third approach to international relations that we present is the ecological par-
adigm. Of far less prominence than realism or idealism, it dates from the late 1970s 
and was developed by political scientists Herman Daly and Dennis Pirages, along 
with many others. The element that differentiates the ecological paradigm from 
any variant of idealism or realism is its insistence that the world of humans cannot 
be studied apart from their natural environment. The human world, in fact, is a 
subset of the physical universe; humanity survives or disappears according to its 
ability to adapt to the global ecosystem. Central to this approach is the realization 
that planet Earth and its surrounding atmosphere are finite. Most important, the 
planet possesses finite resources. No amount of money can substitute for the 
exhaustion of these resources. If humankind is to continue to exist, it must con-
duct its global transactions in such a way as to sustain or build up the ecosystem 
and not destroy it.

Sustainable Development
A vital concept for the ecological paradigm approach is sustainable development 
(see Figure 2.2).
 Sustainable development means that in the interests of its own survival, the 
human species must not leave a larger footprint on the environment than the 
ecosystem can successfully accommodate without breaking down. If we over-
graze our fields, erode our farmlands, cut down our forests, and use up and pol-
lute our water, our species will disappear, like the dinosaurs. In the context of the 
theme of this book, the ecological paradigm posits that many decentralized 
regional or national acts of environmental degradation ultimately add up to 
global pollution. In other words, the domestic policies of individual countries, 
such as rapid deforestation, the promotion of farming on marginal soils, the 
spread of the urban metropolis, and the concentration of the world’s populations 
in cities combine to, produce intermestic environmental issues that can only be 
solved on a global scale.

Ecosystem  A community of interacting 
organisms and their natural environment.

Sustainable development  In the interests of 
its own survival, the human race must not 
undertake any economic development that 
leaves a larger footprint on the environment 
than the ecosystem can successfully accommo-
date without breaking down.

Regime  The process or procedure that is 
born of a treaty that the signatories agree to 
follow. The treaty usually sets up a goal to be 
reached, a process by which to reach the goal, 
a timeline, and a permanent organizational 
framework to monitor progress.

*Political scientist Oran Young was the first to look at regime formation resulting from environ-
mental treaties and to ask how we can determine whether or not a regime will successfully com-
plete or follow the process demanded of it by its treaty.
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 In 1988, the former president of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev, was the 
first world leader to put sustainable development at the top of the global political 
agenda. His placing of planetary survival on the international agenda encouraged 
politicians and scientists in other countries to address the issue.

Think Globally, Act Locally
In 1998, Hurricane Mitch brought torrents of rain down on the Central American 
countries of Honduras and Nicaragua. In the resulting floods and horrendous 
mudslides, some 10,000 people died. One of the principal reasons for the scope of 
the tragedy was the rapid deforestation of tropical forests in both countries. 
Another was the pressure on the poor peasants to till marginal land, because the 
good land had all been dedicated to export agriculture. In December 2004, a sub-
marine earthquake in the Indian Ocean and attending tsunami, the deadliest ever 
recorded, killed upwards of 187,000 with 43,000 missing in the Indian subconti-
nent, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia.6

 In August 2005, Atlantic Hurricane Katrina devastated the city of New Orleans 
causing at least 1800 deaths, and $81.2 billion in damages. A major reason for the 
lethal destruction caused by the two storms was the human alteration of natural 
coastlines and watersheds, such as the Mississippi River, to the benefit of indus-
try, pisciculture, and the resort business. Similar tragedies might be avoided in 
the future if the international community presses forward in its promotion of 

Pirages’s Five Capitals and Three Pillars of Sustainability

Sustainability:	Community	control	and	prudent	use	of	five	types	of	capital		
supported	by	what	Pirages	calls	“the	three	pillars	of	sustainability.”

The Five Types of Capital

1. Nature’s capital	=	natural	resources

2. Human capital	=	people	and	the	body	of	knowledge	they	contrib-
ute	to	community	and	production

3. Human-created capital	=	products	and	technologies	created	by	
humans

4. Social capital	=	civic	trust	and	civic	involvement	in	a	place;	partici-
pation	in	the	political	life	of	a	particular	community,	newspaper	
readership,	membership	in	associations	from	sports	clubs	to	the	
Lions	Club,	from	unions	to	choral	societies.	Social	capital	defines	
where	you	are	and	the	importance	of	that	place	to	you.

5. Cultural capital	=	a	community’s	culture,	including	factors	that	
provide	it	with	the	means	and	adaptations	to	deal	with	the	natural	
environment	and	modify	it,	such	as	creation	myths	and	dreams	of	
a	better	world.

The Three Pillars of Sustainability

1. Economic security	=	the	control	that	
individuals	have	over	their	own	eco-
nomic	lives	and	the	degree	to	which	
they	are	capable	of	shielding	them-
selves	from	external	economic	shocks

2. Ecological integrity	=	living	in	har-
mony	with	natural	systems:	clean	air,	
water,	and	land	use	that	meets	
human	needs	and	maintains	the	
essential	elements	of	the	ecosystem

3. Democracy	=	citizen	participation	in	
community	decision	making.	The	
three	pillars	are	created	and	sup-
ported	by	the	five	forms	of	capital.

From Dennis Pirages, Building Sustainable Societies (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 1996), pp. 43–48.

	 Figure	2.2
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Tsunami  An ocean wave produced by a sub-
marine earthquake, landslide, or volcanic 
eruption. These waves may reach enormous 
size and travel across entire oceans.
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sustainable development programs and prevails on the nations of the world to 
agree to them.
 Hurricanes, earthquakes, floods, typhoons, and ice storms are natural phe-
nomena. They become human tragedy when the anthropogenic, or human-created, 
impact exceeds the carrying capacity of the at-risk ecosystem, causing the ecosys-
tem to collapse.7 Sometimes we can predict the collapse. Sometimes it comes as a 
surprise. We talk more about the surprise factor in the environmental paradigm in 
chapter 14.
 In summary, the environmental paradigm believes:

z That world politics is essentially environmental politics.

z Individual states need to recognize that their domestic and foreign policies 
have significant environmental repercussions for the global community.

z On their part, centralizing world-order institutions, like the organizations affil-
iated with the UN, must be able and willing to assist states in ensuring not only 
their environmental security but also the security of the world as a whole.

 The proliferation of natural disasters in the twentieth century resulting from 
human activities suggests that the ecological paradigm may well take center stage 
in the international politics of the twenty-first century.

Anthropogenic  Caused by humans or origi-
nating from human actions.

Carrying capacity  Carrying capacity is usu-
ally defined as the maximum population of a 
given species that can be supported indefi-
nitely in a defined habitat without permanently 
impairing the productivity of that habitat.

The Three Gorges Dam on the 
Yangtze River, China
Research is showing that dams may 
frequently do more harm than good. 
On the positive side, they generate 
electricity from falling water, one of 
the cleanest ways to generate power. 
On the negative side, they store 
water in huge reservoirs, completely 
changing a river’s ecology. Environ-
mentalists all over the world have 
been protesting the construction of 
huge hydroelectric projects like this 
one in China.
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What Theories of World Politics 
Flow from the Paradigms?
Identify and understand the key theories that result from realism, idealism, and 
the ecological paradigm.

How do these basic paradigms about the human condition influence the 
theories one adopts to explain the international world? Throughout this book, 
we explain a variety of global events and issues based on one or a combination 
of theories derived from these paradigms. Take another look at Figure 2.1 to get 
a better understanding of what political theories have been developed from the 
three paradigms. Now let us take each of the paradigms in turn to explore the 
theories each has spawned. Keep in mind that the chapter looks only at the 
dominant paradigms and theories in world politics, with realism and idealism 
rivals for first place.
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2

Test Prepper 2.1

True or False?

_____ 1. The dominant theories of world politics 
allowed scholars to predict the fall of the Soviet 
Union.

_____ 2. Proponents of realism believe that the interna-
tional system is characterized by anarchy.

_____ 3. Idealism argues that international institutions 
should be developed in order to allow human 
beings to be the best they can be.

_____ 4. Marxists and idealists basically believe the 
same things when it comes to explaining inter-
national politics.

_____ 5. Because of increased environmental concerns 
in the past decade, the ecological paradigm has 
become the dominant approach to interna-
tional politics in recent years.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following does theory help us do?
a. Describe things
b. Explain things
e. Make predictions
d. Make policy recommendations
e. All of the above

_____ 7. A zero-sum game refers to which of the follow-
ing situations?

a. When both countries in a nuclear arms 
race are devastated completely through 
nuclear war

b. When anything gained by one country must 
come at the expense of another country

c. When the absolute gain made by two 
countries through economic trade “zeroes 
out”

d. When the relative gain by one actor is 
reduced to zero through excessive military 
spending

e. None of the above

_____ 8. A central idea in the ecological paradigm is 
that:

a. The environment should take precedence 
over all other living things as life cannot 
survive without a hospitable environment.

b. Global warming is the single most threat-
ening environmental problem faced by 
humanity.

c. The planet Earth and its surrounding 
atmosphere are finite and possess limited 
resources.

d. The environment must be studied apart 
from the humans that occupy it to truly 
understand the environment’s impact on 
world politics.

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 2.1
www.BetweenNations.org

www.BetweenNations.org
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Political Realism
Realism’s central concerns are war, peace, and security. War may be inevitable, 
but we can limit the desire of enemies to wage war by appropriate military pre-
paredness and by diplomatic maneuvers to redirect that country’s interest. We 
use diplomacy as long as it promotes our state interest but are ready for war if 
diplomacy fails. In the words of the nineteenth-century Prussian general Karl 
von Clausewitz, “War is nothing but the continuation of politics by other 
means.”8 In every international interaction, the gains of one state come as a loss 
to another.
 To give you a sense of realism as a tool to understand world politics, we present 
three modern theories that derive from the realist perspective. Many others also 
come from realism, some of which were mentioned earlier. The theories presented 
here are balance-of-power theory, hegemonic stability theory, and neorealism or 
structural realism.

Balance-of-Power Theory
According to the realist balance-of-power theory, war is avoided by a condition of 
equilibrium between the main players in the potential war. Just as we can find out 
a baby’s weight by placing him or her on one side of a scale and adding increments 
of pounds or kilos to the other side of the balance until the two sides of the scale 
are in equilibrium, so we can measure global or regional equilibrium by weighing 
the power attributes of one state or set of states against the power attributes of a 
second state or set of states. Power attributes of states include:

z Military and economic potential

z Nature of a state’s leadership

z Extent of international involvement

 If the power attributes of one side outweigh those of the other, the balance 
goes out of equilibrium and war ensues.
 Balance-of-power theory dominated diplomatic and international military 
and economic relations throughout the nineteenth century. Using this theory, 
Admiral Alfred Mahan of the United States and English geopolitician, Sir Halford 
MacKinder argued late in the nineteenth century that power was determined by 
strategic and geopolitical factors. Geopolitics is now a subdiscipline of interna-
tional relations that we discuss in chapter 8.
 The theory was also used to justify the formation of the two alliances that dom-
inated Europe prior to World War I: the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente. 
According to the theory, World War I was caused by a breakdown in the rough 
equality or balance between the Triple Alliance of Germany, Austro-Hungary, and 
Italy, and the Triple Entente between France, Great Britain, and Russia, as shown 
in Figure 2.3.
 A number of scholars, including Paul Kennedy, George Modelski, Immanuel 
Wallerstein, and Chase Dunn have questioned whether in the rise and fall of world 
systems, the United States today is historically in decline as a world power and 
how that decline might affect the international balance of power. Balance-of-
power theory is also a good tool to use in investigating regional conflict, such as 
Iraq’s invasion of Iran, or the difficulties in finding a solution to the century-old 
conflict between Jews and Arabs in the Middle East.

Balance-of-power theory  Posits that peace 
and security are best preserved by a state of 
equilibrium between the major players in a 
potential war.
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Hegemonic Stability Theory
A second theory in the realist paradigm argues that economic and/or political sta-
bility in the world or in a region requires a strong power, termed a hegemon, from 
the Greek word for “leader.” Contrary to balance-of-power theory, hegemonic sta-
bility theory (HST) does not fear an imbalance of power but rather argues that the 
imbalance, is necessary. Why were the Asian countries of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan 
able to industrialize as rapidly as they did in the last quarter of the twentieth cen-
tury? HST says they were able to do so because there was a hegemon (the United 
States) in the Pacific basin that provided the military and economic security nec-
essary for these states to develop. Moreover, the United States was strong enough 
economically to keep its markets open to the products of Asian countries, which a 
weaker power could not do.
 HST thus argues in favor of a dominant political, economic, and military state 
that can guarantee the order necessary for weaker states to develop, provide the 
force necessary to secure the peace in a given region, and commit its influence to 
treaty implementation.

	 Figure	2.3

Realpolitik and the Balance of Power, 1878–1914

Electronic Publishing Services Inc.
Duncan, World Politics in the 21st Century, 3e
DUNC.7322.0005
Fig. 2.4

1st Proof Final2nd Proof 3rd Proof

Triple 
Alliance Triple

Entente

World War I
1914–1918

Central Powers Atlantic Powers

1879–1918 The Dual Alliance: 
Germany/Austro-Hungary

1881–1887 Three Emperors League: 
Germany, Austro-Hungary, 
Russia

1881–1895 Austro-Serbian Alliance: 
Austria, Serbia

1882–1915 Triple Alliance: Germany, 
Austro-Hungary, Russia

1883–1916 Austro-German Romanian 
Alliance

1902–1913 Russo-Bulgarian 
Military Convention: 
Russia, Bulgaria

1904–1918 Entente Cordiale: 
France, Great Britain

1907–1917 Anglo-Russian Entente: 
Great Britain, Russia

1907–1917 Triple Entente: France, 
Great Britain, Russia
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Hegemon  A country whose overwhelming 
military, political, and economic power gives it 
the ability to write and enforce the rules of the 
international system. A powerful regional state 
that tries to use its military or economic power 
to dominate countries in the region—as in 
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in August 1990.
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Neorealism
A third theory based on the realist paradigm, neo- or defensive realism, was first 
formalized by U.S. political scientist Kenneth N. Waltz (1979). Waltz agrees that 
people are by nature selfish, that they are driven by a lust for power, and that 
international relations is, as Hobbes put it, “a war of all against all.” But Waltz 
no longer considers power an end in itself. States, in his view, pursue power for 
the sake of survival. For Waltz, the single most important property of the inter-
national system is the absence of central governing institutions. States operate 
in an anarchic world, where uncertainty of other international actors’ inten-
tions reigns. To overcome the security dilemma, states must pursue their offen-
sive capabilities if they want to survive. In general, neorealists agree with the 
following points:

z States remain the primary actors on the world stage. The main goal of all states, 
however, is not power but survival in a dog-eat-dog environment.

z The primary difference between states is not different goals but their differing 
capabilities to influence the course of international events.

z The unequal distribution of capabilities defines the structure of the interna-
tional system and shapes the ways states interact with one another. We talk 
more about this point in chapter 3.

 Neorealists pay little attention to what is going on inside states—as, for exam-
ple, whether states are democratic or dictatorial. Regardless of internal beliefs and 
ideologies, the foreign policies of all states in their view, are driven by the same 
systemic factors present in the international system; they are so many “billiard 
balls” obeying the same laws of political geometry and physics.9 Because the struc-
ture of the international system is defined by the capabilities of states, neorealists 
are pessimistic about achieving international cooperation and a world of peace 
and justice. The anarchic structure of the system compels states to worry about 
their relative position in the distribution of power and in self-defense to compete 
to improve or just maintain their position. For neorealists, permanent insecurity is 
the major impediment to global cooperation, and it is built right into the anarchic 
international system, whether we admit it or not.

Offensive Realism
Of the fourth theory, offensive realism, turns neorealism on its head. Its leading 
proponent, John Mearsheimer, holds that states are not content with the power 
they have, but seek dominance or “hegemony,” to satisfy their sense of vulnera-
bility in an insecure world. Mearsheimer argues that there is no such thing as 
the status quo. Every great power faces the problem of determining how much 
power is enough for its survival and thus is constantly striving for world domi-
nance to eliminate the possibility of challenge by another great power. Offen-
sive realism contrasts with Waltz’s theory of defensive realism, where insecurity 
forces states to compete to keep their relative position in the global distribution 
of power.10

Realism in Perspective
Political realism has its gloomy moments. Its predictions for the future are not 
hopeful. Realists do not want to be discouraging, but they do insist we look at real-
ity as they see it. That reality is an anarchic world where, in the absence of a central 

Neorealism  An approach to international 
relations, developed by Kenneth N. Waltz, that 
argues that while humans may be selfish by 
nature and driven by a lust for power, power is 
not the true end. States really pursue power in 
order to survive. The goal is national survival.

Security dilemma  Because the international 
system is characterized by anarchy, any 
attempt by a country to increase its security 
results in a corresponding decrease in other 
countries’ security. The dilemma faced by 
states, then, is how to increase one’s own 
security without threatening other states and 
thereby making yourself less secure as a result.

Offensive realism  A theory that blames 
conflicts in the world on the anarchy of the 
international system, not on human nature. 
Great powers tend to seek hegemony to limit 
or destroy challenges from other great powers.
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authority or world government, states and other international actors compete in a 
fierce and brutal struggle for survival. The only way to contain power is with power. 
During the Cold War, nuclear war was prevented through the realpolitik of mutu-
ally assured destruction. In the post–Cold War world, the insecurity brought 
about by the changed landscape of states, the globalization of the economy, 
and other problems all call for the state to maintain its vigilance to look out for 
Number One.

Idealism
Idealists are nowhere near as skeptical of international cooperation as are realists. 
Their assumption, that the world can be made better if we can only get the institu-
tions right, leads us to two important theoretical perspectives on international 
relations. Idealists believe that the world, or at least its human institutions, is per-
fectible. In this sense, idealism is utopian. Idealists ask, What is wrong with human 
society? How can it be improved? Idealists are convinced that change is for the bet-
ter and that human beings can become more caring, more mindful of others’ 
needs than they generally are. They believe that human beings can be perfected 
through education and by changing institutions and their relationships. The right 
structuring of institutions, they assert, enables human beings to bring about a bet-
ter world, free of greed and envy.
 The two great transforming ideologies of the twentieth century, Marxism and 
liberalism, stem from the idealist view of the world. Many scholars would not place 
Marxism in the idealist camp. Karl Marx was an idealist, however, in the sense that 
he was a utopian and believed that the historical process, as it unfolded, would 
bring about a more just and equitable world through transformative changes in 
the way human society was organized. In addition, many modern critiques of the 
tenets of realism and idealism derive from Marxism. We discuss a few of these 
approaches in the last section of the chapter, “What Are the Subjective Approaches 
to World Politics.”

Marxism
History, according to Marxist theory, is a one-way street from the past into the uto-
pian future. As we move from the past to the present, we see that certain thresh-
olds in human experience mark turning points, or decisive changes, to a different 
form of socioeconomic and political organization. The historic instrument of these 
changes was what Marx called the class struggle. Every major socioeconomic 
change in the history of humankind, Marx said, occurred as a consequence of the 
struggle between the two most important socioeconomic groups in that period of 
time: the property-owning class, or haves, that controlled the key economic assets 
and made all the rules, and the property-less class, or have-nots, that owned none 
of the assets and worked for and obeyed the ruling class.
 Marx argued that the changes were typically violent because they involved real 
struggle between the haves and the have-nots. But the changes were always a 
change forward and indicated a progressive betterment of the human condition. 
Communism, for Marx, was the end-state of human social organization. Under 
communism, he asserted, all exploitation would cease; there would be no rich or 
poor and no class divisions, and the state would no longer possess coercive and 
oppressive authority. All humankind would live in harmony according to the prin-
ciple “From each according to his ability, to each according to his need.”
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Marxism  The theory that history is a one-
way street from the past to the future. As his-
tory progresses, thresholds in human 
experience mark a turning point in terms of 
socioeconomic and political organization. 
These changes are always a change forward 
and indicate the progressive betterment of the 
human condition. The engine driving the 
change is the class struggle—the tension 
between the class that possesses the means of 
production in a given society and the class that 
works for it. Marx identified the human race as 
having gone through prehistoric society, slave-
holding society, feudal society, and capitalist 
society. The end condition of human society 
would be the classless society of communism.
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 The ideas of Marx inspired both the democratic socialist democracies, with 
their pluralist, multiparty systems, in Western Europe and the dogmatic commu-
nist regimes in Eastern Europe, Eurasia, and Asia. In Western Europe, the social 
democratic party was the party of the have-nots, the working class, whose aim 
was the improvement of the worker’s life by peaceful means, such as elections 
and legislation. A central assumption of communist regimes is that improvement 
of the lot of the working majority of a population can come about only through 
violent means.
 Once the communist regime comes to power, the state can create a “new man” 
(or woman) who will have all the best qualities. To achieve these goals, capitalism, 
with its emphasis on individual and private gain, must be abolished and a new 
system of state ownership of the economy established. Once the revolution has 
been achieved, the state can then focus its vast powers on the education of the 
new man or woman and provide work in the new working environment—which is 
no longer governed by the profit motive but by the worker’s enthusiasm for work.

Imperialism
The application of Marxism to the international arena produced two corollary 
theories. The first was developed by the first leader of the Soviet Union, Vladimir 
Ilych Lenin. Lenin used the term imperialism to describe the division of the 
nineteenth-century world by the European powers into colonial empires for each 
power. Imperialism, he said, was the most advanced stage of capitalism. Imperial-
ism involved the movement of domestic capital abroad to Asia, Africa, and the 
Americas, in search of cheap raw materials, cheap labor, and new markets that the 

The Fathers of Communism
Karl Marx (left) wrote his Communist Manifesto in 1848 and started two movements to improve the conditions of the working 
class, socialism and communism. Vladimir Ilych Lenin (right), the leader of the Russian Revolution of 1917 and first communist 
ruler of the Soviet Union, introduced the theory of imperialism into Marxist thinking.

Imperialism  A theory developed by Vladimir 
I. Lenin, who described it as the highest stage 
of capitalism (see Marxism). Under imperial-
ism, national states driven by economic suc-
cess and the need for more and more raw 
materials acquired colonies. These they pro-
ceeded to exploit for cheap labor and natural 
resources and to use as an expanded market 
where they could sell their goods.
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mother country no longer or never had possessed. Lenin was quick to see the dis-
ruption of traditional lifestyles brought about by the transfer of the industrial sys-
tem to the colonies. The class struggle that Marx had identified between worker 
and capitalist in one country, Lenin saw transferred to the international world. 
The capital-exporting countries were the imperialists, and the peoples of the colo-
nial countries were the proletariat.
 Until the late 1980s, the USSR and China based their foreign policies on antag-
onism to imperialism. They endorsed Lenin’s view that the institution of private 
property inevitably led to wars and rivalry for power. Socialism, they believed, 
brought the end of private property and thus opened the door to peaceful interna-
tional cooperation.
 Unfortunately, history proved otherwise. For years, these two communist 
nations conducted a foreign policy hostile to the world’s industrialized countries 
and to the United States in particular. For years as well, Soviet and Chinese leaders 
each claimed that their country represented the leading edge of the world march 
toward communism. Interstate rivalry produced a mini-cold war for leadership of 
the so-called socialist states that at times broke out into hot wars along the Soviet-
Chinese border.
 In the new century, the word imperialism still resonates in the expansion of the 
U.S. and European transnational corporations’ production, distribution, and retail 
facilities around the globe. This concept of economic imperialism is matched by 
the concept of political imperialism. Many states, both Muslim and non-Muslim, 
believe the United States attacked Iraq for purely imperialist reasons. In 2003, for 
example, France considered the United States such an imperialist threat that it 
forged a coalition with Germany and Russia to threaten to use their veto power in 
the UN Security Council to try to stop the United States from invading Iraq.
 One reason that Americans do not like to admit that the United States is an 
imperial power is because of Marxism’s association of imperialism with the 
resource- and territory-grabbing European powers of the nineteenth century. By 
contrast, Harvard historian Niall Ferguson argues that empires are the great 
engines of world history, and that they can accomplish positive things, like main-
tain law and order among rival ethnic groups, and promote a civilizing mission 
around the world.11

Dependency Theories
A second derivative of the dogmatic Marxist branch of idealism is dependency 
theories. In the two decades following World War II, most of the colonies of the 
European powers became independent states and were admitted to membership 
in the United Nations. The end of colonialism was a major event of the time. One 
of the big problems of the new states was how to develop their economies, prompt-
ing the elaboration of scenarios of how states could become industrialized as effi-
ciently and quickly as possible. As time went on, many of the new states seemed to 
be growing economically, but they were not developing in the sense of becoming 
industrialized states. A new theory, dependencia, or “dependency,” was born. The 
term comes from Spanish because the concept evolved in Latin America.
 Dependency theorists use state classifications similar to those of imperialism: 
industrial states (core countries) and the developing states (periphery countries). 
They address questions such as, Why don’t the developing states becoming indus-
trialized? Why do they remain sources of raw materials and cheap labor? These 
questions are examined in detail in chapter 13.
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Dependency theories  A set of related theo-
ries that have in common the belief that less-
developed countries can never develop 
because they are dependent on the industrial 
states for capital and technology. The argu-
ment is that foreign investment in developing 
countries is a means of dominating and 
extracting capital from weaker states.
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Liberalism
Consistent with the idealist approach, the core assumption of liberalism is that the 
world is perfectible and, by choosing the right institutions, human beings can 
make it so. In contrast to Marx, who saw the perfectibility of human institutions 
and human beings rooted in immutable historical laws, liberals emphasize the 
individuality of each person and the fundamental human ability to choose. The 
liberal argument may be summarized as follows: Human nature is basically good 
and—more important—altruistic; we care about others. These qualities make us 
perfectible. Through education, we can learn to use our reason. We can learn to 
consider the whole of humankind and not just our national or local problems. 
Liberals believe government can create institutions that will train citizens to 
greater tolerance and produce a society dedicated to social justice. One of the 
main goals of a liberal democracy is to provide universal education to all its citi-
zens so they can make rational choices about their leaders and the policies they 
would like to see adopted. Participation in government also develops our reason. 
According to liberal thinking, democracy is the best and ultimate form of govern-
ment because citizens elect representatives to make decisions for them based on 
their understanding of the candidates and the issues. The election process makes 
elected officials accountable to their constituents and thus limits their power to 
act arbitrarily. The result is a stable political system and a prosperous economy. 
Democracy provides sufficient security to its citizens so they can develop their 
capacity to care for others.
 Liberals also assert that our natural altruism lies at the heart of international 
cooperation and trust. Because their citizens feel secure, democratic states are 
less prone to make war on other states. And thanks to democracy’s internal stabil-
ity, trade prospers among democratic states, improving the standard of living for 
all. One part of the liberal reform program insists on the merits of free trade to 
replace the economic nationalism that liberals believe propelled Hitler’s Ger-
many into World War II.
 Compassion and concern for the welfare of all should inform all actions 
taken on the global stage. An example of the world’s compassion is the humani-
tarian aid given to states experiencing famine or natural catastrophe. Another 
example is the enormous outpouring of sympathy for the families of the victims 
of 9/11 and for the United States as a whole from people and governments all 
over the world.
 In addition, according to liberalism, violence and selfishness result from flawed 
institutions rather than the human condition. Agreements made between states in 
secret—what is called secret diplomacy—is one example of a flawed institution 
that can lead to war, as was the case with World War I. Liberals believe dictator-
ships are flawed institutions that promote violence and oppression, and they 
therefore urge the promotion of democracy worldwide. The United States asserts 
its liberal philosophy when it calls states that have oppressive dictatorships, such 
as North Korea, “rogue states.”

Democratic Peace Theory
This theory holds that although liberal democracies may go to war with non-
democratic states, they typically do not fight each other. A key issue is the extent to 
which democracy has been consolidated in a country. History shows that new or 

Liberalism  A philosophical approach that 
argues that human nature is basically altruistic 
and that human altruism enables people to 
cooperate. In the international arena, compas-
sion and caring for the welfare of others 
should motivate state actions. War is not a cer-
tainty because violence and selfishness are not 
part of the human condition but rather the 
result of flawed institutions. In addition, all 
wars are a matter of collective concern.

Democratic peace theory  Democratic peace 
theory argues that although liberal democra-
cies may go to war with non-liberal states, they 
remain at peace with each others. To put it 
another way, democracies do not fight each 
other.
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transitional democracies can be war-prone in their international politics. In addi-
tion, democratic peace theory does not explain the impact of democratization on 
internal conflict. Iraq today illustrates high internal conflict as the democratic 
process struggles forward.

Collective Security
Liberals are convinced that war is not a certainty. It can be avoided by perfecting 
institutions designed to control violence. Liberals are strong advocates of the 
United Nations and seek to extend and strengthen the Security Council’s mandate 
of collective security, the second offshoot of liberalism we address.
 Collective security holds that individual agreements between countries are no 
guarantee against war. As a consequence, all wars are a matter of collective con-
cern. The two world wars of the twentieth century demonstrated that agreements 
between states are no guarantee against war. The best guarantee is when all coun-
tries subscribe to the notion that “an attack against one is an attack against all.” 
When Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990, U.S. President George H. W. Bush immediately 
called together the UN Security Council and secured a UN mandate to drive Sad-
dam Hussein’s army out of Kuwait. The UN action against Iraq in 1991 may be 
viewed as a success story of collective action from the liberal point of view.

Regime Theory
A third derivative of liberalism is regime theory. This theory assumes that interna-
tional policy making can be organized in such a way as to promote cooperation. It 
is possible to devise treaties and international agreements that will set up a pro-
cess or regime to implement the aims of the signatory parties. Once the process is 
initiated, the states can move forward toward the treaty’s goals by making little 
modifications, one by one, over an extended period. For example, the 1973 Polar 
Bear Treaty provides for specific action by the signatory states, a joint research 
program, and periodic consultation. The U.S.–Russian extension of that treaty in 
2000 goes further in establishing a joint commission to supervise and coordinate 
activities. Regime theorists believe that if states can agree on a general direction of 
action, subsequent meetings and consultations can refine and direct that action 
into increasing cooperation between states.

Neoliberalism
A third offshoot of liberalism is neoliberalism. Neoliberalism developed as a 
response to what liberals saw as the failure of realism. Realism proved unable to 
predict or explain the peaceful disintegration of the USSR in the early 1990s, the 
enormous transformation of global society that took place in the late twentieth 
century, and the emergence of global problems, such as environmental pollution, 
the AIDS epidemic, mass migrations, population growth, and failed economic 
development. The neoliberals proposed a new look at liberalism based on the fol-
lowing assumptions:

z Progress in international relations can be achieved only through international 
cooperation.

z International institutions can help countries resolve their differences peace-
fully. This is one reason why neoliberals are sometimes called neoliberal 
institutionalists.
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Collective security  A concept of world order 
maintaining that aggression can be deterred 
by promising overwhelming collective retalia-
tion by the combined power of the world’s 
states against any community member that 
pursued aggression. In other words, an attack 
against one is an attack against all. Collective 
security first took form in the League of 
Nations—which the United States refused to 
join—immediately following World War I.

Neoliberalism  A philosophical position that 
argues that progress in international relations 
can be achieved only through international 
cooperation. Cooperation is a dynamic rather 
than a static process. By focusing on under-
standing the dynamics of the web of relation-
ships driving the international system, states 
and other international actors can use the 
international institutions spawned by the sys-
tem to promote peace and cooperation. More 
recently, the neoliberal economic argument in 
support of a global free market has come 
under criticism.
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z The world may look chaotic, but it has patterns that can be found by studying 
the dynamics of international relationships.

z Peace and cooperation can be promoted if we focus on understanding the dy-
namics of the web of relationships and influences driving the international world, 
such as democratic government, free trade, international law, international orga-
nizations, collective security, arms control, and moral decision making.

 Neoliberals, ask questions like these:

z What kinds of political and economic processes promote cooperation?

z How can negotiations lead to a cooperative solution for all parties?

z What types of governments or institutions tend toward cooperation rather 
than going it alone?

z What are the elements of conflict resolution?

z What kinds of economic institutions lead to stability and greater prosperity?

 Neoliberalism claims not to be a theory per se. Its basic assumption is that 
process determines outcome.
 Neoliberalism’s economic aspect has come increasingly to the fore since the 
1990s. Advocates argue that neoliberalism promotes universal prosperity through 
free trade, a balanced budget, and stable currencies. Critics respond that global 
market liberalism is just another term for global capitalism, whose chief interna-
tional institutions are the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the 
World Trade Organization (WTO). In their insistence on a deregulated global mar-
ket, these institutions have been the main contributors to the world’s increasing 
social and economic inequalities. In addition, the assumption that the operation 
of the market can be the main guide for human activity in developing countries, 
replacing traditional religious or moral beliefs belies the pain and suffering global-
ization has inflicted on the world’s weaker citizens. Opposition to the economics 
of neoliberalism inspired the creation of the anti-globalization movement and led 
to the mass demonstration at the WTO meetings in Seattle and Genoa. We discuss 
this approach more in chapter 12.12

 If we look at the theories derived from idealist assumptions, we can see that, 
essentially, they all aim to transform the world in some way—to make it better. 
They provide a theoretical framework that explains how and why the world is badly 
organized and how and why reforming or modifying the appropriate institutions 
will bring the desired world harmony.
 On the negative side, both Marxism and liberalism, especially neoliberalism, 
have a strong utopian component. The goal of each is a perfect social system 
within which everyone lives in harmony. History suggests that that goal will not be 
achieved any time soon.

The Ecological Paradigm
The main tenet of the ecological approach is that you cannot separate humankind 
from nature either in theory or in fact. Humankind sprang from nature and 
depends on nature for survival and sustenance. From a tiny group, Homo sapiens 
gradually spread over the globe until the human species dominated the Earth. 
From the ecological approach, then, any theory of global politics that does not put 
Earth first underestimates the interdependence between humankind and the 
planet. From this perspective, new theories have emerged.
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Sustainable Development Theory
Sustainable development theory evolved from the development theory, a concept 
which did not exist until the 1940s and which found its most enduring expression 
in W. W. Rostow’s book, The Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Mani-
festo, published in 1960. Rostow posited that economic growth went through a 
series of well-defined stages, starting with traditional society through develop-
ment takeoff, economic maturity, and high consumption. At first the focus of 
development was on industry and agriculture with the goal of improving living 
standards. In the late 1970s Paul Streeten and others advocated a focus on basic 
needs, such as education, sanitation, health care, employment. Growing aware-
ness of the unevenness of the development process, the gap between rich and 
poor within and between countries, and the realization that development was 
putting inordinate demands on local ecosystems and the global environment 
called for a new approach to development. By the mid-1980s scholars were ques-
tioning whether Earth’s ecosystem would survive the increased strains on its 
resources, if all nations reached satisfactory levels of GDP by, say, 2050. When the 
UN World Commission on Environment and Development published its report, 
Our Common Future, it sought to address the problem of competing environmen-
tal and developmental goals by formulating a definition of sustainable develop-
ment. In her forward to the report, Gro Harlem Brundtland, prime minister of 
Norway and chair of the commission, defined sustainable development as devel-
opment that “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generation to meet theirs.”13

 While a definitive definition of sustainable development does not exist, a defi-
nition has emerged around three important features:

z Economic: An economically sustainable system provides goods and services 
on a continuing basis equitably to all Earth’s citizens.
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Taos Blue Lake
Hidden in the mountains of north-
ern New Mexico lies Blue Lake or 
Ba Whyea, an ancient sacred site for 
the Taos Pueblo community. Deep 
ecologists hold only veneration of 
the sacred in nature can deter the 
human race from annihilating its 
most treasured landscapes and keep 
it in touch with the wellspring of 
human existence.
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z Environmental: An environmentally sustainable system maintains a stable 
resource base, avoiding both the depletion of nonrenewable resources and 
the over-exploitation of renewable resource systems. An environmentally sus-
tainable system further ensures the continuation of biodiversity, atmospheric 
stability, and clean watersheds.

z Social: A socially sustainable system ends the imbalance between rich and 
poor, provides adequate social services, and promotes gender equality, and 
political accountability and participation.14

 As you can readily see, sustainable development theory is more a set of goals to 
be reached than basic assumptions about the functioning of the world economy 
or international relations. The goals raise questions of how to balance competing 
objectives and how to judge success. Despite these drawbacks, sustainable devel-
opment as a theoretical model dominates our thinking today about how human 
kind can continue to live on this planet without causing its ecosystem to crash. We 
will discuss the concept more in Chapters 13 and 14.

Deep Ecology
Deep  ecology developed out of the thinking of Norwegian environmentalist and 
philosopher Arne Naess15 and others like him who saw the ecological concepts of 
complexity, diversity, and symbiosis, as the way to relate human life to all things on 
the planet. For the deep ecologist, the environment has its own value independent 
of human needs. Human beings need to rediscover their place in nature’s web of 
interdependent elements and treat nature reverently.
 The deep ecologist sees human beings in a living relationship with their envi-
ronment. The environment has its own reasons for being. It speaks to each of us 
and assigns us our identity. Modern society has lost this sense of identity. Many of 
us are indifferent to where we live. But to the Mohawk, the Huron, or the Navaho, 
a particular mountain or stream, or a particular lay of land, is sacred. A tribal mem-
ber finds renewal by going back to the natural home revered by his ancestors. Deep 
ecology proposes to reconnect modern humans to their natural home.
 In international affairs, the deep ecologist tends to oppose large earth-moving 
projects, such as the construction of the Three Gorges Dam in China, extensive 
logging, the paving over of swampland for parking lots, and the destruction of 
habitat for agriculture or a new factory. For the deep ecologist recognition and 
acceptance of our rootedness in nature is the ultimate wisdom.

Ecofeminism
A third offshoot of the ecological perspective is ecofeminism. The ecofeminist 
argues that women are more closely associated with the natural world than men 
because they are the child bearers and thus actively participate in the renewal of 
the species. Men, the ecofeminist argues, have an instrumental attitude toward 
nature. What can nature do for me? Women, on the other hand, have a reverence 
and empathy for nature, containing within themselves the secrets of birth and 
regeneration.
 Ecofeminism holds that capitalism is the last and worst outgrowth of a patriar-
chal, male-dominated society. The division of labor that capitalism calls efficient 
divided men and women into two separate worlds, one the world of paid work, 
and the other the world at home. Men, with the aid of male-dominated modern 

Deep ecology  A worldview that promotes a 
reverence for nature, a concern for ecological 
principles such as complexity, diversity, and 
symbiosis, and that sees human beings in a 
living relationship with their environment. The 
environment does not exist for human use 
alone; we gain our identity from it. Deep ecol-
ogy proposes to reconnect humankind with 
nature.

Symbiosis  The living together of two dissim-
ilar organisms in a mutually beneficial 
relationship.

Ecofeminism  A theory whose proponents 
argue that women are more closely associated 
with the natural world than men are. Men 
have an instrumental attitude toward nature 
and ask, How can I use it? Women have a rev-
erence and empathy for nature, as they con-
tain within themselves the secrets of birth and 
regeneration.
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science, proceeded to rape the planet in search of raw materials to satisfy their 
always-hungry industrial machines. As a result, the world has lost most of its for-
ests and biodiversity.
 Ecofeminists relate male domination of nature to male domination of women, 
arguing that the structure of domination is the same in both cases. Women and 
nature are considered instrumental to the achievement of male goals, be they 
pleasure or power, and are treated accordingly.
 Some scholars dismiss ecofeminism as irrelevant. But ecofeminists are quick 
to point out that at the local level, where women are most active politically, women 
are in the forefront of local environmental groups. Women organized the move-
ment in India to save the subcontinent’s tropical forests. The most vocal opponent 
of the Three Gorges Dam in China is a woman.16 Women were the principal pro-
testers against the dumping of chemical wastes into Love Canal in Niagara Falls, 
New York, and maintained their vigilance until the U.S. government agreed to buy 
the homes contaminated by toxic waste.
 Ecofeminists argue that the global environment remains at risk as long as the 
international community continues its primarily male view of it. At the Fourth 
World Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995, women’s NGOs argued without 
success with national delegates to include phraseology guaranteeing indigenous 
peoples the right to benefit as much as the international drug companies from the 
scientific extraction of useful medicine from a local herb. (See chapter 11 for more 
details on the women’s movement.)
 To the male ecologists’ argument that males can also feel a special closeness 
to the natural world, the ecofeminists answer that males who do develop an inti-
macy with nature are in essence discovering the women’s world. Ecofeminists 
would like to see the major international organizations give up their patriarchal 
emphasis on economic development as primarily industrial development and 
begin to assess the impact of development in terms of our place in nature and our 
spiritual need to connect with it.

Ecojustice
The fourth theory derived from the ecological paradigm is ecojustice. Ecojustice 
theory starts from the observation that environmental quality is not equally dis-
tributed around the globe. Some environments are more desirable than others. 
Some environments, like the world’s forests, belong to a few states but are essen-
tial to all humankind to protect our common atmosphere. The ecojustice move-
ment originated among working black women in Warren Country, North Carolina, 
on land that had been predominantly owned by black people since the end of slav-
ery in 1865. The movement began when Warren County was selected to be the final 
burial site for over 32,000 cubic yards of soil contaminated with PCBs (polychlori-
nated biphenyls). A woman named Dollie Burwell objected to the location of the 
site, which was just behind her and her neighbors’ backyards.
 The merging of race, poverty, and pollution in a single issue rapidly picked 
up followers all over the United States and around the world, most notably in 
Kenya, Nigeria, and Russia. In Russia, in 1991 women lawyers took the initiative 
in organizing an ecojustice group, Ecojuris, to publicize the inequity of pollu-
tion in Russia’s major cities. The lawyers filed suit in a number of landmark 
cases, arguing that the principal victims of industrial pollution were women and 
young children.
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Ecojustice  The concept that, as environmen-
tal quality is not equally distributed around the 
world, methodologies and procedures must be 
developed to address the environmental ine-
qualities that are the result of lack of natural 
resources, poor location, and poverty.
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 Today, international relations scholars in the environmental field have added 
ecojustice to their theoretical tools of analysis. Ecojustice theory drives the argu-
ment of the developing nations that because today’s industrial pollution was 
generated by the industrialized countries, those countries must therefore pay for 
the cleanup. At the Third Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change, commonly known as the conference on 
global climate change, in Kyoto, Japan, in 1998, China and other developing 
countries opposed a treaty to limit emissions from the use of fossil fuels because 
it was not fair. In China’s view, the industrialized nations were eager to prevent 
global warming and reach an international agreement because they already had 
achieved full development by polluting the planet at no cost to themselves. An 
adoption of the treaty would prevent developing countries from reaching their 
development goals.
 Ecojustice theory attempts to develop methodologies and procedures to 
answer those questions by analyzing the connections between poverty and envi-
ronmental degradation. A leading ecojustice theorist, Andrew Szasz, found, for 
example, that “toxic victims are, typically, poor or working people of modest 
means. Their environmental problems are inseparable from their economic con-
dition.”17 In Russia, ecojurists have documented connections between environ-
mental degradation, the living conditions of low-paid workers, and high mortality 
rates. In accordance with the environmental paradigm, ecojurists believe that jus-
tice in human society cannot be divorced from a search for a just distribution of 
environmental goods.
 The environmental paradigm is the newest arrival in international relations. 
Many texts on world politics do not mention it at all. After reading about ecotheo-
ries, you may very well say, So what? Sure, the environment is important, but let’s 
be real. It has nothing to do with power relations between states. Is this a fact? 
What about mass famines created by the expansion of the desert in Africa? What 
about torrential rains and mudslides in Central America? What about earthquakes 
in San Francisco? No one emigrates to Mexico after a California earthquake. But 
you may be sure that thousands moved northward from Nicaragua and Honduras 
after the disastrous rains of 1998.
 The environmentalists argue that citizens in the industrialized world are liv-
ing the good life in a clean environment because they have transferred their most 
polluting industries to the developing world. The industrialized states have not 
tried sustainable development and so far have shown little desire to do so. To 
achieve sustainable development, the industrial states must recognize the pri-
mary importance of the environment to all humans, and not just a privileged few. 
The inequitable transborder effects of environmental pollution are already caus-
ing increased tension and conflict in the world. This recognition demands both 
a retreat from the instrumental view of the environment as a human resource and 
a deeper understanding of the functioning and value of the environment in 
and of itself.
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What Are the Subjective 
Approaches to World Politics?
What is a “subjective approach to world politics”? Understand how such 
approaches differ from realism, idealism, and the ecological paradigm.

In the last quarter of the twentieth century, philosophers and political scien-
tists launched increasingly sharp attacks on the basic assumption of political real-
ists, idealists, and ecologists that the world and its political, economic, and social 
structure could be objectively known. The assumption that there is a real world 
out there, independent of ourselves, that all of us, using our reasoning power, can 
discover and use to our benefit, underlies all Western philosophy from the Greeks 
to the Enlightenment. Realists and idealists may disagree as to whether human-
kind is basically imperfect or basically cooperative and develop contrasting theo-
ries as to whether world politics is continuous anarchy or can become a cooperative 
venture. Ecologists and realists may disagree about whether the Earth is warming 
or not, but both groups base their arguments on empirical evidence drawn from 
objective observations of the real world.
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Test Prepper 2.2

True or False?

_____ 1. Balance-of-power theory argues that war is 
most likely to occur when states in the system 
have reached balance.

_____ 2. According to realists, the only way to contain 
power is through power.

_____ 3. Marxists argue that class struggle is the key 
dynamic that fosters socioeconomic change 
over time.

_____ 4. Democratic peace theory refers to the belief 
that liberal democracies typically do not fight 
one another, although they may go to war with 
non-democratic states.

_____ 5. Ecofeminists believe that women are more 
closely associated with the natural world 
because they bear children while men view the 
environment as an instrument for achieving 
material objectives.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following statements would a 
neorealist agree accurately represents interna-
tional politics?

a. States are the primary actors in the inter-
national system.

b. All states have the same goals, but they 
differ in their ability to influence world 
politics.

c. The structure of the international system 
is defined by the unequal distribution of 
power among the countries of the world.

d. None of the above
e. All of the above

_____ 7. Neoliberals believe which of the following 
statements about international politics?

a. Progress in international relations occurs 
through the good will of individuals.

b. The chaos of world politics can only be 
addressed using economic theories of 
behavior.

c. International institutions are effective at 
assisting countries resolve their differ-
ences without resorting to conflict.

d. A combination of a focus on power in the 
military realm and cooperation in the eco-
nomic sphere is the most effective way to 
analyze the international system.

e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 2.2
www.BetweenNations.org
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 Critical theory, constructivism, and most feminist theories in international 
relations question the ability of human beings to look objectively at the world. All 
people, they argue, are shaped by the society and culture in which they live. Our 
perceptions are formed by our society’s dominant attitudes about wealth, race, 
gender, and religion. This assumption that our background and upbringing totally 
inform our perceptions of the world derives from the Marxist teaching that all sci-
ence, art, and culture reflect the interests of a given society’s ruling class. Through-
out history, each social class that rose to power imposed its prejudices, its ethics, 
its way of doing things on the society it governed. In their struggle against the rul-
ing class, the other classes developed their own class culture and identity in 
response to the reigning status quo. Critical theory and constructivism carry this 
logic to its conclusion and hold that every individual’s perception of reality is 
determined by personal experience of a given society’s dominant culture relative 
to that person’s position in its social structure.

Critical Theory
The term critical theory was first used by members of a scholarly group that formed 
at the Institute of Social Research at the University of Frankfurt in the 1920s and 
lasted into the 1950s. These scholars were appalled by the rise of what they saw as 
the lack of freedom and irrationality in European capitalist societies in the 1920s 
and 1930s, culminating in fascism in Germany and Italy.18

 Herbert Marcuse (1898–1979) and Jürgen Habermas (1929– ) are two major 
contributors to the ongoing evolution of critical theory in the latter half of the 
twentieth century. The common thread between them is that in modern society, 
human beings are increasingly losing their autonomy, their capacity to make inde-
pendent individual decisions exclusive of outside control. Marcuse argued that 
“advanced industrial society” creates false needs to integrate individuals into the 
existing system of production and consumption. Mass media and contemporary 
culture, advertising, and industrial management all reinforce the political and 
suppress opposition.19

 Habermas posited that the technological revolution had contributed to the 
suppression of individual freedom by forcing humans to learn and adapt to new 
technologies that function on the machine’s inner logic. The market, the state, and 
social and economic organizations: all operate on some form of “strategic/instru-
mental rationality” based on how technology works rather than on how humans 
really live. Habermas argued for social change through communication. A freer, 
more democratic world was possible not through revolution, as the Marxists 
taught, but through people finding community through communication.20

Constructivism
The critical theory started by the Frankfurt School leads directly into constructiv-
ism. Constructivism, like critical theory, posits that because human beings exist 
within society, knowledge can never be objective, only subjective. We all can use 
reason to try to figure things out, but how we reason is culturally determined—that 
is, it is shaped, or “constructed,” by the society and culture in which we live. Thus, 
all perceptions and all cultures reflect the worldview and social structure of a given 
social group, be it tribe or nation. We can never know what reality is, only what our 
perceptions of it are. Because reality cannot be known, every culture, every society 
presents a worldview that is equally valid. Contrary to the neorealist and neolib-

Constructivism  Constructivism is a philoso-
phy of learning founded on the premise that, 
by reflecting on our experiences, we construct 
our own understanding of the world we live in.

Audio Concept
Critical Theory
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eral viewpoint, constructivism holds that the structure and institutions of the 
international system function only insofar as the international actors think they 
function and so do not influence states’ behaviors per se. Rather, the political cul-
ture, the diffusion of ideas circulating in the international system, informs, or 
“constructs,” the interests and national identities of states that, in turn, shape the 
dynamics of world politics.21

 Constructivism in international relations leads to a focus on an individual or 
group’s experiences both as regards their understanding of the world and the 
actions they choose to take. Political scientist David Campbell uses the construc-
tivist approach in his analysis of the emergence of Bosnia as an intractable ethnic 
problem. How did a once successful multicultural society turn into an interna-
tional nightmare? Campbell finds that both the peacemakers of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) and the belligerents in Bosnia failed or refused to take 
into account the possibility of overlapping identities. For example, a man could 
simultaneously be Bosnian, and a Serb, and a Muslim, or he could be a Bosnian, a 
Croat, and a Catholic. But instead of recognizing this fact, both sides shared the 
same misperception of identity: namely, that a national grouping had to have a 
self-contained shared history and culture, speak the same language, and live 
together in definable borders. Campbell faults the poverty of Western thought in 
developing concepts that promote identity politics within heterogeneous com-
munities (national, ethnic, or linguistic groups that do not live in separate, cultur-
ally distinct, social enclaves). He concludes that Europe and the United States 
intervened in Bosnia not in the interests of saving a once vibrant multicultural 
community but to support the nationalist idea in order to prevent the spread of 
multiculturalism beyond national state borders at home.22

Feminist Theories in International Relations
There is no single feminist theory of international relationships but rather several 
different and often conflicting theories. We look at some of these theories more 
closely in chapter 11.
 While the roots of feminist theory go back to Mary Wollstonecraft (1759–1797) 
and the struggle for women’s suffrage, the European Marxist women’s movement of 
the nineteenth century bequeathed a powerful legacy to modern feminist theory 
building. Most feminists today agree that basic attitudes and behaviors are cultur-
ally determined. Western civilization is a patriarchy, a male-dominated enterprise. 
Males have dominated politics, science, economics, and the arts. Realism and ide-
alism are constructions of the male imagination. Traditional Western male thinking 
perceives reality as a set of mutually exclusive dichotomies: black, white; rational, 
irrational; weak, strong; chaos, order; war, peace. Every term has a definition that 
limits its meaning to a specific thing. States have identifiable borders that separate 
them from other states. International governmental and nongovernmental organi-
zations have constitutions, identifiable memberships, and identifiable goals. State 
organizations operate at different and distinct levels in the world system.
 Feminism refuses to see the world in these terms. Instead of seeing it as a rather 
static dichotomous (either/or) hierarchical international system, feminists approach 
world politics as a to-be-determined, unstructured, interdependent, dynamic set of 
interrelationships, similar to those in their personal and family lives.
 Constructivists and feminists alike understand political theory not as an 
approach to understanding objective reality but as a prescription, a recipe for 
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action. They see information and communication about world events as data to 
feed into an activist agenda directing what should be done rather than a frame-
work within which to analyze facts describing what actually happens.

Critiques of Constructivism
Critical theory, constructivism, and feminist theories have played a decisive role in 
shifting our focus from external, state-to-state relations to a closer look at the sub-
jective dynamics of international affairs. But in so doing, they have produced what 
one educator has called ‘the evidential dilemma.”23 If there is no empirical evi-
dence, on what does an individual, tribe, or state base a decision for action?

Critical Theory in Perspective
This section has looked at three critiques of subjective approaches to international 
relations theory. Constructivism and feminist theories have been important in 
drawing attention to the gap between what a culture says the world is like and 
actual individual experience. If, however, realist and idealist international relations 
approaches lead to excessive concerns about the struggle for power and the nature 
of war or peace in an anarchic world, the critical theorists can lead us into a quag-
mire of uncertainty about whether or not we can know anything about the nature 
of global issues and why states behave as they do in the international system. 

The Rebuilt Bridge at Mostar
Stari most, the old bridge, crosses 
the Neretva River at Mostar, where 
Bosnian Muslims and Croat Catho-
lics lived side by side for centuries. 
Built in 1566 by the Ottoman 
Turks, it was destroyed by Croat 
fighters during the bitter fighting 
between Mostar’s Muslims and 
Croats in 1993. It was reconstructed 
using the same methods and materi-
als employed by the original builders 
500 years ago. Its reopening in 
2004 is living witness to the concept 
that ethnic rivalry is not a given but 
is a subjective assumption that can 
be deconstructed.
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Join the Debate

Looking Out for Number One

Overview

Traditionally, realists argue that it is necessary for states 
to focus on their own self-interest. Kautilya, an Indian 
scholar writing in the third century bc consistently 
advocated the need to, in essence, “Look out for Num-
ber One.”
 Advocates of the U.S. invasion in Afghanistan and 
the preventive military action in Iraq might make a 
similar case. Osama bin Laden has been organizing 
and masterminding terrorist actions since the early 
1990s. For an entire decade the United States took little 
aggressive action, even when U.S. ships and seamen 
were bombed and embassies blown up. The attacks of 
9/11 changed all that. By doing nothing, the United 
States encouraged bin Laden to think it were scared to 

use its power. If the United States had waited until the 
UN agreed it should go to war in Iraq, Saddam Hussein 
would have thought the same thing and launched pos-
sibly a terrible preemptive strike of his own. Each nation 
has the right to use its power to defend itself. The UN 
cannot look out for all its members. A state either looks 
out for itself and forcefully uses its power, or it goes 
into decline.
 Advocates of collective security and international 
cooperation look at the U.S. action in an entirely oppo-
site light. Iraq was a country where international sanc-
tions had been in place for a decade. During that 
period the people became impoverished and Saddam 
Hussein’s military preparedness decreased. Iraq was 
not a threat to any country, least of all to the United 

Case Study
The Future of Afghanistan

See www.BetweenNations.org

Test Prepper 2.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Subjective approaches to world politics are so 
named because they rely strictly on opinions 
and are opposed to collecting data of any kind.

_____ 2. Constructivist approaches to world politics 
tend to focus on the state level of analysis 
because they combine the impact of various 
entities when analyzing political behavior.

_____ 3. Rather than having a single approach to world 
politics, there are multiple and conflicting fem-
inist theories of international relations.

_____ 4. Generally speaking, critical theory questions 
the objective nature of reality, arguing that each 
individual constructs their own reality based on 
their own perception.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Most feminists argue which of the following?
a. Basic attitudes and behaviors are biologi-

cally determined.
b. Western civilization is a patriarchy (or 

male-dominated enterprise).
c. Males have dominated the military while 

women have had an opportunity to con-
trol the arts.

d. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 2.3
www.BetweenNations.org
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States. Negotiations were in progress. The United States 
broke international convention by rushing headlong 
into a venture—one that has proved costly in lives and 
materiel—contrary to the counsel of the world’s major 
powers. There is no indication that negotiation would 
not have worked. The proper way to conduct national 
affairs in a global community is through the global 
institutions established by that community. The United 
States has acted like a global bully, trying to push 
weaker states around.
 A realist looks after Number One. An idealist looks 
to international cooperation as the only way to secure 
peace and prosperity for all states. In essence, the 
debate focuses on two key questions: (1) What does 
looking after Number One entail? Does it mean only 
using a state’s own power resources, or can it include 
cooperating in international organizations? (2) In what 
ways can cooperation contribute to a state’s prosperity? 
In what ways could it be a hindrance?

Pro: arguments for Number one Looking after 
Number one

z There is no world government, only other states 
testing you and ready to move against you in the 
struggle for power.

z States that openly declare their hostility to you are 
your enemy.

z Each state has the right and obligation to act in its 
own interests.

z Self-defense is vital to a state’s preservation and 
should not require either international approval or 
catastrophes like Pearl Harbor or 9/11 to attack an 
enemy. Preemption is sound survival strategy.

con: arguments for collective security and 
International cooperation

z Looking out for Number One to the exclusion of the 
interests and needs of the global community leads 
to needless violence and suffering by innocent 
people.

z War is to be avoided at all costs. Any war can lead 
to nuclear war, as nuclear weapons are readily 
available.

z War directed at one state puts at risk the indepen-
dence and political stability of neighboring states 
and escalates violence to surrounding countries.

z In the modern world, one state can no longer impose 
its will on another and risk such consequences.

z Negotiation and diplomacy remain the best instru-
ments of peaceful solutions.

z If war seems necessary to avoid the consequence of 
a widening war, military intervention should only 
be allowed with UN approval.

QuestIoNs

1. Depending on which side you took, did you flnd 
that all the arguments you used came exclusively 
from either the liberal or realist approach?

2. In what areas did your arguments cause you to 
change approach?

3. Did you flnd yourself arguing in favor of more cen-
tralized global oversight of state behavior or for the 
right of states to be the main actors in global poli-
tics? What reasons did you give?
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• From the idealist perspective come the theories of 
Marxism and liberalism (the two major theories of the 
past 150 years) and the more recent dependency theory, 
collective security, and neoliberalism. Liberal theories 
tend to argue in favor of centralized cooperation by 
states in global organizations and to downplay the 
importance of national identity.

• Within the ecological perspective, we find deep ecology, 
ecofeminism, and ecojustice. These theories seek to 
bridge the gap between the human footprint on the 
local environment and its impact on the global 
community.

What is a “subjective approach to world politics”? 
Understand how such approaches differ from realism, 
idealism, and the ecological paradigm.

• Critics of these approaches have developed critical the-
ory, constructivism, and feminist theories of interna-
tional relations that focus on the psychological and 
social components of state identity and behavior.

• These theories seek to explain how the identities of cul-
tures and societies are formed and how these relate to 
their behavior on the international stage

Understand and be able to summarize the key 
assumptions of political realism, idealism, and the 
ecological paradigm.

• Realism holds that human nature is, by definition, 
imperfect. We all have an innate drive for power. 
National governments, therefore, should concentrate on 
promoting the national interest through a strong mili-
tary to defend against aggression and a “what’s-in-it-
for-me” posture in the conduct of foreign policy.

• Idealism posits that human beings are perfectible. With 
the right institutions to guide them, individuals and 
states can learn to cooperate and to prefer peace to war.

• The ecological paradigm posits human society as a sub-
set of the natural environment. This environment has 
limits, and we must learn what those limits are and 
accommodate our institutions to them if humankind is 
to survive.

Identify and understand the key theories that result from 
realism, idealism, and the ecological paradigm.

• From the realist perspective, we derive the theories of 
the balance of power, hegemonic stability, and neoreal-
ism. These are theories that explain the management of 
the international system as a decentralized, many-sided 
process that takes place among states.
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.
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Flashcards Historical Background Weblinks for Further Exploration
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Learning Objectives

Different Lenses for Different Pictures

3 Analyzing World Politics

1 

2 

Identify the primary characteristics of a state. 
Understand how the state has developed over the past 
centuries and its current role in world politics.

Understand what is meant by levels of analysis and 
who are the primary actors that operate at each level.
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Analysis as a Tool to  
 Understand Our World

In chapter 1 you learned that one of the five forces shaping the 
planet is the increasing inability of the state to solve problems 
because of decentralizing ethnic, religious, and economic ten-
sions. You further learned that most issues today are transnational 
and transboundary in character, promoting a centralizing ten-
dency in the international system—as, for example, the tendency 
for states to turn to the United Nations (UN) and other interna-
tional agencies for regulations and guidelines. What is this entity 
called a state, and why does international politics seem to revolve 
around it? How can we understand the tensions that push states 
toward dissolution and the tensions that push them toward inter-
national cooperation?

 The State: The Basic Unit of Analysis 
in the International System
The State and Its Primary Characteristics
The Origins and Development of the State— 

The European Experience

 What Are the Levels of Analysis?
The International System as a Whole
The Regional Level of Analysis
The State Level of Analysis
The Substate Level of Analysis
The Individual Level of Analysis

 Applying the Levels of Analysis to  
Understand International Relations
Applying the Levels of Analysis: The Example of Afghanistan
Afghanistan from the Systems Level of Analysis

“All the world’s a stage.”

—William Shakespeare

2 

3 Understand how the levels of analysis 
are used to understand international 
relations; apply the levels to the case 
of Afghanistan.
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 This chapter enables you to address those questions. We first look at the 
state—what it is, how it arose, and why it plays such a central role in interna-
tional relations today. We then look at the structure of the international system 
by applying levels of analysis. For example, we may study the international 
system in its entirety, as we might study the solar system as a whole. That’s one 
level. But we can also study the international system at the regional level by 
looking at regional organizations of states such as the European Union (EU) 
and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). For a third perspec-
tive, we can study the international system at the state level—that is, by look-
ing at the world from the standpoint of the behavior of individual states. This 
is a very important level because the basic unit of analysis in the international 
system is the state. We can also study the international system at the substate 
level, looking at ethnic conflict or civil wars and how these tensions affect the 
state and its ability to function at the regional and international levels. Finally, 
we can look at the international system through the role individuals play in 
moving and shaking world politics. We conclude the chapter by showing that 
by understanding what the state is and how it functions at these five levels, we 
can begin to understand the centralizing and decentralizing tendencies at 
work in the world today. n

The State: The Basic Unit of Analysis 
in the International System
Identify the primary characteristics of a state. Understand how the state has 
developed over the past centuries and its current role in world politics.

For all the paradigms, states are the basic building blocks of the international 
system. Chapter 1 presented three characteristics that differentiate a state from a 
tribe, an ethnic group, or a nationality. To review, a state is:

1. a geographic territory with internationally recognized boundaries
2. an internationally recognized and identifiable population that lives within 

those boundaries
3. an internationally recognized authority structure or government

Let us look more closely at these characteristics.

The State and Its Primary Characteristics
The modern state, as we understand it, grew out of rivalry for power and wealth 
among the ruling dynasties of Europe from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centu-
ries. The concept of an international system dates from the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, 
which ended the Thirty Years’ War. The war had decimated large sections of Europe, 
and, important for our purposes, left no clear victor. Our modern understanding 
of state, then, is derived, essentially, from the European experience.
 The treaty recognized that none of the rival European powers at war could 
achieve a decisive win to dominate the other powers. The treaty thus called for the 

Treaty of Westphalia The treaty, signed in 
1648 at the close of the Thirty Years’ War, 
called for the recognition as sovereign states of 
territorial entities that could no longer be dom
inated and that had fixed borders, a recog
nized population, and an acknowledged 
government.

1
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recognition of these territorial entities as states, with fixed borders, an acknowl-
edged government, and a population identified as living within that state’s bor-
ders. The treaty recognized these states as sovereign, or self-ruling, and promised 
that the government of one state would not interfere in the affairs of another. Rela-
tions between states would be characterized by diplomacy and regulated by inter-
national law in the form of treaties and agreements.

Definition of a State
The modern definition of state is based on the principles set forth in the 1648 
treaty. Central to the definition are the concepts of legitimacy, sovereignty, and 
formal obligations.

z Legitimacy means that all states have a right to exist and that the authority of 
the government in that state is supreme and accepted as lawful.

z Sovereignty means that no higher authority than the state exists, or in Max 
Weber’s words, the state has “a monopoly of the legitimate use of physical 
force.”1 The United Nations is made up of states, yet it has no authority to com-
pel member-states to take any action or refrain from any action. It has no army 
of its own and must rely on the member-states to contribute their armed forces 
when any UN armed intervention takes place. In the last analysis, each state 
decides its own course of action.

z States have formal obligations, or expectations vis-à-vis one another. States 
agree to rules drawn up according to international law for declaring and fight-
ing a war, for implementing treaties, for continuing to recognize the legitimacy 
of the governments of other states, and for exchanging and treating diplomatic 
representatives. In recent years, however, the new global and transnational 
issues have prompted new thinking on this front. Although at an operational 
level the state still retains full control over the actions of its police and military, 
the conditions for their use are increasingly shaped by rules and regulations 
receiving their legitimation from the UN and other international institutions.2 
For example, the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003 was considered illegitimate by 
many (but not all) because the United States failed to secure the approval of 
the UN Security Council for the action.

The Nation-state and the Multinational State
A discussion of the state and its characteristics would not be complete without 
distinguishing between two kinds of states that appear frequently in this text. The 
first is the nation-state. The nation-state is composed primarily of one ethnic or 
nationality group or nation. The common definition of nation or ethnic group is a 
group of people who have a common language, common ethnicity, common cul-
ture, common territory, and a desire for independence. Ethnic groups like the 
Kurds and the Palestinians in the Middle East or the Chechens in the Caucasus 
form ethnic nations. All demand independence in a specific territory, based on a 
common language and common culture. A nation-state is that nation once it has 
gained political independence, as East Timor eventually did. Examples of older 
nation-states are Germany, the Netherlands, France, and Japan.
 The second kind of state is the multinational or multiethnic state, as it is often 
called. As the name suggests, the population in this kind of state is composed of 
two or more ethnic groups or races. Most of the world’s states fall into this cate-
gory. The world’s largest states—Russia, China, India, and the United States—are 
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Nation or ethnic group  A group of people 
linked together in some manner, such as a 
common territory, with a shared culture that 
may or may not be based on religion. This 
culture can be monocultural or multicultural—
a shared language, a shared history or under
standing of the past, and a general desire for 
independence.

Multinational or multiethnic state   
A state—such as Nigeria, the United States, 
Russia, and India—that contains more than one 
nation and/or ethnic group within its territory. 
Most states are multinational in nature.

Audio Concept
Sovereignty
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all multinational. So are some of the world’s smallest states, such as Switzerland, 
Belgium, and many states in Africa and Asia. Multinational states frequently suffer 
from the desire of the component ethnic groups to live their own lifestyle or obtain 
more power in the central government.

The Vulnerability of the Modern State
While the principles of legitimacy, sovereignty, and duty are still in force today, the 
forces of change discussed in chapter 1, particularly the new global and transna-
tional issues, the inability of the state to solve problems on its own, and the tech-
nology revolution, have undermined sovereignty. Increasing state vulnerability is 
one of the most visible decentralizing forces in the world today. First, state sover-
eignty has been weakened through the growth of networks of communication and 
linkages among non-state actors that are beyond the state’s immediate control. 
These interdependent networks have grown most rapidly among non-state actors 
in the global economy and non-state actors such as Greenpeace and al Qaeda.
 The 9/11 attacks highlighted two additional important dimensions of a state’s 
vulnerability: the dangers posed by failed states and the insecurity of even the 
most powerful state in the world. Not all states are successful. Some fail to main-
tain law and order within their borders or to provide the level of economic well-
being, education, housing, food, and security their populations demand. Failed 
states today include Angola, Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Liberia, 
Sierra Leone, Somalia, and Sudan. In each of these states, economic and political 
chaos reigns. Failed states, such as Afghanistan before 9/11, offer havens for crimi-
nals, terrorists, drug trafficking, and cross-border mayhem. In so doing, they pro-
mote global insecurity. The United States bombed Afghanistan in 2001 not because 
it had declared war on the state of Afghanistan but because this failed state har-
bored Osama bin Laden’s terrorist organization. In the interests of guaranteeing 
security at home, the United States, for the first time since the Treaty of Westpha-
lia, declared war, calling it a war on terrorism, against a non-state actor, who had 
been given sanctuary in Afghanistan, arguably violating the internationally recog-
nized sovereignty of that state.
 The war in Iraq that started in 2003, departed from the Westphalian norms gov-
erning state sovereignty in two ways.

1. The war was billed as a preventive action, intended, according to the U.S. gov-
ernment, to prevent the Iraqi dictator, Saddam Hussein, from completing the 
development of weapons of mass destruction and distributing them to terror-
ist groups.

2. The declared U.S. goal of regime change in Iraq undermined Iraq’s state sover-
eignty, and the legitimacy of its internationally recognized government. The 
invasion of Iraq marked the fifth time in recent history that the United States 
took preventive action to force regime change in another state.

z 1961: The United States sponsored a failed attempt to bring down Fidel Cas-
tro’s communist government in Cuba.

z 1983: The United States invaded the state of Grenada to prevent the consoli-
dation of a Marxist regime on the island.

z 1989: The United States invaded the state of Panama to replace the dictator-
ship of Manuel Noriega with a pro-American government. While the world 
community was not happy with these actions, they occurred during the Cold 
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War and, to a certain extent, could be justified by the necessity of preventing 
the further projection of Soviet power into the Western hemisphere.

z 1999: Similarly, Western Europe accepted the U.S. bombing and invasion of 
Yugoslavia in 1999 because of the perceived need to prevent a worst-case 
scenario, namely, genocide of the Kosovar population in that country.

z 2003: In contrast, the United States was unable to present a rationale for its 
invasion of Iraq that was acceptable to the other power centers of the inter-
national community. France, Germany, and Russia felt their power threat-
ened by the prospect of the dominant world power taking military action 
whenever it perceived its national security to be at risk. The Iraqi invasion 
thus brought home the hard fact that, in the absence of a world government, 
the concept of sovereignty is a political football in the decentralized struggle 
for power among the world’s states.

The Interdependence of States
Like a two-edged sword, the three forces mentioned above as contributing to 
decentralizing tendencies promote centralizing tendencies as well. Some analysts 
of the liberal persuasion hail the increased vulnerability of states as testimony to 
the growing interdependence of states. These analysts consider the coming of glo-
balization and interdependence a good thing. In their view, states that depend on 
other states for raw materials and export markets are less likely to go to war to 
resolve differences and are more likely to cooperate.
 Neorealist Kenneth N. Waltz and others criticize this position as simplistic. We 
need to look at how states depend on one another, they say, and honestly admit 
that the United States can probably get along without the rest of the world better 
than most states can get along without the United States. Waltz argues that the low 
level of U.S. dependence on other countries is a primary source of its great power 
status and the relative facility with which a great power can unilaterally control the 
behavior of less powerful states.3 We return to this idea in chapter 4.
 A third position on globalization, derived again from the liberal paradigm, is 
reflected in the work of James Rosenau, who sees the growing loss of sovereignty as 
signaling the end of the dominant role of states in the international system. The 
salient characteristics of the emerging post-Westphalian system, he argues, are 
the inclusion of non-state actors and the development of global civil society. After 
the 9/11 attacks, Rosenau’s perspective seems most convincing and also most 
terrifying.4 How can any state control the behavior of non-state actors whose 
membership is largely invisible? We talk more about the behavior of non-state 
actors in chapter 7.

The Origins and Development of the State— 
The European Experience
How did the world come to be dominated by states where ethnicity and national-
ism play such a strong role? The state is both a relatively new arrival on the inter-
national scene and an old form of social organization that appeared for relatively 
short periods of time in antiquity. Today, the international system has outgrown its 
European origins and expanded to include the entire globe, with 191 states5 and a 
growing number of non-state actors.
 The state derives from a diverse heritage of independent self-governing city-
states in ancient Sumer in Mesopotamia, Greece, China, and classical Rome. The 
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Interdependence  The linking of states 
together in a web of wideranging interactions. 
These include: international finance, trade and 
commerce, environmental pollution, the infor
mation revolution, transnationalism, intergov
ernmental organizations (IGOs), and 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs.)

International system  A concept that 
includes a number of key actors (states, 
nations, IGOs, and NGOs) and the patterns of 
actions among them that can be explained by 
the distribution of power and other factors. 
The state plays a pivotal role within this sys
tem, because the system has no central 
authority to maintain order and dispense 
justice.
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Sumerian city-states flourished at the dawn of human civilization in Mesopotamia 
in what is now Iraq. The city-states of Greece, Rome, and China were at their height 
between the fifth century bc and the second century ad.
 The modern state had its rise in the Middle Ages, long after Rome fell. The his-
tory of Europe is the history of rivalry—war and conquest—among feudal chief-
tains, with the periodic ascendancy of a strongman. These rulers were eager to 
expand their domains. To do so, however, they needed to create sufficient wealth 
to raise an army. The medieval city was just coming into its own as a commercial 
power. Some cities, like Venice and Florence in Italy and Dubrovnik in modern Croa-
tia, flourished as independent city-states. Others, like Prague, London, or Paris, 
accepted the rule of the prevailing strongman. Through patronage, royal subsidies, 
and the granting of imperial or royal charters, these cities became centers of trade, 
finance, and learning. In return for their liberties, the cities paid taxes to the king 
to support his armies. With tax money rolling in and helped along by marriages of 
convenience to princesses with large land holdings, the kings gradually became 
stronger than the feudal chieftains, whose power largely resided in their agricul-
tural land base. The consolidation of royal power in the fifteenth century put 
Europe well on its way to playing midwife at the birth of the modern state. Addi-
tional factors that led to the evolution of the modern state include the following:

z Ideology and a Common Culture: We cannot be sure that modern states would 
have evolved out of this process if it had not been for the long political conflict 
between the rising nation-states of France, Spain, and England, on the one 
hand, and, on the other, the pope in Rome, who called himself Vicar (deputy 
of Christ) of Christendom, by which he meant Europe. Over the centuries, the 
royal powers challenged the temporal or non-religious authority of the medi-
eval Church and carved out a space where they could rule independent of its 
control, eventually leading to the development of Protestant and Catholic 
sects. Each sect’s acknowledgment of its king as the guardian of the one true 
faith led to the identification of a national leader and, by extension, the nation-
state with a particular belief or ideology. Eventually, the ideology of national-
ism replaced Christianity as the glue that bound European peoples together.

z Technology and the Growth of Nationalist Sentiment: Perhaps no other devel-
opment had as great an impact on the rise of the national state and the promo-
tion of a common language as the printing press.

In one month, Johannes Gutenberg could turn out more German bibles 
than the monks could write by hand in Latin in several years. Thus, the printing 
press made literature in the vernacular (the language people spoke in a partic-
ular locale) easily available and readily disseminated in the form of the printed 
book. People rushed to learn how to read and to buy the new books. Printing 
thus gave nationalism a big boost. With the appearance of books in vernacular 
languages such as English, French, and Spanish, people began to buy only 
those books whose language they could understand. In the process, some lan-
guages were winners. Some were losers.

 Because the printing press made it easy to distribute the printed word and book-
sellers made more sales with books printed in the local language, the press prompted 
kings to standardize the language throughout their domains. By the sixteenth cen-
tury, in part due to having acquired a set of common languages, Western Europeans 
had developed a strong sense of nationality, territory, and common history. The 
French Revolution of 1789 spread the ideology of nationalism as far as Russia with 
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the march of Napoleon’s armies eastward, thereby awakening the East European 
peoples to the possibilities of independence and the right to speak their own lan-
guage, rather than the language of their German and Russian imperial masters.

z Europe Becomes a Continent of Nation-states: In 1815, the European powers 
united to defeat Napoleon. But Napoleon’s legacy lived on. In Western Europe, 
England and France emerged as the two leading states promoting democracy 
as an integral part of their nationalist ideology. Throughout the rest of Europe, 
still under the rule of autocratic empires, nationalism assumed a more cultural 
aspect, leading to the consolidation of German states into a unified German 
Empire and the creation of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, based on two ruling 
ethnic groups. Other nations living under imperial rule also demanded national 
recognition. In their push for their own separate national state, they turned to 
the European great powers for support. The instability and threat to the status 
quo posed by these developments resulted in the Triple Alliance (made up of 

The Inventor of the Printing Press
Printing was actually invented in China, where the emperors disseminated their edicts 
and orders through a printed text composed of ideographs or picture symbols. European 
written languages use an alphabet representing the sounds or phonemes present in the 
spoken language. The advantage of the alphabet is that many combinations of sounds 
can be written down using a few letters. Johannes Gutenberg’s achievement was the 
invention of movable type. Instead of carving a font of a word or ideograph, as the Chi-
nese had to do, Gutenberg used a line of type that could be filled with different letters, 
depending on the word appearing in the text. Just before the year 2000, Time-Life con-
ducted a poll asking worldwide leaders in science, education, government, technology, 
medicine, and other fields to name the most important events of the last 1,000 years. 
The printing press was voted the most important event.
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Germany, Austro-Hungary, and Italy, 1882) and the Triple Entente (England, 
France, and Russia, 1907). Great-power rivalry and the fear that one European 
state might gain the ascendancy over all the others led to a balance-of-power 
game that played out in a domino-like series of events culminating tragically in 
World War I.

World War I marked the fall of the Ottoman and German empires and the 
ascendancy of nationalism as the basis of the state. These two empires were 
replaced with nation-states. The one remaining traditional empire was the 
Russian Empire. Although instability caused by the Bolshevik Revolution in 
1917 forced the new leader, Vladimir Ilych Lenin, to give up the Baltic territo-
ries as well as Russia’s share of Poland, the remainder of the empire was re-
formed as the Soviet Union. In the twentieth century, the great overseas empires 
of Britain, France, Germany, Spain, and Portugal were replaced by indepen-
dent states. From 1989–1991, the last European land empire, the Soviet Union 
inherited from the Russian tsars and enlarged after World War II, broke up to be 
replaced by independent states.

z The Modern International System: The founding of the United Nations in 1945, 
at the end of World War II, formalized the concept of a global international 
system composed of national states. The UN began its existence with fifty sig-
natory states. Amazing as it may seem, most of today’s states have come into 
being since then. Of the 191 UN member-states today, some are very small, like 
the African states of Sao Tomé and Principe. Others are large land masses, like 
the United States, Canada, Russia, and Australia. As we show in chapter 8, 
geography—including size, location, and shape—plays a big role in the ability 
of states to participate in international politics effectively.

Because most of the new states came into being as a result of the breakup 
of the colonial empires, virtually all their borders were drawn by the colonial 
powers. The citizens of the new states had virtually no say. With the exception 
of some island states, many of the new states contain more than one ethnic 
group. Some do not have a common language or a common ethnic group. As a 
result, a major problem is developing citizen loyalty to the new country and a 
sense of belonging among people who, just a generation earlier, were living 
under their tribal leaders in an imperial system of government imposed by rul-
ers from far away. Nigeria is an excellent example of this kind of problem where 
over 300 ethnolinguistic groups were consolidated into one country by an 
imperial ruler.

 Under the principles of international law, the new states are as sovereign and 
independent as the older and more established powers. The principle of equality 
is recognized through the mechanism of “one country, one vote” in the UN Gen-
eral Assembly. In practice, however, the newer states can do little to oppose the 
power of the major states. The best they can do is to play one power off against the 
other to assure they do not fall under the control of one state permanently. In addi-
tion, today’s states are living in a period of U.S.–superpower dominance. It is hard 
for small, weak states to oppose the United States or larger regional entities, such 
as NATO, in their part of the world. The dynamics of the modern international sys-
tem remain the same as in the days of the Treaty of Westphalia, at least in terms of 
the interaction between strong and weak states. Weak states must decide the mer-
its of forming regional alliances, giving in to the superpower, or going it alone. The 
difference between 1648 and today is that the international action now covers the 
entire globe. In 1648, it covered only the continent of Europe.
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What Are the Levels of Analysis?
Understand what is meant by levels of analysis and who are the primary actors 
that operate at each level.

How are we going to analyze the interactions of 191 states and various 
regional governmental and nongovernmental organizations? Because doing so is 
extremely complex, political scientists have developed a tool for getting a handle 
on the international system, its players, and how they relate to one another. It is 
called levels of analysis, a system for organizing the players into five levels of inter-
national activity (see Table 3.1). Let’s begin with the highest level.

The International System as a Whole
System level analysis enables us to make generalizations and predictions about 
patterns of interaction among the actors in the system. The basic assumptions 
underlying system level analysis are:

1. The international system is considered as a single whole.
2. Within this whole, actors interact with and respond to one another in ways that 

are predictable.

 An analogy might be a forest. A forest is composed of trees, but if you’re 
interested in the system, you do not look at each individual tree but rather at the 
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Levels of analysis  A method of classifying 
the players in the international system and 
how they relate to one another on five levels.

2

Test Prepper 3.1

True or False?

_____ 1. The state is the primary actor in the interna-
tional system because no other actor in the sys-
tem has the ability to harm the state.

_____ 2. State sovereignty allows the United Nations to 
force its member-states to take actions when it 
is in the interests of the UN to do so.

_____ 3. Both China and the United States are examples 
of multinational states.

_____ 4. The majority of the 191 states that have mem-
bership in the United Nations today did not 
exist when the UN was first formed in 1945.

_____ 5. The 2003 United States invasion of Iraq fol-
lowed the traditional Westphalian norms gov-
erning state sovereignty.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6.  Which of the following is NOT a characteristic 
of a state in the international system:

a. A geographic territory with internationally 
recognized boundaries

b. An internationally recognized and identi-
fiable population that lives within those 
boundaries

c. An internationally recognized authority 
structure or government

d. An entity with membership in the United 
Nations’ Security Council

e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following was a factor leading to 
the evolution of the modern state:

a. The temporary slowdown of technological 
advancement leading to a focus on 
national unity rather than economic 
self-interest

b. The feudal nature of European society in 
the early 1800s

c. The development of a common culture 
and/or ideology among a group of people 
constituting the nation

d. The devastating effects for the average 
person during the War of 1812

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 3.1
www.BetweenNations.org

www.BetweenNations.org
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component parts of the forest, such as the decid-
uous trees and the coniferous trees. By identify-
ing the behavior pattern of each component, you 
can classify the deciduous trees into oak, maple, 
larch, or birch. The coniferous trees might be 
pine, hemlock, and spruce. Through study of 
the forest, we can make generalizations about 
the conditions necessary for the survival of all 
forests—and of species of trees within the forest.
 In similar ways, though with considerably less 
accuracy, we can consider the international sys-
tem as a whole and identify its components. 
Among the most important components are the 
types of actors within the system.

Grouping the State Actors
As you already know, the principal actors are the states. We commonly group these 
states into categories, based on the level of economic and political development a 
state has attained. As Table 3.2 presents, we categorize states into four sets:

1. The first set contains the industrialized states, such as the United States, the 
West European states, Japan, and Australia.

2. The second set consists of the former communist countries in transition to a 
democratic society and market economy: Russia, the countries of East Central 
Europe, and the independent states formed from the former Soviet Union and 
located in Central Asia and the Caucasus.

3. The third set comprises the developing states, including countries in Latin 
America, the Caribbean, Asia, and most of Africa.

4. The fourth set are the at-risk states, or those that may not develop the economic 
and political institutions necessary for survival. The at-risk states include 
Somalia, Chad, Ethiopia, the Central African Republic, and other African states 
that are desperately poor and possess virtually no natural resources.

 It is important to understand that Table 3.2 represents a classification of states, 
not a rank order. The second set of states are all those states that experienced com-
munist rule in the second half of the nineteenth century. Most developing states 
never experienced communist rule, Vietnam and China being the most visible 
exceptions. And most developing states do not fail. There is an expectation that 
developing countries will want to develop further into developed states, but prob-
ably not all those states will do so.
 This classification is far from perfect, as many states don’t readily fit into the 
categories, and there is no agreement among scholars on an appropriate termi-
nology. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) assigns three categories: the 
advanced economies, countries in transition from communist one-party regimes, 
and developing countries. This set of categories uses level of economic and politi-
cal development as the principal criterion. Some political scientists prefer just two 
classifications, developed states and developing states. But this classification 
lumps all the world’s states—with their wide array of incomes per capita, political 
systems, and economic development—into just two groups. Finally, scholars have 
increasingly come to refer to very poor states and those states that have either 

	 TABLE	3.1

Levels of Analysis

Levels Actors

1. International system level States, non-state actors, and individuals

2. Regional level States, regional NSAs, individuals

3. State level States, state-level NSAs, individuals

4. Substate level Interest groups, ethnic groups, individuals

5. Individual level Individual people
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collapsed or are in danger of falling apart because of political, social, or economic 
circumstances as failed or failing states. For the purposes of this book, the terms 
developed states, countries in transition from communism, developing states, and 
failing states are used.
 As you can see, the groups of states are not equal in power and wealth, and 
some states don’t readily fit into the categories. Because of its low gross domestic 
product (GDP) per capita, China is in many respects a developing country, but its 
military and the unparalleled growth of some parts of its economy put it among 
the industrialized states. In terms of its political system, it belongs in the second 
set, but not economically so, because of its extensive capitalist reforms. Although 
in theory all states are defined by the same characteristics, and each has one vote 
in the General Assembly of the United Nations, in practice we automatically 
assume differences based on economic and political factors. Indeed, the classifi-
cation suggests a rank order, with the industrialized states at the top and the at-
risk countries of the fourth set at the bottom. We thus may expect the leading states 
of the international system to be found in the industrialized world.

Lead State Actors of the International System
Lead actors or great powers at any time in history have always come from the most 
economically advanced regions. In the first century ad, India, China, and Rome 
were the most economically advanced regions and world leaders. In the fifteenth 
century, China, the Ottoman Empire, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain were 
the world leaders. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the major European 
powers were the movers and shakers. In the international system of that time, Eng-
land, France, Germany, Austria, and Russia maintained a fragile balance of power 
at the top, and they divided the rest of the world between them as parts of their 
colonial empires.
 As a result of World Wars I and II, the power position of the European countries 
substantially weakened. The United States and the Soviet Union emerged as the 
two superpowers, each possessing the capability to destroy each other and the 
world. What is fascinating to students of the international system is that neither 
country sought the superpower role.
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	 TABLE	3.2

The Four Sets of State Actors in the International System

Set One  
(Developed or Industrialized 
States)

The states that have experienced substantial industrial 
development: North America, Western Europe, Australia, 
New Zealand, Japan

Set Two  
(Countries in Transition)

Countries in transition from communism to a free market 
economy: Russia, states of East Central Europe and Central 
Asia, and the independent states formed from the former 
Soviet Union in Central Asia and the Caucasus

Set Three  
(Developing States)

States undergoing the process of development: Latin Amer-
ica, the Caribbean, Asia, most of Africa

Set Four  
(Failing or At-Risk States)

States that are so poor that they may never be able to take 
the road to development
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Non-state Actors
Realists hold that the international system level of 
analysis includes states only. Liberals see the arrival of 
non-state actors as the evolution of a new global civil 
society where non-state organizations and groups 
both complement and challenge the state system. 
The category of non-state actors divides into several 
groups as shown in Table 3.3.

z Intergovernmental Organizations (IGOs): IGOs are 
those whose members are national or multina-
tional states (see chapter 6). Examples of IGOs are 
the United Nations, the World Health Organiza-

tion, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and the International 
Court of Justice, as well as regional IGOs such as the European Union, the North 
American Free Trade Agreement, and the Organization of African States.

z Organized Crime: The second group of non-state actors are organized crime 
and drug groups, such as the Mafia.

z Paramilitary and Terrorist Groups: Including al Qaeda, Basque terrorist 
groups, and U.S.–based groups like the anti-abortion Army of God, and the 
Earth Liberation Front. These organizations operate in a shadow world, recruit-
ing and training volunteers to carry out acts of terrorism or protest. While it 
would be great to excommunicate them and put them beyond the pale of 
global civil society, we still have to deal with them. In both the Muslim and the 
non-Muslim worlds, al Qaeda exerts an almost magical influence. Some see al 
Qaeda as unabashedly bad, but many see it as their rescuer from the wretched-
ness of personal lives or the visible and extensive corruption in high places.

z Nongovernmental Organizations: These are generally described as not-for-
profit organizations and their members are individuals rather than representa-
tives of states. Four categories of NGOs may be identified.

1. Professional and scientific NGOs whose members are professionals in their 
fields and address issues generally related to their professional expertise. 
Examples are the International Political Science Association and the Inter-
national Union of Concerned Scientists.

2. Religious or faith-based NGOs, whose members advocate responses to an 
array of topics supported by shared religious convictions. Examples include 
the World Council of Churches, and the American Jewish Committee.

3. Environmental NGOs represent the third category. Members of Greenpeace, 
the Sierra Club, or Friends of the Earth promote the goals and purposes of 
the NGO’s charter.

4. Single-issue NGOs are exemplified by women taking leading roles in not-
for-profit activities and forming NGOs focused specifically on women’s 
issues, such as Virtual Sisterhood and the Women’s Jurist Association/ 
Women’s Advocacy Center.

z Transnational Corporations (TNCs): TNCs do business in the global econ-
omy. Many of these have budgets larger than those of some states (see chap-
ter 7). A TNC branches out internationally and may set up headquarters in 
one state, build plants in others, and conduct business around the globe, 
depending on the business climate in a given state. Its sales are worldwide. 

	 TABLE	3.3

Types of Non-state Actors

International government organizations (IGOS)

International organized crime and drug groups

International paramilitary and terrorist groups

Public interest and professional nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)

Firms and businesses, especially multinational corporations (MNCs)

The international media

Transnational diaspora communities
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Examples are McDonald’s, Wal-Mart, Exxon Mobil, IBM, Microsoft, Intel, 
General Motors, and Toyota. Because of their wealth and economic clout, 
TNCs have long been the target of heavy criticism by neoliberal scholars for 
exploiting poor countries where labor is cheap, robbing them of their resources, 
and maximizing corporate profits. Realists prefer to argue that TNCs are the 
glue of the global economy, providing jobs in one state and inexpensive, high-
quality products in another.

z International Media: Media such as CNN and al Jazeera, the Arabic language 
TV network, now present broadcasts in most European languages.

z Diaspora Communities: Diasporas are international migrations, both forced 
and voluntary, of diverse ethnic groups and individuals. Members of these 
groups may organize to represent their group interests in the domestic or inter-
national community. An example of such an organization is the American-
Jewish Public Affairs Committee, with member units in Europe, Canada, and 
the United States.

 Opinions vary on the assessment of the activities of NGOs in the international 
arena. Many international relations experts, such as James Rosenau, see the emer-
gence of NGOs as a positive development. In Rosenau’s view, they operate as active 
lobbying groups in a global civil society that reaches out to everyone. Others argue 
that these groups are not representative of any interest, as their members are non-
elected individuals and, as such, merely represent themselves. In addition, some 
of them, like the terrorist NGOs, are dedicated to destroying the international sys-
tem as we know it.

Relations between Actors in the International System
A first important generalization that emerges from this discussion is that relations 
between states and, indeed, between states and non-state actors are characterized 
by power relationships. At any given time in history, one or several states are on 
top. Pick any date in the past, and the international system may be characterized 
by how the powerful states relate to one another and to the rest of the world.
 The emergence of non-state actors does not significantly change the power 
relationships between the weak and strong states. Weak states, however, can and 
do use both the IGOs and NGOs as advocates for, negotiators of, or simply exten-
sions of their foreign policy.
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 A second generalization derives directly from the notion of power relationships 
among lead actors, supporting actors, and very weak actors. At the system level of 
analysis, the strong states may be defined as those that attract weaker states into 
their orbit as the system’s poles of power.
 During most of the nineteenth century, several powerful European states were 
rivals for power. The international system of the period may thus be described as 
a European multipolar system. As each state sought to prevent others from acting 
too aggressively and disrupting the system, it entered into an alliance with what it 
perceived to be like-minded states (see Figure 3.1).
 A so-called balance of power was produced through the alliances of two oppos-
ing groups of states. Because England was an island apart from the continent of 
Europe and had by far the largest empire, it saw its role as a balancer of power to 
prevent France, Germany, or Russia from dominating the European continent.
 The European multipolar system gave way after World War II to the bipolar 
(two-pole) system of the Cold War, where the two poles were the United States and 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). But the latter collapsed in 1991, and 
entering this century, no other country—with the possible exception of China—
comes close to challenging the United States either militarily or economically.
 The current system could be classified as unipolar (see Figure 3.2). However, 
although there may be only one superpower, many regional powers are economi-
cally strong. Thus, the current system may be redefined as overall unipolar with 
one superpower but with a multipolar regional structure. An in-depth discussion 
about the balance of power and power relationships follows in the next chapter.
 As mentioned, interacting with the groups of states are the increasing number 
of non-state actors. Since 9/11, there is some question as to whether groups like 
al Qaeda—and others, such as Friends of the Earth—are eroding the sovereignty of 
the state, as James Rosenau and other neoliberals contend. For example, the events 
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Multipolar system An international system 
based on three or more centers of power 
(poles) that may include states or IGOs, such 
as the European Union. The nineteenthcen
tury international system may be described as 
multipolar.

Balance of power  A foreign policy principle 
that world peace and stability is best preserved 
by way of a basic equilibrium among the 
world’s major actors—typically states.

Bipolar system  A balanceofpower system 
in which states are grouped around two major 
power centers.

Unipolar system  When a single superpower 
dominates the international system.
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of 9/11 entailed an attack against the United States—a member of the UN—by 
al Qaeda, a group whose members, numbers, and location are unknown but that 
can strike anywhere at any time. No member-state of the UN has these privileges. 
If you recall, states have formal obligations to one another. The UN was founded to 
keep aggressor states in line and to promote collective peace, but the UN docu-
ment says nothing about protecting states from NGOs—and NGOs have no obli-
gations to states. The fact is that a non-state actor has attacked a sovereign state 
and forced that state to respond as a state, not as a police power. This is a totally 
new event in the modern world.
 Moreover, NGOs may now apply and receive formal NGO status at the UN. 
Every major international conference, such as the Seventh Global Forum on Rein-
venting Government held in Vienna, Austria, in June 2007, has a set of officially rec-
ognized NGOs in attendance, which lobby the UN delegates and promote their 
point of view. Do these developments minimize the importance of states in the 
international system? Many scholars argue that the international system is fast 
becoming a civil community of state and non-state actors recruited from all over the 
globe who appeal to the UN with multiple proposals for the collective resolution of 
world problems. In practice, however, states alone have the combined economic, 
political, and military authority to implement solutions to these problems.

The Regional Level of Analysis
The regional level of analysis compares one region to another, or across regions, 
and compares one state with another within a region. As with the systems level of 
analysis, the focus is on the actors that make up the system and the generaliza-
tions that can be made about them. The major regions of the world are shown in 
Table 3.4.
 The regional level looks at the same actors as at the international level. The 
difference is that at the regional level—comparing, for example, economic growth 
in Southeast Asia with economic growth in sub-Saharan Africa—involves looking 
at specific states and non-state actors in those specific regions. At the interna-
tional systems level, the emphasis is on how the actors behave in the overall 
power structure.
 Comparing the combined economic and industrial capacity of states grouped 
as regions confirms, on further study, the hypothesis made earlier in the chapter 
that although the current system may be a unipolar system with one superpower, 
there is also a strong multipolar distribution of economic power within regions. To 
prove the point, compare the wealth of the European Union (EU) with that of the 
continent of Africa, or the per capita income of Kenya or South Africa to that of 
Ethiopia or Chad, in northern Africa. At the regional level, the dynamics of regional 
organizations—of IGOs and NGOs—in various parts of the world may also be 
studied—for example, the structure, organization, and activities of IGOs with sim-
ilar goals but with differing ranges of function and jurisdiction, such as the EU, the 
North American Free Trade Association (NAFTA), the African Union (AU), the 
Organization of American States (OAS), and the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN).
 Finally, a study of the international reach of regional organizations, such as the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the EU, may attempt to predict 
from the behavior of the most active regional IGOs a general future pattern of 
regional IGO behavior.
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European Union (EU)  A multipurpose inter
national organization comprising twentyseven 
Western European countries. It has both supra
national and intergovernmental characteristics.

	 TABLE	3.4

Major Regions of the World

Africa

Australia and Oceania

Latin America and the Caribbean

North America

East and South Asia

West and Central Asia

Europe
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Analyzing Regional NGOs
Regional NGOs are not quite as visible as their international cousins. They seem 
most active in the EU, where a supranational government has the authority to 
make laws and regulations binding on the member-states. For example, the 
European Social Action Network focuses on developing coherent European poli-
cies on human rights, and the European Union Migrants Forums unite and pro-
vide representation at the EU level for some 190 migrant organizations throughout 
Europe. Regional NGOs can and often do influence regional agreements. Environ-
mental NGOs such as the Union de Grupos Ambientalistas, a federation of thirty-
eight Mexican environmental NGOs, and the U.S.–based Sierra Club, which unites 
groups in Canada, Mexico, and the United States, played a decisive role in ensur-
ing the attachment of an environmental agreement to NAFTA, that went into effect 
in 1994. Regional women’s groups, particularly in Africa and South Asia, have been 
instrumental in making governments in those regions aware of the problems 
women face in agriculture and commerce both within the region and in interre-
gional trade.
 Some paramilitary and terrorist groups operate exclusively at the regional 
level. These include the Latin American terrorists groups operating in Columbia, 
Peru and Equador, and the Basque terrorists groups in Spain and France.

The State Level of Analysis
As its name suggests, the state level of analysis looks at and contrasts the behavior 
of individual states. But how do you compare and contrast states to understand 
better their position in the international system? What specific features do states 
have in common? The four factors most often considered are power, wealth, status 
and prestige, and population.

Northern Border Crossing
Trucks entering the United States 
from Canada at the Ambassador 
Bridge connecting Windsor, 
Ontario, and Detroit, Michigan. 
Since NAFTA went into effect in 
1994, trilateral trade between the 
United States, Canada, and Mexico 
has increased. Canada and Mexico 
send more than 80 percent of their 
exports to NAFTA partners. U.S.–
Canadian trade represents the larg-
est bilateral flow of income, goods, 
and services in the world. Mexico is 
the second-largest trading partner of 
the United States. Ninety percent of 
the goods that are traded are moved 
by service transportation and three-
quarters of that movement is by 
truck.
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z Power: The way that power is organized and distributed within a state relates to 
its system of government, its constitution and legal system, and its require-
ments for citizenship and participation in politics, such as the right to vote or 
the minimum age for holding public office.

z Wealth: Wealth and its distribution involve all aspects of a state’s economic 
system. Wealth factors include the quality and quantity of natural resources, 
agricultural and industrial output, labor indicators, external and internal trade, 
gross domestic product (GDP), taxation policy, public finance, and technologi-
cal development.

z Status and Prestige: The concept of status and prestige relates to a state’s social 
system, health and education policies, and the distribution of justice. Compar-
ing status and prestige among states provides an investigation of who’s on 
top—that is, which group most influences the conduct of government.

In modern democratic states, education is a determining factor in assessing 
the kind of profession or job you have and your ability to exert influence in your 
local community or at the national or international level. Health is another 
determinant of status and prestige in today’s world. Epidemics and serious 
health problems weaken a state, sometimes threatening its very existence. In 
determining whether to invest in a state, the international investor needs 
to know how healthy its population is. Statistics tell us, for example, that most of 
the world’s AIDS cases are found in sub-Saharan Africa. If you compare the 
health of the population in Uganda with the health of the population in Thailand, 
another of the states most threatened by AIDS, you will find that Thailand has 
started a public health project to educate its citizens about AIDS and also has a 
more comprehensive public health care system than does Uganda.

z Population: The last factor used at the state level of analysis, population, 
includes much more than the size of a state’s population and its demographic 
characteristics. Besides such factors as the age profile, the rate of population 
growth, the birth rate, and age of marriage, an analysis of a state’s population is 
also concerned with the level of unity. What is a state’s ethnic and/or religious 
makeup? How much harmony or disharmony exists among groups? How pro-
ductive are its people? What level of education do they possess?

For example, a state whose population has a very low level of literacy is at a 
distinct economic disadvantage in comparison with states that invest in edu-
cation and require high levels of educational achievement in its people. The 
new technologies all require highly educated people. As the whole world par-
ticipates in the technological and communications revolution, the opportuni-
ties for workers with a low education level is steadily diminishing.

 Just these four factors, compared across states, can yield generalizations 
regarding the capability of each to be a strong and effective player in the interna-
tional system. For example, one hypothesis to test is whether or not states with 
strong government institutions and a more equal distribution of wealth tend to be 
more active and aggressive players than those with weak government institutions 
and an unequal distribution of wealth. Or a question may be asked about the cor-
relation between a state’s level of economic development and the health and edu-
cation of its population. What is the impact of AIDS or any other serious health 
threat on the stability of government institutions in such diverse states as South 
Africa and the United States? In conducting foreign policy, governments make 
such analyses every day. These questions are taken up later in the chapter.
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The Substate Level of Analysis
Beneath the state level of analysis is the substate level. At this level are all the units 
that make up a state or that act as players in a regional organization. The discus-
sion looks first at the actors at the substate level and then turns to the generaliza-
tions that can be made about them.

The Actors and Their Issues
The subunits of the United States are the fifty states. In Germany, the subunits are 
the Länder (Lands) similar to the U.S. states. Belgium is divided into Flemish-
speaking provinces and French-speaking provinces. The United Kingdom is com-
posed of England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. Russia is composed of a 
multiplicity of overlapping administrative units that are based on the uneven dis-
tribution of more than 160 ethnic groups. Until recently, scholars paid little atten-
tion to the substate level. As discussed in chapter 1, however, as the new forces 
shaping the planet have tended to make states more vulnerable, their central gov-
ernments have come under pressure from both without and within to loosen cen-
tral control. These decentralizing tendencies have given new life and power to the 
state’s subunits.

Increased Prominence of the Substate Level
Increased activity at the regional level has also contributed to new vitality at the 
substate level. For example, over the past forty years, the states of Europe have 
been gradually harmonizing their markets, legal systems, and monetary systems 
to form a European Union. The EU is a supranational authority to which the 
member-states have yielded some of their sovereignty in specified legal areas. If a 
law of one state within the EU does not meet the requirements or specifications of 
EU regulations, it must be revised to meet those standards. The subordination of 
the state governments to the institutions of the EU has, to a large degree, weak-
ened the extent to which they can dictate to their subunits. These, on the other 
hand, have recognized the transfer of member-state sovereignty to the EU as an 
opportunity to assert their powers and privileges at the substate level.
 A similar phenomenon may be taking place in the United States. The United 
States and Canada have an international agreement, binding on both countries, 
regarding the conservation and use of the Great Lakes. Initially, this agreement 
primarily regulated water use. In the 1970s, the agreement was amended to include 
the harmonization of pollution control. However, neither the United States nor 
Canada has taken much action in this regard. Most of the work has been done at 
the substate level, with U.S. states bordering the Great Lakes forming an organiza-
tion and inviting their Canadian counterparts, the provinces of Ontario and Que-
bec to join them. Moreover, substate NGOs, such as the Great Lakes Consortium, 
are pursuing agendas to link the two countries in a single environmental manage-
ment effort.
 As you can see, the environmental paradigm is particularly relevant at the sub-
state level. The Great Lakes basin forms a natural ecosystem. The political entities 
within that basin, both states (used here, in the sense of subunits of the United 
States) and provinces (subunits of Canada), recognize the vital importance of that 
ecosystem to their survival and future livelihood. They thus have a greater interest 
in working out cooperative arrangements than do the more distant federal govern-
ments, which have a great many international interests to address.
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Decentralizing Elements at the Substate Level
China provides another interesting case of the power and importance of emerging 
substate actors. China is divided into rich and poor provinces. China’s rich prov-
inces are on the country’s east coast. These provinces have been granted special 
rights, as free enterprise regions, to enter into agreements with foreign corpora-
tions and sell directly abroad. As foreign capital has poured into these provinces, 
the economies have grown by leaps and bounds, the populations have been lifted 
out of the grinding poverty of the rest of the country, and the provincial govern-
ments have grown wealthy through the taxation of their upwardly mobile people. 
One of the great fears of the central Chinese government is that these provinces 
will grow so wealthy that they will refuse to pay taxes to the central Chinese author-
ities and choose to secede from the rest of the country.
 The arrival of substate actors on the international scene adds yet another 
dimension to the growth of international civil society. To be players in the interna-
tional arena, substate entities need to attract and keep the attention of the major 
players in the international system. To give legitimacy to their push for greater self-
rule within the state or for complete independence from the state, these substate 
units often turn to a superpower like the United States, a regional actor like the EU, 
or an IGO such as the United Nations, to request recognition and assistance. The 
Autonomous Republic of Chechnya in Russia is one example; Kosovo in Serbia 
and Montenegro is another.
 In their struggle for international attention, the substate actors play on the 
same themes that brought the state of which they are a part into being: legitimacy, 
sovereignty, and the obligation and expectation to live up to international rules 
and laws.

Conflict at the Substate Level
Often the issue that divides a substate from its mother state (Kosovo from Serbia) 
or one substate from another (Dagestan from Chechnya) flows from disputes over 

A Good One
Fisherman checking his line under 
the five-mile long Mackinaw Bridge 
over the Straits of Mackinac con-
necting the state of Michigan’s 
Upper Peninsula with its Lower Pen-
insula. The Straits link the upper 
Great Lakes to the lower Great 
Lakes and thence via the St. Law-
rence River to the Atlantic Ocean. 
Canadians and Americans cooperate 
in preserving the beauty and history 
of the Great Lakes, and local NGOs 
take especial pride in promoting the 
conservation of this largest body of 
fresh water in the Americas.
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territory, ethnicity, language, and/or religion (see chapter 1). Boundaries, closely 
related to the issue of territory, can cause serious problems. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, the colonial powers—Great Britain, France, and Germany—carved up Africa. 
They drew boundaries that were useful to themselves, but these had little relation 
to the living patterns of the inhabitants.
 This situation is not limited to Africa. In Asia, India and Pakistan have clashed 
a number of times since the two states were created from British India in 1947. The 
issue is where to draw the boundary between them in the Himalayan territory of 
Kashmir. Neither state appears to care that a large majority of the actual inhabit-
ants of Kashmir would probably prefer independence.
 History shows that boundary lines can be very important to the people who 
live within them. It also shows that not everybody who lives within a set of 
boundary lines wants to be part of the state those lines describe. Quite often, 
ethnic groups are spread out beyond the confines of one state. Sometimes one 
state has lost territory or lays claim to territory it believes it owns. Such situa-
tions can create irredentist pressures upon the home state to extend its political 
power to include lands lying within a neighboring state, more often than not 
inhabited by ethnic cousins. The Italian term, terra irredenta means unre-
deemed land. For example, when the Austro-Hungarian Empire broke up at the 
end of World War I, Hungarians were living in all parts of the Empire but con-
sidered Hungary their homeland. The victorious Entente powers carved up 
Austria and Hungary, and distributed the land to other states. Suddenly some 
Hungarians found themselves a minority ethnic group in another country. As a 
consequence, irredentist feelings ran high in Hungary in the period between 
the First and Second World Wars. The nationalist policy to regain lost territo-
ries, or irredentism, drove Hungary to ally itself with Nazi Germany during 
World War II.
 When a people or ethnic group within the borders of a recognized state, like the 
Kurds in northern Iraq, wishes to carve out a part of the recognized state and set 
up its own sovereign government, we call this a movement for self-determination. 
In 1991, for example, the Kurds rose up to demand self-determination from 
Saddam Hussein. The Iraqi regime bloodily repressed the nascent civil war, using 
poison gas, bombing, torture, mass killings, and deportation. The regime’s tactics 
forced NATO to establish a no-fly zone in northern Iraq, declaring the area off lim-
its to Saddam Hussein’s bombers and protected by NATO troops. See Table 3.5 for 
an overview of substate movements.

Ethnicity Probably the single most significant factor in substate conflict is the 
presence of a heterogeneous population, meaning that a variety of ethnic groups 
are represented. An ethnic group, as discussed in chapter 1 is a group of people 
linked by a common bond. Most frequently this bond is language, but it may also 
be one of belonging to the same tribe or religion. Less frequently, race is a common 
bond. Language is the most common bond of ethnicity. If you have ever traveled 
to Europe, you will remember that in Paris the Americans tend to group together 
in one corner of a café, the Germans in another, and the French somewhere else. 
Language is obviously an important reason for these divisions. When you visit 
Switzerland, you will find that it is separated into three distinct areas, each of 
which is primarily populated by a different ethnic group. In each part—the French 
cantons, the German cantons, and the Italian cantons—the signs are in the lan-
guage of the majority population.

Irredentism  A foreign policy directed 
toward the incorporation within one state’s 
boundaries territories that historically or ethni
cally were related to it but are now subject to 
another political authority. Irredentism can 
lead to war when one state claims the people, 
and a part or a whole of another state.

Race  A division of humankind possessing 
biological traits that are transmissible by 
descent and that are sufficient to characterize 
it as a distinctive human type. Skin color is the 
major trait identified with race today.
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 In Afghanistan, one of the main problems in creating a national state is that 
each of the country’s ethnic groups speaks a different language. The largest group, 
the Pashtuns, would like to control the government and have their language, 
Pashtun, become official. The ethnic Tajiks and others disagree. And so tension 
between the tribes and their chieftains threatens the existence of the fragile state.

Religion A third major reason people want to live apart is religion. Religious con-
flict tends to occur wherever two religions neighbor each other and where the 
boundaries between the two are porous (or not well defined, meaning that people 
can easily cross the boundary and move from one region to another). The island of 
Ireland is a prime example. The Irish people in the independent Republic of Ireland 
and Northern Ireland, which is part of the United Kingdom, all speak the same lan-
guage or languages. The 100-year-old civil war in Northern Ireland is over religion.

z The Republic of Ireland is Catholic and wants to remain so. About half the peo-
ple in Northern Ireland are Catholic, and most of these would like to join their 
Catholic relatives and neighbors in the Republic of Ireland. They also would 
like to share in the good economic times that country is enjoying.

z The other half of the people in Northern Ireland are Protestant, the descen-
dants of English and Scottish immigrants. They are afraid that the Catholic 
Irish will take over the province and vote to join the Republic of Ireland. Prot-
estants then would have, in the Protestant Irish view, no rights at all. A peace 
accord signed on Good Friday, April 10, 1998, promised resolution of this con-
flict. In 2006, the British and Irish governments and all the major political par-
ties in Northern Ireland agreed to a permanent end of the fighting and the 
formation of a new Northern Ireland executive.

 Religion can be a source of conflict between Muslims as it is between some 
Christians. Among the critical challenges to the future of Iraq are constitutional 
decisions relating to the sharing of power between the Shiite majority and the 
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	 TABLE	3.5

Substate Movements

Independence breaking away from the host country

(Slovakia broke away from Czechoslovakia, Slovenia and Croatia from 
Yugoslavia, East Timor from Indonesia)

Civil War occurs when

a. Ethnic groups in the substate unit disagree over seeking indepen-
dence or staying with the host country.

b. Ethnic groups in the substate unit fight the army of the host country 
for independence (Kosovo, East Timor).

Irredentism a foreign policy directed toward the incorporation within one state’s 
boundaries of territories that historically or ethnically were related to it 
but are now subject to another political authority

(Hungary in between the First and Second World Wars, Hitler’s Anschluss 
in 1938, Armenia’s current desire to annex the Armenian enclave in 
Azerbaijan, Nagorno-Karabakh, China’s goal to get back Taiwan)

For more information see  
The View From:  
The Holy Land: The Israeli-
Palestinian Conflict
www.BetweenNations.org
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Sunni minority, in particular the sharing of oil revenues. The same is true in Kosovo, 
where ethnic cleansing first by Orthodox Serbia and then by Muslim Kosovars 
make the presence of NATO’s armed force indispensable to the area’s security.
 In conclusion, when you combine territorial, religious, and ethnic issues into 
one package, you often discover a substate/state conflict of seemingly irresolvable 
proportions. This is the case with the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. This conflict 
between Jew and Arab is now entering its second century.
 History offers a rather brutal lesson. Any government that has tried to create 
one nation from a multiethnic population has, in the main, had to rely on force to 
achieve its goals. You encounter this lesson again and again when reading the his-
tory of France, Britain, and Germany or when exploring the story of white expan-
sion across the American continent. The Native American tribes were beaten back 
until the few that remained were sidelined onto reservations. The United States 
prides itself today as a multiethnic state that celebrates cultural diversity. But its 
history has several chapters on ethnic cleansing, including this significant one 
about the people who reached the Americas first.

The Individual Level of Analysis
At the individual level of analysis, we examine the role individual human beings 
play in the international system. In reading this section, note that this role can be 
more important and critical than you may have expected.

The Actors
The first actors usually considered at this level are powerful government officials 
or leaders with a world reputation, such as the president of the United States, the 
pope, or the head of the World Bank. But inventors, artists, actors, and athletes also 

Religion with a Vengeance
The market in the Shiite neighbor-
hood of Sadriya, Baghdad, Iraq, 
April 18, 2007, after a Sunni-driven 
truck exploded, killing 140 people, 
smashing cars, and shattering 
buildings.
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fall into this category: people like Bill Gates, the chairman of the board of a large 
U.S. corporation, or a famous rock or opera singer. At the individual level of analy-
sis, any person who exerts influence on world politics may be considered an actor.
 The tendency is to think of an individual’s power and influence based on the role 
he or she plays. Anyone who becomes president of the United States exercises a tre-
mendous amount of individual influence by virtue of the office. Individual influ-
ence is also generally associated with roles played in large established institutions.
 But how would you rate the influence of the Saudi financier Osama bin Laden, 
alive or dead, the mastermind behind al Qaeda who organized a worldwide 
network of terrorists and established training camps for terrorist activities in 
Afghanistan? And how do you assess the influence of Mother Teresa as compared 
with that of bin Laden, Bill Gates, or Saddam Hussein? Would the power of the 
United States be more or less if the president today were Teddy Roosevelt, who led 
a group of volunteer soldiers known as the Rough Riders to defeat the Spaniards in 
Cuba in 1898? Does President Bush have the influence to persuade the American 
people to fight the war on terrorism indefinitely? Clearly, the personality and 
beliefs of a national leader have a decisive impact on both the input and the out-
come of an international event. The individual level of analysis attempts to mea-
sure or assess the relative influence on world politics of one individual against 
another on the basis of his or her personal characteristics.

The Impact of Individuals on World Politics
It is possible to make several generalizations about the impact of individuals on 
world events. First is the basic proposition that individuals do have the ability to 
influence world affairs in a unique direction, although much depends on the time 
and place. At the beginning of World War II, Winston Churchill galvanized the 
British to fight rather than capitulate to the Nazis with his rousing speech on 
“blood, sweat, and tears.” As soon as the war was won, however, the British people 
threw him out of office at the next election. Clearly, they did not think he was the 
right person to be in charge of rebuilding the war-torn British economy.
 Former U.S. President Bill Clinton wanted to stamp his image on world history 
when he used force for humanitarian purposes and sent the U.S. military into the 
Balkans. President George W. Bush would doubtless like to go down in history as 
the winner of the war against terrorism. Clearly, the personality and beliefs of a 
national leader make a difference in the outcome of international events.

Political Psychology
The second generalization to be made about the role of individuals in world events 
is that their perceptions and motivations play a key role in their decisions. Political 
psychology, a branch of international relations, is devoted to understanding these 
aspects of decision making, and the field has produced testable hypotheses about 
the attitudes and thought processes of leading international political actors.

z Misperception and Groupthink: One of the leading proponents of political 
psychology is Robert Jervis. Based on his study of the Cuban missile crisis, 
Jervis developed a series of hypotheses on the role of misperception in the 
management of crisis situations. For example, he claims that “actors tend to 
see the behavior of others as more centralized, disciplined, and coordinated 
than they are,” and that “actors tend to overestimate the degree to which others 
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are acting in response to what they themselves do.”6 In his analysis of the 
decision-making process of the principal U.S. actors during in the crisis, Jervis 
expanded on another important concept in political psychology: groupthink, 
earlier identified by Yale social psychologist Irving Janis in his seminal work, 
Victims of Groupthink (1972). The term describes a situation where each 
member of the group attempts to conform his or her opinions to what they 
believe to be the consensus of the group. This results in the group ultimately 
agreeing on an action, such as the Kennedy administration’s attempted 
invasion of Cuba, which individual members by themselves might normally 
consider unwise.

z Cognitive Dissonance: Cognitive dissonance theory, developed by Leon Fes-
tinger in 1957, explains the psychological phenomenon of discomfort an 
individual experiences when he or she discovers a discrepancy between what 
he or she already knows or believes and new contradictory information. 
Cognitive dissonance occurs when there is a need to accommodate new 
ideas. When individuals are confronted with new facts that contradict what 
they knew before, they tend to resist the new learning or the new reality. 
Political leaders are no different. An example of cognitive dissonance might 
be the Pentagon’s initial picture of a swift and decisive American military vic-
tory in Iraq despite information that U.S. forces would meet a very different 
kind of reception.

z Leadership Typologies: The final aspect of political psychology mentioned 
here is the typologies of leadership offered to explain a leader’s choice of cer-
tain kinds of decisions and actions rather than others. Some scholars like to 
talk about leadership styles based on a state’s political development: the tra-
ditional leadership of a prince or a monarch, the charismatic leadership of a 
modernizing leader like Fidel Castro or Franklin Roosevelt, or the organiza-
tional leadership of a leader in an already operating pluralistic polity, like 
former U.S. President Jimmy Carter or Helmut Kohl of Germany. Others 
scholars follow Sigmund Freud’s typology of three dominant personality 
types: the erotic personality that needs to love and to be loved, the obsessive 
or inner-directed personality, and the narcissistic or charismatic personality 
that aims to change things for the better or the worse. A third typology used 
by scholars is the Myers-Briggs personality model based on four personality 
continua: introversion-extroversion, sensing-intuition, thinking-feeling, and 
judging-perception.

 The analysis of why certain individuals exert influence or act as they do is fas-
cinating, and if you are drawn to the topic, you may want to take a course in politi-
cal psychology. Decision making is discussed in more detail in chapter 5.

The Power of Individual Actors
The third set of generalizations that may be formulated about individuals has to 
do with the amount of power they have. Indeed, almost all questions about indi-
vidual actors on the international stage center on power: What is it, who has it, and 
how is it used?
 The word power comes from the Latin word posse, meaning “to be able, to have 
the ability to act or to do.” In politics, power involves the ability to get someone to 
do something that he or she otherwise would not do voluntarily.

Groupthink  A mode of thinking that people 
engage in when the cohesiveness of their 
group is high and the members’ striving for 
unanimity overrides their motivation to evalu
ate alternative courses of action.

Audio Concept
Groupthink
www.BetweenNations.org
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 The common way for individuals to acquire power is “out of the barrel of a gun,” 
to quote the father of Communist China and former dictator, Mao Zedong. The 
majority of powerful people since the dawn of time have gotten that way largely 
through conquest. Although rare, a few individuals are recognized as powerful for 
their influence on our thinking or for their example of human goodness (such as 
Socrates, Saint Francis of Assisi and Mahatma Gandhi). Finally, certain people 
become powerful through their recognized role as head of a people, a nation, or a 
state. For example, no matter who fills the role, the president of the United States is 
one of the most powerful persons in the world today. Regardless of personality, the 
president exercises organizational leadership over the U.S. government.
 How do individuals exercise power? Throughout history, there are only two 
ways: through force or through persuasion. Frequently, the two may be combined. 
Force is customarily violent: military might, terrorism, or compelling economic 
means (hostile takeovers, embargoes). Persuasion may be achieved through nego-
tiation and bargaining, propaganda or advertising, by direct one-on-one influence 
over someone less powerful, or by persuasive example, as in the case of Saint 
Francis. Political scientist Theodore White first focused our attention on the notion 
of power as influence in his studies of the making of the U.S. president in the 1960s. 
When someone easily persuades others to do something they otherwise would not 
do, we say that person has charisma.

Ordinary People as Global Actors
Finally, in our explanation of the role of the individual in the international system, 
generalizations can be made about average people. Believe it or not, many people 

Two People Who Have Made a Difference in International Affairs
At the turn of the twenty-first century, two of the major players on the world scene were 
George W. Bush, president of the United States, and Osama bin Laden, Saudi terrorist.
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whose names are unknown exert considerable influence. For 
example, many states agreed to give money to alleviate the 
suffering of the 2004 tsunami in Indonesia. Large financial 
institutions pledged billions of dollars in loans that have taken 
a long time to process. In the meantime, individuals from 
humanitarian NGOs, such as the Catholic Relief Organization 
and the International Red Cross, have long been at work, car-
ing for the needy. Tsunami victims in South Asia, hurricane 
victims in Nicaragua and Honduras, refugees returning to 
Kosovo, famine victims in Rwanda and Ethiopia, the victims 
of earthquakes in Iran, and refugees in Darfur are all causes 
that individuals support. Some people help by sending a 
check, others by giving personal time to an organization that 
is raising money. Still others actually go to the area that needs 
help and volunteer their labor. In 1995, after the Fourth UN 
Conference on Women, held in Beijing, American and Cana-
dian women who had heard about the murder of girl babies in 
China spent their own money to go to that country, adopt 
baby girls, and save their lives by bringing them back to Can-
ada and the United States. Volunteers organize and manage 
the countless sister city programs, like the Albany/Tula Alli-
ance and the New York City/Tokyo program, that connect 
local administrations, organizations, and individuals in a web 
of citizen diplomacy.
 Without the involvement of individuals at the grass-roots 
level, many international projects that alleviate suffering or 
promote cultural dialog could not be realized. When individ-
uals care about someone or some problem in the world and 
act upon their feelings, they have an impact. You too can be a 
player at the individual level in the world today.

Volunteers for Habitat for Humanity Building Homes 
in the Philippines
Dr. Robert T. Potter, along with 200 other volunteers, 
went to the Philippines to help Filipinos build a home for 
themselves. Volunteers are found in every NGO and pro-
vide home, food, and clothing to the millions of poor, sick, 
and homeless in our world today. The global community 
cannot do without them.
Source: Courtesy of Dr. Robert T. Potter.
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Applying the Levels of Analysis to 
Understand International Relations
Understand how the levels of analysis are used to understand international 
relations; apply the levels to the case of Afghanistan.

The discussion of the five levels of analysis—the international system as a 
whole level, the regional level, the state level, the substate level, and the individual 
level—leads to a number of questions. What is the best use to make of them? Do 
analysts look at only one level at a time? Can levels be combined?
 By this time in your studies of international relations, you can probably answer 
those questions on your own. The levels can be used in any way. Analysts focus on 
a particular level of analysis on the basis of three things:

1. The type of situation
2. What they want to find out
3. What paradigm or political theory they intend to use to determine what they 

want to find out.
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Test Prepper 3.2

True or False?

_____ 1. The levels of analysis allow us to organize inter-
national actors and events into five distinct lev-
els of international activity.

_____ 2. Non-state actors include groups as diverse as 
the United Nations, al Qaeda, Greenpeace, 
international drug cartels and transnational 
corporations.

_____ 3. Because they rob the state of power, realists 
view transnational corporations (TNCs) as a 
disruptive force for the international economic 
system that should be regulated.

_____ 4. The most important factors used when focus-
ing on the state level of analysis are power, 
wealth, and geographic location.

_____ 5. Generally speaking, there is a lack of conflict at 
the substate level of analysis—most conflict 
occurs at the international system.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following categories would you 
use to place China so that all of its attributes 
are accurately represented (political, economic, 
military)?

a. Developing states
b. Industrialized states

c. Former communist states
d. Failing or at-risk states
e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following best describes the level 
of analysis that focuses on organizations like 
the EU, OAS, NAFTA, and the AU?

a. International system
b. Regional
c. State
d. Substate
e. Individual

_____ 8. Which of the following is NOT an example of an 
approach used to study the individual level of 
analysis?

a. Misperception
b. Groupthink
c. Cognitive dissonance
d. Power balancing
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 3.2
www.BetweenNations.org
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Applying the Levels of Analysis:  
The Example of Afghanistan
How can using the levels of analysis shed light on the problems of Afghanistan? Let 
us start at the state level. Only rarely in its history has Afghanistan been under the 
sole rule of a single leader. Its rugged geography and harsh climate facilitated the 
rise of tribal chieftains and helped perpetuate their hold on the local peoples. In 
addition, Afghanistan is landlocked, with powerful neighbors to the north, east, 
and west.
 At the substate level, the social structure of Afghanistan is still tribal with power 
residing in the tribal chieftains. Seven tribes, each with its own language and 
belonging to its own ethnic group, form the bulk of the population. Their size and 
location are determining factors in the Afghan distributions of power. Each of the 
seven has ties with relatives of the same tribe beyond the Afghan border. Members 
of the Pashtun tribe, the largest tribe in Afghanistan, live across the Afghan border 
in Pakistan, a relatively weak country. The Taliban, defeated in the U.S.–led 
invasion of 2001, were from the Pashtun tribe. The relatives of the Uzbeks and 
Tajiks live in the new states of Central Asia, which are supported by Russia and, to 
a lesser extent, the United States. This support explains why the two tribes forming 
Afghanistan’s Northern Alliance were given three prestigious ministries in the 
interim Afghan government and why they will continue to exert power under the 
new government. While the Afghan elections of 2004 spoke volumes about prog-
ress made toward a viable Afghan state, elected officials need a power base from 
which to operate. With the Taliban prevented from returning to power, the North-
ern Alliance, with its powerful tribal chieftains, is well placed and organized to fill 
the power vacuum. Finally, the entire country embraces Islam, a religion that has 
shown a strong preference for traditional values. The United States has insisted on 
promoting a regime change to a democratic government based on Western experi-
ence and has a relatively free and fair election to show for its efforts. But the path 
to democracy is experiencing severe roadblocks. As a budding international rela-
tions expert, you immediately suspect that something is going on at the system 
level that is impeding progress.

Afghanistan from the Systems Level of Analysis
From 1948 to 1991, the international system was bipolar, with a cold war between 
the United States and the Soviet Union. In 1979, the Soviet Union invaded 
Afghanistan to shore up a communist coup in the country. The United States 
responded by working with Saudi Arabia and other Muslim countries to promote 
an Afghan resistance to Soviet occupation organized around local chieftains. In 
1989, the Soviets were forced to withdraw from Afghanistan.
 In 1991, the Soviet Union collapsed, and the bipolar system ended. You might 
think that the climate would then have been ripe for the development of a pro-
Western government in Afghanistan. But in supporting the local chieftains in their 
fight against the USSR, the United States had been promoting an emerging new 
force on the international stage: militant Muslim guerrillas drawn from Arab and 
Middle Eastern volunteers. During the 1980s, the United States armed and trained 
Muslim groups in Pakistan to operate across the border in Afghanistan. Many of 
these groups were associated with al Qaeda. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
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al Qaeda and the militant Islamist movement emerged as a global power in its own 
right. The financing for the movement came from Muslim states, particularly Saudi 
Arabia, and Iran, a neighbor of Afghanistan.
 From 1992 to 1996, Afghanistan was torn by a violent civil war between the 
very chieftains who had fought together to evict the Soviet army. The Taliban vic-
tory, while unexpected, was not surprising, as the Taliban came from the major-
ity Afghan tribe with ties to Pashtuns in Pakistan. The Taliban imposed a rigid 
Islamic government on Afghanistan and permitted al Qaeda and other militant 
groups to re-form and train there. With the Russians out of the country, the 
Taliban and their terrorist associates thought to expand their efforts to rid the 
entire Muslim world of foreign influence. Once again, the Muslim oil countries, 
along with the lucrative domestic poppy industry, provided the financing.
 The result is that even though the bipolar international system gave way to a 
unipolar system led by the United States, the United States cannot dictate the 
terms of the current or future Afghan government for a multitude of reasons:

1. Real power continues to reside in the same tribal leaders who led the fight 
against the Soviet Union (individual level of analysis).

2. Rivalry for power among the tribes inhibits any from making a compromise 
(substate level).

3. The United States alone has not the military, material, or financial resources to 
impose a solution while guaranteeing an ever-improving lifestyle back home. 
It has to seek allies (state level of analysis).

4. The existing relationship between the terrorist NGOs in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan and the Muslim states that finance them means that no solution will 
be permanent unless it is Islamic (regional level of analysis, distribution of 
power).

5. The United States needs Pakistan to wage its war on terrorism in Afghanistan 
to find the perpetrators of 9/11, yet it cannot alienate the Muslim oil-producing 
countries upon which it relies for energy. Russia cannot meet all the energy 
needs of the United States and send oil to Europe at the same time (interna-
tional system as a whole).

 In the preceding case, we have used the levels of analysis like a lens on a camera, 
zooming in on the individual level, out to the system level, and moving freely 
between the centralizing tendencies of the system level and the decentralizing ele-
ments at the state and substate levels? With the levels of analysis as a structure and 
the state as the main unit, you now are ready to try to figure out what it would take 
for a democratic regime to emerge in Afghanistan.
 This chapter has been about the building blocks or fundamental units of the 
international system. It thus has done more describing than theorizing. We use 
theory much more in the coming chapters, but these basic concepts—the levels of 
analysis and the way power is used within each of them—recur as essential themes. 
In fact, so important is the concept of power that the entire next chapter is devoted 
to that one idea.
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Join the Debate

The New Global Civil Society Is Great!

Background

States remain the principal actors on the international 
stage, but since World War II, they have increasingly 
been challenged by a growing set of non-state actors 
claiming to speak for specific interests and concerns in 
global society. Seven sets of actors are identified in this 
chapter: Among these are the international govern-
mental actors (IGOs), terrorist and paramilitary groups, 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs),and transna-
tional corporations (TNCs). Representatives to IGOs 
are officially appointed by their member-states and 
must promote the position of their government. As 
such, the IGOs do not represent the global civil society 
but continue the tradition of state domination of the 
international system.
 The other non-state actors are different. Drug and 
terrorist groups have their own violent agendas and 
operate in a shadowy world that is difficult for states to 
penetrate but whose actions serve to expose the state’s 
vulnerable underside. NGOs operate in the full light of 
international scrutiny. Some are organized around pro-
fessional interests, some have religious agendas, while 
others are primarily service organizations that provide 

humanitarian aid as needs arise around the globe. Pub-
lished charters or constitutions setting forth the NGOs’ 
goals and procedures guide most of them. Professional 
groups like the International Meteorological Associa-
tion have members from many countries who are 
experts in their field and are not duty bound to speak 
for their country. Decisions are reached on the basis of 
a vote in a governing body that comprises the most 
influential individuals in that particular area of exper-
tise. Humanitarian groups like the International Red 
Cross and Doctors Without Borders recruit large num-
bers of volunteers from any country or region.
 TNCs have been heavily criticized for exploiting the 
cheap labor, widespread political corruption, and lax 
environmental laws of developing countries. However, 
it is generally recognized that globalization is here to 
stay. Among its benefits are cheap goods for the indus-
trialized world and jobs for the developing countries.
 Many political scientists welcome the arrival of 
non-state actors on the international scene. In their 
view, these organizations provide input into interna-
tional problems that go beyond the pure national inter-
ests of any one state, speaking for the global community 

Test Prepper 3.3

True or False?

_____ 1. The state level of analysis is the most effective 
at explaining the situation faced by 
Afghanistan.

_____ 2. When looking at Afghanistan’s tribal structure 
we are using the substate level of analysis.

_____ 3. The international systems level of analysis can-
not be used to explain the lack of democracy in 
Afghanistan.

_____ 4. The United States does not possess the military 
or financial resources to impose a solution in 
Afghanistan without the assistance of allies.

_____ 5. The Taliban’s role in Afghanistan can be viewed 
strictly from the regional level of analysis.

Answers appear on page A12
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as a whole. The World Wildlife Foundation (WWF), for 
example, works toward the improvement of habitat for 
endangered species all over the world. Its scientists 
speak for the conservation movement as a whole, not 
for any one country. Others say the NGOs do not repre-
sent people but rather push their own agendas with no 
accountability. The WWF may demand the preservation 
of the Siberian tiger, for example, but only states can 
guarantee that action will be taken to preserve them.
 What do you think? Join the debate!

Arguments for the Benefits of a 
Global Civil Society

z NGOs are composed of like-minded people around 
the globe who share an interest, a goal, and a need.

z A large number of NGOs perform vital humanitar-
ian functions that no other type of organization is 
capable of performing. Without the International 
Red Cross, who would organize relief for victims of 
disasters around the world?

z States have their own agendas. Many issues would 
fall off their radar screens, particularly in the envi-
ronmental and human rights areas, if NGOs did not 
speak up and make the issue public. Look at Darfur. 
Would the UN Security Council have made any res-
olution if humanitarian organizations had not pub-
licized the terrible conditions there?

z People contacting others around the globe are able 
to influence actions of individual governments and 
bring about needed change in a peaceful, positive 
manner. One of the best examples is the coopera-
tion between East European, West European, and 
American NGOs that challenged the existing dicta-
torships and contributed to their destabilization 
prior to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.

z National governments think and act only in the 
interests of the state they rule; nationalism and 
national interest destroy peace and cooperation.

Arguments against the Benefits of a 
Global Civil Society

z NGOs and TNCs are not elected bodies. The leader-
ship speaks for no one and is not accountable to 
anybody. Being self-appointed, it acts in the inter-
ests of a small clique of individuals interested in 
pursuing a particular goal.

z If you know where an NGO gets its money, you know 
what it stands for. To a large extent, NGOs are sim-

ply the hidden arm of the major states’ foreign pol-
icy and are paid accordingly, or they are carrying 
out the wishes of well-endowed foundations and 
corporations.

z NGOs, particularly the international environmental 
groups, have come under criticism recently for 
making matters worse in the interest of making 
them better. The international environmental NGOs 
have been the most vocal opponents of the con-
struction of large dams anywhere in the world, 
arguing that the electricity produced by them goes 
to the TNCs and not the poor people dislocated by 
the projects.

z TNCs may provide jobs, but they destroy local econ-
omies and local lifestyles and ruin the livelihood of 
local merchants who cannot compete in price with 
the global giants. They also exploit workers, hiring 
them at the lowest possible wage in developing 
countries, where TNCs do not have to provide ben-
efits, such as health care, as they would in the devel-
oped states.

Questions

1. What role do you see NGOs playing in world poli-
tics? How can they promote contrasting views to 
problems? How do they hinder the formulation of 
solutions?

2. If you were the head of a Western government and 
wanted to spread education about diseases to a 
developing country, what kind of organization 
would you use to develop the program? Why?

3. What vital roles do states play in world politics that 
NGOs and TNCs cannot?

suggested readings
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Understand what is meant by levels of analysis and who 
are the primary actors that operate at each level.

• The system level of analysis. The basic assumptions at 
this level are that the international system is considered 
as a single whole and within this whole, actors interact 
with and respond to one another in ways that are 
predictable.

- The principal actors are the states with non-state 
actors playing a secondary role. Key non-state actors 
include intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), 
whose members each represent a participating state, 
and nongovernmental actors (NGOs), whose member-
ship is global and voluntary.

- Non-state actors have become increasingly visible in 
the post–Cold War world.

• The regional level of analysis enables us to compare 
across regions and to compare states within regions.

- At the regional level of analysis, we can generalize 
about economic and political capacity across regions, 
the structure of power within a region and across 
regions, and the dynamics of regional IGOs and NGOs.

• The state level of analysis looks at and contrasts the 
behavior of individual states, which are the actors at this 

Identify the primary characteristics of a state. 
Understand how the state has developed over the past 
centuries and its current role in world politics.

• A state is defined as a territory inhabited by a people 
with a common language and a common culture. The 
characteristics of the state are sovereignty, legitimacy, 
and formal international obligations. States are either 
national, multinational, or multiethnic.

• The origins of the modern state, which emerged in 
Europe in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, lie in 
the city-states of antiquity in Mesopotamia, Greece, and 
Rome. Its current evolution can be tied to the following 
factors:

- ideology and common culture
- technological advancement
- Europe becoming a continent of nation-states

• The structure of the international system is based on 
states. Under the principles of international law, all 
states are equal in sovereignty.

• Today, state domination of the international system is 
challenged by the large number of states (191) and their 
vulnerability to events and NGOs they cannot control.

Learning Objectives Review
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Understand how the levels of analysis are used to 
understand international relations; apply the levels to 
the case of Afghanistan.

• We use the levels of analysis like the lens of a camera to 
zoom in and out of a situation, looking at:

- The international system level of analysis for the 
broadest view of power relationships.

- Zooming in on the state or substate level for an analy-
sis of the variables that explain why a state or substate 
unit acts the way it does.

- Zooming further in to the individual level to under-
stand the characteristics and abilities of the individu-
als who seem most involved with the situation under 
analysis.

- And returning to the regional level for an analysis of 
the power relationships at the level that may support 
the state or substate unit under investigation.

level. Common factors to compare and contrast about 
individual states are power, wealth, status and prestige, 
and population.

• The substate level includes the units that make up a 
state (provinces, states such as those of the United 
States, or Länder) or that act as players in a regional 
organization, as well as IGOs and NGOs active at this 
level.

- The issues around which substate conflicts revolve are 
most often of an ethnic, religious, or linguistic nature 
and frequently involve boundary disputes.

• The individual level of analysis:
- Investigates the role individual human beings, includ-

ing average people, play in world politics, based on 
time period, location, and power position.

- Political psychology has produced testable hypotheses 
that generalize about the attitudes and thought pro-
cesses of leading international political actors.

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.

Practice Tests Case Studies Current Events
Audio Concepts Primary Sources Daily Newsfeeds from The Washington Post
Flashcards Historical Background Weblinks for Further Exploration
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Learning Objectives

The Primacy of Power

4 Power in World Politics

1 

2 

Define power, focusing on both hard and soft forms; 
understand the dynamics of power that make defining 
power a difficult task.

Understand the difference between objective and 
subjective elements of power. Be able to describe each 
of the key objective and subjective power capabilities 
possessed by states.
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Understanding Power Is Critical  
 to Understanding World Politics

Most questions addressed in world politics, as you learned 
in the first three chapters, tend to focus on power. This is so 
because power (the ability of actors to get other actors to do what 
they want them to do) is all about politics—the process of decid-
ing “who gets what, when, and how.” A second, similar, definition 
of politics as “the authoritative allocation of scarce resources” 
again brings us face-to-face with power. The point is that allocat-
ing resources and getting people to do what we want them to do 
requires power.
 When President George W. Bush, for example, determined to 
launch a preventive war on Iraq on the grounds (later proved false) 
that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction that rep-
resented a possible threat to the United States, he employed a 

 What Is Power, and  
How Is It Measured?
The Nature of Power
Dynamics of Power

 What Are the Major Elements  
of Power?
Objective (Tangible) Sources of Power
Subjective Power Factors

 What Patterns of Power Relationships  
Exist among States?
Balance of Power
Power Shifts and Realignments
The Rise of Terrorist Power
Collective Security as a Method of Seeking Security

“Power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”

—Lord (John Emerich Edward Dalberg) Acton

2 

3 Understand what is meant by balance 
of power and identify key types of 
balance that may exist in the 
international system. Understand the 
concept of collective security and its 
prospects for securing peace in the 
international system.

Preventive war A preventive war is under-
taken in order to prevent a possible future 
attack. A preventive war is initiated for pur-
poses of national defense, but not in response 
to an imminent attack—as when the United 
States attacked Iraq in 2003. Although the 
Bush administration described its attack as 
preemptive, it more accurately can be classi-
fied as preventive, given the circumstances.
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traditional realist version of power: military force in the quest of security. So 
did Israel when it initiated a preemptive war against Egypt in 1967, because it 
faced immediate military activity on its borders.
 Realists, you remember, believe the games of states take place in an anar-
chic global arena, dominated by a struggle for power. The only factor that will 
check power is power—not international law or appeals to moral behavior. By 
contrast, antiwar protests against President Bush’s attack on Iraq immedi-
ately erupted around the world in another form of power, inspired by ideal-
ism: peace marches and street demonstrations. So politics and power play big 
roles in the paradigms used to study world politics—in these cases, realism 
and idealism. Because politics and power are so directly involved in world 
politics, they are underlying causes of centralization and decentralization in 
the international arena.
 As we flesh out the concept of power, we will:

z Examine the nature of power and how to define it, with special attention to 
the concepts of hard and soft power.

z Explore the major elements of power, looking at its objective and subjec-
tive characteristics as well as the difficulties in measuring them.

z Explore power patterns that have existed among states, such as balance of 
power and multipolarity, both of which illustrate different combinations of 
power alignment among states. 

z By the time you finish studying this chapter, you should be well grounded 
in one of the most important elements at work in world politics in the 
twenty-first century—and a major element in the understanding of unity 
and separation in the world political arena. n

What Is Power, and How Is It Measured?
Define power, focusing on both hard and soft forms; understand the dynamics of 
power that make defining power a difficult task.

When power in world politics comes up for discussion, the first inclination is 
to think of military power, or brute force. This is not surprising, because in an 
anarchic system of states with no higher government to settle conflicts, the final 
option for self-help is military power. You see this impressive brand of power dra-
matically at work in most parts of the world. Yet, many observers make a compel-
ling case that soft power should be used more effectively to spur cooperation.
 Power literally jumps out of each day’s news. On September 11, 2001, members 
of Osama bin Laden’s al Qaeda terrorist organization hijacked U.S. commercial 
airliners and used them to crash into New York City’s World Trade Center and the 
Pentagon in Washington, D.C., killing thousands of people. A fourth plane crashed 
in a field in western Pennsylvania after passengers and crew intervened to prevent 
the hijackers from diverting the flight to another target in Washington. Here was a 
case of raw power exercised by a group with far less military muscle than its target, 

Preemptive war A preemptive attack occurs 
when State A believes that an attack by State B 
is imminent. State A attacks in order to pre-
empt B’s attack. An example of preemptive war 
is the 1967 Six-Day War, launched by Israel’s 
preemptive attack on Egypt’s air force at a time 
when Israel faced increased military activity 
near its border. The war was fought between 
Israel and its Arab neighbors of Egypt, Jordan, 
and Syria. Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Alge-
ria contributed troops and arms used against 
Israel.

1
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the United States. The United States responded with classic military strength by 
bombing Afghanistan to dislodge the Taliban government, an Islamic religious 
group that had gained control of the government and provided sanctuary for bin 
Laden and his al Qaeda terrorist forces. The Taliban government collapsed in 
December 2001, but remnants of the Taliban and al Qaeda fled into neighboring 
Pakistan and subsequently began to regroup.
 The United States next turned its attention to Iraq, which it alleged was hiding 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and allegedly had close ties with al Qaeda 
(both assumptions later proved false). In March 2003, the Bush administration 
launched its attack on Iraq (without support from the big powers in the interna-
tional community or the United Nations) overthrew and subsequently captured 
its dictator, Saddam Hussein, and installed a military occupation (with the goals of 
rebuilding and bringing democracy to Iraq). Examining the context of this use of 
military power, however, the 9/11 Commission report, released in July 2004, found 
no credible evidence of strong al Qaeda ties to Hussein’s Iraq and no link between 
Hussein and the 9/11 attack on the United States. Nor were WMDs discovered in 
Iraq after the U.S. invasion. Review the case study in chapter 1 for more on the 
9/11 Commission report.
 These events, however, are only part of the story of power and how it operates 
in world politics. Let’s take a closer look at the nature of power, its definitions, and 
the differences between hard and soft power. Then we can examine the role of 
power in world politics.

The Nature of Power
Power lies at the heart of world politics. If politics is all about who gets what, when, 
and how, then power explains the political process as it plays out in the human 
drama of international relations. The politics of almost anything you can imagine—
from education, energy, health care, and military spending to conflict manage-
ment and cooperation on regional disputes—entails power and the human 

Venezuela Is among the Top Four 
Exporters of Oil to the United States
With huge oil profits, Venezuela’s 
President Hugo Chavez has become 
the self-appointed champion of anti-
Americanism, given significant 
financial support to like-minded 
Latin American leaders, and deliv-
ered millions of gallons of heating oil 
at a significant discount to low-
income residents in Philadelphia, 
Boston, the Bronx, and cities in 
Maine, Vermont, and Rhode Island.
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struggle to seize and use it in order to accomplish objectives. It lies behind the for-
eign policy of states as they pursue their goals in world affairs, it affects interna-
tional intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) and international nongovernmental 
organizations (NGOs), and it shapes the nature of decision making inside states. In 
a nutshell, power is at work around the globe twenty-four hours a day.
 Power can be described in two distinct ways, objective and subjective. Objec-
tive sources of power include a country’s assets that can be seen, touched, or mea-
sured, while subjective sources of power lie in the domain of human strengths or 
weaknesses. These objective and subjective capabilities represent the base of a 
country’s index of power or strength and will be covered in more detail later in the 
chapter. When translated into action that affects the behavior of a country’s popu-
lation as well as that of other countries, those power assets become what might be 
called kinetic power, or power in motion. If potential power becomes kinetic power, 
it reaches the stage of influence. We speak of influence because at this point power 
capabilities are in motion to affect the behavior of others inside a country as well 
as leaders and followers abroad.
 Power capabilities and influence also take hard and soft forms.

z Hard power generally refers to the tangible, measurable assets, such as military 
and economic strength, that give some countries more power than others. 
Hard power is the coercive kinds of power, such as economic sanctions applied 
by the United States to Cuba, or the military force used by the Israelis to occupy 
the West Bank.

z Soft power—comprised of the subjective types of power discussed below—are 
those elements that give a country the ability to get what it wants through its 
capacity to attract and persuade rather than by its capacity to coerce through 
military or economic might.

Power’s Hard Profile
Power’s hard military profile is visible around the world on a day-to-day basis. Taiwan, 
for example, looks across the Taiwan Strait at China’s growing military capacity. 
Beijing’s coastal weapons deployment is designed to remind Taiwan that it consid-
ers Taiwan part of China and that it should never declare its independence. Still, 
Taiwan’s president, Chen Shui-bian, has continued to defy China by asserting Tai-
wan’s sovereignty. Mainland China meanwhile continues to improve its navy, air 
force, and ground forces facing its rival across the Taiwan Strait. China raised its 
military budget by nearly 18 percent in 2007—the largest increase since 1995.
 The use of hard military power, however, can have unintended negative conse-
quences on a country’s overall power. The United States, in the years since it invaded 
Iraq, has experienced a dramatic deterioration in its image around the world. It 
may come as no surprise that China is matching its expanded military budget with 
an orchestrated soft-power offensive to bolster its “peace-loving” image.

The Soft Side of Power
Whereas hard power is a state’s economic and military capability to coerce, soft 
power is its ability to influence through cultural, ideological, and moral appeal. 
Soft-power factors constitute major elements of a country’s overall power inven-
tory. In part, soft power rests on the appeal of a country’s ideals and culture and on 
its ability to establish an agenda that will persuade others to agree on values, insti-
tutions, and behavior.1 Numerous critics of U.S. foreign policy believe the United 
States has not used its potential soft power adequately in recent years. Indeed, as 

Influence The capacity of one actor to 
change or sustain the behavior of another 
actor in the global system.

Audio Concept
Soft Power
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the U.S. occupation of Iraq continued many foreigners came to perceive the United 
States as arrogant, self-absorbed, self-indulgent, and contemptuous.2 The image 
of the United States has not been helped by photos and reports of U.S. torture of 
prisoners at Iraq’s Abu Ghraib Prison. By 2008, dislike of everything American was 
on the rise.
 Other forms of soft power include:

z Information revolution: exemplified by the Internet and the World Wide Web, 
the information revolution clearly affects soft power. Consider that nearly a 
billion people now use the Internet on a regular basis. These relatively cheap 
flows of information have vastly expanded the number and variety of transna-
tional channels of contact and have made state borders and other controls 
more porous. Indeed, terrorist organizations use the Web and the Internet to 
communicate and to incite violence.

z Economic growth and development: Outsourcing of U.S. corporate operations 
to places like India and China illustrate this changing nature of power in the 
twenty-first century.

z Investments in education: As for U.S. investments in science, in June 2004, 
forty-eight U.S. Nobel Prize laureates criticized the Bush administration for 
ignoring scientific evidence of global warming, for its negative stance of stem-
cell research, and for cutting funding for scientific research.

Dynamics of Power
According to Hans Morgenthau, often referred to as the father of modern political 
realism, power refers to control over the minds and actions of others—a “psycho-
logical relation between those who exercise it and those over whom it is exer-
cised.”3 A stunning example of this definition of power is the catastrophic March 
11, 2004, terrorist railway bombings in Madrid that killed 200 people and injured 
some 1,800. The ten bombs that exploded on four trains in three Madrid stations 

Information Technology Workers in 
Bengalooru [formerly Bangalore]
In India, Bengalooru’s big draw for 
outsourcing is its deep pool of skilled 
technology workers who speak Eng-
lish. They cost one-tenth of what 
they would cost in the United States 
and Western Europe. Bangalore 
changed its name to Bengalooru in 
November 2006.
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during the busy morning rush hour were the work of an Islamic terrorist group 
associated with al Qaeda in Europe. In a letter faxed to the Spanish daily newspa-
per ABC, the group claimed responsibility for the attacks and warned that unless 
the country halted its support for the United States and withdrew its troops from 
Iraq, they would turn Spain into an “inferno.” In reaction to the bombings, during 
which the government of Spain engaged in a colossal cover-up that failed—
attempting to blame the attack on Basque terrorists—citizens launched a massive 
antigovernment protest. With public opinion already against the war in Iraq, three 
days after the terror attacks, Spain voted out the pro–U.S. ruling party of Spain and 
brought into power a new socialist prime minister. A month later, the last of Spain’s 
1,300 combat soldiers were pulled out of Iraq ahead of schedule. The terrorists had 
the capability to blow up trains, an act of power that influenced Spanish voters to 
throw out the pro–U.S. Prime Minister and elect a new prime minister more in 
tune with their overwhelming opposition (and that of the Islamic terrorists) to the 
U.S. war in Iraq.
 Defining power is not as easy as it may seem. As we will see later in the chapter, 
measuring power is difficult because of its conditional nature. Multiple factors 
make the concept of power in world politics a subject difficult to pin down.

Differing Forms of Influence
While power is the major ingredient of political relationships, understanding how 
and in what ways it operates can be annoyingly elusive.4 For example, we know 
that influence involves Party A getting Party B to do something it otherwise would 
not do; however, this endeavor can be less straightforward than it might seem. If 
Party A seeks to influence Party B to do something, it may try, for example, to per-
suade, reward, threaten, coerce, or punish.
 An excellent example of power at work is the case of Libya’s giving up its nuclear, 
biological, and chemical weapons programs in 2003. After months of secret diplo-
macy and intense negotiations with the United States and Great Britain, Libya 
announced in December 2003 that it had agreed to reveal and renounce its pro-
grams to build weapons of mass destruction. It did so in part as a result of U.S. 
economic sanctions on Libya after the bombing in 1988 of Pan Am Flight 103 over 
Lockerbie, Scotland. Libya acknowledged responsibility and promised to pay $10 
million in compensation for each of the 270 victims—at first maintaining that it 
would not pay (applying its own brand of power) until all international sanctions 
were lifted. It caved in, however, in part because of the U.S. war in Iraq and what 
that war might mean for Libya in view of its perceived ties to terrorist organiza-
tions, and because it had become economically crippled and wanted foreign oil 
companies to return. In June 2004, as part of a carrot-and-stick power approach to 
Libya taken by the UN and the United States, full diplomatic relations with the 
United States were restored after a twenty-four-year break.

Power Is Shaped by Perceptions
Perceptions, as suggested earlier, play a major role in defining power. This is so for 
Party A, which intends to use some type of power capability, just as it is for Party B, 
the intended recipient of the influence. By perceptions we mean how policymakers 
interpret reality. Unlike computers, humans tend to simplify the outside world in 
order to organize it mentally and so deal with it. Compound this basic human lim-
itation with all the components of perceptions that shape one’s reality—values, 
beliefs, cognition (how individuals interpret incoming information), and stereo-
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typing. For example, the brutal beheading of the American contractor Nicholas 
Berg in May 2004 in Iraq (one of several beheadings),while widely condemned and 
perceived as barbaric, was seen by many Arabs simply as an inevitable act of 
revenge for U.S. prisoner abuse at the Abu Ghraib Prison.
 Perceptions, as the example above indicates, play a powerful role in world poli-
tics. Interestingly, although a power capability may not be in use, it still is in play if 
it affects the perceptions of leaders in other countries. Possession of nuclear weap-
ons by one country, for example, typically deters others from launching a military 
campaign against it out of fear of retaliation. Such deterrent power is a key ingredi-
ent in world politics, especially in terms of how state leaders view each other. 
Remember, too, that the breakthrough with Libya in 2003–2004 no doubt was 
accelerated by Libya’s perception of U.S. military power in Iraq, although military 
power had not been brought to bear directly on Libya.

Power Is Dynamic and Changing
As we saw in chapter 1, and as we are seeing as this century advances, rapid changes 
in power have occurred due to a number of driving forces. The Internet and World 
Wide Web have created a significant power shift. This technological power has 
made all state borders more porous, as demonstrated in the international commu-
nications that lay behind 9/11, thus weakening traditional power capabilities (the 
military) for maintaining territorial security. On the flip side, the information revo-
lution has contributed to centralization by fostering globalization and state inter-
dependence. Because of the connectedness of international finance, banking, and 
commerce, what happens in one country’s economy can produce a chain reaction 
in countries around the globe, affecting the economic power of all.
 Power shifts are created by other factors. The military’s technological innova-
tions, such as computers and global positioning systems, long-range aircraft, 
nuclear weapons, ballistic missiles, biological weapons, and chemical warfare, are 
cases in point. States that move forward in acquiring sophisticated equipment and 
WMDs assume strong power positions on the globe.
 The power capabilities of states rise and decline over time. This chapter’s case 
study about the United States illustrates that point. Meanwhile, China’s economic 
and military power is on the rise, while Japan’s economic strength waxes and 
wanes. Cuba’s economy, military strength, and global reach went into a tailspin in 
the early 1990s with the collapse of its chief supporter, the Soviet Union. Russia’s 
economy faltered after the breakup of the Soviet Union, as Russia struggled to 
replace a state-controlled economy with a market economic system. This is impor-
tant because changing power relations create incentives for preventative attack 
and windows of opportunity to do so. Dale Copeland, in his book, The Origins of 
Major War, contends that war among major powers may likely occur when a dom-
inant state’s power has peaked—or is declining—and faces a growing threat from 
another state.5

Power Is Relative
Any one state’s power can be evaluated in context only. For example, China has 
great economic power when compared to its next-door neighbors Vietnam or 
Taiwan, but not when compared to the United States. Mexico has much greater 
overall power in relation to Guatemala, which lies to its south, than in relation to 
its northern neighbor, the United States. Vietnam worries more about China’s 
power than about Cambodia’s, given the power difference in its two neighbors.
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 Power, then, is relative, not absolute. While Russia has suffered severe economic 
decline, it still has a powerful military capability, and its presence is felt in those 
countries that lie close to it geographically, which Moscow refers to as the “near 
abroad.” The United States has vast objective power, but its perceived negative image 
abroad makes it vulnerable nonetheless. The relativity of power can also be seen in 
the capabilities of al Qaeda. Although this is an organization rather than a state, the 
will of its members and their readiness to commit suicide while killing as many peo-
ple as possible have proven enormously effective in posing a threat to Western pow-
ers. Al Qaeda by no means possesses the colossal power of the United States, nor can 
it effect change through the use of commerce, finance, trade, or conventional mili-
tary weapons. Nevertheless, it has demonstrated significant relative power in its 
ability to cause the United States to shift huge resources to homeland security and 
increased military spending and to pay attention to a war on terrorism.

Power Is Situational
Power is meaningful only within a specific policy context. Here is one example. 
One state’s military capacity to win a war against another’s state’s military forces 
may be successful, but the so-called victor does not necessarily win the war against 
the defeated state’s population. U.S. military power cleaned house on Iraq’s mili-
tary in March 2003, yet it would be difficult to claim the United States had won the 
hearts and minds of the Iraqi people. U.S. military and civilians were being killed 
weekly after the military victory. This example shows that while America’s military 
power is very meaningful on the battlefield, it is much less capable of influencing 
the civil society of a defeated country.

Test Prepper 4.1

True or False?

_____ 1. Hard power refers to basic military weapons 
such as guns and conventional bombs while 
soft power refers to technologically advanced 
weaponry (nuclear bombs, aircraft carriers, 
etc.).

_____ 2. World leaders, like humans in general, are inca-
pable of dealing with all the complexity of the 
world and thus are required to simplify the 
world in order to deal with it.

_____ 3. Power levels are relatively stable for most coun-
tries over the long run.

_____ 4. An absolute increase or decrease in a country’s 
power is meaningless unless it is placed in con-
text (which country gained or lost, what is the 
relative effect vis-à-vis its adversaries, etc.).

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which one of the following does not contribute 
to a country’s soft-power capabilities?

a. Cultural influence
b. Moral influence
c. Technological developments
d. Investments in education
e. None of the above

_____ 6. Which of the following accurately describes 
what is meant by situational power?

a. A country that is located between two 
small powers is situationally powerful.

b. A country that is located between two 
large powers is situationally weak.

c. Power capabilities that are meaningful in 
one context are not necessarily useful in 
another.

d. The most effective way for a superpower 
to maximize its power is to spread military 
bases across the globe.

e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 4.1
www.BetweenNations.org
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What Are the Major Elements of Power?
Understand the difference between objective and subjective elements of power. 
Be able to describe each of the key objective and subjective power capabilities 
possessed by states.

Objective elements of power have traditionally included those capabilities or 
assets that can be seen, touched, and measured—or, in other words, empirically 
verified. How and where these elements of power are distributed on the global 
stage establishes who will be the big players and who will be the small actors in the 
drama. Neither Haiti nor Bangladesh has much chance of making its voice heard 
in the daily political struggle over who gets what, when, and how, whereas the 
United States, the European Union, China, and Russia do. Saudi Arabia has oil that 
the United States, Western Europe, and Japan need. This gives Saudi Arabia power; 
for despite its past role in supporting schools that teach anti-Western Islamic fun-
damentalism, states that need petroleum count Saudi Arabia as an ally. Terrorism 
and suicide bombings are other forms of objective power, with the awkward caveat 
that they are difficult to count or measure until the bombs go off. That they pos-
sess armed force (objective power), however, and the will to use it (subjective 
power) is not in doubt.

Objective (Tangible) Sources of Power
Objective or tangible sources of power come in various forms. In trying to deter-
mine how much potential power a state may possess, scholars and policymakers 
look at the capabilities of a country—or a non-state actor. Capabilities—another 
word for “sources” or “assets”—means those resources available to an actor that 
can be used to influence others. The point is that because power is so complex to 
measure, one way to estimate how much potential power or influence an actor 
possesses is to look at the resources under the actor’s control. A variety of resources 
can be used to measure an actor’s influence in the international arena.

Military Capacity
Military preparedness has traditionally been the most compelling aspect of a 
country’s objective power. This is so because military capacity has been the way in 
which a country protects its territory and people from threats of aggression and 
furthers its objectives abroad. The world has changed rapidly, with new threats 
from sources other than nation-states. Threats now include terrorists, black-market-
weapons proliferators, organized crime affiliates, drug traffickers, and cyberspace 
outlaws. Longstanding ethnic and tribal conflicts generate civil wars not easily 
quelled by conventional weapons, and porous borders do not lend themselves to 
predictable responses by military doctrines. At the same time, the world’s states 
continue to assemble weapons to defend against hostile or potentially hostile 
states. Military capability in our world of change still retains a high place in national 
leaders’ perceptions of power.
 That military capability occupies a priority position in terms of how state lead-
ers calculate power is underscored by the level of global military spending. World 
military expenditures remain high; in fact, more money is spent on the military 
and the arms trade that on anything else in the world: over $1 trillion annually.6 By 
comparison, the entire budget for the United Nations is only about 1.5 percent of 
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this amount. The military budget of the United States for fiscal year 2008—nearly 
$650 billion—is larger than military spending by all of the other states in the world 
combined.7 Figure 4.1 depicts U.S. military spending compared to some of the 
world’s other military spenders.
 States seek to acquire weapons despite porous borders and the numerous 
associated threats that seem to defy a military deterrent. South Korea worries 
about North Korea. Israel lives in a distinctly hostile neighborhood. India and 
Pakistan have their problems. Israel must deal with a two-war situation, one 
against Palestinian suicide bombings and another potentially waged by the sur-
rounding countries. The Israeli situation is complicated by various terrorist orga-
nizations—Hamas, Fatah, Al Aksa Martyrs’ Brigades, Islamic Jihad, al Qaeda, and 
Hezbollah—funded by nearby Middle Eastern states.

	 Figure	4.1

World Military Spending: 2007

The World CIA Factbook; SIPRI, Center for Defense Information and Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation, 2007, Brit-
ish Ministry of Defense and European Union government ministries. Experts at the International Institute for Strategic Studies, a 
military think tank, say that Beijing’s official figures underestimated real spending. NB: The following countries are shown with 
2006 figures: Italy, Saudi Arabia, Canada, Spain, Brazil, Turkey and Netherlands. Figures for Israel and Taiwan are 2005.
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National Infrastructure and Level of Economic Development
National infrastructure is a major asset that must be factored into the power 
equation. This category includes a country’s industrial base, scientific and techno-
logical development, transportation networks (railroads, roads, ports, air trans-
portation), and information and communication systems (satellites, computers, 
cell phones). National infrastructure lies at the base of economic power.

z When we speak of a country’s industrial base, we refer to the quantity and qual-
ity of its industries. These range from steel production to manufacturing and 
services. Industries lead to exports and thus income-generating activities and 
the ability either to exert economic pressure on others or to resist their eco-
nomic pressures. Industrialized states are well situated in this respect com-
pared to developing countries.

z A country’s level of economic development is a key aspect of power because it 
reflects its ability to sustain itself, engage in finance and trade, and maintain a 
strong military establishment. A thriving economy, typically measured by a 
country’s gross national product (GNP)—the total value of goods and services 
produced anywhere in the world by the residents of the country—indicates the 
strength of its international power. Figure 4.2 illustrates global per capita (GNP) 
to capture the world’s economic power disparities.
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	 Figure	4.2

Gross National Income Per Capita Map
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Geography
The geographic size and location of a state, as you might imagine, are extremely 
important as elements of objective power. Indeed, these factors are so important 
that a whole field of study centered on geography and politics, called political 
geography or geopolitics, has emerged over the years. As we show in chapter 8, a 
number of geographic factors affect a country’s power capacity.

z A country with natural harbors and outlets to the sea, for example, is much 
more favorably located than a landlocked state.

z A country located in the temperate zone which lies between 23.5 degrees and 
60.5 degrees north latitude and 23.5 degrees and 60.5 degrees south latitude 
has a climate more favorable for human and agricultural productivity than a 
country located near the equator or in the far north or south of the globe.

z Mountains can deter potential invaders, as in Switzerland, or they can impede 
a country’s internal economic development, as in Bolivia and Peru.

Natural Resources
Natural resources constitute a key power capability closely associated with geog-
raphy. These vital factors make it possible for a country to feed and shelter its pop-
ulation, industrialize its economy, and engage in trade. Access to natural resources 
like arable land for food production; coal, oil, and uranium; rivers for energy 
sources to run industries; or iron ore for steel production are the basis for compar-
ative levels of GNP, levels and balances of trade, and military preparedness. If a 
country does not have sufficient land to raise food, then it must import it, which 
means less money for other vital investments. If a country must import its oil, gas, 
or coal, it has less money to spend on education and health care. So the natural 
resource base of a country becomes a key ingredient of power—and of course that 
base can change over time.
 Let us look more closely at the oil issue. Today the United States must import 
oil, whereas it used to be self-sufficient. Figure 4.3 depicts U.S. oil imports. Some 

observers have concluded that owing to U.S. oil 
dependence on countries like Saudi Arabia, the latter 
has the United States over a barrel. They point out 
that in 1970, the United States could trade a bushel of 
wheat for a barrel of oil in the world market. By 2002, 
it took nine bushels of U.S. wheat to buy a barrel of 
oil. Note that the United States is the world’s largest 
importer of oil and its largest exporter of grain.8

 U.S. dependence on oil illustrates how energy 
resources affect a country’s power base and foreign 
policy. Oil, and who controls it, drove wars in the 
twentieth century and was the main reason for con-
flicts such as the Persian Gulf War in 1991 and, argu-
ably, for the U.S. preventive attack on Iraq in 2003.
 Oil has given Saudi Arabia remarkable power in 
its relations with the United States. While some 
observers take exception to Michael Moore’s docu-
mentary film Fahrenheit 911, the film depicted the 
nature of the Saudi kingdom’s close oil ties with the 
United States.

Geopolitics The study of the geographical 
distribution of power among states throughout 
the world, with specific attention to the rivalry 
of the major powers.

Landlocked state As the term suggests, a 
state surrounded by other sovereign states and 
shut off from easy access to the sea; examples 
include Paraguay and Bolivia in South 
America.

Temperate zone  Two (north and south) areas 
of the globe that lie between 23.5 degrees and 
60.5 degrees north latitude and 23.5 degrees 
and 60.5 degrees south latitude. They are tem-
perate in climate and said to be prime territo-
rial areas conducive to economic development 
owing to temperature and other climatic 
factors.

	 Figure	4.3

U.S. Petroleum Imports by Country: 2005

Source: Energy Information Administration. Used by permission.
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 Oil isn’t the only energy source states have at their disposal:

z Nuclear power—given Middle East oil supply insecurity and global warming—
is back on the agenda as a major source of energy. Nuclear power represents 
over 16 percent of the world’s electricity, around 24 percent of electricity in 
OECD (Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development) coun-
tries, and approximately 34 percent in the European Union states. Iran’s effort 
to produce nuclear energy has been a major point of conflict with the United 
States out of fear Iran will use nuclear power to produce nuclear weapons.

z Rivers are another valuable natural resource that can add to a state’s objective 
power. They provide drinking water and transportation, facilitate commerce, 
and serve as energy production (hydroelectric power) through the use of dams. 
A related consideration is a country’s freshwater as a key source of power. 
Within twenty-five years, fifty-nine countries with a combined population of 
3 billion people will experience freshwater difficulties.9 We look at the question 
of the diminishing global supply of freshwater from the perspective of the eco-
logical paradigm in chapter 14.

 Geography and natural resources, then, are major sources of a country’s power. 
The size of a country, its location, and its natural resources go a long way in 
enabling it to become powerful. Until recently, the three most powerful countries 
were also the three largest geographically: the United States, the former USSR, and 
China. Each of the three has significant natural resources.

Population
Population as a critical ingredient of power depends on factors including its 
size (relative to the land size of the state it occupies), age distribution, health, 
and education.

z Population size and density vary greatly from state to 
state, but, in general, a large population in a large territo-
rial state can be an asset. It provides a base for selecting 
soldiers for military service and a work force for the econ-
omy. Small developing countries that face regional threats, 
however, may create large military forces despite their 
relatively small populations, as in the case of North Korea. 
With the high-tech smart weapons in today’s military 
arsenals, however, big armies are no longer really as sig-
nificant as they once were. Figure 4.4 illustrates the top 
ten countries in terms of population size.

The bottom line is that the large territorial states with 
huge populations—China, the United States, Russia, and 
India—tend to have substantial military forces with 
potential influence in their region or the world. While 
China is often viewed as a potentially powerful country 
because of its 1.3 billion people, India is second in the 
world with just over 1 billion. The United States, by con-
trast, has a population of roughly 300 million, less than a 
third of India’s. Present-day Russia has roughly 143 mil-
lion people. In keeping with our discussion in the preced-
ing paragraph, keep in mind the geographic size of these 
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	 Figure	4.4

Population: 2007

Source: 2007 C.I.A. Factbook. Used by permission.
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countries. Russia is vast (6,592,812 square miles); the United States and China 
are each just over half the size of Russia; and India is only one-third the size of 
these. That means that India is less than one-fifth the size of Russia but has 
seven times its population!

z Population demographics affect a country’s power base. For example, if a large 
sector of the population is under fifteen years of age, a substantial percentage 
has not yet entered the work force and therefore is unlikely to participate in the 
country’s economic productivity. Such is the case in many developing coun-
tries. A state’s population in the sixty-five-and-older bracket also typically does 
not participate in economic productivity, yet it draws on social security pro-
grams and health benefits. The United States faces this problem—as does 
China with a rapidly aging population growing faster than its younger popula-
tion. Figure 4.5 maps the average annual population growth rate for the years 
2001 to 2015.

z A key aspect of population—in addition to its level of education—is its health. 
By 2008 the HIV/AIDS pandemic has affected the security of states throughout 
the world. Over 40 million people are living with AIDS, with nearly 8,000 dying 
every day during 2006. Figure 4.6 illustrates how the AIDS epidemic is impact-
ing different regions of the world. A point to remember is that countries with a 
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healthy, literate, and socially mobile population enjoy a solid base for eco-
nomic and political development. Countries with an unhealthy, uneducated, 
and socially immobile population have a less promising base for economic 
and political power.

Subjective Power Factors
Subjective power factors—those that entail human values, beliefs, perceptions, 
and motivation—are less empirically measurable but remain enormously impor-
tant in assessing a country’s power base as we discussed above. Subjective factors 
also help us understand why conflict or cooperation arises among states, IGOs, 
NGOs, and other actors on the world political stage. Subjective factors are expressed 
in the ways people participate in government, express nationalism (see chapter 9), 
engage in diplomacy, display their work ethic, react to world events, and otherwise 
engage in political life. Let’s turn now to a closer look at some of the major subjec-
tive power factors at work in world politics today.
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	 Figure	4.6

Global AIDS Epidemic Impacts Different Regions of the World: 2006

The HIV/AIDS pandemic is undermining the power and security 
of states throughout the world.

Source: Global AIDS Alliance, http://www.globalaidsalliance.org/index.php/21. Used by permission.
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National Culture
When we speak of national culture, we refer to qualities of intellect and behav-
ior that are distinctly imprinted on and valued by national groups across the 
world’s stage—Russians, Vietnamese, Germans, and so on. Not only do these 
qualities set national groups apart, they also distinctly influence a number of 
attributes associated with power. These include attitudes toward work—as in 
the cases of China and Japan—political culture, interethnic stereotyping, behav-
ior within and between the peoples and cultures occupying state territory, and 
negotiating styles in diplomacy.10 Certainly cultural values impact how a coun-
try chooses to use power in world politics. China’s culture produces a realist 
approach to power, demonstrated by its military buildup, while Japan is more 
pacifist in its attitude toward the use of military power. How long Japan will 
retain this posture, however, is an open-ended question. Former Japanese Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe (elected in 2006, resigned in 2007) has argued that Japan 
should consider acquiring a preemptive military capability in view of North 
Korea’s missile program.
 National cultures remain tenacious in world politics, despite what appear to be 
the homogenization effect of globalization and, by implication, the centralizing 
tendencies globalization is expected to produce. This fact has deep implications 
for power relationships in world politics, because looking at the world through the 
lenses of a national culture shapes one state’s perceptions and expectations about 
the power of another, conditions how it conducts its diplomacy, and can serve to 
unite a people in a common cause.
 The general aspects of a people’s behavior tend to stand out over time. The 
Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, and South Koreans are known for their ethic of 
work, saving, thrift, and high value given to education. In Malaysia, Chinese domi-
nate the business and financial world, while Malays tend to control the govern-
ment. Germans are known as extremely hardworking. American and Japanese 
workers also are recognized for their high productivity. A Confucian tradition runs 
from Japan to Singapore and encompasses the robust economies of Taiwan, South 
Korea, Hong Kong, and China. The Confucian ethic stresses self-restraint, which 
might explain this region’s high savings rates. A believer in Confucian principles 
emphasizes scholarship and having to pass a difficult examination to enter the 
civil service.
 This emphasis has produced comparatively strong literacy rates throughout 
the region. In Japan, cooperative behavior and interpersonal relations are highly 
valued, as is the concept of efficiency. This characteristic may have deep histori-
cal roots, as the Japanese people long ago built an agricultural society from the 
paddy fields—a task that required cooperation. Another cultural aspect of Japan 
is that, unlike America, it places society ahead of the economy—a cultural trait 
that in tending to unify a people becomes a power factor for the state as a player 
in world politics.11

National Morale
Although elusive and unstable, national morale reflects the determination of a 
nation to support the policies of its government. After the 9/11 attacks, the Bush 
Administration, among other activities, used the media to rally the population in 
support of first, retaliation against the Taliban in Afghanistan, and subsequently in 
preparation to attack Iraq. The Vietnam War is a classic case in which Vietnamese 
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national morale played a significant role. As the United States became increas-
ingly entangled in Vietnam from the early 1960s onward, morale on both sides 
affected its outcome. The Vietnamese, fighting on their own territory against for-
eign invaders, remained tenacious, while U.S. troops became decidedly demoral-
ized as the body count rose. Today’s Vietnamese, field research and interviews 
reveal, are surprisingly optimistic about the future and are fascinated and com-
fortable with foreigners despite past foreign domination of their country.12 In 
contrast, al Qaeda members and many Middle East Muslims are bitterly disen-
chanted with Western globalization, their governments’ ties with the West, and 
their own profound poverty. Palestinian refugee camps in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip are filled with demoralized people of all ages—making them a spawning 
ground for suicide terrorists.

Quality of Government and Political Stability
The structure of the political system, its cohesiveness, and its effectiveness in 
decision making are all aspects of a government’s quality. We can identify three 
key categories:

z Authoritarian governments, such as that of China, are noted for their efficiency 
in decision making and a high degree of predictability.

z In contrast, democratic governments shift policy in reaction to swings in pub-
lic opinion and the election of new representatives to the parliament or Con-
gress—in the United States, Congressional elections occur every two years. 
Because democratic foreign policymaking involves so many actors—the exec-
utive branch, Congress, interest groups, the media and public opinion, and the 
military—decisions are less predictable and less efficient. Still, democratic 
governments tend to be more stable in the long run than authoritarian dicta-
torships and do not typically go to war against each other.

Thriving Downtown,  
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
In Vietnam’s brand of market social-
ism, Ho Chi Minh City is the pulse 
beat of the country’s economic life. 
Some observers have seen it as Viet-
nam’s version of frenetic New York 
City, while Hanoi in the north is 
more like Paris, France, in terms of 
cuisine and culture.
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z Some states, however, suffer from a nearly total lack of government, and these 
so-called weak or failing states have little political and economic cohesiveness. 
They generally cannot mount a strong foreign policy and therefore suffer a lack 
of national power. Afghanistan, Angola, Azerbaijan, the Central African Repub-
lic, Georgia, Somalia, and Zambia are cases in point. Do you believe Iraq fits 
this category?

 The quality of government is undermined by internal conflicts and loss of 
legitimacy. Internal conflicts can arise from religious differences, ethnic frictions, 
military infighting, drug traffickers, guerrilla movements, and breakaway efforts 
by separatist groups using either ballots, as in East Timor versus Indonesia, or bul-
lets, as in Kosovo. Loss of central government legitimacy is associated with inter-
nal conflicts like these, as well as with rising widespread corruption. Although no 
state is immune from corruption, Mexico, Russia, and Bosnia were particularly 
corrupt at the turn of the twentieth-first century. Another quality of government 
that plays an enormous role in a country’s power base is its ability to foster eco-
nomic growth and quality of life for its citizens. Norway’s oil-fueled economic 
growth and government-led quality of life in health care, education, and welfare is 
a case-in-point.
 A country’s internal organization and political stability is a vital element of 
power. Countries with strong internal organization—flexible, cohesive, and per-
ceived as legitimate by their populations—are better prepared to mobilize power 
and use it effectively in the world arena than those that are divided, or, worse, 
racked by internal civil war. Switzerland, for example, is recognized as stable and 
economically efficient, while Haiti is not.

Quality of Foreign Relations
Arguably, two of the most critical elements of national power are the quality of for-
eign relations, defined in terms of a state’s diplomacy, and the quality of its intelli-
gence. Erroneous intelligence, for example, led to the U.S. preventive war against 
Iraq. But let us first turn to diplomacy.

Diplomacy Diplomacy—either with or without military teeth—translates national 
power capabilities from potential to policy and influence. As Hans Morgenthau 
states, diplomacy “is the art of bringing the different elements of national power to 
bear with maximum effect upon those points in the international situation which 
concern the national interest most directly.”13 While negotiating styles vary from 
country to country, requiring negotiating partners to be sensitive to these differ-
ences, the guiding principle is that a country should use diplomacy to make the 
most of its hard- and soft-power capabilities.

z Poor diplomacy can lead to wars. Poor intelligence to support diplomacy 
pushed the Bush Administration to the March 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq. Iraq’s 
leader, Saddam Hussein, acted as if he were trying to hide WMDs. Poor diplo-
macy is also illustrated by Yugoslavia under Slobodan Milosevic. In the early 
1990s Milosevic’s brand of diplomacy resulted in four bloody wars. Following 
the classic Balkan negotiating style—deceive, obfuscate, bully, never accept a 
proposal from the other side without first attempting to change it to fit your 
own purpose, and agree only when under severe pressure—Milosevic drove 

Diplomacy The negotiating process by 
which states and other international actors 
pursue international relations and reconcilia-
tion of competing interests by compromise 
and bargaining.
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four of the state’s constituent republics to declare their independence and left 
the remains of Yugoslavia with a devastated infrastructure and minimum 
national power base. These Balkan wars also undermined the legitimacy of 
Milosevic’s government and ultimately led to his downfall.

z Good diplomacy requires diplomats who are discreet, practical, and careful, 
and who possess a strong sense of responsibility. While all diplomats are out 
to advance the national interests of their country, one may argue that good 
diplomacy means cooperation to advance security and justice in the world 
and to reduce violence and poverty. This diplomatic style—aimed at positive 
global governance—is distinctly unlike the diplomacy of the Cold War, which 
rested not on compromise but on attempts by each side to reach a goal at the 
expense of the other.14 The United States and the former Soviet Union began 
to move in this cooperative direction after Mikhail Gorbachev came to power 
in 1985. Gorbachev and President Ronald Reagan found common ground 
together, and the two sides started to manage their relations more peacefully 
in the Third World.

Intelligence The U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee Report, Great Britain’s But-
ler Report of July 2004, the 9/11 Commission’s Report of July 2004, and the Iraq 
Survey Report of October 2004 have underscored the record of intelligence failures 
that lay at the heart of the U.S. and British decisions in 2003 to wage war against 
Hussein’s Iraq.15 In both cases, the governments used flawed intelligence to justify 
the war; in effect, the reports show that the key assertions made to justify the 
invasion of Iraq—that Hussein had chemical and biological weapons, that he was 
working to make nuclear weapons, and that he could launch an attack in forty-five 
minutes—were wrong and based on false intelligence or overstated analyses.
 Flawed intelligence in the case of the war on Iraq may have weakened U.S. and 
British power in the world political arena. Will the two countries have difficulty 
convincing the international community about their future estimates of perceived 
threats elsewhere—say, from North Korea or Iran? Will allies like China and South 
Korea believe what the United States and Britain have to say about North Korea 
and its nuclear weapons?
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What Patterns of Power Relationships 
Exist among States?
Understand what is meant by balance of power and identify key types of balance 
that may exist in the international system. Understand the concept of collective 
security and its prospects for securing peace in the international system.

Over the past 300 years or so, state decision makers have been guided by a 
principle referred to as the primacy of the state, meaning that states have cen-
tered their foreign policy on advancing their interests by using power to protect 
their territorial security, economic vitality, and political independence. In this 
view, each state relies on its own power, either by itself or in alliance with other 
states, precisely because no world government exists to regulate the affairs of 
territorial states. Recall that a major reason for the absence of world govern-
ment—or far-reaching international law—is that states view themselves as sov-
ereign. They do not recognize any higher legal authority, including the UN, as 
discussed in chapter 2. Consequently, throughout history states have existed in 

3

Test Prepper 4.2

True or False?

_____ 1. Of the objective sources of power, military 
power has been the traditional focus among 
nation-states.

_____ 2. A country’s level of economic development is 
important when measuring power because it 
captures a state’s ability to do many different 
things (sustain itself, engage in trade, maintain 
military forces).

_____ 3. Population is such an important element of 
power that any methods to increase a state’s 
population should be employed when attempt-
ing to increase one’s power.

_____ 4. National culture, while important for those 
who focus on subjective elements of power, 
rarely has any practical effect on the way a 
nation employs the power at its disposal.

_____ 5. Russia, which has experienced less than stellar 
economic performance in the past decade, is 
the prime example of a category of states called 
“weak or failing states.”

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is an example of suc-
cessful diplomacy?

a. Milosevic’s handling of Yugoslavian poli-
tics in the early 1990s

b. The relationship between the United 
States and the Soviet Union in the period 
following 1985

c. The March 2003 invasion of Iraq by the 
United States

d. The UN resolution of the conflict in 
Rwanda in the mid 1990’s

e. All of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following statements is accurate:
a. U.S. spending on its military budget is 

about twice the annual budget of the 
United Nations.

b. Total military spending across the globe is 
second only to economic-infrastructure 
investment.

c. The United States will spend more in 2008 
on military expenditures than the rest of 
the world combined.

d. Most countries have experienced a rela-
tive decline in military spending since the 
end of the Cold War.

e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 4.2
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a situation of semi-anarchy, and their leaders have felt the need to be self-reliant 
to protect themselves. Pursuing power, mainly military power, to defend their 
primacy against external threats thus became a paramount concern of states. As 
you know, this theory of power politics is known as realism. While states are not 
the only actors in world politics today, they remain the central actors. So we must 
look at types of power relationships found among states operating in the global 
setting. This discussion about the traditional distribution of power among the 
states takes us into the domain of balance-of-power policies as they play out in 
world politics.
 Power, however, is dynamic, relative, situational, and changing, as we observed 
earlier in this chapter. Two significant forces have changed the traditional model 
of balance-of-power politics among states:

1. Interdependence and Globalization: In its dramatic process of change in today’s 
world, we see how states have become more economically interdependent (the 
EU and NAFTA, for example) and have joined in interdependent military alli-
ances (as in NATO). Today’s porous borders, globalized nature of power, and 
interdependence raise a host of new issues in the life of the state and the role 
power plays in it.

2. Terrorism: In their use of power to protect themselves in a global setting with-
out world government, Western states, especially the United States, today find 
themselves in a new era where a powerful non-state enemy (an ideological 
adversary as opposed to another state’s traditional military armed force) has 
emerged. The problem is that the use of traditional military power to attack the 
state perceived as the enemy does not lend itself to fighting this non-state ide-
ological belief system.

 In discussing power relationships, then, we take a closer look at interdepen-
dence and globalization, as well as ideology-based terrorism, with a focus on how 
these trends have transformed patterns of power as they operate in contemporary 
world politics. Keep in mind that chapter 10 discusses terrorism in greater depth.

Balance of Power
The balance-of-power theory, about which much has been written, emerged after 
the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 as a way to promote world stability. The idea was 
that if one or more countries had sufficient power to balance the power of another 
country or alliance, then peace and stability would follow. The strategy checked 
power with power; if one alliance seemed to be gaining the edge in power, then an 
opposing alliance should increase its power—and vice versa.
 Keep in mind, however, that the balance-of-power theory did not work consis-
tently well and had many breakdowns during this period. Balance-of-power tac-
tics can be seen during the Cold War, when the United States and NATO faced off 
against the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. But many scholars argue that it 
was not the balance of power that kept war from breaking out between these two 
alliance systems but rather the balance of terror—the fear of nuclear retaliation if 
one side attacked the other with a nuclear weapon. What prevented this, in the 
balance-of-terror model, was deterrence: posing costs and risks to a country think-
ing about launching a nuclear attack that outweighed any perceived potential 
gains. Such costs and risks would come in the form of a devastating, retaliatory 
second strike against the country that initially attacked.
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Deterrence A defensive strategy to dissuade, 
without the actual use of force, another coun-
try from attacking. Normally used in the con-
text of nuclear deterrence.
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 Alliances, a coalition of states seeking to increase their power relative to other 
states, obviously play a big role in balance-of-power politics. Alliances date far 
back in history, certainly to the time of warring Athens and Sparta. Typically formed 
to pool resources to offset the power of a perceived threatening state or coalition 
of states, the politics of alliance formation has been described by many terms:

z “Chain ganging” refers to one alliance member acting in a way that instigates 
conflict, forcing the others to follow, leading the international system to col-
lapse as in World War I.

z “Burden sharing” points to who shoulders what costs within the alliance—as 
within NATO.

z “Free riding” or “Buck passing” describes an alliance partner that contributes 
less to an alliance because a weaker state in the alliance has less of a choice, as 
in Australia’s alliance with the United States.

z “Bandwagoning” happens when weaker states join a stronger state instead of 
uniting to balance against it. Many states have jumped on the bandwagon with 
the United States since post 9/11 because they may not wish to appear to be on 
its bad side. Does this mean that “bandwagoning” has replaced “balancing” 
since the United States invaded Iraq in 2003?

Balance of Power in Multiple Forms
In reading today’s news headlines or listening to policymaker speeches, you may 
have heard references to balance of power, a term used to convey the idea that one 
country or another is seeking to correct the balance of power. The problem, how-
ever, is to determine how the speaker or news release is using the term, for it has 
multiple meanings. The term may refer to one country or alliance trying to check 
and balance another country’s or alliance’s growth in military power and perceived 
threat by adding more weapons to its own arsenal. This occurred frequently in 
military weapons acquisitions by the United States and Soviet Union during the 
Cold War.
 Balance of power may refer to a regional setting. It could be argued that the 
Bush Administration’s war in Iraq after 2003 upset a balance of power in the Mid-
dle East. Although Saddam Hussein was a tyrant, an argument can be made that 
he produced a balance of power in the Middle East that made the world a safer 
place—since he did not possess weapons of mass destruction, did not have ties to 
al Qaeda, and did not cause the 9/11 attack on the United States. With Hussein out, 
a civil war has emerged in Iraq with multiple parties seeking to fill the vacuum— 
Iran for example. In Asia, Pakistan and India have each detonated a nuclear 
weapon to maintain a balance of power with the other. Balance of power can also 
refer to various structural models by which power is distributed:

z A tight bipolar balance, as during the late 1940s and early 1950s in the United 
States/NATO versus USSR/Warsaw Pact face-off.

z A loose bipolar balance, roughly beginning in the mid-1950s, as China moved 
away from the USSR and France from NATO, and the Third World countries 
began to organize in the neutral and nonaligned movement. (See Figure 4.7.)

z A beginning multipolar balance, referring to the period of the 1970s and 1980s 
when North America and Western Europe grew apart economically, Japan and 
China became more independent and powerful, the Soviet Union remained 
intact, and the developing countries moved off in different directions.

Alliances Alliances are groups of states that 
come together in quest of mutually beneficial 
ends. They affect the distribution of power 
among states by pooling their power to offset 
the power of other states and alliances. They 
may seek to augment their power, prevent the 
loss of power vis-à-vis other states or alliances, 
and to reduce uncertainties about their power. 
Types of alliances include defense pacts, non-
aggression pacts (agreement not to attack each 
other), ententes (agreement to coordinate pol-
icies), or treaties of friendship (expressing 
common interests in world politics.
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z Multipolarity, as demonstrated in the breakup of the USSR, the rise of China, 
and emergence of trade blocs like the European Union and NAFTA, and so on. 
In this configuration, multiple centers of various types are forming. Whether 
balance can occur in this configuration is still an open question. See Figure 4.8, 
which depicts power shifts in Europe from 1989 to 2005.

z Unipolarity, referring to the United States as the single dominant military 
power in the global system. In this system, U.S. power may be viewed as the 
ultimate guarantor of world stability through military policing—or as instigat-
ing global instability through U.S.–driven cultural imperialism and a protracted 
war against terrorism that can produce endless insecurity.16

The Future of Balance-of-Power Relationships
Looking to the future, scholars debate what it may look like in terms of global 
power distribution thirty to fifty years from now. One view foresees the rise of 
China as the most likely scenario, with the EU a second likely candidate to chal-
lenge the United States in its current unipolar world.17 China comes into this future 
balance-of-power equation as the obvious power on the rise in the international 
system in terms of economic growth and expanding military power. India, how-
ever, also is on the radar screen, given its economic progress. The EU is a candidate 
in a future balancing role vis-à-vis the United States because it is expanding its 
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	 Figure	4.8

Europe: Political Changes 1989–2005
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territorial size by adding new member-states and is developing a stronger military 
capability. How all this works out remains to be seen. Meanwhile, regional bal-
ances of power also merit attention, as in North Korea versus South Korea and 
mainland China versus Taiwan.
 Yet much scholarly debate about the balance of power in the early twenty-first 
century has focused on the unipolar nature of today’s international system, the 
U.S. role as an overwhelming global power (albeit with sharply declining soft 
power), and what might happen if the United States were not so dominant in the 
global system.18 Some authors worry that if a multipolar world does not emerge 
and the United States is unable to play a positive role for centralization, what could 
emerge is a chaotic nightmare like a new Dark Age—waning empires, religious 
revivals, and incipient anarchy.19

Power Shifts and Realignments
That power relationships between states change over time is apparent from even a 
brief reading of history. Immediately after World War II, defeated Germany and 
Japan were in ruins. Yet each regained much of its lost power during the postwar 
period. At the turn of this new century, Russia is a shadow of the once powerful 
USSR that so dominated news headlines during the Cold War. China and India—
perhaps even Brazil—with their large populations, could become great powers 
once they become more fully industrialized. China is a strong focus for those who 
study shifts in the balance of power. Its defense budget is rising. It is modernizing 
its military capabilities for all levels of war fighting. It has been mobilizing its inter-
national resources to balance U.S. power by cooperating in international trade 
and financial systems to become a large player in the global economy.20

How Power Shifts over Time
States rise and fall in power over time, and as they do their power relationships 
with other countries shift dramatically—a phenomenon that illustrates not only 
change in a state’s power capabilities but also its relativity of power at any given 
time. Scholars, including Paul Kennedy, a historian at Yale University, have given 
much attention to this issue.
 In his book The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, Kennedy argues that since the 
year 1500, great powers have declined when they overcommitted to military 
expenditures and far-flung military operations abroad.21 In this respect, Kennedy’s 
work may point to the United States, which may be overextending its foreign 
defense obligations and commitments, thus risking the same fate as Spain in the 
1600s, Britain in the 1900s, and Hitler’s Germany in the 1940s. U.S. military spend-
ing fell dramatically after the Cold War ended. It rose again at the end of that 
decade—and increased even more after the horrifying events of 9/11. The U.S. war 
with Iraq has cost hundreds of billions of dollars as discussed earlier. At the same 
time, the United States faces massive budget deficits and a rising debt that some 
economists foresee as a looming crisis for the U.S. and world economies—some-
thing that could dramatically undermine U.S. global power.22 Keep in mind that 
the United States borrows billion of dollars daily from foreign governments to ser-
vice its foreign-held debt—not a sign of good economic health.

Globalization and Shifting Power
Globalization is a dominant force shaping power distributions in world politics 
today. Recall that globalization refers to expanded economic integration and 
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Globalization Globalization refers to wid-
ened economic integration and interdepen-
dence among the world’s states by way of 
international free trade, market economies, 
investments, and capital flows. Huge multi-
national corporations (MNCs) and global 
economic organizations—the International 
Monetary Fund, World Bank, and World Trade 
Organization—come to dominate global com-
merce as world trade expands. Globalization is 
also produced by the spread of global fiber-
optic networks, digitalization, satellite commu-
nications, the World Wide Web, and computer 
technology.
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interdependence of states through international free trade, market economies, 
investments, and capital flows. World trade has grown astronomically, and huge 
multinational corporations (MNCs) and global economic organizations (Inter-
national Monetary Fund, World Bank, and World Trade Organization) dominate 
global commerce. These trends—linked with the spread of global fiber-optic net-
works, digitalization, satellite communications, the World Wide Web, and com-
puter technology—have impacted state-to-state power relationships dramatically. 
How so?

z Positive Effects of Globalization: In casting a giant shadow over the entirety of 
world politics today, proponents of globalization see the positive consequences 
on state-to-state power relationships. Thomas Friedman, New York Times 
columnist, in his book, the Lexus and the Olive Tree, views globalization as 
making old-fashioned power politics obsolete, owing to the imperatives of 
global capitalism. For Friedman, globalization leads to a democratic world, 
reduced poverty, higher standards of living in lesser developed countries, 
and thus less global conflict, more unity and expanded regional integration. 
In his The World Is Flat, Friedman envisions more states such as India enter-
ing the global marketplace, demonstrated by outsourcing. Although positive 
for India as its power increases, U.S. economic power wanes under global-
ization. All states do not necessarily benefit, at least in the short term, with 
increased interdependence.

z Negative Effects of Globalization: Other observers believe globalization works 
negatively on power relationships. For one thing, in many parts of the lesser 
developed world, globalization is viewed as yet another brand of Western cul-
tural imperialism. Competition has kept economic elites in power rather than 
generating wealth for everyone. Workers and the environment are exploited. In 
Latin America, Leftist leaders have come to power in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Chile, the Dominican Republic, and Uruguay, largely due to broad disillusion-
ment with globalization, neoliberal free trade policies, market economies, and 
corrupt democratic governments ruled by powerful elites.

 In the recent outpouring of criticism of globalization, John Lewis Gaddis 
points out that 9/11 illustrates the dark side of globalization and interdepen-
dence, for globalization has spawned deep grievances against the United States 
as well as provided the power and means to attack it, as demonstrated in the use 
of civilian aircraft for suicide bombers.23 Joseph Nye argues that while never since 
Rome has any country loomed so large in power above the others as the United 
States does today, even Rome eventually collapsed. His point is that America is 
not invincible; it could undermine its own power through unilateralism, arro-
gance, and parochialism.
 Stanley Hoffmann, a professor at Harvard University, has also weighed in on 
the massive effects of globalization on power in world politics. Hoffmann stresses 
three forms of globalization, each with implications about power:

z Economic globalization—which has recently been undergoing revolutions in 
technology, information, trade, foreign investment, and international business

z Cultural globalization—which has led to recent assaults against Western cul-
ture (denounced as arrogant, secular, and smacking of U.S. hegemony)

z Political globalization—which is characterized by a domination by the United 
States and its political institutions

Audio Concept
Cultural Globalization
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 Hoffmann notes that globalization has spread resentment around the world 
against the United States, produced threats to state sovereignty, stimulated rising 
violence, and spawned virulent forms of terrorism. Each negative consequence 
has profound implications for how power now takes new forms in an interdepen-
dent globalized world and how states in a globalized world should mobilize power 
to combat terrorism. Older concepts of the balance of power and collective secu-
rity become inappropriate in this world of porous borders, and none of America’s 
traditional power capabilities, including the military, provide protection against 
future terrorist attacks.

Impact of Change in the Global Distribution of Power
Scholars have given much attention to the impact of change on the global distri-
bution of power over time. Change in military technology, for example, affects how 
war is conducted, and therefore the behavior and perceptions of states affected by 
weapons innovation. If a state possesses nuclear weapons and the missiles to 
deliver them, it has the power to deter other nuclear-owning countries from attack. 
Possessing the bomb, in effect, helps move a country toward great power status, as 
has been the case with the United States, Great Britain, France, and other nuclear 
powers. The United States emerged from World War II with tremendous power 
compared to war-torn states, and consequently became a major actor in the inter-
national system from the mid-1940s onward.
 The ups and downs of who has power and who does not affect the distribution 
of power in the international system and hence how power operates. Although 
political scientists are by no means in total agreement, many studies have reached 
the following conclusions about patterns of change:

z The world seems most prone to violence during times of rapid shifts in the 
global distribution of power—as occurred following the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991.24

z Rapid shifts in power distribution tend to create more instability than slower 
shifts—vividly illustrated in the increased power of international terrorism that 
led to 9/11 and subsequent instability around the world.

z Bipolar systems tend to be more stable than a multipolar power distribution in 
the international system.

z Multipolar systems with four or more poles have the highest probability of 
war—although given the recent U.S. preventive war against Iraq, a unipolar 
system also has a high probability of war.

z Globalization and the information technology revolution have both positive 
and negative and both centralizing and decentralizing effects on power rela-
tionships among states and non-state actors.

z New forces shaping power relationships reflect a transnational character and 
the inability of states to single-handedly solve the problems created by them.

 At the end of the twentieth century, the world had one economic and military 
superpower due to the collapse of the USSR in 1991 and its breakup into fifteen 
independent states. The Warsaw Pact fell apart as many of its member-states 
moved from communist to more democratic political systems. While these 
changes in global power distribution reduced the possibility of nuclear war 
between the two Cold War superpowers (the United States and the USSR), inter-
national terrorism, regional instabilities, and civil wars continued to haunt the 
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international system. Two newly nuclear-armed countries, India and Pakistan, 
repeatedly came into conflict, and al Qaeda terrorists and the Palestinian-Israel 
crisis added to world instability and decentralization.

The Rise of Terrorist Power
The Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United 
States of July 2004 underscores how power in world politics comes in different 
forms and how the terrorist acts of 9/11 raised non-state, ideology-based terrorist 
power to a new level in the arena of world politics. In this new age of terrorism, a 
prominent power issue is not so much which countries will become the next 
superpowers but how non-state terrorist groups will carry out their next act of 
aggression through porous state borders.
 A case in point is al Qaeda—a non-state terrorist organization committed to 
suicide bombing in the name of its anti-West cause. Although not a state, it never-
theless possesses organizational and informational capabilities, cyberspace tech-
nology, and human willpower that can pierce state borders and as such poses a 
major threat to the non-fundamentalist Islamic world. Because terrorist organiza-
tions like al Qaeda and Hamas are potential recipients of WMDs from rogue states 
like North Korea and Iran, or from other groups with access to neglected stockpiles 
of the former Soviet Union, they have raised the specter of terrorist power to par-
ticularly dramatic levels.
 While we still use traditional indexes of power defined in terms of objective 
and subjective factors and according to the concepts of hard and soft power, we 
also find ourselves in a new age of terrorist power. This new age, in which traditional 
military, organizational, informational, communications, and human-commitment 
capabilities and influence are combined with terrorist approaches, has raised 
enormous problems for state stability in the world political system and for sus-
tained progress toward centralization. Terrorism seriously complicates how to live 
and cooperate in an interdependent global community—with its positive central-
izing aspects as well as its negative decentralizing impact around the world. 
Indeed, Islamic terrorist power may be viewed as a byproduct of globalization, a 
distinctly negative reaction of fundamentalist Islamic culture resisting perceived 
domination by Western culture.

Collective Security as a Method of Seeking Security
A different method for trying to achieve territorial security in the international 
system is the collective-security approach. This approach to preserving world 
peace and stability was introduced by U.S. President Woodrow Wilson following 
World War I. It calls for a system that combines the military power of peace-loving 
states to create an overwhelming power base capable of deterring would-be 
aggressors. In this sense, an attack on one state is considered an attack on all 
states—to be met with collective action.

z A Failed Attempt at Collective Security: The League of Nations was the first inter-
national organization developed to implement a collective-security approach 
to international politics. To the dismay of its advocates, the very countries that 
proposed it, including the United States, did not implement it. Japan invaded 
Manchuria in 1931 and China in 1937; Italy invaded Ethiopia in 1935, and 
Germany marched into Czechoslovakia and other European countries from 
the 1930s onward—all with impunity. When the strategy of collective security 
failed to head off World War II, balance of power came back into vogue.
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z Collective Security Resurfaces: By the late twentieth century, however, UN reso-
lutions legitimizing the use of force in situations like the Persian Gulf War, cou-
pled with its peacekeeping operations in Bosnia, exemplified a modified form 
of collective security that has reappeared on the world stage. The message may 
be that authoritarian governments, militaristic states, and dictators can no 
longer hide behind their country’s sovereignty to conduct acts that grossly vio-
late human rights. Collective security may be expanding from a strategy of 
stopping acts of aggression by one state against another to stopping such acts 
by a country’s leadership inside its sovereign territory.

z Has Collective Security Supplanted Balance of Power in World Politics? The 
jury is still out on how the international community will address concerns of 
ethnic nationalism—the identity of a people based on ethnic roots—and sys-
tematic violations of human rights, such as genocide, inside sovereign states. 
Whereas ethnic national genocide in Kosovo produced NATO action without 
UN legitimacy, ethnic national genocide in Rwanda failed to produce either 
NATO or UN effective action. Darfur, in Sudan, currently faces the same type 
of problem.

 UN collective security clearly did not work in the case of authorizing the 2003 
U.S. preventive attack of Iraq, however, and much of the international community 
did not approve this action. The United States struggled with lagging UN Security 
Council consensus on going to war against Iraq for its material breach of earlier 
UN disarmament mandates. While the November 2002 UN Resolution 1441 
invoked unspecified “serious consequences” for any new failure by Iraq to cooper-
ate with weapons inspectors, Germany, France, China, and Russia wanted more 
time for inspections to take place in February 2003.
 Still, once the United States and Britain toppled the Hussein regime after March 
2003, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1483 in May. This resolution 
legitimized the U.S.–led invasion by anointing the United States and Britain as the 
“occupying authorities” and went as far as authorizing the United States to take 
over Iraq’s oil industry. The UN, moreover, set up its own mission in Iraq, headed 
by its special representative, Sergio Vieira de Mello. In a stunning act that demon-
strated sharply contrasting perceptions of the legitimacy of the U.S. and UN pres-
ence, Vieira de Mello, with more than twenty others, was killed when a truck bomb 
exploded directly under his office in Baghdad in August 2003. This act led the UN 
to pull out a large number of its staff in Iraq.
 In summary, collective security can have a centralizing impact on regional pol-
itics, as when the UN legitimized the use of force against Saddam Hussein’s inva-
sion of Kuwait and when NATO intervened in Bosnia to stop Serb-orchestrated 
ethnic cleansing in the mid-1990s. Yet collective security has its limitations, as 
demonstrated by the failure of world governments to intervene in the Rwanda civil 
war of 1994, and the attempts at stopping genocide in Sudan have been woefully 
lacking. With an estimated death toll from violence of over 500,000 in Sudan, the 
first of 10,000 UN troops finally arrived in April 2005 to keep the peace. The limi-
tation of collective security lies in bringing a coalition of countries together to 
address a shared regional issue. In the case of the U.S.–led invasion of Iraq, many 
key members of the UN Security Council simply did not agree with U.S. percep-
tions of the need for military action at the time. Since the U.S. invasion and occu-
pation of Iraq, collective security has not worked well.
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Ethnic nationalism Identity of a people—
focused essentially on ethnic roots, such as 
Serb or Russian identity—expressed in behavior 
ranging from peaceful to violent.
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Test Prepper 4.3

True or False?

_____ 1. The two most significant forces that have 
changed the traditional model of balance-of-
power politics are globalization and terrorism.

_____ 2. Deterrence is successful when a state is able to 
restrict the use of force to a moderate level.

_____ 3. Chain ganging refers to the situation where two 
adversaries continually increase the level of 
conflict between one another until all-out war 
breaks out between them.

_____ 4. The world has yet to see a unipolar balance of 
power exist in the international system.

_____ 5. Rapid shifts in power distribution tend to cre-
ate more instability than slower shifts.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is the most stable 
balance-of-power system?

a. Distributed balance system
b. Unipolar
c. Bipolar
d. Multipolar
e. None of these systems are any more stable 

than the other

_____ 7. Which of the following organizations was the 
first developed to implement a collective secu-
rity approach to the international system?

a. League of Nations
b. Organization of African Unity
c. United Nations
d. International Atomic Energy Association
e. The International Criminal Court (ICC)

Answers appear on page A12

Join the Debate

The Big Debate about China:  
Will It Be the World’s Next Superpower?

Overview

China—like much of the rest of the world, especially its 
neighbors Japan, South Korea, and India—spends a lot 
of time conjecturing about its future. In Asia, and around 
the world the concern is that China’s economic strength, 
coupled with its rising nationalism, could one day lead 
it to assert its power aggressively, even militarily.
 China must be concerned about its foreign relations 
in order to keep its commercial, trade, and diplomatic 
ties working smoothly. Toward this end, Chinese lead-

ers frequently assert that their country is peace-loving, 
would never seek hegemony, and is a benign emerging 
state rising peacefully, ready to cooperate with others 
on international issues.
 This setting brings us to a number of factors that 
must be calculated to reach a prognosis on whether or 
not China will become the world’s next superpower. 
Which side of this great debate do you think is most 
compelling?

Case Study
Power Factors in World Politics: Is America’s Power in Decline? 

See www.BetweenNations.org

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 4.3
www.BetweenNations.org
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The PrO POsiTiOn

The pro side of the argument includes the following 
debate points:

China’s Emergence as a Great Economic Power
z Few countries have developed so quickly or remark-

ably as China has since the 1970s.

z China has liberalized its economy with sweeping 
reforms and a stunning growth in the private sector.

z It has transformed its production sector from un-
complicated exports to high-technology goods in-
cluding computer hardware and software.

z China, a member of the World Trade Organization 
since 2001, achieved a steady and enviable annual 
increase in gross domestic product of 10.7 percent 
in 2006 and 10 percent in 2007.

z China is the single most important financier of the 
enormous trade deficit of the United States. It is the 
world’s second-largest importer of oil. Before 2010 
it will be the number-one exporter of goods in the 
world. It is the world’s second-largest military power 
and second largest economy.

z China enjoys billions in direct foreign investment, a 
huge domestic consumer base, and a cheap work 
force.

China’s Military—The People’s Liberation Army 
(PLA)—Is Modernizing

z The People’s Liberation Army (PLA)—which incor-
porates the army, navy, and air force—has been 
modernizing rapidly since 2001. China’s military 
spending jumped by nearly 18 percent in 2007, the 
largest increase in a decade.

z Missiles and space forces have received much atten-
tion, including intercontinental ballistic missiles, 
intermediate-range ballistic missiles, and short-
range ballistic missiles. China has a substantial in-
ventory of weapons of mass destruction. In January 
2007 China blasted its weather satellite (launched in 
1999) into oblivion with a land-based anti-satellite 
missile. This was the first destruction of a satellite 
by a land-based missile ever accomplished by any 
country.

z Much of China’s focus is on acquiring sufficient 
force to compel Taiwan to reunify with it.

China’s Soft Power Is Impressive
China concentrates on developing its soft power in Asia 
and in the West. It has launched an all-out diplomatic 

blitz to portray itself not as a communist threat, as in 
the 1960s and 1970s, but as a peaceful and benign 
country with economic opportunities for Asian neigh-
bors and Western friends like the United States.

z China has integrated its foreign policy with the 
international system by joining many international 
and trade arrangements, engaging positively with 
other countries, moving to resolve a number of ter-
ritorial disputes, and adopting a more transparent 
decision-making process.

z Its prestige in space exploration is growing.

z Tourism is exploding. Amenities for visiting busi-
ness and diplomatic delegations are gaining posi-
tive recognition. China’s new elites are no longer 
isolated from the outside world as in the past—and 
China will host the 2008 Summer Olympics.

z Visitors to China are impressed by its thriving indus-
trial zones along the east coast as well as the numer-
ous state-of-the-art amenities and development 
projects, such as the German magnetic-levitation 
train (that whisks passengers in from Shanghai’s new 
Pudong airport at 250 miles per hour), modern glass 
and concrete offices, shops, and apartment buildings; 
and the mammoth Three Gorges dam on the Yangtze 
River, with its enormous hydroelectric potential.

The COn POsiTiOn

The con side of this debate is as follows:

China’s Economic Profile Has Flaws
z China’s economic reforms favor state-owned enter-

prises. It gives them preferential access to technol-
ogy, capital, and markets. Yet its reforms also favor 
foreign investment, resulting in foreign firms gain-
ing control of most of China’s industrial exports. 
Consequently, China’s industry is burdened with 
inefficient state-owned enterprises and non-Chinese 
firms in increasingly dominant positions.

z With Chinese firms strongly relying on foreign 
investment and technology, China is far less an 
independent industrial and technological giant 
than might appear at first glance.

z Regional inequalities remain profound, and income 
growth in rural areas lags well behind the urban 
centers. Because much of China is rural (typical 
housing is mud huts without sanitation), much of 
the population is being left behind. In contrast, 
newly arriving workers from the country drive down 
already low wages in urban areas.
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z Unemployment is high—a product, in part, of factory 
privatization—and more than 8 million people have 
lost their jobs in shut-down state-owned industries.

z China’s population is aging. This will place rising 
demands on the economy, as China must find ways 
to care for its elderly. This problem will be especially 
severe in the rural areas, where the elderly are not 
covered by pension plans. Given its massive aging 
population, it may not be able to sustain its level of 
economic growth and spend sufficiently on the mil-
itary to overtake the United States.

z China is plagued by low health and safety standards, 
underscored by frequent industrial accidents and 
epidemics like AIDS and Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome (SARS). Dirty, unhealthy, overcrowded, 
highly polluted, and environmentally damaged urban 
centers contribute to China’s health problems.

z Corruption is widespread, despite government 
crackdowns.

z Growth is straining China’s infrastructure. The power 
grid is inadequate, reforming the state enterprises is 
taking much longer than anticipated, and the coun-
try is increasingly dependent on oil imports.

z China’s agricultural sector faces many problems. 
Although the country can feed itself today, its empha-
sis on food self-sufficiency has produced huge sur-
pluses of types of grain not in demand abroad.

China’s Military Power Is Less Impressive 
than It Seems

z China’s defense industry is state-owned and 
extremely inefficient, and it has a poor record of 
developing sophisticated weapons.

z Much of China’s weaponry is obsolete and outdated. 
Its oversize army is focused primarily on internal 
security.

China’s Soft Power May Be Overrated
z China’s soft power is undermined by continued sus-

picions of China despite its peaceful and benign 
posture. Its political system is still opaque and can 
be perceived as threatening the economies and 
livelihoods of its neighbors.

z China is not moving toward democracy. It remains 
controlled by the communist party (the CCP—the 
only political party permitted) and its high officials 
continue to exercise enormous power in defining 
and executing the rules of organized behavior, 
including the economy. This kind of power fre-
quently leads to corruption.

z With the current rapid pace of industrial develop-
ment, China’s oil consumption is likely to rise—and 
pollution levels with it.

 Which factors do you think are most important? 
Where do you see China in, say, ten years from now?

Define power, focusing on both hard and soft forms; 
understand the dynamics of power that make defining 
power a difficult task.

• Power is a capability that, when translated into influ-
ence, enables one country (or IGO or NGO) to get 
another state (or IGO or NGO) to do something that it 
would not otherwise normally do.

• Power capabilities fall into two general categories: hard 
and soft.

- Hard power refers to objective capabilities, such as 
military or economic power.

- Soft power is the state’s ability to influence subjectively 
through cultural, ideological, or moral appeal, or 
through its economic strength and information tech-
nology skills.

Learning Objectives Review

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10• Key dynamics of power make pinning down the concept 
difficult. These dynamics include the following:

- Power translates into differing forms of influence.
- Power is multidimensional in nature.
- Power is shaped by perceptions.
- Power is dynamic and changing.
- Power is relative and not absolute.
- Power is situational.

• It is important to note that changes in a state’s power 
base can have dramatic effects in the international sys-
tem, such as changing the overall distribution of power, 
shifting the system from bipolar to multipolar, produc-
ing hegemonic states, or contributing to regional wars 
or cooperation.
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Understand the difference between objective and 
subjective elements of power. Be able to describe each of 
the key objective and subjective power capabilities 
possessed by states.

• Objective elements of power include those capabilities 
or assets that can be seen, touched, and measured, or, 
in other words, empirically verified. Objective power 
capabilities include the following:

- Military capability
- Economic development (national infrastructure, 

industrial base, technology, transportation systems, 
information, and communication systems)

- Geography
- Natural resources
- Population

• Subjective power factors include the following: human 
values, beliefs, perceptions, and energy. They too help 
account for conflict or cooperation among states, IGOs, 
and NGOs in world politics. They include:

- National culture
- National morale
- Quality of government
- Political stability
- Quality of diplomacy
- Quality of intelligence

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10 Understand what is meant by balance of power and 
identify key types of balance that may exist in the 
international system. Understand the concept of 
collective security and its prospects for securing peace in 
the international system.

• Power shapes different relationships among states, with 
power shifts and realignments common over time. The 
term balance of power, for example, has a variety of 
meanings with regard to patterns of power.

• Balance of power may be seen in terms of different dis-
tributions of power within the international system, 
such as bipolarity, multipolarity, and unipolarity.

• Among the most dramatic forces changing the nature of 
power are

- Globalization
- Interdependence
- The information revolution—the Internet and the 

World Wide Web.

• The emergence of non-state ideological beliefs, specifi-
cally those of radical forms of Islamic fundamentalism, 
has produced a new form of terrorism power that 
threatens international stability. This threat was identi-
fied in the Final Report of the National Commission on 
Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States of July 2004.

• Collective security calls for the pooling of state power 
in one organization, like the UN. This power is used to 
deter or defeat any country that has attacked another. 
Collective security has not worked well because states 
have been reluctant to place their military forces under 
UN authority and because of competing versions of 
national-security interests.

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.

Practice Tests Case Studies Current Events
Audio Concepts Primary Sources Daily Newsfeeds from The Washington Post
Flashcards Historical Background Weblinks for Further Exploration
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Learning Objectives

Power into Policy

5 Foreign-policy Formation  
and Execution

1 

2 

Understand how foreign policy translates power into 
outcomes, and identify the associated core, middle-
range, and long-term goals that accompany it.

Understand what factors at each level of analysis affect 
the formulation of foreign policy and identify the 
various perspectives used to explain foreign-policy 
decision making.
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Foreign Policy Is a Key to  
 Survival in a Turbulent World

When you read daily newspaper headlines or watch televi-
sion news, you quickly realize that at any given moment, foreign 
policy is a major aspect of world politics. Foreign policy is put into 
play by the world’s states, but other players, such as intergovern-
mental organizations (IGOs) and nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs)—including militant Islamic organizations like al Qaeda—
may also make decisions that affect the foreign policy of states. 
Each of these actors tries to employ some form of power and influ-
ence—both hard and soft power—to achieve desired objectives.
 When actors use foreign policy to interact and cooperate with 
other actors, it serves as a centralizing force. A good example of 
foreign policy as a centralizing force is Russian President Vladimir 

 What Is Foreign Policy?
An Approach to Translating Power into Action
A Set of Core, Middle-range, and Long-range Goals

 How Is Foreign Policy Formulated?
International System–level, State-level, and  

Individual-level Factors
Beliefs Shape Foreign-policy Decisions: Ideology, 

Religion, and Nationalism
Some Perspectives on Foreign-policy Decision Making

 What Are the Foreign-policy  
Repercussions of 9/11?
America’s War on Terrorism
The Bush Doctrine
 

“By this I mean that a political society does not live to conduct 

foreign policy; it would be more correct to say that it conducts 

foreign policy in order to live.”

—George F. Kennan

2 

3 Identify the different phases in the 
U.S. war on terror; understand the 
key components of the Bush Doctrine, 
and be aware of the criticisms of that 
approach.
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Putin’s decision in October 2004 to ratify the Kyoto Protocol, a step in the direc-
tion of cooperating with other states to combat climate change and global 
warming. Another example is the dramatic announcement of Libya’s Colonel 
Muammar al-Qaddafi in December 2003 that Libya would disclose and dis-
mantle all its weapons of mass destruction. This surprise foreign-policy move 
led the European Union in October 2004 to end eighteen years of economic 
sanctions against Libya—a remarkable example of centralization.
 When foreign-policy decisions lead to conflict—as when the United States, 
backed by Great Britain, invaded and occupied Iraq in March 2003—decen-
tralizing forces are at work in the international system. The Iraq invasion split 
the world into countries that supported the actions versus the large part of the 
international community that did not. Many foreign countries do not see ter-
rorism as a war, even though they are opposed to terrorism and may cooper-
ate in fighting terrorism as a police action by arresting suspects or freezing 
suspected financial assets.
 Foreign policy can involve the actions of a country or maybe an organiza-
tion (like Greenpeace) or an individual (think of Osama bin Laden) abroad 
and the manner in which those actions are carried out. Individuals and groups 
that hold decision-making authority inside the state (or IGO or NGO) play a 
major role in shaping its external behavior. An obvious example is the person-
ality, perceptions, and background of big-power leaders. For example, on one 
hand, President George W. Bush of the United States and former Prime Minis-
ter Tony Blair of Great Britain both forcefully pressed for the war in Iraq. On 
the other hand, were the strong leadership personalities of former German 
Chancellor Gerhard Schröder and former French President Jacques Chirac, 
both of whom strongly opposed going to war with Iraq in 2003.
 Given foreign policy’s pivotal role in world politics, this chapter looks 
closely at its major characteristics and how it affects the international system.

z We begin with an examination of foreign policy’s close links to various 
kinds of power capabilities, discussed in chapter 4 and to its principal goals 
and the kinds of issues it entails. Among the key factors that drive foreign 
policy are:

1. National interests (vital interests or core objectives)
2. Political and government leaders
3. Domestic economic and political structures
4. International influences

We show how these elements come into play, and how and why foreign 
policies change while basic core goals stay in place.

z Of great importance in this study is how foreign-policy decisions are made, 
and this chapter delves into that big question by examining four distinct 
dimensions of foreign-policy decision making:
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1. Rational
2. Organizational
3. Political
4. Individual

z Finally, given the enormous impact of 9/11, we conclude this study of for-
eign policy with a look at the foreign-policy repercussions of 9/11. This 
discussion examines the Bush Doctrine, advocated by the Bush adminis-
tration as it sought to maintain national security following 9/11. n

What Is Foreign Policy?
Understand how foreign policy translates power into outcomes, and identify the 
associated core, middle-range, and long-term goals that accompany it.

To get a grip on why leaders of countries and other organizations pursue all 
kinds of goals on the world political chessboard, we need to understand the basic 
elements of foreign policy. Beyond simply trying to do this for its own intellec-
tual attraction or because you are taking a course on the subject, it is important 
to understand the foreign policy of your own country, as well as that of others, 
because it matters greatly in our lives. The Report of the 9/11 Commission of the 
U.S. Senate, as examined in the online case study for chapter 1 (www.Between 
Nations.org), for example, shows how numerous flaws in U.S. national security 
intelligence gathering and processing—a major aspect of U.S. foreign policy—
played a huge role in making possible the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the United 
States, with their horrendous loss of lives.
 The following discussion illustrates another consequence of foreign policy in 
your life. Seeing how relevant it is to each of us, let us probe this subject by concen-
trating first on foreign policy as an approach to translating power capabilities into 
favorable outcomes, and then look at its core, middle-range, and long-range goals.

An Approach to Translating Power into Action
In chapter 4 we discussed the numerous power capabilities at the disposal of states 
and other actors in the world political arena. We looked at hard power (military 
and economic) and soft power (a country’s core values and how other countries 
perceive them) as well as objective and subjective types of power available to lead-
ers of states, IGOs, NGOs, and some individuals. Power as influence comes in mul-
tiple forms based on multiple capabilities, as discussed in chapter 4.
 Foreign policy, as you can see, is a vital aspect of world politics, and power is 
one of its key components. To focus on the links between some kind of power/
influence and foreign policy is a valid approach because without some type of 
power, it is difficult to have an effective foreign policy. Foreign-policy techniques 
and strategies—from diplomacy that promotes the legitimacy of a country’s values 
or suicide bombings that express the radical ideals of a proselytizing Islamic cru-
sade—are how key actors on the international scene pursue goals and objectives. 
They do so by translating available power into specific actions designed to influ-
ence other actors.
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Why It Matters to You:
Declining Concern Over 
Foreign Student Enrollments 
at U.S. Schools
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Power and Policy Tools
Once a state knows what their foreign-policy goals are, they have at their disposal 
a wide range of tools for translating available power capabilities into specific poli-
cies. The United States, for example, in response to the 9/11 attacks, used its mili-
tary power first to bomb, then chase on the ground, the Taliban in Afghanistan, 
and later to attack and occupy Iraq. India and Pakistan have threatened to use 
nuclear weapons against each other in their dispute over Kashmir, although they 
have pursued peaceful negotiations, too. Islamic insurgents in Iraq have used the 
power of the sword—literally—to behead hostages in seeking to influence their 
home countries. How leaders translate available power into policies and the tools 
they use varies from state to state, actor to actor, and situation to situation.
 The tools for translating power into policy range widely. Some are benign and 
peaceful, such as soft power, information programs, humanitarian aid, and diplo-
macy. Others are coercive: embargoes, economic blockades, espionage and sabo-
tage, and military force. Each policy option requires underlying power to be put 
into play—money or goods for humanitarian aid, printing presses and film pro-
duction for information programs, ships and naval weapons to establish an effec-
tive blockade. Figure 5.1 depicts this range and the types of foreign-policy tools 
available to state leaders and other actors.

Changes in the Diplomatic Climate
Note that diplomacy is the overarching tool at the disposal of state leaders. Diplo-
macy is the way a country negotiates with other countries—how a state conducts 
its political, cultural, economic, and security relationships. The issues on which 
states negotiate include everything from trade agreements to military conflict. 
Diplomacy establishes representation abroad. It defends a country’s policies and 
observes other countries’ behavior. As Figure 5.1 indicates, there are two kinds of 
diplomacy, benign and coercive; within each category is a range of actions from 
most benign to most coercive.1

 The nature of diplomatic negotiations has changed, however, over the years. 
Before World War I, for example, Europe was the focus of much diplomacy. Few 
nationalist sentiments complicated the diplomatic process, and ideologies like 
communism or Nazism had not yet established a footing in world politics. 
Secret diplomacy was the name of the game, and the diplomats—that is, chief 

Diplomacy  The negotiating process by 
which states and other international actors 
pursue international relations and reconcilia-
tion of competing interests by compromise 
and bargaining.

For more information see  
The Marshall Plan
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Source: The United States Naval War College, National Security Decision-making Department, Case Study, 1992–1993. Used by permission.
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negotiators—tended to have a common aristocratic identity, with French as the 
key language. They represented governments, many of which were monarchies 
connected by intermarriage. This period before World War I is referred to as the era 
of old diplomacy.
 After 1919, the world entered what is called the period of new diplomacy. New 
diplomacy is more open and public, with less secrecy and more public opinion 
and public press influence than during the earlier era. Furthermore, ideologies 
like Marxism-Leninism became more prominent, and although Marxism-
Leninism largely died out in Russia, it continued in mainland China and in Cuba 
into the twenty-first century. Europe ceased to be the dominant geographic pivot 
of diplomacy as more and more sovereign states entered the international political 
playing field and as diplomacy became globalized.
 Other changes are associated with new diplomacy. The United Nations became 
increasingly important as a forum for diplomatic representation and exchanges, 
and it gathered momentum in its global peacekeeping operations. Summit diplo-
macy—negotiations between heads of government and heads of state as opposed 
to negotiations between embassies, consulates, and diplomats—became more 
common. The world also saw the rise of coercive diplomacy: the threat and use of 
force in tandem with diplomatic pressure by an alliance like NATO. For example, 
the NATO alliance used coercive diplomacy to try to get Serbia to cease its military 
activities in Bosnia and Kosovo. The United States tried coercive diplomacy on 
Iraq in 2002–2003 to try to find hidden weapons of mass destruction, but it later 
resorted to a preventive military attack.
 America’s public diplomacy has suffered recently. The agency that has long 
dealt with public diplomacy, the U.S. Information Agency, has seen its resources 
reduced over the past decade, and in 1999 it was merged into the Department of 
State, where its functions have been fragmented and its resources even further 
depleted. This situation has weakened dramatically U.S. soft power, as discussed 
in chapter 4. At a time when the United States needs a healthy image for security 
in the post–9/11 period, its image remains broadly negative in Europe, Canada, 
Latin America, and in much of the Islamic world. The Bush administration’s return 
to international diplomacy in May 2007 regarding what to do in Iraq—demon-
strated by Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice’s attendance at the May 2007 world 
conference in Egypt to launch the International Compact with Iraq (ICI)—may 
help to alter that negative image.

A Set of Core, Middle-range, and Long-range Goals
A sound approach to understanding the goals and objectives pursued by states in 
the international arena is to begin with the assumption that a country’s foreign-
policy objectives tend to be hierarchical and shaped by many forces. By hierarchi-
cal we mean that foreign-policy goals cover a range of (1) core or vital interest 
objectives; (2) middle-range objectives; and (3) long-range objectives. These three 
types of foreign-policy goals are defined easily enough.

Core Objectives
A country’s most vital national interests guide its core objectives. They include 
maintaining its

1. territorial security,
2. economic strength, and
3. political independence.
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Old diplomacy  The form of diplomacy that 
characterized the era prior to World War I. 
European-centered, it emphasized secrecy and 
was generally devoid of nationalism.

New diplomacy  The style of diplomacy that 
has evolved since World War I, with emphasis 
on open—as opposed to secret—negotiations 
and summit meetings, and in which national-
ism has a greater impact on the negotiating 
process.

Core objectives  A term used in foreign pol-
icy to identify a state’s primary objectives (or 
interests), such as pursuit of its physical (ter-
ritorial) security, economic vitality, and sover-
eign political independence.

Coercive diplomacy  The threat and use 
of force in tandem with diplomatic pressure 
by one actor on another. The UN’s coercive 
diplomacy on Saddam Hussein to reveal more 
information on Iraq’s WMDs in 2003 is a good 
example. (Coercive diplomacy failed in this 
case.)
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 If a state is to remain a cohesive actor with some influence and some sover-
eignty and flexibility within the international arena, it must at all costs use foreign 
policy to serve its core or vital interests. No matter what a state’s central belief sys-
tem or ideological persuasion—from Iran’s and Pakistan’s Islamic beliefs to India’s 
adherence to Hinduism and Israel’s Judaism—each must attend to these three core 
interests if it is going to survive in the competitive international political system.
 To determine what exact policy will best serve a country’s core or “national” or 
vital interest can be difficult. Territorial security is a good case in point. The Bush 
administration decided to go to war against Iraq, first, to protect American terri-
tory against the threat of an attack by Iraq using weapons of mass destruction—
which Iraq allegedly possessed. When it turned out Iraq did not possess such 
weapons, the justification for war and occupation switched to “build democracy” 
and make democratic Iraq a model for the Middle East. The more democracies the 
better, the theory went, because according to democratic peace theory (see chap-
ter 2) democracies do not make war against each other. The war and occupation 
policies, however, rather than protecting American territory may have made it 
more insecure. Money and attention were diverted from Homeland Security, and 
the U.S. Army became weaker due to extended and repeated tours of service. 
America’s soft power image abroad suffered.
 We see this pursuit of core national interests in the U.S.–led attack on 
Afghanistan’s Taliban forces, which protected bin Laden and al Qaeda insurgents, 
after the events of 9/11. The Taliban and al Qaeda represented an obvious security 
threat that had to be met. Core security interests equally were at stake in Israel’s 
military assaults on Palestinians as a consequence of Palestinian suicide bomb-
ings inside Israel since 2002. Saudi Arabia’s crackdown on radical Islamic insur-
gents in that country during 2004 underscores the royal family’s focus on a rising 
national security threat.
 When you think about the international political system, keep in mind the key 
points you learned in earlier chapters. States operate in a global arena that has no 
world government to regulate interstate relations, no legal authority higher than 

Hardships of War
The Chechen capital Grozny, 
February 2000. Wars leave desola-
tion and despair in their wake.
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the sovereign state actors, no world executive to implement decisions, no world 
legislature or international legal system with teeth, and no world military to 
enforce peace within the system. We do have UN peacekeeping forces and the 
NATO military forces to try to deal with regional conflicts. But we do not have a 
global military organization capable of enforcing broad collective security, defend-
ing against international terrorists, or enforcing international law.
 When the International Court of Justice (IJC) in July 2004 declared Israel’s over 
400-mile security barrier in the West Bank illegal and urged its removal from inside 
the occupied territories, Israel stated that it simply would not abide by the ruling. 
You can see that states, NGOs, and individual actors operate within what might be 
termed a primitive political system—not completely anarchic, but still primitive 
compared to life within most states, which have common internal belief systems, 
legal order, and power to enforce the law.

Middle-range Objectives
States also pursue a number of mid-range goals as a way of making certain their 
vital interests remain primary. For example, states may enhance their prestige and 
viability in the international system by engaging in foreign aid programs and cul-
tural exchanges, by sponsoring trade shows and conferences of heads of states, by 
exploring outer space, or by exchanging diplomatic delegations. They engage in 
such activities while seeking to support primary core interests. Here are specific 
illustrations:

z China hosted its expensive fifty-fifth Anniversary of the Communist Revolu-
tion in October 2004, an event designed to portray China’s image as a unified 
political state with a dynamic economic model of development—one way to 
project the perception of power.

z Russia continued to sponsor its outer space program after the Soviet Union 
collapsed and despite limited resources.

Opening Ceremony of the 2004 
Olympic Games in Greece
In hosting the Olympic Games, 
Greece attained a middle-range 
foreign-policy objective.
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z President Vladimir V. Putin hosted a huge celebration in Moscow’s Red Square 
on May 9, 2005, to commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of the defeat of Nazi 
Germany. Invited guests included U.S. President Bush and dozens of other 
leaders who watched a decked-out military parade replete with Soviet symbols 
and Russian pride.

z Greece hosted the 2004 Summer Olympic Games to promote its middle-range 
objectives.

Long-range Goals
As part of their long-range interests, many countries promote their belief systems 
and overarching basic values abroad. You can see this agenda at work throughout 
history and certainly during the Cold War years following World War II. The Cold 
War, roughly 1947–1991 (when the Soviet Union collapsed) was a period of open 
rivalry without direct fighting (hence Cold War) between two groups of states prac-
ticing different ideologies and political systems. The Soviet Union led one group of 
states, frequently referred to as the Eastern bloc. Mainland China belonged to this 
group for a period of time before it began to develop its own tensions with the 
Soviet Union. The United States and its allies were on the other side, often referred 
to as the Western bloc.
 During the Cold War the former Soviet Union, for example, sought to promote 
Marxist-Leninism, with its unique blend of economic determinism, permanent 
class conflict, and basic antagonism between communism and capitalism. Toward 
that end, it sought to promote socialism and socialist-oriented allies in the devel-
oping countries, like Cuba under Fidel Castro, and to undermine the United States 
wherever and whenever possible.

z Cold War Politics: The United States, for its part, operates on a different belief 
system or worldview, one that is centered in a liberal, democratic orientation. 
This set of perceptions was played out time and again during the Cold War 
and has emerged strongly in the post–Cold War period. During the Cold 
War, the main focus of U.S. policy and its long-range objective was based on 
containment, or curtailing the expansion and spread of communism. Prolonged 
competition and confrontation, with brief periods of cooperation and concili-
ation, characterized Soviet-American relations during the Cold War. In a mirror 
image of each side, American domestic and foreign policy reflected virulent 
anticommunism, while deep suspicion of the “West” typified the Soviet leader-
ship. The Soviets feared “capitalist encirclement,” and the Americans feared an 
“international communist conspiracy.” Each side, in mirror image, has seen 
the other as intransigent and aggressive.

Much of U.S. policy since the collapse of the Soviet Union has focused on 
the long-term promotion of democratic governments and market economies. 
We see this objective in U.S. policy toward Russia, Eastern Europe, China, and 
Bosnia, underscored by the 1995 Dayton Peace Accords, which aimed to bring 
democratic government to war-torn Bosnia.

z Promoting Islamic Principles: Long-term objectives are at work in Iran’s pro-
motion of Islamic principles abroad, especially under Ayatollah Khomeini in 
the 1980s and during Afghanistan’s Taliban regime in the 1990s. Al Qaeda seems 
bent on dramatically altering U.S. and Western policies toward the Islamic 
world, although not necessarily upon destroying the United States or its free-
doms and liberties, and upon expanding Muslim beliefs and support for a tra-
ditional Islamic form of government.2

Containment  A U.S. foreign policy pursued 
during the Cold War that aimed at preventing 
the Soviet Union from expanding into Western 
Europe, Asia, and other regions of the Third 
World. President Harry S Truman announced it 
in 1947.
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Osama Bin Laden and his supporters appear determined to generate world-
wide Muslim identity and loyalty in support of militant action orchestrated to 
remove U.S. and Western forces from Saudi Arabia; Iraq, Afghanistan, and 
other Muslim territories; to end U.S. aid to Israel and ultimately eliminate that 
state; and to end U.S. protection of Muslim regimes that repress other Muslims 
in Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and elsewhere.3 Because the United 
States supports governments like those of Saudi Arabia and Egypt, al Qaeda 
sees the United States as the main obstacle to its goals.

The Wahhabi form of fundamentalist Islam sponsored by Saudi Arabia and 
mirrored in the teaching in Pakistan’s madrassas (traditional Islamic schools) 
and in bin Laden’s statements ironically is supportive of this long-term objec-
tive (see this chapter’s case study), even though the United States has long-
standing interdependent ties with Saudi Arabia.

A Focus on Key Issues Associated with Goals
Each core, middle-range, and long-range goal is tied to a range of issues associated 
with what scholars and policymakers term a country’s national interests. This term 
typically refers to a country’s (1) territorial security, (2) economic vitality, and (3) 
political sovereignty. Leaders must keep these goals foremost in mind in orches-
trating their foreign policies. The challenge is to decide exactly what policies to 
pursue in order to protect the homeland’s territory, build its economy, and guar-
antee its political cohesiveness and strength.
 To illustrate this point, assume that policymakers are sitting around a confer-
ence table discussing how to defend their country. Defense, of course, is a vital 
aspect of territorial security. How will they be certain they have accurate intelli-
gence—a big problem in the U.S. decision to go to war in Iraq? What will they do 
to protect the country’s infrastructure (ports, airports, hydroelectric system, 
financial buildings)? Which weapons systems will they fund? How will they use 
their troops?
 Economic vitality is another goal that must be promoted by specific policies. 
How much control should a government exert over the country’s economy? The 
range is wide, from China’s market socialism to the market capitalism of the 
United States. Should a country join in a common market or free trade organiza-
tion, like NAFTA or the European Union, or should it remain aloof from such 
arrangements? Norway and Switzerland have remained independent of the EU, 
and North Korea has pursued a unique brand of independent economic foreign 
policy. How much should the country spend on social overhead capital (invest-
ments in elements of the economy that enhance the production of goods and 
services, such as roads, railways, sewerage, electricity, and education)? How much 
national spending should go to education, communications, and transportation, 
and highways and bridges?
 What makes the concept of vital national interests so complex is the fact that 
policymakers around the world frequently find it difficult to determine the spe-
cific policies that will support their agreed-upon interests. The U.S. and British 
decision to go to war against Iraq was not widely supported. France, Germany, 
Russia, China, and most other countries across the globe did not support that 
decision. Inside America the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives voted for 
the war, but twenty-three members of the Senate and 133 members of the House 
voted against the Iraq War Resolution in October 2002. Indeed, in the buildup to 
this war—to rid Iraq of its alleged WMDs—the State and Defense departments 
differed strongly over what constituted the best course to follow.
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National interests  The principal priorities 
pursued by states in the international arena. 
Territorial security, political independence, and 
economic vitality are a state’s key national 
interests. To determine national interests in 
precise policy measures, however, can be 
difficult.
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 Meanwhile, on economic policy, U.S. labor organizations have opposed 
strongly the accepted policy of allowing offshore tax shelters for American busi-
nesses as well as the whole range of outsourcing that has become widely publi-
cized in recent years. Similar patterns are found inside many states, where internal 
foreign-policy differences can be profound—as, for example, inside China, 
France, Germany, Israel, and Russia. In today’s globalized and interdependent 
world, defining the best way to protect a country’s national interests and deter-
mining what issues to pursue have become exceedingly complex and difficult. 
The Soviet Union, for example, assumed that it was pursuing its national interests 
(and communism) in the most effective way possible by engaging in a weapons 
race with the United States. That quest, in the end, undermined its economy and 
environment drastically, as the world discovered in the 1990s after the Soviet 
Union collapsed.
 Keep in mind that the task of ensuring core interests affects a state’s internal or 
domestic activities as well as its external ones. Thus, as we have seen, foreign and 
domestic interests are in many ways interconnected. Examples of this intermestic 
phenomenon (international-domestic connection) include foreign policies in the 
arenas of international trade, defense spending, and the environment—all of 
which affect the job market, personal incomes of individuals who live in the home 
state, and quality of life in terms of air and water purity. Remember that the line 
between foreign and domestic concerns is often blurred.

Intermestic  Issues that affect both foreign 
and domestic policy, such as international 
trade.

Test Prepper 5.1

True or False?

_____ 1. States are not limited to coercive or hard power 
methods for translating power into policy.

_____ 2. The two kinds of diplomacy include defensive 
and offensive.

_____ 3. As a result of improved technology, new diplo-
macy is much more effective at maintaining 
secrecy so the objectives of foreign policy are 
met.

_____ 4. Territorial security, economic strength, and 
political independence are examples of long-
range objectives in foreign policy.

_____ 5. Defining a country’s core national interests is a 
fairly straightforward task.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is a viable tool for trans-
lating power into policy:

a. Use of information programs/propaganda
b. Espionage
c. Economic blockades
d. Humanitarian aid
e. All of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following activities would be 
directly related to the pursuit of core national 
interests?

a. The U.S.–led attack on Afghanistan’s 
Taliban forces

b. The French sinking of the Rainbow War-
rior vessel

c. Participation in a United Nations Com-
mission on refugees

d. Greece hosting the Olympic Games
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 5.1
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How Is Foreign Policy Formulated?
Understand what factors at each level of analysis affect the formulation of 
foreign policy and identify the various perspectives used to explain foreign-policy 
decision making.

Many factors influence a state’s foreign policy; its self-image (history, beliefs, 
and values), the availability of natural resources, and geographic location (see 
chapters 4 and 8) are three examples. Historically, the self-image of the United 
States has been composed of a sense of moralism and pragmatism. Russia’s his-
toric self-image has focused on conflict between its Westernizers (who thought 
Russia should adopt European practices) and its Slavophiles (who rejected West-
ern thought in favor of Slavic culture), the drive for territorial expansion, and 
emphasis on great-power status.
 While national self-images certainly change with time, we still can see ele-
ments of these historical self-images operating in foreign policy. The strong moral 
tradition of the United States is evident in its approach to Saddam Hussein’s Iraq 
leading up to the 2003 war. Russia’s leaders demonstrate the old conflict between 
Westernizers and Slavophiles in their attitudes toward NATO expansion. Asian 
countries like China, Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan have cultures that value hard 
work—a major asset when it comes to economic production.
 The type of power resource possessed by a country, IGO, NGO, or individual 
actor is another crucial issue in foreign policy. Saudi Arabia has oil, and this fact 
deeply affects how Saudi Arabia can translate available power into policy. 
Argentina and Canada have food to export. France has nuclear-powered elec-
tricity to export. These different exports earn hard currency to help support core 
economic interests.
 In exploring the many factors that influence foreign policy, with their multiple 
centralizing and decentralizing influence, we will:

z Examine the three levels where policy is made: the global, state, and individual 
levels.

z Look more closely at the dynamics of foreign policies—how they spring from 
human beliefs and are tied to concepts like nationalism and religion.

z Touch on the need to coordinate foreign-policy objectives and look at bureau-
cratic struggles in the formulation of foreign policy.

International System–level, State-level, and  
Individual-level Factors
As you learned in chapter 3, a useful frame of reference for analyzing the complex 
world of international relations involves five levels: the international system, 
regional, state, substate and individual. We will focus here on the international 
system, state, and individual levels. Let’s begin at the international system level.

International System–level Factors
Many key forces operate at the international system level. One important factor is 
the international distribution of power. Which countries are the big powers? How 
is power shifting within the system? Here we need to remember our discussion of 
power in chapter 4. In the first decade of the twenty-first century, for example, we 
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see the United States as a dominant player in military and economic terms. Russia 
under the leadership of Vladimir Putin has been rebuilding and reasserting its 
power in world politics. The question of power distribution, use, and potential, 
then, are central aspects of the international system arena.
 Another major factor at work in the international system is the extensive 
worldwide impact of globalization—that is, the growing links between people, 
communities, and economies around the world. Globalization has increased the 
interdependence of a country and the international or regional trade system—for 
example, Mexico’s membership in NAFTA or the participation of France and Italy 
in the European Union (EU). Now that it has joined the World Trade Organization 
(WTO), China’s foreign economic policies will be affected by its rules. In short, 
countries that participate in regional trading groups must adapt their foreign poli-
cies to the dynamics of these organizations, just as membership in NATO shapes 
the foreign policies of member-countries.
 Another aspect of globalization is the Internet. A compelling example of this 
transformation in the global context of foreign policymaking is the websites asso-
ciated with al Qaeda, where its essays, articles, and editorials may be found.4 
Another example is the Middle East news media, Al Jazeera, which uses the Inter-
net to broadcast major opinions, information, and attitudes coming out of the 
Middle East.
 Other factors at the international level that affect foreign policy include:

z IGOs and NGOs: In 1995 the UN reported that around 29,000 NGOs were oper-
ating at the international level. By the year 2000, it was estimated that there 
were over 2 million NGOs in the United States alone. The most obvious high-
level IGO is the United Nations, a giant actor in world politics that makes for-
eign policy and certainly affects the foreign policies of other countries.

z Worldwide climate change: The big question is how global warming—with its 
mega-droughts, coastal flooding, devastating hurricanes, food scarcity, and 
many other types of ecological disasters—will threaten national security in 
countries around the world.

State-level Factors
State-level factors refer to those elements inherent to a given country. They include 
such items as its geographic location and natural resources, with attention to its 
neighbors as well as its size, shape, topography, amount of arable land for growing 
food, climate, and a host of other factors that affect its power base. Other state-
level factors include type of government (dictatorial or democratic), level of eco-
nomic development (highly developed and rich, or underdeveloped and poor), 
military power, belief systems, and cultural underpinnings.
 Democratic governments, for example, make policy by means of a process that 
differs sharply from that of authoritarian-style governments. The former, like the 
United States, have a system that includes checks and balances, separation of pow-
ers, numerous actors, lobbyists, a free press, public opinion, and many other fac-
tors. Authoritarian systems—like those in China, Iraq under Saddam Hussein, Syria, 
and Zimbabwe—are more likely to make decisions based on input from a limited 
number of people and in the context of a controlled press. Saddam Hussein, a dic-
tator, had more individual control over foreign policy than the U.S. president does.
 A state’s culture operates at the state level. Japan’s culture since World War II 
has reflected a posture of pacificism in terms of military power. Japan’s rising 
nationalism, however, may foreshadow increased militarism in its future foreign 

Globalization  The process of becoming 
worldwide in scope. When we speak of the 
globalization of industry, we refer to the proc-
ess of industries going worldwide in scope, the 
internationalization of industry. The effects or 
consequences of globalization include the 
reduction of regional differences in lifestyle 
and the loss of distinctive regional identities.
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policies. The United States has a distinct moral element in its approach to defining 
its national interests. Iran has a proud Persian historic legacy. So to understand 
how a state defines its national interests, we need to examine its national culture—
or in some cases, its ideology as in the Soviet Union’s communism during the Cold 
War or China’s version of market socialism today.

Individual-level Factors
Individual-level factors include the role of political and government leaders, which 
is driven in part by their personalities, beliefs, and values. You can see this factor 
vividly when you consider the monumental role played by Adolf Hitler in leading 
Germany into World War II, Joseph Stalin’s policies of occupying Eastern Europe 
after World War II—policies resisted by U.S. President Harry Truman, resulting in 
the Cold War. A more recent example is Osama bin Laden’s role in orchestrating 
al Qaeda’s infamous 9/11 attacks and the subsequent neoconservative ideological 
and religious beliefs of President George W. Bush in orchestrating the war on Iraq.

Beliefs Shape Foreign-policy Decisions:  
Ideology, Religion, and Nationalism
The predominant beliefs of states and individuals come in different forms that 
influence foreign-policy decisions. Ideologies are a collection of beliefs shared by a 
group of people. They can be divided into different categories, such as political 
ideologies—ideas about how to govern a country—and religious or philosophical 
ideologies regarding how people should make decisions. A case in point is Islamic 
socialism. A variety of socialisms are found in Africa. Christian Democratic ideol-
ogy is a Latin American version. Marxism-Leninism in the Soviet Union and liberal 
democracy in the United States and the West converted the Soviet Union and the 
United States into natural enemies during the Cold War. The Bush administration’s 
neoconservative ideology aptly illustrates how a set of beliefs shapes foreign policy.
 Religion is another belief system that impacts foreign policy. Religious beliefs 
like the radical Islamic ideas of Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda have led to mortal 
combat with the United States and the Western world. Of interest to Middle East 
watchers, however, are the two versions of Shiite Islam vying for attention in Iran 
and Iraq. Whereas many of Iran’s Shiite Islamic leaders advocate an all-embracing 
system of clerical rule personified by Iran’s famous Ayatollah, the late Ruhollah 
Khomeini, other powerful Shiite clerics in Iraq propose a quieter brand of Islam, 
more secular in nature, and are less enthusiastic for an Islamic state.5 In Iraq not 
all Shiite clerics are of the same mind, and disagreements exist among them. 
Muqtada al-Sadr, is a young leader who disagreed with the older Shiite Ali al-
Sistani, who had avoided direct involvement in politics.
 Nationalism and national identity affect how, and in what ways, a state defines 
foreign policy in pursuit of its vital interests. Nationalism (see chapter 9) refers to 
a people’s sense of connection through their shared culture, language, history, and 
political aspirations. Nationalism is the emotive force these shared values gen-
erate as state leaders pursue foreign policies crafted to protect their people’s 
aspirations, values, beliefs, and territory. (See chapter 9 for more detail.) National 
identity and nationalism have long been powerful in foreign policies and have 
become dramatically pronounced since the end of the Cold War. Chinese nation-
alism has been on the rise since the late twentieth century as its communism has 
been in decline—and the same could be said for Vietnam. Powerful Serb, Bosnian, 
Slovene, Croat nationalism led to the breakup of Yugoslavia in the early 1990s.
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Secular  The state of being separate from 
organized religion.
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Nationalism  A strong emotional attachment 
to one’s nation that can be expressed in a 
range of behaviors from peaceful to violent.
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Some Perspectives on Foreign-policy Decision Making
In trying to understand how states formulate their foreign policy, it helps to look at 
the decision-making processes that explain foreign policy from different perspec-
tives. Different perspectives (rational, organizational, and individual) help explain 
why foreign policies are not easily coordinated, which is most notable in, but not 
exclusive to, democracies. Even in totalitarian governments such as Nazi Germany 
and the Stalinist former Soviet Union, several groups vied for power. Democracies, 
however, speak with more than one voice when it comes to making foreign policy. 
In the case of the United States, for example, the president is the chief diplomat 
and major player, but the Senate, House of Representatives, and other public and 
private groups have a say as well.
 The November 2006 United States midterm elections produced a turnover of 
the House of Representatives, the Senate, and a majority of governorships and 
state legislatures from the Republican Party to the Democratic Party. The election 
has led Democratic Congressional foes of the Republican president to clash bitterly 
over a U.S. timed troop withdrawal from Iraq—and over House Speaker Pelosi’s 
visit to Syria in April 2007.
 Democracies have other difficulties, too, in coordinating their foreign-policy 
agendas. One is the clash between the need for secrecy in some foreign-policy 
issues versus the public’s right to accurate information. Other factors include:

z the power of the press

z public opinion

z lobbying by interest groups in democratic systems

z separation of powers that creates checks and balances in democracies.

By contrast, totalitarian leaders and dictatorships do pretty much what they want, 
without concern for the population’s likes or dislikes. The point here is that a num-
ber of organizations and groups influence foreign-policy decision making in most 
countries.

z In democracies you have a state’s executive leaders, legislative leaders, defense 
industries and defense leaders, and a wide range of interest groups, plus the 
media and public opinion.

z In Islamic countries, different religious groups vie for power, as in Iraq, with its 
Sunni and Shiite divisions. In Iran, the authoritarian Shiite clerics have been at 
odds with more secular-minded educated Iranian citizens.

z Russia’s President Vladimir Putin’s harsh stifling of dissent and political power 
points to his increasingly strong authoritarian role in foreign-policy decision 
making. Anti-Kremlin rallies have led to dozens of protesters beaten and 
detained in 2007.

An International System Level Approach to Decision Making
Scholars have devised numerous models to analyze the decision-making pro-
cess in foreign policy as discussed below. From among these, we look at four 
models, each of which gives us a different view of what happens in the foreign-
policy–making process.5

Foreign-policy Input-Output Model Figure 5.2 depicts the many actors, pressures, 
and forces shaping a foreign policy decision. Note their variety, like informal pro-
cesses, situational factors, and information uncertainty.
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The Rational-actor Perspective The rational-actor model focuses on the state as 
the key unit of analysis—and inter-state relations as the setting for analysis. Figure 
5.3 depicts this model. In this model, the state is viewed from the perspective of its 
leader, whom the model assumes is a rational (purposeful) decision maker. The 
leader makes foreign-policy choices calculated to achieve outcomes consistent 
with his or her state’s goals (for example, defending its territory). To achieve the 
state’s goals, the rational decision maker examines which alternative choice takes 
priority. The top choice will be the one that will maximize the benefits and mini-
mize the costs in achieving the country’s goal. In other words, the decision maker 
selects the option that has the highest payoff in terms of achieving the state’s goal. 
To summarize: people make the decisions for the state—decisions that have 
options, constraints, and information—so the rational-actor model takes a look at 
how a leader chooses among alternative courses of action.
 An example of where the rational-actor model has 
been used to understand foreign-policy decisions is the 
Cuban Missile Crisis, of October 1962. At that time Pres-
ident John F. Kennedy learned that the Soviet leader, 
Nikita Khrushchev, had positioned nuclear missiles in 
Cuba. The rational-actor model was used to generate 
rational answers to the following questions:

1. Why did the Soviet Union decide to place offensive 
missiles in Cuba?

2. Why did the United States respond to the missile 
deployment with a blockade?

3. Why did the Soviet Union withdraw the missiles?

Source: The United States Naval War College, National Security Decision-Making Department, 
Case Study, 1992–1993. Used by permission.
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The rational-actor model, then, is useful in trying to make sense out of compli-
cated foreign-policy decisions, for instance, to help construct rational explana-
tions as to why a country’s leader made certain decisions and to figure out how 
state A should react to state B’s behavior. The key assumption here is that people 
do act purposefully in ways that mirror their goals—even though they may not 
have sufficient information to make the most rational choices.
 Because humans are limited information processors, critics of this approach 
argue that:

z A significant weakness of this model is that it assumes a state’s leader makes 
foreign-policy decisions in a strictly logical, unemotional manner.

z It fails to account for characteristics of the individuals who make these deci-
sions on behalf of the state. Individuals have personalities, perceptions, emo-
tions, beliefs, values, ideologies, selected information, and a host of other traits 
that affect their “rational” decision.

z Decision makers may not evaluate a situation correctly, may be misinformed, 
lack adequate information—and may make choices that produce unintended 
consequences that undermine a state’s goals rather than advance them.

The Organizational Perspective The organizational perspective of decision mak-
ing (also known as the bureaucratic-politics model) emphasizes that large orga-
nizations view foreign-policy issues as opportunities for, or threats to, their 
organization’s mission. This means that a large percentage of foreign-policy 
choices flow from the output of large organizations in pursuit of their organiza-
tional, not state, interests. Figure 5.4 depicts this perspective. Organizations have 
set ways of doing things, and they tend to focus on selected aspects of problems 

in terms of their own goals. Thus, foreign policy is the 
product of a power struggle between organizations. 
In addition, organizations determine the informa-
tion and options available to the top leaders, and 
these too flow from organizational interests.
 America’s foreign-policy decision making relative 
to the Iraq War initiated in 2003 is rife with organiza-
tional in-fighting, turf battles, and conflicts of organi-
zational interests. The Defense Department—under 
the leadership of Donald Rumsfeld before his resig-
nation in November 2006—essentially ran the show 
with extraordinarily tight control. Former Secretary of 
State Colin Powell disagreed strongly with Donald 
Rumsfeld and Vice President Dick Cheney, both of 
whom were eager for war with Saddam Hussein—
and disagreements between these parties continued 
after the war began and as it became increasingly 
unpopular.7 Rumsfeld, for his part, had a low regard 
for the Department of State—and for Condoleezza 
Rice as National Security Adviser and as Secretary of 
State (after November 2004 when she replaced Colin 
Powell). A growing animus developed between the 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National 
Security Council (NSC) during the war. In essence, 
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effective coordination of wartime policies among the relevant U.S. organizations 
essentially broke down.
 The organizational model, as you can see, provides a far more complex and 
messier picture than does the rational-actor model. As for national decision mak-
ing in the organizational management of the Iraq war, the coordinating of civilian 
and military efforts had become so complicated by 2007 that the White House 
sought to appoint a high-profile czar to oversee the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The Individual Perspective Remember that states do not make decisions, people 
do—as we saw in the rational-actor model. The individual perspective reminds us 
that people—wherever they are in the decision-making process—are subject to 
huge pressures. They must, for one thing, process gigantic quantities of often con-
flicting information. In dealing with such pressures, individuals such as presi-
dents and foreign-affairs leaders differ in style, perception, and psychological 
reactions. The human mind has structures for selecting, sorting, storing, recall-
ing, and comparing information to ease decision making. In essence, the goal is 
simplicity, consistency, and stability when solving problems. When reality is mud-
dled and uncertain, people push even harder for simplicity. For this reason cogni-
tive psychology is used by some political scientists to understand better the human 
factor in foreign-policy decision making. Cognitive psychology looks at a person’s 
internal mental processes such as problem solving and memory.
 U.S. presidents and foreign-policy leaders provide many examples of this pro-
cess. James David Barber, a scholar of presidential personalities, has examined 
presidents in terms of “style” (habitual ways of performing political roles), “world-
view” (politically relevant beliefs), and “character,” or “the way the president ori-
ents himself toward life—not for the moment, but enduringly.”8 Barber’s discussion 
of presidential personality types includes Active Positive and Active Negative. The 
essence of these two types is captured in the following display, which outlines two 
dimensions of presidential character:

Active Positive Can-do people—energetic, accept responsibilities. 
Relatively high self-esteem. Emphasize rational mas-
tery of their job. Self-respecting, happy, open to new 
ideas, and able to learn from mistakes. Best able to 
guide the country. Examples: Franklin Roosevelt, Harry 
Truman, John Kennedy, Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, 
George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton.

Active Negative Life seen as a hard struggle to achieve and hold power. 
Want to know if they are winning or losing, gaining 
or falling behind. They view their actions (if not the 
world) as being good or bad. They are gamblers, and 
their rigidity can plunge the nation into a tragedy. 
Examples: Woodrow Wilson, Herbert Hoover, Lyndon 
Johnson, Richard Nixon and George W. Bush.

 While active-positive presidents, according to Barber, learn from their mistakes, 
this may not be so in every case. Some presidents, President George W. Bush, for 
example, may believe they have not made any mistakes to guide future learning. 
Note that recent research places George W. Bush in the Active Negative category.
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Foreign Policymaking in the International Arena
Let us now take a look at foreign-policy decision making in the global arena. Latin 
America is a good place to begin. Here we see the unintended consequences 
of America’s focus on the war in Iraq with Latin America distinctly out of focus in 
American foreign-policy decision making. Some of the consequences include:

z Loss of U.S. influence in that region

z Mistrust of the United States

z Rejection of the U.S. posture in the world

 It came as no surprise that President Bush’s trip to Latin America in March 2007 
led thousands to express their disapproval of the visiting president by protesting in 
city streets. Mayan priests in Guatemala vowed to purify an archeological site of 
Bush’s “bad spirits” after he left, and around two thousand protesters tried to storm 
the U.S. Embassy in Mexico. Latin America’s disenchantment with its northern 
neighbor stems from two driving forces.

z First, President Bush has virtually ignored the region since the 9/11 attacks, 
instead electing to go to war in Iraq based on false premises. As Latin Americans 
see it, President Bush simply has not offered effective leadership in helping to 
improve the quality of life in Latin America since he came to office—apart from 
trade and anti-narcotics policies.

z Second, the two-decades-old U.S.–sponsored drive to privatize state indus-
tries and lift trade barriers (neoliberalism’s “free market” economics) has 
excluded vast numbers of the region’s poor. Outside of sub-Saharan Africa, 
Latin America in the early twenty-first century has the world’s most unequal 
distribution of wealth.

 As a result of discontent with U.S. decision making and neoliberal economic 
choices, one Latin American decision maker after another has been elected on 
platforms dedicated to improving the lives of the lower classes. One in four Latin 

Americans live on less than two dollars a day, and crime 
and unemployment is running high.9 New “Leftist” presi-
dents have come to power—in Argentina, Chile, and Brazil 
where social democrats occupy the presidency, and in Peru, 
Mexico, and Colombia where the Left did not win presiden-
tial races but proved to be nonetheless powerful forces.
 The fiery anti-American Venezuelan leader, Hugo Cha-
vez, was reelected president in December 2006. Chavez 
called his election victory “another defeat for the North 
American empire” and has vowed to deepen his socialist 
revolution.10 He has close ties with Fidel Castro’s Cuba. He 
met Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, when Iran’s 
leader came to Latin America to court some of the leftist 
leaders of Latin American in his hope to gain allies in his 
fight against Washington. The objects of Ahmadinejad’s 
courtship include the leaders of Venezuela, Nicaragua, and 
Bolivia. Chavez’s decision making lends itself to the indi-
vidual perspective model.
 A major state-level and regional-level issue facing the 
United States is illegal immigration from Mexico. Spawned 

For more information see  
The View From:  
Mexico City, Mexico
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Hugo Chavez of Venezuela and Lula da Silva of Brazil
They meet at the Latin American summit in Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, November 2004.
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by deepening poverty, loss of land to giant agribusinesses profiting 
from market economics and the North American Free Trade Agree-
ment (NAFTA), tens of thousands of Mexico’s small farmers have been 
forced to sell their corn-growing land to the food giants. The food 
corporations have benefited from billions of dollars in subsidies that 
allow them to pump cheap corn into the Mexican market, where tor-
tillas are a basic food substance. Poor Mexicans consequently have 
flooded illegally across the border in search of employment, while 
the United States government struggles with what to do with the 
estimated 12 million illegal Mexicans living in the United States.
 How the United States reacts to this state- and regional-level prob-
lem will be shaped not only by America’s top individual leaders, but 
also by U.S. organizations that have a stake in the decision, and by the 
political process. Then, there is Mexico. Decisions made by Mexico’s 
leaders play a role in the evolving outcome, for example, whether or 
not Mexico can create more jobs to meet the challenge posed by thou-
sands of unemployed or underemployed Mexicans. If not, the human 
tide across the border continues. Once inside the United States, hav-
ing crossed the border illegally, Mexicans want amnesty (citizenship) 
and have taken to the streets in places like Los Angeles to demonstrate 
this desire—similar to the street protests against President Bush in 
Latin America during his March 2007 trip. Demonstrations about 
immigration policy have occurred across the United States, and have 
made the issue a factor in the 2008 U.S. presidential campaign.
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Ahmadinejad Embraces Latin America
Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadine-
jad and Nicaraguan president Daniel 
Ortega wave to supporters in Managua. 
Ahmadinejad, on a January 2007 Latin 
American tour to round up anti-U.S. 
allies, promised closer ties to Nicaragua. 
“Rest assured that we will improve our 
relations to the point of fulfilling every 
wish and thing that we desire. It is our will 
to walk hand in hand,” Ahmadinejad said 
after meeting Ortega. Earlier, the Iranian 
president had been in Venezuela, where 
he signed business agreements with Presi-
dent Hugo Chavez, an outspoken critic of 
George W. Bush. Each proclaimed the 
other an ideological “brother.”

Immigration Protests
Thousands of demonstrators gather in the streets of downtown Los Angeles 
to protest legislation that cracks down against illegal immigrants.
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 In addition to Latin America we can see how foreign-policy decision making 
plays out in other parts of the world.

z Japan: In the Far East, in Japan’s new Prime Minister, Yasuo Fukada (elected in 
September 2007 after the former Prime Minister, Abe Shinzo, resigned) must 
contend with a complicated multiparty system ridden with many factions and 
prone to corruption. To stay in power and lead Japan, he must address this 
problematic internal system, which has contributed to over ten years of eco-
nomic stagnation. That kind of economy affects the rest of world by holding 
back global growth. Not so long ago, Japan was the engine of Far East eco-
nomic growth that helped propel the global economy.

z Middle East: Arab countries are non-democratic, with strong authoritarian 
rulers—albeit not without their own internal factions. Such forces have com-
plicated democracy building in Iraq, to put it mildly, as in the civil war between 
Shiites and Sunnis, coupled with tribal and clan divisions. Two examples illus-
trate authoritarian rule as it will impact foreign policy. Egypt is dominated by 
President Hosni Mubarak, although he faces strong opposition from the Mus-
lim Brotherhood. Saudi Arabia’s king rules by decree in accordance with 
Islamic law (Shari’a), with the backing of senior princes and religious officials. 
The king acts as the ultimate source of judicial power. He is commander-in-
chief of the armed forces. He approves and amends international treaties and 
agreements and regulations by decree. There are no institutional checks on 
royal authority. As a result, the king has enormous power in foreign policy.

z South and Southeast Asia: The links between domestic politics and foreign 
policy—and the usefulness of the four-perspectives model—are clear too. 
Although Indonesia, with the world’s largest Muslim population, is experienc-
ing a historic shift into democratic government, the country’s political system 
comprises many political parties, ethnic and religious factions, and strong, 
charismatic individual leaders at the local and regional levels. With much con-
stant political infighting, Indonesia’s foreign policy will be subject to these 
internal domestic pressures as well as to those of the external environment.

z Pakistan’s president General Pervez Musharraf leads a country notorious for its 
long record of military involvement in politics, religious political parties, and 
hard-to-control ethnic groups in its northern regions—a competitive domestic 
political setting, to say the least.

Pakistan is also well known for harboring al Qaeda and Taliban members, 
who are even embedded in the security and military forces Musharraf over-
sees—another complicating political factor in his domestic and foreign deci-
sion making. Because Musharraf has been the target of al Qaeda attacks himself, 
and because Pakistan closely supports the U.S. war on terrorism in return for 
substantial economic and military aid, Musharraf must crack down on al Qaeda 
militants now and then, capturing and arresting them when he can. Pakistan is 
also a good illustration of how individuals influence foreign policy.

z Afghanistan is notorious for its multiple ethnic groups, tribes, clans, factions, 
and warlords. Today these groups have made drugs the dominant feature of 
Afghanistan’s economy, and the warlords have tightened their grip on power. 
They oversee 90 percent of the world’s opium production and supply 90 per-
cent of the world’s heroin, connected to international cartels, crime, and large 
amounts of money.11 Some people have termed Afghanistan’s President Karzai 
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the mayor of Kabul (Afghanistan’s capital) rather than the president of Afghani-
stan, over which he has far less control.

 All in all, then, using the concepts of foreign-policymaking discussed in this 
section is helpful in knowing what to look for in the settings that shape foreign 
policies across the globe.
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Afghan Warlord in Poppy Field
There has been a resurgence of chaotic 
conditions and opium production in 
Afghanistan.

Test Prepper 5.2

True or False?

_____ 1. While different in many respects, authoritarian 
and democratic governments use a mostly sim-
ilar process when developing foreign policy.

_____ 2. For some countries, religion plays an active role 
in the formulation of foreign policy.

_____ 3. The president of the United States provides the 
sole voice for American foreign policy.

_____ 4. In most countries, a number of organizations 
and groups influence foreign-policy decision 
making.

_____ 5. One of the criticisms of the rational-actor 
model is that it views a state leader as capable 
of making foreign-policy decisions in a strictly 
logical way.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. At what level of analysis do we focus when 
examining the role IGOs and NGOs play in 
influencing the foreign policy of states?

a. Individual
b. Substate
c. State
d. Regional
e. International

_____ 7. Which of the following is NOT a difficulty faced 
by democracies when coordinating foreign-
policy agendas?

a. Clash between the need for secrecy and 
the public’s right to accurate information

b. Lobbying by interest groups
c. The role played by an independent press
d. Public opinion
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 5.2
www.BetweenNations.org
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What Are the Foreign-policy 
Repercussions of 9/11?
Identify the different phases in the U.S. war on terror; understand the key 
components of the Bush Doctrine, and be aware of the criticisms of that 
approach.

The foreign-policy repercussions of 9/11 are dramatic. President George W. 
Bush declared war on “terrorism” and developed a new national security strategy 
that became a major decentralizing force in world politics and a source of friction 
between the United States and much of the international community. The war on 
terrorism ultimately led the United States and Great Britain to spearhead an attack 
on Iraq on the mistaken assumption that Saddam Hussein had both WMDs and 
close links to al Qaeda. Following the invasion and occupation of Iraq, much of the 
Arab and Muslim world—and much of the rest of the world—distanced itself from 
these two countries. Several countries that initially joined the U.S., British, and 
other “coalition forces” in Iraq later pulled out when their citizens working in Iraq 
were kidnapped or killed by insurgents or when their homeland became the target 
of terrorist action. Spain is a case in point, as is the Philippines. We now turn to a 
closer look at the repercussions of 9/11.

America’s War on Terrorism
America’s war on terrorism, announced by President Bush following the 9/11 
attacks on the United States, evolved through several phases. Much of the world 
initially sided with the United States as it directed military force at Afghanistan’s 
Taliban government, which had allowed Osama bin Laden and al Qaeda forces to 
train and plan the 9/11 attacks in Afghanistan.
 In the second phase of the America-led war on terrorism, the global alliance 
began to unravel as differences in strategy and tactics widened the distance be-
tween the United States and its allies. For example, the Europeans, as well as the 
Russians and the Chinese, differed sharply with the Americans, as did much of the 
Muslim Middle East, when the United States began to talk about attacking Iraq. 
The Muslim world was especially distressed over U.S. reluctance to intervene more 
directly in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and for its perceived pro-Israel bias.
 In the third phase of America’s war on terrorism—as President Bush developed 
his perceptions of the “axis of evil” (North Korea, Iraq, and Iran), which he had 
introduced in his January 2002 State of the Union address—cracks between the 
United States and its previous allies opened still wider. By the end of the summer of 
2002, as Congress returned from its recess, President Bush’s more pronounced talk 
of attacking Iraq led to sharp splits between the United States and previous world-
wide allies, although the UN did send weapons inspectors back to Iraq for a time.
 The fallout from 9/11 was now producing decentralization in world politics, 
largely because the Bush team seemed prepared to go to war against Iraq even 
without support from France, Germany, Russia, and China, key members of the 
UN Security Council (UNSC). While none of these countries doubted that Saddam 
Hussein was “evil,” they preferred to contain Iraq with more UN inspectors backed 
by UN peacekeeping forces rather than to initiate war. The United States and Great 
Britain argued that Iraq posed an immediate threat. Other countries of the UNSC 
did not appreciate the go-it-alone approach of the United States—basically a uni-

3
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lateral approach to a world security issue—even though Great Britain and less-
powerful countries joined the U.S.–led action.
 In the fourth phase, the Bush administration appeared to be moving toward 
more collective action in cooperation with UN Security Council members against 
Iraq. In September 2002, President Bush addressed the UN and challenged it to 
swiftly enforce its own resolutions against Iraq. The next month, the UNSC unani-
mously approved Resolution 1441, which imposed tough new arms inspections 
on Iraq and made clear it faced “serious consequences” if it did not cooperate. This 
phase ended in March 2003, however, when the United States and Great Britain 
realized they would not have UNSC backing to attack Iraq; in particular, France, 
Germany, and Russia wanted intensified UN inspections in Iraq instead. The 
United States and Great Britain then led the attack on and occupation of Iraq in 
March/April 2003—against the opposition of China, France, Germany, and Russia, 
members of the UNSC.
 That rift between the United States and most of the international community 
continued to decentralize the world—up to, and after, the transfer of Iraq “sover-
eignty” to its new governing council in July 2004—and as the country spun out of 
control into deepening civil war. Several members of the U.S.–led coalition, includ-
ing Spain and the Philippines, pulled out due to rising terrorist military actions in 
Iraq. As proposed elections approached in January 2005, Iraq remained in a high 
state of violent civil conflict. Meanwhile, with the U.S. Defense Department shift 
of attention (and troops) to Iraq, the situation in Afghanistan deteriorated.
 A new phase began in May 2007 when the United States sent Secretary of State 
Rice to attend the international conference on Iraq, held in Iraq. With over fifty 
countries gathered, Secretary Rice and Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki urged 
the world to rescue Iraq from chaos and bankruptcy. In addition, the U.S. Secre-
tary of State met with Syria’s foreign minister, which was the first such high level 
meeting between the two countries in several years.

The Bush Doctrine
Let’s now turn to what has been called by scholars and policymakers the 
Bush Doctrine—the foreign-policy strategy pursued by the Bush administration in 
its pursuit of U.S. national security. The term originally referred to the policy 
expressed by President Bush after the 9/11 attacks: that the United States would 
make no distinction between the terrorists who committed these acts and those 
who harbor them. The Bush administration applied this doctrine in its invasion of 
Afghanistan in early October 2001, once the Taliban government refused to hand 
over Osama bin Laden. Today the term generally refers to the broader set of poli-
cies announced by President Bush in his speech of June 1, 2002, to the graduating 
class of West Point and expressed in the official National Security Strategy of the 
United States, published in September 2002. The key components of this doctrine 
express how the United States will:

z Engage in a war against what it calls global terrorism conducted by terrorists or 
rogue states.

z Exercise its right of self-defense and extend that right in order to authorize a 
preventive attack if and when the United States or its allies are threatened by ter-
rorists or by rogue states engaged in producing weapons of mass destruction.

z Exercise its right to pursue unilateral military action when acceptable multilat-
eral solutions to security threats cannot be found.

Bush Doctrine  President George W. Bush’s 
foreign-policy agenda, as published in a 
document titled “The National Security of the 
United States” (September 2002). The doctrine 
emphasizes that the United States will take 
unilateral preventive action against any 
country that poses a threat to U.S. security 
interests, and it may take unilateral action 
when its interests are threatened.
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z Keep U.S. military strength beyond challenge—that is, continue its status as 
the world’s sole military superpower.

z Spread liberal democracy and freedom in all regions of the world and strive to 
build a balance of power that favors freedom. (While not explicitly stated, you 
can see the shadow of democratic peace theory at work here, namely that the 
assumption that the more democracies around the world the better.) Democ-
racies, according to the theory, may go to war with non-democratic states, but 
they remain at peace with each other. (See chapter 2.)

 In a global system without world government or enforced international law, 
the United States simply has to exercise a unilateral preventive war posture, based 
on military strength beyond challenge, according to the Doctrine. It must look out 
for its own vital security interests with the use of hard power, whether or not the 
rest of the international community agrees. Yet in the nation’s sharp focus first on 
Afghanistan and then on Iraq, a number of foreign-policy specialists were deeply 
concerned that throughout this Bush-Doctrine period, Iran and North Korea were 
moving ahead in their development of nuclear-weapons programs. These coun-
tries could prove a greater threat to the United States and other countries than 
Saddam Hussein had been, given the on-site, ongoing weapons inspections in 
Iraq just before the U.S. attack.
 Much of the rest of the world did not agree with the U.S. position. The doctrine 
of preventive war differed from the previous U.S. practice of the doctrine of con-
tainment, of deterrence, and of mutual assured destruction during the Cold War. 
As the U.S. war in Iraq continued after 2003, eventually morphing into a civil war, 
the Bush Doctrine produced increased criticism for its declaration of American 
hegemony, unilateralism, and the right to attack anywhere in the world when the 
United States decided alone that it was in its interests to do so.
 Behind the scenes two schools of thought had developed within the U.S. 
administration. Then–Secretary of State Powell and then–National Security Adviser 
Condoleezza Rice, plus U.S. Department of State specialists, argued that existing 
U.S. defense policies should continue. This meant keeping in place the diplomacy 
of seeking multilateral consensus with the international community for actions 
against common enemies and the containment of such enemies, as during the 
Cold War. Opposed to this view were Vice President Dick Cheney, Secretary of 
Defense Donald Rumsfeld, and other influential neoconservative defense policy-
makers, including Paul Wolfowitz and Richard Perle. They argued for direct and 
unilateral action. Their views won the debate, as underscored in the key tenets of 
the Bush Doctrine.

Criticism of the Bush Doctrine
Critics of the Bush Doctrine, both at home and abroad, have been many and vocal. 
Among the sharper objections from a variety of sources are the following:

z It disrupts the balance of power by advocating that the United States use its 
military force unilaterally and preventively without international support for 
military action.

z The doctrine’s “war on terrorism” is too vague and imprecise in defining the 
nature of the enemy. The adversary is a worldwide radical Islamic insurgency 
comprising ideological Islamic militants, not an enemy called “terrorism.” Ter-
rorism is a method of military strategy.
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z The Bush Doctrine violates accepted (centralizing) international obligations 
and treaties, with actions such as pulling out of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, 
and advocating unilateral action and preventive military attacks without gain-
ing acceptance in the international community.

z Undermines the UN—a policy that seems strange, given that the United States 
was one of the key countries pushing for its establishment after World War II.

z The doctrine justifies the U.S. attack and occupation of Iraq, which has dra-
matically alienated Muslims across the globe and decentralized the world. It 
has produced a foreign policy, bitterly resented by radical Islamic groups, that 
is generating rising hostility toward the United States and willing followers of 
radical Islam and recruits for al Qaeda ideology. It is not America’s core values 
and belief system that al Qaeda followers resent but rather U.S. foreign policies 
in the Middle East.

z It has failed to unite the international community to fight radical Islamic mili-
tants and failed as well to recognize the role of soft power in world politics.

z By sanctioning a war against terrorism and not playing a more balanced role in 
the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, it has contributed to escalating conflict in that 
part of the world, notably by legitimizing Israel’s war against Palestinian terror-
ists. As a consequence, the doctrine has created even deeper anti–U.S. senti-
ment in the Muslim world.

 By 2007 the United States found itself virtually alone 
in a civil war in Iraq, fighting groups with widely different 
goals, whereas the original coalition in Iraq numbered 
forty-five—albeit deeply unpopular amongst the citi-
zens of the coalition members. Since the announcement 
of the Bush Doctrine in 2002 and invasion of Iraq in 2003, 
the U.S. government has become increasingly alienated 
from many foreign-policy specialists in the United States 
and from much of the world. In October 2004, over 725 
foreign-affairs specialists in the United States and allied 
countries signed an open letter opposing the Bush ad-
ministration’s foreign policy and calling for an urgent 
change in course.12 The Pew Global Attitudes Project 
(AGAP) has tracked declining world support for Wash-
ington’s “global war on terror” and its occupation of Iraq.
 Consider the following observation. In 1958 authors 
William Lederer and Eugene Burdick published a book 
entitled The Ugly American. It became a best-selling 
fictional account of American arrogance and blunder-
ing, corrupt, and incompetent behaviors of Americans 
in Southeast Asia. It was a devastating portrait of how 
America was losing the struggle with communism in 
that part of the world. The book led President Dwight 
Dwight Eisenhower to study and reform U.S. aid pro-
grams in the region. Some would argue that “the Ugly 
American” is now the view held by many of America’s 
former supporters around the world.13 Figure 5.5 illus-
trates the percentage of those polled in countries around 
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Source: Time Magazine, March 26, 2007. Bars represent percentage of population polled in 
specific countries that believe the United States is “mainly a negative influence in the world.” 
Used by permission.
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the globe that believe the United States is mainly a negative influence globally. 
Overall, the least admired countries were Russia (40 percent), North Korea (48 per-
cent), the United States (51 percent), Iran (54 percent), and Israel (56 percent). The 
most admired countries were: Canada, Japan, France, Britain, and China. Still, an 
interesting point about this table is that none of the countries listed like the United 
States less than fifty percent.

Test Prepper 5.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Initially the broader international community 
supported the United States in its war against 
terror (when the United States was focused on 
Afghanistan).

_____ 2. While not supported by many countries, the 
March 2003 invasion of Iraq was supported by a 
majority of UN Security Council members.

_____ 3. The Bush Doctrine does not call for the United 
States to remain the world’s sole military 
superpower.

_____ 4. The Bush Doctrine differed from previous U.S. 
policies of containment and deterrence 
through its advocacy of preventive war.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following is a criticism of the Bush 
Doctrine?

a. The doctrine’s war on terrorism is too 
vague when defining the nature of the 
enemy.

b. It violates accepted international treaties 
such as the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty.

c. It undermines the authority of the United 
Nations.

d. It failed to unite the international commu-
nity against the threat posed by radical 
Islamic militants.

e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 5.3
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Globalization Demands a New Foreign-policy 
Approach for the Sovereign State

Overview

The exponential expansion of globalization has raised 
a major debate in world politics. The big question is 
whether or not—and if so, to what extent—globaliza-

tion has rendered obsolete traditional foreign policies 
that sovereign states have pursued over the past three 
centuries. As we know, states have long been the source 
of physical security, economic vitality, and political 
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independence for their citizens. Consequently, a state’s 
foreign policy traditionally has focused on how to pur-
sue its vital national interests: physical security, eco-
nomic strength, and political security on the stage of 
world politics.
 Over time, however, globalization has brought 
porous borders and interdependence, thus facilitat-
ing the exchange of goods, ideas, and information, 
financial transactions, and institutions to connect 
people in a global human community. Does this mean 
that globalization is displacing the older realism 
(power politics) and idealism (international legal 
norms to govern state behavior)—as well as traditional 
balance-of-power and collective security mecha-
nisms—that have guided international relations over 
the past centuries?

The PrO Side

Yes, globalization clearly has spawned a new inter-
national system. Porous borders and interdependence 
have undermined the capability of states to pursue 
security, economic growth, and political sovereignty 
through traditional uses of power, state-to-state rela-
tions, and balance-of-power or collective mechanisms.
 Specific instances of the limitations of traditional 
power include:

1. Failures of military force, as demonstrated in the 
pitfalls of the U.S. rush to war in Iraq.

2. Economic interdependence, as illustrated when 
a downturn in a single state’s economy affects 
the whole system. The Southeast Asian and Latin 
American debt crises in the 1990s led to a global 
economic downturn.

 In addition, consider the following facts:

z Globalization has placed states in a strategic strait-
jacket, and national interests must be redefined. 
Globalized partners have a stake in maintaining 
their interdependent operations. The use of force to 
gain strategic advantage or to resolve disputes 
among globalizing states is irrational—and unlikely. 
War between the great powers (United States, West 
European states, China, India, and Japan) is almost 
unthinkable. Each operates with a strategic strait-
jacket imposed by globalization.1

z As Joseph Nye argues, the pawns on the world poli-
tics chessboard present the real challenges, such as 

non-state actors. New power realities created by 
globalization include the information-technology 
revolution, interdependence, and porous borders, 
through which multiple forms of soft power flow. 
The new issues on national and international agen-
das cannot be solved by one country alone.2

z New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman writes 
that the “inexorable integration of markets, nation-
states, and technologies to a degree never witnessed 
before—in a way that is enabling individuals, cor-
porations and states to reach around the world 
faster, deeper and cheaper than ever before” simply 
means that we must think of foreign policies with 
new techniques and agendas.3

In his more recent book, The World Is Flat, Fried-
man argues that the economic playing field has 
been leveled by the global fiber-optic network into 
which some 3 billion people are rushing—from 
China, India, the former Soviet Union, and other 
countries whose economies have thrown off social-
ism.4 These countries are recipients of U.S. out-
sourcing, while U.S. leaders, according to Friedman, 
are letting the country’s scientific and engineering 
base erode.

z Globalization has produced “wars” that states are 
losing because they have not adopted new strate-
gies.5 The stateless, decentralized networks that 
cannot be fought by traditional foreign-policy 
techniques are terrorism, drugs, arms trafficking, 
intellectual property misuse, alien smuggling, and 
money laundering. Many would argue that the 
United States is losing its war on terrorism and that, 
in fact, attacking and occupying Iraq has increased 
the number of terrorists now opposed to the United 
States.

z The attacks of 9/11 highlight the point that the glo-
balized world in which we live is one where tradi-
tional foreign policy and powerful defense systems 
(including long-range missiles and nuclear weap-
ons) may not protect American citizens.

The COn Side

While globalization may have created new realities 
within the international system, nation-states and 
their governments have not disappeared. They remain 
key players on the international landscape—and most 
certainly big-country realism and power politics in 
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• The foreign policy of states involves three elements:
- an approach to translating hard or soft power (see 

chapter 4) into policies to pursue core, middle-, and 
long-range goals

- a focus on key issues associated with the goals 
pursued

- the individuals and groups inside the state (or IGO or 
NGO) that play a major role in determining foreign 
policies

• Power refers to the objective and subjective capabilities 
discussed in chapter 4, and policy refers to how power 
gets translated into policies, such as using hard- or soft-
power capabilities.

Understand how foreign policy translates power into 
outcomes, and identify the associated core, middle-range, 
and long-term goals that accompany it.

• Foreign policy is the course of action pursued abroad 
mainly by a government but also by a nongovernmental 
organization or individual in quest of some goal. For-
eign policy is put into play by the world’s states and 
their governments, IGOs, and NGOs, including militant 
organizations like al Qaeda. Each tries to employ some 
form of power and influence—from hard to soft 
power—to achieve its desired objectives.

Learning Objectives Review
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z The major national security threat to the Western 
states today is terrorism. The primary responsibility 
of a state’s government is to protect its people.

QueSTiOnS

1. Which side of the issue strikes you as more com-
pelling?

2. Do you see elements of truth on both sides, leaving 
you somewhere between the two opposing sides of 
the debate?

nOTeS

1. This view is derived from Banning Garrett, Yale-
Global, February 2004, http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/
display.article?id=3311.

2. See Joseph S. Nye, “American Power and the 2004 
Campaign.” Project Syndicate, March 2004 Project 
Syndicate is an international association of 209 
newspapers.

3. Thomas L. Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree 
(New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1999), 7–8.

4. Thomas L. Friedman, The World Is Flat: A Brief His-
tory of the 21st Century (New York: Farrar, Straus, 
and Giroux, 2005).

5. Moisés Naím, “Five Wars of Globalization,” Foreign 
Policy (January/February 2003): 29–37.

6. Stanley Hoffmann, “Clash of Globalization,” Foreign 
Affairs (July/August 2002): 104–115.

their foreign policies still make a difference. Consider 
the following:

z Rivalries and security concerns between great and 
small states still operate in world politics. The 
United States invaded Iraq in 2003. China is at odds 
with Taiwan, North Korea with South Korea, and 
India with Pakistan. States still seek conventional 
weapons as well as those of mass destruction; the 
traditional state of war still persists.6

z If wars between states have become less common, 
wars within states (civil wars) have been distinctly 
on the rise. Outside states have found it necessary 
to intervene through NATO or under UN auspices 
to prevent such civil wars from spreading region-
ally. Think of former Yugoslavia during the early 
1990s.

z Globalization has not created an international soci-
ety of global citizens, and IGOs frequently have little 
independence. Globalization has not seriously 
challenged the profoundly national nature of citi-
zenship. When push comes to shove, national iden-
tity and national culture will trump global or 
international identity.

z Some states remain far more powerful than oth-
ers, and their foreign policies are more dominant 
than others. Traditional U.S. foreign policy—and 
the power that backs it—is the prime player in this 
scheme.

http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/display.article?id=3311
http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/display.article?id=3311
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Flashcards Historical Background Weblinks for Further Exploration

- The individual dimension, in which the focus is peo-
ple—the unique beliefs, emotions, values, and cogni-
tive processes (how they sift through information and 
reach conclusions) that each brings to the decision-
making table.

Identify the different phases in the U.S. war on terror; 
understand the key components of the Bush Doctrine, 
and be aware of the criticisms of that approach.

• The foreign-policy repercussions of 9/11 are dramatic. 
The United States declared war on terrorism and devel-
oped a new national security strategy (the Bush Doc-
trine) that became a major decentralizing force in world 
politics and source of friction between the United States 
and much of the international community.

• The war on terrorism ultimately led the United States 
and Great Britain to spearhead an attack against Iraq 
under the mistaken assumption that Saddam Hussein 
had both WMDs and close links to al Qaeda.

• The attack on and occupation of Iraq has led to rising 
numbers of al Qaeda followers and the isolation of the 
United States and Great Britain from much of the rest of 
the world, including some of their traditional great-
power allies within the UN Security Council and the 
international community (France, Germany, and 
Russia).

• The 9/11 attacks and other expressions of hatred 
directed at the United States stem not so much from 
objection to U.S. core values and beliefs but rather its 
policies in the Middle East, which have alienated many 
Muslims.

• The Bush Doctrine, with its emphasis on preemptive 
strikes, potential use of nuclear weapons, and unilateral 
foreign-policy implications, has decentralized world 
politics dramatically.

• The highest foreign-policy priority goes to core interests 
(also known as national interests): territorial security, 
economic vitality, and protection of the political system.

• Each goal can be achieved by a number of policies. Ter-
ritorial security, for example, can be achieved via 
weapon use or acquisition, disarmament, arms control, 
or alliances. Problems arise in the course of choosing 
among policy options.

Understand what factors at each level of analysis affect 
the formulation of foreign policy and identify the various 
perspectives used to explain foreign-policy decision 
making.

• Global-level factors are those broad international influ-
ences on foreign policies (like the UN, the World Bank, 
globalization, and the Internet)

• State-level factors are those inherent to the country 
itself, such as its geographic location and belief system 
and core values

• Individual-level factors are the personality and percep-
tions of the leader of a country—or nongovernmental 
leaders who make a big difference in world politics.

• Key perspectives on how foreign-policy decisions are 
made:

- The systems approach depicts the many actors, pres-
sures, and forces simultaneously operating to shape a 
state’s foreign-policy decision.

- The rational dimension or aspect of foreign policy, 
which focuses on the state as a unitary actor, with no 
internal forces shaping its decisions.

- The organizational dimension, which focuses on the 
important role of organizations in shaping policy 
outcomes.

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10
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Independent Actor or Tool of the State?

6 Intergovernmental Actors
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2 

3 

Define intergovernmental 
organization, understanding how 
scope and purpose differentiate 
organizations from one another.

Identify the factors that lead states 
to join intergovernmental 
organizations as well as the reasons 
why a state might not join an IGO.

Understand how the UN attempts to 
manage security, economic, and 
social issues in world politics as well 
as issues with the management of the 
UN itself.
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The Power and Limits of 
 International Organizations

Realism teaches us that the world is dominated by states, that 
no entity in the world is more powerful than a state, and that states 
rarely give up sovereignty to international organizations. In short, 
for realists and their contemporaries, the most important unit of 
analysis in world politics is the state. As we demonstrated in the 
first five chapters of the book, to a large extent, the realists are cor-
rect. A quick glance around the world, however, reveals a diverse 
array of non-state actors that have transformed international 
affairs. Most members of international organizations would prob-
ably take issue with the realist perspective of the world. Many 
believe the idealist or ecological paradigms better explain how the 
world does work and should work. n

 What Are Intergovernmental 
Organizations?
The Structure and Functions of International 

Organizations

 Why Do Countries Join 
Intergovernmental Organizations?
The Benefits of IO Membership
Supranationality and Reciprocity among  

Member-states
Rejecting IGO Membership

 What Is the United Nations, and  
How Does It Work?
The Historical Road to the United Nations
Managing Global Peace through the Security Council
Managing Global Economic and Social Issues
Managing the UN’s Affairs
Assessing the UN’s Effectiveness

 What Is the European Union, and  
How Does It Work?
The Origins of the European Union
The Rationale for European Cooperation
The Main European Union Institutions
How Voting Matters in the EU and in IGOs in General
The Future of the European Union

“Nothing is possible without men; nothing is lasting without 

institutions.”

—Jean Monnet

3 

4 Be able to identify and explain the 
functions of the key institutions that 
make up the European Union and 
discuss its prospects for the future.
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Key Terms

intergovernmental organization 
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collective security p. 167
supranational organizations    
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reciprocity p. 169
League of Nations p. 171
Security Council p. 171
unanimity voting p. 172
majority voting p. 172
weighted voting p. 172
peacekeeping p. 172
General Assembly p. 177
the North p. 177
the South p. 177
qualified majority voting (QMV)   

p. 191

What Are Intergovernmental 
Organizations?
Define intergovernmental organization, understanding how scope and purpose 
differentiate organizations from one another.

In general, we can divide international organizations (IOs) into two groups. 
One group consists of states; these are called international intergovernmental 
organizations, or IGOs. Some of the more important ones include the:

z United Nations (UN)

z European Union (EU)

z North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

z Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)

z Organization of American States (OAS)

 Membership in the second group of IOs consists of individuals or groups from 
different countries; these are known as international nongovernmental organiza-
tions, or NGOs. Examples of international organizations whose members are indi-
viduals or groups, not states include:

z Greenpeace

z Amnesty International

z International businesses

z International terrorist groups

 For a comparison of IGO and NGO membership, consider the following exam-
ple. As an individual interested in human rights around the world, you can join an 
NGO like Amnesty International or Human Rights Watch. However, as an individ-
ual, you cannot join the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) because 
only states can be members of this IGO.

The Structure and Functions of International Organizations
Although IGOs and NGOs differ in some ways, they do share many traits, including 
the following:1

z Voluntary membership

z A basic instrument (or charter) stating goals, structure, and method of 
operation

z A representative consultative conference system

z A permanent secretariat to carry on administrative, research, and information 
functions

z Procedures based on consent and recommendation rather than compulsion 
or force

 International organizations have contributed to, or have been produced by, 
both the centralizing and decentralizing forces in world politics. The weakening of 

1

Intergovernmental organization (IGO)  
An international grouping of states.
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centralized state power, for example, has encouraged decentralization around the 
world, which in turn has made it possible for many NGOs to thrive. At the same 
time, the centralizing forces at work around the world over the past decade or 
more have encouraged greater cooperation among countries, and this has facili-
tated the rise of many IGOs. The EU is one concrete manifestation of this central-
izing tendency: it now consists of twenty-seven countries. Keep in mind, though, 
that the centralizing tendency has limits. The EU countries, for example, did not 
act as a unified organization when it came to the Iraq War. Some states supported 
the U.S.–led war, while others were vehemently opposed to it.
 The International Telegraph Union, started in 1865, was one of the first mod-
ern IGOs, but the number of international organizations—both IGOs and NGOs—
grew enormously in the twentieth century. In 1909, there were about thirty-seven 
IGOs and 176 NGOs. Since World War II, the number of IOs has ballooned, and 
today there are hundreds of IGOs and tens of thousands of international NGOs.
 Intergovernmental organizations undertake extremely varied tasks. For exam-
ple, some IGOs are global in scope. The UN, for instance, is involved in many 
places around the world, and its membership includes most of the world’s coun-
tries. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is an example of a 
regional IGO; it comprises the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Another feature 
that varies among IGOs is that some have many purposes, such as the EU, while 
others are designed for a specialized, limited purpose, such as the World Health 
Organization (WHO) and OPEC. In short, IGOs can be multipurpose or single-
issue organizations, and global or regional in scope.
 NAFTA, for example, is a regional intergovernmental organization that seeks to 
facilitate the free flow of goods and investment across the borders of the three 
member-states. Canada, the United States, and Mexico have already eliminated or 
plan to eliminate hundreds of barriers to trade (including tariffs and quotas) as 
part of the agreement. Each country expects to gain from membership in NAFTA, 
although not necessarily in the same way.
 As you will see with the European Union, NAFTA has a set of institutions and 
regulatory responsibilities. NAFTA also has a Commission for Environmental 
Cooperation that grants individuals the right to bring cases against corporations 
and countries that fail to keep the environmental regulations of the treaty. In addi-
tion, NAFTA has established many rules that apply to all members. The NAFTA 
countries, for example, have agreed to bring their commercial standards and envi-
ronmental legislation into harmony so that, for example, a truck licensed in Mexico 
and traveling from Mexico to Canada will meet safety and emissions standards in 
all three countries.
 NAFTA and most other regional trading arrangements around the world differ 
in many ways from the European Union.

z Common Policies: Missing from NAFTA, but present in the EU, are common 
policies, such as agriculture policy, monetary policy, social policy, and envi-
ronmental policy. In terms of regional policy, for example, the EU spends about 
$35 billion a year for payments to its poorer regions.2 No such mechanism 
exists in NAFTA, although some NAFTA critics believe that regional and social 
policies would improve NAFTA enormously.3

z Elected Assembly: Another difference between NAFTA and the EU is that NAFTA 
has no elected assembly.
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z Judiciary: The EU’s judicial branch has considerable influence in the affairs of 
member-states; NAFTA does not have its own judicial branch per se. More is 
said about NAFTA and trade blocs in chapter 12.

 One of the interesting recent developments related to regional IGOs is the for-
mation in the summer of 2002 of the African Union (AU). The AU replaced the 
thirty-nine-year-old Organization of African Unity (OAU) and took on an ambi-
tious agenda designed to replicate many of the features of the European Union. In 
2004, the AU established a Pan-African Parliament and a Peace and Security Coun-
cil. The AU also has a peacekeeping force with the authority to intervene in national 
conflicts. Recently, in fact, the AU dispatched about 7,000 troops to address the 
conflict in Darfur, Sudan. In early 2007, the UN approved a hybrid UN–AU peace-
keeping force of more than 20,000. Most of the troops in the hybrid force will be 
African.4 In addition, the AU plans to create an African Court of Justice, an African 
Monetary Fund, an African Central Bank, and even a single currency. Supporters 
of the AU deliberately chose the EU as a model in order to promote democracy, the 
rule of law, and respect for human rights. Whether the AU will succeed in any of 
these endeavors is hard to say. But for the first time, many (more than fifty) former 
OAU members seem willing to give up some of their sovereignty, as EU members 
have, in exchange for the eventual benefits of international cooperation. The com-
mitment toward democracy is an encouraging sign for a continent with a history 
of dictatorships and military rule.
 Because the world has so many—and so many kinds—of international organi-
zations, we address them into two separate chapters. In this chapter, we explore 
several important IGOs, including the UN and the EU. NGOs are the subject of 
chapter 7. The first main section of this chapter raises the question of why countries 
join intergovernmental organizations. The next two sections explore the world’s 
two most important IGOs—the UN and the EU—and how they function.
 The aim of both this chapter and chapter 7 is to enhance your knowledge of the 
major players in world politics and to remind you that although states do drive 
international relations, they do not do it alone. Ignoring IGOs and NGOs would 
leave us with an incomplete understanding of the world. The twentieth century 
moved well beyond the state system that evolved from the Treaty of Westphalia, 
which envisioned sovereign states as the key players in international relations. The 
twenty-first century is not likely to resemble that system either. The chapter case 
study on the International Criminal Court (ICC) taps into many of these ideas by 
looking at the demand by many states for the creation of this new non-state actor. 
It also considers the resistance to the ICC by some countries, most notably the 
United States.
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Why Do Countries Join 
Intergovernmental Organizations?
Identify the factors that lead states to join intergovernmental organizations as 
well as the reasons why a state might not join an IGO.

Depending on the type of IGO—multipurpose, single-issue, global, or 
regional—countries consider membership for a variety of reasons. In every case, 
states must weigh the costs and benefits of membership. With many benefits asso-
ciated with membership, there is one clear cost of participation in an IGO: the 
potential loss of at least some national sovereignty because a country must some-
times go along with the other IGO members when it may not completely want to.

The Benefits of IO Membership
We suggest several economic, political, and security reasons for joining an IGO. It 
should be noted, however, that aside from these specific reasons for joining IGOs, 
states sometimes join simply for the international prestige that membership con-
fers upon them.

Economic Rewards
Some countries join an IGO because membership yields positive economic 
rewards. NAFTA, for example, was formed in part because of the perceived eco-
nomic benefits that would accrue to its three member-states: the United States, 
Canada, and Mexico. As a member of NAFTA, Mexican companies get better access 

2
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Test Prepper 6.1

True or False?

_____ 1. There are two kinds of international organiza-
tions, peaceful (economic-based) and conflict-
ual (security-based).

_____ 2. The number of international organizations in 
the world grew significantly in the twentieth 
century.

_____ 3. The two variables used to classify international 
organizations are purpose (single-issue vs. 
multipurpose) and size (small vs. large).

_____ 4. By most measures, both NAFTA and the EU are 
fairly similar organizations.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following is NOT an example of a 
nongovernmental organization?

a. Greenpeace
b. Amnesty International
c. Human Rights Watch
d. OPEC
e. PepsiCola

_____ 6. Which of the following is NOT a characteristic 
of an international organization?

a. Compulsory membership
b. A charter stating goals, structure, and 

methods of operation
c. A permanent secretariat (or executive) to 

carry on administrative functions
d. Procedures based on consent rather than 

compulsion or force
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 6.1
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to the lucrative U.S. market. Chinese membership in the World Trade Organization 
(WTO) offers a similar example. China knows that membership in the WTO will 
allow it to buy—and, more importantly, to sell—goods more freely to all of the 
other WTO members. Similarly, France originally joined the Common Market (the 
forerunner of the EU) in part to improve its economic situation following the dev-
astation wrought by World War II. As we describe later in the chapter, most coun-
tries belong to some type of regional trade organization because of the potential 
economic benefits.

Political Influence
Another reason countries join IGOs is because they may gain political influence. 
The Netherlands and Portugal, for example, are too small to influence the course 
of world affairs on their own, but as members of the EU, they enjoy real political 
clout. In a similar way, membership in the UN allows smaller states to be seen and 
heard on world issues, to vote on an equal basis in the General Assembly, and to 
join UN programs and have an impact on how those programs are developed. The 
same argument holds for Uruguay and Paraguay in MERCOSUR (the Common 
Market of the South),5 a NAFTA-like arrangement in the southern cone of South 
America. And one reason that Germany and Italy supported the creation of the 
European Common Market in the 1950s was that they wanted to show the world—
especially the French and other Europeans—that they could be trusted as cooper-
ative political partners and that they were not likely to start another world war in 
the heart of Europe.

Security
A country may also join an international organization because the IO can provide 
security. NATO is the most influential security organization in the world. It is made 

NATO at Work in Central Europe
NATO was originally designed to 
deter and repel a Soviet attack dur-
ing the Cold War. Its activities, how-
ever, can be more mundane such as 
leading refugees to safety in Kosovo.
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up of the United States, Canada, and many Western European countries. Like 
many security organizations, NATO guarantees each member protection if it is 
attacked. It is worth noting that NATO was established as a collective security alli-
ance to prevent attack by and expansion of the Soviet Union in Western Europe. 
With the collapse of the communist states in Europe, however, some people have 
raised questions about the continuing relevance of NATO. Another example of a 
security organization is the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, 
comprising fifty-six countries, including all European states, some Central Asian 
states, and the United States. Its aim is to provide a forum for discussing the secu-
rity concerns of NATO and non-NATO countries, as well as for those who were 
not aligned with either the United States or the Soviet Union during the Cold War.

Supranationality and Reciprocity among Member-states
As we stated earlier, national leaders must cope with the ever-present tension 
between the benefits of cooperative membership and the risk of lost national sov-
ereignty. Let’s now take a closer look at the power relationship between sovereign 
states and the international organizations to which they belong. Most interna-
tional organizations are intergovernmental in nature—that is, member-states 
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Collective security The concept behind a 
security alliance that guarantees protection for 
each member of the alliance if it is attacked.

For more information see  
The View From:  
NATO
www.BetweenNations.org

	 Figure	6.1

The Expansion of NATO
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dominate their direction. Intergovernmental organizations consist of representa-
tives of national governments, and they promote voluntary cooperation among 
those governments. The central administrative authorities of IGOs, often called 
secretariats, tend to have very restricted responsibilities or authority to make deci-
sions on their own, and they tend to have little or no coercive power to enforce 
their will.6 Because national sovereignty is such a highly guarded commodity, gov-
ernments cooperate with each other but try to minimize the influence of their 
joint international institutions.

Supranational Organizations
If international institutions gain considerable powers of their own, however, they 
become supranational actors because in some ways they are above the state. 
Supranational organizations have autonomous authority or certain powers of coer-
cion independent of the member-states. EU scholar Roy H. Ginsburg described 
supranationality in the EU as follows: “There is a body of law which is supreme 
over national law, and there are EU bodies which have powers independent 
of member governments, powers delegated to the former by the latter . . . and, 
decision-making is based on majority voting.”7 In this respect, both the EU’s Com-
mission and the European Court of Justice are supranational organizations. Keep 
in mind, though, that supranational organizations do not exercise total authority 
over member-state governments. Supranational institutions can influence their 
members in several ways:

z Voting Rules: An IGO’s voting rules may be structured in such a way as to force 
countries to act more cooperatively than if they had full sovereignty. We pres-
ent an example of this later when we consider the European Union. In organi-
zations that are not supranational, such as the United Nations, states have 
greater influence on the organization’s decisions. For example, in order for the 
UN to use military force, all five permanent members of the Security Council 
must agree—that is, there must be a unanimous vote.

z Legal Authority: Supranational IOs can have legal authority over the member-
states. For example, the EU’s European Court of Justice can overrule the na-
tional court of an EU member-state (such as Germany or Poland).

z Influence in New Areas: Supranational institutions may gain considerable 
influence when a totally new policy issue arises. Instead of national govern-
ments dominating the new policy issue, supranational organizations can take 
advantage of the situation by leading or taking what is called an entrepreneur-
ial role in developing new policies. In some respects, environmental policy in 
the European Union emerged in this way.8

z Interest Group Facilitation: IGOs can also be supranational in that they help 
foster cooperation among interest groups from member-states. Interest groups 
such as labor organizations and business associations (made up of representa-
tives of different businesses) may do this on their own, of course, but they may 
be encouraged to do so by IGOs as well.

Member-state Cooperation and Reciprocity
As Robert Keohane has shown, international institutions can teach countries how 
to cooperate in mutually beneficial ways.9 This is possible because IGOs can lower 
the administrative and political costs of making and enforcing agreements. For 

Supranational organizations International 
organizations that have been granted a signifi-
cant amount of authority from national gov-
ernments. This autonomous authority is above 
the state and has designated powers of coer-
cion that are independent of the member-
states. Supranationality, however, does not 
mean total authority over national 
governments.
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example, instead of having to reinvent the wheel of cooperation every time two or 
more countries wish to resolve a problem, IGOs can serve as permanent arenas 
where diplomats can meet routinely to resolve their differences and negotiate 
compromise solutions. International institutions can also act as neutral partici-
pants who monitor how well governments comply with their commitments.
 In addition, international organizations can help reinforce positive behavior, 
as when one country’s responsible behavior is reciprocated by others. Reciprocity 
gives states an incentive to keep their commitments so that others will too. To put 
it another way, international organizations can help dampen the fears of defection 
by others. Finally, general conformity to the rules of the international organization 
makes the behavior of other states more predictable. As you know, predictability is 
highly prized in a dangerous—and, as some would say, anarchic—world.

Rejecting IGO Membership
Before proceeding, it is worth spending a moment to explore the question of 
why states might not join an IGO. Despite worthwhile arguments for joining, 
many states opt out of membership in some IGOs. Several reasons can help 
explain why.

z Sovereignty: Membership in an IGO can mean a loss of sovereignty. As a par-
ticipant in an IGO—or as a signatory to a treaty—a state commits itself to abide 
by the joint decisions made by that organization or treaty. Thus, membership 
can reduce a state’s foreign policy flexibility. For example, the United States 
chose not to become a member of the International Criminal Court (ICC) 
because ICC membership is believed to pose a threat to individual U.S. mili-
tary personnel serving overseas. The fear is that Americans, as representatives 
of the world’s superpower, will be subject to politically motivated charges of 
such crimes as genocide and crimes against humanity.

z Insufficient Benefit: States may not join an IGO because membership may not 
serve any significant economic, political, or security function. Switzerland, for 
example, has stayed out of the EU. Like an island surrounded by a sea of EU 
members, Switzerland feels comfortable pursuing its political and economic 
goals independent of the EU. Russia, to offer another example, has no interest 
in joining OPEC because it believes its national interests would be hurt by hav-
ing to compromise with OPEC member-states.

 Now that we have a better sense of what IGOs are, why countries join them (or 
don’t), and what their intergovernmental and supranational features are, we can 
explore two of the world’s major IGOs: the UN and the EU. After studying these 
IGOs, you will have a better understanding of their diversity in both scope and 
purpose. Note that we examine each of the following:

z The type of IGO: political, security, economic, or some combination of these

z The power relationship among its member-states

z The power relationship between the IGO and its member-states

z The presence or absence of a supranational body within the IGO

z The extent of the IGO’s legal authority over the member-states

z The type of voting rules used by the member-states of the IGO

Reciprocity The concept that international 
organizations help reinforce positive behavior 
of states; one state’s responsible behavior is 
reciprocated by others, giving states incentive 
to keep their commitments.
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What Is the United Nations, and 
How Does It Work?
Understand how the UN attempts to manage security, economic, and social 
issues in world politics as well as issues with the management of the UN itself.

The UN’s geographic scope and diverse activities are unmatched by those 
of any other international organization. The comprehensiveness of the UN is 
reflected in its many specialized agencies, including the International Labor 
Organization (ILO), the UN International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF), 
the World Bank, and the World Health Organization (WHO).
 People who do not know much about the UN make two common mistakes 
about it. One mistake is to overestimate its importance; the other is to underesti-
mate it. In this part of the chapter, we explore the power and limitations of the UN 
and the areas where it is active. We also look at the way the UN makes decisions 
because, often, the way a decision is made is as important as the decision itself.

The Historical Road to the United Nations
The idea for creating the UN did not occur all of a sudden at the end of World War 
II. Roots of the idea can be found in the early part of the twentieth century, in the 
political idealism that influenced many world leaders (see chapter 2). At the start 
of the twentieth century, many political leaders sought to create a cooperative 
community of countries that would ensure the collective security (also discussed 

3

Test Prepper 6.2

True or False?

_____ 1. Certain IGOs, like OPEC, result in no costs for 
member states—only benefits.

_____ 2. The main benefits to joining an IGO are catego-
rized under the following headings: economic, 
political, cultural, and ideological.

_____ 3. NATO is an example of a collective security 
IGO.

_____ 4. IGOs have the potential for reducing the politi-
cal and administrative costs associated with 
making and enforcing agreements.

_____ 5. Reciprocity refers to IGOs whose primary pur-
pose is to provide humanitarian assistance to 
other countries.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. A supranational organization is one that:
a. Transforms its member-states into sub-

stantially more powerful countries than 
they were prior to membership

b. Reduces the need for member-states to 
worry about security concerns

c. Has sufficient powers of its own, in some 
ways above the states that are its 
members

d. Is able to exercise complete control over 
its member-states

_____ 7. Which of the following is NOT a reason why 
states might opt out joining an IGO:

a. Loss of sovereignty
b. Lack of economic gain
c. Lack of political gain
d. Lack of security benefit
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 6.2
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in chapter 4) of its members. The idea behind collective security organizations is, 
in short, that an attack against one is an attack against all. The notion of collective 
security combined with the harsh lessons of World War I, led U.S. President 
Woodrow Wilson to propose the formation of the League of Nations in 1918. Conse-
quently, the main mission of both the League of Nations was and the UN is to 
maintain peace and security.
 Despite the League’s inability to prevent World War II, many political leaders 
did not conclude that IGOs were useless in preventing war. On the contrary, with 
the nuclear age upon them, they saw even more clearly the need for interna-
tional cooperation. The critics of realism interpreted the failure of the League of 
Nations differently. They said the League failed because a key country (the United 
States) was not a member, and they believed that different decisions by France 
and Britain could have prevented World War II. This helps explain why the idea 
of a global security organization survived and thrived amid the ashes of World 
War II. The UN emerged from those ashes. Article 1 of the UN Charter, however, 
describes an IGO that goes much further than a mere security organization. 
According to its Charter, the UN seeks to develop friendly relations among 
nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination 
of people. It seeks international cooperation in solving international problems 
of an economic, social, cultural, and humanitarian character, and in promot-
ing and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms 
for all.

Managing Global Peace through the Security Council
The UN is an institution devoted primarily to peace and security in the interna-
tional system. As a collective security organization, it seeks to prevent war through 
the threat or actual use of collective action against countries that violate interna-
tional peace. If the UN wishes to use military force, the Security Council must autho-
rize it. In fact, the Security Council is the only UN body that can make decisions 
that are binding on all UN members.

The Security Council and UN Voting Schemes
The Security Council consists of fifteen members; five of the countries are perma-
nent members, while ten other countries are elected by the General Assembly for 
two-year terms. The five permanent members are:

z the United States

z the United Kingdom (Britain)

z France

z China

z Russia (which inherited the Soviet Union’s seat).

The other Security Council members are chosen not by a strict rules-based for-
mula but by a political arrangement that tries to ensure that both big and small 
countries are selected and that countries from different parts of the world have a 
more or less equal chance of serving. For example, five nonpermanent members 
are elected from Africa and Asia combined; one from Eastern Europe; two from 
Latin America; and two from Western Europe and other areas.
 For the Security Council to authorize the use of military force, nine of the fif-
teen members must approve. The UN founders, however, recognized that some 

League of Nations An international organi-
zation established in 1919 to maintain world 
peace and security. Although it did not prevent 
the outbreak of World War II, it did have a sig-
nificant influence on the creation and structure 
of the United Nations.

Security Council The most important 
branch of the United Nations. It deals primarily 
with peace and security issues, and can 
authorize the use of military force. The Secu-
rity Council consists of fifteen countries: five 
permanent members (Britain, China, France, 
Russia, and the United States) and ten others 
that rotate periodically.
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elements of realism’s balance of power had to be combined with the notion of 
collective security and thus created a special voting rule for the permanent mem-
bers. In order to accommodate the status of the world’s most powerful countries, 
the Security Council uses unanimity voting: A unanimous decision is required 
among the permanent members to authorize the use of UN force. Even if nine 
non-permanent members agree to the use of military force, any one of the per-
manent five can veto the proposal. In short, a single veto from one of the perma-
nent five will block UN action. Note that the U.S. decision to go to war against 
Iraq in 2003 did not entail an official vote in the Security Council. The United 
States knew it did not have the support of all permanent members, so it did not 
request a vote. Instead, the United States bypassed the UN structure and formed 
a “coalition of the willing.”
 With the existence of the veto rule, one might predict that the Security Council 
would rarely authorize the use of force. After all, the five permanent members dif-
fer significantly in their interests, and at least one of them is bound to use its veto. 
In fact, this has been the case. The Security Council was virtually paralyzed, for 
example, during much of the Cold War because of the frequent use of the veto, 
particularly by the United States. But this condition was deliberate; the UN found-
ers wanted to make it difficult for the organization to use military force. They 
understood the dangers inherent in waging war—especially by an international 
organization—and they recognized that a political consensus among the world’s 
great powers was needed for the military force to be politically successful as well 
as victorious on the battlefield.10

 The entire UN does not use unanimity voting, however. The UN’s General 
Assembly (discussed in more detail later in the chapter) uses majority voting: a 
majority of states must agree to an action or policy. In the General Assembly, each 
country, no matter how big or small, is allotted one vote. A third form of voting is 
used in yet other parts of the UN. For example, in the World Bank and Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, variations of weighted voting are used—that is, a country 
gets more voting weight if it makes a larger financial contribution. With this 
voting rule, the United States has much more influence than, for example, Kenya, 
because the United States is one of the largest financial contributors to these 
institutions.11

Peacekeeping
A more common use of UN force is peacekeeping. Although peacekeeping is not 
in the UN Charter, it has become an increasingly important and controversial 
part of UN activities. The idea behind peacekeeping is that the UN steps in as a 
buffer when warring parties agree to allow this neutral force to carry out peace 
plans. In all, almost 84,000 people from over 110 countries now serve in eighteen 
UN peacekeeping operations around the world.12 Peacekeeping takes many forms, 
including:

z power-sharing arrangements

z electoral support

z strengthening the rule of law

z economic and social development.

 Peace building is a term that describes peacekeeping plus additional UN efforts 
to oversee the development of democratic institutions. Sometimes the UN is called 

Unanimity voting A voting rule that requires 
a unanimous decision. This type of voting rule 
gives each person (or country) a veto—that is, 
it takes only one no vote to nullify a proposal.

Majority voting A voting rule in which the 
majority of states (or individuals) must agree.

Weighted voting In international organiza-
tions, a method of voting in which extra weight 
is given to the votes of states with larger popu-
lations or greater economic influence.

Peacekeeping A military operation, nor-
mally associated with the United Nations, 
whose aim is to provide a buffer between war-
ring parties who allow a neutral force to carry 
out peace plans. Peacekeeping operations may 
include overseeing the development of demo-
cratic institutions (also known as peace build-
ing), and sometimes the UN is called upon to 
enforce a peaceful solution when one or more 
sides do not wish for peace (also known as 
peacemaking).
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upon to enforce a peaceful solution to a conflict when one or more sides do not 
wish peace. This situation, sometimes called peacemaking or peace enforcement, 
became more common in the 1990s, sometimes with unfavorable results, in part 
because the UN may be perceived to be taking sides in the dispute. Despite our 
attempt to distinguish among the three terms in this paragraph, you should know 
that people often use the term peacekeeping to describe all of them. Figure 6.2 
graphs the trend in UN peacekeeping operations between 1991 and 2006. Aside 
from the surge in UN activity in the mid-1990’s, the recent trend has been an ever 
increasing demand for UN peacekeepers. How successful are these operations? 
According to a study by the Rand Corporation, a foreign-policy think tank, of eight 
completed UN peacekeeping operations: in the Belgian Congo, Namibia, El Salva-
dor, Cambodia, Mozambique, Eastern Slovonia, Sierra Leone, and East Timor, 
about two-thirds of these were deemed “successful.”13

 Peacekeeping operations have become controversial in part because of recent 
disasters or near-disasters. One of the most problematic UN peacekeeping opera-
tions in the 1990s was in Somalia. This case demonstrated, among other things, 
that when UN operations move into highly volatile places, peacekeeping can 
evolve into even more dangerous peacemaking or peace enforcement. The Somalia 
case, however, does not typify the UN’s peacekeeping experience. In many bat-
tered countries, including Cambodia, Namibia, Nicaragua, South Africa, and East 
Timor, the UN successfully has sent impartial observers to ensure that free and fair 
elections are carried out. In general, peacekeeping operations are more likely to 
succeed when the warring sides agree to allow the UN to help resolve their differ-
ences. This was not the case when the headquarters for the UN mission in Iraq was 
attacked in 2003, forcing the UN to leave the country.
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	 Figure	6.2

Uniformed Personnel in UN Peacekeeping: 1991–2006
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UN Troops and Personnel
The UN has no army, so how does it get its peacekeeping 
troops and other security-related personnel such as mili-
tary observers and civilian police? Member-states volun-
tarily supply them. Many Americans have the impression 
that the United States is always the world’s police force. If 
one takes a closer look at U.S. participation in UN peace-
keeping operations, however, one gets a very different 
picture. Since 1948, roughly 750,000 military and civilian 
police personnel and thousands of other civilians have 
given their service to UN peacekeeping. The countries 
contributing the largest number of peacekeepers have 
been Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, Jordan, and Nepal, in 
that order. In fact, the United States actually plays a small 
role in peacekeeping operations. For example, despite the 
fact that the United States contributes about $1 billion to 
UN peacekeeping operations,14 the United States contrib-
uted only 321 personnel, or less than 1 percent of all UN 
peacekeepers, and the United States ranked 43rd, just 
behind Rwanda.15

 Another security concern is who commands UN peace-
keeping troops (known as Blue Helmets). Some Americans, 
for example, are hesitant about committing U.S. troops to 
the UN because they fear that non-Americans will be com-
manding U.S. soldiers. This offers another example of how a 
member of an IGO is nervous about losing some of its sover-
eignty. The arrangement between the United States and the 
United Nations is that the command authority over U.S. 
troops will always be the U.S. commander-in-chief—that is, 
the president of the United States. U.S. forces, however, may 
be under the operational command of a “trusted ally,” such 
as a NATO member. When a foreign commander is in charge 
of U.S. troops, he or she does not have the right to:

z change the mission agreed upon by the president

z divide U.S. units

z allocate their supplies

z administer discipline

z change a unit’s organization

A Triumph for the UN
Thanks in part to the intervention of the United Nations, 
citizens of East Timor celebrate independence in this flag-
raising ceremony.

The UN Charter (Articles 43 and 47) envisions a UN force that operates by agree-
ment with individual states that function under the collective chiefs of staff of the 
permanent members and report to the Security Council. Again, however, although a 
permanent member of the Security Council, the United States has never agreed to 
any such arrangement.16

UN Limitation
In the tension between national sovereignty and international cooperation, the 
UN is limited in what it can do because it is an intergovernmental organization 
with member-states that have divergent interests. UN members (especially the 
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five permanent members of the Security Council) still retain almost all decision-
making power over what the UN does. In fact, among the basic principles of the 
UN is recognition of the primacy of the nation-state.
 It is thus worthwhile reviewing the options that UN member-states have, espe-
cially the large ones, for preventing the UN from doing something they don’t like.

1. Resolutions from the General Assembly (discussed below) are nonbinding, 
meaning a country is not obligated to follow them.

2. In the case of the permanent members of the UN Security Council, a veto is 
sufficient to prevent the UN from using military force.

3. Only the Security Council may make decisions that are binding on all UN 
members. However, the permanent members may, of course, veto any deci-
sion they do not like.

4. Member states may also withhold payment to the UN with a de facto financial 
veto that can prevent the UN from carrying out certain programs. This option 
is not available to UN members who make very small financial contributions.

To get a better understanding of the nonmilitary aspects of the UN, we now turn to 
its efforts at managing global economic and social problems.

Managing Global Economic and Social Issues
The UN has developed a number of special agencies to manage the diverse non-
military activities of the organization. Table 6.1 lists some of the UN’s nonmilitary 
activities. Some UN organizations help save children from starvation and disease, 
while others provide help for refugees and victims of disasters. The UN’s World 
Health Organization (WHO) has been a leader in the eradication of diseases like 
smallpox and tuberculosis, and it is now helping to coordinate the fight against 
the worldwide AIDS epidemic. The UN has also advanced international rights to 

The UN under Attack
The UN attempts to bring peace and 
security to many parts of the world, 
but it can also become a target in 
war-torn areas. In this photo, dem-
onstrators in Kinshasa, the Demo-
cratic Republic of Congo, surround 
a burning UN van during a protest 
over the capture of the town of 
Bukavu by rebels.
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protect children and migrant workers, and it has been a major global force for the 
advancement of the equal rights of women (see chapter 11). We talk more about 
these organizations in chapters 11–14.
 Furthermore, the UN is involved in countering global crime and drugs. In 
some places, the UN’s job is primarily to build democratic institutions. As noted 
earlier, the UN has sent impartial observers to ensure free and fair elections in 
many countries. It has also helped armed opposition movements transform 
themselves into political parties in El Salvador, Mozambique, and Guatemala. 
Typical examples of UN agencies or missions include the United Nations Angola 
Verification Mission (UNAVEM III), the United Nations Assistance Mission for 
Rwanda (UNAMIR), and the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force 
(UNDOF), which continues to observe a 1974 ceasefire agreement between 
Israeli and Syrian forces in the Golan Heights.

	 Table	6.1

Nonmilitary Activities of the United Nations

The United Nations is an intergovernmental organization with an almost endless number of tasks to perform.  
While it certainly deals with military matters, especially in the Security Council, it also handles many nonmilitary  
activities, as the list below suggests. You are probably already familiar with some of them.

Branch of the UN Function

The United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund 
(UNICEF)

Establishes child health and welfare services around the world.

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) Promotes international trade.

The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) Provides technical assistance to stimulate economic and social 
development.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO)

Promotes cooperation in education, science, and culture.

The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) Promotes international cooperation on all environmental matters.

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) Promotes industrial development, especially among the members.

The United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) Assists the UN to become more effective through training and 
research.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) Promotes humanitarian treatment of refugees and seeks 
permanent solutions to refugee problems.

The United Nations Population Fund (UNPF) Assists both developed and developing countries in dealing with 
their population problems.

The United Nations Research Institute for Social Development 
(UNRISD)

Conducts research into the problems of economic development 
during different phases of economic growth.

The Universal Postal Union (UPU) Promotes international postal cooperation.

The World Health Organization (WHO) Improves health conditions in developing countries.

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Provides protection for literary, artistic, and scientific works.
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The General Assembly
The most important body in the UN for dealing with this diverse array of issues is 
the General Assembly. The General Assembly is the only UN body that directly rep-
resents all member-states. It is heavily involved in social welfare and economic 
matters, and it acts as the focal point of activity for the many agencies, commit-
tees, and institutions that deal with them. The General Assembly also serves the 
following functions, typical of national parliaments:

z It is a forum for airing ideas and complaints from constituents.

z It provides an arena for debate among member-states.

z It constitutes an environment for evaluating and approving the UN budget.

 From a political perspective, the General Assembly has important internal 
challenges. As the European colonial era ended in the 1960s, more and more newly 
independent countries joined the UN. As a result, in many General Assembly 
debates, vocal opposition to the United States and other advanced industrial 
countries grew to such an extent that many Americans felt the General Assembly 
had become a place to bash U.S. foreign policies. Some UN opponents from the 
United States even complained that the UN was still largely “in the grip of a sub-
stantial majority of dictatorial, authoritarian and statist regimes.”17

 The clash within the General Assembly between many of the world’s develop-
ing countries and the United States reflected a more profound division among UN 
members: the split between the industrialized countries of the North (the devel-
oped countries), and the mostly poor, often politically unstable countries of the 
South (the developing countries). This division is also related to how different 
countries view the mission of the UN.

z Southern countries complain that the rules of the international systems, estab-
lished by the wealthy countries of the world, are structured against them. From 
their perspective, most of the world’s problems, from political instability and 
ethnic conflict to the AIDS epidemic and population pressures, occur in the 
Southern states. Some of these problems, they argue, result from policies of 
Northern countries, especially the United States (see chapter 13 for more 
details). In their view, then, the UN’s mission should emphasize solutions to 
the problems in the South.

z The Northern countries have resisted giving the UN a greater role in address-
ing Southern concerns. Some Northern states are reluctant, for political or 
financial reasons, to grant the UN significantly more powers. Many Americans, 
in particular, resent the anti–U.S. rhetoric of many General Assembly mem-
bers, and others simply feel the UN is not the right vehicle for effecting change 
in the South. The North-South and other splits within the UN are likely to per-
sist well into the twenty-first century.

 The voice of Southern countries is enhanced by the voting system in the Gen-
eral Assembly. As we noted earlier, every country in the General Assembly is given 
one vote regardless of size. This puts small countries like Peru and Cambodia on 
the same level as the United States, India, and China. (The U.S. Senate works in a 
similar way; regardless of the size of the state, each gets two votes. California or 
Texas, for example, has no more influence than Rhode Island.) Because the poor 
countries of the UN vastly outnumber the wealthy states of the North, sheer num-
bers give the advantage to the South.
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General Assembly A branch of the UN in 
which each member-state is allotted one vote, 
regardless of size. It is heavily involved in 
social welfare and economic matters, and it 
acts as the focal point of activity for the many 
agencies, committees, and institutes that deal 
with UN matters.

The North Loosely, the advanced industrial 
democracies of the northern hemisphere. 
Developed countries.

The South Loosely, the less developed coun-
tries of the southern hemisphere. Developing 
countries.
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 Two important points about the General Assembly’s influence must be made.

z First, unlike the Security Council, the General Assembly is weakened because, 
for the most part, it can only make recommendations. Even though it is involved 
in a wide variety of activities, it cannot issue binding legislation, and it does not 
have the legal clout to bring violators to justice. This, of course, also hurts the 
efforts by Southern countries to achieve their goals.

z Second, the General Assembly is weakened by the widely diverse interests of its 
members. Besides the North-South split, the General Assembly is fractured by 
countries with different religions, cultures, languages, and traditions as well as 
different territorial, political, and economic interests. General Assembly mem-
bers even disagree on something the UN claims to uphold: human rights. Reli-
gious and cultural splits are particularly evident over issues involving the 
treatment of women (see chapter 11).

Other Important UN Bodies
There are many other important UN bodies designed for specific tasks. The Secre-
tariat, for example, is the primary administrative organ that runs the UN on a day-
to-day basis. It is headed by the secretary-general (currently Ban Ki Moon of South 
Korea), who acts as the UN’s chief spokesperson and diplomat. The secretary-
general is appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the 
Security Council for a five-year term. The Secretariat is also supported by a large 
staff from over 170 countries.
 The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) is another of the UN’s main orga-
nizational bodies. As mandated by the UN Charter, the ECOSOC is responsible for:

z promoting higher standards of living, full employment, and economic and 
social progress

z identifying solutions to international economic, social, and health problems

z facilitating international cultural and educational cooperation

z encouraging universal respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

 In carrying out its mandate, the Council consults with academics and repre-
sentatives from the business sector. ECOSOC also plays a pivotal role in the UN’s 
dialogue with over 2,600 nongovernmental organizations, many of which help 
carry out UN programs. As a consequence of its broad scope of responsibilities, 
ECOSOC receives over 70 percent of the human and financial resources of the 
entire UN system.
 Another important branch of the UN is the International Court of Justice 
(ICJ). Located in The Hague, the Netherlands, the ICJ handles cases brought by 
states, not by groups or individuals. The Court is composed of 15 judges elected 
to nine-year terms of office by the General Assembly and Security Council. Note 
that the ICJ is different from the International Criminal Court (ICC), which is 
only loosely affiliated with the UN. The two courts are discussed in greater detail 
in chapter 10.

The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
Two of the world’s most important international financial IGOs, the World Bank 
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), are part of the UN framework. 
Together with the World Trade Organization (WTO), these IGOs are designed to 
help manage the international political economy. Shortly after World War II, most 
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of the world’s major states felt that a selfish national strategy of “going it alone” in 
an anarchic world was ultimately destructive. Instead, states sought cooperative 
ways to rebuild after the destruction of the war and to build institutions and long-
term rules that could guide international political and economic life into the dis-
tant future. Britain and especially the United States took the lead in setting up the 
IMF, the World Bank, and the precursor organization of the WTO.
 The roles of the IMF and the World Bank (formally known as the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development) increasingly overlap, but their mis-
sions have traditionally been quite distinct. The IMF is responsible for overseeing 
the international monetary system by promoting exchange rate stability and 
orderly currency exchange relations among its member-states. The goal of the 
World Bank, by contrast, is to promote the economic development of the world’s 
poorer countries. It assists these countries, for example, through long-term financ-
ing of a variety of development projects.18 We reserve a more detailed explanation 
of the functions of the IMF and the World Bank for chapter 12.

Managing the UN’s Affairs
Like many large organizations, the UN employs thousands of people. Think of the 
UN as a huge bureaucracy designed to tackle many issues. As with many bureau-
cracies, managing those thousands of people—scattered across the globe—and 
other resources can be quite a job. In the following pages, we discuss several man-
agement challenges facing the UN. In the 1990s and continuing today, the UN 
came under intense pressure to improve the management of its budget and 
streamline its administrative organs. Under separate sorts of pressures, the Secu-
rity Council has been called upon to reform its membership to reflect better the 
global political balance of power. Let’s now turn to these issues.

The UN’s Funding and Its Controversies
In order for the UN to undertake any operations, military or otherwise, it needs 
money. Unlike a sovereign state, however, the UN does not levy taxes. The UN 
relies on dues and voluntary contributions from UN member-states. The UN bud-
get has three main elements: the regular budget, the peacekeeping budget, and 
voluntary contributions for specific UN programs and activities. The General 
Assembly’s Committee on Contributions assigns each member-state a percentage 
share of the budget, ranging from a minimum of .01 percent to a maximum of 
25 percent. The top seven contributors to the UN in 2006 were:

z United States (22 percent, or almost 
$425 million, or $1.42 per person in 
the United States)19

z Japan (19.47 percent)

z Germany (8.66 percent)

z Britain (6.13 percent) 
z France (6.03 percent)
z Italy (4.89 percent)
z Canada (2.81 percent)
z Spain (2.52 percent)20

Note that as a result of changes in relative economic influence, Japan’s contribu-
tion drops to 16.6 percent while China’s increases from 2.05 percent to 2.66 per-
cent for the 2007–2009 period.
 This kind of payment arrangement may seem unfair to the largest contribu-
tors, but how much a country pays depends on the size of the country’s popula-
tion, the size of its economy, and its per capita income. For example, because the 
United States is the wealthiest country in the world, it is expected to pay a higher 
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share. In return, however, the United States is given more UN Secretariat jobs than 
any other member-state. Recently, for example, the United States has held the top 
posts at many UN agencies including UNICEF, the UN Development Programme, 
the World Bank, the World Food Programme, the International Court of Justice, 
and the Universal Postal Union. The UN has no legal obligation to provide specific 
jobs to the major contributors; it is more of a political bargain.
 The regular UN budget has risen over the last four of five years from $1.48 bil-
lion to about $2 billion.21 This covers the Secretariat operations in New York City 
and Geneva as well as offices in Nairobi and Vienna, plus five regional commis-
sions. While this figure may sound large, one must put it in the context of the vast 
number of tasks the UN must perform. In addition, to understand the size of the 
UN’s budget, it helps to compare it to the budgets of other organizations. For 
example, when compared to the scale of U.S. defense spending (over $600 billion) 
or even the budget of a major city, the UN’s budget seems quite small.
 Many countries (for example, the United States) fail to pay their dues to the UN 
for political reasons or for reasons of real or supposed economic hardship. The 
UN’s budget situation was particularly bleak in 1999, when member states owed 
the UN almost $3 billion in dues: $1.7 billion for peacekeeping, almost $1.1 billion 
for the regular budget, and $148 million for international tribunals. In order to pay 
regular budget expenses, the UN often borrows from peacekeeping funds, which 
means the UN has been unable to reimburse those countries that have provided 
peacekeeping troops and equipment.22 The largest debtor has been the United 
States, which at one point owed the UN $1.67 billion, or two-thirds of the total due. 
The United States actually risked losing its vote in the General Assembly by not 
paying its bill at the end of 1999. This predicament was resolved by a last-minute 
compromise. U.S. pressure on the UN to reduce its contributions from 25 percent 
of the UN budget to 22 percent finally succeeded in early 2001, and in September 
2001, the United States finally agreed to pay its UN dues of $862 million. Many less 
developed countries did not understand why the world’s most prosperous coun-
try, in the midst of unprecedented economic growth, should demand making 
fewer UN contributions. Nevertheless, by the end of 2006, the United States again 
owed the UN back dues, this time $291 million.23

The UN’s Administrative Reforms
As controversial as the UN budget is, the bureaucracy of the United Nations may 
be even more so. We now turn to the politically charged, but unrelated, issues of 
mismanagement and membership in the Security Council.
 Examples of UN waste and mismanagement are not hard to find. For instance, 
in the late 1990s, the Committee on Missing Persons in Cyprus hadn’t found a sin-
gle missing person in over twenty years. The committee was kept alive in part 
because Cyprus has considerable influence in the U.S. Congress.24 Other cases 
have involved black-market operations, bribery, and egregious waste of resources.25 
It was primarily at the insistence of the United States that the UN cut down on 
waste, fraud, and mismanagement. From the U.S. perspective, reform essentially 
meant cutting back on UN staff resources and budgets. Kofi Annan, Secretary-
General at the time, said in an interview in 1997 that after “50 years of existence, 
like all organizations, we’ve picked up some excess baggage that we are trying to 
shed.”26 By the end of the 1990s, the UN had, in fact, made major cuts in its labor 
force, and budget levels were frozen. Despite improvements, however, the UN still 
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experienced important organizational problems. Investigations continue into the 
so-called oil-for-food program in Iraq. According to Annan, the oil-for-food pro-
gram accomplished “one of the largest, most complex and unusual tasks ever 
entrusted to the [UN] Secretariat.” Despite these positive aspects of the program 
and the praise from the former head of the UN, independent inquiries, led by the 
well-respected American Paul Volcker, found widespread corruption and misman-
agement of the program. According to the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, Sad-
dam Hussein exploited the program, earning some $1.7 billion through kickbacks 
and surcharges, and $10.9 billion through illegal oil smuggling.27

Reforming the Security Council
Another administration issue, also highly politicized, is reforming the member-
ship of the UN Security Council. The basic problem is that Security Council mem-
bership has barely changed since its founding sixty years ago. The permanent five 
members once spoke for about 40 percent of the world’s population but now 
account for only 29 percent.28 Some states that do not have permanent seats on 
the Security Council play significant roles in world politics and make important 
contributions to the UN. Moreover, membership is poorly represented geographi-
cally. For example, no Latin American or African country has a permanent seat, 
nor does an Islamic state. Hence the call to reform the membership of the Security 
Council.
 Many Security Council reform proposals have circulated over the years. One 
potential solution to the Council’s antiquated membership is to provide a perma-
nent seat to a representative country from each region of the world. Three coun-
tries, one each from Africa, Asia, and Latin America, could then have a permanent 
seat. The seat could rotate among countries in each region. In late 2003, Kofi Annan 
set up a “high-level panel of eminent personalities” to examine other potential 
Security Council configurations. One proposal involved expanding membership 
from fifteen to twenty-four states in three tiers.

z The first tier would include the existing permanent members, each of which 
would retain the veto.

z The second tier would consist of seven or eight states elected on a regional 
basis for a renewable term of four or five years. Japan, Germany, Brazil, India, 
and South Africa could be in this tier.

z The third tier would involve rotating regional members elected for a nonre-
newable two-year term (as it is now).

Negotiations have continued, and other plans have been debated, but no solution 
has been achieved.
 The fall-back position, of course, is no solution. Often when countries cannot 
agree among themselves on how to reform their organization, they make no 
changes at all. Granting other states the special status of “permanent member” 
with veto power doesn’t sit well with the existing permanent members, who would 
have to give up some of their influence to accommodate the new arrivals. Some 
states oppose granting permanent membership to one state because they feel just 
as worthy. Germany could make a strong case for permanent membership, but 
Italy could oppose the move until it, too, got a permanent seat. Or, for example, 
why should Brazil get a seat if Argentina does not?
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 In spite of the sometimes obvious flaws in the UN administration, public sup-
port for this IGO remains strong around the world. Support in the United States 
has been substantial over the last thirty years until recently. By the late 1990s, the 
vast majority of those polled in the United States—72 percent—thought the United 
States should not act alone to reduce international crises without the support of its 
allies.29 According to a 2002 study by the Chicago Council on Foreign Affairs, 57 
percent of Americans said it should be a very important foreign-policy goal to 
strengthen the UN.30 Over the past several years, however, favorable attitudes 
toward the UN in the United States have declined. For example, in 2006, only 31 
percent of those surveyed said that they had a positive opinion of the UN.31 A Gal-
lup Poll in 2007 found that 66 percent of Americans surveyed thought that the UN 
was actually doing a poor job.32 Nevertheless, according to Daniel Drezner of Tufts 
University, the majority of Americans support giving up America’s veto in the UN 
Security Council if it means a more effective global body.33

Assessing the UN’s Effectiveness
Has the UN been an effective IGO? An assessment of its effectiveness depends on 
one’s expectations. Despite a recent drop in the number of war casualties world-
wide,34 the number of wars since the founding of the UN has increased, and vio-
lence is still a core component of world politics. A partial explanation is that the 
UN does not have the military power to prevent or end complex disputes. For 
example, the UN’s peacekeeping budget is around $5 billion a year which may 
sound like a lot of money, but it accounts for only 0.5 percent of global military 
spending.35 In fact, the UN spends less each year on peacekeeping than the City of 
New York spends on its police department.36 As we noted earlier, the UN does not 
have its own army. This reflects the fact that UN members are sovereign states that 
are unwilling to grant such important authority to the UN (see chapter 3).
 Social and economic problems around the world also seem worse today than 
ever before. In addition, the UN was sidelined in one of the world’s most important 
event in years: the U.S.–led war against Iraq. Not only was the UN bypassed in the 
decision to go to war, it played only a restricted role (helping put together the 
Interim Iraqi Authority, for example) in the stabilization of Iraq since the end of the 
main military operation. Thus, one might get the impression that the UN is rela-
tively ineffective regarding both its security and non-security missions. However, 
as the UN’s second Secretary-General, Dag Hammarskjöld, liked to say, the UN 
was not created to take humanity to heaven but to save it from hell. And as Pulitzer 
Prize–winning author Samantha Power asserts, “Even escaping hell requires an 
international organization that is up to the job.”37 In some ways, but not all, the 
UN has been effective. For an overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the UN, 
see “The United States Should Leave the United Nations.”
 When the UN has been ineffective, the root of the problem has often been 
linked to a problem inherent in all IGOs: when member-states essentially have full 
control over the actions of the IGO, they should share both the credit and the blame 
for its successes and failures. Moreover, the UN should not be blamed for every war 
that breaks out; that implies unrealistic expectations about its capabilities.
 If we can’t expect the UN to prevent all wars, what can we expect? The UN does 
have influence to foster peaceful relations between countries that previously 
were at war, thanks in part to its legitimacy among the nations of the world. Since 
1945, the UN has been credited with negotiating over 170 peaceful settlements 
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that ended regional conflicts. Some observers believe UN legitimacy would help 
achieve greater stability in Iraq.
 What will be the role of the UN in the near future? As you learned in chapter 1, 
it is often hard to make predictions in world politics. The war in Iraq that began in 
2003 may have permanently altered the role of the UN. Some observers argue that 
when large states act against Security Council wishes—such as the United States 
waging war against Iraq—the UN becomes politically irrelevant. And there are 
some in the United States who demand withdrawal from the UN. The UN’s demise, 
however, is unlikely. For example, as the depth of postwar problems in Iraq became 
apparent to the Bush administration, the United States began turning more—
although not much more—to the UN for help. It is likely that the UN will struggle 
along with scarce resources and a divisive set of member-states to address secu-
rity, social, and economic problems. At least for now, the UN will remain an ambi-
tious but restricted intergovernmental organization.
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Test Prepper 6.3

True or False?

_____ 1. The primary goal of the United Nations is the 
establishment of a single world government.

_____ 2. The most powerful body within the United 
Nations is the General Assembly.

_____ 3. The Security Council uses a unanimity voting 
system while the General Assembly uses a 
majority voting system.

_____ 4. Plans for implementing Security Council 
reform are fairly uncontentious and have the 
approval of a majority of the permanent mem-
bers of the Council.

_____ 5. The top seven contributors to the UN in 2006 
were: the United States, Japan, Germany, Brit-
ain, France, Italy, Canada, and Spain.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Permanent members of the UN Security Coun-
cil have what limitation placed on their 
membership?

a. They may only use their veto power once 
per year.

b. They are not allowed to vote on issues 
where they have a conflict of interest.

c. They are required to provide foreign assis-
tance to less powerful Security Council 
members in their geographic region.

d. They must provide peacekeeping troops 
for any mission they authorize.

e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following is an option available to 
all UN member-states who wish to prevent the 
UN from doing something?

a. Ignoring resolutions passed by the Gen-
eral Assembly

b. Preventing the UN from using force by a 
veto vote in the Security Council

c. Appealing to the International Court of 
Justice to prevent the UN Secretary Gen-
eral from taking his post

d. Using the ECOSOC as a buffer to carve an 
exception to human rights regulations

e. None of the above

_____ 8. The largest debtor to the United Nations has 
been:

a. China d. Russia
b. France e. United States
c. Iraq

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
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What Is the European Union, and 
How Does It Work?
Be able to identify and explain the functions of the key institutions that make up 
the European Union and discuss its prospects for the future.

While the UN is a global IGO, many regional organizations exist as well. The 
main example of a regional IGO that we present in this chapter is the European 
Union. Many other regional organizations, including the African Union (AU), 
NAFTA, the Organization of American States (OAS), and the Association of South-
east Asian Nations (ASEAN), are international organizations with more limited 
scope and jurisdiction. The AU, as we discussed earlier in the chapter, has existed 
for only a few years and has not developed the extensive degree of policy coordina-
tion found in the EU. NAFTA, for the most part, only addresses economic issues, 
notably freeing trade among its members. The EU, as you will see, goes much fur-
ther than both of these IGOs.
 The European Union is a unique phenomenon in the history of the world, 
especially because it brings together states that, throughout history, have waged 
war against one another. Remember, for example, that Germany and France went 
to war in 1870, and almost all of Europe fought in World Wars I and II. What began 
in the 1950s primarily as an economic-oriented organization of six West European 
countries has evolved into the most complex and integrated set of institutions 
anywhere in the world.38 The EU now comprises twenty-seven democratic mem-
ber countries from west, central, and eastern Europe representing 490 million 
people. The U.S. population, by contrast, is roughly 300 million.
 The broad scope of the EU’s responsibilities is reflected in its three “pillars.”

z Economic aspects

z Common foreign and security policies

z Justice and home affairs

 The economic aspects of the EU make up the first pillar in the EU’s framework. 
Most EU laws deal with economic matters among the member-states. In addition, 
several EU countries have pushed economic cooperation to such an extent that 
they have even created their own currency, the euro. To manage the euro, the EU 
established the European Central Bank. So far, thirteen EU member-states have 
given up their national currency in favor of the euro. Thus, for example, there are 
no more French francs, German deutschemarks, and Italian lira. Notably missing 
from the euro-zone are Britain, Denmark, and Sweden.
 The second pillar covers common foreign and security policies. Through the 
EU’s third pillar, justice and home affairs, the EU states coordinate their policies to 
address immigration and drug trafficking and to cooperate more on border con-
trols. This area has grown in importance with the threat of terrorism. The EU also 
has highly developed institutions including a trans-European parliament and 
Court of Justice.
 Thus, no other IGO can match the EU in depth of institutional structure or the 
scope of policies under its jurisdiction. The next section of the chapter explores 
the historical roots of the modern EU. After that, we provide an overview of the 
main EU institutions, the impact of EU voting rules, and the EU’s constitution. 

4
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This section of the chapter concludes by looking at the future opportunities and 
challenges facing the EU.

The Origins of the European Union
After centuries of warfare between empires and states, why did European coun-
tries create the most comprehensive set of international institutions of all time? 
We can offer five main reasons for why countries with a historical background of 
rivalry and warfare chose to work together. The first three are primarily economic; 
the others are more political and military in nature.

The Rationale for European Cooperation
1. European cooperation began in the late 1940s with the need to rebuild war-

torn economies. Many European countries realized that going it alone would 
not be sufficient to transform their struggling economies. Assistance from the 
U.S. Marshall Plan was helpful in this regard.

2. A lesson from the Depression era and from World War II was that when states 
create significant barriers to trade, economic conditions worsen and interna-
tional relations become more tense. Thus, the Europeans sought to lower trade 
barriers and enhance economic competition.

3. The six founding EU member states, as well as the states that joined later, rec-
ognized the benefits of economies of scale—that is, they saw the advantages of 
combining their resources in order to become more competitive internation-
ally. Over time, this issue would become more prominent in the context of 
competition with the United States, Japan, the newly industrializing countries 
(NICs) of Asia, China, and others.

4. A more cohesive Western Europe was viewed as being better able to prevent 
the spread of communism, which was threatening on two fronts. In the 1950s, 
Western Europe was concerned about an invasion by the Soviet Union and its 
allies. In addition, communist parties had made strong inroads in the domestic 
politics of some European countries, notably France and Italy. During World 
War II, the French and Italian communists underground had fought heroically 
against the Nazis, and the postwar electorate rewarded them with many 
votes.

5. In the immediate post–World War II period, many feared a resurgent Ger-
many—the country that had been fully or partially responsible for three major 
wars in Europe in two generations (1870–1945). By integrating Germany eco-
nomically and militarily into the EU, it was hoped that German militarism 
would be tamed and World War III would be less likely to occur.

The Creation and Expansion of the European Community
The first step in the creation of the EU was the establishment of the European Coal 
and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1952. Created to manage the commercially and 
militarily important coal and steel industries, the ECSC also showed that the 
French and Germans could actually get along and that Germany and Italy could be 
trusted partners. The ECSC was also important because it created a set of institu-
tions that would later evolve into the institutions of the EU that we know today. 
The ECSC thus taught its member states, some with historically deep animosities, 
that they could cooperate in a vital sector and that the new international institu-
tions with independent political power could function to the benefit of all.
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 With the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1957, France, Germany, Italy, and the 
Benelux countries (Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg)—the six mem-
bers of the ECSC—formed three new European “communities”: the European 
Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), the European Defense Community (EDC), 
and the European Economic Community (EEC). Unlike the EEC, both Euratom 
and the EDC proved ineffective, which is one reason why some old-timers con-
tinue to call the European Union the EEC.

EU Membership
EU membership has expanded—known as widening—on several occasions since 
1957. Figure 6.3 shows the old and new members of the EU. In 1973, for example, 
the EU grew from the original six members to nine with the admission of Britain, 
Ireland, and Denmark. In the 1980s, Greece (1981), Spain (1986), and Portugal 
(1986) joined. Although not technically considered an expansion of the EU, East 
Germany became part of the EU in 1990 after it was reunified with West Germany. 
In 1995, Austria, Finland, and Sweden were admitted. The most ambitious widen-
ing occurred in 2004 with the addition of eight central and eastern European states 
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as well as Malta and Cyprus. The most recent additions to the EU were Bulgaria 
and Romania which joined in 2007.

The Main European Union Institutions
The functioning of the European Union is based on a shifting balance among the 
twenty-seven member-states and both intergovernmental and supranational 
actors. Five institutions together handle most of the EU’s affairs. In some respects, 
some of these appear to act like the main institutions in a typical country that has 
judicial, executive, and legislative branches. Appearances, however, can be deceiv-
ing. We address each of these institutions in turn:

z The European Council

z The Council of the European Union (also known as the Council of Ministers)

z The European Parliament

z The European Commission

z The European Court of Justice

 Of these, the two that are primarily intergovernmental are the European Coun-
cil and the Council of Ministers.

The European Council
The European Council is a group that consists primarily of the heads of govern-
ment and state (HOGS) and foreign ministers of the member-states. Every six 
months (or more frequently, if there is a crisis), the leaders of the twenty-seven 
member-states gather to discuss major political issues and practices. This is really 
the only time that national politicians (prime ministers and presidents) directly 
affect the governance of the European Union. Even though this is the only main 
EU organization that does not meet daily, its influence can be profound in setting 
the overall agenda for the EU.

Unity in Diversity
The European Union holds one of its 
first major meetings after its 
enlargement from fifteen to twenty-
five member-states in Rome, 
October 2004.
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The Council of the European Union
The Council of the European Union (often called the Council of Ministers) is a 
central legislative body that meets daily, unlike the European Council. This body 
has considerable influence because it has final say on most important pieces of 
EU legislation. The Council of Ministers is made up of at least one minister from 
each of the twenty-seven member-states; thus, each meeting should have at least 
twenty-seven people. In actuality, many councils exist, depending on the policy 
area. What helps give the Council of Ministers its intergovernmental flavor is that 
the ministers’ main responsibility is to the home government first. The Swedish 
fisheries minister, for example, tries to push forcefully for what is best for Sweden 
at the fisheries council meeting.
 Leadership in the Council of Ministers rotates among the member-states 
every six months. The country that holds the council presidency at any time is 
responsible not only for providing overall direction of the EU agenda but also for 
chairing (leading) all the council meetings. The six-month period was chosen in 
part because it allows many countries the opportunity to lead council activities. 
The time frame, however, is too short for any one country to dominate the others. 
A drawback, of course, is that the progress made by one council presidency may 
not be maintained in the subsequent presidency. This often happens because the 
country taking over the council presidency has a different agenda. The EU tries to 
get around this problem by having a troika—that is, cooperation among the cur-
rent, past, and incoming council presidencies.

The European Commission
Whereas the Council of Ministers does a great deal of the EU’s legislative work, 
most of the executive power in the EU resides with the Commission, whose mem-
bers are nominated by the Commission president and then approved by the 
European Parliament.39 It is made up of twenty-seven officials from all the member-
states, and each commissioner is responsible for a different policy area, such as 
foreign policy, agriculture, fisheries, relations with less developed countries, and 
so on. The commissioners are supposed to act in the interests of the EU as a whole, 
independently of national governments. This contrasts with the Council of 
Ministers, whose members push what’s best for their own country first. What are 
the functions of the Commission?

z The most important role of the Commission is to propose legislation. With 
a few exceptions, the Council of Ministers cannot pass legislation unless it is 
proposed by the Commission.40

z Another important function of the Commission is ensuring that EU treaties 
are being followed.

z The Commission plays a key role in ensuring that EU legislation is imple-
mented. Most of the policy implementation is handled by the member-states 
(because they have the personnel and resources, and the Commission does 
not), but the Commission oversees the entire process.

z The Commission is a key player in the EU’s budget process.

z The Commission helps varying sides (governments, companies, interest groups, 
or individuals) reach compromises when they have a dispute.
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z The Commission mediates differences between the other institutions of 
the EU.

z The Commission represents the EU as a negotiating unit in trade negotiations 
such as those with the WTO.

 All in all, the Commission has enormous responsibilities and is viewed by the 
public as the key supranational institution in the EU.

The European Parliament
The legislative responsibilities of the EU are shared between the Council of 
Ministers and the European Parliament, to which we now turn. The 732-seat 
European Parliament (EP) is the most visible part of the EU to average citizens. 
Members of the EP (or MEPs) are the only EU officials for whom citizens actually 
get a chance to vote, which makes the EP a unique international body. The EP 
also differs from the other main EU institutions in that it is organized in ideologi-
cal or party groups. There is a Socialist party group, a mostly Christian Demo-
cratic group, a group called the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe, 
and others. In each of these party groupings are citizens of different EU coun-
tries who look out not just for their country’s national interests but for the agenda 
of their party group as well. By contrast, the Council of Ministers is based on 
national representation first and functional area of expertise second. So, the EP 
is supranational in the sense that its members are supposed to be loyal to their 
party ideology and Europe first.
 Some powers of the EP are similar to those of national legislatures.

z The EP provides an arena for airing the concerns of EU citizens.

z It issues oral and written questions to the Council and Commission.

z It clarifies, criticizes, and reviews proposed legislation.

z It can dissolve and censure the Commission with a two-thirds vote. The EP 
almost dissolved the Commission in early 1999 (because of mismanagement 
and corruption), but the Commission, under pressure, chose to resign instead.

z The EP plays an important role in EU budgetary matters.

 The international composition of the EU makes the EP different from national 
parliaments in many important respects. The most important difference is that 
the EP is the weakest of the EU institutions. The advice of the EP is often ignored 
by Council and Commission members, in large part because the EP’s opinions are 
not legally binding. Another important difference is that the EP’s political parties 
have members from different countries. The two largest political groups are the 
Christian Democrats (the European People’s Party, or EPP) and the Socialists, 
whose members come from every EU member-state.
 As noted, compared to the other EU institutions, the EP remains relatively 
weak. But its influence has grown steadily as EU officials and the public recognize 
the need for more democratic input into how the EU functions. The EP has gained 
influence using preexisting powers. The landmark decision by the Commission to 
resign in early 1999 reflected the EP’s determination to force it to acknowledge 
and fix problems of mismanagement, corruption, and nepotism. When the Com-
mission did not address these problems, the EP began proceedings to throw out 
the entire Commission (because it couldn’t impeach individual commissioners). 
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Additional EP power has more frequently come from new treaties. The Amster-
dam Treaty, which took effect in 1999, and the proposed constitution are expected 
to make the EP the legislative equal of the Council of Ministers in many policy 
areas, including judicial cooperation in civil matters (except family law), antidis-
crimination measures, and specific industrial policy support measures.41

The European Court of Justice
The EU’s judicial branch helps make the EU unique among all international 
organizations. In short, no other IGO in the world has such a court of justice. World 
War II taught many Europeans that international relations should be driven by 
law, not by power. The Europeans also came to understand that common policies 
(in agriculture, coal, and steel, for example) require a common legal framework. As 
a result, by the start of the twenty-first century, the EU had built up an impressive 
body of legal documents, although not a constitution in the American sense. In 
2004, however, the EU completed work on its first constitution,42 designed to 
amalgamate the various treaties and acts that had accumulated since the found-
ing of the EU in 1957.
 At the apex of the EU’s legal system is the European Court of Justice (ECJ), made 
up of twenty-seven judges and eighteen advocates general. The ECJ is assisted by 
nine advocates general. They are all appointed by the member-states and serve 
renewable six-year terms. The extended EU’s legal system consists of the Court of 
First Instance, the Court of Auditors (which performs functions similar to the 
American Government Accountability Office), and a parliamentary ombudsman 
(who hears complaints made against EU institutions).
 The ECJ is the ultimate arbiter of laws made by the EU. As with rulings of the 
U.S. Supreme Court, ECJ rulings cannot be appealed. The rulings are binding on 
citizens of the EU as well as on the governments of the EU. What gives the ECJ con-
siderable clout (and demonstrates its supranational character) is that when EU 
law conflicts with the laws of a national government, EU law takes precedence.
 When countries create such an international legal structure, it of course implies 
that member-states have given up a lot of sovereignty. To put this in perspective, 
consider the following question: Would United States citizens be willing to accept 
an arrangement whereby the United States as a whole, its states, and its compa-
nies agreed to abide by an international legal body when the international legal 
body overruled the U.S. Supreme Court?

How Voting Matters in the EU and in IGOs in General
Voting in the European Union is just as important as it is in a democratic nation-
state—and, as we noted earlier, how decisions are made can be just as impor-
tant as the decisions themselves. We provide an overview of the EU’s voting 
methods and note interesting parallels with what you’ve learned about voting in 
the United Nations.
 The method of voting in the EU depends on many things. The most important 
thing is to know that each EU institution uses a different method. The European 
Council, for example, generally makes its decisions by consensus.43 The Commis-
sion, ECJ, and EP tend to vote along majority lines.44 It is the Council of Ministers, 
however, where we need to focus our attention. Why? Because the Council is where 
nation-state influence in the EU is most direct on a day-to-day basis, and because 
the Council often has final say on EU legislation.
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 As you learned in the context of UN Security Council voting, unanimity vot-
ing means that if just one country vetoes a proposal to use military force, the UN 
cannot use military force. Unanimity voting is also used in the Council of Minis-
ters in limited circumstances, such as when a member-state fears its vital national 
interest is at stake. It is used, for example, on decisions to add new countries to 
the EU and in the areas of taxation, asylum and immigration, and foreign and 
security policy. Just as with the five permanent members of the UN’s Security 
Council, each member-state of the EU has veto power when the unanimity vot-
ing rule is used.
 Over time, EU member-states came to realize that the extensive use of the veto 
was hurting the EU’s ability to get important legislation passed. The problem was 
summed up nicely by former Belgian Prime Minister Jean-Luc Dehaene in 1999: 
“If you keep unanimity, you have immobility.”45 As a result, the EU has used other 
voting rules for a growing number of policy issues. Sometimes, simple majority 
voting is used. A simple majority is achieved with support from more than 50 per-
cent of the countries.
 Another commonly used voting rule is qualified majority voting (QMV). Under 
the QMV rule, the larger countries have more votes than the smaller countries. 
Since the EU expanded in 2004,46 for example, Germany, France, Italy, and the 
United Kingdom each have twenty-nine votes, while smaller Austria and Sweden 
get ten votes each, and tiny Malta gets only three.47 For a qualified majority to pass 
legislation, a total of 255 out of 354 votes must be in favor of the measure.

	 Table	6.2

How Different Voting Systems Matter

In IGOs, states behave differently when voting rules change. In addition, some voting systems are better than others 
if the IGO wants to get work accomplished. In general, for an IGO to get things done, it may need to have voting 
rules that limit national control. Think of voting systems as falling along a continuum, with ease of decision making 
at one end and safeguarding of national sovereignty at the other. Consider the following diagram.

Voting Method
Implications for 
Sovereignty

Implications for 
Efficiency

Benefits for Big vs. Small 
Countries Used by (Examples)

Unanimity 
Voting

Best voting system 
for maintaining 
sovereignty.

Because every 
member has a veto, 
it is often hard to 
get things 
accomplished.

Because this is the best 
system for maintaining sov-
ereignty, it is helpful to 
small as well as big states.

z UN Security Council
z  EU Council of Ministers
z   Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development

Majority 
Voting

Not very good for 
preserving national 
sovereignty.

Very good, because 
it takes many coun-
tries to block 
legislation.

Small countries tend to 
benefit most because they 
are much more numerous.

z  UN General Assembly
z  EU Council of Ministers

Qualified 
Majority 
Voting 
(Weighted 
Voting)

Not as good as 
unanimity voting but 
better than majority 
voting.

Not as efficient as 
majority voting but 
better than unanim-
ity voting.

Big countries are given 
more votes, but small 
states may actually 
come out the winner 
(e.g., compare Luxem-
bourg’s population with 
Germany’s).

z  EU Council of Ministers
z   The IMF and World Bank (based 

not on population but on level 
of financial contribution)
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 QMV matters a great deal because, unlike unanimity voting, it forces states to 
compromise to get what they want. Refer to Table 6.2, which compares voting 
methods. Note the contrast in the differing goals and outcomes of these different 
voting systems. Since November 2004, in response to the ten-member expansion 
of the EU, a qualified majority is reached if (a) a majority of member-states (in 
some cases, a two-thirds majority) approve, and (b) a minimum of votes is cast in 
favor—which is 72.3 percent of the total. In addition, a member-state may ask for 
confirmation that the votes in favor represent at least 62 percent of the total popu-
lation of the EU. If this is found not to be the case, the decision will not be adopted. 
While this may sound complicated, and it is, the EU sought to meet the demands 
of big and small states as well as to manage better the trade-off between decision-
making efficiency and the protection of individual state interests—all of which 
were important, by the way, during the constitutional debates among the thirteen 
American colonies.

The Future of the European Union
The EU faces several challenges as it looks to the future. Europeans are concerned, 
for example, about reducing unemployment and the corresponding challenge of 
improving economic competitiveness vis-à-vis the United States, Japan, and many 
other countries. In addition, the EU has concerns that face many nation-states, 
like stemming the flow of illegal drugs and reducing the threat of international ter-
rorism. All of these issues are directly or indirectly related to globalization. The EU 
must also contend with two all-embracing issues: adjusting to the 2004 and 2007 
membership expansions and making institutional changes to cope with it. Let’s 
look at both of these issues in turn.

The Opportunities and Challenges of EU Expansion
The EU’s 2004 expansion and the smaller expansion in 2007 are viewed with a mix-
ture of admiration and hesitation. On the political level, the EU’s embrace of many 
former communist countries is considered a vital step in closing a difficult chapter 
in European history. The countries of Central and Eastern Europe have committed 
themselves to a westward orientation—away from Russia—because the West offers 
a more secure and independent future and because of the West’s greater economic 
opportunities compared to Russia’s. They have committed themselves to a demo-
cratic, capitalistic future.
 Nevertheless, it will take some time for the new members to become fully inte-
grated, let alone economically competitive, with the rest of the EU member states. 
While the EU’s most recent member-states add a large population to the EU, they 
do not add much economically and are well below the EU average in GDP per cap-
ita. According to the British magazine The Economist, if the new members man-
aged only 3 percent growth (which is actually quite good), it will take them ninety 
years to catch up with the fifteen EU members before the 2004 expansion.48

A United States of Europe? Institutional Changes to the EU
If one plots the trend of political and economic integration in EU history, one may 
get the impression that we will soon see a United States of Europe, or U.S.E. Since 
its founding in the 1950s, the EU has integrated more and more. An increasing 
number of policy areas are within the EU’s jurisdiction, including monetary policy, 
and others, such as common foreign and security policies, are being addressed 
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more forcefully. In addition, EU decision making is occurring more often at the 
supranational level (for example, with more power granted to the European Parlia-
ment and greater use of QMV in the Council). These centralizing developments—
of greater policy coordination and supranationalism—are known in EU jargon 
as deepening. One scenario for a United States of Europe envisions the following 
institutional arrangement as deepening continues:

z Judiciary: European Court of Justice

z Executive: Commission

z Legislative: Council of Ministers (similar to the U.S. Senate) and the European 
Parliament (similar to the U.S. House of Representatives)

 This scenario is possible, but it is hard to say under what circumstances it 
might actually materialize.

z First, one should be cautious about assuming that the EU will inevitably prog-
ress, with one policy area spilling over into another until all policies are han-
dled by the EU. Historically, Europeans have always been reluctant to give up 
national sovereignty to the EU. Many Europeans are unhappy about the pow-
ers that have already shifted from their own governments to the so-called 
Eurocrats in Brussels, Belgium (the quasi-capital of the EU). It is thus possible 
that the integration of EU countries will reach a certain level of deepening and 
then stop. Many EU states, for example, do not use the euro. Nationalist feel-
ings run deep in Europe, and people still identify more with their own country 
than they do with the complicated and seemingly remote institutions of the 
European Union.

z Second, when the Commission was forced to resign in 1999 over corruption 
and incompetence charges, the member-states became increasingly con-
cerned about granting it more powers. Their reluctance undermines the idea of 
the Commission as the only institution with executive powers.

z Third, even though the EP has gained considerable influence since the found-
ing of the EU, there is still significant resistance to making it a truly effective 
legislative body.

z Fourth, the EU has exhibited and will continue to exhibit a serious legiti-
macy problem. To put it bluntly, the EU does not have very democratic insti-
tutions. It is often mentioned with irony that if the EU were a state and 
applied to join the European Union, it would be turned down on the grounds 
that it was not a democracy.49 As you now know, the only democratically 
elected institution in the EU is the EP, but the EP does not appear to have 
much relative clout. Further, in the 2004 EP elections, for the first time the 
turnout rate was below 50 percent. As Romano Prodi, former president of 
the European Commission, described the link between weak democracy 
and the low voter turnout rate, “The message is plain and simple. Many 
Europeans feel the [EU] does not come up to their expectations and so they 
saw no point in voting.”50 Thus, a major challenge for the EP is to change this 
perception.

z Finally, the EU often does not act as a coherent organization. Remember that 
the EU now consists of twenty-seven countries, and that those twenty-seven 
voices do not always say the same thing. Historically, for example, the EU 
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membership has often been at odds over foreign-policy issues. The divergent 
attitudes among EU member-states toward the Iraq War is an important recent 
example. Several eastern European countries and Britain backed the United 
States, while others—especially France and Germany—were vehemently 
opposed to the war. Perhaps most important of all, the EU has had trouble 
establishing policies in critical areas such as defense. Three recent examples 
of this problem include the EU’s incoherent response in the early 1990s to the 
disintegration of the former Yugoslavia, its political divisions when the crisis 
in Kosovo erupted in 1999, and the lack of unity over the war in Iraq that began 
in 2003.

 Thus, it is probably safe to conclude that the EU will not look like a United 
States of Europe, any time soon. But it is also unlikely that the EU will backslide 
much, or at all. At least for now, we are more likely to see is a United Europe of 
States than a United States of Europe.
 We use the conclusion of this chapter as an introduction to the next. We have 
seen here in chapter 6 what intergovernmental organizations are, why states form 
them, and how some of the important ones work. An important theme of this 
chapter and of chapter 7 is that states drive international relations—but they do 
not do so alone. For a better understanding of the centralizing and decentralizing 
forces at work in world politics, we must not ignore the role played by IGOs and 
NGOs. That said, we must also be aware of the limits of what international organi-
zations can achieve. As we saw in this chapter, for example, IGOs can be ineffective 
when their member-states refuse to cooperate. This reflects the natural tension 
between the urge to preserve national security and the urge to seek international 
cooperation. These themes are also at work in the following case study on the 
International Criminal Court.

Energy Resources under the Sea
The off-shore oil rig has become one 
of the symbols of the world’s depen-
dence on oil.
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Case Study
State Power, Individuals, and  
the International Criminal Court
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Test Prepper 6.4

True or False?

_____ 1. The EU’s responsibilities rest on four pillars: 
economic, cultural, environmental, and 
security.

_____ 2. The EU’s Council of Ministers has significant 
influence as it has final say on most important 
pieces of EU legislation.

_____ 3. The European Commission houses most of the 
executive power of the EU.

_____ 4. Qualified majority voting provides smaller 
countries in the EU more power to ensure that 
minority interests are not overwhelmed by 
major powers.

_____ 5. Recent developments strongly point toward the 
establishment of a United States of Europe by 
the year 2012.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is NOT a rationale for 
European cooperation:

a. The need to rebuild war-torn economies 
after World War II

b. The need to impose barriers to trade in 
order to protect fledgling economies

c. Economies of scale between EU member 
states made them more competitive 
internationally

d. A cohesive Europe was better equipped to 
halt the spread of communism

e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following is NOT a characteristic 
of unanimity voting:

a. It is the best system for maintaining 
sovereignty.

b. It makes getting things accomplished very 
difficult.

c. It provides states with the most viable 
means of security.

d. It is helpful to both large and small states.
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 6.4
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Join the Debate

The United States Should Leave the United Nations

Since the end of the Cold War, many Americans have 
become uncomfortable with U.S. membership in the 
United Nations. Emphasizing the altered geopolitical 
landscape in which the United States has become the 
sole superpower, opponents view the UN as anachro-
nistic or worse. The most recent doubts about the UN’s 
relevance came with the U.S.–led war in Iraq. While the 
Bush administration viewed the war as vitally neces-
sary for U.S. national security, major UN members 
either opposed the United States or simply looked on. 
Supporters of continuing U.S. involvement in the UN, 
however, contend that the UN continues to play a vital 
role in world politics and that the United States, as its 
most important member, should recognize the valu-
able services the UN can provide. This debate explores 
the reasons the United States should and should not 
leave the UN.

The Pro Side

The United States should leave the United Nations for 
many reasons. First, the United States should not rely 
on the UN for its most important national security 
issues. The American Sovereignty Restoration Act, yet 
to be passed by Congress, calls for the “American peo-
ple to remain as a free and independent people of a 
sovereign United States of America.”1 As Ron Paul, a 
nine-term congressional representative from Texas, 
put it, UN globalists are not satisfied by meddling only 
in international disputes. They increasingly want to 
influence our domestic environmental, trade, labor, 
tax, and gun laws. UN global planners fully intend to 
expand the organization into a true world government, 
complete with taxes, courts, and possibly a standing 
army. This is not an alarmist statement, says Paul; these 
goals are readily promoted on the UN’s own website. 
UN planners do not care about national sovereignty; in 
fact they are openly opposed to it.2

 Another reason to oppose U.S. participation in the 
UN is the UN’s organizational weaknesses. The UN 
often suffers from massive, bloated bureaucracies that 
can’t seem to control spending or prevent the ineffi-
cient use of scarce resources. In terms of voting power, 
it is unfair that the United States, as the world’s super-

power, should have the same voting weight in the Gen-
eral Assembly as small, even tiny, states. This does not 
serve U.S. interests.
 Yet another reason to oppose the UN is that repel-
lent members sometimes have influential roles in the 
organization. For example, states with terrible human 
rights records routinely became members of the UN 
Human Rights Commission, and their representatives 
even become the chair (or head) of the commission. 
Members of the commission that were routinely criti-
cized for human-rights violations included Cuba, 
China, and Sudan. In 2003, despite U.S. opposition, 
Libya was actually elected chair of the commission, 
backed by thirty-three states and opposed by only 
three. Thus, the UN’s main human rights organization 
was headed by a country with “an appalling record on 
human rights.”3 Adding insult to injury, the United 
States was voted off the commission in 2001.4

The Con Side

Despite the many challenges facing the UN as described 
in the chapter and in the pro side of this debate, one 
should not overlook the many contributions the UN 
has made, especially given its scarce political and finan-
cial resources. The interdependent character of world 
politics today has made the UN a valuable organization 
for the United States. Many of the serious challenges 
facing the United States are challenges that do not 
respect national borders. For example, international 
terrorism, economic instability, and environmental 
degradation cannot be contained in one or two coun-
tries; these are global problems and U.S. problems at 
the same time. If the United States leaves the UN, it is 
likely to lose the international cooperation required to 
tackle these problems.
 The United States could also lose its moral author-
ity to lead the world. It is already struggling with a poor 
reputation in many regions, and it could lose even more 
of its international prestige by leaving the UN. Ulti-
mately, its ability to persuade states to do what it 
wants—in other words, to use its soft power (see chap-
ter 4)—would also decline. The UN, fortunately, offers a 
forum to discuss and negotiate how challenges to the 
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United States and the world can be addressed in a 
cooperative and legitimate setting.
 One should also recall many of the positive UN contri-
butions to a better world. In 2001, the UN and Secretary-
General Kofi Annan were given the Nobel Peace Prize in 
recognition of their work for a more peaceful world. 
Annan was singled out for his commitment to human 
rights, his campaigns to take on new challenges such as 
the AIDS crisis and international terrorism, and his 
efforts to bring new life to the UN.5 This was the first 
Nobel Prize for the UN as a whole, but the organization 
has received seven previous awards for individual pro-
grams. For example, in 2005, the UN–affiliated Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and its director 
General Mohamed ElBaradei were also awarded the 
Nobel Prize for their efforts to prevent nuclear energy 
from being used for military purposes and to ensure 
that nuclear energy is used in the safest possible way.
 The United States, like most countries, has a stake in 
global stability, and the UN has been active in helping 
increase stability around the world. By 2004, the UN 
was deploying a monthly average of 56,000 military 
peacekeepers, four times the level of 1999. In 2006, the 
UN had about 84,000 peacekeepers involved in opera-
tions around the world. One must also remember the 
UN’s extensive measures to address vital social and eco-
nomic problems facing the people of the world. For 
example, the UN Development Programme has sup-
ported more than 5,000 projects in the areas of agricul-
ture, industry, education, and the environment. UNICEF 
offers another example. The UN’s children organization 
spends about $800 million a year on immunization, 
health care, nutrition, and basic education in more than 
135 countries. The World Health Organization has been 
instrumental in helping eliminate contagious diseases 
in many parts of the world. Polio, for example, is on the 
verge of being wiped out worldwide.6

 While the United States decided to go to war against 
Iraq in 2003 without UN authorization, the UN is still 
viewed as having a relevant role to play. By fall 2003 and 
early 2004, for example, even the Bush administration 
was making overtures to the UN for help in the recon-
struction of Iraq. Many UN supporters believe the UN 
could help add legitimacy to U.S. efforts, thus speeding 
the reconstruction and saving American and Iraqi lives 
and financial resources.

 While the jury is still out in the case of Iraq, the UN 
has shown its value not only to the world but to the 
United States as well. As a member of the UN, the 
United States can have considerable influence not only 
on security matters (because the United States has veto 
power in the Security Council) but also on the many 
economic and social issues under UN jurisdiction. For 
these reasons, the United States should be an active 
member of the United Nations.

noTeS

1. A petition in support of the bill, which is available 
on the Internet, says that by signing the petition, 
“you, as an American, demand to remain as a free 
American and not to become a state under the con-
trol of the United Nations nor to be assimilated in 
the UN’s call for globalization.” See http://www 
.petitiononline.com/HR1146/petition.html.

2. Speeches and Statements of Ron Paul, http://www 
.house.gov/paul/congrec/congrec2003/cr042903 
.htm. Ron Paul’s official website is http://www.house 
.gov/paul/). In Utah, inspired by similar sentiments, 
the La Verkin and Virgin city councils in 2001 con-
sidered ordinances declaring themselves “United 
Nations–free zones.” La Verkin’s ordinance passed, 
making it the first city in the United States to make 
such a declaration. See Marla Sowards, “Resolution 
Calls for U.S. to leave U.N.,” Brigham Young Univer-
sity NewsNet, http://newsnet.byu.edu/story.cfm/ 
42399, February 19, 2003.

3. “Libya Takes Human Rights Role,” BBC News, http:// 
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/2672029.stm, January 
20, 2003.

4. The United States regained its seat in 2003.
5. Colum Lynch, “U.N. Secretary General Awarded No-

bel Peace Prize,” Washington Post, October 13, 2001.
6. According to the Global Polio Eradication Initiative, 

a branch of the World Health Organization. Before 
1988, when the WHO started a global anti-polio cam-
paign, there were more than 350,000 cases world-
wide. In 2006, only 2,000 cases were reported, mostly 
in Nigeria and India. See the Global Polio Eradica-
tion Initiative website, http://www.polioeradication 
.org/casecount.asp. See also David Pilling, “WHO 
in Sight of Wiping Out Polio Worldwide,” Financial 
Times, January 7, 2000.
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Understand how the UN attempts to manage security, 
economic, and social issues in world politics as well as 
issues with the management of the UN itself.

• The United Nations is primarily an intergovernmental 
organization. It was developed, in part, as a collective 
security organization to replace the failed League of 
Nations. It has many functions, including the preserva-
tion of peaceful relations among states, running pro-
grams to help poor children around the world, and 
supporting agencies devoted to world health.

• The two most important UN bodies are the Security 
Council and the General Assembly.

- The Security Council, as its name indicates, deals with 
the UN’s military matters. It consists of fifteen mem-
bers, five of whom are permanent (Britain, China, 
France, Russia, and the United States). A veto from any 
one of these five members will prevent the use of UN 
military force.

- The General Assembly deals with security issues as 
well, but it deals extensively with all of the nonmilitary 
UN activities. Every country, regardless of size, has one 
vote. This voting method gives tiny countries the same 
weight as large ones like the United States or India.

• Although the UN gets a lot of press for many of its posi-
tive contributions, one should not overestimate its 
influence on world politics. For example, the UN cannot 
act militarily unless it has sufficient support from the 
permanent members of the Security Council. The UN is 
also hurt by a lack of funding and by bureaucratic 
problems.

Define intergovernmental organization, understanding 
how scope and purpose differentiate organizations from 
one another.

• Intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) are organiza-
tions whose members are states. They are different from 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), whose mem-
bers are individuals. International relations are usually 
dominated by nation-states, but non-state actors are 
playing an increasingly important role.

• IGOs vary depending on their scope and their purpose. 
IGOs can therefore fall into one of four main categories:

- Single-purpose, regional: NAFTA (economic; North 
America)

- Multipurpose, regional: the European Union (eco-
nomic, political, security; Europe)

- Single-purpose, global: World Health Organization 
(health; no geographic restriction)

- Multipurpose, global: the United Nations (economic, 
political, social, cultural, security; with no geographic 
restriction)

Identify the factors that lead states to join 
intergovernmental organizations as well as the reasons 
why a state might not join an IGO.

• Governments sometimes yield some of their national 
sovereignty to IGOs because they perceive that interna-
tional cooperation is in their national interest for eco-
nomic, political, or security reasons.

• The political, economic, and military benefits of mem-
bership in an IGO, even if its institutions are powerful 
(that is, supranational), are often perceived as out-
weighing the costs. But states always face the tension 
between their desire to cooperate internationally and 
their desire to retain as much independence as possible.

Learning Objectives Review
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rules outweigh the costs in lost national sovereignty. 
Many countries in Central and Eastern Europe agree, 
and that is why so many of them recently joined the EU.

• The main EU institutions are the European Council 
(meetings among the national leaders), the Council of 
Ministers (meetings of specific government ministers), 
the Commission (the semi-executive branch of the EU), 
the European Parliament, and the European Court of 
Justice. These institutions could potentially evolve and 
create a United States of Europe, but this is unlikely. EU 
citizens still place their loyalty in their home govern-
ment first, and many are worried about too much power 
being shifted to the EU.

Be able to identify and explain the functions of the key 
institutions that make up the European Union and 
discuss its prospects for the future.

• The European Union is a unique IGO in terms of its 
membership (democratic, mostly rich countries), the 
depth and influence of its institutions, and the number 
of policy areas for which it is responsible (such as a sin-
gle currency, common trade policies, common regional 
policies, and an emerging common foreign and defense 
policy).

• The EU has both intergovernmental and supranational 
features. Countries have decided, first of all, that they 
want supranational institutions, and, second, that the 
benefits of following supranational institutions and 
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The non-governmental organization Greenpeace comes under attack as it 

puts its ideas into practice. © Gleizes/Greenpeace.

7 Non-state Actors

1 

2 

3 

Identify and understand the political, 
economic, and technological factors 
that have led to the rise of 
nongovernmental organizations 
(NGOs).

Using Greenpeace and Amnesty 
International as examples, identify 
the goals, strategies, and tactics of 
NGOs.

Identify the economic scope of 
international corporate actors 
and determine how powerful 
multinational corporations 
relate to state actors.
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Can One Person Make a  
 Difference in the World?

Chapters 1, 3, and 6 introduced you to the growing visibility of 
non-state actors without going into much detail about them. That 
is the task of this chapter. A variety of non-state actors exist, 
including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), international 
businesses, international media organizations, and even interna-
tional terrorist organizations. The focus of this chapter is on two 
of these non-state actors: NGOs and international businesses. 
NGOs are organizations of individuals that seek to transform a 
political, economic, or social condition in one or more countries. 
International businesses—usually referred to as multinational 
corporations—are introduced in this chapter but are explained in 
more detail in chapters 12 and 13. International terrorist groups 
like Hezbollah and al Qaeda are addressed in chapter 10. For now, 

 What Factors Explain the Rise of 
Nongovernmental Organizations?
Political Factors
Economic Factors
Technology

 What Are the Goals, Strategies,  
and Tactics of NGOs?
Greenpeace
Amnesty International

 What Corporate Actors Operate  
in the International Arena, and  
How Powerful Are They?
Exploring the International Business Scene
The Economic Clout of Corporate Actors

 What Is the Relationship between  
States and NGOs?
Complaints against NGOs
Political Opposition to Greenpeace
Political Opposition to Amnesty International
Political Opposition to Corporate Actors
State-NGO Relations in Perspective

“Tell me, and I’ll forget. Show me, and I may not remember. 

Involve me, and I’ll understand.”

—Native American Proverb

3 

4 Identify the criticisms associated with 
NGO interactions with states; be 
able to recount specific examples 
associated with Greenpeace and 
Amnesty International.
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Key Terms

prisoners of conscience p. 209
corporate actors p. 211
home country p. 211
host country p. 211

it is useful to remember that all of these organizations are non-state actors 
made up of individuals who seek change that may be economic, political, 
social, religious, scientific, or cultural in nature.
 Besides the well-known NGOs like the Red Cross and Greenpeace, some 
rarely publicized NGOs are increasingly altering the landscape of world poli-
tics. For example, the Women in Development Movement and Women for a 
New Era have gotten the UN to focus on the role of women as an integrated 
part of a country’s overall development process. Around the world, there are 
thousands of NGOs,1 including: 

z Humanitarian

z Scientific

z Educational

z Environmental

z Women’s rights

z Religious organizations

According to the Yearbook of International Organizations, there are over 6,500 
international NGOs and millions of exclusively national NGOs, many of which 
are organized into international federations.2 The large number of NGOs is 
matched by their diversity. Some NGOs are single-issue oriented, while others 
deal with a wide variety of political, economic, and social problems. NGOs 
may be funded by individuals, unions, nation-states, local governments, and 
IGOs such as the UN.
 An important issue to track in this chapter is the relationship between non-
state actors and sovereign states. As we discussed in chapter 3, one of the sig-
nificant characteristics of our era is the weakening of the state-dominated 
Westphalian system (established roughly after 1648) through the emergence 
of non-state actors. As many parts of this chapter show, non-state actors can 
be unpopular with the world’s nation-states because non-state actors directly 
challenge government policies, and they are often perceived as threats to a 
country’s national interests. In addition, foreign non-state actors may be 
viewed with suspicion because of their ideas, values, or, in the case of interna-
tional businesses, their products, particularly cultural products such as films 
and TV programs. The result may be local resistance to non-state actors. Expo-
sure to the globalization process associated with or nurtured by non-state 
actors can challenge old beliefs and social identities. People often react defen-
sively to the forces of globalization by trying to hold on even tighter to local 
customs and beliefs. On the other hand, contact with non-state actors can 
increase people’s awareness of social, political, and economic discrepancies 
around the world.3

 This chapter also brings out the theme of centralizing and decentralizing 
tendencies in world politics. As you read in chapter 1, for example, citizen 
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activism can reinforce centralizing tendencies through the formation of like-
minded NGOs that influence policy at the local, national, and international 
levels. This centralizing phenomenon may come in the form of transnational 
religious, environmental protection, or human rights movements that go on 
to spawn NGOs. Sociologist Amitai Etzioni takes this idea even further. He 
believes we are entering a new era of global cooperation in which information 
is shared among NGOs and governments in order to tackle common concerns 
about managing global trade and banking, about dealing with international 
drug trafficking and terrorism, and about challenges related to human health 
and the destruction of the environment. In the international effort to address 
these problems, NGOs can bridge cultural and national divides among peo-
ples and contribute to a global civil society—that is, individuals and groups 
united across borders in cooperation to achieve common goals.4

 The rise in the number of non-state actors, each with its own agenda, how-
ever, also attests to the power of the decentralizing forces, or fragmentation, in 
world politics. International terrorist organizations, a specific type of non-
state actor that seeks political change through violent means, provide a vivid 
example of decentralizing forces.
 It is hoped that by the end of the chapter you will appreciate the variety 
and influences of non-state actors on the world stage. This chapter will cover 
the following during our discussion of non-state actors: 

z The factors leading to so many NGOs.

z An examination of two highly visible NGOs: Greenpeace and Amnesty 
International.

z The variety and economic clout of corporate actors.

z The relationship between states and non-state actors.

z The chapter’s case study about Doctors Without Borders draws out many 
of the themes you will learn about in this chapter. n

What Factors Explain the Rise of 
Nongovernmental Organizations?
Identify and understand the political, economic, and technological factors that 
have led to the rise of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).

The international system established by the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 
enshrined nation-states as the most important unit in world politics. As we saw in 
chapter 6, intergovernmental organizations play an important role as well. The 
power of most NGOs cannot rival that of nation-states, but they are now a perma-
nent part of the global landscape.
 Some observers have even suggested that NGOs are a crucial force in world 
politics. Michael Edwards of the Ford Foundation, for instance, sees NGOs as 
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becoming “a force for transformation in global politics and economics.”5 In this 
respect, NGOs contribute to the centralizing forces at work in world politics by, for 
example, creating a transnational sense of identity. In an era of increasing global-
ization, or at least regionalization, NGOs have helped establish or nurture links 
not just across national borders but across cultures as well.
 In the following pages, we address this issue of NGOs as a centralizing force 
and explore why there are now so many NGOs on the international stage. Several 
reasons explain why NGOs are so visible in world politics today. These reasons are 
rooted in politics, economics, and technology.

Political Factors
A host of political factors exist that have led to the increased presence of NGOs in 
the international system today. These include a favorable political climate; the 
increase in the number of weak states around the world; the further development 
of international law; and for some states the politics of foreign aid.

z Favorable Political Climate: NGOs tend to thrive in democratic environments 
because democracies allow freedom of expression and association. By con-
trast, when government dominates society, as in communist and other author-
itarian countries, it may be impossible for members of an NGO to meet and 
organize.6 In China, for example, one of the main problems for NGOs is that 
they fall into a legal gray area and are often unable to register as legal organiza-
tions. This unclear legal status leaves many organizations open to government 
criticism or worse.7 Elsewhere, since the collapse of communism around 1990, 
more and more countries have opened up politically and opted for democratic 
reforms, thus creating a more favorable climate for NGOs.

z Weak States: Another political reason we have so many NGOs is that more 
states are either falling apart or struggling to provide services that people 
have come to expect from the state. As you saw in chapter 1, among the new 
forces shaping the planet is the growing inability of states to resolve their 
problems. Whether the state must contend with terrorism, migration, drug 
trafficking, or environmental degradation, it is increasingly required to seek 
the cooperation of other governments and international organizations. When 
a country cannot even provide basic services for its people—because of pov-
erty, its own incompetence, or deliberately harmful policies—NGOs are often 
there to help out.

 NGOs, for example, can help by providing expert analysis and identifying and 
managing problems. They can deliver immediate humanitarian assistance, and 
they can be important links to international relief efforts.8 We should expect, then, 
that as states—especially in the developing world and the former Soviet bloc—
continue to face political, social, and economic upheaval, NGOs are more likely to 
step in as long as they are allowed to.

z International Law: Another political reason for the growing importance of 
NGOs relates to the development of international law over the last fifty years. 
For most of modern history, international law was created and managed by 
states. With the weakening of the state-dominated Westphalian system, 
however, the relationship between NGOs and international law has grown 
stronger. A specialized journal even addresses this topic: Non-State Actors 
and International Law. According to this journal, non-state actors are now a 
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permanent feature of modern international relations, and they play a 
vital role in almost every field of international law and regulation. 
According to legal scholar Shirley Scott, NGOs can influence international 
law through scientific, technical, or statistical information. Many NGOs are 
also important as accredited observers at IGO meetings that influence inter-
national law. Some NGO also help implement and monitor compliance of 
international law. The international Commission of Jurists, for example, 
plays a major role in the development and implementation of international 
humanitarian law.9

z Saving Face: Yet another political explanation for the rise of NGOs is that some 
governments prefer to receive aid directly or indirectly from NGOs rather than 
other governments. Sometimes, for example, a struggling country does not 
have the administrative capacity to carry out humanitarian assistance, so it 
allows NGOs to do so. NGOs are often perceived by states to be more trustwor-
thy and efficient at allocating funds from a donor state.

Economic Factors
More open economic environments also help explain the rise in the number of 
NGOs. The work of NGOs always entails money—sometimes a lot of it. Getting 
money from the donors to the international NGO and then to the recipient almost 
always takes place across borders. Open economic systems facilitate the transfer 
of money across international borders. Open economies also allow national gov-
ernments to funnel money through NGOs to people or groups in other countries. 
In societies dominated by authoritarian or Marxist governments, NGOs do not 
tend to crop up. First, NGOs may face direct competition from governmental agen-
cies. Second, the government may actually ban the activities or even the mere 
presence of NGOs.

The International Red Cross
The Chad Red Cross deliver much 
needed food supplies from the World 
Food Programme (WFP) to the 
Touloum camp near Iriba town on 
the Chad-Sudan border. Aid workers 
prepare to distribute the food to the 
refugees using a system of ration 
cards under the scorching midday sun 
and stifling heat in the dry border 
area between Chad and Sudan. The 
United Nations says fighting between 
Arab Janjaweed militias and African 
rebels in Darfur, western Sudan, has 
killed some 30,000 people and cre-
ated the world’s worst humanitarian 
crisis with 1 million people forced to 
flee their homes.
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Technology
As we saw in chapter 1, advances in telecommunications and computer technol-
ogy have facilitated the proliferation of NGOs around the world. The reverbera-
tions of the information age—including global news, the Internet, and faxes—have 
rendered national borders meaningless for some purposes. This revolution in tele-
communications has benefited NGOs in a critically important way: members can 
communicate much more easily than ever before, both within a country and 
across the entire globe. Modern technology and rapid communications can, for 
example, link scientists in virtually any part of the world who are committed to the 
eradication of a worldwide disease. It can link student protesters with their sup-
porters in other countries. It can also link aid workers in a remote village to their 
NGO headquarters in New York, London, or any other city. Two of the more recent 
successful NGO–led campaigns, Jubilee 2000 and the International Campaign to 
Ban Land Mines, probably would not have succeeded without the Internet.10

 Taken together, these three elements—politics, economics, and technology—
have contributed to the enormous growth in the number of NGOs over the past 
fifty years or so.

Test Prepper 7.1

True or False?

_____ 1. The favorable climate that has led to an 
increase in NGOs in recent years is the estab-
lishment of a UN–sponsored fund for new 
international organizations.

_____ 2. With the weakening of the state in recent years, 
NGOs have begun to play a more prominent 
role in the development of international law.

_____ 3. Economic openness between countries has 
hindered the growth of NGOs.

_____ 4. NGOs often pull out of states in an attempt to 
cover up their mistakes.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following is an example of how 
technological innovation has assisted in the 
expansion of NGOs?

a. Increased computer capabilities allow 
NGOs to operate more productively and 
are easier to establish as the cost of 
administrative tasks has decreased. 
b. The telecommunications revolution 
allows NGO members to communicate 
with ease, dramatically increasing their 
ability to form, grow, and accomplish their 
objectives.

c. The Internet allows NGOs to register with 
the multitude of state registries required 
for operation within a state’s boundaries.

d. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 7.1
www.BetweenNations.org
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What Are the Goals, Strategies, 
and Tactics of NGOs?
Using Greenpeace and Amnesty International as examples, identify the goals, 
strategies, and tactics of NGOs.

This section looks at two specific NGOs to provide examples of the kinds of 
goals NGOs pursue, and the strategies and tactics they employ in that pursuit. The 
NGOs presented here—Greenpeace and Amnesty International—are well known 
and global in scope. Keep in mind, though, that hundreds of thousands of smaller 
NGOs operate internationally, nationally, and even locally. In general, the objec-
tives and activities of all of these NGOs vary considerably (see Table 7.1). Both 
Greenpeace and Amnesty International can be highly controversial because their 
missions clash with the cultural, political, or economic interests of many coun-
tries. Thus, we begin with overviews of both NGOs and then later in the chapter, 
we look more closely at how states respond to them.

Greenpeace
Greenpeace is a not-for-profit organization made up of a network of national 
and regional offices in over forty countries. Its membership consists of almost 
3 million individuals worldwide, and its worldwide total income is roughly $200 
million.11 Originally called the “Don’t Make a Wave Committee” in Vancouver, Can-
ada, this NGO was reorganized and renamed Greenpeace with the aim of creating 
a greener and more peaceful world. The green refers to the support of environmen-
tal protection, and the peace stands for the nonviolent resolution of differences.

The Mission of Greenpeace
Like many NGOs, Greenpeace was founded on the idea that a few individuals 
can make a difference in the world. As a result, one of its main goals is to bring 
public opinion to bear on policymakers. The organization is heavily influenced 
by Mohandas (Mahatma) Gandhi’s philosophy of nonviolence as well as by the 
Quaker tradition. Among Greenpeace’s principles and core values are respecting 
democratic principles and solutions that promote global social equity; having no 
permanent allies or adversaries in exposing threats to the environment; and ensur-
ing financial independence from political or commercial interests.12 Greenpeace’s 
more specific goals include the following:13

z Promote peace, global disarmament, and nonviolence.

z Prevent pollution and abuse of the Earth’s oceans, lands, and fresh water.

z End all nuclear threats.

z Protect biodiversity in all its forms. Biodiversity refers to the protection and 
conservation of the diversity of plant and animal species in an ecosystem.

Greenpeace Strategy and Activities
This philosophical background pervades Greenpeace’s tactics and strategy. Green-
peace members are advised to achieve change through civil disobedience, peace-
ful demonstration, and educational campaigns. Greenpeace pioneered peaceful 
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civil protests in many places, including Lebanon, which was ravaged by civil war 
in the 1970s; in the Soviet Union and, later, Russia; in China; and in Turkey.
 Tactics used by Greenpeace include holding demonstrations in front of promi-
nent public buildings; publishing scientific, economic, and political research; and 
lobbying politicians. The tactic for which Greenpeace receives widespread public-
ity is its blocking of nuclear-powered, whaling, sealing, or other vessels engaged in 
what Greenpeace calls “the extinction-for-profit” of a species. Greenpeace also 
carries out boycotts of companies, such as the 2002 consumer boycott of fuels sold 
by Esso, a division of ExxonMobil, for its failure to support the Kyoto agreement on 
climate change. The Kyoto agreement aims to reduce the quantity of greenhouse 
gases emitted by the burning of fossil fuels. Thanks to pressure from the 30,000 
e-mails and letters sent to the Greenpeace headquarters in Europe, McDonald’s 
agreed in 2006 to stop selling chicken fed on soy beans grown in newly deforested 
areas of the Amazon rainforest. As a result, Greenpeace reports, McDonald’s vast 
buying power has created a huge demand for soy beans that have not been grown 
“in the ashes of the rainforest.”14

Protesting against Nuclear Pollution
The environmental—that is, “green”—goals of Greenpeace have sent its members 
around the world in an attempt to preserve the Earth’s oceans, land, and atmo-
sphere. Greenpeace has specifically protested the devastation caused by nuclear 
and toxic pollution.
 Highlighting the international scope of this NGO, Russian Greenpeace volun-
teers gathered on Valentine’s Day 2007 in front of the Japanese embassy in Moscow 
to convey their love for Japan but also to ask Japan to stop whaling in the Southern 
Ocean Whale Sanctuary. Similar events were held in twenty-eight countries. In 
Argentina, for example, Greenpeace members danced the tango in front of the 
Japanese embassy in Buenos Aires. In Tokyo, volunteers give whale-shaped 

	 TABLE	7.1

Types of International Non-state Actors

Type of Non-state Actors Example

Humanitarian Catholic Relief Services

Human Rights Amnesty International

Environmental World Wildlife Federation

Scientific International Council of Scientific Unions

Women’s Rights Women for a New Era

Business ExxonMobil

Business Association International Federation of Airline Pilots’ Associations

Terrorist Islamic Jihad

Religious World Council of Churches
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chocolates to the members of the International Whaling Commission (IWC) who 
were meeting there at the time. (See “Join the Debate,” pages 226–228, for more 
on the whaling controversy.)15

 To offer another example, in April 2007 Greenpeace protested the beginning of 
construction of a new floating nuclear power plant in Severodvinsk, Russia. Green-
peace and other NGOs have often complained about the danger of “floating reac-
tors” and their unprofitableness. According to Greenpeace, floating reactors are 
known to have suffered at the least 100 accidents varying from leakages to melting 
of active zones and detonations.16 Greenpeace also helped publicize the danger-
ous connection between the use of chlorine-based chemicals and the destruction 
of the ozone layer. Greenpeace is partially responsible for the ozone-safe refrigera-
tors that are now standard in the United States and in many other parts of the 
world. Greenpeace was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986 for its efforts 
in the environmental area. The discussion here has enumerated many of its 
accomplishments. Later, the chapter explores some of the controversies that sur-
round this NGO.

Amnesty International
In 1961, London lawyer Peter Benenson read about a group of students in 
Portugal—then a dictatorship—who were arrested and jailed for raising a toast to 
“freedom” in a public restaurant. The incident prompted Benenson to launch a 
one-year campaign called “Appeal for Amnesty 1961” in the newspaper London 
Observer. The “Appeal for Amnesty” called for the release of all people imprisoned 
because of peaceful expression of their beliefs, politics, race, religion, color, or 
national origin. Benenson called these people prisoners of conscience. His plan was 
to encourage people to write letters to government officials in countries that held 
prisoners of conscience, calling for their release. The campaign grew enormously, 
spread to other countries, and by the end of 1961 the organization Amnesty Inter-
national (AI) had been formed.17

The Mission of Amnesty International
The mission of AI differs significantly from that of Greenpeace. AI promotes the 
human rights enshrined in the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 
other international standards (see chapter 11 for a more thorough treatment of 
human rights). In particular, AI campaigns to:

z Free all prisoners of conscience

z To ensure fair and prompt trials for political prisoners

z To abolish the death penalty

z To end torture and other cruel treatment of prisoners

z To end political killings and “disappearances”18

It has expanded its mandate to include human rights abuses committed by non-
state actors, and it has also targeted violence in the home or community where 
governments have been complicit or have failed to take effective action. AI has 
also sought to end the multibillion dollar trade in what are called “conflict 
diamonds.” Much of the profit helps fund militias that have been responsible—
directly or indirectly—for the deaths of over 3.5 million people in such places as 
Angola, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Sierra Leone.19
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 The London-based AI has over 1.8 million members and supporters in over 160 
countries. It also maintains specialist networks of people—medical professionals, 
lawyers, and others—who use their expertise to campaign for victims of human 
rights violations.
 Like Greenpeace, AI attempts to remain impartial and independent of govern-
ments, political persuasions, and religions. AI believes part of its strength comes 
from being perceived as an unbiased champion of human rights. In fact, one of its 
principles is that people have fundamental rights that transcend national, cul-
tural, religious, and ideological boundaries.

AI Strategies and Activities
The tactics used by AI to achieve political change are similar to those of Green-
peace. Its activities include public demonstrations and human rights education 
programs. To raise money and awareness, AI has sponsored concerts featuring 
performances by popular music groups. In 2007, for example, AI teamed up with 
Warner Bros. Records and released an album “Instant Karma” with songs by the 
Black Eyed Peas, Snow Patrol, Christina Aguilera, U2, R.E.M., and John Lennon. 
Proceeds went to support AI’s campaign to stop the violence in Darfur that, by 
2007, had cost the lives of hundreds of thousands of people and forced more than 
2.5 million civilians to flee their homes.20 One of AI’s most common techniques 
involves letter-writing campaigns on behalf of prisoners of conscience. In these 
campaigns, AI members “adopt” a prisoner and write letters to officials in that 
prisoner’s country, calling for the prisoner’s release. AI also helps the prisoner’s 
family. Because letter campaigns focus on individuals and not countries or politi-
cal systems per se, AI is able to maintain a measure of political neutrality.
 Another strong focus for AI is the mistreatment of prisoners around the world. 
According to AI, prisoner mistreatment is commonplace and widespread through-
out the world. In over forty countries, torture or ill-treatment, lack of medical care, 
or cruel, inhuman, or degrading prison conditions were confirmed or suspected of 
leading to deaths in custody.21 According to Larry Cox, the executive director of AI 
in the United States, even the U.S. human rights record is a problem. Especially 
since the 9/11 attacks and the Bush Administration’s War on Terror, serious “viola-
tions of human rights, including torture and disappearances, have not only been 
committed but justified by the very country—the United States—that has invaded 
other countries in the name of human rights and democracy. The assertion that 
the United States is above international law is a very dangerous one to make not 
only to the cause of human rights but also to the security of all Americans.”22

 AI considers its work accomplished when conditions in a prison are improved, 
when torture is prevented, and when prisoners are given real hope by the knowl-
edge that they have not been forgotten. AI also has official standing in the UN and 
frequently presents testimony to the U.S. Congress. We return to AI, and its more 
controversial aspects, later in the chapter.
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What Corporate Actors Operate 
in the International Arena, and 
How Powerful Are They?
Identify the economic scope of international corporate actors and determine how 
powerful multinational corporations relate to state actors.

Corporate actors differ significantly from the NGOs we just described. The pri-
mary mission of corporate actors is to make money. Since World War II, interna-
tional corporations have played an increasingly powerful role in the world. By the 
early 1980s, these non-state actors accounted for about 80 percent of the world’s 
trade in noncommunist countries. By the same time, the twenty-five largest banks 
were worth about $3.7 trillion.23

Exploring the International Business Scene
Before describing the influence of international businesses, it is worthwhile to ask 
what motivates a company to go abroad in the first place. While the overall ratio-
nale is profit, there are several specific reasons.

z By going abroad, a company can often lower its costs of production. Some-
times, for example, the cost of labor in the company’s home country is too high. 
A U.S. company may want to set up shop in a host country, such as Mexico, 
because there it can pay Mexican workers four or five times less than what it 
would have to pay American workers.

z Another reason for a company going abroad is to gain better access to a foreign 
market. Often companies have little knowledge of the foreign market where 
they want to sell products. By being on the scene, the company can learn what 
consumers want and how best to market their products.
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Corporate actors Businesses and business 
associations; a catchall term for multinational 
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Home country The country of origin, or 
home base, for an international company.

Host country The country that hosts an 
international company. For the company, it is a 
foreign country.

Test Prepper 7.2

True or False?

_____ 1. Although not a completely clean energy source, 
nuclear power is considered to be more effec-
tive than coal because it does not produce 
greenhouse gases.

_____ 2. Prisoners of conscience are people imprisoned 
because of peaceful expression of their beliefs, 
politics, race, religion, color, or national origin.

_____ 3. Amnesty International is focused strictly on 
abuses that occur in countries in the develop-
ing world.

Multiple Choice

_____ 4. Which of the following is a goal of Greenpeace?
a. Promote peace, global disarmament, and 

nonviolence
b. Free all prisoners of conscience around 

the world
c. End the trade in “conflict diamonds”
d. All of the above
e. None of the above

_____ 5. Which of the following is a type of international 
non-state actor (NSA)?

a. Humanitarian
b. Scientific
c. Terrorist
d. Business
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 7.2
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z Other reasons for a company going abroad include establishing market domi-
nance in the host country, avoiding high taxes in the home country, evading 
tougher environmental standards—which increase production costs—in the 
home country, and avoiding trade barriers in the host country.

There are basically three kinds of international corporate actors behind all of this 
business activity:

z Multinational corporations (MNCs)

z Transnational corporations (TNCs)

z Business alliances

 The following paragraphs describe MNCs and TNCs and the differences between 
them. We then look at the economic power the largest corporate actors wield.

Multinational and Transnational Corporations
Multinational corporations are loosely defined as businesses with operations in 
more than one country. However, it can be helpful to distinguish between multi-

	 FigurE	 7.1

Manufacturing Facilities

Number of manufacturing facilities owned, leased, or operated by 
companies comprising the Coca-Cola system.

North America
160

Latin America
228

Africa
174

Asia and Pacific
218

Europe,
Eurasia and
Middle East

202

Summary of Manufacturing Facilities
33  Concentrate and syrup plants
8 Juice and juice-drink production facilities
5  CCDA water plants
1  Food service juice concentrate plant
935  System bottle/can plants

Total 982 plants
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national corporations (MNCs) and transnational corporations (TNCs). MNCs 
have foreign subsidiaries that are clones of the parent company. For example, a 
U.S. company with a German subsidiary consists of a self-contained operation in 
Germany that makes almost everything it sells in Germany, buys supplies in Ger-
many, and employs mostly Germans. A TNC24 is based on the idea that there is 
only one economic unit: the world. TNCs usually view themselves as non-national 
entities. In common parlance, however, the term multinational corporation 
encompasses any company with business-related activity in two or more coun-
tries. Multinational corporations generally have a local perspective when it comes 
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Rank  
2005–2006 Economic Entity

Market Value  
(Billions of US$)

Rank  
2005–2006 Economic Entity

Market Value  
(Billions of US$)

1 United States $12,416,505 26 Poland $303,229

2 Japan 4,533,965 27 Norway 295,513

3 Germany 2,794,926 28 Indonesia 287,217

4 China 2,234,297 29 British Petroleum 267,600

5 United Kingdom 2,198,789 30 Denmark 258,714

6 France 2,126,630 31 South Africa 239,543

7 Italy 1,762,519 32 Greece 225,206

8 Spain 1,124,640 33 Ireland 201,817

9 Canada 1,113,810 34 Finland 193,160

10 India 805,714 35 General Motors 192,604

11 Brazil 796,055 36 Iran, Islamic Rep. 189,784

12 Korea, Rep. 787,624 37 Chevron 189,481

13 Mexico 768,438 38 DaimlerChrysler 186,106

14 Russian Federation 763,720 39 Toyota 185,805

15 Australia 732,499 40 Portugal 183,305

16 Netherlands 624,202 41 Argentina 183,193

17 Belgium 370,824 42 Hong Kong, China 177,703

18 Switzerland 367,029 43 Ford 177,210

19 Turkey 362,502 44 Thailand 176,634

20 Sweden 357,683 45 ConocoPhillips 166,683

21 Exxon Mobil 339,938 46 General Electric 157,153

22 Wal-Mart 315,654 47 Total 152,361

23 Saudi Arabia 309,778 48 Venezuela, RB 140,192

24 Royal Dutch Shell 306,731 49 ING Group 138,235

25 Austria 306,073 50 Citigroup 131,045

	 TABLE	7.2

The World’s Top 50 Economic Entities

Sources: For companies, the data refer to revenues in 2006: http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/2006/full_list/.  
For countries, GDP data is used from 2005: World Bank, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/DATASTATISTICS/Resources/GDP.pdf.
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to sales, service, public relations, and legal affairs, but they have a global perspec-
tive with respect to parts, machines, planning, research and development, finance, 
marketing, pricing, and management. The UN estimates that there are more than 
60,000 MNCs operating in the world, controlling 600,000 production plants and 
employing about 86 million people (see Figure 7.1, which shows the distribution of 
Coca-Cola plants all over the world). By 2004, MNCs accounted for about 25 per-
cent of the world’s economic production and about 33 percent of world trade.25

The Economic Clout of Corporate Actors
As more companies become international in scope, calls for international laws 
and rules for the global economy increase. As we show in chapters 12 and 13, how-
ever, getting control of the huge corporate actors can be a difficult task. Many 
international businesses control vast economic resources. Some international 
companies have more economic clout than most of the countries of the world. Wal-
Mart, for example, controls more economic resources than all but twenty coun-
tries in the world. In Table 7.2, you can see that many companies are represented 
among the world’s top fifty economic entities. Because economic clout often 
translates into political influence, such large companies can have a tremendous 
impact on the political economies of both host and home countries. In some cases, 
they even employ large numbers of security guards to ensure the smooth running 
of their operations. While this practice is not widespread, some fear such militari-
zation of corporate actors.
 It is important to keep in mind that most MNCs are not economic goliaths like 
Wal-Mart and BP. Most MNCs are not household names. China Garment Manufac-
turers (CGM), for example, is a Taiwanese-owned clothing company operating in 
Southern Africa. It employs nearly 7,000 workers in the small Kingdom of Lesotho. 
It uses fabric from China, India, and Pakistan and makes jeans and pants for the 
Gap, K-Mart, Old Navy, and other U.S. chains. Its business activities are valued in 
the millions, not billions.26 Many MNCs are even smaller.

Test Prepper 7.3

True or False?

_____ 1. MNCs generally have subsidiary companies in 
other countries that are clones of the parent 
company while TNCs view themselves as non-
national entities.

_____ 2. Some MNCs, like Wal-Mart, control more eco-
nomic resources than entire countries.

_____ 3. In order to be considered an MNC, a company 
must have subsidiaries in at least five countries.

_____ 4. The greatest increase in economic clout held by 
corporate actors occurred during the time 
between WWI and WWII, with the expansion of 
power tapering off in the latter half of the twen-
tieth century.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following is a reason why a coun-
try might move its operations to another 
country?

a. Reduce labor costs
b. Avoid high tax rates in the home country
c. Evade tough environmental standards at 

home
d. Establish market dominance in the host 

country
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12
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What Is the Relationship between 
States and NGOs?
Identify the criticisms associated with NGO interactions with states; be able to 
recount specific examples associated with Greenpeace and Amnesty 
International.

The relationships between states and NGOs may be cooperative or confron-
tational. Sometimes a symbiotic relationship can exist—a relationship that is 
beneficial to both parties. In some cases, governments wishing to tap into popu-
lar support for certain issues seek cooperative alliances with related NGOs. For 
example, the Brazilian government’s Environmental Agency asked Greenpeace to 
monitor the Amazon rainforest for environmental violations such as illegal log-
ging. A debt-relief campaign for heavily indebted poor countries, Jubilee 2000, 
was designed specifically to change the perceptions of governments, the IMF, and 
the World Bank so they would be more environmentally friendly. Through its 
cooperation with Jubilee 2000, the British government gained popular interna-
tional legitimacy. This debt-relief program managed to collect 25 million signa-
tures supporting the program from around the globe and encouraged banks to 
cancel $30 billion in debt.27 Thus, as Kerstin Martens explains, NGOs “are often 
directly involved in the design of policies and may shape political processes from 
inside the official arenas.”28

Complaints against NGOs
Despite such examples of cooperation among states and non-state actors, very 
often the two groups of actors are at odds. This can happen whether the non-state 
actor is a corporate actor, a NGO, or, of course, a terrorist organization. There are 
five general criticisms leveled at NGOs:

1. They interfere in internal politics.
2. NGOs are misguided.
3. They threaten governments.
4. NGOs perform dangerous work.
5. They lack transparency.

 We will cover three of these in more depth below.

NGOs and the Right of Interference
One of the most controversial ideas held by many 
humanitarian NGOs is that the international com-
munity has the right of interference in countries that 
violate the rights of minorities.29 Recall that national 
sovereignty, as defined in the principles of the Treaty 
of Westphalia, suggests that states have the right to 
govern their territory as they see fit. The notion that 
organizations outside the sovereign territory have a 
right to interfere represents a serious challenge to 
sovereignty, which has been the cornerstone of inter-
national relations for over 350 years.

Greenpeace in Berlin, Germany
Greenpeace uses a mechanized road roller to crush ten thousand 
energy-wasting light bulbs at the Brandenburg Gate.
© Greenpeace / Andreas Schoelzel

4
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 Many NATO supporters, for example, claimed the humanitarian disaster that 
unfolded in Kosovo in 1998 and early 1999 warranted NATO’s bombing of Serbian 
(Yugoslav) targets. None of the NATO members had a direct quarrel with Yugo-
slavia, and yet Yugoslav territory was attacked with the aim of forcing Yugoslav 
president Slobodan Milosevic to alter his policies toward his country’s Albanian 
Kosovars. After Milosevic agreed to withdraw forces from Kosovo, many people 
wondered whether these events represented a new trend that would play itself out 
in the twenty-first century. While this example involves an IGO (NATO), the notion 
of a right of interference is increasingly accepted by humanitarian NGOs.
 NGOs may become targets not just of states but of other non-state actors as 
well. For example, recent anti-globalization efforts in Seattle, Prague, Davos, 
Genoa, and Washington have made NGOs targets of criticism by businesses and 
IGO officials. Religious groups may oppose NGO activities related to reproductive 
rights because they view NGO activities as sinful or disruptive of traditional family 
values. Many businesses and government officials critically describe many NGOs 
accredited by the UN as being either radical, leftist, feminist, pro-abortion, pro-
environment, or pro-homosexual because their politics are divisive and unrepre-
sentative of the mainstream.30

NGOs Are Misguided
Some Western NGOs have also been criticized for focusing too narrowly on a par-
ticular issue that reflects the interests and concerns of the NGO donors but not the 
recipients of NGO aid and attention. Laurie Garrett of the Council on Foreign Rela-
tions found this to be true with respect to health problems in developing coun-
tries.31 Likewise, NGOs draw the public’s attention to human rights violations of 
detainees at Guantanamo Bay and the terrible conditions in Darfur, Sudan, but 
NGOs were far less vocal about Saddam Hussein’s campaign against the Kurds and 
the Shiites in Iraq, or about the atrocities committed by the terrorists and armed 
Shiite groups in Iraq.

Lack of Transparency
Many NGOs are controversial in that many of them are not transparent or account-
able. In short, how they make decisions and finance their activities is not always 
apparent, and they do not always have democratic accountability. NGOs may 
even fabricate information in order to push their agenda—an agenda that may 
actually hurt the people it is supposed to help. Journalist and author Sebastian 
Mallaby has shown how some NGOs used false or misleading statements to gal-
vanize opposition to dam projects in Uganda and China despite the local popula-
tion’s support.
 To help demonstrate these issues, the remainder of the chapter explores the 
many ways in which NGOs struggle against the interests of states. Let’s first look at 
political opposition to the two NGOs highlighted earlier: Greenpeace and Amnesty 
International, and then examine political opposition to corporate actors.32

Political Opposition to Greenpeace
The mission of Greenpeace can clash with the activities and interests of countries 
and companies with differing viewpoints. We offer the following example to high-
light the many obstacles this NGO faces in achieving its mission.
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Challenging French Nuclear Testing
Perhaps the most publicized confrontation between Greenpeace and a sover-
eign state came in July 1985, when French commandos bombed the Greenpeace 
ship Rainbow Warrior, killing a Dutch citizen. Greenpeace had been protesting 
French nuclear testing in the South Pacific. France, however, wanted to avoid the 
negative publicity that often comes with Greenpeace exposure by destroying the 
Rainbow Warrior while it was harbored in Auckland, New Zealand. Because 
someone was killed in the incident, the publicity turned out to be almost all neg-
ative for the French, both in New Zealand and internationally. At one point, for 
example, Australia’s foreign minister said, “Every French defense ship or airplane 
seeking to visit this country will need to give us a guarantee that it is not, and will 
not in any way, be involved with . . . the nuclear tests in the Pacific. If they do not 
give that assurance, they will not be allowed to land nor will they be refueled or 
in any other way assisted by Australia.” The Pacific Council of Churches said that 
“if it is safe to carry out nuclear tests, do it in France and keep our Pacific 
nuclear-free.”33

 Two agents of the French Directorate General of External Security, Major Alain 
Mafart and Captain Dominique Prieur, were prosecuted in New Zealand on 
charges of manslaughter and willful damage to a ship by means of an explosive, 
convicted, and sentenced to ten years in prison in New Zealand. Unhappy with this 
decision, however, the French government put economic pressure on New Zea-
land, and the case finally ended up in the lap of United Nations Secretary-General 
Javier Perez de Cuellar. Under his mediation, the French paid New Zealand $7 mil-
lion, issued a formal apology, and pledged not to use the influence of the Euro-
pean Union (then the European Community) to limit New Zealand’s exports to the 
EU.34 In the end, France went ahead with its nuclear testing in the Pacific.
 A decade later, Greenpeace sent another ship to the French Mururoa Atoll 
when French President Jacques Chirac announced his decision to do more testing. 
Exactly ten years after the first Rainbow Warrior was sunk, the French navy stormed 
Rainbow Warrior II when it sailed inside the twelve-mile exclusion zone around 
the test site. Commandos fired tear gas at the crew, cut the boat’s communications 
links, and towed it out of the test area.35

Criticism of Greenpeace Policies
Greenpeace has been active in opposing genetically modified (GM) foods, in part 
on scientific grounds but also because it believes the large biotech companies 
that produce GM crops exploit farmers who become dependent on these crops. 
Greenpeace also opposes the situation in which consumers eat GM foods without 
even knowing it. While the Greenpeace stance on GM crops has drawn the ire of 
many companies, many countries in the developing world are also upset with 
Greenpeace. Developing countries look on GM foods as a partial solution to wide-
spread hunger, and they also recognize many of their nutritional benefits. Golden 
rice, for example, is enriched with vitamin A. Some observers—including Patrick 
Moore, a founder of Greenpeace—have been critical of Greenpeace for ignoring 
the possibility that genetic modifications could increase yields while reducing 
pesticide use. Greenpeace, however, dismisses this argument in general and Moore 
in particular as someone who sold out the NGO’s ideals for personal gains made in 
industry.36 You can see how complex these issues are—and how difficult it is to 
arrive at “the truth.” (For more about GM foods, see chapter 14.)
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 Greenpeace has gotten into trouble with countries and companies because of 
its own mistakes. For example, in 1995 it claimed that the deliberate sinking of the 
Royal Dutch/Shell oil platform, Brent Spar, would endanger marine life. But the 
NGO later admitted that its claims were scientifically unfounded.37 As Michael 
Edwards, a Ford Foundation researcher and former NGO official, said, NGOs are 
often less concerned with righting specific wrongs than with stirring up contro-
versy. John Clark, who deals with NGO relations at the World Bank, has said that 
NGO campaigners sometimes gloss over facts because they are in a hurry to make 
their point. An even more unflattering evaluation of some NGOs comes from Car-
oline Harper, a research director at the UK Save the Children fund. Harper explains 
how few NGOs have the in-house resources to master complex issues. “Coming 
from an activist tradition, NGOs have generally neglected rigorous policy analysis, 
seeing such research as costly, a luxury and impractical. NGO advocates have 
tended to leap from the local to the global, armed only with highly contested anec-
dotal evidence.”38 Despite the controversies, Greenpeace shows no signs of dimin-
ishing its efforts worldwide, and it has clearly played an important role in raising 
environmental consciousness.

Political Opposition to Amnesty International
The nature of Amnesty International’s work makes it susceptible to opposition 
from sovereign states. In the paragraphs that follow are many such examples, with 
particular attention paid to China and the United States.

China and Amnesty International
Amnesty International has been highly critical of the Chinese government for a 
long time and on many accounts. Consider the scope and variety of human rights 
abuses in the following examples.
 Amnesty International has reported widespread human rights violations in 
Tibet. AI’s findings are consistent with those of other organizations, including the 
Boston-based Physicians for Human Rights.39 Tibet is in the Himalayan mountains 
between the northeast part of India and the southwest part of China. The historical 
relationship between Tibet and China has alternated between conquest and coop-
eration. Tibet has historically never been a part of the Chinese empire or of China.
 But in 1949, as the communists led by Mao Zedong gained control of China, 
the Chinese invaded Tibet, and today they have no plans to give it up. According to 
AI, the occupying Chinese forces are guilty of torture and ill treatment of prisoners. 
Tibetan nationalists and Buddhists appear to be special targets. In addition, hun-
dreds of prisoners of conscience, among them monks and nuns, remain in prison 
under conditions that are often cruel and degrading. China’s behavior is notewor-
thy because China has signed several international human rights conventions, 
including the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrad-
ing Treatment or Punishment. In addition, China’s own criminal law (for example, 
Article 136) states that it is strictly forbidden to extort confession by torture.40

z Amnesty International is a vocal opponent of the death penalty. In 2006, for 
example, AI recorded almost 1,600 people put to death. Iran executed at least 
177 people, Pakistan at least 82, Iraq and Sudan each at least 65, and the 
United States 53.41 China executes more people than the rest of the world’s 
governments combined. China officially executed 1,000 people in 2006. How-

For more information see  
The View From:  
Amnesty International
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ever, the data on the use of the death penalty in China are 
a state secret; and AI believes that the true number could 
be as high as 8,000.42

z AI has been very critical of China’s relationship with the 
Sudanese government and the conditions in the Darfur 
region. According to AI, Sudan represents China’s largest 
overseas investment, worth at least $3 billion, and is the 
third-largest supplier of oil to China. AI has held demon-
strations to highlight the failure of the Chinese government 
to use its influence to pressure the Sudanese government 
to admit a viable peacekeeping operation into Darfur.

Amnesty International and the United States
It is perhaps surprising to many Americans that Amnesty Inter-
national has often targeted the United States for systematic 
human rights problems. The most visible clash is between AI 
and those U.S. states where the death penalty is legal. Amnesty 
International particularly opposes the U.S. practice (in twenty-
one states) of allowing the execution of persons under eigh-
teen who commit capital crimes. Such legislation puts the 
United States in the same company as Nigeria, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, and Saudi Arabia, the only other countries 
that have the death penalty for minors. The United States is 
also faulted by AI on a number of other issues. Consider the 
following.

z In 2000, Amnesty International accused NATO (and hence 
the United States, indirectly) of war crimes for not taking 
enough precautions to prevent civilian casualties during 
the war in Kosovo.

z AI has been critical of antiterrorism measures like the 
U.S.A. Patriot Act, which has been widely imitated in other 
countries. AI believes the United States has not lived up 
to its commitment to the Geneva Convention because it 
refuses many prisoners the right to be informed of the rea-
sons for their detention, the right to prompt and confiden-
tial access to counsel of one’s choice, and the presumption 
of innocence.

z In a major 1998 report, AI was critical of the United States for many aspects of 
its criminal-justice system. “Across the country thousands of people are sub-
jected to sustained and deliberate brutality at the hands of police officers. 
Cruel, degrading, and sometimes life-threatening methods of constraint con-
tinue to be a feature of the U.S. criminal justice system.”43 For example, women 
inmates in U.S. prisons and jails are routinely subjected to sexual abuse by 
male guards.44

z In response to the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane 
Rita, AI joined forces with the U.S. Human Rights Network to call on the U.S. 
government to recognize Katrina survivors as Internally Displaced Persons and 
to respect and adhere to the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement.

Amnesty International Monitors Countries around the 
World, Including the United States
One of Amnesty International’s complaints about the 
United States is its support for the death penalty. In this 
photo, opponents of the death penalty protest against 
this American policy.
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Global Human Rights Violations
China and the United States, of course, are not singled out by Amnesty Interna-
tional as the world’s only violators of human rights. AI find itself at odds with most 
countries. The following examples help demonstrate the geographic scope of AI as 
well as the types of political opposition it faces.

z Israel: AI has been critical of Israeli treatment of Palestinians living in the Occu-
pied Territories. Since 2000, for example, Israeli army and settlers have killed 
about 3,700 Palestinians—most of them unarmed and including over 600 chil-
dren. AI also points out that Palestinians have killed almost 1,000 Israelis—
most of them civilians and including more than 100 children.45

z Brazil: AI has criticized Brazil for “death squads” that have participated in the 
extra judicial executions of criminal suspects in situations sometimes described 
as “social cleansing” as well as in the context of organized crime, often with the 
direct involvement of former and active police officers.

z Cuba: For more than forty years, AI has campaigned against human rights vio-
lations committed by the Cuban government. The main focus has been on the 
imprisonment of political dissidents and journalists as a result of severe restric-
tions on the freedom of expression, freedom of association, and assembly. 
There are also concerns about detention without charge or trial as well as 
harassment and intimidation of dissidents and critics.

z Pakistan: AI has denounced the plight of Pakistani women, who suffer “physi-
cal abuse, rape, acid attacks, burns and slayings which have prompted us to 
call on Pakistani authorities to protect women and take concrete steps to pre-
vent a repetition of situations such as these.” Similar concerns have been raised 
about women in Myanmar, who have been tortured, raped, and murdered by 
the country’s military junta.46 (See chapter 11 for more information.)

 These examples show not only the diverse nature of AI’s complaints but also 
the diversity of AI’s targets.

Political Opposition to Corporate Actors
The growing presence of international corporate actors around the world has led 
to opposition not just from sovereign states but from other NGOs as well. Devel-
oping countries especially can feel threatened by the power of giant MNCs. The 
vast resources available to some foreign companies can influence not just the 
economy of a developing country but its political system as well. We explore the 
relationship of developing countries and international corporate actors in greater 
depth in chapter 13. For now, let’s look at the challenge that MNCs can face from 
other NGOs.
 Many NGOs are concerned about the economic, political, social, and environ-
mental impact of corporate actors. For example, they may oppose the way in which 
local businesses are threatened by large foreign companies, and they oppose 
MNCs when their activities lower wages or create unsafe working conditions. As a 
result, NGOs that are critical of international corporations often demand actions 
from them that typically have little to do with traditional business activity. For 
example, the Nongovernmental International Business Leaders Forum argues that 
corporations have the responsibility to resolve conflicts and foster socioeconomic 
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development in the countries where they are located. Oil companies, for instance, 
must “proactively create positive societal value by engaging in innovative social 
investment, stakeholder consultation, policy dialogue, advocacy and civic institu-
tion building.”47

NGO Pressure on Corporate Actors
NGOs can and do influence how MNCs operate in some countries. Shell, for exam-
ple, extracted oil from Nigeria for over fifty years without much concern for the 
local population or environment. But due in part to pressure from NGOs, the com-
pany has made important strides in helping its host country. Even Human Rights 
Watch, one of Shell’s harshest critics, has admitted that “development spending by 
the oil companies has also brought schools, clinics, and other infrastructure to 
remote parts of the country that might otherwise be far more marginalized by the 
Nigerian government.”48 Consider these other examples.

z Starbucks announced in 2000 that it would buy coffee beans from importers 
who pay above-market prices to small farmers (for so-called fair trade beans) 
and sell them in more than 2,000 of its shops across the United States.

z The NGO Oxfam America has joined a broad coalition of other NGOs, student 
groups, and Ethiopian community members to force coffee roasters, such as 
Starbucks, to respect the intellectual property of three specialty coffee names 
in Ethiopia—Hara, Sidamo, and Yirgacheffe. The goal is to allow Ethiopian 
farmers, and not just foreign coffee companies, to enjoy the benefits of Ethio-
pia’s indigenous crops.49

Regulatory Action by MNCs
As NGO and public pressure has increased, MNCs have increasingly begun imple-
menting certification arrangements. These are codes of good conduct, produc-
tion guidelines, and monitoring standards that govern corporate behavior and 
even the behavior of companies that supply MNCs. The certifications can take 
several forms.

1. They may be written by a single company, as in the case of Johnson & Johnson, 
which wrote its first environmental health and safety report in 1993.

2. Certifications may be organized by industry or trade associations, such as the 
chemical industry’s global Responsible Care program.

3. Certification can involve an external group, often an NGO that imposes its 
rules and compliance methods onto a particular firm or industry. The NGO 
Center for Responsibility in Business, for example, designed auditable stan-
dards and an independent accreditation process for the protection of workers’ 
rights. By mid-2001, the center had certified sixty-six manufacturing facilities 
around the world, mostly toy and apparel factories.

4. Certification may also involve government or multilateral agencies, as in the 
case of the UN’s Global Compact, which lists environmental, labor, and human 
rights principles for companies to follow. To be certified, companies must sub-
mit online updates of their progress for NGOs to scrutinize. These certifica-
tions are now common in many industries, including the chemical, coffee, 
forest products, oil, mining, nuclear power, transportation sectors, apparel, 
diamond, footwear, and toy industries.
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 The record of certification so far is mixed. In some 
economic sectors, the impact is noticeable, particu-
larly in the forest products and clothing industries. 
The World Wildlife Fund and Greenpeace, for exam-
ple, created the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). 
Companies that meet the council’s requirements can 
put the FSC logo on their products. Because of pres-
sure from NGOs such as the National Labor Com-
mittee, GAP, Inc., became the first retailer to agree to 
independent monitoring of a foreign contractor.
 While certifications may lead to the improve-
ments that NGOs seek, critics of this approach are 
concerned that, in the end, certification will be a 
weak substitute for a stronger political (state) role in 
addressing a country’s problems. In addition, some 
observers believe that NGO demands of MNCs can 
be inappropriate and that NGO criticisms can be 
misplaced. According to Marina Ottaway, a senior 
associate at the Carnegie Endowment for Interna-
tional Peace, no matter what it does, Shell cannot 
pacify its Nigerian and international critics because 
what they want is beyond any single actor’s capacity 
to deliver.50

MNC-NGO Cooperation
Typically, NGOs are critical of multinational corporations, and the bigger the 
company, the greater the criticism. However, sometimes the world is more com-
plicated than the “you’re either with us or against us” attitude suggests. For exam-
ple, in 2002 the United Nations chose corporations as the main entities for tackling 
health problems in Southern Africa mostly because the companies—not local 
governments or NGOs—had the necessary resources. The Britain-based mining 
group Anglo-American, for example, plans to offer HIV/AIDS drugs to its workers 
and provide medicine regimens in the rural communities where the company 
finds its miners. While the motive may be seen as purely economic—the Anglo-
American estimates that about 23 percent of its 134,000 employees in Southern 
Africa are HIV-positive—the results may turn out to be very positive for the em-
ployees.51 In the future, companies and governments may find it to their advan-
tage to work more closely with NGOs, even if they are criticized for pandering to 
the NGOs, and even if the NGOs themselves are criticized by hard-core activists 
who argue that the NGOs are selling out to the enemy. For better or worse, some 
observers claim that increased cooperation between NGOs and MNCs is creating 
a new type of diplomacy. NGOs have put public pressure on companies at both 
the national and international levels to be responsible and responsive to the peo-
ple with whom they interact. Still, the record thus far shows that NGOs often make 
only superficial progress with big businesses. When NGOs were critical of UK 
Minnow Premier Oil for its investment in Myanmar, the company responded with 
a detailed description of its social and environmental performance and commis-
sioned an independent social audit, but it remains in Myanmar. Likewise, British 
Petroleum keeps its Petrochina stake, despite criticism from and a dialog with the 
Free Tibet Campaign.52

Protests against Home Depot
One of the largest home-improvement stores in the United States, 
Home Depot, has been a target of the Rainforest Action Network 
for selling lumber from old-growth forests.
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State-NGO Relations in Perspective
The goal of this section has been to review the many ways in which NGOs can 
shape international events and nation-states. In general, NGOs can affect nation-
states in the short, medium, and long term, and the relationship between NGOs 
and nation-states can range from complete hostility through peaceful coexistence 
to overt cooperation. Keep in mind, though, that regardless of the relationship, 
some NGOs have no impact whatsoever on nation-states.

Short-, Medium-, and Long-term Views
In the short term, NGO successes can, but do not always, occur. The impact of 
NGO activity on a sovereign state may be immediate, as in the case of UN media-
tors forcing France to pay for its attack on Greenpeace’s ship Rainbow Warrior. 
Thereafter, although the French continued their nuclear testing program, they 
reduced the number of tests. A medium-term success case is Amnesty Interna-
tional’s Campaign Against Torture, begun in Mexico in October 2001. It led to a 50 
percent increase in AI Mexico membership and an agreement with a popular radio 
station to promote human rights issues.53 While this achievement has not trans-
formed Mexican society overnight, AI considers it an important step.
 Most NGOs do not succeed in the short run because their demands typically 
include making large political or economic entities change the fundamental way 
they operate. When the interests of these entities are entrenched, short-term 
successes are likely to be rare. It is over the long run that NGOs may have a more 
important impact on nation-states and world politics in general. This is because 
the impact of NGOs can be indirect and subtle. People who have only recently 
learned about the mission of such NGOs as Greenpeace, Oxfam, or Human 
Rights Watch, for example, may not act at the time of a particular humanitarian 
crisis, but their new-found awareness may lead them to action in the future.
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 According to Craig Warkentin of the State University of New York at Oswego, in 
order for nation-states or other large organizations (such as MNCs) to alter their 
behavior, a change of attitude is often required, and NGOs contribute to a long-
term change in public attitudes.54 For example, NGOs can identify transnational 
problems that might otherwise be ignored. They may help establish international-
level values and norms that can guide future international policies taken by nation-
states or international organizations such as the UN.55 Although Greenpeace is 
still struggling in its campaign to ban whaling, for example, it is thanks to sus-
tained Greenpeace pressure that the International Whaling Commission was 
transformed from an organization allocating whaling quotas into an organization 
protecting whales.56

 Of course, if NGOs are unable to change enough people’s minds, they will con-
tinue to face formidable political obstacles. For instance, Amnesty International 
and other human rights organizations face a long, uphill struggle to convince 
countries (including China and the United States) to end the use of the death pen-
alty. In China, the AIDS Action Project, an NGO that is partially funded from inter-
national sources, publicized government incompetence in the sale of HIV-tainted 
blood that may have killed over 1 million people. The government’s response was 
to evict the NGO from its offices in an effort to silence the group.57

The Varied Impact of NGOs
As for corporate actors, multinational corporations can have a major impact on 
both the host and home countries. Recall the vast economic resources that MNCs 
control and the political clout that can accompany such economic power. Some 
regulation of MNC activity is possible, but no country can completely rein in inter-
national businesses without threatening to lose the benefits derived from the 
international businesses in the first place. The problem is worse for countries that 
are politically and economically weak.
 The relationship between states and terrorist NGOs takes many forms.

z Some states sponsor terrorism by providing financial, political, or other sup-
port to terrorist groups. In this sense, states and terrorist organizations have a 
cooperative relationship.

z Other states, of course, are targeted by terrorist groups. Britain, Spain, Israel, 
Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, and the United States—to name just a few—have all 
had to contend with the scourge of terrorism.

 Clearly, the impact of NGOs on nation-states—when, in fact, there is an 
impact—can be quite varied. Sometimes the relationship is hostile, sometimes it 
is cooperative, and sometimes the relationship is simply young and evolving.58 
The relationships between NGOs and MNCs, for example, are as varied as the rela-
tionship between NGOs and nation-states. The stereotypical image is of NGOs 
protesting the behavior of rapacious MNCs in some developing country. The NGO 
complaint usually centers on the MNC’s environmental, labor, or human rights 
record. While this stereotype applies to many NGO-MNC relationships, it does not 
apply to all of them. As with NGOs and the oil industry, for instance, in some cases 
the two sides have chosen to cooperate instead.
 NGOs, then, can have both a short-term and long-term impact on nation-
states and corporate actors. The relationship between NGOs and nation-states 
and corporate actors is often hostile, but it need not be. When NGOs confront 
entrenched interests, such as nation-states that pursue their perceived national 
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interest at the expense of the environment, or companies that seek short-term 
profit regardless of NGO complaints, progress is likely to be slow or nonexistent.
 This chapter concludes by returning to one of the main questions raised in 
both chapter 6 and here. How influential can corporate and nongovernmental 
actors be in a world dominated by states? From one perspective, it appears that 
IGOs and NGOs are indeed chipping away at the sovereignty of nation-states. If 
one looks at the power wielded by international corporate actors, the influence 
some international organizations have on countries, or the actions of interna-
tional terrorists, the nation-state seems to be in retreat.
 In terms of sheer numbers, the future looks bright for both IGOs and non-
actors. Global capitalist relations are encouraging an expansion of the powers of 
corporate actors on a regional level—as in NAFTA and the European Union—and 
on a global scale. NGOs such as Amnesty International are likely to be active as 
long as people are threatened in unstable or repressive countries. And as long as 
environmentally harmful substances, nuclear weapons, and civilian nuclear power 
are used, NGOs like Greenpeace will also be active. Finally, NGOs are likely to pros-
per as more countries open up their political systems and allow for greater free-
doms of expression and associations.
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Test Prepper 7.4

True or False?

_____ 1. Many NGOs are criticized for their lack of 
transparency, in other words, they do not fully 
disclose their sources of revenue and how they 
spend their funds.

_____ 2. After the publicity nightmare faced by the 
French after destroying the Rainbow Warrior, 
the French government and Greenpeace were 
able to establish positive relations that have 
lasted until today.

_____ 3. Greenpeace has gotten into trouble not only for 
the positions it has taken, but also because of 
the mistakes it has made (such as making false 
claims).

_____ 4. While Greenpeace has been criticized by many 
for its interference in domestic political affairs, 
Amnesty International has steered clear of 
controversy.

_____ 5. Certification of businesses by NGOs has been 
an overwhelmingly positive force for environ-
mental change by MNCs around the globe.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following complaints are made 
against MNCs?

a. They interfere in the internal politics of 
states.

b. They avoid high tax rates in home 
countries.

c. They evade tough environmental stan-
dards at home.

d. They establish market dominance in the 
host countries.

e. All of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following were NOT a subject of 
Amnesty International criticism?

a. Brazil d. United States
b. Mexico e. None of the above
c. Israel

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
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Join the Debate

Should the International Community Allow  
Minke Whaling?

For years, Greenpeace and other conservation groups 
have battled to make all countries abide by the Interna-
tional Whaling Commission’s (IWC) 1986 moratorium 
on whale hunting. However, pro-whaling states such as 
Japan, Norway, and Iceland have not complied with the 
moratorium. This has led to violent interactions on the 
high seas. For example, in the summer of 1999, when 
Greenpeace attempted to prevent ships from hunting 
minke whales near Norway, one of its boats collided 
with a Norwegian coast guard ship. One U.S. and two 
British Greenpeace members were arrested, while oth-
ers escaped and returned safely to their boat. Because 
Greenpeace was in Norway’s waters and because Nor-
wegian law allows whaling, the coastguard felt justified 
in thwarting the efforts of Greenpeace.1 The events 
raise interesting questions. What motivates Greenpeace 
members to put themselves at risk? Why have pro-
whaling states ignored the IWC moratorium?
 This debate explores the arguments for and against 
whaling. The issues discussed provide a concrete 
example of how NGOs and nation-states may compete 
against each other when they pursue incompatible 
goals. It also addresses the potential impact NGOs can 
have on nation-states. It remains to be seen if anti-
whaling NGOs like Greenpeace will alter state policies 
in the short term or the long term, or if they simply 
face an uphill battle against states that will do what 
they want to do regardless of international pressures.

The Pro-whaling PersPecTive

Support for whaling has been justified on economic, 
cultural, and political grounds. According to the Nor-
way-based NGO High North Alliance, the rights of 
whalers, sealers, and fishers to harvest renewable 
resources in accordance with principles of sustainable 
management must be supported.2 Norway estimates 
that the Northeast Atlantic and Central Atlantic whale 
stocks amount to 107,000 and 72,000 animals respec-
tively. “These stocks are large enough to provide a 
sound basis for sustainable harvesting.”3 The govern-
ment of Iceland also estimates that minke whale hunt-

ing in the past decades has had no significant effect on 
the status of the stock.4 The Japanese government takes 
a similar position.5

 From a cultural perspective, whaling has a long 
tradition in many parts of the world. As pro-whaling 
protesters in Japan often claim, whale meat is part of 
Japanese food culture.6 During a protest in 2002, dem-
onstrators shouted slogans such as “This is our dietary 
culture. Resume whaling now!” and “Fight off Green-
peace and the eco-eccentric anti-whalers!”7

Norwegian Whaling
© Vasquez/Greenpeace
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 Culture and economics can be inseparable when it 
comes to whaling. For example, the Norwegian govern-
ment believes that “fishing, sealing and whaling are 
among the principal means of livelihood of the coastal 
population, especially in the northernmost parts of the 
country.”8 In addition, unlike large commercial fishing 
operations, the typical whaling vessel is generally run 
as a family business, with a crew of three to eight, 
including the owner. The belief among these outfits is 
that such small business operations do not threaten 
whale stocks. Icelandic pro-whalers make a similar 
claim—that minke whaling has been conducted around 
Iceland using only small motorboats for most of the 
past century.
 From the pro-whaling perspective, the problem with 
anti-whaling states and with NGOs like Greenpeace and 
the World Wildlife Fund is that they are practicing a form 
of cultural imperialism in preventing a resumption of 
the industry even though minke whale stocks are abun-
dant. As Keiji Fujino, who runs a whale meat stall at the 
Karato (Japan) wholesale market, put it, “They should 
stop telling us what to do. How would people in Britain 
like it if we told them not to eat cow?”9

The anTi-whaling PersPecTive

There are many arguments against whaling, the pri-
mary one being that it is an unnecessary and inhumane 
practice that is decimating already endangered whale 
populations. Over the centuries, whale stocks of all 
kinds have dropped enormously, and if hunting con-
tinues, many whale species could face extinction.10

 While pro-whaling countries argue that whaling is 
important for local communities, the industry of whal-
ing can be quite involved and go far beyond the local 
level. Greenpeace, for example, claims that some of 
Norway’s whaling vessels cross international waters, 
travel over 1,000 miles to reach hunting grounds, and 
that their ships act as small factories, flensing whales 
on board and remaining at sea for weeks at a time. In 
addition, Greenpeace claims that Norway’s real goal is 
to export whale meat to Japan, where prices are several 
times higher.11

 Japan claims that its whaling is for scientific research 
into the relationship between whales and fish in the 
north Pacific.12 But Greenpeace claims that hundreds 
of millions of dollars in whale meat harvested by Japa-
nese “research hunting” is sold on the market.13 The 
scientific opinion on the legitimacy of the research pro-

gram is divided, complicating efforts by Greenpeace 
and other anti-whaling organizations to discredit com-
pletely the “research hunting” argument. A Japanese 
survey of attitudes toward whaling has raised the ire 
of anti-whaling groups even more. According to the 
Japanese national newspaper Asahi Shimbun, only 
4 percent of Japanese reported eating whale meat 
“sometimes,” and an additional 9 percent reported eat-
ing it “very rarely.”14

 Anti-whaling advocates also highlight the unethical 
tactics used by pro-whaling states in the international 
arena. In some cases, pro-whaling states have resorted 
to bribery to get their way. For example, Japan has 
bought votes in order to gain greater whaling rights 
from the IWC. According to Greenpeace, Japan spent 
over $220 million of its fisheries aid in recent years 
on securing the support of ten countries, including 
Morocco, Guinea, and several Caribbean states. “They 
have tied aid to votes,” New Zealand’s minister of con-
servation, Sandra Lee, said. “If this continues, then we 
will reach a point where countries that give the most 
aid in international forums will be able to swing issues 
their way. Instead, we should be debating on merit.”15

 Another argument against whaling is that main-
taining a moratorium on whaling is crucial because 
whales mature and breed slowly. As the World Wildlife 
Fund argues, it can take a whale population several 
decades or even generations to recover from any deple-
tion.16 Whales are also threatened by the by-catch prob-
lem (being accidentally caught in fishing nets) and by 
the consequences of industrialization such as global 
warming, ozone depletion, and toxic chemicals. Given 
these natural and human-induced challenges, people 
opposed to whaling argue that whales should not also 
have to suffer the fate of being “harvested.”
 Finally, some scholars doubt the link between Japa-
nese culture and the tradition of whaling. Jeff Kingston, 
for example, believes that whaling is an invented tradi-
tion. “The support for whaling, he says, is rooted in 
more nationalistic traditions. There is a consensus in 
Japan that as part of the natural right for a sovereign 
nation it is perfectly right to continue whaling.”17
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 3. “Norwegian Minke Whaling,” Norwegian Embassy 
in Canada, http://www.emb-norway.ca/facts/ 
general/whaling/whaling.htm.

 4. Information Center of the Icelandic Fisheries Min-
istry, http://www.fisheries. is/stocks/whales.htm, 
September 25, 2004.

 5. Agence France Presse, “Some 700 Japanese Right-
wingers Demand Reopening of Whale Hunt,” May 
19, 2002.

 6. For an official statement from the Japanese gov-
ernment, see the following link to the Japanese 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, http://www.mofa.go 
.jp/policy/q_a/faq6.html (May 7, 2007).

 7. Jonathan Watts, “Whaling Ban in Danger as Japan’s 
Influence Grows,” The Guardian, May 20, 2002.

 8. “Norwegian Minke Whaling.”
 9. Watts.
 10. The International Whaling Commission (IWC) 

maintains population estimates of most whales. 
See the IWC’s website at http://www.iwcoffice.org/
conservation/estimate.htm.

 11. Greenpeace, http://www.greenpeace.org.au/
oceans/whales/whaling/norway.html.

 12. Dan Goodman, “Blubber Banned,” Letter to the 
Editor, The Economist, September 30, 2000.

 13. Reuters, “Greenpeace Blasts New Japanese Whale 
Hunt,” November 9, 1999. The Japanese govern-

ment, however, argues that the whale meat sold in 
the market is a requirement set forth by Article VIII 
of the International Convention for the Regulation 
of Whaling. Also, according to the government, the 
sale of whale meat does not create any profit in 
Japan’s case. A nonprofit research institute, which 
carries out this research program, sells the by-
product in order to cover a portion of its research 
costs. The Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/q_a/faq6.html, 
May 7, 2007.

 14. “Japan: The World Is Watching,” Greenpeace, http:// 
www.greenpeace.org.au/oceans/whales/whaling/
japan.html.

 15. Jonathon Watts, “Whaling ban in danger as Japan’s 
influence grows,” The Guardian, May 20, 2002.

 16. “WWF’s Position Statement on Whales, Whaling, 
and the IWC,” World Wildlife Federation, http://
www.panda.org/about_wwf/what_we_do/species/
publications/, July 2004.

 17. Kingston also quotes Tomohiko Taniguchi of the 
Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs: “This has 
become a touchstone issue for Japanese people 
who are sick and tired of being pushed around and 
told what to do by other countries like the United 
States,” he argues. “The forces that drive Japanese 
whaling,” BBC News, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/
asia-pacific/5080508.stm, June 15, 2006.

Identify the economic scope of international corporate 
actors and determine how powerful multinational 
corporations relate to state actors.

• Greenpeace
- The NGO Greenpeace promotes global disarmament 

and nonviolent approaches to resolving political 
differences.

- Greenpeace seeks to prevent pollution and the abuse 
of the Earth’s oceans, lands, and fresh water.

- It opposes nuclear weapons and nuclear power and 
seeks to protect the biodiversity of the planet.

- It seeks to raise public awareness through informa-
tional campaigns, demonstrations, and publicity stunts.

Identify and understand the political, economic, and 
technological factors that have led to the rise of 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).

• International NGOs, organizations whose members are 
groups and individuals but not countries, are diverse 
and have rapidly grown in number, especially in the 
past fifteen years, thanks to technological advances and 
more open political and economic conditions.

Learning Objectives Review
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• Amnesty International
- Amnesty International is a human rights NGO. It 

opposes the imprisonment of individuals for their 
political views, seeks to ensure fair trials for political 
prisoners, and opposes the death penalty, torture, and 
political killings.

- It conducts letter-writing campaigns, holds fundrais-
ing concerts with prominent musicians, and issues 
regular reports on human rights conditions in most of 
the countries of the world.

Identify the economic scope of international corporate 
actors and determine how powerful multinational 
corporations relate to state actors.

• International corporate actors are businesses whose 
activities take place in more than one country. Some 
have simple subsidiaries designed to address a particu-
lar country’s market, while others look at the world as a 
single huge market.

• Corporate actors have become major players in inter-
national affairs, especially since World War II. The eco-
nomic power of some corporate actors rivals that of 
most countries.

• Corporate actors can have an important impact not 
only on the home country’s political and economic situ-
ation but also on that of the host country.

Identify the criticisms associated with NGO interactions 
with states; be able to recount specific examples 
associated with Greenpeace and Amnesty International.

• Sovereign states can be influenced by NGOs such as 
Greenpeace and Amnesty International. NGOs are 
highly controversial in countries where their missions 
are counter to the existing social, political, or economic 
order. For example, states may oppose NGOs because 
NGOs threaten their sovereignty (as in the case of 
humanitarian intervention), because they perceive the 
goals of NGOs as misguided, and because NGOs may 
lack transparency.

• Sometimes NGOs are able to publicize government 
activity they oppose, thus helping to effect short- or 
medium-term change (such as shutting down a pollut-
ing factory), or long-term change that involves people’s 
attitudes and, eventually, state policies.

• While much of this chapter described examples of polit-
ical opposition to NGOs, the relationship between 
NGOs and nation-states and international businesses 
can range from hostile to cooperative.
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.

Practice Tests Case Studies Current Events
Audio Concepts Primary Sources Daily Newsfeeds from The Washington Post
Flashcards Historical Background Weblinks for Further Exploration
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The Political Power of Geography and Maps

8 Political Geography

1 

2 

Identify the key premises of political geography and be 
able to define the major terms and concepts within 
the field.

Identify and understand how certain geographic factors 
impact a state’s power and security.
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Political Geography:  
 Exploring the Power of Place

To begin this study of political geography, think about all the 
connections between land and politics in play around you—in 
your hometown and in the country at large. Local issues that may 
come to mind include heated debates over property taxes, land-
fills, zoning restrictions, strip malls, water rights, or off-campus 
student housing. Within your state, you might find political hot 
potatoes in the form of conflicts between green-space proponents 
(those who believe in open space) and real estate developers, 
between political parties arguing over the territorial boundaries of 
congressional districts, and between corporations and individu-
als with competing views of where to dump nuclear waste. These 
issues fall within the domain of political geography. So does the 

 What Is Political Geography?
Issues and Perspectives of Political Geography
The Players in Political Geography: Uniting and 

Dividing Forces

 How Does Geography Impact a 
State’s Power and Security?
Location and Power
Geography’s Impact on Territorial Security

 How Does Geography Shape 
Human Perceptions?
The Power and Problem of Perceptions
The Power of Territory in Self-identity: National, 

Regional, and Religious
Maps and Perceptions

“Geography is the study of earth as the home of people.”

—Yi-Fu Tuan

2 

3 Understand how human perception 
interacts with geographic 
characteristics to affect world politics.

www.BetweenNations.org
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Key Terms

political geography p. 234
geopolitics p. 236
geostrategy p. 236
natural resources p. 246
Kurds p. 254

United States relative to its abundant natural resources, arable land, climate, 
and ocean frontiers. Compare U.S. access to ocean harbors relative to Russia 
with its problem of access to warm water ports and difficulty of extracting oil 
and gas from under the permafrost and transporting it.
 The study of political geography’s spatial relationships and political pro-
cesses illustrates the many ways in which the world’s geographic realms are 
growing both more interdependent (globalization) and more divided at the 
same time. A geographic realm refers to the large arenas of the world you very 
likely already know—like Europe, Russia, the Middle East, and North America.1 
A realm consists of different regions, such as Russia’s Siberia.
 The study of political geography at work among the states and nations that 
occupy realms and regions helps us explain the scope and shape of a geopolit-
ical world undergoing rapid transformation that impacts world politics. Given 
the great changes since the end of the Cold War, scholars working on world 
politics have shown a renewed interest in political geography.2 
 Political geography’s focus on the links between political power and terri-
torial space help us understand our constantly evolving political landscape 
at the local, regional, and global levels. From desperate Mexican migrants 
traveling north over the sizzling Sonora Desert trying to cross the border 
into the United States to find work, to sectarian violence in Iraq, to Taliban 
fighters crossing from northern Pakistan into Afghanistan to launch a come-
back, distinct groups of people are struggling over territorial space. States torn 
apart:

z by one group fighting another (Congo, Rwanda, Nigeria, Sudan)

z by gangs who control swaths of territory (Colombia and Brazil)

z by warlords who usurp the power of legitimate government (Afghanistan, 
Somalia)

z by conflict over holy land (Palestinians versus Israelis in Israel)

illustrate political geography’s decentralizing forces. Terrorism generated by al 
Qaeda’s radical Islamic fundamentalists—in part a reaction to modernization 
within their territory—reflects regional and global decentralization. The North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the European Union (EU), on 
the other hand, highlight regional centralizing forces at work in political geog-
raphy—given the ways in which they tie together people and states.
 In this chapter, we begin by looking at what political geography is all 
about—its focus, assumptions, and actors. Figure 8.1 sets the scene by depict-
ing the world’s current states. Then we look at key spatial relationships that 
impact world politics, such as a state’s or region’s absolute and relative loca-
tion and boundaries. Absolute location refers to place’s latitude and longitude 
(a global location). Relative location tells us about one place relative to another 
in terms of landmarks, time, direction, distance, or related physical ties. As a 
leading video instructional series makes clear in its detailed survey of world 
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geography, different cities, regions and states around the world generate power 
depending on their relative location and what is happening there politically,3 
We next examine how place and territory shape human perceptions and influ-
ences foreign policy. n

What Is Political Geography?
Identify the key premises of political geography and be able to define the major 
terms and concepts within the field.

To understand the news that pours through televisions, newspapers, maga-
zines, and increasingly, the Internet, we need at least an elementary understand-
ing of world geography and how it intersects with politics and power. Just as 
geography and power have played a vital historic role in determining the growth 
of civilizations and empires, so they do today in the dynamics of continuity and 
change in the world’s political landscape.4

	 Figure	8.1
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Issues and Perspectives of Political Geography
Political geography has always influenced the news headlines. Since World War II, 
for example, political geography has influenced the wars in Korea, Vietnam, the 
Persian Gulf region (two wars against Iraq), Afghanistan, the former Yugoslavia, 
and the 9/11 terrorist attacks. In today’s post–Cold War era, we see states and 
regions interconnected and interdependent in military and trade organizations. 
At the same time, as shown above, internal battles inside states are fragmenting 
them and generating regional and global conflicts.

Political Geography: A Particular Focus
Political geography—and its related field of study, geopolitics—has a particular 
focus. It looks at how, and in what ways, geographical features at the local, state, 
regional, and global level interact with politics and power. We can express this 
territory-space relationship in different ways to capture its essence. For our pur-
poses, think of it as the study of geographic impacts on politics and political issues 
within and between states and regions. Conversely, it examines the influence of 
politics and political issues on geography and the lives of people who live within 
states and regions. Political geography, then, looks at power in terms of territorial 
spatiality, or to put it another way: how power and political processes interact with 
geographic features.
 One thing becomes clear in the study of political geography. Geography fre-
quently influences political decision making, just as political power influences 
geographical space. This means that a city’s, state’s or region’s: 

z absolute and relative location

z natural resources

z topography

z climate

z and other geographic factors 

are subjects of study through the lenses of political geography. Iraq’s oil reserves—
for example, coupled to its pivotal location in the oil-rich Middle East, bounded by 
six neighbors (Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria, Iran, and Kuwait), and locked in 
sectarian civil war, make it a likely candidate for a political geography assessment. 
Here people struggle for control of territorial space with a vengeance—and that 
struggle affects foreign-policy decision making and the lives of many other people 
outside Iraq.
 Those who look at geographical factors as a way to understand world politics 
are concerned, as one observer puts it, with “the geographical consequences of 
political decisions and actions, the geographical factors that were considered dur-
ing the making of any decisions, and the role of any geographical factors that influ-
enced the outcome of political actions.”5 In other words, the spatial features of 
international politics are the heart of political geography. Think of political geog-
raphy as a field of inquiry that studies the numerous geographic forces that drive 
world politics, including the following:

z The absolute and relative location, size, and terrain and borders of a state that 
influence its development, national power base, foreign policy, security con-
cerns, and territorial disputes.

z Political control of key resources, such as arable land, oil, coal, water, and natu-
ral resources, drives national priorities in foreign policy.

Political geography Political geography 
looks at how, and in what ways, geographical 
features at the local, state, and regional level 
interact with politics and power.

For more information see  
Entanglements in  
Guatemala and Cuba
www.BetweenNations.org
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z How spatial relationships—for example, borders and topography—affect the 
perceptions and decision making of key actors, such as state governments, 
ethnic national groups, IGOs, and NGOs.

z How the diversity of states and regions across the globe—for example, their 
differing ethnic national identities, language groups, belief systems, and terri-
torial conflicts—interact to affect power in international economic, political, 
social, and military relations.

 Political geography plays a huge role in who gets what, when, and how in the 
game of world politics. Take, for example, the costs and benefits of the U.S. occu-
pation of Iraq. That invasion has led to the loss of an average of 2 million barrels a 
day of Iraqi oil from world markets. This affects economies around the globe, most 
notable in higher oil prices. Whereas Iraq used to produce nearly 3.5 million bar-
rels of oil per day and exported nearly 2.5 million barrels of them when Saddam 
Hussein was in power, most of that oil is no longer available. For Iraqis and the 
world, the consequences of this loss of oil have been huge.6 

Political Geography’s Premises
Three basic premises of political geography stand out. 

1. Location’s Effect on Power: Where humans live and what territorial states they 
occupy in great measure conditions their level of development and power base 
vis-à-vis other humans in states in other parts of the world. In other words, the 
impact of geography and geographic location on human development is pro-
found. Jared Diamond, a professor of physiology at the University of California, 
Los Angeles, School of Medicine and a Pulitzer Prize–winning author, stresses 
that since the beginning of human history, geography—especially in terms of 
the plant and animal species available for domestication in a given location—
has shaped each human society’s culture and competitive position.7 This 
means that continental differences in levels of civilization—for example, West-
ern Europe as compared to Africa—arise from geographical differences.8 

2. Competition for Territory: Geography, however, does more than set the ground 
rules for human development. A second premise, also spelled out in Diamond’s 
research, is that humans—like most animal species—compete with each other 
for territorial space and have been doing so since their very beginnings. Indeed, 
Diamond makes a compelling case for the theory that human behavior is close 
to animal behavior in terms of territoriality, especially given that humans share 
98 percent of our genetic program with the pigmy chimp of the Congo basin 
and the common chimp of the rest of tropical Africa.9 Diamond argues that ter-
ritorial conflicts generally take the form of wars between adjacent groups.

3. Perceptions Shape Reality: A third premise of political geography is that our 
perceptions of the world constitute a kind of prism through which we interpret 
realities around us.10 Recall chapter 2, where the constructivist position posits 
that policymakers and their followers act on their perceptions, on their under-
standing of what is going on around them. Each set of policymakers sees the 
world through the prism of its dominant culture’s view of the world. This third 
premise, that perceptions shape reality, holds that the unique characteristics 
of each territory on which humans live—defined by its topography, resources, 
climate, location relative to neighboring states, and ethnic/cultural diversity—
shape the perceptions of its inhabitants. When we look at territorially based 
perceptions, we find clues to how population groups define their national 
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identity and national interests (territorial security, economic vitality, political 
goals) and why they utilize different kinds of power and diplomacy to pursue 
those interests. Their perceptions generate conflict and cooperation between 
states, acting as either centralizing or decentralizing forces that, in turn, define 
the role of political geography in foreign policymaking.

Major Terms and Concepts in Political Geography
Political geography has a host of terms and concepts that illuminate the signifi-
cance of geography’s influence in world politics, whether of a decentralizing (con-
flictual) or centralizing (cooperative) nature. The following are among the most 
important ones. Try not to be overwhelmed by the number of “geos” in this list. 
They go with the territory. Most of these terms center on the conflictual side of 
political geography; cooperative aspects are discussed in the section on IGOs, 
NGOs, and international law.

z Geopolitics, mentioned earlier, is the study of the geographic distributions of 
power among states, with attention to rivalry between the major states. The 
global contest between the United States and Soviet Union during the Cold 
War is a good example. Geopolitics comes into play especially when leaders 
make foreign-policy decisions about military operations and assess a country’s 
overall power, when they look at a region’s balance of power or at a country that 
may dominate a region and/or threaten regional stability.

z Geostrategy is a territorial-based foreign-policy concept associated with geo-
graphic factors such as potential alliance partners, location, and terrain. The 
U.S. war on terrorism has distinct geostrategic overtones. The Bush Doctrine of 
preventive war illustrates geostrategic thinking in that it focuses on states 
whose foreign policies are perceived as threats to U.S. security. Geostrategy 
may view particular states as targets of interest—or on the strategic impor-
tance of waterways like the Suez and Panama Canals and the Straits of Hormuz 
(an oil route). Geostrategy was at work, too, during the days of European colo-
nialism, as in Spain and Portugal’s colonization of the Americas for God, glory, 
and gold.

During the Cold War, Eurasia was extremely important in U.S. geostrat-
egy aimed at containing the former Soviet Union. Al Qaeda is a loose collec-
tion of adherents of radical and militant Islam that has used a geostrategy of 
suicide attacks on U.S. and Western countries’ territorial assets by penetrat-
ing weaknesses in their defense systems. Al Qaeda reasons that weakening 
the power of the United States and the West—as well as Western-backed 
elites that dominate the Middle East masses—will create opportunities to 
strengthen fundamentalist Islam, especially in the Middle East in lands of 
what had been an Arab Empire of the seventh to thirteenth centuries. We 
return to this point later.

z Offensive realism (see chapter 2) is a concept introduced by John J. Mear-
sheimer.11 While traditional realists assume that a state will seek to preserve 
its security with military power, by joining in an alliance when necessary, 
Mearsheimer sees it differently. He argues that great powers constantly 
search for opportunities to gain power over perceived rivals—and hegemony 
is their final goal. This neorealist perspective is different from traditional 
realism that assumes states seek security rather than power per se, and thus 
the global political system may be less predatory and conflict-prone than 
Mearsheimer argues.

Geopolitics Geopolitics is a method of politi-
cal analysis, made popular in Central Europe 
during the first half of the twentieth century 
that stresses the role played by geography in 
foreign policy and world politics. Geopolitical 
theorists, for example, justified German expan-
sion during the Nazi era, emphasizing Lebens
raum. Lebensraum is a German word that 
means “living space,” a term used by Adolf 
Hitler to justify German territorial expansion 
into neighboring states. The global contest 
between the United States and Soviet Union 
during the Cold War is a good example of 
geopolitical thinking in foreign policy.

Geostrategy Foreign policies pursued by 
states or intergovernmental organizations 
(such as NATO) that focus on territory and 
the geographic distribution of power. The U.S. 
post–World War II policy of containment of 
the Soviet Union illustrates geostrategy.

For more information see  
The Soviet War in Afghanistan
www.BetweenNations.org
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z America’s unipolar primacy is the concept used to describe the distribution of 
global power since the Soviet Union collapsed in 1989, leaving the United 
States as the sole superpower in the world. Much discussion in world politics 
today centers on the unipolar nature of the international system—albeit a uni-
polar world that may be fading. As G. John Ikenberry notes, while American 
power is not uniformly welcome around the world, no serious geopolitical bal-
ancers have emerged to challenge the United States. After the Soviet Union’s 
collapse, scholars debated the prospect of cooperation and conflict in a post–
Cold War and post-hegemonic world. Now much debate is over the character 
and future of world politics within an American unipolar order.12 

z Geography’s role in U.S. primacy is cited by scholars who study issues of inter-
national security. Their point is that geography plays a major role in creating 
and extending U.S. power. The classic axiom in world politics is that a domi-
nant hegemon—or great power—typically invites its own demise. Other coun-
tries will gang up on the big guy and form alliances to check his power, as 
happened to Adolf Hitler and Joseph Stalin. The rule has been: power begets 
countervailing superpower.

U.S. unipolar dominance after the Cold War, however, is a different kind of 
hegemon as some scholars see it. Stephen G. Brooks and William C. Wohlforth 
point to geographic location as key element of U.S. dominance in the interna-
tional system.13 It has weak and friendly neighbors to its north and south, and 
oceans to the east and west—unlike, say, Russia. So the United States has no 
great power as a threatening neighbor—in contrast to previous hegemons—
and is separated from the rest of the world by two great oceans. 

This geographic setting tends to make (but does not guarantee it in every 
state around the world) the United States perceptually less threatening—at 
least before the U.S.–led invasion of Iraq. The argument is that if a potential 
challenger were to have a go at the United States, its neighbors would fear for 
their local security. They most likely would form an alliance to create a regional 
balance in that neck of the woods, and thereby check the country challenging 
the United States. Finally, it has been argued that ocean space represented by 
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans makes most American leaders less inclined to 
try to dominate directly other great powers. 

z Regional hegemony points to the power that a state exercises over more than 
one neighboring country. China may be seen as the hegemon actor in East 
Asia. Russia exerts a powerful influence over many states of the former Soviet 
Union. The United States dominates the rest of North America.

z The stopping power of water is a phrase that comes up in discussion of offen-
sive realism and of the United States as the dominant power in the world as we 
see in the discussion above. Mearsheimer makes the point that a key reason 
why states do not actively seek hegemony in regions lying on the other side of 
bodies of water is because the water space makes it difficult for them to project 
power. Great Britain, for this reason, has not sought to build regional hege-
mony on continental Europe. Wolfforth pointed out back in 1999 that the 
United States enjoys immense strategic territorial space advantages, because it 
is in North America (no threatening neighbors; protection by oceans) while 
other potential poles of power lie in Eurasia.14 Enemies would find it hard to 
project power to North America, just as projecting North American power 
abroad is no easy task. The weakening of U.S. military strength due to Iraq—
exhausted troops, worn-out equipment, repeated tours—underscores this 
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point.15 The 9/11 attacks on the United States, however, raise questions about 
the assumption that oceans make the United States more secure. 

z Choke points are strategic straits or canals that can be closed or blocked to stop 
sea traffic critical to the transshipment of goods and oil. Some of the more 
important choke points in the world are the Strait of Hormuz (oil shipments) at 
the entrance to the Persian Gulf (Oman), the Panama Canal (ships carrying 
goods) connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and the Suez Canal con-
necting the Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea. See Figure 8.7 for choke points. 

z Shatter belt refers to a region of chronic political splintering and fracturing—a 
highly unstable area in which states appear, disappear, and reappear with 
numerous changing names and boundaries. Central, Eastern, and Southeast 
Europe, with their age-old rivalries and animosities, have given this part of the 
world a shatter-belt identity. The breakup of former Yugoslavia, beginning in 
1991, into sovereign states illustrates the shatter-belt effects of colliding ethnic 
identities (Slovene, Croat, Bosnian, Serb, Albanian, and Macedonian) and the 
Christian, Eastern Orthodox, and Muslim religions.16 The geographic region in 
and immediately surrounding Israel is a shatter belt where Islam, Judaism, and 
Christianity collide. See Figure 8.2. 

z Balkanization is a related term referring to the typical consequence of shatter-
belt activity—the breakup of a region or state into smaller and frequently hos-
tile political units. This concept is associated with the Balkan region, where the 
states of former Yugoslavia are located. Some scholars, such as Samuel Hunt-
ington, believe the United States runs the risk of becoming balkanized due to 
the inflow of non-assimilating Spanish-speaking Hispanic immigrants.

z Buffer state or states refers to a country or a group of countries that separate 
other ideological or political rivals—and that consequently come in for a good 
deal of buffeting from power-competing neighbors. Jordan is a buffer state 
between rival Middle Eastern states, just as Eastern Europe was a buffer region 
between Western Europe and the Soviet Union during the Cold War. As buffer 
states, Hungary and Czechoslovakia launched movements to become inde-
pendent in 1956 and 1968 respectively, only to have them squashed by Soviet 
military forces. Poland has suffered dramatic consequences from its territorial 
buffer-state position in Eastern Europe and, in fact, has been carved up territo-
rially more than once by rival power contenders. 

z Geo-Green strategy—is a term introduced by New York Times correspondent, 
Thomas Friedman.17 Friedman proposes that America’s leaders should seek to 
aggressively curb America’s energy consumption and make an all-out effort to 
develop renewable and alternative energies—including expanding nuclear 
power. The Geo-Green strategy aims to reduce U.S. dependence on Middle 
East oil, reduce the price of oil (less oil consumption and demand for it), 
address the global-warming crisis, and force Middle East regimes to reform. 
The United States, with its second-to-none production of corn (ethanol), has a 
natural bases on which to build a culture of biofuels.

z Geography of oil power also comes up frequently in discussions of political 
geography and world politics. The basic concept is that those countries with 
vast quantities of oil are able to wield political power within their regions 
and in the world. Saudi Arabia, Russia, Iran, and Venezuela come immedi-
ately to mind.

For more information see  
Ethnic Conflict
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The Players in Political Geography:  
Uniting and Dividing Forces
The key players in the world of political geography are the same as those found in 
the domain of world politics. They include states, nations, IGOs, and NGOs. In 
this section, the focus is on how and in what ways geography influences the life of 
the state and nation. The section also deals with IGOs and NGOs as they operate 
in the global geographic setting—sometimes in the context of international law 
and sometimes not. The players can have both uniting and dividing impacts in 
world politics.

State and Nation
Let’s take a closer look at the geographic aspects of the state—that primary, but 
not exclusive, actor on the world stage for over four centuries, as discussed in 
chapter 3. Remember that a state occupies a portion of the Earth’s territory with 
generally recognized limits, even though some of its boundaries may be undefined 
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or disputed. States—which vary dramatically in size, shape, resources, topogra-
phy, and, above all, in power—generally are viewed as sovereign.
 Although the territorial state has dominated the world scene since the Treaty of 
Westphalia in 1648 (see chapter 3) and is recognized by other states for its legiti-
macy and sovereignty over a spatially defined territory and population, this is not 
the complete story. While states make and conduct foreign policy, form coopera-
tive alliances, and constitute the membership of the United Nations, a state’s terri-
tory rarely contains a homogeneous population, all members of which share a 
single national identity.
 Our globe has many more national groups than it has territorial states. Fur-
ther, the world’s present territorial states do not necessarily represent the aspira-
tions of the several thousand national groups found around the world.18 Keep in 
mind the difference between nation and state. A state is a geographically bounded 
territory with governmental structures and sovereignty, while a nation is a group 
of people who consider themselves linked in a cultural and political togetherness. 

This situation of multiple national groups inside the same state has been one of 
the leading sources of civil wars—conflict within states, as opposed to between 
states—in the post–World War II period. Yugoslavia’s breakup and Palestinian or 
Kurdish aspirations illustrate this state-national territorial dilemma.
 The number of sovereign states occupying real estate on the globe conceivably 
could grow dramatically in the future. States are in constant flux, with state bound-
aries shifting dramatically as a result of war, self-determination movements, nego-
tiation, arbitration, and even by the sale of territory, as in the case of Russia selling 
Alaska to the United States in 1867. This constant emergence of new states around 
the globe deeply affects state-to-state relationships and foreign policy. Figure 8.2 
illustrates these relationships as they were at the beginning of the twenty-first cen-
tury. To understand the influence of geography on the power of any state, nation, 
or region, however, consider the following questions:

z Where is the state located (positioned) on the globe? Are its neighbors friends 
or adversaries?

z What is its multinational and multiethnic composition?

z How large or small is it relative to other states? What is its size and shape?

z What natural resources are contained within its boundaries and affect its 
power?

z How do its topography and climate facilitate or deter security, economic 
development, and the acquisition of power?

z What strategic role, if any, do waterways—such as the Panama Canal or the 
Middle East’s Straits of Hormuz—play?

 Today’s Iraq illustrates ethnic and national complexities inside a single state 
that make its future governance tenuous at best. The Kurds in the north dream of 
independence rather than being part of Iraq. They have a strong secular national 
identity. Iraq’s long-suppressed Shiites in the south—the largest population 
group—have a strong religious identity and do not typically support secular politi-
cal parties. Many Shiites believe their majority position entitles them to rule all of 
Iraq and to impose their version of an Islamic state. The Sunni Arabs in the center 
of Iraq—who dominated the Kurds and Shiites under Saddam Hussein’s rule 
through the Ba’ath Party—are essentially nationalist in identity. They see them-
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selves as part of a larger Arab nation. Iraq’s oil, however, is concentrated in the 
Kurdish north and Shiite south, and the Sunnis in the center do not occupy oil-rich 
territory. Where Sunni concentrate is referred to as the Sunni Triangle.19  The situ-
ation in Iraq is illustrated in Figure 8.3.
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 Keeping in mind these thoughts and questions about states and nations—
many of which center on conflict and decentralization—let’s look at how political 
geography can provide information about cooperation and centralization.

IGOs, NGOs, International Law, and the Influence of Geography
Cooperation and centralization stemming from spatial relationships among 
people, territory, and politics are a part of political geography. International law 
began to develop with the rise of the territorial state. In the twentieth century, 
international law grew rapidly owing to the need for rules and regulations to 
manage complex issues associated with security, trade, finance, travel, and com-
munication stemming from spreading interdependence. Sources of interna-
tional law include common practice and custom over time, international treaties, 
general practice of law as recognized by states (represented by the International 
Court of Justice), and international law that emanates from the many UN decla-
rations and resolutions. 
 The Law of the Sea illustrates this point. It stems from a UN treaty governing 
the oceans and from Admiralty law. The UN Treaty on the Law of the Seas, among 
other things, provides for legal controls to manage marine natural resources, pol-
lution control, navigational rights, and jurisdiction over coastal water. Admiralty 
law refers to a distinct body of law that governs maritime issues and offenses. The 
term territorial waters refers to waters under the sovereign jurisdiction of a state—
both marginal sea and inland waters. The UN Law of the Sea Treaty (1994) codified 
territorial waters of twelve nautical miles (13.8 miles) and an exclusive economic 
zone of 200 nautical miles (230 miles).
 As for international air law, each state has exclusive sovereignty over the air-
space above its territory, including its territorial sea. An Outer Space Treaty (1967) 

Relief Programs Needed
Regions in Africa are well known for 
poor production and ineffective gov-
ernment policies that spawn the 
need for international relief 
programs.
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represents international space law that bars parties to the treaty from placing 
nuclear weapons or any weapons of mass destruction in orbit of the Earth.
 While international law by no means always works smoothly, nor is it always 
obeyed, it still contributes greatly to cooperation and commonality of interests. 
In the wake of 9/11, a host of antiterrorist UN declarations—and hence interna-
tional laws—were passed. In political geography today, international law also 
focuses on 

z Drug trafficking z Social justice

z Environment z Refugees

z Women’s rights z Trade

z Human rights z Child labor

Test Prepper 8.1

True or False?

_____ 1. Political geography focuses on how geography 
features intersect with politics at the interna-
tional system level of analysis. 

_____ 2. The Bush Doctrine is an example of geostrate-
gic thinking. 

_____ 3. While geography is an important element when 
defining a state’s power, the strength of the 
United States rests on its people and their tech-
nological and economic capacity, rather than 
on geographic strengths. 

_____ 4. A shatter belt refers to the area of a country that 
is most likely susceptible to an air or sea attack 
(although not a ground attack). 

_____ 5. The Law of the Sea is an example of the inter-
section between geographic interests and inter-
national law. 

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is not a basic premise of 
political geography. 

a. Where people live and what states they 
occupy are significant factors in explain-
ing their level of development.

b. Human beings, like most animal species, 
compete with each other for territory.

c. Territorial features, such as topography 
and climate, are only important in a rela-
tive sense and there are no objective qual-
ities to such features independent of the 
broader environment.

d. The unique characteristics of a territory in 
which a population lives shape that popu-
lation’s perceptions, including how they 
define their national identity and national 
interests.

e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following is relevant when consid-
ering the influence of geography on a state or 
nation? 

a. Whether a state has friends or adversaries 
on its borders

b. Its relative size and shape
c. The natural resources contained in its 

land
d. The climate and topography of the terri-

tory in which it resides
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 8.1
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How Does Geography Impact a 
State’s Power and Security?
Identify and understand how certain geographic factors impact a state’s power 
and security.

With an understanding of major terms and concepts used in political 
geography—and the pivotal role played by territorial space in the life of a state and 
nation, we turn now to a closer look at geography’s impact on a state’s power and 
security. Every country is located somewhere on Planet Earth, and that location 
translates into the relative power of place. States with access to the sea are better 
off in terms of trade possibilities than landlocked states. A country with vast oil 
deposits is more likely to exert influence in regional and world affairs than a 
poverty-stricken country poor in natural resources, like Bangladesh or Haiti. This 
section focuses on location and development and then turns to location and terri-
torial security.

Location and Power
The discussion earlier centered on the imprint of geography on a state’s power 
and foreign policy. Among the issues are:

z Location

z Access or lack of access to water

z Size and shape of states

z Transportation routes and communication channels

z Boundaries

z Airspace

Geographic factors dramatically affects a society’s economic and political devel-
opment. Tied to location are such factors as climate, topography, natural resources, 
and other elements. Jared Diamond points out that a society’s location determines 
how readily it can facilitate the spread of agriculture, disseminate and receive 
technology, and share knowledge.20 In Figure 8.4 note the North-South axes that 
run from North America to South America and within Africa—compared to the 
East-West axis that runs through Eurasia.
 The geographic effects of this axis orientation are enormous because, accord-
ing to Diamond, the East-West axis generally facilitated transmission of goods and 
knowledge more readily than a North-South axis. In terms of food, for example, 
Diamond notes that “Eurasia’s East-West axis allowed “Fertile Crescent” crops 
quickly to launch agriculture over the band of temperate latitudes from Ireland to 
the Indus Valley, and to enrich the agriculture that arose independently in eastern 
Asia.”21 This spread effect was blocked in the Americas and Africa by huge dif-
ferences in latitude, climate, topographical barriers (deserts and jungles, for 
example), and other geographic features. As you might expect, the world’s great 
empires—Arab, Chinese, Greek, and Roman—developed along the East-West axis. 
The area was the scene of the Renaissance, the center of the modern agrarian and 
industrial revolutions, the place where the democratic political state originated, 

2
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and the setting for the birth of the modern powerful territorial state. Relative loca-
tion along the East-West axis was a determining factor in these developments.
 The Americas, to be certain, developed empires—Aztec, Mayan, and Incan—
of no small significance in that part of the world. Yet these empires succumbed 
to Spanish and Portuguese conquest and colonization. South America, with its 
mountains, deserts, and jungles, became known as the “hollow continent,” and 
urban life developed along the coastlines rather than within. Thus, the interior 
area remained isolated from much of the world, and many of its countries faced 
problems involving agriculture and the availability of arable land.

Climate
The East-West Axis lies in the temperate zone, which illustrates the important role 
played by climate in a society’s development and power. Where a state is located 
affects its climate and, arguably, its potential for development. The temperate 
zones, as noted in chapter 4 are between 23.5 degrees and 60.5 degrees north lati-
tude and 60.5 degrees and 23.5 degrees south latitude. The temperate zone theory 
holds that in these temperate zones a number of forces favor economic develop-
ment, including an average mean temperature of around 70°F, a four-stage sea-
sonal pattern, and adequate rainfall. The temperate zones contain the United 
States, Canada, Europe, the Middle East, part of South Asia, Southeast Asia, and 
much of the Far East (China, Japan, and South Korea).

	 Figure	8.4
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 In contrast, as we have seen, countries located near the hot and humid equator 
have a less favorable record in terms of economic development—as measured by 
rates of increased gross domestic product and equality of income distribution. 
Latin America, the geographic region of the world with the highest income inequal-
ity, stands out in this regard. Recent research by the Inter-American Development 
Bank demonstrates that countries that lie near the equator have systematically 
higher income inequality than countries in more temperate zones.22 Indeed, 
research indicates a high correlation between latitude and inequality in this part 
of the world. 

z One reason cited is that life in tropical regions near the equator is complicated 
by disease and by problems connected with soil and water quality and with 
pests.23

z Another is that work is often to be found on tropical plantations where unskilled 
laborers must accept low pay. Incidentally, those large income distribution dis-
parities—notably in Latin America—mean that political power tends to remain 
in the hands of the wealthier income groups. This situation helps account for 
low rates of democratic political development.

Natural Resources
A state’s natural resources play a big role in conditioning its development and 
power base, and therefore its capacity to find territorial security and exert in-
fluence within the international system. Recall the discussion in chapter 4 of 
power factors in shaping foreign policy and international affairs. Does the state 
have strategic resources, like oil, to meet its own energy requirements or to 
export? Does it have arable land to feed its population? If not, it will have to im-
port energy and food. In addition to the oil producers we have discussed previ-
ously, keep in mind the world’s food-producing states: the United States, Canada, 
and Argentina.

Natural Resource Conflict
The location of strategic natural resources—water, fish, timber, spices, gold, dia-
monds, and oil—can lead to both conflict and cooperation in world affairs. When 
Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990, for example, world oil prices rose sharply because 
Iraqi and Kuwaiti oil disappeared from the market. This caused serious alarm 
among the oil-importing countries, such as the United States, the West European 
states, and Japan. Even more fearful was the specter of a possible Iraqi invasion of 
Saudi Arabia, with Iraq’s leader, Saddam Hussein, in a position to control world oil 
prices. As a consequence, the United States led the Persian Gulf War to expel Iraq 
from Kuwait. So great was the perceived threat to oil supplies that many countries 
cooperated with the United States in the 1991 military action against Iraq. The Iraq 
War of 2003, it could be argued, was a continuation of the first Persian Gulf War—
both stemming from the Carter Doctrine. In January 1980 President Jimmy Carter 
declared that the United States would use force if required to stop any effort by a 
hostile power to block the free flow of oil from the Persian Gulf. 
 These Gulf Wars illustrate a fundamental point: states have been fighting for 
control over valuable resources since the earliest wars were recorded. Michael T. 
Klare views natural resources as the driving force in wars between and within 
states.24 Klare argues that given the past role played by natural resources in spawn-

Natural resources A state’s basic resources 
that spring from its physical setting, such as oil, 
gas, uranium, coal, and arable land, so vital to 
agricultural productivity.

For more information see  
The View From:  
The Caspian Sea
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ing conflict, we can anticipate an increase in the level of resource-driven conflict 
in the future. This will be caused by increased population pressure on limited 
resources. Such resources will include energy sources, but also transboundary 
water (rivers), diamonds, other minerals, and timber. In the Middle East and North 
Africa, for example, water is important to the different economies in the region; 
over 90 percent of the water resources cross international boundaries. In Sierra 
Leone, Congo, Liberia, and Angola, oil, diamonds, and other key minerals have 
fueled ongoing civil wars inside those states. In the world of political geography, as 
Klare sees it, natural resources likely will become more important security issues 
than terrorism. See chapter 14 for more on possible water wars. 

Topography
Topography, or the physical and natural features of a region or state, affects its 
opportunity to integrate itself politically and protect its political sovereignty. Peru 
is less well endowed than Argentina from this perspective. Two-thirds of Peru lies 
on the eastern side of the Andes Mountains, much of which is unexplored even 
today. This makes two-thirds of Peru’s territory difficult to integrate politically 
because so much of it is so hard to reach owing to huge mountain barriers. Although 
it also lies to the east of the Andes, Argentina, in contrast, has a more forgiving ter-
ritorial configuration that lends itself to a nationally unified state by way of tele-
phone, telegraph, and transportation links. 
 Economic integration of states in trade groupings is likewise affected by topo-
graphical relationships. Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay are territorially 
more accessible to each other, allowing greater economic ties within their trade 
organization (MERCOSUR) than with Chile. That state lies on the other side of the 
Andes from them. Members of the European Union enjoy geographic proximity 
links similar to those of MERCOSUR members.

Size and Shape
The world’s many small states, many with less than 200 square miles, do not carry 
much weight in world politics. Think of Andorra (180 square miles), Barbados 
(166), and Grenada (133 square miles). Bigger countries tend to be far more pow-
erful. Yet large countries have their own problems: 

z multinational populations living inside their borders

z numerous languages spoken

z extensive borders to be defended

z large numbers of people to be fed

z communication and transportation links to be maintained. 

The largest countries in land area, in descending order are Russia, Canada, United 
States, China, Brazil, Australia, and India.
 Size and shape help or hinder a state’s unity, development, and overall power. 
States come in five basic shapes: compact, elongated, perforated, fragmented, and 
protruded. 

z Compact states are those where distances from the center to boundary do not 
vary greatly, as in Belgium (Figure 8.5a: Belgium). 

z Elongated states, like Chile and Vietnam, tend to be more difficult to manage 
than compact states (Figure 8.5b: Vietnam) 
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	 Figure	8.5

Shapes of States

a. Belgium: A Compact State b. Vietnam: An Elongated State
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Sources: 

a. http://www.cnr.vt.edu/boyer/geog1014/topics/108States/shape.html.

b. http://www.mapquest.com/atlas/main.adp?print=vietnam.

c. http://www.cnr.vt.edu/boyer/geog1014/topics/108States/shape.html.

d. http://www.cnr.vt.edu/boyer/geog1014/topics/108States/shape.html.

e. http://www.mapquest.com/atlas/main.adp?print=afghanis.

All used by permission.

c. South Africa: A Perforated State d. Indonesia: A Fragmented State
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z Perforated states (when one state completely surrounds another), like South 
Africa (Figure 8.5c: South Africa), which has Lesotho in its midst, and Italy, 
which surrounds both Vatican City and San Marino. 

z States that are fragmented—also called archipelagos—such as Indonesia, with 
over 18,000 islands (Figure 8.5d: Indonesia), and the Philippines, are extremely 
difficult to manage, as demonstrated by self-determination movements and 
terrorist activities in both these states.

z Finally, some countries are protruded in that they have a panhandle or extended 
arm, such as Myanmar and Thailand. Benefits include possible access to 
water—demonstrated by the Belgians when they assumed control of the Congo 
and created a westward “proruption” (corridor) of about 300 miles that fol-
lowed the Zaire (Congo) River and provided the colony with access to the 
Atlantic Ocean. A proruption can be formed for other strategic reasons—for 
example, to separate two states that might otherwise share a common bound-
ary. The British did this during the nineteenth century when they controlled 
Afghanistan by creating a 200-mile-long, twelve-mile-wide corridor to the east 
to prevent their geopolitical competitor, Russia, from sharing a border with 
the area that later became Pakistan (Figure 8.5e: Afghanistan).

Natural Disasters
Location can create obstacles to a country’s development and overall economic 
and political power in the global arena when it exposes a state to natural disasters 
such as earthquakes, typhoons, and hurricanes, which can sap financial resources 
needed for economic development. Think of hurricanes in the Caribbean Basin 
and Central America or earthquakes in India, Indonesia, Mexico, and Turkey.

Geography’s Impact on Territorial Security
Geographic-power connections play major roles in a country’s territorial security. 
The classic example is Switzerland, surrounded and protected by the majestic 
Alps. Thanks to the protection provided by its mountainous terrain, Switzerland 
remained neutral and not involved in either World War I or World War II. Its com-
mitment to neutrality in world politics remains high, although it finally joined the 
UN in 2002. Poland, in contrast, has been exposed to attacks from the east and 
west because it has no natural territorial barriers. Let us take a closer look at geog-
raphy and territorial security.

Location and Territorial Security
In addition to its effects on development, a state’s absolute and relative location 
on the face of the globe is a powerful factor affecting its basic national interests 
(see chapter 5): territorial (physical) security, economic vitality, and political 
control over its territory in defense of its sovereignty. Let’s first look at the issue 
of territorial security. In the Western hemisphere, Mexico, Cuba, and Caribbean 
states like the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Nicaragua have long been con-
cerned about the power of the United States. Cuba’s location at a strategic point 
in the Caribbean and Mexico’s border ties with the United States historically have 
placed both countries on the defensive in a lopsided power relationship with the 
United States. Cuba’s proximity to the United States, moreover, led Soviet pre-
mier Nikita S. Khrushchev to use the island as a base for missiles aimed at the 
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United States during the Cold War in 1962, an action that brought the USSR and 
the United States to the brink of nuclear war.
 Territorial security and defensive measures have always been a natural geo-
graphic strategy on the global chessboard. Ancient China built its Great Wall, Euro-
pean medieval castles had their moats, and before World War II, France built an 
elaborate system of heavy fortifications on its eastern frontier—a system that 
failed to prevent invasion by Nazi armies. Since 9/11, the United States has wor-
ried about renewed terrorist attacks across its porous borders and has built a long 
fence on its southwestern frontier with Mexico (which does not actually deter 
Mexicans who cross over illegally into the United States). Israel has built a fence or 
wall through the West Bank to protect against Palestinians bent on suicide bomb-
ings. The former Berlin Wall dividing East and West Germany was ninety-six miles 
long; Israel’s wall is expected to be over 400 miles in length. The Berlin Wall was, on 
average, around twelve feet high; Israel’s wall is about twenty-five feet tall.

Access to Water
A state’s access or lack of access to water has a powerful impact on its ability to 
develop and acquire power for territorial security within the international system. 
In this respect, landlocked states, or those with no natural access to the seacoast, 
are not in an enviable position. The forty-two countries in this situation face huge 
economic and logistical difficulties in trade and transportation that entail taxes 
and impediments by neighboring states that, in effect, nearly cut them off from 
the world. Landlocked states are found in Africa, South America, Europe, Central 
Asia (Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan), and Northeast Asia (Mongolia). The 
gross domestic product (GDP) of landlocked sea countries typically is low.
 While one might think a landlocked state simply could resort to flying its goods 
in and out of the country, think again. Most goods in daily life—food, clothing, and 
other commodities—arrive overseas by ship because this is the least expensive 
means of transportation. With no coastline or ports, as shown in Figure 8.6, you can 
see the problem. To complicate matters, some countries are doubly landlocked—
that is, other landlocked countries surround them. Uzbekistan and Liechtenstein 
are cases in point.
 Other countries are known as transit states—that is, states with or without a 
seacoast that are situated between a landlocked state and the sea and through 
whose territory traffic in transit passes. Uganda in Africa is such a transit state; 
it provides transit routes for both landlocked and other transit states. So is 
Afghanistan, discussed in the case study in chapter 2. 

Boundaries and Boundary Disputes
Political boundaries have long characterized how humans organize the turf on 
which they live. This is so in relations between states and nations, and we also see 
it at the substate level, as discussed in chapter 3. Prominent physical features such 
as rivers and mountain ranges, as might be expected, frequently serve as boundar-
ies. The Rio Grande, which divides the United States and Mexico, is a classic exam-
ple. The Andes Mountains, which run the length of western South America, 
dividing Chile from Argentina, also illustrate the point. In 2007 Iran seized fifteen 
British Royal Marines in the Shatt-al-Arab waterway for violating Iran’s territorial 
waters. Great Britain claimed their marines were in international waters. In any 
case the navy of the Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) took the 
marines into custody. 
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 Boundaries are sources of conflict between states as well as between ethnic 
national groups inside states, which are sometimes in quest of land to create their 
own state, as are the Kurds and Palestinians. In another scenario, national groups 
divided by a state political boundary may wish that boundary removed so they can 
form one state. Witness the unbridled enthusiasm of East and West Germans in 
1989 as they dismantled the Berlin Wall, which had divided them. Porous borders, 
on the other hand, can also cause tension, as with illegal immigrants and drugs 
pouring into the United States from Mexico.

Ocean and Airspace
Keep in mind that boundaries are three-dimensional.25 They have land, water, and 
air dimensions—and airspace over countries also has boundaries. Planes that wan-
der into the airspace of another country, despite the international rules of innocent 
passage, run the risk of being shot down. Such an event occurred on September 1, 
1983, when a South Korean civilian airliner, on a flight from Alaska to South Korea 
carrying 269 passengers, entered Soviet airspace. A Russian Air Force fighter shot 
down the plane, which crashed into the international waters of the Sea of Japan, 
killing all aboard. Another incident of this type occurred on February 24, 1996, 
when two small planes from South Florida wandered into Cuban airspace and 
were shot down by Cuban MiG fighter jets. Because states claim and exercise sov-
ereignty on, above, and below their territory, as well as over adjacent coastal waters, 
international rules governing civilian use of national airspace and coastal waters 
have been set forth. They articulate the principle of free international airspace. 
A 1944 convention created an airspace monitoring body, the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO) that came into being in 1947.

	 Figure	8.6

Landlocked Countries
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Source: http://www.cnr.vt.edu/boyer/geog1014/topics/108States/neighbor.html. Used by permission.
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Transportation and Communication
Consider global transportation and communication links within and 
between the world’s states as key aspects of geopolitics. These systems 
provide for the flow of commodities and people, which make them 
important sources of development and power; they play a major role in 
the political world of who gets what, when, where, and how.26 Transpor-
tation and communication arteries include roads, railroads, waterways 
(canals, rivers, and straits), pipelines (for gas, oil, water), bridges, tun-
nels, maritime transport routes, air transport routes, and communica-
tions networks (for telecommunication, satellites, and the Internet). 
Such transportation and communication routes take on strategic sig-
nificance when they connect population centers, thus opening oppor-
tunities for:

z trade and commerce

z high-stakes financial advantages

z access to or denial of energy sources.

 Canals illustrate the geopolitical importance of waterways. The 
Panama Canal is a good example of a major waterway that remains 
important to a number of Latin American countries—although it faces 
the need to expand its facilities to accommodate the world’s largest ships. 
The Suez Canal figured prominently in power struggles in the twentieth 
century and today plays a significant role in international commerce as a 
major point of entry and exit to and from the Mediterranean Sea.
 Turning now to other kinds of waterways, the Strait of Hormuz 
(located between Iran and Oman; see Figure 8.7) carries a huge volume of 
oil trade vital to the economies of the United States, Western Europe, and 
Japan. Thanks to the Great Lakes and the Mississippi, Missouri, and St. 
Lawrence rivers, the United States has achieved great economic develop-
ment. Transportation and communication routes deeply affect the power 
of states and the power relationships between states, thus contributing 
to cooperation and conflict in world politics.

The Panama Canal
The Canal handles around 13,000 ships 
each year. It is an immense timesaver when 
compared to a trip passing around the tip of 
South America. The trip between the Atlan-
tic Ocean entrance north of Colón and the 
Pacific Ocean south of Balboa is around 
51 miles. The Canal opened in 1914.

Test Prepper 8.2

True or False?

_____ 1. Being located on an East-West axis facilitated 
growth of an empire because it facilitated the 
transmission of goods and knowledge. 

_____ 2. The favorable climate of countries located near 
the equator has facilitated their economic and 
political development. 

_____ 3. The distribution of natural resources among 
different countries has been a contributing fac-
tor to conflict for well over a thousand years 
and is likely to increase in the future. 

_____ 4. Both absolute and relative location of a state 
play an important role in its level of territorial 
security. 

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following is not considered when 
examining the role geography plays in a state’s 
territorial security? 

a. Location
b. Access to water
c. Proximity to transportation or communi-

cation corridors
d. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 8.2
www.BetweenNations.org
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How Does Geography Shape 
Human Perceptions?
Understand how human perception interacts with geographic characteristics to 
affect world politics.

At the beginning of this chapter, we noted that human perceptions form a 
kind of prism through which we interpret the world. Let’s look at this assumption 
more closely and see how it applies to geography. Perceptions are the mental pro-
cesses of leaders and followers from past to present—decision makers at the 
highest levels in government and leaders of IGOs, NGOs, national groups, and 
guerrilla and terrorist organizations. Perceptions are what people think is true 
about the territorial world around them and their underlying assumptions about 
that world.

The Power and Problem of Perceptions
Perceptions about territory—whether or not they reflect objective reality—have a 
potent impact on the actions of leaders and their followers. How al Qaeda mem-
bers perceive the United States persuades them to undertake suicidal missions, 
just as how President Bush perceived Saddam Hussein’s Iraq resulted in the U.S. 
attack on that state. Similarly, India’s and Pakistan’s differing perceptions of 
Kashmir have led them into a conflictual relationship. Perhaps the basic question 
is: Who is to say what reality is? Unfortunately, humans are not as rational in inter-
preting the outside world as they may think they are, because they have a limited 
capacity for remembering and processing information accurately—including geo-
graphic information. Humans are nowhere near equal to computers when it comes 
to high-speed information processing. Because humans are limited by what they 
know or can know, their perception and cognitive processes lead them to simplify 
the outside world. The limits to human perception and cognition mean that much 
of the thought and action taken in world politics is distorted in one of the following 
ways that are conditioned by territorial space and power. Humans:

z See the geographic world through the lenses of their own national identity and 
past.

z Behave on the basis of biases, stereotypes, and prejudices relative to those who 
live elsewhere on the planet.

z Ignore information inconsistent with their own core values about people living 
in another territory (cognitive dissonance).

z Oversimplify the outside territorial world of states, nations, and people.

These misperceptions and errors in cognition have a great deal to do with human 
decisions that lead to centralization and cooperation as well as to decentralization 
and conflict in world politics. The following section examines how these behav-
ioral characteristics stem from the power of territory in shaping national, regional 
and religious identity that influence world politics.
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The Power of Territory in Self-identity:  
National, Regional, and Religious
A person’s national, regional, or religious identity is shaped in part by territory. Let 
us take a closer look at these links between self-perception and territory.

Territory and National Identity
In the case of national identity, territory serves a number of purposes.27 National 
identity (see chapter 9) plays a political role in generating loyalty and a sense of 
belonging to a piece of land occupied by a people through history. It gives mem-
bers of the national group a common tangible focus: the homeland, an identifi-
able place on the Earth, a piece of territory with boundaries—as with Americans in 
the United States, Russians in Russia, and Germans in Germany. Territory-based 
ethnic national identity has become a major factor in world politics in recent years 
and is often the cause of conflict and disintegration. Ethnic national groups make 
decisions based on perceptions of territorial space and on the political relation-
ships such factors breed. 

Conflict in Multinational States
Multinational states frequently are the scene of conflict between national groups 
over territory. The Kurds—spread across four states (Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Syria)—
have sought a sovereign state for over a century. None of the states in which they 
live, however, want to cede territory to a Kurdish state, and their national groups 
are in conflict with the Kurds. Leaders of multiethnic national states have little 
interest in giving up territory with its resources to ethnic nationalist breakaway 
movements. They typically come down hard on such groups. When Iran encour-
aged nationalist Kurds in Iraq to rise up in protest during the Iran-Iraq War, 
Baghdad used poison gas against its own Kurdish citizens! The struggle for terri-
tory for a Palestinian state in Israel, another example, has produced horrendous 
bloodshed in recent years.

Multinational States, Territorial Civil Wars, and Refugees
Territory-based identity in multinational states and its resulting civil wars have 
produced an extraordinarily large number of refugees. Refugees are civilians who 
have been displaced by persecutions and armed conflict. They may wind up living 
in camps or wandering in their own country, where they are not protected under 
international refugee law. Indeed, their own government may attack them while 
they remain inaccessible to outside monitors or providers of humanitarian assis-
tance. The number of internally displaced persons is in the tens of millions.28 
 The conflict in Darfur (Sudan), a case in point, has caused at least 350,000 
deaths and displacement of 1.8 million people, for whom life remains precarious. 
In Darfur, however, one observer points out that the real roots of conflict are not 
Arab against African, but nomad herders versus settled farmers. The drying up of 
the environment in Darfur, the parched soil, and desertification may be caused 
not by too many people and poor stewardship of the land, but by global warming. 
So while Darfur may be an ethnic and religious issue, it may be also one of the 
first conflicts fought over climate change—as it impacts natural resources, in the 
case of Darfur, land. So just as there were past wars over natural resources as dis-
cussed earlier—in fact the whole colonial expansion was over appropriating scarce 
resources—global warming likely will bring new winners and new losers and new 

Kurds A stateless nation of people who live 
in four states: Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Syria. 
They have striven for years to create a state of 
Kurdistan.
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security issues for lots of countries.29 We will have to wait and see what happens 
(see chapter 14). 

Territory and Regional Identity
Territory shapes regional identity, illustrated by European countries’ membership 
in the European Union and U.S. participation in NAFTA. Regional identity also 
influences Russian foreign policy in terms of how Russian leaders perceive NATO 
expansion and its Eurasian or Central Asian political frontiers. Russian leaders are 
acutely conscious of threats from Central Asia (flows of narcotics and refugees 
across unprotected borders), and the always-present China, with whom Russia 
has a long border. During the Cold War, the United States believed that if the com-
munists controlled one country, adjacent countries would also inevitably fall to 
communism. This so-called domino theory prompted U.S. intervention in Viet-
nam during the 1960s and in Central America and the Caribbean during the 1970s 
and 1980s. European colonialism of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries pro-
duced much conflict, as one colonized state after another sought to break away 
from colonial control—most notably from 1947 onward, after India’s break with 
Great Britain. In each of these cases, human perceptions of territorial regions led 
to major foreign-policy decisions.
 With the breakup of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, Harvard professor 
Samuel Huntington predicted that future conflicts would be between different 
civilizations occupying distinct territories around the globe. He called these 
future conflicts the “clash of civilizations,” with the principal conflict centered on 
the West (Western Europe and North America) versus Islamic civilizations. In the 
long run, Huntington believes it will be the West against the rest—that is, non-
Western civilizations including Confucian, Japanese, Islamic, Hindu, Slavic-
Orthodox, Latin American, and possibly African civilization. The key conflicts of 
the future, he argues, will take place along the cultural fault lines that separate 
one civilization from another.30 Huntington’s critics argue that his definition of 
civilization is too vague, that he underestimates the role of the modern indus-
trial states within “civilizations” and certainly the power of ethnic nationalism in 
the twenty-first century.

Territory and Religious Identity
Millions of people across the globe adhere to any number of religious practices.31 
What captures one’s imagination, from the perspective of geography, is the inter-
play of territory, religion, and politics—and how religious identification can pro-
duce conflict and cooperation associated with territorial space. Perceptions of 
territorial regions have major consequences in world politics, for example, radical 
Islamic fundamentalists’ anger at the presence of U.S. forces in parts of Saudi 
Arabia wherein lie Mecca and Medina, holy cities in the Islamic world. Another 
example is territorial conflict between Iraq’s Sunni and Shiite Islamic groups.
 Religion is often a key element in national identity, which, in turn, is a force for 
conflict or cooperation. For example, Eastern Orthodoxy is a part of today’s Serb 
national identity, which has spurred conflict with neighboring Bosnians, whose 
religious heritage is Islamic. As a consequence, Bosnia is divided into land con-
trolled by Muslim Bosnians and Catholic Croats on the one hand, and on the 
other by Orthodox Serbs. Russia, with its own Eastern Orthodox roots, initially 
backed the Serbs in their power struggle with the Muslims, while the Muslims 
found backing from Islamic states. Religious tensions are equally strong on the 
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Indian subcontinent, where Indian Hindus and Indian Muslims live in a tense 
peace and Indian Hindus clash with Pakistani Islamic believers over Kashmir. 

Maps and Perceptions
Geopolitical concepts about world politics take us into the world of maps, of 
which many kinds are to be found. 

z General geography maps show states or countries and major cities. 

z Road maps depict transportation routes between cities and towns. 

z Special-purpose, thematic maps illustrate earthquake regions, military instal-
lations, natural resources, or population density. 

z Some maps include space satellites and remote sensing, while nautical charts 
are used in maritime traffic. 

As representations of geographic areas, maps provide a wealth of information—
from location, size, and shape of states to territorial and topographical features, 
such as jungles, deserts, and mountains as well as borders and resources.
 But what is truly exciting about today’s maps are the advances in cartography 
made possible by computer technology, including sophisticated optics, satellite 
imaging, digital processing, global positioning systems (GPS), remote sensing, and 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)—complex databases that store data and 
create graphic outputs. Satellite images, for example, give us views of the Strait of 
Hormuz (left) and Strait of Gibraltar (right) in Figure 8.7—two important shipping 
lanes mentioned earlier—from outer space. Satellite, remote sensing, and GPS 

	 Figure	8.7

Strait of Hormuz (left) and Strait of Gibraltar (right)

Source: M-SAT Ltd./Science Photo Library/Photo Researchers, Inc.
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maps have become vital tools in finding resources like fish and oil, projecting crop 
production, identifying climate change and environmental deterioration, tracking 
the AIDS epidemic, and following refugee flows stemming from civil wars and 
repressive regimes. The field of mapmaking is experiencing revolutionary innova-
tions in terms of attention to detail, visual quality, and accessibility.32

 Maps are used constantly in foreign policy to shape public perceptions. U.S. 
relations with Cuba are a case in point. During the Cold War, when Cuba had 
established close ties with the former Soviet Union, the Cuban government in 
Havana became a major thorn in the side of U.S. foreign policymakers. Because 
the sea lanes of the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, as we see in Figure 8.8, have 
long been considered vital security interests of the United States, Washington 
policymakers perceived Soviet influence in Cuba as a major threat. Maps were 
utilized time and again to illustrate to Congress and the U.S. population Cuba’s 
proximity to the United States and the threat it posed to U.S. interests. The Cold 
War map in Figure 8.8 illustrates how Cuba’s location, coupled with its Soviet ties, 
cast it in the role of a giant warship controlled by the Soviets and conducting 
operations inimical to the well-being of the United States.
 The map of Cuba illustrates a key point about maps. Most people think of maps 
as unbiased reference objects, although they actually depict, like a photograph, a 
subjective point of view. This map is designed to convey the sense of Cuba as a 
geographically proximate security threat to the United States—a strategic exten-
sion of Soviet power directly into the American backyard. The map legitimizes the 
U.S. foreign-policy position vis-à-vis Cuba and the former Soviet Union, depicted 
as adversaries that must be confronted with power. Maps, then, illustrate what the 
mapmaker wants to emphasize. Denis Wood makes this point in his classic book, 
The Power of Maps.33
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Cuba’s Proximity to the United States
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65% of ships transiting
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crude oil imports
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Source: Department of State and Department of Defense, “The Challenge to Democracy in Latin America,” Washington, DC, 
1986, 5. Used by permission.
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Test Prepper 8.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Perceptions on territory, whether based on 
objective reality or not, play a significant role in 
how a world leader acts with respect to other 
countries. 

_____ 2. The linkage between territory and identity has 
led to an extraordinary number of refugees as a 
result of civil wars in multinational states. 

_____ 3. The clash of civilizations refers to the ideologi-
cal conflict over two geographic spheres of the 
world—the United States and USSR during the 
Cold War. 

_____ 4. Religion, while once important, is no longer a 
significant factor tied to geography in world 
politics. 

_____ 5. Maps, while reflecting an objective reality, are 
often used in strategic ways to affect the pub-
lic’s perception of events in world politics. 

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. All world leaders tend to do which of the fol-
lowing when dealing with world politics. 

a. See the geographic world shaped by the 
lens of their own national identity

b. Behave based on biases and stereotypes 
relative to those who live elsewhere in the 
world

c. Ignore information when it does not coin-
cide with preexisting beliefs or values

d. Oversimplify the outside territorial world 
of states, nations, and people

e. All of the above

_____ 7. In which of the following ways does territory 
not affect national identity?

a. It gives members of a national group a 
common tangible focus.

b. It provides resources that allow a govern-
ment to facilitate bonding over a group 
identity.

c. It generates loyalty and a sense of belong-
ing to a piece of land occupied throughout 
history.

d. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 8.3
www.BetweenNations.org
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Join the Debate

Does Geography Matter in a Globalized World?

Overview

The world’s borders clearly are becoming more porous 
and states more interdependent under globalization. 
In the most recent Globalization Index conducted by 
Foreign Policy magazine, Internet growth in developing 
countries had deepened global links. Singapore, Swit-
zerland, the United States, and Ireland topped the 
ranking of political, economic, and technological glo-
balization of sixty-two countries.1

 With the catastrophic events of 9/11, however, a num-
ber of scholars began to predict the end of globalization. 
They believed the porous borders that made possible the 
movement of money, goods, people, and ideas leading up 
to 9/11 would result in states throwing up barbed wire 
fences around themselves, dramatically slowing trade 
and travel. Yet globalization has continued to flourish.
 So what is the bottom line? How important is geog-
raphy as the world marches forward with its informa-
tion technology revolution, high-speed Internet, and 
World Wide Web services, and interconnected banking, 
commercial, and trade transactions? Do porous bor-
ders and the emergence of non-state actors—both 
good and bad—mean the end of geography’s pivotal 
role in world politics? What are the consequences of 
these trends for centralization or decentralization in 
world politics?

Yes, GeOGraphY still Matters

1. Borders may have become more porous, but state 
leaders still follow policies of realist and neorealist 
hard power when it appears to serve their country’s 
interest in survival and security. The U.S. attacks on 
Afghanistan and Iraq illustrate this point. Realism 
and state-to-state power politics are still in play.

2. Many scholars of world politics argue that nothing 
has changed in international relations since 
Thucydides and Machiavelli—that is, a territorial 
state’s economic and military power still determines 
its fate, and interdependence and globalization are 
secondary and fragile.

3. Even the dire predictions of Harvard professor 
Samuel P. Huntington that future conflicts will arise 

from the “clash of civilizations,” as opposed to the 
clash of states, are based on the importance of geo-
graphic regions and of civilizations and their 
values.2

4. Although wars between states admittedly have 
decreased in recent decades, wars within states are 
on the rise. Civil wars involve the geography of ter-
ritorial disputes, as in the breakup of Yugoslavia 
during the 1990s, much of Africa, and parts of Latin 
America (notably Colombia). Iraq entered a state of 
civil war after the U.S.–led invasion of March 2003.

5. The unipolar global system, where U.S. power dom-
inates, grows out of the U.S. geographic location—
non-threatening neighbors to the north and south, 
ocean barriers to the east and west. See the previ-
ous discussion on the “stopping power of water.”

6. One need only look at U.S.–Mexico border tensions 
to grasp the meaning of geographic location—in 
this case a superpower next to a developing country 
with its millions of people looking for work. 

7. Globalization has not altered the constant national-
state nature of citizenship. Because human identity 
remains territory-based, it strongly resists cultural 
homogenization.

8. To underscore scholars’ and policymakers’ atten-
tion to the continued role of geography in world 
politics, we need only look at all the attention cur-
rently given to U.S. hegemonic power and how it is 
being used (or misused).

NO, GeOGraphY is NOw irrelevaNt

1. Thomas Friedman, a journalist with the New York 
Times, has it right. Globalization is “the defining 
international system” of our time.3 Economic inter-
dependence among states has made war too costly 
to contemplate, with one or two exceptions, as in 
Iraq. More commerce will produce more peace. 
Cultural and personal interactions will reduce 
misperceptions and misunderstandings that lead 
to conflict. Globalization, moreover, will spread 
open and representative government—and that 
spread will end wars.
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2. Building on his 1999 The Lexus and the Olive Tree, 
Friedman’s The World Is Flat argues that the global-
ized era is one where states matter less, and the 
principal driving force is a level playing field for 
international trade. The level playing field has been 
made possible by software and the global fiber-
optic network. Onto this playing field have rushed 
servicing and manufacturing companies in China, 
India, the Philippines, and the former Soviet Union 
that attract the outsourcing market.4

3. While the state has remained the most significant 
political organization of human beings for over 
three centuries, its decline was predicted well be-
fore the intense discussion of globalization in the 
1990s—preceded by discussion of interdependence 
in the 1970s.

4. In this era of electronic media, satellite television 
and the Internet increasingly are connecting peo-
ple with distant images, ideas, and sources of in-
formation. This is the age of the electronic state.5 
This use of electronic media is creating a major 
gap between physical place and information. The 
emerging cyberworld opens the door to social and 
political actions and movements by nongovern-
mental actors that transcend the power and author-
ity of the state.6

5. Globalization underscores economic integration 
and interdependence—the spread of free markets, 
capital moving across national boundaries without 

restriction, the intertwining of the economies of the 
world’s states. The world is becoming a single, glo-
balized marketplace.

 Which side of this debate do you find more compel-
ling? Why?
 What questions do you think this debate raises that 
would help inform you more about political issues?

NOtes

1. “The Globalization Index,” Foreign Policy (Novem-
ber/December 2006): 74–81.

2. Samuel P. Huntington, “The Clash of Civilizations,” 
Foreign Affairs, 72, no. 3 (1993): 22–49.

3. Thomas L. Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree, 
rev. ed. (New York: Anchor, 2000), 250.

4. Thomas L. Friedman, The World Is Flat: A Brief His-
tory of the 21st Century (New York: Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux, 2005).

5. Stanley D. Brunn, Jeffrey A. Jones, and Shannon 
O’Lear, “Geopolitical Information and Communi-
cations in the Twenty-first Century,” in Reordering 
the World: Geopolitical Perspectives on the 21st Cen-
tury, 2nd ed., George J. Demko and William B. Wood, 
eds., 304–305.

6. Simon Dalby, “Geopolitics, Knowledge, and Power at 
the End of the Century,” in The Geopolitics Reader, 
Gearóid Ó Tuathail, Simon Dalby, and Paul Routledge, 
eds. (London and New York: Routledge, 1998), 308.
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- Location’s power lies in: natural resources, topography, 
size and shape, and disasters

- Territorial security (and power) stems from: access to 
water, boundaries and boundary disputes, ocean and 
airspace, and transportation and communication.

Understand how human perception interacts with 
geographic characteristics to affect world politics.

• Think of perceptions as the mental processes of leaders 
and followers from past to present. Perceptions are what 
humans think is true about the territorial world around 
them and their underlying assumptions about that 
world. Leaders act on these perceptions whether or not 
they actually reflect the “real” world.

• Unfortunately for world peace, cooperation, and stabil-
ity, human beings are not as rational in interpreting the 
outside world as they might think. Humans have a lim-
ited capacity to remember and process information 
accurately. Perceptions and cognitive processes lead to 
foreign policy based on biases, stereotyping, and 
prejudices.

• Territory shapes self-identity: national, regional, and 
religious.

• Maps are used extensively to shape perceptions.

Identify the key premises of political geography and be 
able to define the major terms and concepts within the 
field.

• Studies how geographic factors and power interact at 
the international system, regional, state, substate, and 
individual levels. It illuminates geography’s role in world 
politics, from national identity to a state’s power and 
development, to foreign-policy decision making.

• Assumes that a state’s location in a realm and region 
influences its power, politics, and security. Location and 
territory go a long way in shaping the perceptions and 
actions of the people who live in states and identify with 
a nation.

• Focuses on the strategic and military power aspects of 
territorial spatial relations.

• Involves major actors in political geography, e.g. states 
and nations and their location, size, and shape relative 
to its neighbors, friends and adversaries, natural 
resources, topography, climate, and proximate 
waterways.

Identify and understand how certain geographic factors 
impact a state’s power and security.

• Geography impacts a state’s power and security in world 
politics. This influence occurs through location’s influ-
ence on a state’s power and on its territorial security. 

Learning Objectives Review
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Learning Objectives

Mexican Flag-waving Football Fan at the World Cup, Germany, 2006

9 Nationalism’s Power in  
World Politics

1 

2 

Be able to identify and explain the factors that make 
nationalism such a potent force in world politics.

Understand how history and location impact 
nationalism, using Russia and America as examples.

262
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Nationalism’s Power in  
World Politics

Previous chapters introduced the concepts of state and nation. 
You learned that each is different in important ways. These differ-
ences have powerful implications for the study and understand-
ing of world politics. A state, of course, must not be confused with 
a nation. States are geographically bounded territories, with gov-
ernmental structures and sovereignty, such as China, France, 
Germany, Japan, Mexico, and Russia. The size and power of indi-
vidual states vary greatly, but all are recognized as legally equal 
members of the international system of states. Chapter 8 discusses 
states in more detail.
 A nation, on the other hand, need not be geographically 
bounded or legally defined. A nation is best understood as a group 

 What Is Nationalism?
National Identity: Taproot of Nationalism
A Psychological Group Identity among People
An Emotional Force that Ignites People’s Passions
Historical Force of National Identity
A Driving Force with Positive and Negative Effects

 How Do History and Location Shape 
Twenty-first Century Nationalism?
Russia’s National Identity
America’s National Identity
Distinctions in Ethnic Nationalism
Religious Nationalism

 How Do Leaders Use Nationalism in  
Foreign Policy?
Seeking to Legitimize Power
Promoting State Political Unity and Economic Development
Promoting Self-determination Movements
Legitimizing a Leader’s Preferred Policy Direction
A Summary of Nationalism

“Of the many unforeseen consequences of topography, the 

emergence of nationalism is, perhaps, the most familiar.”

—Marshall McLuhan

2 

3 Understand how nationalism is used 
by world leaders for both personal 
and national gain.
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of people who consider themselves linked in a cultural and political together-
ness, typically consolidated by past or current struggles and suffering. Think 
about a nation, as Benedict Anderson describes it, as a psychological associa-
tion, or as an imagined community.1 Anderson stresses that a nation is an 
imagined group of people, because fellow members of the nation likely will 
not meet, know, or hear about most of the nation-identifying group—even 
though they share in their minds their cultural and political togetherness. 
Look at the fan waving the Mexican flag at the World Cup matches in Germany 
in 2006. He is expressing the emotive side of national identity, in this case root-
ing for Mexico against other nations in sports competition—even though we 
can hardly expect that he knows every Mexican personally. A flag is a key sym-
bol of the nation.
 Keeping in mind that definitions are incomplete and partial, we can make 
a number of observations that at least help us understand what a nation is. 
A nation in essence is a group of people who consider themselves culturally, 
historically, linguistically—or ethnically—related.2 Identity with a nation actu-
ally takes two distinct forms: (1) civic national identity and (2) ethnic national 
identity. Let’s look at these distinctions more closely.
 “Civic” national identity refers to groups of people bonded together 
through: 

z Citizenship

z Political participation within a circumscribed community

z Shared common language and core political values regardless of the ethnic 
origins of the people within that group

 The civic nation togetherness is basically voluntary and associated with 
representative democracy in countries such as the United States (U.S. Decla-
ration of Independence) and France (Declaration of the Rights of Man and of 
the Citizen). This form of national identity dates back to the eighteenth cen-
tury. As in the case of ethnic national identity, ties to territory play a big role in 
bonding people together.
 “Ethnic” national identity stems from an ethnically defined group of peo-
ple who share: 

z physical characteristics

z a common culture, religion, language and ancestry

Whereas the civic nation includes people of different ethnic origins who have 
assimilated into a common overarching core political value system, the ethnic 
nation tends to be defined by lineage and closed to outsiders. To be more pre-
cise, here the nation is defined by ethnic group identity—that is, a population 
of human beings who identify with each other on the basis of presumed com-
mon ancestry, culture, linguistic, ritualistic, and religious traits. Keep in mind 
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Ethnic group A population of human beings 
who identify with each other on the basis of 
presumed common ancestry, culture, linguis-
tic, ritualistic, and religious traits.
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that an ethnic group typically becomes a nation when it begins to seek political 
control over its destiny—often by seeking its own state or more political con-
trol within the state in which it finds itself. Examples of nations that stem from 
ethnic identity are Tamils, Turks, Croats, Czechs, Kurds, Russians, and Serbs.
 When “apprehended as an idea,” to use Sir Ernest Barker’s phrase, national 
identity becomes an exceptionally powerful force. Think of Adolf Hitler’s brand 
of nationalism leading up to World War II, or Japanese nationalism during this 
same period. Here you can see national identity’s power in mobilizing people 
into movements. For that matter, think of the assertive American national 
identity and nationalism expressed in the Bush Doctrine since 9/11 (see chap-
ter 5). The Bush administration with its evangelical base, as historian Anatol 
Lieven points out, has invoked radical American nationalism to wage a unilat-
eral, morally based, war against “evil-doers.”3 In Lieven’s view, this struggle 
between “good,” that is, America and those who agree with it, and “evil,” those 
opposing freedom and liberty, has fueled a self-righteous nationalist extrem-
ism that has strained America’s relations with the outside world. We look at 
radical American nationalism later in this chapter.
 This chapter examines how national identity becomes nationalism and 
how nationalism dramatically decentralizes world politics. While nationalism 
integrates people who identify with the same nation, it divides the people of 
one nation from those of another and all too frequently leads to conflict. This 
consequence is vividly seen in Serb nationalism versus Croat nationalism in 
the fierce fighting involved in the breakup of former Yugoslavia in the first half 

Many Thousands Protest against 
Power of Turkey’s Islamists
Tens of thousands of pro-secular 
demonstrators wave a huge Turkish 
flag during a rally in Istanbul, Tur-
key, Sunday, April 29, 2007. Tens 
of thousands of secular Turks gath-
ered in Istanbul and chanted slogans 
against the pro-Islamic government, 
which faced severe criticism from the 
powerful military for allegedly toler-
ating the activities of radical Islamic 
circles. The demonstration against 
the government shows a deepening 
division between secular and Islamist 
nationalist camps in Turkish society. 
Protesters demanded a president 
with no Islamist ties.
Photo by Murad Sezer, Associated Press. Used by 
permission.
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of the 1990s. How the population of a nation sees itself, however, can divide 
perceptions within the same nation. Turkish nationalists are divided over how 
much Islam to bring into government policies. In April 2007, 700,000 people, 
waving the red national flag, gathered in Istanbul to protest the Islamic tilt of 
Turkey’s ruling party and the ruling party’s then presidential candidate, For-
eign Minister Abdullah Gul.
 The first section of this chapter examines the nature of nationalism in more 
depth and its world political consequences. Next the discussion turns to how 
nationalism is manifested across the world and acts as a decentralizing force. 
This understanding of nationalism leads on to how leaders have used nation-
alism as a powerful emotive force in domestic and foreign policy. n

What Is Nationalism?
Be able to identify and explain the factors that make nationalism such a potent 
force in world politics.

A sensible place to begin to explore the force of nationalism in world politics 
is to take a closer look at national identity and its many forces across the globe. In 
essence, nationalism is basically how national identity is expressed by an individ-
ual member, group, or mass constituents of a nation—from flag waving to singing 
the national anthem to waging war in defense of the homeland as America did in 
World Wars I and II.

National Identity: Taproot of Nationalism
National identity, as discussed above, is in part an identity with a piece of territory. 
As a well-known observer of nationalism, Anthony D. Smith, puts it, national iden-
tity has a strong spatial or territorial conception, where a nation of people identify 
with a well-defined territory.4 Civic national identity as it evolved from the late eigh-
teenth century onward came to encompass the idea of a political community of 
laws and institutions that reflect the national people’s political will and express 
their political sentiments and purposes within a given territory.5 National identity 
then, is a “we” feeling, a collective identity of “a people,” bound by culture and a 
sense of shared territory.
 Anthony D. Smith’s book National Identity provides a good summary of the 
underlying assumptions in a people’s sense of national identity in either its civic or 
ethnic types.6 It is an identity with shared:

z Historic territory or homeland

z Myths and historical memories

z Mass public culture

z Legal rights and duties for all members

z Economy

 It would be difficult to overstate the powerful impact of nationalism on world 
politics. As a remarkably potent magnet that crystallizes people’s loyalty to a 
home country and cultural hearth, its uniquely diverse faces have produced both 

1

Civic national identity A group of people 
bonded together through citizenship, political 
participation within a circumscribed commu-
nity, and a shared common language and core 
political values regardless of the ethnic origins 
of the people within that group.

Audio Concept
Civic National Identity
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centralizing (within a nation) and decentralizing (nation versus nation) conse-
quences for the world political system.
 As a centralizing force, nationalism has brought people with shared roots 
together inside new states, promoted unifled democratic governments, chal-
lenged imperialism, and spurred economic development. These effects might 
well be classifled as positive. Yet on the negative, decentralizing side, nationalism 
has led to horriflc world wars (German and Japanese aggressive nationalism in 
World War II), unspeakable genocide of a people (German nationalism against 
the Jews in the 1940s, and mass killings of Bosnians by Serb nationalists in the 
1990s).
 Nationalism has less horriflc, yet still decentralizing, infiuences too. Both 
French and Dutch voters rejected the European Union (EU) constitution in May 
and June 2005. French and Dutch opponents to the EU constitution worried, 
among other things, about loss of national control and identity to a large imper-
sonal bureaucracy. This nationalist rejection sent the EU reeling, because the 
charter requires approval from all EU states to take effect.
 Now let us look at the nature of nationalism. A close examination of this key 
driving force in world politics reveals that at heart, in both its civic and ethnic 
types, it is:

1. A psychological group identity among people
2. An emotional force that ignites people’s passions
3. A power factor with strong historical roots
4. A driving force that leads to positive and negative impacts in international 

relations

A Psychological Group Identity among People
From the psychological point of view—that “imagined community” in Benedict 
Anderson’s terms—nationalism works as a bonding agent. It ties people together 
with a common set of reference points and perceptions of reality. This group iden-
tity separates one national group from another across the world. It creates unity 
among group members and separates them from other groups. This bonding 
occurs through shared language as well as art, culture, heroes, religion, and cus-
toms. Flowering in Europe in the revolutionary fervor of the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries, nationalism united people around a multitude of fiags 
and pieces of territory all over the world. The United Nations, with its original flfty-
one member-states, now includes 191 countries, many of which have more than 
one national self-identifying group inside them.
 Nationalist sentiments, as noted above, proved a strong psychological force in 
the Soviet Union after 1917. Throughout the Soviet years, Moscow wrestled with 
how to keep its restless nationalities under control and devised an elaborate fed-
eral political system to do so. In the end, these efforts proved useless. The Soviet 
Union broke up in 1991, which set the scene for Yugoslavia to follow a similar and 
far more violent path. At the beginning of the twenty-flrst century, Russia is still 
struggling with determined nationalist groups seeking autonomy, as vividly dem-
onstrated not only by the tenacious Chechnya nationalist breakaway movement 
in the Transcaucasian region—an area of many contentious nationalities—but 
also by restive militants in Dagestan.
 Nationalism as a psychological force is fostered in a variety of ways. The mass 
media are perhaps the most effective means of triggering its appeal. In many 
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countries, the government controls the instruments of mass communication, 
such as mail, newspapers, telephone, telegraph, and television, Internet, radio, 
and satellite transmissions. By promoting the symbols of the nation, governments 
can motivate their people to all kinds of endeavors. Following 9/11, for example, 
Americans came together in a psychology of defense of the nation—when the 
administration used many symbols of the nation (national anthem, flag, refer-
ences to previous wars and others, defense of liberty and freedom) against al 
Qaeda forces. In contrast, a nationalist mural in Baghdad before the U.S.–led 
invasion depicted Saddam Hussein fighting a three-headed serpent representing 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair, President George W. Bush, and then Israeli 
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon.7

An Emotional Force that Ignites People’s Passions
Nationalism is a deeply felt emotional force. Nationalist emotions are deeply 
present in sporting events, such as the Olympic Games and World Cup soccer 
(football) matches. The Olympics are of course the premier state for nationalist 
competition, and these games have a history of political conflict. In the 1936 
games held in Berlin, Germany, for example, Adolf Hitler tried to use them to pro-
pagandize Aryan race superiority. This goal was undercut by the black American 
track star, Jesse Owens, who won four gold medals. The German public followed 
him wherever he went in Germany. The dark side of nationalism and sport 
appeared in 1972 at the Munich Olympics, when Palestinian nationalists mur-
dered Israeli athletes.
 Yet nationalism can work in positive ways to spur defense and industrial 
power. After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 7, 1941, the United 
States mobilized rapidly to go into high-gear wartime production. America’s 
women and national patriotism played a major role in this wartime effort. See 
the photo of “Rosie the Riveter.” Meanwhile, nationalism is constantly at work in 
political parties during elections around the world—from the Scottish National 
Party to the Chinese Nationalist Party in Taiwan. It remains a strong force within 
the countries that make up the European Union (EU).

Nationalist Passion and World Politics
When the psychological power of nationalism is sparked by leaders, it makes 
an enormous imprint on the world stage. Nationalist passions have been used to:

z Rally a people in time of war, as in Adolf Hitler appealing to German national-
ism, Japan’s leaders to Japanese nationalism, and Franklin D. Roosevelt to 
American nationalism after Pearl Harbor.

z Seek territorial control over disputed land in order to create a new state for a 
stateless people (Palestinians in Israel).

z Fight for independence against foreign oppressors (Vietnamese against their 
many invaders from China, France, Japan, and the United States).

z Eliminate alien national groups inside or in nearby states (Hitler’s Germans 
against the Jews; Serb ethnic cleansing of Croats and Bosnians in Yugoslavia).

z Spark breakaway nationalist movements from inside an existing state to form 
a new state with its own sovereign institutions (Biafra in Nigeria; Chechnya in 
Russia; Basques and Catalans in Spain; Quebec in Canada; East Timor in 

Rosie the Riveter
Six million U.S. women began to 
work in manufacturing plants that 
produced munitions and materiel 
during World War II, when the 
men normally doing factory work 
went to fight in the European and 
Pacific fronts. The U.S. women’s 
role in the war effort is depicted 
by the character whose name was 
“Rosie the Riveter.” Rosie is a fem-
inist icon and symbol of women’s 
economic power.
Image courtesy of US National Archives. Produced 
by Westinghouse for the War Production. Created 
by J. Howard Miller. Modifications © Jone Lewis 
2001. Used by permission.
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Indonesia; Eritrea in Ethiopia). These national self-determination movements 
frequently lead to bloodshed. For example, Indonesian militia groups went on 
a killing rampage against pro-independence people in East Timor after they 
voted for independence in 1999.

 The following brief list captures nationalism’s wide-ranging possibilities and 
shows how over time it has united and divided peoples occupying the same terri-
tory in the international political system. It is a force at work at all levels of analy-
sis. Studying nationalism helps explain how and why:

z Violence and war occur in the international political system.

z People act as they do toward each other across state boundaries and within 
multinational states.

z Misunderstanding occurs so frequently in world politics.

z Diplomatic negotiations can be exceedingly difficult over many issues.

z Perceptions form an important element in assessing conflict and cooperation.

z Leaders manipulate the masses.

 Ethnic national identity, discussed above, has become more pronounced in 
spawning ethnic nationalism in world politics in the twentieth and twenty-first 
centuries. It has led to frequently expressed emotionally bitter grievances against 
foreigners, passionate struggles for national self-determination and indepen-
dence, and longing desires for a separate territorial state. As one scholar of ethnic 
nationalism, Eric Hobsbawm, notes:

Every separatist movement in Europe that I can think of bases itself on “eth-
nicity,” . . . that is to say, on the assumption that “we”—the Basques, Catalans, 
Scots, Croats, or Georgians—are a different people from the Spaniards, the 
English, the Serbs or the Russians, and therefore we should not live in the 
same state with them.8

This obsessive ethnic nationalism, for example, lies at the heart of the post–Cold 
War breakup of Yugoslavia, in the wrenching upheavals in the Transcaucasian 
region, and in many other geographic regions of the world.
 American civic nationalism is different; characterized not by a particular eth-
nic group but by a melting pot of ethnic groups who adhere to a political creed 
embedded in American democratic institutions and ideals deemed superior to all 
others.9 Like its more ethnic-based counterparts, American nationalism—a kind 
of patriotism rather than ethnic superiority—has strong emotional patterns too. 
President Woodrow Wilson tapped into American nationalism as a reason for 
entering World War I, President Roosevelt for entry into World War II, and Presi-
dent George W. Bush for the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and the more amor-
phous war against “terrorism.”
 While new driving forces of globalization, interdependence, and the infor-
mation revolution are transforming world politics, as discussed in chapter 1, 
nationalism simply refuses to go away. Its power to mobilize people through 
high drama and intense emotions, and its universal presence from around the 
world, left an unmistakable imprint on the twentieth century. Nationalist senti-
ments became powerful forces in world politics right after World War I, when 
the Ottoman Empire fell apart, when colonial powers like Great Britain and 
France assumed League of Nations mandates to control places like Egypt and 
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Mesopotamia (current-day Iraq), and as colonial rule was increasingly chal-
lenged. Here are historic examples of nationalism’s emotive appeal in the twen-
tieth century.

Nazi Germany
In the 1930s, Adolf Hitler mobilized the German people, whom he referred to as 
the Aryan race (pure fair-haired, light-skinned Germans, not Jews, Gypsies, or 
Slavs), by using propaganda techniques. He touched a sensitive cord in Germans 
with his emotive speeches at mass rallies arguing that the Germans had been 
stabbed in the back by the peace settlement at the end of World War I. This settle-
ment saddled Germany with guilt and a huge financial burden for causing that 
war. In the midst of the severe postwar economic depression, Hitler gained an 
enormous following by organizing goose-stepping jackboot parades, mobilizing 
youth movements, and holding charismatic nighttime speeches attended by 
thousands of his compatriots. Month by month, he laid out his plans for the 
“superior” German people to rule Europe. He envisioned a hierarchy of peoples, 
with the Germans dominating everyone else, slaves at the lowest level, and Jews 
and Gypsies entirely eliminated. Passions released by his fiery xenophobia, or 
hyper-nationalism, led to World War II, the Jewish Holocaust, and ultimately the 
virtual destruction of Germany by Allied forces.

Postcolonial Nationalist Sentiments
After World War II, the emotive power of nationalism continued to mobilize peo-
ple in all kinds of movements with all kinds of effects on international relations. 
Much of the world colonized earlier by France, Germany, Great Britain, the Nether-
lands, and Portugal, for example, began to break up into new sovereign states 
after 1947, largely as the result of pressure from nationalist movements through-
out the colonies. After decades of struggle to get rid of its colonial yoke, India won 

Nazi Party Holds Mass Meeting in 
Buckeberg in 1934
This was one of the cigarette coupon 
photographs. Cigarette coupons 
could be redeemed for a series of 
photographs of Adolf Hitler taken by 
his personal photographer, Heinrich 
Hoffmann.

Xenophobia Xenophobia is a fear of foreign-
ers. A form of extreme nationalism that 
unleashes violent action, it has led to genocide 
toward other ethnic national groups.
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independence from Great Britain in 1947. It was partitioned into two countries: 
India, with a Hindu majority, and Pakistan (which at the time included Bangla-
desh), with a Muslim majority.
 The origins of ethnic national conflict in Africa, where many ethnic groups live 
inside single states (like the Yoruba, Hausa, Fulani, and Igbo [or Ibo] inside Nigeria) 
stem from European colonialism. The European powers carved up Africa (as well 
as the Middle East) in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries with ethnic groups 
living inside artificial territories that became states in the postcolonial period. The 
problem was magnified when European authorities gave preferential treatment to 
historically weak minor ethnic groups. Those groups used the coercive instru-
ments of the state to suppress their ethnic group enemies and stay in power dur-
ing the post-independence period. The problem in Africa, then, is the existence of 
scores of ethnic groups (many transformed into ethnic national movements) orga-
nized into a limited number of states. Minor ethnic groups are simply overpow-
ered by majority ethnic groups coexisting inside the same state.

Historical Force of National Identity
It would be difficult to pinpoint exactly when the concept of a nation—a people 
with a national identity—with all the emotional content of nationalism, took 
form. Yet most historians and students of national identity and nationalism agree 
that as ideas that seized people’s imaginations, the distinctive consciousness of 
the nation and its counterpart, nationalism, became increasingly pronounced 
during the latter half of the eighteenth century in Western Europe and America.”10 
From this perspective, the power of national identity and nationalism became 
major forces in world affairs well after the creation of states, which started to 
appear after 1648.

Nationalism Flourishes: The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries
As we saw in chapter 2, the printing press and newspapers helped feed national-
ism, as did:

z The growth of towns and cities

z An educated intellectual class who wrote about the virtues of civic patriotism

z A growing sense of shared nationality among a people11

 In the eighteenth century, the American and French revolutions reflect these 
forces, especially through the use of civic national symbols, such as the flag, patri-
otic songs, folktales, ballads, poems, and even billboards and murals. These revo-
lutions also ushered in the concept of popular sovereignty, which is discussed in 
more detail later.
 Given momentum by these revolutions and by resistance throughout Europe to 
Napoleon’s quest for empire, nationalism was an essentially French movement that 
appeared more and more in different countries in a variety of ways throughout the 
nineteenth century. For example, it gained strength in England and Prussia (via the 
Germans); among the Czechs, Slovaks, and Poles; in Italy and Spain; and within the 
Ottoman Empire, from which the Greeks, Serbs, Bulgarians, and Romanians 
became independent. By the late 1840s, civic and ethnic national identity and 
nationalism were going strong, and a rash of nationalist movements broke out in 
Europe, notably in the vast Austrian Empire of the Hapsburgs. That empire was 
made up, at the time, by at least ten recognizable nationalities or language groups.
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Shifting Boundaries: The Twentieth Century
By the late nineteenth century, large nations began to consolidate inside large 
states—in a new German empire, a unified kingdom in Italy, and the Austro-
Hungarian dual monarchy granting power to the dominant German and Hungar-
ian ethnic groups within the Hapsburg empire. Versions of nationalism appeared 
to be growing, too, as the new century progressed, the Ottoman Empire crumbled 
and became reorganized under British and French League of Nations mandates 
after World War I.
 Turkish national identity and nationalism is a good case in point, illustrated by 
the secularist Turkish leader, Kemal Ataturk, who played so great a role in the 
founding of Turkey as a state. In Egypt, Syria, and the British mandate of Palestine, 
Arabs—whether Muslim or not—tried to forge a sense of Arab nationalism, a com-
mon identity within states and across the Arab world. Transforming the commu-
nity into an Arab national identity, however, has been fraught with difficulties that 
include competing traditional ethnic, tribal, sect, and clan affiliations as well as 
divisions within Islam, with associated differences in legal rights and duties.12 
While Saudi Arabia emerged as an Arab state with a strong religious identity, the 
Turks, Kurds, and Iranians represent non-Arab national identities informed by the 
Muslim faith. Iran, in fact, identifies itself as a Shiite republic.
 So the principle of nations, with “a people” inhabiting states, was well under 
way as the twentieth century began.13 Do not forget that World War I began when 
a young Serbian nationalist, Gabriel Principe, chafing under Austrian rule, assas-
sinated Archduke Francis Ferdinand, the heir to the Hapsburg Empire. The assassi-
nation occurred in the streets of Sarajevo, the capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
a remote province of the far-flung Austrian Empire.

Ethnic Nations: A Recent Trend
Most separatist movements at the turn of the twentieth century were based on 
ethnicity—the assumption that the people seeking autonomy are a different 

Nationalism Deeply Rooted in 
History
Archduke Ferdinand, heir to the 
imperial throne of the Austro-Hun-
garian Empire, and his wife, Count-
ess Sophia, walk to their car in 
Sarajevo, June 28, 1914, just prior 
to their assassination. A nineteen-
year-old Serbian student, a member 
of the “Young Bosnia” movement 
dedicated to a Bosnia free of Aus-
trian Hapsburg rule, assassinated 
them, igniting World War I.
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people from those who rule them. So Basques and Catalans opposed the Span-
iards, Irish the English, and Armenians the Turks. Today’s ethnic claims to nation-
hood—and the right to a separate territorial state—are quite different from the 
versions of nationhood and nationalism that existed during the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries. Nationality, as it first bloomed, did not con-
sider ethnicity essential to the consciousness of a people. The original nations of 
Europe and the Americas had no unitary ethnic base but rather a national identity 
based on cultural and political perceptions that constituted what it meant to be 
British, French, German, or Dutch.14 Nor, as discussed earlier, was ethnicity man-
datory for the original American revolutionary nationalism that inspired the for-
mation of the United States. These earlier versions of nationalism were rooted in 
the eighteenth-century concept of popular sovereignty, the basic democratic prin-
ciple that the people are the ultimate source of all legitimate authority. This was 
expressed in the American and French revolutions of 1776 and 1789, respectively.
 As we have seen, however, by the end of the nineteenth century and in the early 
years of the twentieth, nationality and nationalism increasingly mirrored the eth-
nic component. Thus, when U.S. President Woodrow Wilson proclaimed the notion 
of “self-determination of nations” as a guiding principle for international relations 
at the conclusion of World War I, he opened the floodgates for any ethnic-national 
group to declare a “national” right to its own sovereign state. President Wilson’s 
Secretary of State Robert Lansing worried that the idea of “national self-
determination” was so “loaded with dynamite” that it might make the world dan-
gerous.15 He said, “It will raise hopes, which can never be realized. It will, I fear, 
cost thousands of lives. . . . What a calamity that the phrase was ever uttered! . . . 
What misery it will cause.”16

 If Secretary Lansing could see today’s ethnic-national conflicts and self-
determination movements, he probably would not be surprised. President Wilson, 
of course, was using the “self-determination” phrase to mean “the consent of the 
governed.” Unfortunately for stability in the international system, Wilson’s phrase 
became interpreted as national self-determination. It was translated in the minds 
of many ethnic leaders as the right of ethnic-national groups to have their own 
sovereign states. Thus, many ethnic groups around the world began pounding the 
doors for their right to a self-governing state.
 Still, the existence of more than one nationally conscious ethnic group inside 
a state—a multinational state, as discussed in chapters 3 and 8—does not mean 
an automatic breakup of the state. Many multiethnic national states, such as 
Switzerland—or the United States with its native Indian groups—are integrated 
entities. In other cases, autonomy emerges when a state’s government grants 
more political and economic power to ethno-national political groups in order to 
hold the country together. This has happened in Italy, where Rome granted more 
minority power to Italy’s separatist Northern League. The United Kingdom has 
done the same with Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland, and Belgium is really 
three regions: French-speaking Wallonia and Flemish-speaking Flanders and 
Brussels (bilingual).

A Driving Force with Positive and Negative Effects
The negative aspects of nationalism, with its highly charged ethnic content and 
its influence on international conflict and decentralization, should be clear. As a 
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negative force, it has created a security nightmare for the international commu-
nity. The problem is how to manage nationalism or prevent it from spreading its 
wide range of accompanying problems, including the creation of multitudes of 
refugees. (It should be noted, however that recent research by the World Bank on 
civil conflicts around the world shows that rebel fighting more often is motivated 
by the greedy pursuit of lucrative commodities.)17 Still, nationalism has its benefits 
as well as its dangers.
 Defenders of nationalist causes tend to subscribe to what may be termed lib-
eral nationalism, the belief that every nationally conscious ethnic group should 
have its own state and that one ethnic or cultural group should not rule another.18 
Those favoring this idea, however, do not suggest that every minuscule ethnic 
group, such as the Sorbs or Wends in Germany and the Amish in the United 
States, should have its own state. Yet they do believe that larger ethnic-national 
groups, such as the Kurds, Igbo, and Tibetans, are entitled to a state in order to 
avoid the large-scale violence seen in many multiethnic national states, such as 
China, Nigeria, and Russia. Proponents of liberal nationalism argue that democ-
racy does not work in societies divided along linguistic and cultural lines. 
Examples cited include the former Soviet Union, China (with the Tibet problem), 
Nigeria (three sizable ethnic groups) and Iraq (Sunni, Shiite, and Kurds). Swit-
zerland, with its distinct cultural and linguistic groups, is a notable exception to 
this claim.
 Given nationalism’s liberal dimensions, as associated with the American and 
French revolutions, let us consider its positive and negative effects.
 Positive effects of nationalism:

z Promotes democracy by uniting people in a set of core values and sense of his-
tory and destiny.

z Stimulates the idea that political power legitimately resides with the people 
and that political leaders exercise power only as agents of the people; leaders 
receive their authority from elections.

z Encourages self-determination and allows nationalities to preserve their cul-
tures and govern themselves according to their own customs.

z Stimulates economic development by mobilizing people in a common effort, 
as occurred in Germany and Japan after World War II.

 Negative effects of nationalism:

z Lead to hyper-nationalism (xenophobia), feelings of superiority (Germans 
under Hitler, Serbs during the breakup of Yugoslavia), and ethnic cleansing, or 
the extermination of “inferior” ethnic-national groups (as occurred in Germany 
and Yugoslavia).

z Produce messianism—the propensity to think that one nation’s duty is to save 
other nations or bring its core values to other areas. Some argue that mes-
sianism runs deep in current U.S. nationalism in its sense of mission to bring 
Western-style democracy to Iraq, as proclaimed by the Bush administration.

z Stimulate violent self-determination movements and consequent blood-
baths.
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z Spawns great conflict in the world, as between India and Pakistan and between 
North and South Korea, as well as generating suspicion, as with China’s suspi-
cion of Japan and Russia’s suspicion of the outside world. Facing separatist 
sentiments among the Armenian population, the Muslim government of the 
declining Ottoman Empire in 1915–1916 mounted a genocidal campaign that 
led to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Armenians, a large majority of 
whom lived in the Ottoman Empire and who were Roman Catholic or Eastern 
Orthodox Christians.

 Given the power of nationalism, you might wonder how multinational states 
hold together at all, especially as people who identify with the same nationality 
do not necessarily cluster in one part of a state’s territory. People may live in dif-
ferent towns and regions, as was the case inside Croatia, Bosnia, and Serbia in 
Yugoslavia. When Croatia and Bosnia separated from Yugoslavia to form new 
multinational states, their multinational groups were not clustered in one part of 
the new state’s territory. This by no means is to suggest that people of different 
cultures or religions or languages cannot possibly live in the same state without 
either killing each other or seeking to break away and form their own states. 
Examples of people living peacefully in multinational states abound, from the 
United States to Switzerland and beyond. Most states, in fact, are multinational 
and peaceful.
 How do states adjust to multinational settings? States have tried to cope with, 
or govern, national groups within their borders in a variety of ways:

z Federalism: We see this form of government in the United States, Russia, India, 
and Nigeria.

z Genocide: Dominant groups seek to physically eliminate minority groups 
through violence, as in Sudan’s Darfur region, Hitler’s Germany, Milosevic’s 
Yugoslavia, and the Hutus in Rwanda.

z Expulsion: This occurs when a dominant group expels minority groups or 
scares them out. Milosevic pursued this method, as did Idi Amin in Uganda in 
the 1970s. Indonesia has acted similarly against the Chinese.

z Integrationist Nationalist Ideology: Cuba and Mexico have a national policy 
that attempts to bring together different ethnic groups into one identity: blacks, 
mulattos (black/white mix), and whites are different groups of Cubans; Indi-
ans, mestizos (Indian/white mix), and whites are different groups of Mexicans. 
Cuba appears to have been more successful in this effort than has Mexico; 
Mexico’s many Indian groups (Mayan, in particular) do not necessarily identify 
as Mexican, as blacks identify as Cuban in that country.

z Autonomy (or Devolution): This occurs when national groups are given more 
autonomy, as with Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland in the United 
Kingdom. Devolution refers to a transfer and consequent sharing of powers 
from the central government to local government. Scotland and Northern 
Ireland have a traditional form of devolved government consisting of leg-
islative and executive branches, while Wales’s experience with devolution 
has been more limited. Scotland’s five million people, for example, have dis-
tinct legal and education systems, and the Scots have voted in their inde-
pendence party.
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How Do History and Location Shape 
Twenty-first Century Nationalism?
Understand how history and location impact nationalism, using Russia and 
America as examples.

How nationalism is expressed in the twenty-first century stems from the 
nation’s history and location. National identities found in the New World realms 
of North America, Central America, and South America, for example, are “melt-
ing pot” national identities of people whose families came from the Old World, 
mixed in with the native inhabitants of the new land. Mexico is a case in point. A 
“Mexican” identity emerged during and after Mexico’s 1910 revolution—an iden-
tity that included both white, Indian, and mestizos. Cuba’s national identity 
incorporates black, mulatto, and white heritage—all identifying with Cuba. In 
contrast, “Serbian” identity back in the Old World stems from a single ethnic 
group, the Serbs, because they live in their homeland rather than having sailed 
off to the New World. It must be said that the New World “melting pot” type of 
nationalism, however, is incomplete. One still finds ethnic-based nationalism 

2

Test Prepper 9.1

True or False?

_____ 1. The two types of national identity are civic and 
ethnic.

_____ 2. Civic nationalism is based on a strong histori-
cal connection while ethnic nationalism is 
founded upon a psychological group identity.

_____ 3. Nationalism acts strictly as a centralizing force 
in world politics, bringing a group of people 
within a state together

_____ 4. Earlier versions of nationalism were based on 
sovereignty of the people while the most recent 
trend is based on ethnic connections between 
people.

_____ 5. Liberal nationalism refers to the division of a 
population based on political leanings.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is not shared by a group 
of people who possess a common national 
identity?

a. Economy
b. Mass public culture
c. Legal rights and duties for all members
d. Myths and historical memories
e. None of the above

_____ 7. The Olympic Games and World Cup soccer 
matches are examples of what characteristic of 
nationalism?

a. A strong psychological connection
b. An emotional force that ignites people’s 

passions
c. A powerful factor with strong historical 

roots
d. A driving force leading to positive and 

negative impacts in world affairs
e. An identity that competes with transna-

tionalism for a people’s loyalty

_____ 8. What is the primary source of ethnic-national 
conflict in Africa?

a. European colonialism
b. Economic disparity
c. Linguistic differences
d. Self-serving national leaders
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12
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among Indian groups in Mexico—and in the Indian groups in the United States 
and indigenous peoples in Canada too. With these differences in mind, let us 
look more closely at Russia and America to see how history and location shapes 
different brands of twenty-first-century nationalism.

Russia’s National Identity
The death of former Russian President Boris Yeltsin on April 23, 2007, at the age of 
seventy-six, marks an appropriate turning point to observe the recent evolution of 
Russian national identity. Yeltsin became the first president of Russia in June 1991, 
when the Soviet Union was just months from collapse. When the collapse came—
and with it the end of communism in Russia—the country began a widespread 
search for, and discussion about, what exactly constitutes the Russian national 
identity. Yeltsin announced in 1994 the formation of a National Idea Commission 
to search for a new “national idea.” The commission failed to produce significant 
results. Part of the problem was how fast Russia was changing during the 1990s, 
the huge gaps in income, and vast regional differences, as between far east Russia 
and Moscow.
 In the past few years, a national idea seemed to catching on, in part as a result 
of Vladimir Putin’s popularity. Putin describes himself as a patriot and stresses 
that Russian values are essentially love of one’s motherland, and of one’s home, 
people, and culture. Speaking on behalf of Russia and its core interests, he con-
stantly presses the point that Russians take great pride in Russian history and 
achievements, to the exclusion of the history and character of the other hundred 
or more different ethnic groups that live in the Russian Federation. Nor does his 
national identity show a strong belief in democracy as the organizing principal for 
Russia’s state-society relations. He is more in tune with a strong centralized state 

Russians Gathered at Red Square
Russians celebrating the failure of 
the coup. Russians gather in Red 
Square, in an explosion of Russian 
nationalism, to celebrate the failure 
of an attempted coup in August 
1991 against Soviet President 
Mikhail Gorbachev. Members of the 
Politburo and the Soviet military 
and security services had orches-
trated the coup. Although unsuc-
cessful due to lack of Russian 
military support and Boris Yeltsin’s 
opposition leadership, the August 
coup sped up the disintegration of 
the Soviet Union.
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and great-power Russian chauvinism, as demonstrated in his characterization of 
Chechens as “bandits, terrorists, scum [and] dark forces.” As observers have 
pointed out, this kind of Russian chauvinism does not bode well for a Russia in 
which the population is, at minimum, 20 percent non-ethnic Russians.19

 Under Putin, the government brought back the old Soviet anthem with different 
words. It approved the double-headed eagle of the tsars and the pre-revolutionary 
white, blue, and red flag as national symbols. The Soviet-period red star was rein-
stated as the military’s official emblem in 2002. So Putin’s Russia and national 
identity incorporate the Soviet past as well as the legacy of the Russian Empire. 
Russia now has a national program called civic culture that teaches children what 
it is to have a Russian national identity.

America’s National Identity
In contrast, American nationalism is based on an optimistic civic creed centered 
on respect for America’s institutions, individual freedoms, and constitutional 
law—although as Lieven and others point out its optimistic outlook can turn jin-
goistic and militaristic. Among its basic core values are the following:20

1. A political doctrine expressing the ideals of liberty, democracy, equality, the 
rule of law, opportunity, not cultural or ethnic superiority

2. A feeling of triumph not the result of or fueled by grievances caused by external 
powers

3. Emphasis on the value of life, the pursuit of happiness, and the possibilities of 
the future

4. An image of America as a land of promise with a destiny of prosperity
5. An image of a land filled with diversity and numerous freedoms
6. A place where constitutional rights and liberties flourish
7. A heritage of glorified moral values

 This civic nationalism, as discussed earlier, shapes American foreign policy, 
just as nationalism shapes Russian and other countries’ foreign policies. Scholars 
argue that Americans not only take great pride in their core values but also regard 
them as universally applicable—and this belief not infrequently leads to a mis-
sionary kind of foreign policy that undermines rather than strengthens its national 
interests.21 Countries on the receiving end of this nationalism do not necessarily 
agree with U.S. policies, and they react negatively to America’s foreign-applied 
patriotism. The backlash is especially pronounced when U.S. foreign policy 
appears chauvinistic in its desire to spread the American creed to those whose 
national identity is defined more in ethnic terms and past grievances against for-
eign powers. Keep in mind that U.S. nationalism, as described above, is based on 
universalistic ideals such as:

z Democracy

z Rule of law

z Marketplace

Whereas that of other nationals is more likely based on:

z Ethnicity z Language

z Religion z Geography
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Other nations often view U.S. foreign policy as self-serving, 
aimed at promoting America’s national interest rather than 
furthering its ideals.
 Because the United States is geographically insulated 
from the rest of the world, its citizens do not easily under-
stand other countries’ types of national identity. This com-
munication gap is quite large, and not only because of 
geography. Polls showed that only 22 percent of Americans 
had traveled to another country in the previous five years, 
compared to 66 percent of Canadians, 73 percent of Brit-
ons, and 60 percent of the French. In the years just before 
9/11, only 30 percent of Americans claimed to be “very inter-
ested” in “news about other countries.” Astoundingly, even 
after 9/11, the average American did not demonstrate a 
strong interest in international affairs.22

Distinctions in Ethnic Nationalism
Ethnic nationalism, as we have discussed, refers to the iden-
tity of a people rooted primarily in ethnicity that has become 
politicized, such as Serb or Russian identity. Most of the 
world’s countries have more than one ethnic-national group 
living inside their boundaries. Some of these groups feel 
persecuted, most often because they are not granted major 
participation or political representation. This explains why 
ethnic nationalism has become such a driving force in world 
affairs. The discontent does not always translate into self-
determination movements but takes many forms of politi-
cal expression, not least of which is the struggle for land. In 
many cases, the struggle is a reaction to state-sponsored 
genocide.23 A leading characteristic of many ethnic-national 
groups is animosity toward neighboring ethnic groups, 
which leads almost automatically to conflict with them. In 
this sense, identifying as a Serb in Yugoslavia during that 
country’s breakup beginning in the early 1990s produced 
routine hatred of Bosnian Muslims and Croats.
 The terms ethnic group and tribe are at times used inter-
changeably. You read in newspapers or textbooks about, say 
the Iroquois tribe in the United States; the Karen and Shan 
tribes or nations in Burma; and the Igbo or Yoruba tribes in Nigeria. Although the 
meanings of the two terms are very close, today what people used to call a “tribe” 
are referred to as an ethnic group—and when that group (like the Igbo in Nigeria) 
become politically active in seeking their own state (the Igbo have wanted a state 
they called Biafra) we may appropriately identify them as an ethnic-national group 
as discussed above. The term clan—a social group composed of several families 
with a common ancestor—represents another kind of social group. Clans, like 
those in Scotland, are found also in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Somalia, where clan 
warfare has been devastating. A clan is an extended family, whereas a tribe can 
include strangers who have been taken in.

Divided Nationalism on the Korean Peninsula
A North Korean and South Korean soldier stand close 
to each other across the borderline between two Koreas. 
While the Clinton administration attempted to facilitate 
cooperation between North and South Korea, the Bush 
administration has demonstrated more caution and 
restraint in dealing with North Korea and its militant 
nationalism.
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Kurdistan
Earlier discussion identifled the multinational state—a state with multiple ethnic- 
national groups inside it like Switzerland. Another phenomenon is the case of a 
multi-state nation, that is, a situation where national group is spread across differ-
ent states. The Kurds are a classic case in point. They identify with their original 
homeland of Kurdistan, which is now divided into different states. Their heartland 
is a territorial area divided among Turkey, Syria, Iran, and Iraq (Figure 9.1) that 
they have been trying to establish as the sovereign state of Kurdistan.

Spain’s Ethnic-national Groups
The second-biggest country in Western Europe, Spain has a rich variety of ethnic-
national groups to match its size. Its two most distinctive ethnic-national regions 
are the Basque and Catalonia areas. The power of these two regions is signiflcant 
because their presence—along with that of Galicia—has undermined Spain’s unity 
since the flfteenth century. Catalonia accounts for nearly 20 percent of Spain’s 
GDP, although it has only 13 percent of Spain’s population. Barcelona, a Catalan 
city, well might claim to be Spain’s most successful urban center, with its new air-
port, new seafront, and thriving businesses. See Figure 9.2 for a look at Spain’s 
autonomous ethnic-national regions.
 The Basques are extremely nationalistic, particularly regarding their language, 
which has no link to Spanish.24 Basque nationalism has produced the Basque terror-

 FIGURE 9.1

Traditional Kurdish Territorial Homeland

Today the Kurds are the fourth-largest ethnic group in the Middle East 
after the Arabs, Persians (Iranians), and Turks.
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Kurdistan The Kurds, around 30 million in 
number, have lived for over 3,000 years in a 
region today comprising Turkey, Syria, 
Armenia, and Azerbaijan. Kurds are also found 
in Iran and Iraq. A stateless nation, the Kurds 
dream of living in a free homeland called 
Kurdistan.

Catalonia The region in Spain inhabited by 
Catalans.

Galicia A region in Spain inhabited by an 
ethnically identifying group called Gallegos.

For more information see  
The View From:  
Kurdistan
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ist organization ETA, which originated in 1959. Both the Catalans and the Basques 
have their own political parties that press for issues favoring their ethnic-national 
groups and territories. Within Catalonia and the Basque region however, people 
hold a range of views. Some are staunch defenders of independence movements; 
others are more moderate. Catalans and Basques do not raise the question of sep-
aration from the state, yet argue for more autonomy and power for their region.25

 Because of Spain’s strong regional sentiments, especially the tenacious Catalan, 
Basque, and Galician identities, the Spanish constitution of 1978 recognizes and 
guarantees the right to autonomy of all the nationalities and regions of Spain—a 
clear decentralization of power. Spain’s devolution policy has spilled over into 
international relations. After Spain granted autonomy to its regions, it joined the 
European Union, which makes clear its interest in negotiating directly with Spain’s 
regions as well as with the Spanish state itself. The map in Figure 9.2 shows Spain’s 
autonomous communities, which are political systems designed to hold the state 
together despite strong multiple regional identities.

Religious Nationalism
Religious nationalism, found in many parts of the world, is a synthesis of religion 
and secular nationalism that merges cultural identity with the legitimacy of older 
religions.26 Examples of religious nationalism—a basic fact of contemporary inter-
national politics—may be seen in Poland and Ireland (Catholicism), Afghanistan, 
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Bangladesh, India, Iran, Israel, Lebanon, Sri Lanka, and Sudan. Indeed, its impact 
may be witnessed in U.S. domestic politics as well, in the influence of the Christian 
Moral Majority and related movements since the 1980s, including the 2004 presi-
dential campaign. Religious nationalism has spurred new levels of conflict around 
the world, particularly in Israel, Sudan, and India. In Israel, contending versions of 
how to create a Palestinian state have led to escalating conflicts among Palestin-
ians and between Palestinians and Israelis with many people killed on both sides.
 As a result of religious nationalism, Sudan has been the scene of extreme vio-
lence characterized as genocide, creating one of the world’s most terrible humani-
tarian crises. Sudan’s government in Khartoum—an embodiment of a dark version 
of Arab nationalism—has sanctioned the oppression and brutalizing of its black, 
non-Arab Muslim population in the western region of Darfur, which is rich in oil. 
Tensions between the Arab Muslim government and its black tribes in the south 
are ongoing, not least because the government is trying to impose Islamic law on 
the tribes. Tensions grew into a full-blown humanitarian crisis in 2003, when two 
rebel groups emerged: the Sudan Liberation Movement and the Justice and Equal-
ity Movement. They demanded that the Sudanese government stop arming Arab 
militias (the Janjaweed) and stop their rampage through Darfur. Since then, as 
many as 400,000 people have died, two million have been displaced while fleeing 
the Janjaweed, who rape, pillage, and murder the black population.27

Test Prepper 9.2

True or False?

_____ 1. The melting-pot style of nationalism refers to a 
situation where all members of a country have 
adopted a common national identity.

_____ 2. Efforts to revive Russian nationalism have been 
successful, in part, because of the high concen-
tration of ethnic Russians within the country.

_____ 3. While sometimes used interchangeably, an eth-
nic group can “transform” into a tribe once it 
becomes politically active in seeking its own 
state.

_____ 4. Ethnic nationalism generally has the same 
effect on world politics, regardless of the group 
espousing the nationalist sentiment.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following is not a core value of 
American nationalism:

a. A place where constitutional rights and 
liberties flourish

b. An image of America as a land of promise 
with a destiny of prosperity

c. A land populated by like-minded people 
who espouse American dominance in 
world affairs

d. Emphasis on the value of life, the pursuit 
of happiness, and the possibilities of the 
future

e. A heritage of glorified moral values

_____ 6. Which of the following countries has not expe-
rienced religious nationalism?

a. Poland
b. Ireland
c. United States
d. Afghanistan
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
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How Do Leaders Use Nationalism in  
Foreign Policy?
Understand how nationalism is used by world leaders for both personal and 
national gain.

The role of leaders in mobilizing and directing nationalist forces is extremely 
important. Nationalist sentiments, as you might imagine, offer an attractive source 
of power for leaders to use in pursuit of a variety of goals. The origins of Nigeria’s 
persistent political instability, for example, may be traced to this basic political 
behavior when political leaders stir up nationalist feelings, typically against other 
ethnic-national groups, to advance their own interests. The consequences are ris-
ing tensions and decentralization.
 Some leaders use nationalism to promote political unity and economic devel-
opment, while others tap its emotional appeal to urge national self-determination 
movements to break away from the current home state. In other cases, leaders 
turn to nationalism to mobilize a country’s population for war, and still other lead-
ers orchestrate an overarching nationalism, hoping to surmount separatist ethnic-
national sentiments inside the country. These multiple purposes of nationalism 
are discussed below.

Seeking to Legitimize Power
Franjo Tudjman, who died in December 1999 at seventy-seven years of age, led 
Croatia to independence from Yugoslavia in 1991. He did so by appealing to Croa-
tian nationalism, insisting in Croatia’s constitution of 1990 that it be “the national 
state of the Croatian nation”—despite the presence of 600,000 Serbs, 12 percent of 
the population. What makes his appeal to ethnic nationalism interesting is that 
Tudjman was previously a die-hard communist, and the various ethnic groups of 
Yugoslavia lived in relative harmony before he used nationalism to retain power 
after the Cold War ended. The result was the wholesale dismissal of Serbs from civil 
service jobs, at which point the Serbs in Croatia began arming themselves. Civil 
war broke out, and Serbia’s Serbs came to the aid of Croatian Serbs.
 Serbia’s Slobodan Milosevic is another example of a leader who used the pas-
sions of nationalism to promote his agenda. A committed communist during the 
Cold War, Milosevic shifted to the ideology of nationalism in order to legitimize his 
power and control over internal policy by mobilizing Serb masses against outside 
adversaries. Milosevic launched a secular but moralistic nationalist crusade to 
expand Serb territory and ethnically cleanse the “foreign” elements that stood in 
the way: Croats and Serb Muslims in Bosnia and the Kosovars in Kosovo. The result 
was four civil wars—in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, and Kosovo—at a staggering cost 
in lives and infrastructure. Both Tudjman and Milosevic kept the violence going 
throughout the process by arousing ethnic-national passions.
 Arab governments have used religious nationalism to legitimize their rule, 
as in:

z Sudan, with Khartoum’s insistence on enforcing the concept of an Arab region

z The Arab rejection of the rights of Kurds in and around northern Iraq
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z Algeria’s approach to the Berbers

z Egypt’s insistence that there are no minorities in Egypt

The process of legitimizing governments, then, is sometimes fostered by the use 
of religious nationalism.

Promoting State Political Unity and Economic Development
Fidel Castro is legendary for the way he has orchestrated revolutionary Cuban 
nationalism to stimulate unity and economic development. This approach char-
acterizes Castro’s revolution of 1959 and the years that followed, and it is also 
expressed in his speeches and in the government newspaper, Granma. Castro 
overthrew the U.S.–backed dictator, Fulgencio Batista, notorious for his corrupt 
politics, and nationalized U.S. property, including sugar plantations and the tele-

phone and telegraph systems. He empha-
sized pride in Cuba’s revolutionary past and 
its struggle for independence from foreign 
control dating to its 1868–1878 ten years’ 
war with Spain. Cuban nationalism incor-
porated all racial and religious groups, and it 
became all-inclusive in promoting a unique 
Cuban national/communist identity. Cas-
tro’s charismatic appeals became the engines 
for self-sacrifice, defense of the homeland, 
and socioeconomic equality—helped along, 
it must be said, by Soviet economic, military, 
and technical support for many years.
 The kind of revolutionary nationalism 
found in Cuba and Mexico has been orches-
trated not only to promote political stability 
and economic development but also, theoret-
ically, at least, to overcome separatist senti-
ments that run along racial lines. The Cuban 
and Mexican leaders’ orchestration of na-
tionalist symbols is designed to appeal to a 
people’s higher sense of loyalty to the nation 
and to overcome those latent separatist sen-
timents based on racial identities. Having a 
perceived big bully as their northern neigh-
bor, of course, helps promote this kind of 
nationalism. This use of nationalist ideolo-
gies is also at work in Malaysian nationalist 
appeals, where Malay, Chinese, and Indian 
groups coexist, and in Yugoslavia’s efforts to 
appeal to a Yugoslav identity—which, how-
ever, did not work.

Fidel Castro’s Return from Exile
Thousands gathered in Havana’s Revolution Square in December 2006 to 
see the military parade marking the 50th anniversary of Fidel Castro’s 
return from exile.
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Promoting Self-determination Movements
Nationalism finds classic expression when an ethnic-national group, existing in a 
multinational state, asserts its right of national self-determination—in effect, cre-
ating a movement to break away from its current state and form a new state. Such 
movements have proliferated around the globe, as pointed out in chapter 2. Cases 
in point are Eritreans in Ethiopia; Slovenes, Croats, Bosnians, and Albanians (in 
Kosovo) in Yugoslavia; and Basques and Catalans striving for self-determination 
in Spain.
 A variation of this use of nationalism occurs when a leader mobilizes a minor-
ity segment of the population that feels disenfranchised inside a state in order to 
overthrow the government and establish a new regime. Examples include the Far-
abundo Marti Liberation Movement (FMLN) in El Salvador and the Sandinista move-
ment in Nicaragua during the 1970s and 1980s. Both movements were named after 
a national hero who had resisted the United States.

Legitimizing a Leader’s Preferred Policy Direction
Nationalism, with its symbolic content and psychological drawing power, is used 
by leaders around the world—by both those in power and those who seek power—
to legitimize the policy direction they believe their country should take. We see this 
in a nation’s contending political parties, like Mexico’s leftist Andrés Manuel López 
Obrador and his Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) versus the conservative 
Felipe Calderón National Action Party (PAN). In the heated December 2006 elec-
tions, Calderón won a narrow victory over Obrador—yet both campaigned as 
devout nationalists, albeit under different brands of Mexican nationalism. Now 
let’s take a brief look at other cases.
 In Russia we find Vladimir Putin exercising a strand of Russian nationalism 
quite familiar in that country—the strongman capable of asserting Russian power 
abroad, not least through Russia’s oil and gas revenues. Russian nationalism 
appears to carry a pattern of thought that presses for dominance and control of 
neighbors as a way to alleviate a lurking fear of geographic threats—China to the 
east, radical Islam to the south, and NATO’s enlarged shadow in the west, Putin 
may well fear that Russia is being threatened and encircled. The committee 
appointed by President Putin in 2007 to define an official Russian national iden-
tity, for example, produced the slogan “Russia for Russians” as the basis of Russian 
nationalism. Russia’s muscle flexing quite naturally does not fit well with its nearby 
neighbors and has raised eyebrows in the West.
 China’s surge in nationalism has drawn attention, certainly in Japan and in Tai-
wan and the United States. One of the difficulties in assessing China’s nationalism 
is that it comes in both peaceful and aggressive forms—some would argue not 
unlike America’s peaceful and more assertive forms.28 When Chinese leaders speak 
of nationalism, they accentuate China’s cooperative and peaceful nature and its 
desire to work for a peaceful international environment to sustain its economic 
growth. China’s leaders have been working hard on their “soft power” image as 
discussed earlier. Yet in dealing with Japan, Taiwan, and the United States, its more 
aggressive kind of nationalism emerges. It should be said that in both Japan and 
China, leaders tap into nationalism to shore up support for their political parties 
that have been losing ground—the communists in China and the LDP in Japan. 
Nationalism, in short, drives a range of behavior and policies.
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A Summary of Nationalism
To summarize this overview of nationalism, nationalism has had a profound 
impact on world politics since its emergence in the eighteenth century.

z It has provided the means for a nationally self-conscious people to resist per-
ceived foreign oppression and has given rise to new governments and new ter-
ritorial states for more than 300 years.

z It energized the American and French Revolutions, broke up empires from the 
Austro-Hungarian to the Ottoman to the Soviet, and carved new states from 
the colonial and imperialist conquests of England, France, Germany, Spain, 
and Portugal.

z It has played a huge role in the life of the state and international affairs, from 
igniting national self-determination breakaway movements to sustaining rev-
olutionary momentum in places like Cuba and Mexico, to inspiring Palestin-
ians to fight for statehood.

Nationalism has engendered enormous international violence and conflict, and 
it continues to pose complex problems for the international community, such as:

1. How to control the violence it generates (as in Bosnia and Kosovo)
2. Under what conditions international bodies such as the UN and NATO should 

intervene

In some instances, however, nationalism is the impetus for healthy democracy, 
self-government, economic modernization, and development. The bottom line is 
that nationalism is a vital part of the contemporary international scene, and in the 
new millennium, the world will continue to experience its force.

Japanese Temple
The Yasukuni Shrine was founded in 
1869 as Tokyo Shokonsha, meaning 
the shrine or place to which the 
divine spirits of those who have 
made the great sacrifice are invited. 
It was renamed Yasukuni Shrine in 
1879, to commemorate and worship 
those who died in war for their coun-
try. The shrine’s name today means 
“peaceful country.” Japan’s Asian 
neighbors, who experienced Japanese 
militarism and imperialism see the 
shrine differently in their own 
nationalist eyes. They find it offen-
sive and ultra-nationalistic when 
Japanese prime ministers visit it.
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Ethnic Nationalism and Nigeria’s Prospects for Democracy
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Test Prepper 9.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Slobodan Milosevic, a die-hard communist 
during the Cold War, fought to save the integ-
rity of all of Yugoslavia when it began to desta-
bilize into civil war.

_____ 2. Russia’s use of nationalism carries a pattern of 
thought that stresses dominance and control of 
its neighbors.

_____ 3. Chinese nationalism is unique as it comes in 
both aggressive and peaceful forms.

Multiple Choice

_____ 4. Which of the following world leaders used 
nationalism to legitimize power that resulted in 
war:

a. Nicolas Sarkozy (France)
b. Angela Merkel (Germany)
c. Nelson Mandela (South Africa)
d. Franjo Tudjman (Croatia)
e. All of the above

_____ 5. Which of the following is an example of nation-
alism used to develop state unity:

a. Olusegun Obasanjo’s political campaign 
in Nigeria

b. Fidel Castro’s revolution in Cuba in 1959
c. Farabundo Marti Liberation National 

movement in El Salvador
d. None of the above
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 9.3
www.BetweenNations.org

Join the Debate

Should America Try to Transplant Its 
Civic Nationalism Abroad?

Positive side

Yes. The United States should try to transplant its civic 
core values abroad wherever, whenever, and however 
it can.

1. Ideals of liberty and democracy, equality and oppor-
tunity, rule of law, separation of powers, and the 
supply-and-demand marketplace are the strong 
core values for life and for society—and people 
should be encouraged to follow them.

2. The core values of the United States are those most 
likely to make people happy and prosperous.

3. If more people in more countries followed these 
values, the world would be more stable and more 
economically thriving. As democratic peace theory 
suggested, liberal democracies do not go to war 
against each other.

4. If the world were more stable, democratic, free, and 
economically prosperous, there would be fewer 
wars and greater possibility of world peace.

5. As the world’s leading power on the side of peace, 
the United States has a responsibility to embed its 
core values abroad. This is a civilizing mission of 
which all Americans should be proud.

www.BetweenNations.org
www.BetweenNations.org
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expressed in terms of grievances against foreigners, 
struggles for independence, and the right to a separate 
territorial state.

• Hyper-nationalism or ultranationalism—also known 
as xenophobia—as it appeared in Germany, led to the 
European Jewish Holocaust.

• Nationalism can best be thought of as
- a psychological group identity
- an emotional force that ignites people’s passions
- a power factor that dates back in time
- a driving force with positive and negative impacts on 

world politics
- an identity that competes with transnationalism for a 

people’s loyalty.

Be able to identify and explain the factors that make 
nationalism such a potent force in world politics.

• States, nations, and nationalism are key features and 
driving forces in today’s international system. Whereas 
a state is a piece of territory with a government possess-
ing sovereignty and inhabited by people, a nation is a 
psychological identity of people who see themselves as 
part of a common group.

• Nationalism springs from national identity that comes 
in two distinct forms: civic national identity and ethnic-
national identity.

• Nationalism of the twentieth century increasingly had 
ethnic identity as its base, and therefore was frequently 

Learning Objectives Review

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10

Negative side

No, absolutely not. America should not try to transplant 
its core values abroad.

1. Look at what has happened to the U.S. image abroad 
since the Bush Doctrine began to push American 
ideals in Iraq. The United States has become the 
most disliked country in the world. Thanks to the 
U.S. occupation of Iraq, al Qaeda is now a brand of 
militant Islam franchise. Its anti-American, anti-
West religious ideology has spread across the world.

2. American citizens do not have a corner on the mar-
ket of core values by which to live. They have no 
business pushing their culture on others. When 
they do, they all too easily can embrace a doctrine 
of force and become cultural imperialists—forcing 
their nationalism on others.

3. U.S. citizens do not follow world events in depth. In 
fact, no more than 22 percent of the U.S. public fol-
lows, or even knows much about, world affairs. How 
can Americans possibly have the remotest idea, 
therefore, of what is best for the rest of the world?

4. If American values are pushed on the rest of the 
world, the United States—in the context of “good” 
versus “evil”—will stand out like a sore thumb and 
become the target of suicide bombers here and 
around the world.

5. U.S. nationalism lately has taken a Christian evan-
gelical religious tilt that followers of other religions, 
or no religions, around the world find particularly 
offensive. Anatol Lieven’s America Right or Wrong: 
An Anatomy of American Nationalism stresses that 
in waging a crusade abroad American nationalism 
has taken a radical, evangelical, and counterpro-
ductive form.

6. Because such a low percentage of U.S. citizens actu-
ally vote, the U.S. form of government is far less rep-
resentative than it appears in theory. This point 
alone invalidates the U.S. government’s export of 
national core values

7. The downside of American nationalism is its false 
sense of moral superiority and racism.

QuestioNs

1. Which side of the debate makes the most sense to 
you?

2. What factors to you think have most contributed to 
America’s type of nationalism?

3. How strongly do you think Americans disagree on 
the core values of their national identity and how 
they should be expressed in terms of domestic and 
foreign policies?
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Understand how nationalism is used by world leaders for 
both personal and national gain.

• Some states try to control disparate nationalist forces 
inside their borders by creating a power-sharing federal 
form of government, as in the Soviet Union and Yugosla-
via. The principal ways leaders use nationalism to try to:

- Legitimize their power
- Conquer perceived enemy ethnic groups
- Promote state political unity and economic develop-

ment by overcoming separatist sentiments within the 
state

- Lead self-determination movements
- Legitimize their preferred policy direction

• Nationalism helps political scientists understand why:
- Violence and war occur in the international political 

system.
- People act as they do toward each other across state 

boundaries and within multinational states.
- Misunderstanding occurs so frequently in world poli-

tics (a result of differing perceptions of nationalist 
realities).

- Diplomatic negotiations can be so difficult (diplomats 
approach negotiations from different nationalist 
perspectives).

- Perceptions play such important roles in assessing 
conflict and cooperation.

- Leaders manipulate the masses.

• Nationalism has both positive and negative effects on 
world politics. On its dark side, American nationalism 
under the influence of the Bush Doctrine (see chapter 
5), has become jingoistic and militaristic—undermining 
American influence abroad, according to Anatol Lieven, 
one observer among many.

Understand how history and location impact 
nationalism, using Russia and America as examples.

• Both history and location shape nationalism. Numerous 
distinctions are expressed in ethnic identity; some lead 
to cooperation, while others, more frequently, lead to 
tensions and conflict.

• American and Russian versions of nationalism illustrate 
vivid contrasts.

• American nationalism is less focused on ethnicity than 
“Russian” nationalism.

• Religious nationalism has demonstrated a particular 
tendency to violence and conflict. Sudan illustrates vio-
lent religious nationalism at work today, as did radical 
Islam under Afghanistan’s Taliban before 9/11.

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.
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The Pentagon Rebuilds after the 9/11 Attack

10 Global Violence: 
Wars, Weapons, Terrorism

290

1 

2 

3 

Be able to identify the various 
reasons why war occurs.

Be able to identify the different types 
of weapons used in war and 
understand the methods used to 
control these weapons.

Define terrorism and understand 
the objectives and tactics of terror 
groups; also identify methods for 
dealing with the problem of 
terrorism.
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Explaining the Nature  
 and Causes of War

When the Cold War confrontation between Soviet commu-
nism and Western democratic capitalism ended in 1991, there was 
a sense of optimism that a new and more peaceful world order 
would emerge. Despite the end of the Cold War, however, violence 
in many parts of the world occurred throughout the 1990s and in 
some places actually increased. The first few years of the twenty-
first century gave the impression that for most of the world, war 
and the prospects for war would be as prevalent as ever. As we 
look to the future, the threat of nuclear war persists because of 
tensions between India and Pakistan, because of Russia’s inability 
to control its vast supplies of nuclear materials, because of ten-
sions between North Korea, its neighbors, and the United States, 

 What Are the Causes of War?
Wars for Material and Political Gain
The Nature of the State
Wars Based on Ideas or Perceptions
Structural Causes of War
War: A Complex Issue

 What Are the Weapons of War, and 
Can They Be Controlled?
Weapons of Mass Destruction
Conventional Weapons Versus Unconventional 

Weapons
Controlling the Weapons of War

 What Is Terrorism, and  
What Can Be Done about It?
Types of Terrorism
Terrorist Objectives and Tactics
Why Terrorists Stop Terrorizing
International Counterterrorism Efforts
Future Terrorist Threats

 How Can Global Violence Be Controlled?
Reducing Motivations for Violence: Deterrence
Nuclear Deterrence among States
International Law and Organizations
The Future Applicability of International Law

“It is well that war is so terrible, or we should grow  

too fond of it.”

—Robert E. Lee

3 

4 Identify and be able to explain what 
methods are available for deterring 
global violence.
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and because more countries seek to acquire nuclear weapons. In addition, 
non-nuclear weapons are becoming more numerous, more widely available, 
and, in some cases, more lethal than ever. Put these weapons in the hands of 
terrorists, and you have a very dangerous world indeed. It would surprise vir-
tually every analyst of world politics if you, or even your children, lived to a 
ripe old age without having to confront the scourge of international violence. 
Interstate and civil wars occur on almost every continent, and the threat of 
terrorism increasingly confronts everyone. This chapter examines these tradi-
tional subjects in the study of international relations.
 The first part of this chapter lays out a description of, and analytical frame-
work for, understanding why wars occur. The next section provides an overview 
of the tools of global violence, including weapons of mass destruction and con-
ventional weapons. This discussion is followed by an overview of the pressing 
issue of international terrorism, its impact, and how the world is responding to 
it. The final section of the chapter takes a broad look at how global violence 
may be controlled. We review the ability to eliminate the motivations for going 
to war and, as an introduction to the next chapter, the ability (or inability) of 
international law and international organizations to keep the peace.
 As this chapter demonstrates, both centralizing and decentralizing forces 
are at work in the causes and prevention of global violence.

z Decentralization is manifest, for example, in the growth of ethnic and reli-
gious conflict in many parts of the world and in the efforts of nationalist 
movements that use violence to create a separate national identity (such as 
the Basques in Spain). (See chapter 9.) Centralization is present in the trend 
toward establishing international law and global structures to implement 
it—for example, military tribunals to try people accused of committing 
crimes against humanity.

z Centralizing trends are also evident in the attempts by the United States, 
European countries, and many other states to provide a more coordinated 
response to terrorism. How these forces interact will help determine the 
extent to which global violence will be a feature of the world political land-
scape in the years to come. n

What Are the Causes of War?
Be able to identify the various reasons why war occurs.

One of the most perplexing questions that faces humanity is, Why does war 
occur? This simply stated query has no simple answer; scholars are often at odds 
about every aspect of this question. In the next few pages, we provide a framework 
for answering it. One useful way to look at the many causes of war is to examine 
two categories. Underlying causes of war are generally long-term. For example, 
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fear of the spread of communism led to U.S. intervention in Vietnam; U.S. depen-
dence on foreign oil contributed to its involvement in the Persian Gulf War. Imme-
diate, or proximate, causes of war are generally short-term and applicable to a 
specific context. Think of them as the trigger that sets off a war. The immediate 
cause of World War I, for example, was the assassination of Austrian Archduke 
Francis Ferdinand in Sarajevo in 1914. Which is better at explaining the causes 
of war—underlying or immediate causes? Scholars are split on this question. To 
help demonstrate why, consider the causes of World War II. You will quickly under-
stand why even very knowledgeable people disagree. Was World War II caused by 
Germany’s long-term attempt to dominate Europe (underlying cause)? Or was the 
war caused by Adolf Hitler’s personal rise to power (an immediate cause)? Or was 
the war simply the second act of a two-act play (World Wars I and II) in which the 
land-based Germany attempted to challenge the global leadership of sea-based 
Great Britain (underlying cause)? These are, obviously, not easy questions to 
answer. We now turn to a more systematic analysis of the causes of war. In order to 
make better sense of immediate and underlying causes, we’ve lumped the causes 
of war into three broad categories, which we explore below. But first, take a look at 
Figure 10.1, which compares the number of casualties in several distinct conflicts, 
compared to other causes of death. You may be surprised to learn how many peo-
ple died in war—particularly if the war did not get much press coverage.

Wars for Material and Political Gain
Our first category of causes for war highlights material or political motivations. In 
this category are the desire for territorial gain, bids for national independence, 
economic causes, and domestic political pressures. Let’s look at each in turn.

	 Figure	10.1
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Desire for Territorial Gain and Independence
Two of the most obvious reasons for war are the desire to acquire territory and to 
achieve national independence. For example, two countries might fight over nat-
ural resources such as oil or access to the sea. Iraq’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait was 
portrayed by the Iraqi government as an attempt to reacquire territory that it 
claimed should always have been part of Iraq. Germany’s 1939 invasion of Poland 
and, later, other eastern and western European countries during World War II is 
an example of a country’s desire to regain territory lost during a previous war, in 
this case World War I. In the future, we are likely to see conflicts over access to 
fresh water.
 Wars of independence may start because one group of people desires self-
government through the formation of a new state. The American colonists went to 
war with the British to gain their independence and form the United States.

The Security Dilemma
Realism, as we saw in chapter 2, recommends that states be well-armed in order to 
defend against an attack or to deter an attack in the first place. However, a dilemma 
can emerge when a state begins to build up it military capabilities. Other states 
may view such behavior as a growing threat to their own security. In response, 
they will try to improve their own security by building up their own militaries, 
acquiring allies, and so on. These actions could then make the first state feel even 
less secure than before. This security dilemma can lead to destabilizing arms 
races and even war. Consider, for example, the security dilemma for Iran. Iran is 
trying to build its first nuclear weapons in part to improve its security. However, 
as it does so, Iran has become less secure. In addition to Iranian fears about the 
already nuclear-armed Israel, there has been a widespread belief in Iran for years 
that the United States is likely to attack it. Rumors even spread in the United 
States that the Bush administration was preparing to attack Iran in order to pre-
vent it from becoming a nuclear state.

Economic Causes
There are numerous economic causes of war. In the Persian Gulf War, for example, 
Iraq, the United States, and indeed all members of the UN coalition had an eco-
nomic interest in going to war. Kuwait’s oil fields and the Kuwaiti treasury enticed 
Saddam Hussein to go to war. The United States and UN were galvanized to take 
Kuwait back from Iraq because of concerns that a successful Iraqi invasion would 
leave too much oil—the backbone of the global economy—in the hands of 
Saddam Hussein.
 Economics can also be an important cause of wars involving smaller countries. 
The Red Cross has shown how corruption, banditry, and fights for diamonds, min-
erals, and timber fueled war in Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Angola. In addition, war 
can actually generate income. For example, weapons manufacturers can reap 
enormous profits from ongoing struggles, and smugglers can evade blockades or 
sanctions so they can charge high prices for their illegal goods.1

Domestic Political Causes
Sometimes wars occur not because of problems elsewhere (international poli-
tics) but because of problems at home (domestic politics). Two prominent exam-
ples are relevant in this respect. The first deals with complete or nearly complete 
domestic political disaster. In failed states, economic and political chaos reign. As 
you learned in chapter 3, examples of failed states today include Angola, the 
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Democratic Republic of Congo, Liberia, Somalia, and Sudan. This type of domes-
tic political cause of war is primarily related to intra-state war, or wars within in a 
state. However, neighboring states can often get caught up in the chaos as well.
 The second type of domestic political cause of war addresses violent conflicts 
between two or more states. The diversionary theory of war offers insights into this 
problem. According to this theory, political leaders who are unpopular at home 
will try to regain popularity by taking their country to war with another country. 
There is considerable evidence that Argentina went to war with Britain in 1982 
because the political leaders in Argentina were struggling for popularity in the 
midst of an economic crisis.

The Nature of the State
Partially related to domestic political causes of war is the notion that the nature of 
political systems make some states more prone to wage war. An example discussed 
in chapter 2 is democratic peace theory. This theory holds that although liberal 
democracies may go to war with non-democratic states, they typically remain at 
peace with each other. As war scholars Greg Cashman and Leonard C. Robinson 
put it, democratic constitutions and institutions based on the principles of sepa-
ration of powers and check and balances create powerful restraints on the ability 
of political leaders to take their countries to war.2 By contrast, according to the 
theory, autocratic states are much less institutionally restrained from initiating 
war. Scholars have argued, however, that although the theory may hold some truth 
for consolidated democracies, newly established democracies tend to be war-
prone in their international politics.

Wars Based on Ideas or Perceptions
War between states may be about more than the material or political factors noted 
above. Our second set of causes of war involved ideas and perceptions. We begin 
by exploring the impact of ideological differences, then psychological factors, reli-
gious and ethnic difference, misperception, and the reasons for states to authorize 
preemptive attacks. We close this section by looking at the impact of gender as a 
cause of war.

Ideological Causes
Ideological differences have contributed to many wars of the past and are likely to 
be involved in future wars as well. The Korean War, for instance, can be portrayed 
as the attempt by democratic capitalist states to prevent the spread of atheistic, 
authoritarian communism. In fact, the entire Cold War—between the United 
States and the “free world” on the one hand and Soviet-led communism on the 
other—represented a massive struggle between two competing ideologies that 
encompassed political, economic, philosophical, and religious differences.
 Another type of ideology is religious in nature, and al Qaeda offers an important 
example. Al Qaeda, as some scholars see it, is “less an organization than an ideol-
ogy.” It violently seeks a radical change to the world order but is not linked to a spe-
cific individual or organization. Many who believe in “al Qaedaism,” for instance, 
are not associated with Osama bin Laden directly, but they do follow his precepts.3

 Another element of the ideology is the feeling of political, economic, and cul-
tural humiliation. The Islamic world has seen its influence decline and now, for 
example, Islamic states in the Middle East rank among the lowest on most 
indicators of development. The sense of frustration among terrorists is aggravated 
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by ongoing U.S. foreign policies in the Middle East, such as the U.S. presence in 
Saudi Arabia and Iraq, and U.S. support for Israel. Al Qaeda also vehemently 
opposes U.S. support for the political leaders of Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan, 
all of whom are targets of al Qaeda for their lack of religious purity and repressive 
policies. While al Qaeda is hostile to the U.S. way of life, it is especially motivated 
by opposition to U.S. foreign policies. A related idea motivating many Islamic ter-
rorists is the presence of “infidels” on sacred Islamic lands. Saudi Arabia is host 
to two of Islam’s holiest sites, Mecca and Medina. During the Persian Gulf War 
in 1990–1991, the Saudi government requested the aid of Western troops to safe-
guard the country from an Iraqi attack. But the presence of “Christian troops” on 
Saudi soil was viewed as an affront to Islam and brought back painful reminders 
of the bloodshed of the Crusades.
 This ideology of violent international jihad has been able to generate a seem-
ingly inexhaustible supply of volunteers and recruits. Even if Osama bin Laden 
is killed or captured, al Qaeda will be difficult to neutralize, given the appeal of 
the ideology.

Psychological Causes
Many psychological factors can be used to explain why wars occur. Some psycho-
logical analyses of war focus on individual psychology; others deal with group psy-
chology. For example, we could say that an individual leader’s thirst for power 
partially explains Adolf Hitler’s decisions that led to World War II. We could also 
apply many psychological theories in attempts to understand the personalities 
and motivations of Franjo Tudjman and Slobodan Milosevic, both of whom were 
responsible for starting the violence in Yugoslavia in the 1990s.

Perception and Misperception
Sometimes war may occur not because of actual conditions (such as the distribu-
tion of power among states) but because of the perceptions that leaders have about 
what real conditions are like. These misperceptions take a variety of forms, such as:

z One country may get the wrong signals from another.

z One side may incorrectly perceive either its own strength or that of its adver-
sary. If one side is deluded into thinking it has a superior military force, it may 
expect victory in a short war, but the mistake may prove disastrous.

 John Stoessinger argues that misperception is the single most important rea-
son for war. For Stoessinger the actual distribution of power or the actual strength 
of the enemy isn’t what counts; it is the perception of these things.4

 A vivid example of the role of misperception is the Persian Gulf War sparked by 
Iraq’s invasion of neighboring Kuwait in 1990. The Iraqi leader, Saddam Hussein, 
had many reasons to invade Kuwait. After a war with Iran that lasted throughout 
most of the 1980s and that cost Iraq 400,000 lives, Saddam Hussein’s political 
standing was tenuous. In addition, the war had depleted Iraq’s treasury, which was 
$70 billion in debt. Saddam probably thought that a quick victory over Kuwait 
would help Iraq in two ways.

1. Iraq would have access to Kuwait’s rich oil fields.
2. It could loot the Kuwaiti treasury.5

And, of course, a successful takeover of Kuwait would make the Iraqi president a 
popular figure at home and possibly elsewhere in the Arab world. But Saddam 

Misperception When applied to war and 
international relations, a cause of war in which 
one or more countries in a dispute misinter-
pret the intentions of the other. The misunder-
standing leads to a war that perhaps was not 
desired by any country.
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Hussein was subject to several misperceptions. The 
most important one was that he probably didn’t 
expect the United States to get involved. In retro-
spect, this seems an obvious mistake. At the time, 
however, the Iraqi dictator and his advisers had 
ample reason to think that the United States would 
not get involved.
 Saddam Hussein was aware of the continuing in-
fluence of the Vietnam War on the American psyche— 
that is, the American public was reluctant to send U.S. 
troops to far-flung places with the likelihood of major 
casualties. Another signal Saddam received was that 
the United States was unlikely to get involved in the 
Middle East. In several instances, U.S. citizens or sol-
diers had been attacked in the Middle East without a 
strong U.S. response. Consider the following examples 
in the lead-up to the Persian Gulf War:6

z In 1976, the U.S. ambassador to Lebanon, Francis 
C. Meloy, was assassinated. The U.S. government 
downplayed the event to avoid public or congres-
sional pressure to retaliate against those responsi-
ble for the murders.

z In 1983, terrorists bombed U.S. Marine barracks 
in Beirut, killing 241 American servicemen. The 
United States simply withdrew, taking no military action. The United States 
didn’t want to offend Syria, a client state of the Soviet Union.

z In 1984, CIA agent William Buckley was kidnapped and tortured to death the 
following year by Syrian-backed terrorists. The United States averted its eyes.

z In 1988, Colonel William Higgins of the U.S. Marines was killed by terrorists, 
who released a video of his corpse hanging from a rope.

 Because none of these incidents generated much public outrage in the United 
States, Saddam Hussein had the impression (or misperception) that the United 
States would not act in the Middle East. After Egyptian leaders and others in the 
Middle East told the United States that Iraq would not attack Kuwait, the United 
States failed to take decisive action. For example, when the U.S. ambassador to 
Iraq, April Glaspie, went to talk to the Iraqi president, she did not send him strong 
enough signals to deter the attack.

Preemptive and Preventive War
A country may also go to war if it expects to be attacked. Preemptive war starts 
when one state attacks another because of an immediate threat to its security. A 
classic example occurred in the early 1980s when Israel attacked an Iraqi nuclear 
power facility because it feared the facility would be used to build nuclear weap-
ons that could threaten Israel. A more recent and controversial example is the war 
in Iraq. (See the discussion of the Bush Doctrine in chapter 5.) The Bush adminis-
tration argued that Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD) programs could be 
shut down only by military force. If left unchecked, the Bush administration 
argued, Iraq’s WMD programs could threaten Iraq’s neighbors and Israel. It was 

Another Face of Terrorism
For decades, terrorism has been a part of life in Northern Ireland, 
a part of Britain. The differences between Catholics and Protes-
tants led to this incident in 2001 where Catholic parents and chil-
dren ran a gauntlet of Protestants screaming obscenities at them.
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also possible that Iraq’s WMD could have been used by terrorists in attacks against 
the United States and other targets.
 After Iraq failed to provide the UN with adequate explanations for its weapons 
programs and after the UN chose not to authorize force against Iraq, the United 
States and a coalition of countries used military force to achieve “regime change” 
in Iraq. Nevertheless, controversy persists over the Bush administration’s decision 
to go to war.

z First, after extensive searches, no significant numbers of WMD were found.

z Second, some doubt that the government of Saddam Hussein would have ever 
used WMDs against the United States. Moreover, many analysts believed that 
the Iraqi leader had been contained after the Persian Gulf War because of U.S. 
and British patrols of the no-fly zones and because of the UN sanctions.

z A third point of contention has to do with the very definition of preemptive 
war. As explained above, a preemptive war occurs when a country feels there is 
a clear and present danger of attack. A preventive attack, by contrast, occurs 
out of fear that another country might pose a danger in the medium or long 
term. Most analysts now conclude that Iraq did not pose a clear and present 
danger to U.S. interests. Since Iraq might have posed a serious threat at some 
distant time, the Iraq War is more appropriately viewed as a preventive war.

Ethnic and Religious Differences
As you saw in chapter 9, ethnic national and religious differences can lead to 
international violence. Religious differences are at work in the wars between 
Israel (primarily a Jewish state) and many of its neighbors (which are primarily 
Islamic). Religious differences are also at the core of many internal conflicts, like 
the one between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland (a part of the 
United Kingdom), and those between Hindus and Muslims in India, Pakistan, 
and elsewhere. Ethnic differences often lead to violence among groups, as shown 
in the Transcaucasus region of Asia, Rwanda in Africa, and in the Middle East 
among Kurds, Arabs, and Turks.

Gender-based Causes
Another more recent trend of analysis by feminist political researchers points to 
gender as a reason states go to war. As we saw in chapter 2, there are many strains 
of feminist thought in international relations. Some feminists believe natural 
differences (nature) exist between the sexes. Others believe the social environ-
ment (nurture) in which people are raised—an environment that encourages 
males to be aggressive and violent, and females to be quiet and cooperative—is 
more important. Both the “nature” and the “nurture” feminists might agree that 
war is essentially a male enterprise, but they might disagree as to why. Feminists 
also disagree on why, when women reach the apex of political power, like England’s 
Queen Victoria in the nineteenth century and Margaret Thatcher in the twentieth, 
they seem as ready to go to war as their male counterparts.

Structural Causes of War
Yet another important cause of war can be the structure of the international sys-
tem. In fact, most international relations scholars view this factor as a primary 
cause of war, but they disagree over how it operates.
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The Structure of the International System
What do we mean by structure? Most observers agree the international system can 
have three basic structural patterns; you are familiar with these concepts from 
chapters 3 and 4.

z A multipolar structure, which has many great powers in the international 
system

z A bipolar structure, which has two dominant countries

z A unipolar structure, which has one country with predominant power

 In addition, most observers agree with the following three points, all of which 
should sound familiar.

z First, anarchy in the international system makes wars more likely because of 
the tension created by uncertainty over what other countries will do.

z Second, we live in a world where each country must rely on itself for survival (it 
is a self-help system).

z Third, as we have stressed in many parts of this book, the world has no world 
government or global police force to enforce international rules for keeping 
troublesome countries in line.

Moreover, as the old saying goes, there are no permanent allies or enemies in 
this uncertain world. Differences of opinion appear, however, when analysts 
ponder which international structure is the most dangerous or the most likely to 
produce peace.
 Some people believe multipolar systems are more peaceful because countries 
have more choices in forming alliances, and they can better balance each other’s 
power to prevent war. Others argue that bipolar systems (as during the Cold War) 
are safer because the two main countries (the United States and the USSR, in that 
case) know that the risks of going to war are high and therefore will avoid doing so. 
A major dispute revolves around the unipolar international system structure. 
Some analysts believe that because “power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely,” a single country dominating the international system creates the most 
dangerous situation. Proponents of the Hegemonic Stability Theory, however, 
argue that a single dominant country, a hegemon, is required to help maintain a 
peaceful global political economy.
 Many believe that power shifts or changes in the international distribution of 
power can be a primary source of instability, international friction, and, ultimately, 
major conflagration among states. In short, the transition from one international 
power structure to the next can be an extremely dangerous situation.

War: A Complex Issue
Now that you have read about the many reasons for wars, you should have a better 
appreciation for the complexity of the question. From the above discussion, we 
may draw several conclusions. First, there does not appear to be one overarching 
cause for all wars. Second, keep in mind that several causes may explain why states 
go to war. Finally, people commonly assume that all wars are offensive wars. How-
ever, as we mentioned, states may go to war for defensive reasons (as Britain did in 
World War II because it was attacked by Germany) or for national liberation (as 
Algeria did against France in the late 1950s and early 1960s).
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What Are the Weapons of War, and 
Can They Be Controlled?
Be able to identify the different types of weapons used in war and understand 
the methods used to control these weapons.

Global violence is affected not simply by the outbreak of war but also by 
the type and number of weapons involved. This section deals with the tools of 
global violence. Most people are aware, at least vaguely, of the destructive power 
of nuclear weapons. (The bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945 killed about 
100,000 people.) Increasingly, however, people are becoming aware of the 
threats posed by biological and chemical weapons. Compared to nuclear weap-
ons, these weapons are cheaper to make, easier to make, and easier to make in 
secret. They are often called the poor man’s weapon of mass destruction. Atop a 
missile, fired from an advanced bomber, or even delivered by foot, biological and 
chemical weapons can have an enormous impact. The United States, its allies, 
and its rivals are all heavily involved in research in or acquisition of weapons 
technology, with the hope of gaining the edge. Advanced technology improves 
the force of explosives, makes targeting more accurate, makes information pro-
cessing more efficient, and, ultimately, determines how well aggression is de-
terred and who wins a war. Let’s take a closer look at the weapons of violence in 
world politics.

2

Test Prepper 10.1

True or False?

_____ 1. We can divide the reasons for going to war into 
two categories: long-term and historic.

_____ 2. The security dilemma illustrates how preparing 
to defend against a potential attack may actu-
ally increase the likelihood that you will be 
attacked.

_____ 3. While there are a variety of reasons that explain 
why a country may go to war, all of these expla-
nations center around international (not 
domestic) factors.

_____ 4. Misperceptions in world politics can result in 
wars that none of the warring parties had 
desired.

_____ 5. Virtually all scholars of world politics argue that 
multipolar balances of power lead to the most 
stable international systems.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is a material or political 
motivation for going to war?

a. Desire for territorial gain
b. Bids for national independence
c. Economic causes
d. Domestic political pressures
e. All of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following statements is false?
a. Anarchy in the international system 

makes wars more likely.
b. In terms of security, the world is a self-

help system.
c. Except for the United Nations, the world 

has no world government.
d. There is no such thing as a permanent ally 

or enemy in world politics.
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 10.1
www.BetweenNations.org
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Weapons of Mass Destruction
The term weapons of mass destruction (WMD) encompasses nuclear, biological, 
and chemical weapons. The paragraphs below describe each of these types of 
weapons, but you should first be aware of two controversies surrounding the 
expression WMD.

z First, some weapons experts believe that attacks with chemical and biological 
weapons will not result in mass casualties. The attacks could be lethal but not 
necessarily result in mass destruction. (Of course, much depends on one’s defi-
nition of mass, and there is no commonly accepted definition.) Nevertheless, 
these weapons are likely to lead to massive clean-up operations affecting 
health-care professionals, businesses, civil engineers, and so on. Thus, perhaps 
a better expression for these weapons is “weapons of mass disruption.”

z Second, some believe the expression is heavily politicized. According to New 
York University professor Andrew Flibbert, WMD is more “a political term and 
a rhetorical device used with the clear purpose of describing the kinds of weap-
ons that American adversaries may seek and that the United States and the 
international community does not want them to have.”7 Thus, one should keep 
in mind, for example, that U.S. nuclear weapons, numbering almost 10,000, 
should also be considered weapons of mass destruction. Before turning to 
descriptions of these weapons, take a look at Figure 10.2, which shows states 
possessing nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons.

Nuclear Weapons and Radiological Bombs
For most of the Cold War, only five countries admitted to having nuclear weapons:

z United States z China

z Britain z Soviet Union

z France

 However, others, including Israel, have been suspected of having them for 
some time. The most recent members of the nuclear club are India and Pakistan, 
each of which conducted nuclear blast tests in 1998, and North Korea. In addi-
tion, Iran may join the club in the near future. Stopping the spread (or prolifera-
tion) of nuclear weapons is a daunting challenge for the international community. 
Aside from the existence of today’s 28,000 nuclear devises, the concern is not just 
that new nuclear states will emerge but that terrorists might get a hold of either 
nuclear weapons, or more likely, nuclear material that can be used in a conven-
tional explosion. According to Harvard’s Graham Allison, the world is losing the 
race to secure a growing amount of nuclear material. Part of the problem is that 
the Nonproliferation Treaty allows states to build nuclear material facilities for 
peaceful purposes, but the nuclear material produced in those facilities can also 
be used in nuclear weapons.8

 Few expect nuclear weapons to be used any time soon, now that the Cold War 
is over. A more pressing concern is the use of nuclear material in radiological, or 
dirty, bombs. These bombs use conventional explosions to spread radioactive 
contamination. They are easier and cheaper to make than nuclear bombs, but 
they are not as devastating as nuclear explosions. There is a growing fear that ter-
rorists could obtain nuclear material through theft or illegal purchases from many 
of the world’s nuclear laboratories. The biggest source of “loose nukes” that could 
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fall into the wrong hands is Russia. Studies by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency reveal that thousands of radioactive sources worldwide, designed to gen-
erate high levels of radiation for industrial and medical equipment, are lying virtu-
ally unguarded in factories and hospitals, and more than 100 countries may have 
inadequate programs to prevent or detect thefts.9

 Problems exist even in states that have relatively good records of keeping 
track of nuclear material. For example, Austrian nuclear physicist Fritz Stein-
hausler notes that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission lists an average of 
200 radiation sources that are stolen, lost, or abandoned within the United States 
every year.10

Biological and Chemical Weapons
Like nuclear weapons, chemical and biological weapons do not discriminate 
between soldier and civilian. Figure 10.2 breaks down the distribution and use of 
these weapons across the globe.

	 Figure	10.2

Proliferation of Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Weapons, 2007

Nuclear Proliferation
Declared nuclear weapon
states

Non-NPT nuclear 
weapon states

Suspected nuclear 
weapon states

States with suspected
clandestine programs

Chemical, Biological, and
Missile Proliferation

Suspected Biological
Warfare Stockpiles
(Country may have offensive
biological weapons or agents)

Suspected Biological Warfare 
Research Programs
(Country may have active interest
in acquiring the capability to
produce biological warfare 
agents)

Suspected Chemical Warfare 
Stockpiles
(Country may have some
undeclared chemical weapons)

Declared Chemical Weapons 
Slated for Destruction
(Country has declared its chemical 
weapons, and committed to 
destroying them under the 
Chemical Weapons Convention)

Ballistic Missiles with Over
1,000 km Range

Worldwide Nuclear Stockpiles

Country
China
France
India
Israel
Pakistan
Russia
United Kingdom
United States

Total

Total Nuclear Warheads
410
350
75–110
100–170
50–110
~16,000
200
~10,300

~27,600

Missiles with Ranges Exceeding 1,000 km
in 6 Countries of Proliferation Concern

Country
India
Iran
Israel
North Korea

Pakistan

Saudi Arabia

Missile
Agni II
Shahab III
Jericho II
No Dong
Taepo Dong I
Taepo Dong II
Ghauri/No Dong
Ghauri II
CSS-2

Range
2,000–2,500 km
1,300 km
1,500 km
1,300 km
1,500–2,000 km
5,500 km
1,300 km
1,500–2,000 km
2,600 km

Source: The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (Washington, DC, 2007), http://www.CarnegieEndowment.org. Used by permission.
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z Biological weapons contain living organisms. Such weapons, developed by the 
United States and other countries, include lethal agents such as Bacillus an-
thracis and botulinum toxin; incapacitating agents, including Brucella suis 
and Coxiella burnetii; and anti-crop agents, such as rice blast and wheat 
stem rust.11

z Chemical weapons do not contain living organisms. They include harassing 
agents, irritants (for example, tear gas), and casualty agents, such as poison gas 
and nerve gas. Some nerve gases are so strong that a milligram is enough to kill 
a human being. Another category of chemical weapon includes incendiary 
devices, such as napalm; anti-plant agents, such as defoliants; and anti-crop 
agents, such as soil sterilants.

 In light of the inadequate surveillance of Russia’s chemical and biological 
weapons, U.S. Senator Richard Lugar has described the threat of “catastrophic ter-
rorism” from bioweapons as possibly the gravest challenge to global security.12 
Since anthrax letters were sent through the U.S. postal system in the fall of 2001, 
much greater attention is now paid to the potential use of biological weapons. 
Anthrax occurs naturally, and about 2,000 people worldwide contract anthrax 
annually through the skin, mostly from handling contaminated wool, hides, or 
leather.13 It is also developed in laboratories by several countries, including the 
United States. According to a congressional report, if an estimated 60 pounds or so 
of anthrax spores were released upwind of Washington, D.C., 13,000 to 3 million 
people could be killed.14 Antibiotics can stop anthrax if taken in time. If not, the 
mortality rate is estimated to be 90 percent.15

Conventional Weapons Versus Unconventional Weapons
Any weapon that is not nuclear, biological, or chemical is typically considered a 
traditional or conventional weapon. However, a growing number of other weapons 
are quite unconventional. In the following paragraphs we review several of these 
types of weapons.

Conventional Weapons
Most conventional weapons have been around for a long time or are simply mod-
ern variants of weapons that predate the twentieth century. For example, all the 
armed services make use of various kinds of guns, bullets, and bombs. Other com-
mon weapons include hand grenades, cannons, artillery shells, and improvised 
explosive devices (IEDs) as well as various platforms for firing weapons, such as 
submarines, planes, helicopters, and aircraft carriers. Furthermore, radar-evading 
cruise missiles guided by global positioning systems (GPS) can be launched from 
ships or jets. Smart bombs have sophisticated tracking and targeting systems, 
while dumb bombs (or gravity bombs) basically get dropped from a plane and 
land on their target by gravity. An unusual bomb is the GBU-43/B Massive Ord-
nance Air Blast Bomb (MOAB) weapon, also know as the Mother of All Bombs. It 
weighs 21,000 pounds, is GPS-guided, and is designed to spread devastation over 
a broad area—much like its smaller predecessor, the Daisy Cutter, which was 
used in Vietnam and the Persian Gulf wars.16 The world’s biggest conventional 
bomb, it is designed to spread devastation over a broad area or to penetrate “hard 
and deeply buried targets,” like the caves of Afghanistan.17

 The term light weapons encompasses some of the weapons already men-
tioned but characterizes those that are light in weight, such as pistols, rifles, and 
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Biological weapon A weapon that utilizes 
living organisms such as anthrax or botulinum 
toxin. It is a weapon of mass destruction in that 
it does not distinguish between soldier and 
civilian.

Chemical weapon A weapon consisting of 
harmful chemicals including tear gas, napalm, 
or poison gas. It is a weapon of mass destruc-
tion in that it does not distinguish between sol-
dier and civilian.

Conventional weapon A loose term refer-
ring to any weapon that is not a weapon of 
mass destruction.
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hand grenades. Light weapons may not seem as effective as weapons of mass 
destruction, or as powerful and precise as cruise missiles, but they are the 
weapon of choice in much of the developing world, and they can also lead to 
devastating results. In Rwanda in 1994, for example, 800,000 to one million peo-
ple were killed after the Hutu-dominated government spent millions of dollars 
on rifles, grenades, machine guns, and machetes. These were later used to 
slaughter Tutsi civilians.18

 In brief, then, conventional weapons is a loose term encompassing a wide 
range of offensive and defensive weapons.

Other Weapons
It is worth noting several other types of weapons. As a result of scientific and tech-
nological advances, scientists, engineers, and weapons manufacturers have 
become increasingly imaginative and innovative in finding new ways to subdue a 
foe. Some of the new or proposed weapons are designed to incapacitate a soldier, 
while others are designed to render military hardware useless. Many are also 
being designed to help acquire battlefield intelligence. Laser weapons, for exam-
ple, are designed to inflict temporary or permanent blindness on the enemy. 
Weapons designers are working on non-illuminating paints to make military vehi-
cles invisible to radar. They are also developing armor as flexible as skin, tough as 
an abalone shell, and enhanced with “living characteristics” such as the ability to 
heal itself when torn.”19

 Some of these weapons will not be developed for technical reasons; others may 
not be developed for political or ethical reasons. For example, even though sup-
porters of blinding laser weapons believe the weapon is a nonlethal way of stop-
ping an opponent, others—including the Red Cross—argue that such weapons 
should be outlawed because they are inhumane.

The Israeli-Hezbollah Conflict 
in Lebanon
Lebanese trucks remove debris from 
sites bombed by Israel in the July–
August 2006 conflict between Israel 
and Hezbollah fighters based in 
Lebanon.
Associated Press, Andrew England ,“Lebanese Indus-
try Counts Costs of Reconstruction,” Financial Times, 
September 26, 2006. Used by permission.
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Land Mines: The World’s Most Dangerous Weapons
When asked, “What is the world’s most dangerous weapon?” most people quickly 
say, “Nuclear weapons.” One should keep in mind, however, that the degree of 
danger a weapon poses is determined both by its destructive capacity and the like-
lihood of its use.
 A good case can be made for land mines being the world’s most dangerous 
weapon. They have killed or maimed far more people than all victims of chemical, 
biological, and nuclear warfare put together. The production of land mines requires 
no fancy technology. Land mines are generally inexpensive, and they are often 
hard to detect and eliminate. It is estimated that between 80 and 100 million mines 
are still active, some in areas never identified as mine fields. Every twenty minutes, 
someone, somewhere, is injured by a mine, and every year 26,000 people are 
maimed or killed. Eighty percent of victims of land mines are civilians. In Cambodia, 
for example, 1 out of every 384 people is an amputee.20 Recently in Colombia, in a 
one-year period, 1,100 people were killed or maimed by mines, more than in 
Afghanistan, Cambodia, or Chechnya. Most of the mines were laid by Marxist reb-
els, and according to the Colombian Campaign Against Mines, more than 30 per-
cent of the casualties are civilians.21

 The 1980 Geneva Convention governing the use of conventional weapons lim-
its the use of weapons such as land mines, which are deemed to be “excessively 
injurious or to have indiscriminate effects.” The United States, however, is one of 
the few countries unwilling to sign an international convention that would ban 
the use of land mines. It argues that the dangerous border between North and 
South Korea makes land mines indispensable and that any treaty banning land 
mines would be impossible to monitor or implement.
 International efforts to reduce the dangers of land mines have made some prog-
ress in recent years. A total of 138 countries have signed the Ottawa Treaty banning 
the manufacture, trade, and use of land mines, and 110 of those countries have 
ratified it. In addition, 22 million stockpiled land mines have been destroyed over 
the past few years by more than fifty nations. The number of countries producing 

Air Power without Pilots
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), 
such as the Predator pictured here, 
began to prove their worth as recon-
naissance and attack vehicles at the 
start of the twenty-first century.
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mines has dropped from fifty-four to sixteen. Despite these signs of progress, how-
ever, more than 250 million remain in the arsenals of 105 nations.22

Controlling the Weapons of War
In this section, we construct a framework for addressing the very difficult ques-
tions of why the nations of the world build so many weapons and whether we can 
control them. To get a handle on these issues, it helps if we think in terms of both 
the supply of weapons and the demand for weapons. If supply and demand are 
both high, controlling them is all the more difficult.

Supply and Demand
Let’s begin with the demand for weapons. A country, or its political leaders, has 
several reasons for wanting to be well armed. Consistent with the realist perspec-
tive, for example, a country may demand more weapons because it is preparing an 
assault on another country. Political leaders may also believe that a well-armed 
country can deter potential aggressors. A country may also want weapons in order 
to keep up in an arms race (which also contributes to deterrence). As the competi-
tion between India and Pakistan suggests, sometimes countries may also demand 
weapons for reasons of prestige and international recognition.
 The reasons for the massive supply of weapons are also numerous.

z For starters, when the demand for weapons is strong, supply is sure to follow, 
at least for national security reasons. To put it another way, when a country 
decides it needs weapons, it will try to obtain as many as it can afford.

z Another important reason for the wide availability of weapons is that the arms 
business can be extremely lucrative. One thousand companies in ninety-eight 
countries around the world produce small arms and ammunition, accord-
ing to a study conducted by the Graduate Institute of International Studies 
in Geneva.23

The Machete: A Weapon of 
“Mass” Destruction?
The 800,000 to one million people 
killed in Rwanda in 1994 were not 
the victims of nuclear, biological, or 
chemical attack. The machete—
a conventional weapon—was 
responsible for much of the mass 
killing that took place between 
Hutus and Tutsis. In this photo, 
Hutu refugees walk past thousands 
of abandoned machetes.
From Corbis, Clea Koff, “A Personal Legacy of Death 
and Heroism,” Financial Times, February 5, 2005. 
Used by permission.
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z A third reason for the large supply of weapons is the need to maintain a viable 
domestic arms industry. Just as no country wants to be dependent on another 
country for food, an independent arms industry is often a national priority, espe-
cially among the world’s great powers. With the end of the Cold War, many Ameri-
can weapons manufacturers saw the number or size of their government contracts 
drop precipitously. One response to the decrease in the government’s demand for 
weapons was a more aggressive approach to export to other countries.

 Most analysts of the global arms trade believe it will be hard to stem the tide.24 
All the major industrial powers sell weapons, especially light weapons used in con-
flicts in the developing world, where most of the world’s turmoil is. Many analysts 
believe that a top priority is control of the seemingly endless flow of weapons 
around the world. The weapons not only pose dangers to soldiers and, increas-
ingly, to civilians, but also they can lead to costly arms races. Unfortunately, the 
task of arms control is more complicated than just limiting the number of weap-
ons “out there,” in part because the demand for weapons is so strong. Efforts to 
control the spread (or proliferation) of weapons fall into two general categories: 
structural and operational. We explore these topics next.

Structural Arms Control
The concept of structural arms control is the one that most people are familiar 
with—that is, controlling the number of weapons and preventing the proliferation 
of weapons to certain countries. For example, it has been the stated policy of the 
five great nuclear powers (the United States, the United Kingdom, France, China, 
and Russia) to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons to other countries. Of course, 
their efforts have not always been successful, as demonstrated by the nuclear tests 
conducted by India and Pakistan in 1998 and North Korea’s recent construction of 
nuclear weapons. (See “Is the World Safer with More Nuclear States?” on page 325.) 
In general, structural arms control seeks to decrease the sense of instability or vul-
nerability that can be created by overly armed potential adversaries.

The Dangers of Land Mines
The NGOs Amnesty International 
and Oxfam International created 
gravestones in central London to 
illustrate the campaign against arms 
sales in general and land mines in 
particular.
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 A familiar saying in international relations is “if you wish peace, then prepare 
for war.” While this may make sense on the surface, preparing for war can increase 
tensions and make one’s adversaries so nervous that war becomes more likely as 
was discussed earlier with the security dilemma.

z Strategic Arms Limitation Talks: An instructive example of structural arms 
control is the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT), which began in 1969 and 
concluded in 1972. As the United States and the Soviet Union realized the 
dangers (each side had enough nuclear power to destroy the planet) and 
financial costs of the nuclear arms race, they began the first major arms con-
trol efforts of the Cold War. SALT resulted in an agreement in which neither 
side would attempt to gain superiority over the other. It limited the number of 
nuclear weapons and ballistic missile launchers each country could have. In 
addition, the two sides agreed that deployment would only be used for deter-
ring war—not for aggression or victory in a war.25 SALT also limited each side 
to two anti-ballistic missile (ABM) deployment sites, with no more than 100 
ABMs at each. This was later changed to only one ABM site.

Our Latest Model
Many sales techniques are used in the lucrative weapons 
market, including sex appeal.

z The Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty: Another agreement, the 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, signed by the United States 
and Soviet Union, sought to keep both states vulnerable to 
a missile attack. This notion may not make sense at first, 
but the logic is that if each side knew that one could de-
stroy the other, neither would start a nuclear war (see the 
section on deterrence below). In 2002, however, the Bush 
administration pulled the United States out of the ABM 
Treaty because of its faith in a missile-defense system that 
could potentially stop at least a limited number of incom-
ing missiles. No country currently has the capacity to stop 
large ballistic missiles, and it will be some years before this 
goal is achieved by U.S. scientists and engineers. Some 
actually doubt the United States, or any country, will ever 
be able to build an effective missile-defense system.

z Strategic Arms Reduction Talks: As the Cold War wound 
down in 1991, SALT evolved into the Strategic Arms Re-
duction Talks (START). As the 1990s progressed, Russia 
and the United States were not just capping the number 
of nuclear weapons systems but also were paring them 
down. START I set limits of 1,600 on the number of de-
ployed strategic nuclear weapons systems and 6,000 on 
nuclear warheads. START II, begun in 1993, called for 
both sides to reduce their strategic nuclear warheads to 
no more than 3,000 to 3,500 by 2008. Illustrating the diffi-
culty of achieving structural arms control, the START II 
treaty was never ratified by the U.S. Senate. When George 
W. Bush became president, he said the United States 
would not ratify the START II treaty. The Bush adminis-
tration eventually pushed for important reductions, but 
with the flexibility to keep almost 4,000 warheads avail-
able in storage.
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 Structural arms control, then, may involve not just limiting or reducing 
the number of weapons. It may also involve disarmament—the elimination 
of weapons.

Operational Arms Control
Almost as widely used as structural arms control, operational arms control achieves 
greater security but without actually or directly limiting the flow of weapons. Oper-
ational arms control takes on many forms, including 1) keeping track of weapons, 
and 2) notifying the “other side” of what you are up to. The principles that under-
pin both of these ideas are good will and reputation. If countries can learn to share 
information and build up at least some trust, the idea goes, then tensions should 
diminish and the odds of war decline. Let’s look at both aspects in turn.

Keeping Track of Weapons
When countries know what weapons their potential adversaries have, they are 
less likely to make an unnecessarily dangerous decision based on limited infor-
mation. Knowledge is power, but it can also reduce tensions between adver-
saries. With this in mind, in 1991 the United Nations developed a Register of 
Conventional Arms for the purpose of making it more transparent who buys how 
many weapons, and from whom. Countries are supposed to furnish the UN with 
information about weapons sales and purchases by companies operating within 
their borders.

Notifying the Other Side
Countries often notify each other of troop movements and training exercises. The 
rationale is that if the countries regularly notify each other of such events, they will 
be less likely to perceive an adversary’s war games or training exercises as a pre-
lude to, or pretext for, war. One such operational arms control agreement between 
the United States and Soviet Union was the establishment of a hotline granting 
almost instant communication links between the leaders of the two countries. The 
goal was to make it easier for the two side to avoid a catastrophic misunderstand-
ing. Inspired by similar concerns, India and Pakistan set up a hotline in 2007 
between the two countries’ foreign ministries in order to reduce the risk that one 
or the other might overreact.26

The Challenge of Verification
As we noted above, not all arms control plans work out. Sometimes it is hard to 
verify arms control agreements. Why sign an agreement with a potential adversary 
if there is no way to verify that the adversary is complying? Negotiations on the 
UN’s Convention on Biological Weapons, for example, have been stalled by dis-
agreements over a system for verifying whether parties are observing. Lack of 
guarantees on verification also explains, in part, why the U.S. Senate decided not 
to support the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Often, one side or another objects to strict 
verification procedures. As Sha Zukang, China’s director-general of arms control, 
put it, if verification procedures “are too intrusive and affect the legitimate security 
or economic interest of the states parties, or are too costly and impossible to sus-
tain in a long run, they will not be able to get widespread support, and in the end 
the universality of the treaties will be undermined, which, in turn, will be detri-
mental to the strengthening of the nonproliferation regime.”27
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Operational arms control A method of con-
trolling weapons without actually or directly 
limiting the flow of weapons. It includes mea-
sures that foster trust among adversaries, such 
as notifying the “other side” of war games, 
hotlines, and public disclosure of weapons 
sales.
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What Is Terrorism, and 
What Can Be Done about It?
Define terrorism and understand the objectives and tactics of terror groups; also 
identify methods for dealing with the problem of terrorism.

Terrorism is nothing new in world politics. Besides the obvious case of 
Americans as terrorist targets, people in Britain, Spain, France, Colombia, Paki-
stan, India, Indonesia, Israel, and many other countries have often been the tar-
gets of terrorism. This section explores types of terrorism, provides a description 
of what terrorists’ objectives and tactics are, and suggests ways in which terror-
ism may be stopped.

Types of Terrorism
Terrorism is a method of violence or military strategy that is used sometimes by 
states but especially by non-state actors. According to military analyst George 
Friedman, terrorism “is an attempt to defeat an enemy by striking directly against 
its general population and thereby creating a sense of terror which, it is hoped, will 

3

Test Prepper 10.2

True or False?

_____ 1. Some analysts would argue that WMD should 
stand for weapons of mass disruption.

_____ 2. Biological weapons are more devastating than 
chemical weapons.

_____ 3. Some analysts of international relations would 
argue that land mines are more dangerous than 
nuclear weapons as land mines have killed or 
injured many more people than nuclear 
weapons.

_____ 4. Structural arms control mimics the structural 
nature of the international system, with bipolar 
agreements being the most effective at reduc-
ing arms races.

_____ 5. Operational arms control makes no active 
effort to reduce the number of weapons in the 
world.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is one of the original five 
nuclear weapons states?

a. Japan
b. Germany
c. India
d. France
e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following statements is false?
a. Anarchy in the international system 

makes wars more likely.
b. In terms of security, the world is a self-

help system.
c. Except for the United Nations, the world 

has no world government.
d. There is no such thing as a permanent ally 

or enemy in world politics.
e. None of the above

_____ 8. Which of the following would be characterized 
as a “conventional weapon”?

a. Rifle
b. Submarine
c. Massive Ordnance Air Blast Bomb
d. Cruise missiles
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 10.2
www.BetweenNations.org
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lead the population to move against the government and force it to some sort of 
political acquiescence or accommodation.”28

Domestic Terrorism
In the 1990s, U.S. citizens were reminded that terrorism need not be international 
in nature. The bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, which 
killed 168 people, was a striking example of homegrown or domestic terrorism. In 
fact, historically, domestic terrorism has been a bigger problem than international 
terrorism. One of the most serious sites of domestic terrorism is Algeria, where the 
government has been fighting what amounts to a civil war against Islamic extrem-
ists who are trying to overthrow the government. The 2001 anthrax attacks in the 
United States are also widely believed to be the work of domestic terrorists; the 
perpetrators remain unidentified.

International Terrorism
What we are primarily concerned about in this chapter, however, is international 
terrorism, which involves citizens of more than one country. The nature of interna-
tional terrorism can be extremely complex and involve many countries. For exam-
ple, the suicide attack at Israel’s Lod Airport in 1972 was not simply an attack 
involving Palestinian terrorists and Israeli targets. Twenty-six people were massa-
cred and almost eighty others wounded in an attack by Japanese terrorists who 
had gone to Israel on behalf of Palestinians to kill passengers on an inbound U.S. 
flight. More then half of the people on the plane happened to be Puerto Rican pil-
grims visiting the Holy Land.29

 As we discussed in chapter 7, international terrorist organizations are non-
state actors that are essentially beyond the control of states. Thus, a major chal-
lenge in stopping international terrorist organizations is dealing with non-state 
actors who have no formal or direct links to a state. It is easier to target a state than 
an elusive non-state actor. This problem is much worse in the twenty-first century 
because of the global scope of the Islamic terrorist movement and the globalization 
of modern communications systems, illegal weapons, and financial networks. We 
now turn to the objectives of terrorist groups and the tactics they use.

Terrorist Objectives and Tactics
As the definition of terrorism indicates, the main objectives of terrorism are politi-
cal in nature. But the specific political goals of terrorists vary widely. Much depends 
on the region of the world, the specific political, economic, and social conditions, 
and the particulars of the terrorists involved.

z Some Palestinian terrorists, for example, seek to destroy Israel, while others 
merely seek the creation of a separate Palestinian state.

z The Basque terrorist organization ETA, mostly active in Spain, seeks indepen-
dence for the Basque people living along the Spanish-French border.

z The Irish Republican Army (IRA), a Catholic terrorist group in Northern Ire-
land, seeks independence from Britain, while Protestant terrorists seek to deny 
the Catholic terrorists’ objective.

The goals of these terrorists are geographically relatively restricted. The geographic 
scope of al Qaeda as well as its appeal and objectives, however, are global in nature 
and deserve closer scrutiny.

Domestic terrorism Terrorism whose perpe-
trators are from the same country in which the 
terrorist act takes place; “homegrown” 
terrorism.

International terrorism Terrorism involving 
citizens or the territory of more than one 
country.
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Al Qaeda: Global Objectives
As we discussed earlier in the chapter there are ideological causes of war. The main 
objective of many al Qaeda members is to create a united Islamic community (or 
umma) that restores power and dignity to the faithful. This goal is linked to another 
objective: the creation of a caliphate, or single Islamic state, that would encom-
pass the Middle East, North Africa, southern Spain, Central Asia, and elsewhere.30 
Al Qaeda’s immediate concerns are local or regional (e.g., Middle East) in nature, 
but it is not unreasonable to imagine that many terrorists would eventually like to 
see every part of the planet subsumed under a global caliphate. In this respect, 
al Qaeda’s efforts represent a significant centralizing force in world politics.
 Several important obstacles stand in the way of al Qaeda’s regional and global 
objectives:

z The United States is one major obstacle, according to the militants, because it 
supports repressive Middle East political systems and, to a lesser extent, 
because it supports the Jewish state of Israel. In the minds of militant Muslims, 
the West, and the United States in particular, have prevented the necessary 
changes in their countries.31 The United States was also an obstacle because of 
its military presence in Saudi Arabia, home to sacred cities in the Islamic 
faith.

z Another obstacle to the formation of a unified umma and caliphate is Western 
ideas that conflict with the terrorists’ interpretation of Islam. One major conse-
quence of the technological revolution, discussed in chapter 1, is that ideas 
from the “decadent West” are transmitted through the globalization of com-
merce, technology, and communications. According to Robert L. Hutchings of 
the U.S. National Intelligence Council, exposure to Western mass culture, for 
example, “has served both to attract and alienate these societies.”32

Osama bin Laden
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z A more immediate obstacle, in the minds of the terrorists, is the existence of 
corrupt, “false-Muslim” political systems, especially in the Middle East. Given 
the radical nature of the terrorists’ complaints—and the structural changes they 
demand of the world order—it should be easy to understand why al Qaeda’s 
threat may last a long time.

Terrorist Tactics
Terrorist tactics are varied, but they generally aim to put fear in the minds of the 
general public or a specific group of people. In this respect, one could say that the 
main weapon of terrorists is psychological. A variety of tactics are available to ter-
rorists, including:

z Bombings: The most common terrorist tactic is bombing, such as the Decem-
ber 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed 
270 people, and the March 2004 bombings of crowded trains in Madrid, Spain, 
killing nearly 200 people and injuring up to 1,900.

z Other Traditional Tactics: Both old methods and new technologies allow ter-
rorists to exploit technological and scientific advances to carry out their plans. 
These tactics include arson, kidnapping, hijacking, sabotage, and threats that 
sometimes are not even carried out. As 9/11 showed, terrorist tactics can be 
quite unusual. Hijackings of commercial airliners and the use of jets or even 
crop dusters and other light planes for terrorism remain a concern not just for 
the United States but any country deemed a target by terrorists.

z Biological and Chemical Attacks: Terrorists may also resort to biological attacks 
on the food supply. The United States feared that an al Qaeda cell may have 
been planning to poison water in the Seattle area in the summer of 2002. In 
addition, terrorists may resort to chemical attacks, as did the Aum Shinrikyo 
cult in 1995 when it released sarin nerve gas in Tokyo’s subway.

z Environmental Attacks: Another form of terrorism, known as environmental 
terrorism, involves the targeting of hazardous waste disposal and even attacks 
on medical facilities that address health-related aspects of environmental 
pollution.

Why Terrorists Stop Terrorizing
The nature of terrorist activities varies from place to place and from time to time, 
as do the reasons terrorist activities cease. In the late 1990s, at least in some places, 
terrorist activities declined for a variety of reasons.

Groups Inspired by Communism
For example, many terrorist groups in the post–World War II era were inspired by 
Marxist-Leninist or Maoist ideology. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the 
groups aligned with international communism lost much popular support, and 
the communist-oriented governments that had sponsored them were no longer 
around to provide financial or military support. In addition, in some instances, 
terrorist groups realized that their terror campaigns proved less effective than 
peaceful negotiations with established political authorities.

Northern Ireland
One example of a terrorist group that chose to stop terrorizing comes from Great 
Britain. In Northern Ireland (a part of Britain, not the Republic of Ireland), the 
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Catholic and Protestant communities, which had been fighting for two centuries, 
made a major commitment to end the violence by signing the Good Friday Accord 
in 1998. Under the leadership of the British and Irish governments, both commu-
nities and the political parties that represented them agreed to compromises that 
would create new, local governmental institutions for resolving conflicts. These 
compromises also meant turning away from terrorism as an accepted political 
instrument. In support of the peace process, most—but not all—paramilitary 
terrorist groups on both sides agreed to a ceasefire.

Preventive Measures by States
Implementing strong preventive mechanisms can also deter terrorists. For 
example, many ideas considered radical, politically impractical, or simply unnec-
essary before 9/11 have since become realities. The United States, for instance, 
has taken many steps to prevent and react to terrorist attacks, including the 
following:

z Reorganizing bureaucracies that learn about, prevent, and respond to terror-
ist attacks. Examples include the creation of the Department of Homeland 
Security and the overhauling the FBI and CIA, which failed to anticipate the 
9/11 attacks.

z Improving the ability of health care personnel to respond to large-scale attacks 
involving conventional weapons, biological weapons (such as smallpox), and 
chemical weapons (such as sarin gas).

z Beefing up airport security.

z Shutting off terrorist organizations’ funding sources from legal and illegal eco-
nomic activities.

Why Terrorist Activity Ceases
Building on the above examples, we can begin to make a list of major reasons ter-
rorist groups stop terrorizing.

1. Poor leadership or internal power struggles can render a terrorist organization 
less effective or completely ineffective. Internal divisions, for example, helped 
weaken the New People’s Army in the Philippines.

2. Domestic or international financial, logistical, or political support can decline 
significantly or be cut off completely. The lack of financial resources, in partic-
ular, makes it difficult to train and transport terrorists, acquire weapons, and 
so on.

3. The public may overwhelmingly oppose the tactics or the aims of terrorist 
organizations. This public opposition leads to pressure on governmental 
authorities to take action against them. For example, in Saudi Arabia, popular 
revulsion with terrorist activities resulted in one of the first spontaneous popu-
lar demonstrations in that country in 2004.

4. Counterterrorist measures can succeed. Terrorist groups may be exhausted by 
government authorities through legal and sometimes extralegal means. Inter-
national military cooperation, such as NATO’s campaign in Afghanistan, is 
another tool for countering terrorism. Nonviolent antiterrorist measures can 
include improved intelligence, extradition, freezing terrorist assets, closing 
businesses linked to terrorists, closing newspapers that support terrorist orga-
nizations, and infiltration of terrorist groups. Some countries, such as Italy, 
make it illegal to pay ransom for hostages.
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5. All of the terrorists’ demands can be met. In this situation, terrorist groups 
achieve their political aims and thus no longer perceive the need to carry out 
terrorist activities.

 This review of methods for dealing with terrorism raises an important ques-
tion: Can the global terrorist threat posed by al Qaeda be stopped? Many terrorism 
experts believe the threat posed by Islamic-inspired terrorism could last for gener-
ations. As discussed earlier in the chapter, al Qaeda as an ideology demands fun-
damental political, religious, and cultural changes in many parts of the world, 
especially the Middle East. Antiterrorism efforts by the United States, Europe, 
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and other states have seen many successes since the 9/11 
attacks, and Osama bin Laden’s ability to carry out terrorist attacks may have been 
diminished. But most of Islamic terrorism’s objectives existed before bin Laden’s 
rise to power and will persist after he is gone.
 In many ways, Islamic terrorism is a manifestation of a long-term struggle 
within the Muslim community over what Muslim society should be like. Islam’s 
internal debate includes basic questions such as the role of religion in state affairs, 
the extent to which democracy and Islam are compatible, and the role of women 
in society. It will take time to resolve these issues, and many individuals will seek 
to resolve them by terrorist force.

International Counterterrorism Efforts
Efforts at controlling terrorist organizations are still dominated by state govern-
ments. International forms of control include state-to-state cooperation as well as 
multilateral cooperation, such as through the international police agency known 
as Interpol. Unfortunately, Interpol’s effectiveness is limited by several factors.

1. Although it maintains a data bank on criminal activity around the world, it is 
poorly funded and understaffed.

2. It is generally not supposed to get involved in political problems—and most 
international terrorist activities are highly political.

 The European Union has developed a European police force, Europol, with 
aims similar to those of Interpol. Fighting drugs and human trafficking accounts 
for almost half of Europol’s work, but counterterrorism has recently been pushed 
up the agenda.33 However, it will be years before Europol has the political, techni-
cal, and financial support needed to tackle not only organized crime but terror-
ism as well. Like Interpol, Europol also suffers from limited information sharing 
among European police and terrorism agencies.
 Combating international terrorism also involves interstate military coopera-
tion. For example, the search for bin Laden in Pakistan involves Pakistani troops 
fighting along its western frontier while U.S. troops search for al Qaeda and 
Taliban personnel on the other side of the border in Afghanistan. An important 
debate among U.S. allies after the U.S.–led war against Iraq in 2003 centered on 
how much interstate military cooperation was needed to combat terrorism in Iraq. 
So far, the United States has taken most of the responsibility—and casualties—
with support from only a few other countries.
 The book’s theme of centralization/decentralization is at work here in the 
international efforts to combat terrorism. For example, cooperation among 
Europol and Interpol member-states—as well as among independent pairs and 
small groupings of states—is evolving, albeit slowly, because the international 
scope of terrorism is forcing states to recognize the need for greater coordination. 
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multilateral cooperation.
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As we saw in chapter 1, terrorism is a problem that one state cannot solve on its 
own, especially when terrorist organizations are using the benefits of the techno-
logical revolution to coordinate their activities.

Future Terrorist Threats
Terrorists pose many kinds of threats to countries around the world. Car bomb-
ings, kidnapping, radiological bombs, and cyberattacks on vital economic, 
administrative, and military computer networks are just a few possibilities. Sui-
cide bombings, another terrorist threat, have been used extensively, for example, 
in Israel by Palestinian militants, in Sri Lanka by Tamil Tigers fighting an ethnic 
war for a separate state, and in Iraq since the U.S.–led occupation, as Islamic 
insurgents have gone after foreigners as well as Iraqi citizens seen to be working 
with foreigners.
 There is some concern that the Iraq War is increasing the threat of future ter-
rorist attacks. The instability in Iraq since 2003 appears to offer both recruiting 
opportunities and on-the-job training for new terrorist elements. Thus, despite 
the fact that the war in Iraq was incorrectly viewed as part of the war on al Qaeda–
inspired terrorism, it is becoming so as time passes. If we combine the problems of 
the Iraq War with disputes between the Palestinians and Israelis, the tensions 
within Lebanon, and the struggle of the international community to prevent Iran 
from acquiring nuclear weapons, the Middle East has become a major incubator 
of international terrorism.

Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Materials
It is unclear how well prepared states are to face these terrorist threats, although 
many signs suggest that much needs to be done. A 1999 study commissioned by 
the U.S. government to look into the threats posed by the proliferation of weapons 
of mass destruction around the world found the U.S. government was poorly orga-
nized to combat the proliferation of nuclear weapons and lacked the necessary 
technology to protect soldiers from nuclear and chemical attacks. Of the thou-
sands of possible chemical and biological threats, only a few can be detected by 
sensors, which have a very limited range.34 An audit of both the Energy Depart-
ment and Nuclear Regulatory Commission found that neither agency was keeping 
accurate inventory of nuclear materials loaned out for domestic research.35 Much 
has been done since the 9/11 attacks, but it is unclear whether those efforts have 
significantly reduced the threat of terrorist attacks.

Arms Smuggling
Another source of concern is the many ways weapons or terrorists might be smug-
gled into the target country. For example, in 2000 alone the following passed 
through U.S. border inspection systems:

z 489 million people z 2.2 million railroad cars

z 127 million passenger vehicles z 829,000 planes

z 11.6 million maritime containers z 211,000 vessels

z 11.5 million trucks

 The magnitude of the trade in goods and the mobility of people make it impos-
sible to track everything. In October 2001, an al Qaeda suspect was found inside 
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a Canada-bound container in an Italian port. The container had arrived from 
Egypt, and the man inside it was equipped with a laptop computer, a mobile 
phone, a bed, and food and water for the voyage to Halifax.36 In March 2002 alone, 
some twenty-five Middle Eastern men were smuggled into the United States in 
shipping containers. According to one estimate, it takes five inspectors three hours 
to conduct a physical examination of a loaded forty-foot container or an eighteen-
wheel truck, making it almost impossible to inspect everything.37

Vulnerable Infrastructure Targets
As 9/11 showed, future terrorist threats could involve a variety of unexpected 
methods. For example, in October 2001, a drunken man with an extensive criminal 
background took a high-powered rifle and fired several shots at the Trans-Alaska 
pipeline. One shot punctured the pipeline’s protective layer of galvanized steel 
and four inches of insulation, spilling over 285,000 gallons of oil. The pipeline, the 
most important link in the U.S. domestic oil network, is 800 miles long, about half 
of it above ground on open public land and thus difficult to protect.38 Other vul-
nerabilities exist as well. Less than 1 percent of U.S. imported foods are tested by 
government authorities at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The Bush 
administration proposed funding increases for both the FDA and the Department 
of Health and Human Services, but critics believe the resource allocations to these 
organizations will still be inadequate to the task. Yet another fear is that terrorists 
might strike some of the 15,000 chemical plants and chemical storage sites that 
handle hazardous chemicals in the United States. According to a study by the 
Environmental Protection Agency, at least 123 chemical plants keep amounts of 
toxic chemicals that, if released, could form deadly vapor clouds that would put 
more than a million people at risk.39

 So, in terms of terrorist activities, what will we see as the century progresses? 
First, we can, unfortunately, be quite sure that terrorism will still be around as a 
powerful force. Both old and new methods are available to terrorists with the moti-
vation, money, and organizational skill to carry out attacks. Terrorists are likely to 
find ways of using old technology in new ways, just as they did for 9/11. For exam-
ple, terrorists might use a dirty nuclear bomb, which is believed to be easier to 
build and use than an actual nuclear bomb. Cyberterrorist attacks are also increas-
ingly viewed as a threat to all countries, especially those heavily dependent on the 
Internet. Computer hacking can cause millions of dollars in damage, shut down 
vital government websites, and so on.
 The tentative efforts by the United States and other countries to prepare for 
terrorist attacks have become significant efforts since 9/11. As we described ear-
lier, many ideas considered radical, politically impractical, or simply unnecessary 
before 9/11 are now turning into reality. But as long as potential terrorists believe 
that political authorities will yield to their pressure, terrorism will persist. It is in 
this context that the U.S. 9/11 Commission Report has urged dramatic changes in 
the U.S. intelligence-gathering and processing structure.
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4

How Can Global Violence 
Be Controlled?
Identify and be able to explain what methods are available for deterring global 
violence.

Most observers of world politics believe that the twenty-first century is likely 
to be as violent as the twentieth. The decentralizing forces affecting more and 
more countries often lead to violent nationalist and separatist movements. In 
addition, with the greater ease of acquiring weapons and their increased lethality 
and variety, the potential increases for conflicts that stem from territorial disputes, 
personal ambitions, and religious and ethnic differences. If people are to reduce 
global violence, the motivations for going to war must be reduced. This chapter, as 
well as others in this book, suggests several ways of doing this. International law 
and international institutions, for example, are designed, in part, to help manage 
peacefully the relations among countries. But let’s not forget the realist position 
that a strong country can deter aggression, thus contributing to peaceful (but per-
haps tense) relations among countries. We look at this subject of deterrence first. 
Then we look at strengthening international institutions and international law.

Test Prepper 10.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Terrorism is an attempt to defeat an enemy by 
striking directly at its general population in an 
attempt to mobilize that population to foster 
change in their government.

_____ 2. While the main objectives of terror groups vary 
widely, the specific tactics used by such groups 
is remarkably similar.

_____ 3. In the 1990s terrorist activities declined for a 
number of reasons, including: the collapse of 
the Soviet Union as well as preventive measures 
taken by states.

_____ 4. Interpol is the world’s primary counterterror-
ism agency because it has been given signifi-
cant power and funding to accomplish its 
objectives.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following is a main objective of 
many al Qaeda members?

a. To have Osama bin Laden sit on the Saudi 
Arabian throne

b. To create an independent Palestinian state 
coexisting with Israel

c. To create a united Islamic community 
(umma) that restores power and dignity 
to the faithful

d. The creation of three caliphates to coop-
eratively govern the entire Islamic world

e. All of the above

_____ 6. Which of the following is not a tactic used by 
terror groups:

a. Bombings
b. Kidnapping/hostage taking
c. Hijacking ships or airplanes
d. Environmental attacks
e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following is a valid reason given as 
to why some terrorist groups stop their 
activities?

a. Poor leadership within the terror organi-
zation leads to its demise.

b. An overflow of support from the host areas 
of the groups leads to divisiveness among 
competitors for power.

c. Terror group members become disillu-
sioned with their lack of effectiveness 
and disband.

d. All of the above
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 10.3
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Reducing Motivations for Violence: Deterrence
One of the most useful ways to prevent war is to make the potential aggressor think 
that an attack would be fruitless or worse. That is, a country can be deterred from 
starting a war if it thinks its objectives won’t be achieved or the war will actually 
make things worse. Deterrence, thus, may be defined as credibly threatening an 
adversary with unacceptable consequences in order to prevent the adversary from 
doing something dangerous. Deterrence of a potentially aggressive country can be 
achieved in several ways. Being well armed is the most obvious strategy. A well-
armed defending country is not an attractive target to the potential attacking 
country. Some countries have followed this strategy by acquiring nuclear weap-
ons, and some even seek deterrence by obtaining chemical and biological weap-
ons. However, it takes more than just a good weapons arsenal to deter countries 
from attacking. In general, four major factors need to be in place for deterrence to 
work.40 To help demonstrate this, let’s look at the logic of nuclear deterrence.

Nuclear Deterrence among States
1. Second-strike capability: First, the country hoping to deter a nuclear attack 

must have a second-strike capability. This means that the defending country 
must be able to absorb an initial attack and still have the capability to inflict 
unacceptable damage on the attacker. For example, let’s say that the attacking 
country (we’ll call it Country A) knows the defending country (Country D) has 
nuclear weapons. But Country A also knows it can wipe out those nuclear 
weapons with its initial attack—a first strike. Country D’s nuclear weapons 
will thus not serve as a deterrent. However, if at least some of Country D’s 
nuclear weapons survive and can be used against A (in a second strike), A 
could be destroyed. Putting it in real-life terms, the Soviet Union may have 
resisted launching an all-out war against the United States because it believed 
the United States had a second-strike capability—that is, the United States 
might have had enough nuclear weapons left over after an initial attack to 
strike back.

Note that some countries could lose their second strike ability if the United 
States succeeds in building effective ballistic missile defenses. If, for example, 
the United States were able to destroy all inbound Chinese ballistic missiles, 
China’s missiles would no longer deter the United States from attacking. Cur-
rently, however, the United States has only a rudimentary ability to destroy 
enemy ballistic missiles. Despite the Bush administration’s claim that America’s 
first missile defense system became operational in late 2004, there are wide-
spread doubts about its abilities.

2. Unacceptable damage: A second requirement for deterrence is the ability to 
inflict unacceptable damage on the attacker. There is no hard-and-fast defini-
tion of unacceptable damage. However, complete destruction of the attacker is 
not necessary for deterrence to work. “Unacceptable damage” could simply 
mean the loss of several major cities. Because unacceptable damage is a sub-
jective notion, a country might be deterred from attacking if it believes that 
only one of its major cities could be at risk. This would especially be true of 
many developing countries that have only a few population centers—as, for 
example, Baghdad in Iraq.

3. Psychological component: Just as important to the success of deterrence is the 
psychological component. Basically, for deterrence to work, Country A (the 
attacking country) must believe that Country D will actually use its nuclear 

Second-strike capability The ability to with-
stand a nuclear attack and retain the capability 
to retaliate with nuclear weapons.
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weapons to retaliate against Country A. This psychological component of 
deterrence gives the concept a seemingly illogical side effect. Normally, we 
tend to think that uncertainty in an anarchic world breeds tension among 
countries. Such tension is believed by many to make war more likely. (Recall 
how close we came to World War III during the tense days of the Cuban missile 
crisis.) Ironically, however, deterrence can actually be enhanced by psycholog-
ical uncertainty. As we have said, if Country A believes that Country D will 
retaliate, Country A will be deterred. This also works when Country A is uncer-
tain about Country D’s intentions. As the noted international relations theorist 
Kenneth Waltz put it, if you’re not sure that the other side will use nuclear 
weapons, you won’t want to take any chances; knowing that the other side may 
retaliate is enough to deter a potential attacker.41 In short, maybe Country D 
won’t use nuclear weapons in a counterattack, but maybe it will!

4. Reliable control: The fourth requirement for a country to deter an opponent is 
reliable command and control of the nuclear arsenal. In essence, Country D 
must be able to distinguish between an actual attack by Country A and a false 
alarm. Moreover, it must not allow the unauthorized use of nuclear weapons.

 One of the great questions for the second half of the twentieth century is, Why 
didn’t the United States and the Soviet Union go to war? Most analysts believe that 
deterrence was the key—in particular, mutual assured destruction (MAD). Both 
the United States and the Soviet Union had acquired enough nuclear weapons 
(with second-strike capabilities) that an attack on one country would have led 
inevitably to the destruction of the other. Each side had enough nuclear weapons 
to rain down destruction not only on the other but on the world as a whole. Hence, 
neither country initiated a war against the other.
 Is it possible to deter a country without assuring the total destruction of the 
attacker? Yes, because of the second requirement of deterrence: the ability to inflict 
unacceptable damage. This may explain why we may not see a war between India 
and Pakistan. Their nuclear arsenals are limited, but even a single warhead 
exploded in the other’s national capital could inflict unacceptable damage. Would 
India risk a war with Pakistan if it knew Pakistan could wipe out New Delhi? Accord-
ing to deterrence theory, that is unlikely. The same could apply eventually to Israel 
(which has nuclear weapons but won’t admit it) and Iran (which is attempting to 
build nuclear weapons).

Deterrence and Terrorists
Can deterrence prevent terrorist attacks? It is difficult to say definitively. However, 
we do know that many of the features that make deterrence effective for nation-
states do not seem relevant for terrorist groups. The most obvious reasons lies in 
the difficulty in locating terrorists. If one cannot find the attacker, retaliation is 
impossible. Second, nation-states are not likely to risk suicide, but individual ter-
rorists may.
 In fact, terrorists can have significant leverage over nation-states. Terrorists 
believe states will yield to their demands because states will find unacceptable the 
death of even a few people and, in some cases, even one person. For example, as 
the Islamic terrorists expected, Spain withdrew its armed forces from Iraq after the 
March 2004 bombings in Madrid. Spain was deterred from keeping its troops in 
Iraq for fear of further attacks in Spain. The Philippine government withdrew its 
troops from Iraq in 2004 after terrorists took a Filipino civilian worker hostage. 
Similarly, terrorists believe Egypt’s refusal to send troops to Iraq to help the United 
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States demonstrates how Egypt is deterred out of fear of terrorist activity within its 
borders. Thus, the ability of deterrence to work against terrorist organizations is 
quite limited, while some states may be deterred from actions that conflict with 
terrorist goals.

International Law and Organizations
The question of war’s existence has a parallel question that is just as complex: Why 
is there peace? The answer may be rooted in deterrence capabilities, as described 
above, but it may also lie in the strength of international law and international 
organizations (IOs). In short, global violence may be reduced thanks to the suc-
cessful application of international law and the effectiveness of international 
organizations. Both methods may help competitive states cooperative less vio-
lently or nonviolently, but they do suffer from important limitations. We first look 
at IOs and then at international law. Note that a more comprehensive treatment of 
IOs can be found in chapters 6 and 7.

The Effectiveness and Limitations of the UN
The primary global security institution is, of course, the United Nations. As we 
saw in chapter 6, the UN and other IOs can help states cooperate in a variety of 
ways. They can coordinate the interests of member-states and interest groups. 
They can lower the administrative and political costs of making agreements. They 
can promote compliance with (or enforcement of) agreements. The UN, how-
ever, is not the world’s police force, nor does it write international law as a legisla-
tive branch does in the domestic political setting. Its ability to diffuse tension or 
stop a war is limited by the ability of its main member-states to agree on a course 
of action. As long as relations among the permanent members of the UN Security 
Council remain strained, the effectiveness of this IO in limiting global violence 
will be impaired.
 For these reasons, the UN, as well as other IOs, has not been particularly effec-
tive in preventing global violence in such places as East Timor, Chechnya, Kosovo, 
and Rwanda. The U.S.–led war in Iraq was initiated without the UN’s approval, and 
in the first few years after the fighting began, the UN was a peripheral player.

International Law
Can international law moderate the competitiveness of states? Perhaps. To under-
stand why, it helps to begin with another important question: If there is no global 
government to write global law and no global police force to enforce global law, 
then why do states adhere to it? Two main answers explain why.

1. First, a state may follow international law to gain a positive reputation as a 
state that can be trusted. Such trust is important in the dangerous and, as real-
ists would say, anarchic world of international relations.

2. Second, states write and follow international laws because of the concept of 
reciprocity. Good behavior on the part of one country may be reciprocated by 
another. So, when countries have good reputations and can count on recipro-
cal treatment, interstate tensions diminish and war becomes less attractive 
and less likely.

The International Court of Justice
Despite the absence of a global police force and global judicial system, there are 
many commonly accepted methods for resolving international legal disputes.
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z Mediation, for example, allows an outsider (or third party) to propose a non-
binding solution for the disputing states.

z With arbitration, a third party (a judge, for example) gives a binding decision. 
For the decision to be followed, of course, both sides of the dispute must agree 
in advance to accept the third party and that the third party’s decision will be 
binding.

z A more formalized method for resolving disputes is known as adjudication. 
This involves an institutionalized court that renders binding decisions. Such a 
court exists not just to resolve the dispute in question; it is a permanent legal 
body that handles cases year after year. The most prominent court of this 
nature is the UN-affiliated International Court of Justice (ICJ), also called the 
World Court.

 The ICJ and its predecessor, the League of Nation’s Permanent Court of Inter-
national Justice, established in 1922, was designed as a permanent court to ensure 
continuity in legal rulings across many cases. Unlike in mediation and arbitration, 
the ICJ is not subject to preliminary limitations on its procedures, evidence to be 
considered, or legal principles to be applied.42 A permanent court also has the 
advantage of consisting of judges well versed and experienced in deciding many 
kinds of international legal disputes.

The International Criminal Court
An international court that began operation in 2002 is the International Criminal 
Court (ICC). It differs from the ICJ in several important ways. First, the ICJ is a 
component of the UN, while the ICC maintains only a loose affiliation. More 
importantly, the ICJ has no criminal jurisdiction regarding the prosecution of indi-
viduals because it deals primarily with disputes between states. The ICC, however, 
is specifically designed to prosecute individuals for the following offenses: geno-
cide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.

z Genocide refers to acts committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in 
part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group.

Children Soldiers
In many parts of the world, especially Africa, children are being 
enlisted—and sometimes forced—into militias and army units.

z Crimes against humanity comprise a long list of 
crimes including murder, extermination, enslave-
ment, deportation or forcible transfer of the pop-
ulation, imprisonment or other severe deprivation 
of physical liberty in violation of fundamental 
rules of international law, torture, sexual violence, 
and so on, when committed as part of a wide-
spread or systematic attack directed against any 
civilian population.43

z War crimes are serious violations of both the law 
regulating international armed conflict and rules 
covering internal armed conflicts. They can 
include the following offenses: rape, sexual slav-
ery, enforced prostitution, and forced pregnancy 
when committed during an international or inter-
nal conflict.44
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In short, then, the ICC is designed to deter—and, if necessary punish—leaders 
such as Adolf Hitler (Germany), Slobodan Milosevic (Serbia), Pol Pot (Cambodia), 
and Idi Amin (Uganda).
 For advocates of human rights law, the creation of the ICC represents a major 
achievement in the history of international law. However, the ICC may be limited 
in its ability to fulfill its mission. One important limitation, according to its sup-
porters, is that the United States has not become a member of the ICC. Fearing 
that adhering to the ICC will undermine its sovereignty and that ICC cases will be 
brought against American military personnel for purely political reasons, the 
United States has resisted participation.

The Limitations of International Law
The failure of the ICC to achieve international consensus highlights a major prob-
lem for international law in general. Historical animosities between and even 
within states cannot be eliminated easily. Religious differences are notoriously dif-
ficult to resolve. History is full of ruthless leaders who spark wars for reasons of 
greed and personal aggrandizement. The current political, economic, and social 
trends do not indicate the disappearance of such leaders in the future.
 Another weakness of international law has to do with the issues of compliance 
and enforcement. If the international community is unwilling to act, laws are 
ineffective in stopping violence. So, despite the value of reputation and reciproc-
ity, states may choose to ignore international law. In many prominent cases, states 
have flouted international law that had the backing of the rest of the international 
community.

z 1979: Iranians stormed the U.S. embassy in Iran’s capital, Tehran, and held 
many of the embassy’s staff hostage for 444 days. The United States filed suit 
against Iran before the ICJ, but Iran refused to recognize ICJ jurisdiction. Thus, 
the United States was unable to use the ICJ to help free the hostages.

z 1982: A few years later, the United States found itself on the other side of an ICJ 
ruling. In the early 1980s, the Reagan administration grew nervous about the 
activities of leftist forces in Central America. The United States tried to over-
throw Nicaragua’s elected Sandanista government. Nicaragua brought the 
issue before the ICJ, claiming the United States had illegally mined its ports 
and supplied money, military assistance, and training to the antigovernment 
forces known as the contras. Despite U.S. denials, the ICJ ruled in favor of 
Nicaragua. The U.S. response was to ignore the court’s ruling.

z 2004: More recently, the ICJ ruled against Israel’s construction of a wall sepa-
rating Palestinian territories from parts of Israel. Israel’s motive for building the 
partition was to reduce the number of Palestinian suicide bombings. Yet despite 
the ICJ’s ruling, Israel chose to ignore the world court, just as Iran and the 
United States had done in the other cases.

 Further reducing the effectiveness of international law is the way in which it is 
written. For example, the Universal Declaration on Human Rights—agreed to by 
most states—is an authoritative guide to interpretation of the UN Charter and rep-
resents the sense of the international community.45 However, it is not binding on 
states; it simply offers guidelines for states to follow. (See chapter 11 for more on 
human rights.) Another example is that international law often allows an escape 
clause—an opportunity for states to avoid international law if they believe vital 
national interests are at stake. Even when states sign agreements to have disputes 
settled by arbitration, they typically exclude cases that affect their vital national 
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interests.46 Making matters more complicated for international law is that each 
state decides for itself when its vital national interests are at stake. Even among 
allies, agreement is difficult, as demonstrated by U.S. unwillingness to go along 
with its allies and support the ICC, the Kyoto protocol (which deals with environ-
mental destruction), and treaties or protocols banning land mines, torture, and 
the death penalty.

The Future Applicability of International Law
Behind all of the above examples is the influence of power in world politics. Some 
people believe states use and respond to power and will do whatever they think is in 
their best interest regardless of international law or the reaction of international 
organizations. In this view, national interest and power politics will always be more 
important than either international law or IOs. From this realist perspective, if states 
follow international law and organizations, it is because it is convenient to do so.
 And yet, if states come to believe that the global problems of terrorism, drug 
trafficking, human rights abuses, and environmental destruction require interna-
tional solutions, a common international legal framework may become increas-
ingly appealing. Because many of these problems are centralizing forces in world 
politics, it is possible that we will see more centralized international law in the 
future. How centralized it will be, of course, depends on the willingness of states to 
follow and enforce it.
 The citizens of the twenty-first century, then, are likely to face many challenges. 
The tools of global violence are more available, more varied, and in some cases 
more lethal than ever, and the motivations for going to war are likely to be similar 
to those of the past. The desire to prevent global violence in the twenty-first cen-
tury may galvanize the world’s states into forging stronger international institu-
tions and laws, but much may also depend on the traditional method of deterring 
aggression with strong militaries.

Test Prepper 10.4

True or False?

_____ 1. Deterrence has been found to be one of the 
most effective weapons a state has against ter-
ror groups.

_____ 2. Mutual assured destruction (MAD) was used 
during the Cold War to reduce the likelihood 
that nuclear weapons would actually be used.

_____ 3. Unacceptable damage allows for an attacking 
country to be hurt, but not completely 
devastated.

_____ 4. The UN’s chief limitation in preventing conflict 
lies in the fact that member states must come 
to an agreement before action can be taken.

_____ 5. Similar to the founding of the UN, the United 
States has been the chief architect and propo-
nent of the International Criminal Court.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is a not a condition for 
successful deterrence?

a. Second-strike capability
b. Weapons of mass destruction
c. Command and control of nuclear 

weapons
d. Ability to inflict unacceptable damage
e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following is a commonly accepted 
method for resolving legal disputes at the inter-
national level?

a. Mediation c. Adjudication
b. Arbitration d. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 10.4
www.BetweenNations.org
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Join the Debate

Is the World Safer with More Nuclear States?

For decades, the five major nuclear powers tried to pre-
vent other countries from acquiring nuclear weapons. 
This was done, in part, for political reasons. If the “big 
five” could keep their club exclusive, they would retain a 
unique advantage over other countries. The five nuclear 
powers—the United States, France, Britain, China, and 
the Soviet Union—also tried to keep a lid on nuclear 
weapons proliferation because new nuclear powers 
were believed to lack safe command and control sys-
tems. For example, a state’s structure for linking every-
one involved in the decision to use the bomb may not 
be secure, or procedures for implementing that deci-
sion may not be safe. Main concerns focused on how 
new nuclear powers could ensure their nuclear weap-
ons wouldn’t be fired accidentally, and that nuclear 
material wouldn’t be sold to another country or fall into 
the hands of terrorists. One keen observer of nuclear 
arms control, Scott D. Sagan, highlights six problems 
related to controlling nuclear weapons.1 These issues 
are especially worth tracking since Pakistan and India 
joined the nuclear club in 1998 and because several 
states, including North Korea and Iran, are alleged to be 
actively involved in building nuclear weapons.
 First, emerging nuclear powers may lack the orga-
nizational and financial resources to produce adequate 
mechanical safety devices and safe weapons design 
features. After the Persian Gulf War, for example, weap-
ons inspectors found that Iraq’s nuclear bomb design 
was highly unstable. It called for the bomb’s core to be 
crammed with so much weapons-grade uranium that 
it would be perpetually on the verge of going off. As one 
weapons inspector put it, “I wouldn’t want to be around 
if it fell off the edge of this desk.” In addition, deterrence 
might not work with emerging nuclear powers because 
of poor communications with their adversaries. During 
the Cold War, the United States and Soviet Union even-

tually learned to communicate routinely in order to 
avoid a miscalculation. In the case of relations between 
Iran and Israel, however, Iran has refused to talk to 
Israel, and its president has called for wiping Israel off 
the map. Many in Israel and elsewhere wonder whether 
Iran is even a rational country.2

 Second, because the major world powers oppose 
nuclear weapons proliferation, emerging nuclear pow-
ers must develop their weapons under conditions of 
great secrecy and thus without thorough monitoring of 
safety efforts. Public debate is less lively, making it more 
likely that a small number of bureaucratic and military 
interests are in control and unchallenged.
 Third, in countries with volatile civil-military rela-
tions, accidents are more likely to happen. In 1990, for 
example, the Pakistani air force may have loaded 
nuclear weapons on its F-16 aircraft without informing 
then Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto. As if this weren’t 
bad enough, the United States said that the F-16 hadn’t 
been properly modified to carry nuclear weapons. In 
addition, this incident took place during a period of cri-
sis over Kashmir.3

 Fourth, because countries seeking to acquire nu-
clear weapons often face adversaries that are geograph-
ically close, reaction time and margins for error narrow 
significantly. Between India and Pakistan, for example, 
there wouldn’t be much time to determine whether an 
attack was real or not.
 Fifth, “instant” nuclear powers may not have the 
benefit that the older nuclear powers had in learning 
about testing, training exercises, and deployments. In 
the early 1990s, for example, safety problems at mili-
tary bases in Ukraine reportedly increased radiation 
levels at nuclear storage sites and produced viola-
tions of the schedules for technical servicing of mis-
sile warheads.

Case Study
Why People Turn to Terrorism

See www.BetweenNations.org
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Be able to identify the different types of weapons used in 
war and understand the methods used to control these 
weapons.

• Weapons of mass destruction (WMD), such as nuclear, 
biological, and chemical weapons, do not discriminate 
between soldier and civilian.

• Weapons that are not WMDs are called conventional 
weapons. Some conventional weapons are extremely 
dangerous. Land mines, for example, pose the greatest 
threat to the largest number of people on a day-to-day 
basis.

• New weapons inspired by high-tech advances are 
changing the face of warfare. These include unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs), lasers weapons that can inflict 

Be able to identify the various reasons why war occurs.
• Wars are caused by many factors, and not all wars are 

caused by the same things. These factors include:
- The desire for territorial gain and independence
- Economic causes
- Ideology
- Psychological causes
- Ethnic and religious differences
- Domestic political causes
- Misperception
- The structure of the international system

• Immediate causes of war are the short-term factors that 
spark its outbreak. Underlying causes of war are the 
long-term trends that create tension between states.

Learning Objectives Review
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 Finally, because political and social unrest are likely 
in the future of many emerging nuclear states, the risks 
increase for accidental and unauthorized weapons det-
onations. Disgruntled operators, for example, might 
engage in acts of sabotage that could inadvertently or 
deliberately produce accidents.
 These problems call for serious attention, but they 
neglect to mention that even the major nuclear powers 
have not always been in complete control of their own 
nuclear weapons. Consider the following examples—
not from India, Pakistan, Israel, or even Iraq—but from 
the United States. In Damascus, Arkansas, in Septem-
ber 1980, “during routine maintenance in a missile silo, 
a technician caused an accidental leak in a Titan II 
missile’s pressurized fuel tank. Nearly nine hours after 
the initial leak, fuel vapors within the silo exploded. 
The pair of doors covering the silo, each weighing 740 
tons, were blown off by the blast, and the nine mega-
ton warhead was hurled 600 feet away. The warhead 
was recovered intact. One technician was killed in 
the explosion.”4 More recently, the U.S. General Ac-
countability Office reported that the Los Alamos and 
Lawrence Livermore laboratories were guilty of safety 
violations, including exposing their employees to 
radiation and inadequate monitoring of radiological 
contamination.5

 In a major effort to limit the development of nu-
clear weapons, most of the countries of the world have 

sought to implement a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
(CTBT). The treaty assumes that if countries give up 
their right to test nuclear weapons, they will not try to 
develop them. By the end of 1999, 152 countries had 
ratified the global Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. 
President Clinton signed the treaty in 1996, but the 
Senate has yet to give its approval.
 Given the information above, it seems obvious that 
more nuclear states make the world more dangerous. 
However, could more nuclear states actually make the 
world safer because of deterrence?

Notes

1. The following discussion borrows generously from 
Kenneth Waltz and Scott D. Sagan, The Spread of 
Nuclear Weapons: A Debate (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1995), 80–85.

2. “How MAD can they be?” The Economist, February 
10, 2007.

3. See also Seymour Hersh, “On the Nuclear Edge,” 
The New Yorker, March 29, 1993, p. 56–73.

4. CNN, http://cnn.com/SPECIALS/cold.war/experi 
ence/the.bomb/. CNN cites the following sources 
for this information: The U.S. Defense Department; 
Arkansas Democrat Gazette, September 20, 1981; 
Stephen Schwartz, letter to the editor, Commentary, 
January 1997.

5. “Periscope,” Newsweek, June 28, 1999, p. 4.

http://cnn.com/SPECIALS/cold.war/experience/the.bomb/
http://cnn.com/SPECIALS/cold.war/experience/the.bomb/
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.

Practice Tests Case Studies Current Events
Audio Concepts Primary Sources Daily Newsfeeds from The Washington Post
Flashcards Historical Background Weblinks for Further Exploration

Middle East and to attack Western countries that get in 
the way.

• Terrorists may be stopped by military confrontation 
(such as the war in Afghanistan) or by effective antiter-
rorist efforts, such as capturing and killing terrorists or 
cutting off their funding. But as long as terrorists believe 
terror is their only weapon and that political authorities 
will yield to their demands for political change, terror-
ism will persist.

Identify and be able to explain what methods are 
available for deterring global violence.

• Countries may be dissuaded from starting a war 
because of deterrence. International organizations like 
the UN can help make countries see the merits of coop-
eration and, at the same time, provide a military 
response to those who engage in aggressive activities.

• Terrorists, on the other hand, are much less susceptible 
to deterrence because their whereabouts are unknown, 
thus making it difficult for a state to threaten unaccept-
able damage on the terrorists’ and their allies.

• International law, while easily ignored because of the 
lack of a global police force, can still help states resolve 
differences peacefully, especially through the concepts 
of reciprocity and reputation. Controlling global vio-
lence has never been easy. Deterrence can fail, and both 
international organizations and international law may 
be ignored by determined, aggressive states.

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10

temporary or permanent blindness, and high-powered 
microwaves that can melt electronic systems.

• The global demand for weapons has remained robust in 
the post–Cold War era. Countries want to be well armed 
for many reasons, including preparation for waging 
offensive or defensive war. Countries also acquire 
weapons to deter potential attackers.

• Structural arms control agreements attempt to limit the 
number of weapons in existence.

• Operational arms control doesn’t directly limit the flow 
of weapons but reduces tensions, and hence the need 
for weapons, through measures that foster trust among 
adversaries, such as notifying the “other side” of war 
games, hotlines, and public disclosure of weapons sales.

Define terrorism and understand the objectives and 
tactics of terror groups; also identify methods for dealing 
with the problem of terrorism.

• The short-term aim of terrorists is to instill fear in a 
civilian population. Their longer-term objectives are 
political in nature. This helps distinguish terrorists from 
(common) criminals.

• International terrorist organizations have been, and will 
continue to be, influential actors in the politics of many 
countries, as in the case of religious-inspired attacks in 
Northern Ireland, suicide bombers in Israel, ETA in 
Spain, and al Qaeda in many parts of the world.

• Al Qaeda may be thought of as an ideology. It seeks, 
by force, to overthrow the “false” Muslim states of the 
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Afghani women brave possible retaliation to cast their first votes in 2004. Because 
women had endured cruel suppression under Taliban rule, the United Nations insisted 
that women’s rights be at the forefront of the Afghan agenda to rebuild the nation.

11 Human Rights, Women, 
and Global Justice

1 

2 

3 

What is meant by the term human 
rights? Understand the origins of 
these rights and the international 
conventions that support their 
existence.

Understand why women’s rights 
should be given special standing in 
the study of world politics.

Identify the different types of 
feminist theories and how they 
approach the topic of human rights.

328
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Human Rights in an  
 Imperfect World

This chapter focuses on human rights, women, and global jus-
tice. The issue of universal human rights rose to the top of the 
international agenda in the years immediately following World 
War II with the adoption of the Convention Against Genocide in 
1948, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that same year, 
and the Convention on the Status of Refugees in 1951. Since that 
time, the international community has drafted and signed many 
other conventions designated to protect the human rights of the 
most vulnerable groups on our planet, including women, chil-
dren, and migrant workers.
 If the record of conventions is admirable, the record since 1945 
of abuse of human rights on a global scale is far from laudable. For 
all the talk of human rights, the twentieth century was one of the 

 What Are Human Rights?
The Origin of Human Rights
Global Justice
Justice as Fairness
International Conventions on Human Rights

 Why Are Women’s Rights 
Human Rights?
A History of Low Political, Economic, and Social Status
The Rise of the Women’s Movement
Women’s Rights Today
Women’s Rights as Human Rights

 How Do Feminist Theories of International 
Relations Address Human Rights?
Five Feminist International Relations Theories
Feminist Explanations of Gender Bias in International Relations

 How Has the International Community 
Responded to Human Rights Violations?
International Response to Improving the Status of Women 

around the World
The UN and Human Rights Intervention

“Human rights are women’s rights—and women’s rights 

are human rights.”

—Hillary Rodham Clinton

3 

4 Understand how the international 
community addresses human rights 
violations, especially in the case of 
women’s rights.

Human rights Universal rights held to 
belong to individuals by virtue of their 
being human, encompassing civil, political, 
economic, social, and cultural rights and 
freedoms, and based on the notion of 
personal human dignity and worth.

Convention An agreement between 
states, sides, or military forces, especially 
an international agreement, dealing with 
a specific subject, such as the treatment of 
prisoners of war; an international treaty.
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most violently abusive, especially toward women. Throughout the century, 
predatory and unscrupulous rulers used man-made famines as a way to keep 
their populations in line. The most famous was the famine in the Ukraine in 
1932–1933, engineered by Joseph Stalin, dictator of the Soviet Union, to elimi-
nate all Ukrainian resistance to communist rule. Ukrainian scholars estimate 
that from 1920–1939, from 25 to 30 percent of the total Ukrainian population 
of 31 million died.1 Another massive famine occurred in 2002 in Zimbabwe. 
Tragically, women and children bear the brunt of these cruelties.
 The twentieth century is also famous for its renewal of the practice of geno-
cide. In 1915, the Ottoman Empire conducted the century’s first genocide 
against the Armenian population within its territory. In the 1930s and 1940s, 
Adolf Hitler sent an estimated six million Jews2 to the gas chamber in an 
attempt to exterminate the Jewish people. In the 1970s, the regime of Pol 
Pot in Cambodia murdered over two million Cambodians who might have 
opposed his plan to reconstruct Cambodia into his ideal of a communist 
society.3 During the 1990s, in the Bosnian civil war and the war in Kosovo, the 
Serbs tried to uproot all Muslims in Bosnia by breaking into their homes and 
burning them down. In 1994, up to a million Tutsis were savagely murdered by 
extremist Hutus in the ethnically divided state of Rwanda.4

 States that join the Union Nations must accept the obligations of its Char-
ter, one of which is the promotion of respect for human rights.5 Yet, as we saw 
in chapter 7, even states like the United States that are in principle committed 
to upholding human rights have been accused of serious abuses by interna-
tional NGOs, like Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch.
 Children are the helpless victims of these events. War and environmental 
disaster have orphaned millions of them. Many children suffer acts of discrim-
ination, abuse, and sexual violence inside the classroom and in refugee camps. 
In 2004, terrorists seized a school in southern Russia. The majority of the vic-
tims killed in the bomb explosion and subsequent shootout were women and 
children. A new and disturbing problem is the recruitment of hundreds of 
thousands of young boys who have been orphaned or are otherwise without 
resources as soldiers into impromptu armies to risk their lives for whatever 
cause their mentors espouse. Child soldiers are being used in more than thirty 
countries around the world.6

 Three hundred million indigenous peoples, stretching from the Arctic to 
the South Pacific and the Amazon, find their culture and lifestyle at risk by the 
advance of globalization. The lives of religious and ethnic minorities are also 
at risk. So severe has been their persecution in the past 50 years that the UN 
has brought back to life the international treaties on identifying crimes against 
humanity and established the International Criminal Court to try persons 
accused of such crimes.
 One human rights situation that has improved is the status of refugees. 
With the return of millions of people to Afghanistan, Angola, and Sierra Leone, 
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the number of refugees dropped from a high of 17 million in 2004 to 9.2 mil-
lion in 2006, the lowest number in twenty-five years. However, the number of 
displaced people within their own country is growing. The UN High Commis-
sion for Refugees (UNHCR) is expanding its role in this area. Tragically, women 
and children under seventeen represent 73 percent of this number.7 Of this 73 
percent, 70 percent will be uprooted women and girls.
 Of all these abused groups, women and girls are the most vulnerable. Not 
only do they suffer abuse and discrimination as a result of their refugee status 
but they are also maltreated simply because they are women. During World 
War II, the Japanese military practiced the mass rape of women in China 
and Korea as part of its strategy to subdue the country. During the civil war in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina in the 1990s, the Serbian army systematically raped 
Muslim women so that they would be rejected by their families and communi-
ties. In many countries today, women continue to be considered and treated 
as second-class people. 

z In India, husbands and mothers-in-law sometimes burn women if they do 
not give birth to a boy child or if their dowry is judged too small.8

z In China, women sometimes kill their girl children at birth or abandon 
them on the steps of orphanages because China’s one-child policy permits 
only one child per family, and most families want boys.

z In Iran and Afghanistan outside of Kabul, women can be beaten to death 
because their dress—known as a burka, and legally required to cover them 
from head to toe—is too short.

z All over Asia and in Central and Eastern Europe, women are sold into slav-
ery for the sex parlors of the prosperous industrialized countries. Our case 
study examines the global sex trade and the challenges the international 
community faces in alleviating the suffering of the victims.

 The plight of the victims calls forth our concern and our compassion. Why 
isn’t the international community doing more about human rights? This chap-
ter moves issues of human rights and women’s rights from the periphery to the 
center of world politics. In so doing, we follow the neoliberal paradigm and 
environmental paradigms, which include the well-being of all humankind as 
a key value of international relations. Liberals consistently attach great impor-
tance to human rights and support humanitarian aid to correct the worst 
abuses. Concerned as realism is with interstate relations and the dominant 
role of power in the global jungle, realists traditionally consider human rights 
as marginal to the central problem of power. In their scenario, women’s issues 
are a domestic problem that national governments should solve within their 
own territory.
 The attacks of 9/11 forcefully challenged liberal and realist assumptions. 
Political observers were unanimous in their opinion that endemic poverty 
and inequality were root causes of the tragedy. As a result, in post-Taliban 
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Afghanistan, the international community not only insisted that women be 
given a role in the new government but also that they have complete access to 
education. In January 2002, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) sponsored 
an international conference on poverty-reduction strategies where women 
were front and center in the sessions on poverty and inequality.
 If terrorism is rooted in inequality, then liberals and realists must recognize 
that the abusive treatment of women and other minorities in poor countries 
contributes in ways we do not yet fully understand to the formation of the ter-
rorist mentality. The relationship between urban poverty and women-headed 
households in the developing regions of the world is shown in Figure 11.1.
 Our book’s theme of centralization/decentralization comes into play here. 
The IMF 2002 Conference on Poverty-Reduction Strategies started from the 
realization that a country’s societal attitudes, violence, and lack of education 
taken together foster poverty. The international community has a track record 
of helping states in the areas of economic development, education, and health, 
but societal attitudes and human rights are traditionally considered problems 
to be solved at the state level. However, economics is not and should not be, 
the only centralizing issue where the international community can come 
together and cooperate. The very concept of human rights means that rights 
accrue to all the world’s people, not just some of them. The challenge of the 
twenty-first century is to make that happen.
 This chapter is divided into four parts: 

1. The first asks what human rights are and looks for answers in people’s 
search for global justice and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
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It concludes with a brief discussion of the major UN human rights 
conventions.

2. Because it is beyond the scope of this book to discuss all forms of human 
rights abuse in detail, we focus on discrimination against women in the 
second section. When our attention centers on human rights in general, 
women become marginal to discussions of discrimination against reli-
gious, ethnic, and refugee groups, or crimes against humanity, such as 
genocide. But women represent half or more of the victims in all these 
groups, and thus deserve to be placed at the center of the issue. In the sec-
ond section, we turn the human rights question on its head to ask, How 
does the socially and culturally determined low status of women affect the 
promotion of human rights? In this section, we take a brief look at the sta-
tus of women in the past and present and at the strategic role women play 
especially in the developing economies.

3. The third section presents the unique aspects of a feminist perspective in 
international relations and explores how feminist international relations 
theory contributes to our understanding of human rights issues.

4. In the fourth and last part, we look at the international response to viola-
tions of human rights. In this section, we examine the UN response to two 
kinds of violations: violations by states based on economic, social, and cul-
tural conditions, and gross violations of human rights, such as genocide. In 
the discussion of the first kind of violation, we use the problem of women’s 
rights and unequal treatment of the sexes as an example of UN response to 
similar violations of other human rights. The case study highlights one of 
the consequences of unequal treatment of men and women around the 
globe: the increase in the global slave trade in women and children. n

What Are Human Rights?
What is meant by the term human rights? Understand the origins of these rights 
and the international conventions that support their existence.

The typical dictionary definition of a right is “a just and fair claim to anything 
whatever that belongs to a person by law, nature, or tradition.”

The Origin of Human Rights
The concept of inalienable rights, rights that cannot be taken away from any 
human being, is relatively new, essentially the product of seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century European thought. Traditionally, religions as well as the great 
legal systems, such as that of ancient Rome, have dealt with the duties and obliga-
tions of the individual. In 1215, the British feudal lords joined at Runnymede to 
force upon King John the Magna Carta, or Great Charter. The landmark document 
established the legal rights of Englishmen, such as no taxation without the 
consent of Parliament, the right to petition the king, and the right to a fair and 
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speedy trial. To address the deeper issue of what kind of government the English 
would accept, however, political philosophers such as Hobbes (see chapter 2) and 
John Locke asked fundamental questions such as these: How did governments 
originate in the first place? Why would anyone want to be subjected to one?
 The answer came from an unexpected source. At that time, Europeans were 
rapidly colonizing the New World. Their first impressions of the Native Americans 
was that they were uncivilized, or, to put it more kindly, living in a state of nature. 
A state of nature meant to the Europeans that there was no established govern-
ment. So the question, became: What would urge a person living in a state of 
nature to agree to submit to a government? Hobbes and Locke answered the 
question by arguing that a person in a state of nature enjoyed life and liberty but 
lived in constant fear losing of both. If a person had property, it could be taken 
away at any time by anyone stronger. So the answer to why would one enter into 
a contract to form a government was that he would do so to secure his prior right 
to life, liberty, and property. So basic were these rights that Hobbes and Locke 
asserted they were given by God as a natural right, and thus could not be taken 
away by any government.
 This concept of rights was cogently set forth by Thomas Jefferson and others in 
the U.S. Declaration of Independence. “We hold these truths to be self-evident: 
that man is endowed by his Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among 
these rights are the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” Essentially, 
Jefferson’s inalienable rights are human rights that we claim at birth by the sheer 
fact of being human. Jefferson and others insisted that a list of rights be appended 
to the Constitution, and so in 1791 Congress passed the first ten amendments, 
known as the Bill of Rights. The United States was the second state to endorse such 
a comprehensive list. In 1789 the revolutionary French government passed the 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen universalizing the concept of 
human rights. The UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights derives essentially 
from the Declaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen rather than from the U.S. 
Bill of Rights.9

The UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights
It is important to note that the concept of human rights as God-given and rooted 
in some vague assumption of how governments come into being is not universally 
accepted. The UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the first multinational 
document mentioning human rights by name. It is ironic that while the declara-
tion satisfies no one state, it is the best consensus the international commu-
nity was able to achieve on the subject at the time. We have a woman, Eleanor 
Roosevelt, the wife of U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt (1932–1945) to thank for 
her persistence and diplomacy in getting any declaration of rights appended to 
the UN Charter. As chair of the newly formed UN Commission on Human Rights 
in 1945, she became a passionate advocate for the world’s weak and forgotten. She 
was convinced the world needed a statement that set forth the goals of global jus-
tice. In her own words to the Third General Assembly of the United Nations in 
1948, the declaration was not an agreement or a treaty. “It is a declaration of basic 
principles of human rights and freedoms, to be stamped with the approval of the 
General Assembly by formal vote of its members, and to serve as a common stan-
dard of achievement for all peoples of all nations.”10

 We must emphasize that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is not a 
legal document; it does not state unequivocally that humans have the right to life 
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or liberty and that it is the duty of the state to provide these. It is a document 
intended as “a common standard” of achievement of global justice. What does this 
mean? To understand human rights as a standard, we must understand what 
global justice is.

Global Justice
One way to define global justice is to look at it is as a sort of balance or equilibrium 
between one state’s assets and those of other states (wealth, power, status, health, 
welfare, education) and the distribution of these assets among the state’s constitu-
ent groups. This definition highlights the fairness aspect of justice. Let’s look a little 
bit more at this concept of justice.

Justice as Equal Shares
First of all, let us look at justice as equal shares—for example, in the world’s 
resources, as discussed in chapter 8. As the ecojustice movement rightly says, there 
is no such thing as equal shares. About a fourth of Russia is above the Arctic Circle, 
where farming is very difficult and where most people do not want to live. Large 
portions of Canada’s territory are also unsuitable for agriculture or for habitation 
by large numbers of people, while the African state of Chad is almost all desert. 
Some states, like Saudi Arabia and Venezuela, are rich in natural resources; others, 
like Japan, have few natural resources.
 Nor are states equal in size, in the educational achieve-
ment of their population, in technological development, 
or in economic prosperity. To realize justice as an equilib-
rium where every state is equal to every other state in even 
one dimension, such as per capita income, would mean a 
gigantic transfer of wealth from the rich industrialized 
states to the three-fourths of the world living in poverty. 
While much needs to be done and can be done to lift the 
world’s poor out of poverty, few would argue that everyone 
or every state sharing all the world’s resources equally is 
either realizable or practical.

Justice as Due Process
If justice is not about equal shares for all, what is it about? 
When we think about justice as a balance, two meanings of 
the word come to mind.

z The first is contained in the idea that justice involves 
a process that operates the same way for everyone 
according to a standard set of accepted rules and 
regulations.

z The second involves the idea of fairness, which we dis-
cuss later.

 In the United States, the standard set of rules that 
defines the judicial process is contained in the first ten 
amendments to the Constitution. When we talk about 
global justice as “due process”—a process that considers 
everyone in the global community impartially on the same 

Detainees at Guantanamo
Their treatment has become the subject of worldwide inter-
est because the way the United States treats its prisoners is 
seen by many as an indication of its commitment to equal 
justice for all.
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terms—we see immediately that an accepted global standard or set of principles 
must exist to enable due process to take place. We find this global standard in the 
UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
 The UN Declaration sets forth general principles for a common judicial, politi-
cal, and social process that the member-states assert to be universal. Selected 
principles are covered in Figure 11.2.

z The first set of principles assures equality before the law and redress of griev-
ances. These concepts of justice are those that U.S. citizens generally associate 
with the notion of a fair trial.

z The second set comprises principles associated with the building of a demo-
cratic society, such as freedom of speech and association. But because these 
rights are universal, the UN Declaration goes further to assure the right of asy-
lum, the right to information wherever obtained, and the right to a nationality.

z The third set of principles delineates an individual’s economic, social, and cul-
tural rights, including not only the right to work and to receive an education 
but also the right to marry whomever one chooses.

z The final set binds both individuals and member-states to furthering the prin-
ciples described in the UN Declaration. These articles set the ground rules for 
all states that, if adopted, lead to the development of legal processes that sup-
port the rule of law, democracy, and equal opportunity, as institutionalized in 
the Western parliamentary states.

 Not all states adhere to the principles of the Declaration. Many countries today 
still do not assure the accused a fair trial, permit freedom of speech and assembly, 
or have a free and fair electoral system. In many states, education remains the 
province of wealthy and privileged men. There are millions of refugees in the world 
with no rights at all. Indigenous peoples are being denied their right to lead their 
traditional lifestyle. Women in most of Asia and Africa do not have the same rights 
as men either before the law or in guarantees of equal access to education, health 
care, and work. In particular, women do not have the same rights as men to marry 
and have a family. We talk more about human rights and women later.

Justice as Fairness
The second way to view justice is as an equalizing factor for the human condition. 
This aspect makes us think a little harder about the idea of fairness. What do we 
mean when we say it isn’t fair that some people are born into poverty and some 
into wealth? It isn’t fair that there is no gender equality or that people are judged by 
their race. In these instances, our talk of fairness refers to a condition that seems 
to exist in society or is inherent in the biological condition of a human being. In 
our best moments, we would like to even the odds a little. The U.S. Declaration of 
Independence rather grandiosely asserts that all men (and women) are born with 
the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That’s a tall order for any 
country to deliver, let alone the international system. But the liberal and idealist 
side of us would like to believe that human-made institutions can and will rectify 
the most egregious inequities of the human condition.

Rise of Concern for Fairness
During the nineteenth century, the Industrial Revolution created more wealth in a 
few generations than had been created in the previous history of humankind. This 
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	 Figure	11.2

Selected Universal Human Rights as Set Forth in the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948

Social, Economic, and Cultural Rights, 
Articles 16–17, 22–27

Men and women of full age have the right to marry 
and found a family. They are entitled to equal rights 
as to marriage.

Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and 
full consent of the spouses.

The family is the natural and fundamental group unit 
of society and entitled to protection by society and 
the State.

Everyone has the right to own property and no one 
shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.

Everyone has the right to social security and is entitled 
to realization of the economic, social and cultural 
rights.

Everyone has the right to work.
Everyone has the right to equal pay for equal work.
Everyone has the right to form and join trade unions.
Everyone has the right to rest and leisure.
Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate 

for the health and well-being of himself and his fam-
ily, including food, clothing, housing and medical 
care, the right to security in the event of unemploy-
ment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age, etc. 
Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special 
care and assistance. All children shall enjoy the same 
social protection

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be 
free, at least in the elementary stages. Elementary 
education shall be compulsory.

Universal Obligations, Articles 28–30

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order 
in which the rights and freedoms set forth in the 
Declaration can be fully realized.

Everyone has duties to the community. In the exercise 
of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject 
only to such limitations as are determined by law 
solely for the purpose of securing recognition and 
respect for the rights and freedoms of others.

No state has the right to engage in any activity aimed 
at the destruction of any of these rights and 
freedoms.

Source: UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html. 
Used by permission.

Equality before the Law, Articles 1–16

All human beings born free and equal in dignity and 
rights.

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of 
person.

No one shall be held in slavery and slavery shall be 
prohibited.

No one shall be subject to torture.
Everyone has the right to recognition before the law.
All are equal before the law and entitled to equal pro-

tection without discrimination.
Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by 

national tribunals for violations of rights.
No one shall be subject to arbitrary arrest, detention or 

exile.
Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair public hear-

ing by an impartial tribunal in the determination of 
his rights.

Everyone has the right to be presumed innocent until 
proved guilty.

No one shall be subject to arbitrary interference with 
his privacy.

Everyone has the right to freedom of movement within 
the borders of each state and to leave any country 
and to return to his country.

Everyone has the right to seek asylum in other coun-
tries and that right may not be revoked.

Everyone has the right to a nationality and no one shall 
be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied 
the right to change his nationality.

Building of Democratic Societies, Articles 18–21

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, con-
science and religion.

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression.

Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assem-
bly and association.

Everyone has the right to take part in the government 
of his country, directly or through freely chosen rep-
resentatives, through public service. The will of the 
people shall be the basis of the authority of govern-
ment expressed through periodic and genuine elec-
tions held by universal suffrage and secret ballot or 
their equivalent.

www.un.org/Overview/rights.html
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wealth was made, not inherited, and much of it came in a very negotiable form—
money. Many individuals who were born in poverty, such as the great U.S. steel 
magnate Andrew Carnegie, ended up extraordinarily rich. As people began to 
notice the gap between those who made it and those who did not, they started to 
ask why some became rich and others remained poor.
 The Industrial Revolution was still young when labor unrest and worker revo-
lutions rudely shoved the question to the fore. In 1830 and 1848, European work-
ers took to the barricades, demanding a change in their economic and social 
conditions to produce a more equal distribution of wealth. A studious young Ger-
man named Karl Marx studied the worker’s plight and came up with two answers. 
The first was the Communist Manifesto, published in 1848, which called on Euro-
pean workers to revolt to change their circumstances. The second was Das Kapital 
(Capital), Marx’s explanation of why workers lived in such abominable and 
depressing conditions. These two works influenced the course of the modern 
world perhaps more than any other books written in the nineteenth century (see 
chapter 2 for a brief discussion of Marxism). They also played a seminal role in the 
European women’s movement, discussed later in this chapter.
 Despite the problems associated with removing inequalities of condition, dis-
affected human beings in all parts of our planet have shown a remarkable persis-
tence in trying to change the world, or at least the distribution of outcomes. The 
concept of justice as fairness lies at the foundation of such movements as national 
struggles for independence, ethnic and religious struggles for equal representa-
tion in political, social, and economic life, legislation outlawing discrimination 
and establishing a minimum wage, and the international women’s movement. In 
every case, violence has failed to win the battle. History suggests the only way to 
ensure fairness of any kind is to assure due process through the guarantee of 
human rights, those same human rights set forth as standards of achievement in 
the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

International Conventions on Human Rights
As we stated earlier, the UN Declaration of Human Rights (UNDHR) is not a legally 
binding document. In order for the rights set forth in the Declaration to have the 
force of international law, they must be written up in treaties called covenants 
or conventions.

The UN Bill of Rights
The rights in the UNDHR were separated and codified into two separate conven-
tions, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Interna-
tional Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights.

z The first treaty defines the rights contained in the concept of justice as due 
process and recalls the first ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution.

z The second addresses the justice-as-fairness issue and specifies an individual’s 
rights to basic necessities like food, housing, and health care, the right to work 
and form trade unions, the right to education, and the right to participate in a 
state’s cultural life.

 Each covenant contains articles setting forth procedures for monitoring a sig-
natory government’s compliance with the covenant and establishes a committee 
within the UN to monitor compliance. However, as we already know, the conven-
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tions essentially had no teeth, no provisions for enforcing the treaty’s terms on the 
member-states. The UNDHR, together with the Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights and the Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, constitutes 
what is known as the United Nations Bill of Rights.

Group Rights
The UN Bill of Rights sets forth the individual rights of every human being on 
this planet. In the course of its history, however, the UN has found itself han-
dling problems associated with the rights of groups, like refugees, that have 
experienced or are under threat of genocide and with the rights of prisoners, 
women, children, and, most recently, migrant workers. Figure 11.3 lists the vari-
ous human rights conventions with the date they were formally adopted by the 
UN General Assembly.

Humanitarian Law
The final component of international human rights is what is known as interna-
tional humanitarian law. International humanitarian law is a set of rules that seek, 
for humanitarian reasons, to limit the effects of armed conflict. It protects persons 
who are not or are no longer participating in the hostilities and restricts the means 
and methods of warfare. International humanitarian law is also known as the law 
of war or the law of armed conflict. The fair treatment of prisoners of war, victims 
and perpetrators of genocide, torture, and other forms of cruelty are all covered 
under international humanitarian law. A list of some of the U.N. conventions that 
cover these issues is found in Figure 11.3.

Process of Adoption of a Convention
Note the asterisks next to the names of many of the conventions. These indicate 
conventions the United States did not ratify. After a convention is drafted by repre-
sentatives of the member-states of the UN and approved by the drafting commit-
tee, it goes to the states for ratification. When a majority of the states have ratified 
it, the convention goes to the General Assembly for adoption. Not all states ratify 
each convention. States have several choices:

z They may sign and ratify the convention.

z They may sign and ratify with reservations.

z They may sign and not ratify, or they may decide not to sign at all.

 In democracies, the head of state may sign the convention, but it must be rati-
fied by the elected legislature. Among conventions the United States has ratified, 
only a few were ratified without reservations. One of these is the Convention for 
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. The two best-known cases 
where the United States has signed with reservations is the Protocol amending 
the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights abolishing the death penalty and the 
Convention Against Torture. Because public opinion in the United States is in 
favor of the death penalty, the United States would not recognize an international 
right to abolish it. In the case of the Convention Against Torture, the United States 
recognized the principles of the convention but reserved the right to prosecute 
allegations against U.S. citizens in U.S. courts rather than in an international 
court. As you know, the United States does not recognize the jurisdiction of the 
International Criminal Court (see chapter 6).

For more information see  
Laws of War
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	 Figure	11.3

Principal Human Rights Conventions

Convention Date of Adoption Name of Monitoring Agency

Protection of Individual Rights

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966 Commission on Human Rights

* International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights

1966 Economic and Social Council

Protection of Minority Group Rights

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of 
Crime of Genocide

1948 Judiciary of member-states

* Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in 
Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution 
of Others

1949,
updated 2001

Member-states

Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition 
of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the 
Field (Geneva Convention)

1949 International Red Cross

Convention on the Political Rights of Women 1953 Commission on Human Rights

* Convention on the Nationality of Married Women 1957

* Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age 
for Marriage, and Registration of Marriages

1962 Member-states

International Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Racial Discrimination

1966 Sub-Commission on Prevention of 
Discrimination and Protection of 
Minorities

* International Convention on the Suppression and 
Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid

1973 Commission on Human Rights

* Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women

1979 Committee on the Elimination of 
Discrimination against Women

Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 
Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

1985 Committee Against Torture

* Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 Committee on the Rights of the Child

* Convention on the Rights of Migrant Workers and 
the Members of Their Families

1990 Committee on the Protection of the 
Rights of Migrant Workers and Their 
Families

Convention on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 
Draft only, 1994

Working Group on Indigenous 
Populations

* The US has not ratified these conventions.

Source: Nancy Flowers, ed., “Human Rights Here and Now: Celebrating the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.” Used by permission.
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Sovereignty Versus Global Rules
You have spent enough time studying world politics to grasp the real reason the 
United States and other states are not quick to ratify UN conventions regarding 
human rights. The basic issue is sovereignty. The U.S. government, from the begin-
ning of the UN, has been reluctant to give up decisions about human rights, among 
other issues, to an international organization. By contrast, the member-states of 
the European Union were required to give up part of their sovereignty to the Euro-
pean Union, and many of them now have considerable experience accommodat-
ing their culture and values to supranational legislation.
 Other countries that either have not signed or not ratified the various conven-
tions have reservations similar to those of the United States. If anything, their 
objections touch the deeper cultural chord that echoes in the debate on whether 
women’s rights are human rights. To a large number of member-states, the con-
ventions on human rights reflect Western values and Western culture. In addition, 
these states are reluctant to endorse economic, social, and cultural covenants that 
would put their economies at a disadvantage with the states they perceive to be 
pushing the human rights agenda. The world remains decentralized clusters of 
conflicting views and values.
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Test Prepper 11.1

True or False?

_____ 1. The UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
is accepted in whole by all member-states of 
the organization.

_____ 2. The UN Declaration covers the following areas 
of rights: equality before the law; rules to foster 
a democratic society; economic, social, and 
cultural rights; and other principles designed to 
support the Declaration.

_____ 3. The key issue that makes the enforcement of 
human rights at the international level difficult 
is state sovereignty.

_____ 4. Humanitarian law seeks to limit the effects of 
armed conflict.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following best describes the 
nature of the UN Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights?

a. A legally binding document
b. A resolution of the UN General Assembly
c. A common standard of achievement 

regarding social justice
d. All of the above

_____ 6. Which of the following is not a provision of the 
UN Declaration?

a. No one shall be subject to torture.
b. Everyone has the right to freedom of opin-

ion and expression.
c. Everyone has the right to own property.
d. Marriage shall be entered into only with 

the free and full consent of both spouses.
e. No one shall be required to live under a 

totalitarian government.

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 11.1
www.BetweenNations.org
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Why Are Women’s Rights Human Rights?
Understand why women’s rights should be given special standing in the study of 
world politics.

For many women, this question brings the retort, aren’t women human beings 
like men are? The history of women makes it clear how excluded they have been 
from due process and fairness. Until recently, the discipline of international rela-
tions had little to do with women. Women’s history, however, shows that individual 
women could and did exert enormous influence over the world politics of their 
generation. With the onset of early modern times in the seventeenth century, areas 
that had traditionally been women’s preserve, like the household economy and 
care of the sick, moved into the new public world of the economy and science 
dominated by men. The women’s movement grew from the realization, especially 
by middle-class women, that the much-touted benefits of science and the Indus-
trial Revolution had primarily benefited men. Even today, 70 percent of people liv-
ing on less than a dollar a day are women.

A History of Low Political, Economic, and Social Status
Throughout recorded human history, women have been treated as second-class 
subjects or citizens relative to men, regardless of race, religion, or geographic 
region. Some evidence indicates that in ancient Crete (c. 2000 bc), women as well 
as men took part in civic ceremonies and in the governance of society. There is no 
substantial evidence regarding earlier civilizations elsewhere in the world. At the 
height of the Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta (see chapter 2), the 
great Greek writer of comedies, Aristophanes, wrote Lysistrata. The comedy sug-
gests a slowly dawning awareness in Athens that women could and did exert influ-
ence in society. In the play, women refuse to have sexual relations with their men 
unless the men stop fighting and make peace between Athens and Sparta.
 The Roman world that followed Greece valued women primarily as mothers. 
Neither Indian nor Chinese civilization treated women any better than did the 
Greco-Roman world. After Confucianism triumphed in China in the seventh cen-
tury, women were totally shut out of public life. Throughout Asia, when a woman 
married, she typically left her family forever to take up her home with her hus-
band’s family. She lived most of her adult life as a daughter-in-law under the con-
trol of her husband’s mother.11 In upper-class Chinese society, it was considered 
elegant for women to have small feet. While still toddlers, girl children had to sub-
mit to the painful practice of having their feet bound and their foot bones crushed 
so they would never again be able to walk freely.
 The most influential women in history were queens, empresses, rulers of feu-
dal fiefdoms, or unmarried women of rich families who either were forced into a 
convent or chose it to escape the frequently harsh conditions of married life. Well-
born women, like Isabel of Castille (1451–1504, architect of the unification of Spain 
in 1492), Queen Elizabeth I of England (1522–1603), who gave her name to one of 
England’s golden ages, and Catherine the Great of Russia (1729–1796) acquired 
power through marriage or birth and stayed in power by cunning, ruthlessness, 
and panache. An Asian royal counterpart, the Dowager Empress of China Tz’u Hsi 
(1834–1908), made a last desperate effort to suppress foreign influence and keep 
the Ch’ing Dynasty on the Chinese throne. These women had the attitudes and 

2
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beliefs of their times, and they were primarily concerned with power politics. 
Other less well-placed women made their mark in religious life, in writing, or in 
their conversational abilities in the royal drawing rooms or the salons of the new 
middle class of merchants and intellectuals. Their lives are exceptions to the gen-
eral condition of women down to the nineteenth century. As such, they under-
score the point that without a concept of justice and human rights that includes 
women as well as men, women historically had very tough going.

The Rise of the Women’s Movement
The Industrial Revolution did little to change the status of women for the better. The 
seventeenth century saw economics taken out of the private family sphere and ele-
vated to the public domain of rational scientific knowledge—a domain, as we know, 
occupied by men. The Scotsman Adam Smith defined for the modern world how the 
invisible hand of the market worked under a capitalist system. The English econo-
mist Thomas Malthus was the first to warn of the dangers of population increases 
(see chapter 14). Neither theory did any favors for women, who were excluded from 
the marketplace and seen as primarily responsible for population growth.
 The modern women’s movement began in the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury and essentially evolved in two directions that reflect the two meanings of jus-
tice discussed earlier in the chapter.

z The Anglo-American women’s movement leaned toward equating women’s 
liberation with the achievement of equal rights under the law, or due process.

z The European variant emphasized the fairness aspect of justice and focused 
on equal conditions.

 In the United States, justice as due process for (white) men was very much alive 
in the nineteenth century, providing the legal underpinnings for the expansion of 
capitalism and democracy through the civil rights to own property, to enter into 
contracts, and to vote. By the end of the eighteenth century, women were ques-
tioning the existing legal system.12

 In 1848, Elizabeth Cady Stanton read a manifesto at a meeting of women in 
Seneca Falls, New York, demanding that women be given the same rights as men, 
particularly the right to vote. This meeting marked the founding of the women’s 
suffrage movement in the United States. Perhaps because of their lower civil and 
political status, American middle-class women, and especially those who partici-
pated in the suffrage movement, were sensitive to the immorality of slavery. The 
abolition movement produced some of the most determined and heroic women, 
both white and black, who greatly influenced U.S. and European views on slavery 
and justice. Among 19th century black women active in promoting the equality of 
blacks, of particular mention are Sojourner Truth, revered for her work in the 
Underground Railroad, and Ida B. Wells, one of the first women editors anywhere 
in the world, who risked her life to expose the injustices of post–Civil War Southern 
“Jim Crow” laws against blacks.
 In continental Europe, the women’s movement joined forces with the socialist 
movement to focus on obtaining justice as equality of condition. By coincidence, 
Marx’s Communist Manifesto came out in 1848, the same year as Stanton’s Mani-
festo on the Rights of Women. Marxism, as we know from chapter 2, teaches that 
history is the history of the class struggle. According to Marx, the first class division 
and thus the first class struggle was between men and women in the family. Marx 
held that women were among the worst exploited, as their unpaid work in the 
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home made them totally dependent on their husbands for every material good. 
A large number of highly educated and intelligent European women in France, 
Germany, and in Central and Eastern Europe were persuaded that emancipa-
tion from such intolerable conditions was the only way to women’s liberation, and 
they worked actively under the socialist aegis throughout the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Russia in particular after 1861 produced an extraordinary 
group of women reformers and revolutionaries. Russia is the only country today 
where women have founded their own political party. Wherever European women 
traveled during the nineteenth century, they brought their ideas of emancipation 
with them. Thus, as women—especially middle- to upper-class women—became 
more involved in the suffrage or socialist movement at home, their peers were 
experiencing culture shock in the European colonies in Asia and Africa and 
demanding equal rights for all women everywhere.

Women’s Rights Today
Women’s demands were not answered quickly. Among the developed countries:

z New Zealand was the first country to give women the right to vote in 1893.

z Norway was the first European country to give women the vote in 1913.

z Kuwait was the last country to give women the vote, May 16, 2005.

Women in the Western world still do not earn equal pay with men, and their repre-
sentation as heads of state and in most national legislatures continues to be low.13

 Outside the Western world progress has been uneven. After World War II, women 
began to organize in many of the newly independent states in Asia. The most active 
women’s movements are probably in the Philippines and India. In India, women 
lawyers have been untiring in their attempts to stop bride burning and to generate 

The Suffragettes Parade in 1911
Women’s suffrage in the United States 
goes back to 1776 when Abigail Adams 
wrote her husband, John Adams, “to 
remember the ladies” in the code of laws. 
Adams replied that men would fight “the 
despotism of the petticoat.” Women of 
property had the right to vote in some of 
colonial America, including New York, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and 
New Jersey. They lost this right in 1787 
when decisions about voting were left to 
the states. Women organized for their 
rights in 1848, and fought long and hard 
for the vote, using civil disobedience as 
their tactics. Some western states give 
women the vote before 1900, but they did 
not get the right at the national level until 
passage of the 19th amendment in 1920.
Source: The Grainger Collection, NY. Used by permission.
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more respect for the girl child. In the Philippines, women’s groups have struggled to 
end the smuggling of young women to the brothels of Southern Asia, Canada, and 
the United States and to give them legal protection (see case study). Japanese women 
only began to organize in the last decade of the twentieth century, but already they 
have been able to file lawsuits for age discrimination in hiring and firing women and 
have made sexual harassment a major issue in Japanese boardrooms.
 In India, women remain at the bottom of the social ladder, despite the remark-
able rise to power and leadership of Indira Gandhi (1917–1984) and the strong 
political influence of her daughter-in-law, Italian-born Sonia Gandhi, in Indian poli-
tics today. In Sri Lanka in 1960, Sirimavo Bandaranaike became the first woman in the 
world to serve as a nation’s prime minister. Her daughter, Chandrika Kumaratunga, 
is president of Sri Lanka today. In both cases, however, the women rose to power in 
the traditional way, through the position of their family or husband.
 In China, the government has taken a brutally practical approach to trying to 
decrease the rate of population growth. In the early 1980s, the government announced 
a policy of one child per family, which it enforced by carrot-and-stick tactics. The 
consequences of the policy are now becoming visible. On the plus side, without the 
one-child policy, China would have 300 million more people today. That is the equiv-
alent of the entire U.S. population.14 On the negative side, the rapid and extraordi-
nary economic development of China is blighted by the specter of girl babies left on 
orphanage doorsteps or murdered at birth. Desperate parents have taken desperate 
measures to ensure the desired boy despite official assertions of equality of the sexes. 
Today, the ratio of males of marriageable age to females has become a national issue, 
100 girls to 117 males. In absolute numbers, that equals two million girls murdered or 
aborted before birth!15 Table 11.1 indirectly demonstrates the preference for boys in 
some countries, especially China, but not others.
 While most Muslim countries have accorded women the right to vote, they have 
been among the last states to grant women fundamental human rights and docu-
mented abuses remain high, for wife burning and stoning for alleged adultery.
 Africa is suffering from an AIDS epidemic, where women constitute the largest 
proportion of victims. HIV is now infecting women more rapidly than men. AIDS 
workers say the increasing infection of women is due, among other things, to poor 
education, poor protection, and the habit of men going off to the city to work 
and returning to wife and family on the weekends. An entire middle genera-
tion of Africans, especially women, is at stake.

Women’s Rights as Human Rights
How are we to explain this situation?

z First, women’s right were not written into the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights in 1948. There is no universally accepted standard that 
says that women have a right not to be beaten, to marry by choice, to be 
educated, and to receive equal pay. We may infer these rights from the 
relevant passages of the Declaration, but they are not addressed specifi-
cally to women.

z Second, a large number of the world’s leaders and heads of state do not 
see the women’s human rights issue as an issue at all. To quote the UN 
Womenwatch Report on Progress in Women’s Rights Since Beijing, 1995, 
“There is an absence of political will necessary to undertake action that 
will achieve lasting change.”16
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“Diaper Diaspora”—Percent of Foreign 
Adoptions of Children, by Sex and by 
Country of Birth

Birth Country Female Male

South Korea 42.0% 58.0%

Russia 48.7 51.3

Vietnam 57.2 42.8

India 72.6 27.4

China 96.2 3.8

Source: “Diaper Diaspora,” Foreign Policy (January/
February 2007): 32. Used by permission.
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 Despite setbacks, women have not given up on their agenda. However, they 
realize that without political pressure, all the ideas about equality, justice, and 
democracy—even those agreed upon in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights—are mainly talk. A notable exception to the slow progress of women is Nor-
way where 38 percent of the parliamentary deputies are women and where gender 
equality now concerns promoting male equality!
 At the 1995 Beijing Conference on Women, Hillary Rodham Clinton repre-
sented the United States as its First Lady. She was considered militant by the media 
and many of the African and Asian delegates to the conference when, in her open-
ing remarks, she called for the inclusion in the UN Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights the sentence “Women’s rights are human rights.”
 In practice, then, women’s rights are not yet seen as human rights. Throughout 
the world, including the developed countries, women continue to be thought of 
and treated differently from men, and their rights remain less than fully human.

Test Prepper 11.2

True or False?

_____ 1. It is only in the last 500 years that women have 
held such low social, economic, and political 
status in countries.

_____ 2. The most influential women in world history 
have predominantly been women of high sta-
tus, mostly royalty.

_____ 3. In some areas of the developing world, women 
are subjected to degrading and violent prac-
tices, including infanticide, sexual slavery, and 
bride burning.

_____ 4. Women’s rights were an integral part of the UN 
Universal Declaration on Human Rights writ-
ten in 1948.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. The Anglo-American women’s movement 
focused on ________ while the European move-
ment focused on ________.

a. due process under the law; equal 
conditions

b. equal conditions; due process
c. equal pay for equal labor; equal social 

opportunities
d. equal social opportunities; economic 

opportunities outside of the home
e. the right to marry whom you choose; 

equal pay for equal labor

_____ 6. Among the developed countries, which of the 
following countries was the last to give women 
the right to vote?

a. The United States
b. Norway
c. Great Britain
d. Kuwait
e. France

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 11.2
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How Do Feminist Theories of 
International Relations Address  
Human Rights?
Identify the different types of feminist theories and how they approach the topic 
of human rights.

When confronted with the global circumstances of women, many of us shake 
our heads in resignation. But we need to make sense of this situation—which leads 
us directly into theory. Theory, as we saw in chapter 2, enables us to put the many 
parts of a picture into a frame. Feminists do not buy the argument, normally 
advanced by men, that equality is merely a matter of economic development and 
education. Feminists know that even in the developed countries, women are not 
equal to men. How, then, do feminist theories explain the inequality?
 Feminist theories of international relations are what many call a gender-neutral 
theory of international relations and, as such, fit primarily into the ecological or 
subjective thinking paradigms. Recall the discussion of feminist theories in chap-
ter 2, where we said that most feminists would agree that basic attitudes and 
behaviors, including gender behaviors, are culturally determined. Because men 
have dominated politics since the beginning of history, views of politics in every 
society are based on male perceptions of the world. Realism and idealism are sim-
ply the modern variants of the same old thing. Universal human rights, the femi-
nists argue, cannot be achieved unless the old liberal and realist paradigms are 
abandoned and the insights from feminist theories are adopted.
 According to feminist theories, men interpret history primarily in terms of 
wars, weapons, and conquests, whether military or economic. Mainstream inter-
national relations theorists generally term these issues high politics. Women see 
history in a different light. Wars bring destruction, and women tend to gain the 
least from wars. Their husbands may be killed, their sons may die, and their homes 
may be destroyed. War brings enslavement and hardship to all its victims, but the 
physical violation of women is generally considered a conqueror’s right.

Five Feminist International Relations Theories
Rather than give wars primacy, feminist theories consider a range of factors that 
mainstream international relations theorists, realists and idealists alike, term low 
politics. These factors include the role of the following in downplaying the value of 
women’s experience:

z Culture

z Economics

z Religion

z Globalization

z Gender

 Please note the plural in feminist theories. When we talk about feminist con-
tributions to international relations, we actually refer to multiple strains of femi-
nist scholarship that focus on different aspects of world politics. Virtually all of 
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Feminist theories of international relations  
An approach that believes that gender is the 
key to understanding international relations. 
The aim of feminist theories is to uncover the 
gender dichotomies, that are concealed or 
rejected by mainstream international relations 
and to lay these bare before the public eye.
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the theories agree that male concepts of international relations artificially sepa-
rate men and women’s spheres of activity into a male public sphere of production 
and economic development and a female private and thus, unmentioned, sphere 
of reproduction and the role of the home in raising and feeding children. V. Spike 
Peterson and Anne Sisson Runyan group these strains of theory into five general 
categories.17

1. Radical feminists focus on the role of culture in downplaying women’s experi-
ence and women’s ways of acquiring knowledge. Radical feminists hold that 
the division between public (industrial and agricultural) production and pri-
vate reproduction (childbearing and child rearing) is a deliberate male con-
struct designed to keep women’s status low. Some members of this group go so 
far as to advocate complete separation of women from men as the only solu-
tion to the achievement of total gender equality between the sexes.

2. Socialist feminists stress the importance of economic issues in achieving equal-
ity and their relationships to power and culture. They agree with the radical 
feminists that the division between public production and private reproduc-
tion is the cornerstone of patriarchy. Far from advocating total separation of the 
spheres, they argue that each complements the other and that neither would 
be economically viable in isolation. The socialist feminists thus argue for using 
the same criteria of value on women’s unpaid work in the home as is done in 
the public economy. Many mainstream economists appreciate the socialist 
feminist argument. The UN, in particular, is trying to perfect a formula that can 
be used worldwide to calculate the value of women’s unpaid work.

3. Liberal feminists are the most active in equal rights movements. They seek to 
overcome the gender dichotomies of public and private spheres by replacing 
the concept of gender difference with the concept of gender sameness. Women 
have the same capabilities as men, they assert. They see U.S. Army privates 
Jessica Lynch and Shoshana Johnson, who served in Iraq, were captured by the 
Iraqis, and subsequently liberated, as prime arguments for mixed sex combat 
units, where women fight alongside men. In response, other feminists argue 
that in emphasizing sameness, liberal feminists run the risk of taking mascu-
line traits and abilities as the norm to which women should aspire. How are we 
then to evaluate uniquely women’s work like childbirth and child rearing?

4. Postcolonial feminists focus on the experiences of women of color. In the tradi-
tion of Marxism, this group sees globalization as a continuation of the process 
known as colonialism or imperialism in previous centuries. Specifically, the fall 
of the Soviet Union and advances in communication technology have enabled 
global corporate and financial institutions to bypass state regulations, while 
the greater permeability of state borders has aided and abetted transnational 
organized crime, including the global sex trade.

Postcolonial feminists contest the Western feminist description of the divi-
sion between the public and private sphere as a male construct. For women in 
the developing world, they argue, a clear division does not exist. Men dictate all 
cultural and societal values. Women have virtually no privacy to which they 
can retreat. In the public sphere, women are told how to behave in culturally 
“authentic” ways if they want to work. For example, in most Muslim countries, 
women must wear the burka or a suitable head covering. A man can stone his 
wife to death and have the backing of his community. In some parts of India, a 
woman is ostracized if she is seen in public alone, without her husband. In 
Bosnia, her family and community consider a Muslim woman raped in public 
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by a Serbian soldier worthless. Thus, for women in the developing world, the 
private sphere per se, separated and apart from the public sphere, does not 
exist, but is always subsumed into what is happening in the public world, 
whether it be renewed outbreaks of racism, sexism, or ethnic or religious vio-
lence. As a consequence, postcolonial feminists place great emphasis on grass-
roots movements that try to reach women where they are living to build up 
private support groups.

5. Postmodern feminists, in line with the critical approach to international politi-
cal theory, take issue with the very concept of gender. They argue that, like the 
concept of sex, the concept of gender contains within it biological determin-
ism. Sex is determined by biology, male or female. Gender is culturally deter-
mined by society. It embodies how society expects men and women to behave. 
Gender thus emphasizes relations between men and women that are not bio-
logically determined. However, according to the postmodern feminists, the 
continued cultural assertion in many societies that men and women’s roles are 
unchangeable or established by God leads those societies to believe these roles 
are determined by one’s sex—that is, by biology.

The postmodern feminists urge us to rethink all our gender-based concepts 
and attitudes and to see them as social constructs that are created and embed-
ded in interlocking systems of male-dominated power. Postmodern feminists 
disagree with the postcolonial feminists that there is a sisterhood of all women. 
Rather, they insist that any and every action that a group of women takes must 
arise from struggle and consensus within that particular group. Instead of 
looking at women’s situation with global concepts and global instruments of 
change, these theorists assert that we should concentrate on the discrete and 
individual action of particular groups.

 As you can see, each of these five approaches has its strengths and weaknesses. 
You must decide for yourself which approach offers you the best explanation for 
women’s continuing low status in the world today. To help you decide, let’s look at 
how these approaches can be applied more directly to international relations.

Feminist Explanations of Gender Bias in  
International Relations
All these theories agree that gender, the culturally defined roles society imposes 
on us, provides the key to our understanding of international relations. Broadly 
speaking, the aim of feminist theory is to uncover the gender dichotomies that 
mainstream international relations conceals or rejects. The feminist goal is to map 
the subconscious male-dominant underside of world politics and to bare it before 
the public eye. To understand what these theories do, we look at three core areas 
of international relations (IR): international security, international economics, 
and environmental security.

International Security
How can we understand violence in the world today? Feminist theorists assert that 
understanding starts with the acknowledgment that virtually all cultures reward 
men for violence. Realism, feminists argue, is really the strategy and practice of 
using violence judiciously to achieve a state’s goals. High politics has always been 
dominated by men who have perceived the international arena as a dog-eat-dog 
no-man’s-land characterized by a Darwinian fight for the survival of the fittest. In 
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chapter 8, one concept of geopolitics presented involved the struggle for territory. 
This struggle, say the feminists, is typical of all male creatures in the animal world. 
Mao Zedong liked to say that “Revolution [male violence] is not a dinner party 
[a female activity].” In mainstream IR, consideration of questions associated with 
low politics, such as international development, world poverty, women’s issues, 
and human rights, comes after the issues of war and security have been exhaus-
tively discussed. High politics, feminists argue, is to international relations what 
the national economy and industrial production is to domestic politics. Low poli-
tics corresponds to the female or reproductive sphere.
 Feminist theorists are united in the conviction that this distinction between 
high and low politics is a distorted way of looking at world politics. They argue that 
the traditional high politics of international relations is largely irrelevant to today’s 
security concerns. Take the male concept of the state as an independent sovereign 
entity defined by territorial borders and a select population. Feminist theorists 
argue that this concept no longer fits the reality of the international arena. The 
modern world, the feminists say, is highly interdependent and faces multiple 
threats from so many sources that state independence may no longer be possible 
or desirable. Will the Balkans be more secure with an independent Kosovo? How 
sovereign is Afghanistan under virtual occupation by UN–provided troops? The 
citizens of East Timor may have gained their independence from Indonesia, but 
they will be facing certain starvation unless international investment revives their 
economy. The Palestinians have been fighting for independence for over a century, 
yet their fundamental insecurity is not a military threat from Israel but their own 
desperate need for economic development, a process that requires working with 
Israel, not against it.
 Feminist theorists were first to argue that modern security is multidimensional 
and multilevel. The feminist argument for the multidimensional reality of security 
is represented by international relations feminist scholar J. Ann Tickner. Tickner 
questions the relevance today of the distinction between state (public) security 
and individual (private) security. In her view, the “heavy emphasis” on militarily 
defined security, common to the practices of the modern state, does not always 
ensure and “may even decrease” the security of individuals as well as their natural 
environments. Individuals, she says, face many forms of insecurity: ethnic con-
flict, poverty, natural catastrophes, local terrorist acts, unemployment, family 
violence, and environmental degradation. None of these kinds of security are 
commonly linked with what states have traditionally defined as their national 
security goals.
 If the world’s multiple insecurities are to be addressed, virtually all the femi-
nists approaches agree that international relations must be reformulated.18

z In this reformulation, the male emphasis on a state’s independence, sover-
eignty, and national or racial distinctness from other states has to go. The 
postcolonial feminist perspective sees striving for attachment and commu-
nity—concerns associated generally with women—as much a part of politics 
as the desire for independence and self-identification. Building community 
from the grass roots up is a dimension of international behavior in its own 
right, and, contrary to the male emphasis on independence and state sover-
eignty, is a unifying, centralizing, and cooperative activity.

z The proliferation of community-building regimes like the European Union in 
the last half of the twentieth century, and even trade agreements like the World 
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Trade Organization and NAFTA, provide evidence of the relevance of the femi-
nist analysis. We may indeed be moving toward types of international organi-
zation that demand different, more inclusive definitions of national sovereignty 
than we now have. Feminists find it significant that Europe is the continent 
moving fastest toward a new form of state integration and that its integrated 
institution, the EU, is one of the most aggressive agencies in promoting gender 
equality.

z Feminists also argue that there is a need to modify the realist and liberal views 
of the world that are based on assumptions of rigid boundary distinctions: lev-
els of analysis, domestic versus foreign policy, internal versus international 

Bibi Mukhtaran
Bibi Mukhtaran (in burka) was sentenced to be raped by her village’s tribal council in 
Pakistan because in June 2002, one of Bibi Mukhtaran’s brothers was falsely accused of 
having an affair with a high-status woman. The tribal council determined that the proper 
punishment for the hypothetical affair was for high-status men to rape one of the boy’s 
sisters. So the council ordered Bibi Mukhtaran to be gang-raped, and she was. Rather 
than commit suicide, Ms. Mukhtaran brought her attackers to court and ordered them 
to be punished. To rape, she allegedly argued, is morally worse than being raped. The 
attackers were sentenced to death and Ms. Mukhtaran received the equivalent of more 
than $8,000 from the president of Pakistan Pervez Musharraf and around-the-clock 
police protection. She used the money to open schools for girls and through her media 
connections raised additional money abroad. Her work became famous, and in 2005, 
she was invited by a Pakistani-American group to the United States to lecture. The Paki-
stani authorities’ response to the invitation was to arrest her to prevent her from going, 
claiming she might say things that would embarrass Pakistan.19
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violence, and the ordered domestic life of the state versus anarchy in the inter-
national arena. Postcolonial, socialist, and postmodern feminists alike posit 
the need to identify interrelationships among all kinds of international actors 
at all levels of society. Conceptualizing violence as permeating all levels of soci-
ety can help us rethink our traditional definitions of the state and lead to mod-
els that might, for example, provide ways to link domestic violence with 
regional and world wars. For example, the Serb-Christian rape of Muslim 
women and the Japanese rape of the Chinese women of Nanking represent 
individual acts by individual people. They took place in a climate of war, where 
such acts were praised and celebrated by their respective national govern-
ments as appropriate acts within the framework of the national culture. Boys 
and girls are taught to accept such behavior as the sign of male virility and 
strength. More than fifty years after World War II, the Japanese have not apolo-
gized for “the rape of Nanking.”

 Feminists argue that the war on terrorism, though seemingly focused on the 
high politics of national defense and secure state borders, relies more than ever 
before on low politics for victory. Traditional women’s issues, like culture, educa-
tion, and sense of community at the local level, determine the origins of terror-
ism and are among the most powerful weapons we have to reduce the probability 
of the emergence of new terrorists. If only boys attend school and they are taught 
only the male virtues of violence and retaliation in a pseudo-military educational 
atmosphere, the likely result is the creation of young soldiers ready to die. The 
feminist analysis thus bypasses the issues that the United States and the West 
have raised, like the merits of returning violence for violence and what makes 
the wars in Afghanistan or Iraq legal or illegal. The solution, for feminists, is to 
broaden educational opportunities and perspectives. They urge the interna-
tional community and NGOs to take the lead—not by force but by programs 
directed at the grass roots up. Some may argue that this position is too idealistic, 
yet few would deny that education is the only way to change long-held tradi-
tional attitudes.

International Economics
In the economic sphere, the socialist feminists argue that current models of eco-
nomic development do not take into account women’s particular needs nor the 
role they play in the development process. It is abundantly clear that the exploita-
tion of women’s unpaid labor in the home and local community and their lower-
paid and underpaid labor in the monetary economy have been crucial for the 
expansion of the global economy. As noted earlier, until recently, world economic 
data made no effort to assess women’s unpaid contribution to a state’s economy. 
The UN is working on models to make these kinds of statistics available.
 Because women have been marginalized in the international economic sys-
tem, most feminist theorists, especially liberal and socialist feminists, prioritize 
international issues associated with the achievement of social justice for women. 
One of the most important objectives of the world women’s movement is to over-
come women’s exclusion from the halls of economic and political power and to 
promote new forms of economic production based on women’s needs and require-
ments. To use Tickner’s words once more, “Social justice, including gender justice, 
is necessary for an enduring peace.”20

 Women are at the forefront of most social justice movements precisely because 
they sense their exclusion from productive society. Through the Internet, women 
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have found and maintained contact with women in similar situations all over the 
globe. For example, today when the World Bank mishandles small loans to women 
in Ghana, women throughout Africa and Asia know about it. News from the 
Philippines on how women’s groups are helping women victims of spousal abuse 
leave home and live a new life quickly finds it way to multiple websites that address 
women’s problems.21

 Feminists argue that the presence of more women in high places in the inter-
national world can bring to international decision making this sense of social 
justice for the marginal and peripheral. If the new global market system is to 
work, it must redress inequities of economic and educational opportunity 
throughout the world, overturning the status quo where women are at the bottom 
of both hierarchies.

Environmental Security
As in the economic area, women have shown themselves the chief organizers and 
participants in local environmental organizations. In India, Vandana Shiva became 
world-famous overnight when her group of women, known as Treehuggers, hugged 
trees they did not want logged in their local community—and stopped the logging. 
These tactics have now spread worldwide. Men, say the feminists, do things to 
nature. Men decide to log, build dams, or turn wetlands into farmland.
 Women, ecofeminists argue, think and act differently (see chapter 2). They could 
bring to international decision making a sense of the oneness of humankind with 
the planet and a sense of the need for caring and maintaining the planet for the next 
generations. It perhaps was not by accident that a former Norwegian woman prime 
minister, Gro Harlem Brundtland, headed the UN World Commission on Environ-
ment and Development that in 1987 published its findings in a report entitled Our 
Common Future.22 The report mentioned for the first time the need for sustainable 
development if the human species is to survive. Norway is one of the most active 
countries in the world today in terms of promoting gender equality.

Vandana Siva
Indian feminist environmentalist and 
fighter for the rights of India’s poor.
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 In summary, the main contribution of women to international relations theory 
and practice lies in a sense of self that is of and with this Earth—a sense of interre-
latedness that moves beyond boundary lines and frontiers, a sense of our com-
monality with the rest of humankind regardless of state borders, and a sense of our 
being an integral part of the natural world.
 Why is it that we view these values as women’s values? The answer lies in the 
background and history provided in this chapter. Traditionally, social justice and 
equality have not been the primary concerns of international relations and argu-
ably are not yet at the top of today’s agenda. Feminist theorists argue that these are 
becoming major issues on the world agenda for two reasons.

z The first is the visibility of a host of new insecurities promoted to the forefront 
of the international agenda by 9/11. These insecurities relate vertically to indi-
viduals, families, and communities more than to the traditional horizontal 
concept of national security as territorial borders that are militarily safe from 
another state. These insecurities are forcing the world’s leaders to rethink the 
traditional and essentially masculine concepts of power, national security, and 
the anarchy of the international arena.

z The second is that women, through international organizations and individual 
spokespersons, have become leading advocates of social justice, clearly articu-
lating the relationships between social justice, women’s rights, and economic 
fairness. In so doing, they have moved beyond the neoliberal belief in coopera-
tion as a means to ensure global justice to a broader focus on achieving a more 
equitable world.

Test Prepper 11.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Feminist theories of international relations are 
considered gender-biased theories because of 
their focus on women.

_____ 2. Radical feminists focus on cultural factors that 
explain the status of women in international 
politics and argue that these factors are a delib-
erate male construct.

_____ 3. Socialist feminists argue that women should 
not be required to work in the home and that 
the government should fund programs that 
make fathers more likely to stay at home with 
their children.

_____ 4. Liberal feminists argue that women are capable 
of doing everything that men can do and 
should not be restricted from activities such as 
combat.

_____ 5. Feminists were the first to argue that modern 
security is multilevel and multidimensional in 
nature.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following would be considered 
high politics?

a. Diplomatic negotiations between two 
major powers

b. Environmental concerns between two 
countries

c. War between states as a result of a bound-
ary dispute

d. All of the above

_____ 7. Postcolonial feminists
a. focus on the experience of women of color
b. see globalization as simply a continuation 

of imperialism
c. contest the Western feminist depiction of 

the division between public and private 
sphere as a male construct

d. do none of the above
e. do all of the above

Answers appear on page A12
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How Has the International Community 
Responded to Human Rights Violations?
Understand how the international community addresses human rights 
violations, especially in the case of women’s rights.

The previous section argued that the changing nature of high politics brought 
on by:

z The globalization of the economy

z The rise of terrorism

z Articulate, energetic international women’s NGOs

have modified the traditional attitudes of the international community toward 
nonintervention in the domestic affairs of states. Indeed, the UN has responded in 
different ways depending on the human rights issue. In this section, we continue 
to use women’s rights as the focal point of our chapter discussion and add another 
area of human rights that has come to the fore in recent years: state violations of 
human rights.

International Response to Improving the Status of 
Women around the World
The United Nations has been reluctant to take up the challenge that women’s 
rights are human rights because many states do not agree with this position. Pri-
mary among these are the Muslim states, China, and India.
 One of the tragic consequences of China’s one-child policy has been the literal 
murder of millions of girl infants, both unborn and born, because the parents 
wanted a boy. The government is now trying to remedy the situation with a new 
program entitled “Care for Girls.” This program will try to reduce the 117 boys per 
100 girls to near parity by 2010 by permitting families to have a second child if the 
first child is a girl and by paying families to keep their girl babies.23

World Conferences and International Law
The UN did not directly address women’s issues until its first conference on women 
held in 1975 in Mexico City. The communiqué from the First World Conference 
sets a pattern for the international community’s understanding of women’s issues. 
While it admits that women everywhere “share the painful experience of receiving 
or having received unequal treatment” it sidesteps the issue of human rights. 
Instead, it uses women’s enormous economic potential as the rationale for provid-
ing women with the same opportunities as men to participate in the life of their 
country and work toward world peace.24

 From the first UN conference on women to the fourth conference in 1995, 
women’s issues were addressed as economic development concerns.

z However, out of the first conference came an important milestone for wom-
en’s right in the adoption by the UN General Assembly in December 1979 of 
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women. The convention, labeled The International Bill of Rights for Women, 
was signed by 165 states. The United States was not among them.
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z The second or Copenhagen conference (1980) noted that “signs of disparity” 
were beginning to emerge between women’s secured legal rights and their abil-
ity to exercise these rights. To address these issues, the Action Programme 
called for “stronger national measures to ensure women’s ownership and con-
trol of property, as well as improvements in women’s rights to inheritance, 
child custody, and loss of nationality.”25

z By the third conference in Nairobi, Kenya (1985), the delegates generally recog-
nized that economic development by itself was not going to improve women’s 
status. The conference communiqué attributed the lack of improvement to the 
failures of development in developing countries and to an increasing gap 
between rich and poor countries. The Forward-Looking Strategy for Women 
recognized that women did not enjoy equal rights but did not stress these 
rights as human rights. Still, gains were made at Nairobi. For one thing, the 
importance of the role of women in development was recognized and linked to 
equal treatment in employment, health, and education. As in the previous 
documents, the communiqué called for the “political will to promote develop-
ment strategies for women that seek to alter the unequal conditions.”26

z At the Fourth World Conference (1995) in Beijing, the Action Programme finally 
identified twelve critical areas of concern where women received unequal 
treatment. Among these we find for the first time the statement that human 
rights and fundamental freedoms are the birthright of all human beings; their 
protection and promotion is the first responsibility of governments.27

 As at past conferences, however, there was strong disagreement among the 
delegates on the issues of human rights, violence against women, girl children, 
and the role of women in the economy. The Fourth Conference demonstrated 
more clearly than ever that the developed states’ view of gender equality differed 
substantially from that of the rest of the world. Even the developed states were not 
ready to push for the implementation of women’s rights as human rights.
 Since 1995, the Commission on the Status of Women has adopted resolutions 
asserting the right of women to housing, and property and land ownership. And 
Resolution 2002/49 adopted by the Commission on Human Rights asserted 
women’s right to equal ownership, and right of access to and control over land 
and property.

The Role of Women in Development
A second area where the UN has sought to advance women’s rights has been wom-
en’s critical role in the development process, a theme clearly stated at all four world 
conferences. With women forming the majority of the world’s poor, it is abun-
dantly clear that unless the international community targets programs to bring 
them out of poverty, the poor states will remain poor. By the Nairobi conference, 
development is no longer understood as just economic development but rather as 
a complex political, economic, and social process.
 As development experts tried to understand the complexities of development, 
they saw a need to create a measurement system that would more accurately 
assess development within countries and provide a more precise comparison of 
development between countries. The result was the development in the 1990s of 
five indices related to poverty and development. These indices combine criteria to 
develop an entire measurement structure or system. Each index ranks states 
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according to its selected criteria. A given state may have a slightly different rank on 
each index. We can thus see immediately where every state is in relation to all the 
others across all the development indices.
 For the purposes of this chapter, you must be familiar with three of these 
indices:

z Human Development Index (HDI)

z Gender Development Index (GDI)

z Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM)

 The HDI provides a comparative measure of a state’s economic development. 
HDI is a mix of many factors related to development: GDP and GDP per capita, as 
measured on purchasing power parities between states (PPPS); life expectancy at 
birth; combined enrollments in elementary, secondary, and university education; 
and the adult literacy rate. When all these factors are thrown into the hopper, 
mixed, and sorted, we find that in 2001, Norway and Iceland come out at the top of 
HDI, followed by Sweden, Australia, and the Netherlands. The United States is in 
seventh place. At the bottom of the list of 174 countries is Sierra Leone, with Niger, 
Ethiopia, Burkina Faso, and Mali ranking only slightly higher. China ranks 104th 
and India 127th as medium-development countries.28

 The GDI for the first time recognizes the achievements of women in the mea-
surement of human development and statistically illustrates how cultural or eco-
nomic bias against women depresses a state’s overall level of economic development. 
Essentially, the index uses the same data and same statistical measures as HDI but 
also captures inequalities in achievement between women and men. GDI is HDI 
adjusted downward for gender inequality. A third index, the GEM, measures the 
extent to which women have become equal participants with men in leadership 
positions in the social, economic, cultural, and political life of their country.
 The GDI and GEM round out our picture of human rights, social justice, and 
gender equality in the world. The GDI tells us that only a very few countries have a 
systematic practice of breaking down the barriers to gender equality, with the 
Scandinavian countries and Australia leading the way. The GEM shows us that, in 
the last analysis, attitude counts for something. The Scandinavian states occupy 
the first five ranks, indicating they have done the most to bring women into the 
decision-making process. In the bottom rankings of the sixty-four states that 
provided data, we find states with a continuing societal bias against women: 
Bangladesh, Turkey, and Egypt.29

 The indices of human development give us a more refined and accurate com-
parative picture of social, economic, and political conditions around the world 
than we have ever had before. Next we show how these indices have contributed to 
a change in the design of programs to alleviate the gender inequality they attempt 
to measure.

Targeted Micro- and Macroinvestments
The indices we have just reviewed are pointers to where international assistance 
and investment could be most effectively targeted. As first stated in the communi-
qué from the First World Conference on Women, improving the status of women 
requires empowering them at the local level to own land and property, access capi-
tal, and go into business.
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Human Development Index (HDI) An index 
that provides a comparative measure of a 
state’s economic development. It is used in UN 
comparative economic databases.

Gender Development Index (GDI) An index 
that puts the conditions of women into the 
measurement of human development. Essen-
tially, the index uses the same data and same 
statistical measures as HDI but also captures 
inequalities in achievement between women 
and men.

Gender Empowerment Index (GEM) An 
index that measures the extent to which 
women are equal participants with men in 
leadership positions in the social, economic, 
cultural, and political life of their country.
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 Foreign direct investment (FDI) has been a traditional option, and, since 1990, 
private financial flows to developing countries have increased a little over five 
times. However, 80 percent of these investments went to just ten developing coun-
tries and represented only 2.5 percent of all FDI flows.30 Very few of these invest-
ments targeted women directly or indirectly.
 To help women, the international financial community seems to be settling on 
two other complementary and more innovative responses.

1. One strategy is to empower individuals at the local level to become entrepre-
neurs by providing capital up front. The poorest states support this objective 
but add that reconstructing the local economy will not work unless the indus-
trialized countries abolish all tariffs for the forty-eight poorest countries so 
local products of these states can reach the global market.

2. A second answer is to focus on women, the poorest adult members of every 
society, as the vehicle to turn poverty around.

Microinvestment The change in the world financial community’s attitude from 
“big is best” to “small may be better” is largely attributable to the work of Muham-
mad Yunus and his invention of microcredit.
 After Bangladeshi economist Muhammad Yunus finished his studies in the 
United States, he decided he could do more for his country by researching the 
causes of poverty than teaching abstract economics to a privileged few. He con-
ceived the idea of microcredit one day in 1976 when he was interviewing a woman 
who made bamboo stools. He learned that because she had no capital, she bor-
rowed the equivalent of 50 cents to buy the raw materials for the stools. After 
repaying the middleman, she had a penny left after all her work and the sale of the 
stools. Yunus found forty-two other women in the same situation. These women 
were not lazy, he realized; they simply lacked capital. He reached into his own 

The Grameen Bank
Bangladeshi women meeting with a 
representative from the Grameen 
Bank to obtain microcredit to start 
a business. Microcredit has helped 
millions of women around the world 
lift themselves out of poverty by run-
ning small businesses that cater to 
local needs.

Microcredit The provision of small loans by 
a lending institution to individuals.
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savings and lent each the equivalent of U.S.$5.50. He knew he had to institutional-
ize this lending process for it to expand and grow, and when no bank would work 
with him, he started his own experimental project, staffing his “bank” with his 
graduate students.
 In 1979, the Central Bank of Bangladesh was won over and arranged for the 
Grameen or village project, as it was called, to be serviced from the branch offices 
of the seven state-run banks, first in one province of the country, and, by 1981, 
throughout the country. Grameen was incorporated as an independent bank in 
1983. The bank now has over 7.27 million borrowers, 2,459 branches, and over 500 
Grameen spin-offs, including the Full Circle Fund on Chicago’s south side whose 
clientele are mostly welfare mothers who borrow as little as $300 a month.31

 Loan repayment at the bank is extremely high, putting the lie to the financial 
world’s traditional perception that the poor do not repay their debts. What is 
more amazing is that 97 percent of its clients have been women. Loaning to 
women, even in the United States in 1976, was considered in bank circles a risky 
business. Many states required a male cosigner of the loan. Yet virtually all the 
women who borrowed from the Grameen project repaid their loans. The Gra-
meen Bank now has initiatives in India, China, the United States, Latin America, 
particularly in Mexico, Africa, and the Arab world. Today, there are some 10,000 
microfinance institutions lending an average of less than $300 to 40 million poor 
borrowers worldwide.32

 Critics of microfinancing argue that microfinancing may provide women with 
cash and boost their confidence but not more much more. For lending really to 
lift a poor economy off its feet, the money should go to small and medium busi-
nesses that create jobs or to encourage savings.33 But there is no doubt that it has 
become one of the foremost international tools to lift families, particularly 
women, out of poverty with Bangladesh the star witness to the effects of the pro-
gram. By 2004, Bangladesh had already achieved gender parity in its primary and 
secondary schools. Its fertility rate had fallen from 6.4/1000 in 1970 to 3.2/1000 in 
2004. The number of deaths of children under five per 1,000 live births went from 
239 in 1970 to 77 in 2004. More than 13,000 women had been elected to local 
government positions.34

Macroinvestments In the area of health, the World Health Organization and 
humanitarian NGOs, in cooperation with national health organizations, have 
eradicated some of the worst communicable diseases and provided minimal 
health care to the very poor. For example, today, smallpox has been eradicated, 
and over 90 percent of the world’s children have been vaccinated against tubercu-
losis (TB) and the major childhood diseases.
 Unfortunately, in the last five years of the twentieth century, tuberculosis 
made a comeback, reaching epidemic proportions in Russia. While more men die 
of TB than women, it is still the leading cause of death from infectious diseases 
among women.35

 A second serious threat to the health of poor women is the AIDS epidemic 
raging throughout Central Africa, Thailand, and Southeast Asia. States in sub-
Saharan Africa may be losing most of their most active and educated population 
(over 25 million live with HIV/AIDS), a loss that helps explain the persistent insta-
bility, violence, and economic problems in that region. What is less known is that 
in Africa, the most vulnerable are women of childbearing age. The UN estimates 
that AIDS has orphaned some 13.2 million African children.36 Moreover, without 
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treatment, infected women give birth to infected children, continuing the epi-
demic. While great advances have been made in the treatment of HIV, the medica-
tions are very costly and thus inaccessible to the majority of Africans.
 The international community has responded generously to the AIDS crisis and 
other targeted health concerns. A declaration of commitment on HIV/AIDS in 
2001 united four financing streams to fund an international effort to combat AIDS 
that is estimated to cost $10 billion annually. These streams are:

z Domestic state spending on AIDS projects

z Bilateral funding with the United States, the leading bilateral donor in terms of 
absolute dollars

z Multilateral initiatives represented by the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tubercu-
losis, and Malaria

z Private-sector funding led by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s large 
donation to help combat the epidemic.

 In contrast to the “small is better” approach of microinvestment to help women 
improve their situation in the developing economies, the international approach 
used to fight AIDS is to merge funds from multiple sources into one integrated dis-
tribution system.37 The Global HIV/AIDS and Health Fund now estimates that it 
provides 20 percent of all AIDS funding and 60 percent of all TB funding. And the 
money keeps coming. The international community with the United States in the 
lead gave $7 billion to alleviate illness and suffering from the Asian tsunami in 
2004. And in January 2006, thirty-five nations gave $2 billion to stop the spread of 
Avian influenza.38

 Critics of disease-targeted macroinvestment say that the public health of the 
world’s poor, especially women and children, will never improve unless the money 
is reoriented to stopping the brain drain of doctors from the developing world to 
the developed countries and to tackling the overall organization and delivery of 
public health. What benefit is it if HIV-positive expectant mothers receive drugs to 
hold infection at bay but cannot obtain even the most rudimentary gynecological 
care or infant immunization?

The UN and Human Rights Intervention
The preceding section demonstrated that the UN has approached the unequal 
treatment of women at a global level with resolutions, plans of action, and pro-
grams to modify the situation, without directly calling for interfering in the laws, 
customs, and economies of the world’s states. This approach is typical of its han-
dling of all human rights issues, whether they be the rights of children, indigenous 
peoples, ethnic minorities, or persons being tortured. Because the UN is not a cen-
tralized world government, compliance with international laws adopted under its 
aegis remains voluntary.
 When it comes to serious violations of human rights, such as crimes against 
humanity that are identified as such in international law, the UN has taken a more 
assertive approach. These violations include genocide and mass murder. The last 
section considers this question: What can or should the international community 
do when there is an egregious violation of rights? First we look at aspects of inter-
national intervention since World War II and then turn to a discussion of the pros 
and cons of such actions.
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International Intervention
In August 1945, as Allied victory in Europe was secure, the Allied powers met in 
London to draw up an agreement on the procedure for prosecuting and punishing 
persons charged with crimes committed during World War II. The resulting Con-
trol Council Law No. 10, enacted in December 1945, identified three kinds of inter-
national crimes:

1. Crimes against peace
2. War crimes
3. Crimes against humanity

 Among the crimes identified in Article II, Section C of the document were 
enslavement, torture, rape, other inhumane acts committed against a civilian 
population, and persecutions on political, racial, or religious grounds whether or 
not these acts violated the domestic law of the country where the acts were perpe-
trated. Resolution 96(1) of December 11, 1946, of the newly constituted General 
Assembly of the United Nations affirmed that genocide was a crime against inter-
national law.39 On December 9, 1948, the General Assembly adopted the Conven-
tion on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, which stated 
that cases of genocide were to be adjudicated by the state in which the crime had 
been committed but signatories to the convention under Article 8 could call upon 
“the competent organs of the United Nations to take action . . . as they consider 
appropriate for the prevention and suppression of acts of genocide.”40 The door 
was open for possible UN intervention.

UN Preventive Actions
The human rights conventions clearly do not authorize the UN to intervene in 
the affairs of sovereign states without just cause. But it can take action, if the 
Security Council so resolves. Among the many ways the UN has taken action are 
sanctions, peacekeeping, the Conference on Human Rights (1993), and ad hoc 
tribunals. In the course of its history, the UN has initiated sanctions against 
three states for violations of human rights: South Africa, Rwanda, and the for-
mer Yugoslavia. Of these, the forty-eight-year sanctions against South Africa 
resulted in the government’s ending white rule in that black majority country. 
The UN has sent peacekeeping missions to suppress or inhibit violations of 
human rights to Bosnia in 1992 and to Haiti in 2000. In both cases, the action 
failed. In 1993, the UN called a World Conference on Human Rights to develop 
an action program to strengthen adherence to the Universal Declaration and the 
various human rights conventions. In particular, the conference called attention 
to the plight of:

z National, ethnic, and religious minorities

z Indigenous peoples

z Women and girl children

z Children in general

z Migrant workers

z Disabled people

z Prisoners undergoing torture
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It further called for human rights education and identifies the Centre for Human 
Rights under the High Commissioner for Human Rights as the coordinating and 
monitoring agency.

Ad Hoc Tribunals
The 1990s, however, demonstrated that the realization and practice of human 
rights, if left to the good will of the states, as they are in all the conventions, would 
never take place. The horrors of genocide in the Balkans led the UN to go back to 
the ad hoc tribunals of the period after World War II, when the leaders of Germany 
and Japan were put on trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity. The Inter-
national Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, established in 1993 at the 
Hague, represented the third ad hoc tribunal since the 1940s. The new tribunal 
was empowered to hear cases involving grave breaches of the Geneva Convention, 
violations of the laws of war, and genocide. (see Figure11.3 for the appropriate 
conventions) The fourth ad hoc tribunal, established in 1995 in Tanzania, followed 
the horrific genocide in Rwanda. The two recent tribunals have contributed greatly 
to the establishment of precedent as to what constitutes a grave breach of human 
rights and to the reinforcement of the concept that justice is necessary for lasting 
peace. There is now talk of organizing a tribunal to investigate the genocide in 
Cambodia in the 1970s.

Direct Military Intervention
UN peacekeeping in Bosnia and Haiti broke down because none of the parties 
wanted to give in, and the UN peacekeepers had no authority to take military 
action; only states can do that. The action becomes UN sanctioned if the Security 
Council approves it. Here are six cases of direct military intervention by states 
where serious breaches of human rights are at issue but not always the stated pur-
pose of the action.

1. When the UN peacekeeping effort broke down in 1996, the United States, with 
Security Council approval, led a NATO force to Bosnia.

A Cry from the Grave
Coffins containing the identified vic-
tims of the July 1995 Srebrenica 
massacre in Bosnia. In July 1995, 
the Bosnian Serb army staged a 
takeover of the small spa town and 
its surrounding region that the UN 
had made a safe area. The massa-
cre occurred under the eyes of the 
UN peacekeepers. Over a period of 
five days, the Bosnian Serb soldiers 
separated Muslim families and sys-
tematically murdered over 7,000 
men and boys in fields, schools, and 
warehouses. The massacre is consid-
ered the worst case of genocide in 
Europe since World War II.

For more information see  
Hague Conferences
www.BetweenNations.org
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2. In 1999, evidence of Serbian attempts to ethnically cleanse the Kosovar popu-
lation in the Serb province of Kosovo encouraged U.S. President Bill Clinton to 
ask the Security Council for another peacekeeping force. His proposal was 
stiffly resisted by Russia and China, so the United States led a second NATO 
military initiative in the Balkans, this time without UN approval.

3. In 1999, following the launching of a campaign of violence by Indonesian secu-
rity forces after the East Timorese voted in a UN-sponsored referendum on 
independence, the Security Council formally authorized a multinational force 
under the command of Australia to prevent mass killing and provide security 
for the country.

4. In 2002, France unilaterally used troops in the Ivory Coast to stop a humanitar-
ian disaster and to ensure a ceasefire in a civil war there. In early 2003, the 
Security Council approved the French action, and a UN peacekeeping force 
was formed to assist the French.

5. In 2003, U.S. President George W. Bush requested Security Council approval to 
send troops to Iraq and to remove Saddam Hussein’s weapons of mass destruc-
tion and to effect regime change toward a democratic order. Opposition from 
France, Germany, and Russia ruled out any Security Council approval or NATO 
initiative. The United States went ahead and intervened with what it called 
“a coalition of willing states.”

6. In 2007, the Security Council approved intervention in the war-torn area of 
Darfur in Sudan, but was refused permission to send troops by the Sudanese 
government.

 These events suggest that the UN has become more assertive in its response to 
violations of human rights, but only as long as the big five in the Security Council 
are in consensus on military intervention and the member state is in no position 
to refuse the troops.

Current Arguments for and against International Military Intervention
Today, there seems to be no international consensus on UN intervention. Before 
the invasion of Iraq, most nations thought that intervention to stop flagrant human 
rights abuses was appropriate even if that intervention violated the sovereignty of 
UN member-states. But opposition to this policy was building with the U.S. deci-
sion to bomb Serbia and invade Kosovo.
 One of the staunchest defenders of the right of UN intervention is former UN 
Secretary-General Kofi Annan. On a number of occasions, he has offered a persua-
sive vision of a world community that sets human rights equal to or above the right 
of state sovereignty. In his view, the Charter of the United Nations empowers the 
Security Council to use force in the common interest. What is the common inter-
est? The UN Charter says that it is human security. Annan argues the world cannot 
stand idly by when people are suffering from the “scourge of war.”41 Annan sees 
global human security as linked to individual security, which in turn is linked to 
good governance and respect for human rights.42 He thus urged intervention in 
Darfur in Sudan but adamantly opposed the U.S. intervention in Iraq over the 
issue of WMDs.
 Others point out that UN interventions have been few and highly selective. All 
involved small states but not all small states with severe human rights violations. 
There was no intervention in Rwanda, for example, when the Hutu and Tutsi tribes 
practiced genocide on each other. The Security Council is of split opinion on inter-
vention in Sudan. Of the states the UN did take military action against, one involved 
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a brand-new state with a nonfunctioning government, Bosnia; the second involved 
the formation of a new state, East Timor, from an old state with serious social and 
economic problems, Indonesia; and the third, the Ivory Coast, was a failed state 
and a former French colony. Equally important, the organization of the UN is 
founded on state sovereignty. If the UN has the power to intervene at the discre-
tion of the Security Council, the whole state system is put at risk, and global gover-
nance becomes reality.
 In summary, some argue that the UN Charter empowers the world commu-
nity to take up arms in cases of serious violations of human rights. Others argue 
that state sovereignty takes priority. The interests of the dominant, stronger states 
rule the world, as they always have. The stronger states pick and choose what 
instances of human rights violations they act on based on the relative power 
capability of the state so accused. Can you identify the liberals and the realists in 
the argument?
 This section shows that the UN approach to intervention in response to viola-
tions of human rights has been far less consistent than its approach to economic 
and legal remediation in the case of women’s rights. Which approach, in your 
opinion, brings the world closer to the realization of global justice?

Test Prepper 11.4

True or False?

_____ 1. The UN has been reluctant to view women’s 
rights as human rights because many countries 
(including India, China, and Muslim states) do 
not agree with this premise.

_____ 2. The UN has held four conferences on women; 
prior to the first conference held in 1975 the 
UN had not directly addressed women’s rights.

_____ 3. The women’s Bill of Rights was a product of the 
UN’s first conference on women.

_____ 4. Microcredit has traditionally ignored the role 
women may play in a national economy.

_____ 5. The AIDS epidemic is the single most deadly 
infectious disease for women in the developing 
world.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following UN indices of economic 
and political development takes into account 
women’s participation in leadership positions 
in the social, economic, cultural, and political 
life of their country?

a. GENI
b. HDI
c. GDI
d. GEM
e. None of the above

_____ 7. In which of the following cases did the UN 
Security Council authorize troops to address a 
human rights situation, but the troops were 
rejected by the country where the violations 
were occurring?

a. Bosnia in 1996
b. Serbia (regarding Kosovo) in 1999
c. Iraq in 2003
d. Sudan in 2007
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12
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Join the Debate

Women’s Rights Are Not Human Rights

Overview

This chapter stresses that although there has been a 
general movement toward recognition by the interna-
tional community that women’s rights are human 
rights, the United States and other states have not 
signed the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms 
of Discrimination Against Women. The failure to ratify 
the convention suggests that most nations do not 
accept it as representative of their approach to women’s 
issues. If we think about the reasons, we can divide 
them into at least four categories:

1. Culture and tradition: Muslim women scholars cite 
three cornerstones of Islamic culture fundamental 
to Islamic society: the extended family system, the 
welfare of the group over the individual, and the 
differentiation of sex roles. In the extended family 
system, each family member has obligations to 
promote the welfare of the family and also finds in 
the family the support at all generational levels for 
the problems attending that level, whether it be 
choice of spouse, child care, or the care of the aged. 
Such a tradition promotes individual integration 
into a larger whole. Individualism, as practiced in 
the West, is foreign to the Muslim tradition. Finally, 
Islam insists on differentiation of sex roles. Mus-
lims are leery of incorporating women’s rights into 
a unisex UN human rights framework for fear that 
women all over the world will lose their feminine 
identity.1

In Asia, where populations have survived for 
centuries on strong extended families, the welfare 
of the whole is also considered more important 
than the desires of any individual. Women occupy a 
special place in the family and the home, and many 
men and women believe that legislation must sup-
port that place, not undermine it. In India, women’s 
entry into male jobs and careers has occurred as 
the number of suicides, wife beatings, and other 
violence to and by women has increased.2 Hindu 
women’s problems of wife burning and girl infanti-

cide, sensationalized by the Western media, are 
largely attributable to the general subjugation of 
women worldwide. An Indian study found that the 
United States leads the rest of the world in familial 
femicide. Murders of women committed by close 
family relations in the United States are 15 per year 
per million population. The rate in Pakistan is 6.44 
per million. India’s is 6.25 per million. Arguably, 
greed and excessive need for control are the under-
lying causes, not cultural or religious factors.3 The 
unisex roles identified as signs of women’s libera-
tion are all male sex roles. The West has urged suc-
cess in career, as a financial provider, and as a 
decision maker as universal values for the whole 
society, while the roles dealing with child care, a 
nurturing environment, and social relationships 
have been downplayed and even despised.

2. Economics and politics: In no country have women 
achieved unisex rights with men. The closest, ac-
cording to UN statistics, are the Scandinavian coun-
tries, which have small, homogenous populations 
and a harsh winter climate that prizes cooperation 
for survival over conflict and tension. However, the 
Western world exemplifies the fallacy of pushing for 
women’s rights as human rights. In the industrial-
ized states, violence against women, including child 
beating, wife beating, and wife murder, is on the 
rise even as women dominate the institutions of 
higher learning and graduate to high status careers. 
Somewhere in America a woman is battered, usu-
ally by her intimate partner, every 15 seconds. At 
least four million incidents of domestic violence 
against women are reported every year.4 The United 
States is a country that tries to provide every oppor-
tunity for women in the economic and political 
sphere. Yet, at home, women are not receiving the 
dignity and respect due them. Local newspapers in 
the United States all too often report murders of 
women and children by close male acquaintances.

3. Women’s rights and service in the military: If wom-
en’s rights are equal to human rights, women will be 
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forced to serve in the military where there is a draft. 
In countries where they participate in some form of 
combat, such as flying planes, women are question-
ing the appropriateness of their role. Women have 
always defended their home and family. In a world 
fraught with terror, women should not be the ones 
to sacrifice their lives for the next generation.

4. To ensure the human family continues, throughout 
history, women have needed specific rights accorded 
to them alone to protect the institution of mother-
hood and the education of children. Where women 
are largely viewed negatively, as other than males, 
as in the Western world, we see these institutions 
downgraded. In all countries where women are 
achieving so-called unisex quality with men, the 
birthrate has plummeted. Women’s rights are not 
human rights.

 We need a Universal Declaration of Women’s Rights!

 Using any of the five feminist theories of interna-
tional relations, defend or refute the arguments of this 
thesis.

NOtes

1. Dr. Louis Lanya’ al Farugi, “Islamic Tradition and 
the Feminist Movement: Confrontation or Coop-
eration,” Islam for Peace, http://www.jannah.org/
sisters/feminism.html.

2. Hinduism and the status of women, http://hindu 
website.com/hinduwomen.htm.

3. Information cited from a study by Hindus Against 
the Abuse of Women, presented at the Second Inter-
national Conference on Bride Burning and Dowry 
Deaths in India, “Women in Hinduism,” http://www 
.atributetohinduism.com/Women in Hinduism.htm. 
This information is also found in Violence Against 
Women: A Violation of Human Rights, A Resource 
Guide to the Video. Institute for Development Train-
ing, RFD 1, Box 267 B Route 230, Trention, Maine 
04605, http://www.curowrc.org/06.contributions/ 
1.contrib_en/27.contrib.en.htm.

4. Statistics from V-Day Loyola, Women’s Studies and 
Women’s Resource Center, Loyola University, New 
Orleans, http://www.loyno.edu/womens.center/
vday.html.

Understand why women’s rights should be given special 
standing in the study of world politics.

• Women’s history is one of almost universally low politi-
cal, economic, and social status. No culture has consid-
ered women human in the same way it considers men 
to be human.

• Few women have been influential individuals, and most 
of these were upper-class women, women rulers, or, in 
rare instances, philosophers and writers. The situation 
did not change with the Industrial Revolution.

• In the 1800s, women in Europe and America organized 
to protest their lack of equal rights. The women’s move-
ment dates from 1848. It had essentially two branches:

- The American and British movement focused on due 
process

- The continental European movements focused on 
equality of condition, utilizing Marxist arguments to 
advance their cause.

What is meant by the term human rights? Understand 
the origins of these rights and the international 
conventions that support their existence.

• Human rights are rights that human beings claim at 
birth and that governments ought not to take away. A 
sense of justice, or equality, informs how states address 
these rights.

• Justice may be seen as due process, with its emphasis 
on a legal system in which everyone is treated equally 
under the law regardless of wealth, race, sex, or religion.

• Human rights, the principles or standards on which due 
process is built, are set forth in the UN Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights, and in international humani-
tarian law.

• Justice, as fairness, seeks to redress the inequality of 
condition among human beings by redistributing 
resources.
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- The profiling of women’s issues in four world confer-
ences on women

- The adoption (in 1979) by the UN General Assembly of 
the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women

- Development of a comprehensive data-collection sys-
tem that measures and compares states’ economic 
development, the status of women, and the empower-
ment of women in public life (HDI, GDI, and GEM 
indices)

- The elaboration of investments and aid programs spe-
cifically targeted toward women, microinvestment 
strategies in the economic area, and combined macro-
funding strategies to combat HIV/AIDS

• The United Nations has responded to state violations of 
human rights in the following ways:

- Passage of international laws, after World War II, iden-
tifying crimes that can be prosecuted at the interna-
tional level: crimes of war, crimes of peace, and crimes 
against humanity

- Sanctions, peacekeeping, ad hoc international tribu-
nals, Conference on Human Rights

- Direct intervention (There have been three cases of 
UN intervention on charges of a state’s violation of 
human rights and commission of crimes against 
humanity, and two instances of non-UN sanctioned 
intervention.)

• Current arguments for and against intervention pit 
issues of human rights against state sovereignty.

• While the modern-day women’s movement has helped 
achieve economic progress and human rights for 
women in many countries, the United Nations has yet 
to endorse the statement that women’s rights are 
human rights.

Identify the different types of feminist theories and how 
they approach the topic of human rights.

• Feminist theories of international relations help us 
uncover gender bias in world politics.

• There are five kinds of feminist international relations 
theory: radical feminism, socialist feminism, liberal 
feminism, postcolonial feminism, and postmodern 
feminism.

• We used these approaches to uncover gender bias in 
three areas of international relations: international 
security, the international economy, and the global 
environment.

• We noted that feminist theories emphasize cooperative 
centralizing tendencies in world politics over what femi-
nists see as divisive decentralizing tendencies in male 
theories of international relations.

Understand how the international community addresses 
human rights violations, especially in the case of women’s 
rights.

• The international community has responded in differ-
ent ways to different kinds of violations. In the case of 
women’s rights, the UN has responded as follows:
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Be able to define international political economy 
and understand its key theories.

Identify the different views held by advocates of 
free trade and protectionism; explain how global 
trade is managed.
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Where Politics and  
 Economics Meet

No major event around the world can be explained without 
considering the links between politics and economics. Economics 
influences every political issue, and every economic issue takes 
place within a political context, whether the event involves war, 
trade disputes, international loans, the expansion of a security 
organization, or the decision to create a single currency for many 
countries. Surprisingly, though, undergraduate students majoring 
in economics do not receive much training in politics. Likewise, 
political science or government majors are not required to take 
many economics courses. What’s more, few undergraduate politi-
cal science and economic majors learn very much about political-
economic links at the international level. Unfortunately, the real 
world is not divided as neatly as it is for many college majors. n

 What Is International 
Political Economy?
Theoretical Perspectives on International 

Political Economy

 What Are Free Trade and 
Protectionsim?
The Policy of Free Trade
An Analysis of Protectionism
Trading Blocs
Protectionist Trends
Managing the Global Trading System
The World Trade Organization

 How Does the Global Financial 
System Work?
A Brief History of Currency
Unifying a Region: Europe’s Single Currency
Managing the International Monetary System

“The world is flat.”

—Thomas Friedman

2 

3 Understand how the international 
monetary system is managed, 
identifying the primary international 
institutions that handle monetary 
issues.
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What Is International Political Economy?
Be able to define international political economy and understand its key theories.

The field of study that explores economic and political links at the interna-
tional level is called international political economy (IPE). The main focus of IPE 
analysts centers around two concerns:

1. The way international influences affect domestic politics and economics
2. The impact of domestic forces on global political and economic relations

 The centralizing and decentralizing forces discussed in each chapter of this 
book are at work in international political economy as well. Decentralizing forces, 
for example, are evident in the anti-globalization protests that challenge the way 
rich companies allegedly exploit people in poor countries. As we saw in chapter 1, 
the anti-globalization movement is a good example of citizen activism facilitated by 
the proliferation of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Decentralizing forces 
are also present in the growing questions raised about the value of international 
organizations such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).
 Centralizing forces are, of course, also at work. For example, thirteen European 
countries now share a single currency (the euro), and, as we saw in chapter 6, the 
European Union expanded its membership in the past few years from fifteen to 
twenty-seven countries. Centralizing forces are in evidence as the world’s states 
seek global trade agreements through the World Trade Organization (WTO) and 
submit to its rulings in trade disputes among themselves. The online case study for 
this chapter (www.BetweenNations.org) explores these centralizing and decentral-
izing dynamics with a look at the global sugar trade. The way these opposing forces 
interact will help differentiate the twenty-first century from previous centuries.
 As you have probably guessed by now, IPE is an extremely comprehensive field. 
To make sense of its complexity, scholars have developed several theoretical 
approaches. As we discussed in chapter 2, without theory, we would be wander-
ing aimlessly in an ocean of seemingly unconnected ideas, facts, and figures. 
In this chapter, therefore, we revisit some of the theories already covered in this 
book as well as introduce three major IPE approaches: economic liberalism, neo-
mercantilism, and the rational choice approach.
 A central issue raised in the next section is the merits and shortcomings of free 
trade and its opposite, protectionism. The section then looks at the extent to which 
global trade is managed by states and international organizations. Particular atten-
tion is devoted to the WTO. The focus of the next discussion is the operation of the 
global financial system. We explore the value of currencies and exchange rates and 
describe the roles of the World Bank and the IMF. Because IPE is a very large topic, 
this chapter emphasizes the political-economic relationship among developed 
countries, and the next chapter focuses on the IPE of development and the rela-
tionship of the world’s rich and poor countries.

Theoretical Perspectives on International Political Economy
We know that international political economy is an extremely complex matter; 
how should we go about trying to understand it? There is no single answer to this 
question. With a topic as comprehensive as IPE, it is not surprising that scholars 
differ in their approaches.

1

International Monetary Fund (IMF) The 
United Nations agency responsible for over-
seeing the entire international monetary sys-
tem. The IMF promotes exchange rate stability 
and orderly exchange relations among its 
member countries.

For more information see  
International Political 
Economy
www.BetweenNations.org
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Three Approaches to IPE
Among the most valuable approaches to IPE are economic liberalism, neo-
mercantilism (or the economic nationalist perspective), and neo-Marxism. 
Each perspective begins with its own assumptions, explaining IPE events in dif-
ferent ways, offering different policy prescriptions, and making different pre-
dictions about the future. This chapter also introduces an increasingly popular 
method for studying IPE topics: the rational choice approach. Neo-Marxism is 
described only briefly below; it is taken up in greater depth in chapter 13 because 
of that chapter’s emphasis on relations between developed and developing 
countries and its exploration of why there are rich countries and poor coun-
tries. The other IPE approaches are also introduced here and amplified as the 
chapter proceeds.

1. Economic liberalism grows out of the classical economics tradition. Students 
who have taken a basic microeconomics course will find many elements of this 
approach familiar. For example, microeconomic assumptions about human 
behavior assert that human beings are rational actors and that they try to max-
imize their utility, or satisfaction (in terms of profits, for example). This 
approach assumes the government should play a minimal role in regulating 
the economy and that countries should be free to trade with each other. Note 
that economic liberalism should not be confused with political idealism, 
described in chapter 1.

2. Neo-mercantilism is associated, in part, with the realist tradition in interna-
tional relations because its goal is to maximize national influence. It empha-
sizes the role of the state in helping guide its own economy in one direction or 
another so as to increase its power. Neo-mercantilism does not necessarily 
support the idea that countries should be free to trade with each other. For 
example, neo-mercantilists tend to support exports as much as possible while 
protecting the state’s companies with barriers to imports.

3. Neo-Marxism highlights the role of major classes of people in society, particu-
larly the capitalist and working classes. This approach assumes that powerful 
economic actors drive political, economic, and social development by enlist-
ing the political support of weaker states to further their own power. Neo-
Marxists believe liberal economic policies, such as free trade, can only 
contribute to the impoverishment of the world’s poorest because global corpo-
rations make their biggest profits by exploiting (underpaying) workers. A pop-
ular branch of Marxism is the dependency approach (see chapter 2), which 
centers on the exploitative capitalist relationships between rich core countries 
and poor periphery countries as the causes of poverty (see chapter 13 for fur-
ther information on neo-Marxism and dependency).

 The three approaches described above dominate the field of IPE. However, 
another approach is also widely used and deserves special attention. The rational 
choice approach, like economic liberalism, is based on microeconomic assump-
tions about human behavior, but it emphasizes the domestic political sources of 
international economic policymaking. The rational choice approach focuses on 
what motivates individuals or companies (for example, profits) and the extent to 
which individuals and groups in society benefit or lose as a result of government 
economic policies. The rational choice approach must not be thought of as a para-
digm in its own right, as it is an outgrowth of economic liberalism. Some prefer to 
call it a method for studying IPE issues. In any event, we highlight it later in the 
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chapter because of its special insights into the dynamics of IPE, especially the role 
played by domestic political actors.
 A common theme running through all theories of IPE is the interaction of 
states and markets.1 The term states refers to the governmental or public aspects 
of IPE issues, while the term markets reflects the economic and private ele-
ments. The IPE approaches covered in this chapter deal, in different ways, with 
the interaction of states and markets. Table 12.1 compares these approaches 
to IPE.
 In the next section, we look at the historical roots of today’s IPE by reviewing 
the Bretton Woods system, and we examine more closely the liberal economic phi-
losophy that has dominated much of the thinking about the world economy for 
the past sixty years. We explore the pros and cons of free trade and use other IPE 
theoretical approaches to make better sense of the global trading system and the 
international monetary system.

	 Table	12.1

Theoretical Approaches to Understanding IPE

Economic Liberalism, 
Classical Economics

Neo-mercantilism, 
Mercantilism, Realism

Rational Choice, 
Public Choice Marxism & Neo-Marxism

Position on 
free trade

Free trade is good. Free trade is good if it 
serves state interests.

Free trade may be good 
for some groups in soci-
ety but not all.

Free trade is bad.

General comments 
about the political 
economy

Free market principles 
should dominate the 
political economy. Note: 
This “liberalism” is differ-
ent from political liberal-
ism (which grew out of 
political idealism).

The state uses the econ-
omy to increase its 
power.

Individuals in the market 
and the state are rational 
actors seeking to improve 
their satisfaction (utility).

Economic factors domi-
nate politics and society.

Most important 
unit of analysis

The individual or the firm. The state. Interest groups, individu-
als (demand), and gov-
ernment officials (supply)

Class (capitalist and prole-
tariat) or the international 
capitalist system.

Expectation about 
the IPE

Harmonious and self-
regulating; international 
economic integration 
through the world 
market.

Inherent struggle among 
states; regulated by a bal-
ance of power.

Cooperation or conflict, 
depending on the 
demands for either 
alternative.

Inherent conflict, espe-
cially class conflict; revolu-
tionary change until 
Marxist utopia.

Audio Concept
Markets
www.BetweenNations.org
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Test Prepper 12.1

True or False?

_____ 1. Analysts of international political economy 
(IPE) focus strictly on the way international 
influences affect domestic politics and 
economies.

_____ 2. Economic liberalism assumes that government 
should play a minimal role in regulating the 
economy.

_____ 3. Neo-mercantilists tend to support exporting as 
much as possible while at the same time pro-
tecting domestic companies through import 
barriers.

_____ 4. The rational choice approach emphasizes the 
international political sources of economic 
policymaking.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Which of the following IPE theories argues that 
free trade should be pursued only when it is in 
the state’s interest to do so?

a. Economic liberalism
b. Neo-mercantilism
c. Rational choice
d. Neo-Marxism
e. All of the above

_____ 6. Which of the following IPE theories argues that 
the nature of IPE is inherently conflictual and 
centered around the class struggle?

a. Economic liberalism
b. Neo-mercantilism
c. Rational choice
d. Neo-Marxism
e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

What Are Free Trade and Protectionism?
Identify the different views held by advocates of free trade and protectionism; 
explain how global trade is managed.

For over a century, scholars and political leaders around the world have 
debated the merits and shortcomings of global free trade, a system in which com-
panies can freely buy and sell goods and services across national borders without 
much governmental interference. Our theories of IPE take conflicting positions in 
this debate, and politicians rarely agree as to the ultimate costs and benefits of free 
trade and its opposite, protectionism (restrictions on trade). We begin our explora-
tion of this debate with the rationale for global free trade and then discuss the 
rationale for protectionism. Along the way, we look at how countries protect their 
companies and workers, whether regional trading blocs are good or bad for the 
global economy, and whether protectionism is on the rise around the world.

The Policy of Free Trade
In order to understand the fundamental debate between free traders and pro-
tectionists, a bit of historical background is needed. As with much of our under-
standing of contemporary international relations, World War II and the period 
immediately after it are crucial.

The Roots of Free Trade
Anticipating victory even through the turbulent months of 1944, the Allies in World 
War II met at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, to discuss how to regulate the 
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postwar international political economy. The principal philosophy that infused 
the discussions was economic liberalism. Essentially, the lesson political and eco-
nomic leaders drew from the 1930s and 1940s was that economic policies limiting 
free trade (protectionist policies) were chiefly responsible for both the Great 
Depression and World War II. They felt that a radically different global economic 
system was needed to prevent similar tragedies. The new system was designed to 
foster a more constructive and cooperative environment among states and their 
companies. Instead of each state looking out purely for its own economic interest 
and selfishly seeking its own benefit at every turn, common rules should be estab-
lished covering a wide variety of trade and monetary issues and specific economic 
sectors. In light of our discussion about national sovereignty and international law 
and organizations in prior chapters, it is worth emphasizing that the founding 
states in the Bretton Woods system decided to be bound by international rules even 
if it sometimes meant unfavorable rulings.
 What emerged from the Bretton Woods discussions were the main global trade 
and financial organizations we have today. In the international monetary area, the 
Bretton Woods delegates set up the World Bank (also referred to as the Interna-
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development) and the International Monetary 
Fund. In the trade area, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was 
established.2 The World Trade Organization, the successor to GATT,3 came into 
existence in 1995. The key points of the Bretton Woods system are summarized 
below:

z Free trade among countries is encouraged and protectionist barriers to trade 
minimized.

z U.S. leadership ensures the smooth functioning of international trade and 
monetary relations.

z International monetary relations are based on a fixed convertibility into gold. 
That is, a specific amount of gold (1 ounce) can be exchanged at a fixed rate 
against the U.S. dollar ($35). This arrangement is called the gold standard.

z International institutions are established to encourage both international free 
trade (GATT) and stable international monetary relations (the World Bank and 
the IMF).

 Thus, instead of each country going it alone, as was done prior to World 
War II—with disastrous consequences—countries trade and invest more freely 
with one another. The emergence of the Bretton Woods system provides another 
example of the dual forces of centralization and decentralization. On the one 
hand, Bretton Woods can be seen as a centralizing force because of the greater 
cooperation and coordination of the powerful (non-communist) states. On the 
other hand, the reduced government interference of states in international trade 
means that companies are much freer to go about their business, so to speak, in 
directions of their own choosing.
 The system put in place at Bretton Woods in 1944 still affects world politics 
and economics. Was the Bretton Woods system successful? The answer depends 
on one’s time frame. Through the 1950s and 1960s, the world experienced a his-
torically unprecedented economic boom. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, how-
ever, the Bretton Woods system frayed and then eventually was torn apart by 
economic strains in the United States and changes in the rest of the international 
political economy.

Bretton Woods system An international 
political-economic system of rules, procedures, 
and institutions designed to foster a liberal 
global economy through cooperative trade and 
monetary policies; named after the location of 
the original meeting in Bretton Woods, New 
Hampshire.
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 Despite the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, two of its important features 
are still very much alive, and they both maintain an important place in IPE.

z First, the notion of an open, liberal international economy still holds consider-
able appeal for much of the world. For example, many of the former communist 
countries in central and eastern Europe made so many free market–oriented 
changes that they qualified for membership in the European Union in 2004.

z Second, the international institutions set up to help increase state-to-state 
cooperation and manage global trade and monetary relations continue to play 
vital roles.

The Rationale for Free Trade
People who grow up in capitalist countries are typically raised to believe that com-
panies should be allowed to buy and sell goods in other countries without govern-
ment interference. Although they may not understand why this should be the case, 
they generally feel strongly that trade among companies in different countries 
should be possible. We offer two theoretical underpinnings of this belief, both of 
which were central to the leaders of the Bretton Woods meetings in 1944.

Free Trade Benefits Everyone
According to the economic liberalism approach to IPE, global free trade benefits 
both big and small states and both the developed countries and developing coun-
tries. The expansion of world trade over time tends to support to this view. For 
example, between 1948 and 1997, global trade increased at an annual rate of 6 per-
cent, and total trade in 1997 was fourteen times the level of 1950.4

 According to supporters of this view, many benefits that come from an open 
international trading system derive from competition. Competition among com-
panies for your hard-earned dollars leads to several advantageous outcomes.

z It can help reduce the price of goods and services.

z It can help increase the quality of available goods and services.

z It can increase the variety of goods and services sold.

Competition among businesses can also make companies more efficient. These 
economic benefits of competition can occur at both the domestic level and at the 
international level.
 From the economic liberal perspective, trade restrictions can impede the effi-
cient use of resources and distort trade, to the detriment of all types of consumers. 
For example, on a global scale, it is estimated that farm trade restrictions by devel-
oped countries cost developing countries $1 trillion a year.5 Because of limited 
competition in the global sugar trade, the price for refined sugar in the United 
States is 250 percent higher than the world price. In Europe, domestic prices are 
300 percent higher than the world price, and in Japan, prices are more than 900 
percent higher.6

 An example that helps demonstrate the advantages of global competition 
involves two of the world’s largest airplane producers. In late 1998, United Airlines 
threatened its main airplane supplier, Boeing, with going to the competition, Air-
bus Industrie of Europe. According to Andy Studdert, United Airlines’ senior vice 
president for fleet operations, United told Boeing to improve “quality and support, 
or United will be forced to use Airbus.” In the case of airplanes, such threats matter 
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enormously because planes cost so much; the cost of the planes ordered in one 
deal can reach $75 million or more.7 Threats of going to the foreign competition 
should occur more often in the future if the globalization process continues 
throughout the twenty-first century.
 Economic liberalism is not the only approach that supports global free trade. 
For example, some (but not all) feminists believe trade restrictions can have a neg-
ative impact on female workers. Restrictions on textile exports to Western coun-
tries, for instance, can limit the potential earning power of millions of poor women 
working in the developing world.8

 Neoliberal economists have a common saying about global free trade: A rising 
tide lifts all boats. No matter how big or small the boats are, the tide will lift them 
all. The analogy implies that global free trade will benefit both the economically 
powerful states (big boats) and the developing countries (small boats). This notion 
is linked to two important concepts in economics and IPE.

1. Positive-sum game: Because a rising tide lifts all boats, a global free trading sys-
tem is considered a positive-sum game—a game all of the players can win. In 
reality, of course, not everyone can win, but economic liberalism suggests that, 
in the long run, there will be far more winners than losers. As discussed below, 
this prediction contradicts the neo-mercantilist view, which sees the IPE as a 
zero-sum game; a win for one company (or state) must mean a loss for another 
company (or state).

2. Free Trade Promotes Comparative Advantage: The second important concept is 
the notion of comparative advantage, popularized by nineteenth-century British 
economist David Ricardo. In a liberal international economy, the theory goes, 
if countries specialize in what they do best and if no barriers to trade exist, then 
everyone will be better off. This is another example of how economic liberal-
ism believes global free trade is a positive-sum game. In such an environment, 
free trade will lead to the best use of resources and an optimum distribution of 
wealth among countries. To demonstrate this key point, imagine a country that 
excels in making computers and another that excels in growing wheat. Com-
parative advantage tells us that if both countries specialize in what they do best 
and then trade with each other, they will both be better off than if they didn’t 
trade at all. This holds true even if one country is better at making computers 
and at growing wheat, as the country will have more of both computers and 
wheat than it would without trade. In the end, though, for comparative advan-
tage to work, trade between countries must not be blocked by trade barriers, 
such as quotas and tariffs (discussed below).

 Thanks in part to the application of these ideas, a growing number of products 
are losing their national identity. For example, Americans might think that buying 
a Ford means that they are buying an American car. However, only 30 percent of 
the parts of this car might be American. The General Motor’s brand Chevrolet uses 
the marketing slogan “An American Revolution,” but the Chevy Aveo is made in 
South Korea, and six other General Motors cars, including four different Chevro-
lets are made in Mexico. Six other GM cars, including three more Chevys are built 
in Canada.9

 A liberal global economy has also led to foreign companies making cars in the 
United States. According to Toyota, for example, the company has ten factories in 
the United States employing more than 380,000 people with a total investment of 
about $15 billion. As a result, as much as 80 percent of a U.S.–built Toyota Camry 

Comparative advantage In a liberal interna-
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comes from the United States. In all, almost fifty different “foreign” cars, including 
some BMWs, Hondas, Nissan, and Saabs are built in the United States.10

An Analysis of Protectionism
Are you convinced of the merits of global free trade? Most people are not. In fact, if 
you follow international trade at all, you know that states actually create many 
barriers to free trade. In this section, we offer several theoretical rationales for 
trade restrictions as well as examples of the protectionist tools governments use.

The Mercantilist and Neo-mercantilist Views of Protectionism
Mercantilism and its modern variant, neo-mercantilism, offer insights into the ques-
tion of why so many protectionist policies exist today. These IPE approaches 
emphasize the power of the state, assume that a strong economy is vital to the 
political strength of the state, and contend that, as a result, the state should play an 
important role in guiding the economy. This contrasts with the economic liberal-
ism approach, which calls for minimal state intervention in the economy. Mercan-
tilist policies were used in Europe from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries to 
solidify national unity and increase the wealth and power of the state. Among 
these policies were the acquisition of precious metals, notably gold and silver, and 
the implementation of protectionist measures, such as tariffs, both of which 
helped fill state treasuries. The mercantilist approach helps explain the rise of the 
German state in the nineteenth century. Feeling the need to catch up with its rivals, 
especially France and Britain, the German state organized its economy and soci-
ety in order to develop a more competitive industrial base.
 Neo-mercantilism in the twentieth century evolved from the Great Depres-
sion, the end of the gold standard, and, later, from a general disillusionment with 
global free trade that had set in by the 1970s. In the post–World War II era, states 
exhibited elements of neo-mercantilism because they feared other states would 
prosper more and hence become more powerful. To improve chances for survival 
in the harshness of global competition, neo-mercantilists called for the state to 
help overcome the economic problems of the day. Thus, the neo-mercantilist 
recommendation is to try to manage international trade with policies that pro-
tect the state and its industries and to minimize the relative economic gains of 
other states.11

The Rationale for Protectionism
Neo-mercantilism typically involves the use of protectionist policies, or policies 
that restrict imports from other countries, and most governments around the 
world strongly support such policies—including states, like the United States and 
Japan, that otherwise lead the way in global free trade. Two broad explanations 
help account for this.

z First, some countries say it is dangerous to abandon the production of a cer-
tain product because another country does it more efficiently. (This is a criti-
cism of comparative advantage.) For national security reasons, for instance, a 
country may want to produce certain things no matter what. Food security and 
the guarantee of home production of weapons for national defense are two 
good examples. In addition, with free trade, countries may end up specializing 
in economic sectors that are not helpful to their overall economy. Tourism 
offers one such example. Specializing in agriculture (such as coffee) or raw 
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materials (such as copper) can make a country particularly vulnerable to price 
fluctuations over time, and many countries believe specialization can threaten 
their economic security. Countries that rely too heavily on oil exports—from 
Russia to Norway to Mexico—have, at times, also had trouble because of sus-
tained periods of low oil prices. Nigeria, for example, lost over $2 billion in a 
ten-month period in 1998 due to low oil prices. This drop in oil revenue was a 
major blow to the government’s budget and planning.12

z A second major reason states support protectionism is to achieve a diversified 
economy—that is, an economy that does not depend on only one or two prod-
ucts. One rationale for protectionism that seeks to enhance diversification is 
called the infant industry argument. A state considering building a national car 
company from scratch, for example, might feel international competition is 
too stiff. Trying to enter the global car market from scratch is almost impossi-
ble, given the existence of such behemoths as General Motors, Ford, Toyota, 
Honda, Daimler Chrysler, and Volkswagen. The idea behind the infant industry 
argument is that the government should provide temporary help until the 
infant industry grows up. In the 1970s and 1980s, for example, the Japanese 
government helped block imports to strengthen the Japanese telecommunica-
tions and computer manufacturing sectors.13 When the infant industry is 
mature enough to compete on its own internationally, state support is sup-
posed to end. Often it does not, however, and the infant industry argument can 
simply be a cover for traditional protectionism.

The Rational Choice Approach
Another explanation of why countries use protectionist policies is offered by the 
rational choice approach (also called the public choice approach). This approach to 
IPE shares many features of economic liberalism. However, the rational choice 
approach emphasizes the idea that protectionist economic policies are heavily 
influenced by domestic political factors. Instead of seeing a nation-state as a single 
unit, this way of thinking perceives national government policies as the work of 
individuals and groups struggling for influence in the political system. Thus, the 
most important levels of analysis, for this approach, are the individual and group 
levels. Consistent with traditional microeconomics, the rational choice approach 
assumes people are rational beings both in the marketplace and in politics. Thus, 
individual consumers, workers, managers, and company owners all weigh the 
costs and benefits of the available alternatives with the aim of improving their sat-
isfaction (or utility, as economists would say).
 An important contribution of the rational choice approach is the idea that 
rational reasoning occurs in politics as well as in economics. Politicians support or 
oppose policy alternatives by weighing their costs and benefits. However, they 
weigh the costs and benefits in terms of what is rational for the politician. Because 
they are not running businesses, satisfaction (or utility) in terms of higher profits 
is not what matters. In democracies, at least, what matters most to politicians is 
getting elected or reelected. Thus, politicians trying to maximize their satisfac-
tion—that is, maximize their votes—support the policy most likely to guarantees 
their electoral success.
 The interesting concept offered by the rational choice approach is that politi-
cians seek to maximize their votes whether or not their career is good for the coun-
try as a whole. One may wonder why the German government, for example, 
insisted that beer sold in Germany use only German water. The rational choice 
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approach suggests that German politicians are responding to protectionist pres-
sures from German brewers regardless of the interests of all German beer drinkers. 
In the end, German beer drinkers could pay higher prices and have their beer 
options limited, as the protection reduces foreign competition. So, whether or not 
protectionist policies are “rational” for the economy, they are “rational” from the 
politician’s perspective if those policies help in the next election. The idea that 
politicians are more interested in getting elected than doing what may be right for 
the country, of course, goes against much of what people are raised to believe in 
democracies. Elected officials in the rational choice world are driven more by the 
desire to hold office than by any ideological stance or concern for the good of the 
state. If this is true, all one can hope for is that elected officials will choose policies 
that serve both the self and the state.
 How can this approach help us understand why states use protectionist poli-
cies? The rational choice approach suggests that government officials will create 
or maintain protectionist policies if enough pressure is brought to bear on them. 
Elected officials, after all, need to keep their important constituents happy.
 If enough of the constituents demand protectionist policies, the government is 
more likely to supply them. It should be pointed out, however, that free trade is still 
possible as long as voters or influential groups encourage politicians or candidates 
to support free trade.
 Let us now briefly summarize the theoretical rationales for protectionism. As 
we have seen, free trade can create both winners and losers in the competitive 
economic struggle. For at least three reasons, countries seek protection.

1. According to the neo-mercantilists and consistent with much of realism, states 
try to protect certain aspects of their economy on the grounds of national 
security.

European Farmers Worried about a 
Loss of Income Protest in Berlin, 
Germany
The farmers, like those across the 
European Union (EU), are inte-
grated into the EU’s Common Agri-
cultural Policy. So, protests are often 
directed not just at the national gov-
ernment, but against EU officials in 
Brussels.
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2. States may also want to minimize their economic vul-
nerability by diversifying their economy through the 
development of new sectors, which may involve pro-
tecting infant industries.

3. The rational choice approach tells us that countries use 
protectionist foreign policies if political leaders are con-
cerned about getting into office (or staying in office) 
and when enough protectionist pressures come from 
important interest groups in society.

Balance of Trade
Two goals of protectionist strategies are securing profits 
for companies and jobs for citizens. States also try to bal-
ance the value of goods coming into and going out of the 
country. This refers to a country’s balance of trade. A coun-
try’s balance of trade is said to be in deficit, for example, 
when more money is leaving the country than coming in. 
Figure 12.1 shows that the gap between U.S. imports and 
exports between 2002 and 2004 created a $54 billion trade 
deficit.14 For 2006, the trade balance deficit was almost 
$820 billion15 and should continue to grow, especially if oil 
prices remain high.
 A trade surplus implies that more money from trade is 
coming into the country than leaving. China’s trade surplus 
with the United States, for example, has been rising steadily 
for years (see Figure 12.2). By 2006, for example, China had 
a $233 billion trade surplus with the United States.16 Note 
that this means that the United States had a $233 billion 
trade deficit with China.
 The balance of trade can be manipulated with protec-
tionist policies. If a country’s trade balance shows imports 
excessively outweighing exports, protectionist policies can 
reduce imports and/or increase exports. How can states 
achieve this kind of outcome? We answer this question 
below by describing tariffs, quotas, and nontariff barriers 
to trade.

Tools of Protectionism
Governments wishing to protect their companies or in-
dustries have many tools at their disposal. The most com-
mon, and the most obvious, protectionist tools are tariffs 
and quotas.
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z Tariffs act like taxes on imports. For example, say that the Koreans wish to sell 
their cars in the U.S. market. Each car originally costs $20,000 in the United 
States. However, imagine that the U.S. government has imposed a tariff of 
$1,000 on every Korean car imported into the United States. This makes the 
same Korean car now cost the buyer $21,000. What does this mean for Ameri-
cans, and what does it mean for Koreans? For U.S. car companies, the tariff is 
beneficial. Because of the tariff, Korean cars are now more expensive, and 
Americans are both less likely to buy them and more likely to buy American 

Tariff A form of tax on goods being 
imported into a country. Compare with quota.

Source: Thomson Datastream as reported in the Financial Times, May 22, 2007. Used 
by permission.
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cars. The U.S. government also benefits because the tariff revenues ($1,000 on 
each car imported into the United States) fill government coffers. U.S. consum-
ers, however, do not benefit from the tariff. Either their choice is effectively lim-
ited or they have to pay more for the Korean car they really want. Korean car 
companies and their workers are obviously adversely affected by this situation.

z Quotas are quantitative restrictions or numerical limits on the number of 
items that can be imported. Using the Korean car example, imagine the 
United States sets a quota of 5,500 on Korean cars. This means that Korean 
companies can send only 5,500 cars to the U.S. market each year. In the case 
of quotas, there is no tax on the cars, simply a limit on the number that can 
be imported.

 Can the same product have both tariff and quota restrictions? Yes. For exam-
ple, the U.S. sugar industry is governed by a “tariff-rate quota” (TRQ). The TRQ 
allows countries to ship specified quantities of a product (in this case sugar) to 
the United States at a low tariff rate, but subjects all other imports of that prod-
uct to a higher tariff.
 The winners and losers are basically the same with quotas as they are with 
tariffs. U.S. automakers know that only a few Korean cars will be on the market 
competing with their cars. U.S. consumers, if they don’t act quickly, will not be 
able to buy Korean cars. Korean car companies and their employees will also be 
hurt because they won’t be able to make and sell as many cars as they want to. 
Note that, unlike tariffs, the U.S. government does not collect revenues with quo-
tas. Overall, however, the costs to consumers of import quotas tend to be much 
higher than the cost of tariffs. In the United States, for instance, the peanut quota 
system allows only a tiny fraction of U.S. consumption. James Mac, a lobbyist for 
the Peanut Butter and Nut Processors Association, says this translates into a “vir-
tual embargo” on peanut exports from foreign countries.17

 From the end of World War II through the 1970s, the use of tariffs and quotas 
dropped dramatically, thanks, in part, to global acceptance of economic liberalism 
and to the rules adopted by GATT. However, because of two oil price shocks in the 
1970s, the decline in U.S. global economic leadership, and the uncertainty that 
followed, countries began to find new ways to protect their companies. Because 
GATT had in many ways rendered tariffs and quotas off-limits, the protectionist 
tools of choice became nontariff barriers (NTBs). Compared to tariffs and quotas, 
NTBs are much more difficult to eliminate because they are much more subtle. 
Often countries can make a strong case for restricting free trade. The examples 
that follow help demonstrate why.
 NTBs generally fall into three categories: fiscal barriers, physical barriers, and 
technical barriers.18 Fiscal barriers to trade involve different tax rates on goods and 
services. Often, goods are exempt from tax when sold in the country of origin but 
subject to tax in the country that imports them. In addition, tax breaks are some-
times granted to local firms, which makes it harder for foreign goods to compete. 
Physical barriers are those arising from delays at borders for customs reasons—for 
example, excise duties—and administrative burdens, such as checking forms, col-
lecting statistics, and complying with complicated import licensing procedures. 
Technical barriers may involve the need to comply with technical regulations 
within a country.
 Other types of NTBs include low-interest loans to local companies, export 
financing assistance, and voluntary export restraints. Sometimes people even call 
for protectionism because of unacceptable labor standards. Again, the aim of 
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these policies is to protect employment levels and domestic firms or industries 
from international competition.

Trading Blocs
A check of the political-economic arrangements of countries around the world 
quickly yields a long list of regional trading blocs, often referred to as regional trad-
ing arrangements (RTAs), many of which have come into existence in the past 15 to 
20 years. Most of the world’s major and minor countries are members of one type 
of trading bloc or another. RTAs are found on every continent, and sometimes 
membership crosses oceans, as in the case of the Asia-Pacific Economic Coopera-
tion (APEC). One important question for observers of international political econ-
omy is whether RTAs are good or bad for global free trade.
 As noted earlier with respect to the Bretton Woods system, GATT and the WTO 
are based on the idea that members should cooperate in a multilateral (global), 
rather than bilateral or regional way. However, because of the increased use of pro-
tectionist policies, especially nontariff barriers, some IPE observers are concerned 
that the rising number of trade blocs will harm the global, multilateral free trade 
approach of the WTO. The worst-case scenario is a world of belligerent trade blocs 
in which a “Fortress Europe” competes against a “Fortress North America,” which 
competes against a “Fortress Asia.” Some opponents of trade blocs focus on 
the potential for job losses for some of the countries within a trade bloc. Many 
American opponents of NAFTA, for example, fear the agreement will encourage 
U.S. companies to move their operations to Mexico, where the wage rate can be 
five times lower than in the United States. Why pay workers $20 an hour in the 
United States when you only have to pay them $4 an hour in Mexico?19 This 
problem is related to job outsourcing (and is the subject of the online case study 
for chapter 13, www.BetweenNations.org).
 Also in the case of NAFTA, people worry that many U.S. and Canadian compa-
nies set up shop close to the U.S. border in Mexico to evade the more stringent 
environmental standards in the north. Maquiladora factories allow mostly U.S. 
companies to invest in plants in Mexico, ship raw materials there, and then export 
finished goods back to the United States without customs duties. The maquiladora 
program was so successful that by 1999, there were 3,050 factories—a third more 
than when NAFTA took effect (see chapter 14 for more on environmental aspects 
of this development).20

Protectionist Trends
The question of whether the world is becoming more or less protectionist has 
seemingly contradictory answers. In some respects, the world is indeed closing up. 
Since the 1970s, global economic troubles have built momentum, as exemplified 
by the increased use of nontariff barriers. In addition, in the wake of the Asian fi-
nancial crisis of the late 1990s, many countries have resorted to a variety of protec-
tionist policies. Nevertheless, the desire still exists to maintain and even strengthen 
free trade and the multilateral approach. Compared to GATT, for instance, the 
WTO breaks new ground in the elimination of barriers to free trade. In addition, 
China, with one of the largest and fastest-growing economies in the world, is now 
a member of the WTO and bound by its trade rules that foster free trade.
 An interesting signpost for the future direction of free trade and protectionism 
is the outcome of the so-called Doha Round of WTO meetings. These global trade 
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talks began in November 2001 at a conference held in Doha, Qatar. While it is com-
mon for comprehensive global trade negotiations to last for years, by 2007, there 
were doubts whether the trade deal round could ever be finished. As Alan Beattie of 
the Financial Times put it, global trade agreements need three ingredients to suc-
ceed: “broad agreement between the US and EU, an overwhelming belief in a mul-
tilateral system, and exporters’ greed to overcome domestic producers’ fear.” Since 
trade talks began in 2001, says Beattie, the Doha Round has lacked all three.21

1. The United States and the EU are especially at odds with each other—and with 
many developing countries—regarding how to address their high levels of pro-
tection in agriculture.

2. Support within the Bush administration for a multilateral approach to many 
international problems has been historically quite low. This explains in part 
why the United States seems recently to have favored regional trade agree-
ments over multilateral ones.

3. Beattie’s third requirement is consistent with the rational choice approach: 
politicians seem to be responding to the voices of groups favoring protection-
ism while the companies and others who would benefit from free trade are not 
lobbying hard enough.

 Of course, in these WTO negotiations, the decisions of the developing coun-
tries is also important. Some countries have asked for exceptions to free trade in 
sensitive economic sectors, that is, sectors believed to be unable to withstand 
global competition. Such positions, when taken to the extreme, do not facilitate 
cooperation with countries hoping to boost their exports. In the end, failure of the 
Doha Round could signify that the trade pendulum was swinging toward the pro-
tectionist side. Success of the Doha Round would imply that the pendulum was 
swinging toward more free trade. We address these WTO talks in more detail in the 
next section of the chapter.
 The development around the world of regional trade blocs also reflects the 
dual trend toward greater protectionism and further opening of global trade. In 
some ways, trade blocs can limit the free flow of goods globally, but in other ways 
they may be seen as building blocks to a more open international economy. The 
countries in the key trade blocs are also the key players in the WTO, an organiza-
tion committed to global free trade. Moreover, trade between the United States 
and the EU is enormous (accounting for over 55 percent 
of world GDP and 40 percent of world trade)22 and many 
jobs on one side of the Atlantic are dependent on what 
happens on the other side. For example, roughly half 
are Americans who owe their jobs directly or indirectly 
to EU companies. See Figure 12.3, which charts the 
main U.S. trading partners. Note that America’s NAFTA 
partners account for 27 percent of U.S. trade. By 2003, 
the total amount of two-way investment was over $1.5 
trillion.23 These two major trading bloc partners have a 
strong stake in keeping trade flowing.
 To summarize this section, the forces for global free 
trade can be associated with worldwide centralizing 
tendencies because of the growing number of states 
willing to coordinate and manage international trade 
through international trade organizations (see below). 
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Source: Adapted from the WTO, “Merchandise Trade of the United States by Region and 
Economy,” 2005. Used by permission.
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The forces of protectionism can lead to fragmentation on a regional level (more 
protectionist trade blocs) or on a state-by-state level, where countries struggle 
against each other with competitive protectionist policies. But, as we have seen, 
support for global free trade and support for greater protectionism are both 
at work.

Managing the Global Trading System
Whether you support free trade or protectionism, you 
may wonder how more than 190 countries and their mil-
lions of companies manage to do business every day. Fig-
ure 12.4 shows the countries leading the world in exports. 
In many respects, global trade may appear not to be 
managed at all. The forces of supply and demand regu-
late who buys and sells the multitude of products and 
services out there. But we also know that states impose 
rules (such as tariffs and quotas) to help manage the 
impact of participation in the global market. In addition, 
thanks to a historical convergence of circumstances, one 
of the most important international institutions is actu-
ally designed specifically to help manage global trade. 
We now turn to this institution, the World Trade Organi-
zation—its mission, its contributions, and its critics.

The World Trade Organization
As noted in chapter 6, international organizations can be a major force in deter-
mining the direction of the international political economy. The global economy is 
not ruled completely by the invisible hand of self-interest. It is influenced by the 
most powerful countries in the world and by the rules and institutions they helped 
create. In the area of international trade, the major international organization that 
buttresses the relatively liberal trading system is the World Trade Organization 
(WTO), the successor to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
 One early goal of GATT was to create a productive economic environment 
that would help countries rebuild from both the Great Depression and the 
destruction of World War II. Similar to other international organizations estab-
lished by the Bretton Woods system, GATT created a permanent forum where 
countries and companies could discuss trade issues that concerned them. This 
forum was designed to be multilateral—that is, it involved many states, unlike 
the more cumbersome and historically protectionist bilateral and regionally ori-
ented trade arrangements.
 At the heart of GATT’s (and the WTO’s) foundation was the desire to foster free-
dom of trade by the systematic and long-term strategy of lowering trade barriers. 
GATT focused at first on the most serious and common barriers to trade: tariffs 
and quotas, which were discussed above. For nearly two decades (the 1950s and 
1960s), thanks in part to GATT, the world experienced a historically unprecedented 
economic boom. By the early 1970s, GATT could proudly say that its basic aims 
had been achieved. Although it subsequently faced rising protectionism, it still 
was a significant factor in freeing up international trade. Between 1950 and 1996, 
for example, world exports rose sixteen times and world output rose five times. 
World export of manufactured goods rose thirty-one times, while manufacturing 

	 Figure	12.4

Share of World Merchandise Exports

Source: Adapted from the WTO, “World Merchandise Exports by Region,” 2005. Used with 
permission.
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output rose by a factor of 9.24 In addition, GATT had only twenty-three member 
countries when it was founded in 1947; the WTO’s membership now stands closer 
to 150, with more countries waiting to join. Moreover, the WTO countries account 
for over 97 percent of world trade.25

 There are three key principles within the WTO framework that you should 
note:

z One of the free-trade elements of the Bretton Woods system that remains today 
is the most-favored-nation (MFN) principle. Members of the WTO, according to 
the MFN, are supposed to grant tariff or other barrier reductions to all other 
WTO members.

z A second important principle of the WTO is reciprocity. Reciprocity bolsters the 
MFN principle because it implies that a state’s reduction in tariffs, for example, 
will be reciprocated by other WTO members.

z A third principle is nondiscrimination, which means that foreign goods will be 
treated the same as domestic goods—and not be discriminated against.

 GATT and, later, the WTO were highly successful at reducing trade barriers 
among members through the global economic boom years following World War II. 
However, in the 1970s and 1980s, the world economy faced serious challenges. The 
response by many countries, including the United States, was to reestablish or 
enhance existing barriers to foreign competition. Because GATT had made most 
tariffs and quotas off-limits, countries devised new forms of protectionism by using 
nontariff barriers, as discussed above. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, GATT 
members held a long series of trade talks, known as the Uruguay Round (the talks 
began in Punte del Este, Uruguay), which attempted to tackle some of the nontar-
iff barriers that were increasingly hindering free trade. One outgrowth of the Uru-
guay Round was the WTO.
 The WTO was given many new responsibilities that increased its potential 
influence as an international organization. For example, the WTO included 
intellectual property rights within its responsibilities as part of the Agreement on 
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). The WTO now has 
an expanded scope of responsibility that includes services as well as goods. Thus, 
the WTO now addresses trade disputes in consumer services, which cover such 
businesses as restaurants, hotels, and travel agencies. The WTO will also address 
problems in producer services, which involve investment and banking, insurance, 
intellectual property rights, advertising, data processing, and so on. Moreover, the 
WTO plans to integrate into its multilateral framework certain economic areas 
that were not a part of GATT. These include agriculture, textiles and clothing, tele-
communications, and even labor standards and the environment.
 Another major new development in the WTO is a more effective and timely 
dispute-resolution mechanism—that is, a more efficient way for companies and 
countries to resolve their problems quickly and in an orderly way. Finally, the WTO 
has greater powers to enforce its own rules. Like GATT, the WTO can rule against a 
country for unfair trade practices, but the WTO is now less likely than GATT to be 
ignored by the offending country.
 Just how effectively these WTO rules will be enforced is still to be determined. 
In it first few years, the WTO was, in many ways, very successful. For example, 
most of the 163 cases brought to the WTO between 1995 and the end of 1998 
were settled without the need for arbitration. When the WTO was called on to 
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Uruguay Round A series of negotiations as 
part of GATT that lasted from 1986 and 1994. 
The aim of the round, begun in Punte del Este, 
Uruguay, was to tackle global trade barriers, 
especially nontariff barriers that were increas-
ingly hindering free trade. It addressed seri-
ously for the first time services and agricultural 
goods.

Intellectual property rights Rights given to 
persons over the creations of their mind. Such 
rights are customarily divided into two main 
areas: copyright and rights related to copy-
right; and industrial property, which includes 
protection of distinctive signs—particularly 
trademarks—and industrial designs and trade 
secrets.

Most-favored-nation principle (MFN)  
A pillar of GATT and now the WTO whereby 
imports from one state are granted the same 
degree of preference as imports from the most 
preferred states.
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adjudicate disputes, no government defied any of its rulings. Even though some 
countries were short-term losers in particular cases, they still abided by the WTO 
because of the broader and long-term benefits of WTO membership. The United 
States, for instance, was a short-term loser when the WTO forced it to lift illegal 
restrictions on imports of Costa Rican underwear. In another case, Japan was 
forced to reform its alcohol tax policies after complaints by the United States, the 
EU, and Canada. Nevertheless, WTO rules aren’t always clear-cut or completely 
enforceable because of opposition from member-states and the public.26

Challenges Facing the WTO
As we look to the future, what are some of the major challenges facing the World 
Trade Organization?

Applying Pressure to Violators of 
Intellectual Property Rights
A steamroller crushes some of the half million 
compact discs at a dump site northwest of Moscow. 
Such efforts to crack down on companies who steal 
intellectual property are gaining momentum but 
still have a long way to go, particularly in the 
developing world.

z First and foremost, the WTO must deal with the question of 
what type of organization it will be. Most observers agree it will 
continue to be dominated by governments seeking to retain as 
much national sovereignty as possible. Most of its members are 
not interested in granting the WTO too many powers. One 
should not get the impression, however, that the WTO is totally 
hamstrung by the whims of its member-states. WTO members 
do understand the need for cooperation, and the WTO is head-
ing into an increasingly large number of new trade areas.

z Second, WTO member-states rarely come to any real consensus 
about how sensitive policy problems should be dealt with. For 
example, one of the most contentious issues in the ongoing 
Doha Round is the international trade in farm products. The 
EU, Japan, and the United States all support major policies giv-
ing assistance to their farmers that help distort global trade, but 
none of them seems inclined to make significant concessions.

z Third, the WTO faces considerable opposition regarding inter-
national trade’s effects on the environment and job security. We 
address environmental issues in much more detail in chapter 
14; however, the crux of the protesters’ environmental com-
plaint runs along these lines. Most people perceive a trade-off 
between the environment and the economy; what is good for 
one is bad for the other. For example, the conservationist World 
Wildlife Fund (WWF) argues that trade has a destructive impact 
on the environment because it encourages the overconsump-
tion of natural resources. The WWF also believes that strength-
ening environmental regulations worldwide should take place 
before greater trade liberalization is sought.27 Another point 
made by many environmentalists is that companies try to evade 
costly environmental standards in one country by setting up 
shop in a country that has lax standards.

 The labor complaint of WTO protesters, like those at the 1999 
“Battle of Seattle” and others in Cancun, Mexico in 2003; Seoul, 
South Korea in 2005; New Delhi, India in 2007; and elsewhere, 
focuses on the wages of workers in the developing world, where 
transnational corporations may pay workers a dollar an hour or 

For more information see  
The View From:  
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less and where working conditions are often inhospitable and even dangerous. 
Of particular concern to the labor protesters is the apparent trend of interna-
tional businesses to set up factories in countries with very low wages. Chinese 
manufacturers’ labor costs, for example, are about 5 percent of those in Ger-
many and 20 percent of rival factories in Eastern Europe.28 Lower wages in devel-
oping countries, they believe, end up affecting wage levels in the United States. 
In essence, U.S. workers must settle for lower wages in order to keep their jobs 
from being sent overseas. In the long run, then, the labor protesters worry that 
U.S. jobs will be lost and that worker standards and wage levels in the United 
States will decline.
 The global trading system, then, is managed by several forces.

z The market forces of supply and demand have a profound impact on what and 
how much is produced and where it is traded.

z Individual companies, large and small, are responsible for setting the direction 
of global trade. Nevertheless, states can foster or hinder international trade. 
They can establish bilateral trade agreements and sometimes create regional 
trade agreements, such as the EU and NAFTA.

z International organizations, notably the WTO, also help manage trade along 
the guidelines of liberal economic liberalism. As this section suggests, how-
ever, much of the global trading system may not seem managed at all. Trade 
disputes among states are common—many of them highly charged politically— 
and can fester for years or decades.
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Violent Protests
Riot police guard the front of a Nike 
store from looters and vandals in 
downtown Seattle during the pro-
tests against the World Trade Orga-
nization in November 1999.
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How Does the Global Financial  
System Work?
Understand how the international monetary system is managed, identifying the 
primary international institutions that handle monetary issues.

The political ramifications of monetary relations are evident at both the 
global and national levels. At the national level, for example, budget deficits and 
surpluses affect a state’s prosperity and, ultimately, its power and influence in 
the world. Global financial interactions can even threaten the sovereignty of 
states. In our increasingly interdependent world, autonomous national eco-
nomic policymaking is not really possible, especially for smaller states. Any 
state’s monetary relations are really international monetary relations. As a result, 
many people argue that at least some international cooperation is needed. The 
trouble, however, is that international cooperation is difficult to achieve.29 In the 
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Test Prepper 12.2

True or False?

_____ 1. The arguments for free trade clearly outweigh 
any arguments in favor of protectionism.

_____ 2. One of the key elements of the Bretton Woods 
system was that international monetary rela-
tions were based on a fixed convertibility into 
gold.

_____ 3. The economic liberal approach argues that free 
trade benefits all states, although larger states 
benefit more than smaller ones.

_____ 4. Protectionists argue that it is oftentimes benefi-
cial to not produce certain products as it pro-
vides an incentive for obtaining those goods 
more cheaply from others.

_____ 5. One of the key problems that remains to be 
solved with the WTO is the absence of an effec-
tive and timely dispute-resolution process.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. The Bretton Woods system was designed to:
a. Increase competition among self-

interested actors in order to maximize 
profit

b. Prevent unlimited free-trade policies that 
would destroy infant industries

c. Maintain the existing system of economic 
policies in order to foster stability

d. Foster a more constructive and coopera-
tive environment among states and their 
companies

e. All of the above

_____ 7. Comparative advantage refers to the belief that:
a. All countries must act in their own self 

interest and take advantage of opportuni-
ties to capture markets whenever possible.

b. Lesser developed countries have an 
advantage in developing today because 
they can utilize the lessons learned by the 
industrialized states 100 years earlier.

c. All countries should specialize in what 
they do best and, with the absence of 
trade restrictions, everyone will be better 
off as a result of such behavior.

d. Global free trade is a negative-sum game, 
therefore all countries must use whatever 
capabilities are at their disposal to gain an 
advantage over other states.

e. None of the above

_____ 8. The World Trade Organization uses which of 
the following in maintaining trade relations 
between states?

a. Most-favored nation status
b. Reciprocity
c. Nondiscrimination
d. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12
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following discussion of monetary relations, we explore how currencies are val-
ued, discuss one of the most interesting experiments in international monetary 
relations in a long time (Europe’s single currency, the euro), and address the 
efforts at international cooperation in financial matters by looking at the IMF 
and the World Bank.

A Brief History of Currency
Throughout the centuries, money has taken a variety of forms. The first types of 
cash were metal or clay. At various times, barley and other goods were also used as 
currency. In Mesopotamia, we see the beginning of casting and coiling as the 
world’s first cash appeared in the form of rings of silver. China developed 
the world’s first paper currency, and the first paper currency to be used in Europe 
was issued by a private bank in Sweden in the early 1660s. In the New World, the 
Massachusetts Bay colony used paper money in 1690 to fund a military expedition 
ordered by London. The first modern printed checks, which depositors could use 
to pay anyone, appeared in England in 1781.
 For money to be useful—no matter what it is made of—it must be able to store 
value, that is, it must be valuable in some way. The value of a country’s currency 
depends on many factors, including the:

z economic health of the country issuing the money

z confidence people have in the currency

z how much people demand the currency. (As for other goods, there is a supply 
and demand for money.)

For much of the post–World War II period, the U.S. dollar was the most stable and 
desired currency in the world. It was also easy to tell how much it was worth; the 
Bretton Woods system fixed the value of the dollar to a certain amount of gold: 1 
ounce of gold was worth $35. However, the dollar left this gold standard in 1971. 
The value of currencies compared to one another thus became flexible; currencies 
were allowed to float against one another without the link to gold.

The Effects of Exchange Rates
To help demonstrate the effects of allowing currencies to fluctuate against each 
other, consider the following example. Imagine you were in the United States on 
July 22 and wanted to buy a British jacket that cost 100 pounds sterling (£100), 
roughly the equivalent of $205. However, you couldn’t get to the store until the end 
of September. By then, unfortunately, the value of the dollar had dropped com-
pared to the pound. This is called devaluation. Because of the devaluation in the 
dollar, your dollars are not as valued as they were back in July. Thus, at the end of 
September, it will take more dollars to buy the jacket. Now you have to pay, say, 
$225 for the jacket—even though it would still be priced at £100 in Britain. What do 
you do now?
 Consumers are normally faced with three options.

1. They may decide to pay the extra $20 to get the British jacket they really want.
2. Instead of paying more money for the British jacket, they could decide to buy 

an equivalent U.S. jacket for $205.
3. They can, of course, forget about buying jackets altogether.

But what are the political-economic implications if everyone in the United States 
chose to go with the U.S. jacket made cheaper by the devaluation of the dollar? More 
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U.S. jackets would be sold and fewer British ones would be sold. As a result, more 
jobs would be supported in the United States, as you and everyone else “bought 
American.” Because fewer British goods are sold, the job situation gets worse in 
Britain. British export companies won’t do as well as they would have before the dol-
lar devaluation. Ultimately, the trade balance shifts in favor of the United States.
 As this example suggests, changes in the value of a state’s currency can have a 
profound impact on the employment rate and the state’s trade balance. Consider 
these issues when you read about Europe’s single currency, which eliminates cur-
rency fluctuations.

Unifying a Region: Europe’s Single Currency
One of the most important new developments in the international monetary sys-
tem is the advent of the European Union’s single currency, the euro. Unprece-
dented in history, the euro has now replaced thirteen national currencies, including 
the German mark, Spanish peseta, and the Italian lira. Because the EU has a popu-
lation and combined economy larger than that of the United States, many have 
speculated about the impact of the euro on EU–U.S. relations as well as on the 
international monetary system in general. Will the euro rival the U.S. dollar as the 
currency of choice around the world? Foreign banks, companies, and individuals 
will likely hedge their bets (and spread out their risk) by diversifying their currency 
holdings with euros as well as dollars. Although it is still too early to tell, the U.S. 
voice in determining the direction of global monetary relations may soon not be as 
loud as it once was.
 What drove other EU countries to create the euro? Note that not all EU mem-
ber-states have adopted the new currency. Britain, Denmark, and Sweden opted 
out of the euro-zone for a variety of reasons. But there are a number of reasons for 
those that opted in.

z One of the main reasons was a desire to create a more stable monetary envi-
ronment in Europe. The roots of this desire go back decades, particularly to the 

The Euro
The new currency used by most 
European Union countries. It 
replaces the French franc, the 
German mark, and the Italian lira, 
among other national currencies.
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1970s. After the United States abandoned key elements of the Bretton Woods 
system, and after a series of wars in the Middle East and the OPEC oil shocks, 
the international monetary system was highly unstable. Leaders in France and 
Germany spearheaded the establishment of the European Monetary System 
(EMS) to help coordinate several major European currencies. The EMS did, in 
fact, achieve a certain degree of monetary stability in Europe. This rudimen-
tary form of monetary cooperation, however, was deemed insufficient for han-
dling many of the financial problems facing the continent.

z Second, many Europeans felt that in order to achieve a true single market in 
Europe—a market in which goods could be traded freely, without complica-
tion—priority had to be given to ending the hindrances of a dozen or more 
currencies across the continent. One of the most obvious problems with fif-
teen currencies for fifteen EU countries was that converting currencies was 
costly and time-consuming. A person who began with the equivalent of $100 
in Spain and who then spent a few days in France, Belgium, Germany, and 
Denmark had to convert the dollars into each of the countries’ currencies—
and keep track of what all the different numbers meant. In addition, banks 
and currency-exchange offices charge fees, or commissions, for making the 
currency conversion. Such transaction costs are now eliminated within the 
euro-zone.

z Third, EU members wanted the benefits from competition that would emerge 
from the transparency of prices. In theory, it should be easy to compare the 
costs of goods from one part of Europe to the next. In practice, however, before 
the euro, this seemingly simple exercise was anything but. “Should I buy a 
new Volkswagen here in Germany, or would it be a better deal in Italy? If I add 
in the transportation costs and the different taxes I would have to pay, and 
then take into account the currency conversion. . . .” This arrangement was 
obviously more complicated than it is for, say, someone in Kansas looking to 
shop across the border in Missouri or for a Virginian considering buying a car 
in Maryland.

z Finally, Europe had a variety of political reasons for establishing the single cur-
rency. For example, establishing the euro was intended to create a viable alter-
native to U.S. hegemony in global monetary relations. By working together, the 
twelve (and eventually more) European countries have more clout in global 
monetary dealings than they had individually. Another political reason is that 
many Europeans felt the EU needed a momentum boost. They feared that 
without this major policy initiative, the entire EU would atrophy. A third, more 
concrete, political reason goes back to the 1989–1991 period of German unifi-
cation. A loose agreement was struck between Germany and the other major 
European powers: On the one hand, East and West Germany were allowed to 
unify; on the other, Germany, led by Helmut Kohl, committed itself to further-
ing EU economic and monetary union.

 No one is expecting members of other regional trade blocs, like NAFTA, 
MERCOSUR, and ASEAN, to give up their own currencies any time soon. How-
ever, it is interesting to speculate that if the EU’s euro proves successful in the long 
run, more and more people are likely to consider the prospects of a common cur-
rency in other regional trade organizations. It will, of course, take time for this to 
occur. One thing is certain from this discussion about single currencies: the link 
between economics and politics is extremely important.
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Managing the International Monetary System
The international monetary system has several major players. In addition to the 
world’s major countries, banks, and other financial companies, international insti-
tutions are vital to the management of global financial relations. The two main 
international institutions—both part of the UN framework—that help oversee 
global monetary relations are the International Monetary Fund and the World 
Bank. Although their responsibilities sometimes overlap, the two IOs are designed 
to address different monetary challenges.

The International Monetary Fund
The IMF, which has 185 member countries and a staff of over 2,700 from most of 
those countries, was created to oversee the international monetary system by pro-
moting international monetary cooperation and stability in currency exchanges 
among its members. It was also designed to address temporary balance-of-pay-
ments problems. Balance of payments refers to a state’s international economic 
transactions. In short, it measures flows of money to and from one state to others. 
To address balance-of-payment problems, the IMF may offer assistance, for exam-
ple, in the form of short-term loans when a country needs to make payments but 
cannot get sufficient financing on affordable terms. When addressing economic 
troubles in particular countries, the IMF seeks to achieve economy-wide financial 
stability, but its loans can be used by recipient governments to address specific 
problems. The IMF offers developing countries two types of financial assistance: 
low-interest loans and debt relief. Some IMF loans are made with interest of less 
than 1 percent.30 The IMF also performs a surveillance function (monitoring eco-
nomic and financial developments) and provides technical assistance (such as 
training and policy advice).
 The IMF’s resources come mainly from the money, or quota subscriptions, that 
countries pay when they join. Each member is assigned a quota that is based on its 
relative economic size. Members pay up to 25 percent of their quota subscriptions 
in major currencies, such as U.S. dollars or Japanese yen, or what are called Special 
Drawing Rights (SDRs). The other 75 percent is payable in the member’s own cur-
rency, to be made available for lending as needed. In 2007, total quotas amounted 
to $327 billion.
 SDRs, sometimes called paper gold, are a supplementary reserve asset that the 
IMF can allocate periodically to members when needed. IMF member-countries 
may use SDRs in transactions among themselves, with institutional holders of 
SDRs, and with the IMF. Originally, the value of one SDR was equivalent to 0.888671 
grams of gold, which, at the time, was equivalent to one U.S. dollar.31 Since the end 
of the Bretton Woods system in 1973, the value of SDRs has been set daily using a 
basket, or combination, of four major currencies: the euro, the Japanese yen, the 
pound sterling, and the U.S. dollar. And, just as the value of a national currency 
can fluctuate from day-to-day (or even during the same day), so can the value of 
SDRs. For example, on July 2004, one SDR was equivalent to $1.48. In May 2007, 
one SDR was worth $1.5232

 When making decisions, the IMF, like the World Bank, does not use the rule 
“one country, one vote.” The IMF uses a weighted voting system in which national 
influence is determined, in part, by the share of quotas in the IMF. As Figure 12.5 
shows, the United States has the largest quota share and thus the most formal 
influence in IMF voting. While it may seem fair that the countries with the highest 
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monetary contributions should get the biggest say in its decision, critics complain 
that this voting arrangement makes the IMF an exploitative tool for a small num-
ber of rich and powerful countries. We discuss other criticisms of the IMF (and 
World Bank) later in the chapter.

The World Bank Group
The aim of the World Bank is to promote the long-term economic development of 
the world’s poorer countries by financing specific projects that can achieve insti-
tutional and structural economic changes.33 An example of World Bank activity is 
its $10.7 million loan to Ecuador designed to help NGOs provide free legal services 
to poor women, who are greatly disadvantaged in the Ecuadoran legal system.34 
On a broader scale, in 2004 the World Bank provided $20.1 billion for 245 projects 
in developing countries worldwide.35

 The World Bank Group consists of four main organizations or agencies, each 
designed to address specific financial challenges in developing countries.

1. Most of the World Bank’s activity involves very low-interest loans through the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), which has 
loaned over $360 billion since 1945. It typically loans $14–15 billion for over 
100 operations.36

2. The World Bank’s International Development Association (IDA) is designed 
specifically to serve for the world’s poorest countries. It provides interest-free 
loans that can last thirty-five years or longer. The loans are designed to improve 
such basics as primary education and health services, and drinking water and 
sanitation systems. The IDA provides roughly $10 billion in financing for more 
than 150 projects in low-income countries.37
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World Bank The United Nations agency 
designed to promote the economic develop-
ment of the world’s poorer countries and to 
assist them through long-term financing of 
development projects.

	 Figure	12.5

Members with Ten Largest Quotes in the IMF, 2007

Source: Adapted from IMF, “IMF Executive Directors and Voting Power,” http://www.imf.org/external/np/
sec/memdir/eds.htm, May 15, 2007. Used by permission.
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3. A third agency of the World bank is the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC). While the IBRD and IDA make loans to countries, the IFC makes loans to 
companies. Making loans to companies in developing countries is risky; the 
IFC seeks to reduce these risks to investors. The main goal is to entice more 
investors to help companies in the developing world.

4. The fourth World Bank agency is the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 
(MIGA). Like the IFC, MIGA seeks to attract investors and private insurers into 
difficult operating environments. It provides political risk insurance for foreign 
investments, technical assistance, and dispute mediation services that may 
remove possible obstacles to future investment.38

An Evaluation of the IMF and the World Bank
The IMF and World Bank claim some credit for the progress in helping the trou-
bled economies of the world since the 1950s. As the World Bank has noted, more 
progress has been made in reducing poverty and raising living standards since 
World War II than during any other period in history.

z Life expectancy has increased from fifty-five to sixty-five years.

z Incomes per person have doubled.

z More children are attending schools (from less than half of all children in the 
world to more than three-quarters)

z Infant mortality has been reduced by half.

Liberal economists argue that the objectives of the World Bank and IMF are 
laudable and that the two IOs can point to many success stories. But not everyone 
is happy with their policies. The two institutions have acquired a long list of 
detractors over the years, especially since the financial crises in the 1990s, nota-
bly the Mexican peso crisis (1994–1995) and the Asian financial crisis (1997–1998). 
Many of these institutions’ harshest critics come from poor countries—the coun-
tries that are supposed to benefit from IMF and World Bank attention. A review 
of these criticisms can provide greater insight into the operations of the two 
financial institutions.

z One criticism is from those who see an inefficient overlap between IMF and 
World Bank activities. The problem of who’s responsible for what has dogged 
the two institutions since their founding, but this overlap in responsibility grew 
more pronounced in the 1990s. Jessica Einhorn, a former managing director of 
the World Bank, has described how in recent years, the World Bank “has been 
called on for emergency lending in the wake of the Asian financial crisis, for 
economic management as part of Middle East peacekeeping efforts, for post-
war Balkan reconstruction, and for loans to combat the AIDS tragedy in Africa,” 
in addition to taking a role in such areas as biodiversity, ozone depletion, nar-
cotics, crime, and corruption.39 This widening agenda, according to critics, has 
led to ineffectiveness and a lack of focus.

z Another general criticism, consistent with expectations of the Marxist 
approach to international political economy, IPE, is that the World Bank and 
IMF are tools of the industrialized states to dominate the world’s poor states. 
The World Bank, for example, requires that countries receiving its loans 
make economic policy changes through structural-adjustment programs. The 
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“strings” attached to World Bank loans can be quite onerous to governments 
in developing countries. Similar complaints are lodged against the IMF’s con-
ditions placed on borrowers. Conditionality, as it is called, is designed to help 
ensure that by borrowing from the IMF, a country does not just postpone hard 
choices and accumulate more debt. However, conditions attached to the loans 
often require states to cut social spending in order to balance government 
budgets. The cuts in social spending usually put a heavy burden on the poor, 
who depend on social services such as clean water supplies and public trans-
portation.40 Opponents of conditionality and the World Bank’s structural-
adjustment programs argue that they violate sovereignty and cause serious 
economic and social disruption, among other negative consequences.

z A related problem, highlighted by feminist commentators, among others, is 
that structural adjustments required by IMF and World Bank loans tend to be 
particularly harmful to poor women. As the IPE scholar Theodore Cohn 
explains, women have primary responsibility for household maintenance, 
including cooking, cleaning, and health care. IMF and World Bank loans, as 
noted above, can require cutbacks in social spending—in health and nutrition, 
for example—on which women depend heavily. In addition, the school drop-
out rate among young girls tends to increase when the government imple-
ments structural-adjustment programs, as girls must help with the household 
labor. Some economic liberals argue that it is a bad idea for the IMF to make 
loans to countries with serious economic troubles because banks might make 
dangerously high-risk loans to developing countries if they know the IMF will 
bail them out in a crisis.

z Others criticize the lack of compliance with the IMF’s and World Bank’s own 
rules, their disregard for the environment in favor of economic growth, and the 
two organizations’ lack of public transparency—the secret way in which they 
make decisions. Moreover, some critics complain that some of their policies 
have actually destroyed local jobs and industries.41

z A final criticism of the World Bank is that it is irrelevant for the twenty-first 
century. Today, investment and loans from private lending institutions and 
banks vastly outpace the resources of the World Bank. As Harvard’s Kenneth 
Rogoff has stated, “the bank’s financial structure is a complete anachronism, 
a remnant of the days when private capital was scarce.”42 According to the 
World Bank’s “Global Development Finance 2007” report, private capital 
flows to developing countries reached a record level of $647 billion in 2006 
while World Bank lending to these countries that year was only $23 billion.

The IMF and World Bank’s Response
In response to many of the above criticisms, both the IMF and the World Bank 
have discussed a variety of reform proposals. One change, for example, has been 
to pay greater attention to the negative effects on the poor in World Bank structural-
adjustment loans. To offset cuts in government food subsidies, for instance (as 
part of a program to lower the government budget deficit), the World Bank assists 
poor people by means of school lunches, food stamps, and food aid.43 The 2003 
Annual Review of Development Effectiveness, an independent but internal review 
of World Bank activities, recommends that the World Bank be much more cautious 
about making loans to countries that are not serious about reform. This report 
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indicated, for example, that 30 percent of all World Bank loans were “unsatisfac-
tory,” while 60 percent of the loans to the transition states of the former Soviet 
Union were “unsatisfactory.” Nevertheless, critics of the World Bank and the IMF 
are unimpressed with the generally slow pace of reform of the two institutions. 
Neo-Marxists and dependency theorists, for example, are particularly incensed 
because they believe the two institutions—even if reforms are made—will still be 
tools of rich countries.

Case Study
Bitter Disputes in the Global Sugar Trade

See www.BetweenNations.org

Test Prepper 12.3

True or False?

_____ 1. A shift in exchange rates between two countries 
may mean consumers in France will have to 
pay more for an item sold in Germany, even 
though the price hasn’t changed in Germany.

_____ 2. All states of the European Union have switched 
to the euro as their national currency.

_____ 3. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was 
established to provide long-term loans for 
countries that need to develop infrastructure to 
become competitive on the world market.

_____ 4. In the IMF, countries that contribute more to 
the Fund have the most influence.

_____ 5. The World Bank and the IMF, while not perfect, 
have generally been regarded by most as posi-
tive influences on international economic 
development.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following does not affect the value 
of currency?

a. How long it has been in circulation
b. Economic health of the issuing country
c. People’s confidence in the currency
d. Demand for the currency
e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following did not lead countries to 
adopt the euro as their national currency?

a. To create a more stable monetary environ-
ment in Europe

b. To foster the development of a true single 
market

c. To increase competition as a result of 
transparency in pricing across borders

d. To give the European Union a boost in 
momentum to maintain its importance 
for the European public

e. None of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 12.3
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Join the Debate

What Is the Impact of Multinational Corporations?

Recall from Chapter 7 that multinational corporations 
differ from transnational corporations, but that most 
people use the term MNC to refer to any large company 
with operations in two or more countries. MNCs have 
grown enormously in the past two decades in terms of 
both geographic scope and economic influence. Most 
MNCs are small. PAL International, for example, is an 
English company that sells hygienic work-wear includ-
ing cook’s jackets. This MNC has only 65 employees, 
three of whom work in China to supervise Chinese con-
tractors who make more than 50 percent of the com-
pany’s products.1 However, as we saw in Table 7.1, 
some corporate actors have more economic clout than 
most countries. The 1990s witnessed an even larger 
number of mergers among MNCs, a phenomenon that 
created even larger companies. Exxon acquired Mobil 
to become ExxonMobil, Travelers Group acquired Citi-
corp to create Citigroup, and so on.2 The size and nature 
of these international businesses have profound politi-
cal implications, but observers strongly disagree over 
whether MNCs are ultimately good or bad for interna-
tional political economy.
 According to the economic liberalism approach, 
MNCs provide many benefits to the home and host 
countries. Because of their size, MNCs can exploit 
economies of scale and thus increase economic effi-
ciency enormously. In addition, they can create new 
jobs in both home and host countries. MNCs can also 
teach workers and managers in the host country about 
efficient methods of production, management skills, 
and the transfer of new technologies and processes. 
As we saw in the case of NAFTA, the economic liberal-
ism approach predicts that, because of the presence 
of more MNCs, Mexico will ultimately have more well-
off consumers interested in buying American prod-
ucts. Other benefits should result from the increased 
global competition that is fostered by MNCs. Instead 
of each country having a national champion, for exam-
ple, foreign companies can compete with domestic 
companies for consumers’ money. Competition from 
Japanese carmakers in the 1980s and 1990s most likely 

prompted increased productivity in the U.S. auto 
industry and eventually higher quality in American-
built cars.
 Critics of unrestrained MNCs, however, point to a 
variety of features they view as detrimental. For exam-
ple, they say that because capital is more mobile than 
labor, MNCs move to where costs are low at the expense 
of their workers. Many opponents of MNCs decry the 
conditions under which host country employees work. 
Others point to the limited degree to which foreign 
knowledge or technology is passed on or adapted in the 
host country. Sometimes the MNC restricts the more 
advanced business aspects of the company to home 
employees leaving host country employees with blue-
collar jobs only. Another complaint is that once a large 
MNC sets up shop in a host country, local businesses 
face bankruptcy because they cannot compete with its 
vast economic resources. Host countries can try to reg-
ulate the foreign company (for example, by requiring 
that a large percentage of the workers be local), but if 
they push too much, the MNC can simply threaten to 
pull out of the host country and go somewhere else. 
This is particularly relevant when cheap labor is vital to 
the company’s operations, and most developing coun-
tries can offer plenty of cheap labor.
 Are MNCs good or bad for the global political econ-
omy? As the previous paragraphs suggest, the answer 
is, “It depends.” The opportunity exists for MNCs to 
have both positive and negative consequences. Much 
depends on the company and its relationships with the 
home and host countries. The answer also depends on 
one’s perspective. What, for example, would mercantil-
ists say about MNCs? What would the perspective be 
from the ecological paradigm? Should greater restric-
tions on MNCs be imposed by home countries, host 
countries, or both?
 Regardless of the answers to these questions, one 
thing is certain: multinational corporations are a per-
manent and growing feature of international political 
economy in the twenty-first century.

Notes
1. Jonathan Guthrie, “You Have to Take Your Hat Off to 

Going Global,” Financial Times, October 12, 2006.
2. “The Year’s Biggest Deals,” Business Week, January 11, 

1999, p. 8.
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National champion A company or industry, supported in various ways 
by the government, that dominates the home market. Both business and 
government interests lie in making the company competitive 
internationally.
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society benefit or lose from different government eco-
nomic policies. If enough groups demand protectionist 
government policies, politicians (seeking to maximize 
their votes at election time) will supply those policies.

Identify the different views held by advocates of free 
trade and protectionism; explain how global trade is 
managed.

• According to the economic liberalism approach, if 
countries keep down their trade barriers to each other, 
everyone should be better off. If countries specialize in 
what they do best, comparative advantage suggests that 
national economies and the global economy as a whole 
can be run as efficiently as possible.

• Protectionism places restrictions—such as tariffs, quo-
tas, and nontariff barriers—on imports. Those who 
favor protectionism say that countries sometimes want 
to advance a particular industry (or company) for eco-
nomic reason (such as the “infant industry” argument), 
for national security reasons (no country wants to 
depend on another for food or weapons), or for the pro-
tection of jobs.

Be able to define international political economy and 
understand its key theories.

• International political economy (IPE) is the study of the 
interaction of political and economic forces at the inter-
national level. IPE is a critical field of study because 
every major and even most minor issues have both eco-
nomic and political elements.

• Economic liberalism assumes that because rational 
human beings—as business owners, workers, consum-
ers, and so on—try to maximize their satisfaction (in 
terms of profits, for example), the most efficient eco-
nomic outcomes will result. Government is supposed to 
play only a minor role in regulating the economy, and 
free trade should be encouraged among states.

• Neo-mercantilism emphasizes the role of the state in 
helping guide a country’s economy so as to increase the 
power and security of the state. Neo-mercantilist poli-
cies often involve protectionist policies such as tariffs, 
quotas, and nontariff barriers to trade.

• The rational choice approach emphasizes the domestic 
political sources of international economic policymak-
ing. It looks at not only what motivates individuals 
(for example, profits) but also which interest groups in 
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• Global trade may appear not to be “managed” at all, but 
several forces act on the apparently chaotic interna-
tional trading system.

- The forces of supply and demand play a part in regu-
lating who buys and sells what to whom.

- Governments impose rules (such as tariffs, quotas, and 
nontariff barriers) to help control the impact of their 
countries’ involvement in the global economy.

- One of the world’s most important international orga-
nizations is the World Trade Organization, which, 
inspired by the economic liberalism approach, seeks 
to encourage global free trade.

Understand how the international monetary system is 
managed, identifying the primary international 
institutions that handle monetary issues.

• Modern economic systems depend on currencies that 
are accepted by everyone. In the past, currencies have 
sometimes been linked directly to the price of gold. 

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10

Today, the value of a currency depends on many factors, 
including the health of the country’s economy and how 
strong that economy is compared to the economies of 
other countries. This combination of factors establishes 
a country’s exchange rate.

• One of the most important developments in IPE in a 
long time is the establishment of a new currency in 
Europe, the euro. Thirteen European countries includ-
ing Belgium, Spain, and the Netherlands have chosen to 
eliminate their own national currency in favor of a sin-
gle currency for all.

• The two most influential international organizations in 
the global financial system are the IMF and the World 
Bank.

- The IMF is designed to stabilize the overall health of a 
country’s economy or a geographic region that has 
been hit hard financially.

- The World Bank was established to promote economic 
development in the world’s poorer countries by 
financing specific projects.
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.
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Learning Objectives

Worlds collide: The poor and the well-off live side-by-side in most countries

13 The Politics of Development

1 

2 

3 

Identify what is meant by 
development while understanding 
the difficulties associated with 
arriving at a commonly accepted 
definition of the term.

Understand how different theories 
approach the issue of development 
and how each explains why some 
countries are rich while others are 
poor.

Identify and understand the political 
factors that affect the development 
process.

400
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Searching for the  
 Keys to Development

Despite the technological and scientific advances of the twen-
tieth century, poverty remains an unrelenting challenge in many 
of the world’s countries. Although global poverty rates have been 
falling, half the world—nearly three billion people—live on less 
than $2 a day.1 In some countries the literacy rate is 40 percent or 
lower (Sierra Leone, Burkina Faso, Niger), and in the least devel-
oped countries, where the prevalence of HIV/AIDS is high, life 
expectancy is in the thirties, compared to the upper seventies in 
the advanced industrial democracies.
 The largest concentration of poor people is in Asia, but most 
of Africa is also a serious concern, as are many parts of Latin 
America. Conditions have improved in many countries in the past 
fifty years—in parts of India and China, South Korea, Taiwan, and 

 What Is Meant by Development?
A Transformation of a Country’s Underdevelopment
Crafting a Definition of Development
Classifying the World’s Countries

 What Theories Explain Rich and  
Poor Countries?
Three Main Theoretical Approaches
Theory and Practice of Cooperation among Developing 

Countries

 What Factors Affect the Politics  
of Development?
The Colonial Legacy
Economic and Human Health Factors
Government Factors
Violence within and between Developing Countries
The Role of Globalization and Relations with Developed States
The Role of Non-Western Political Thought
The Role of Ethnic and Religious Nationalism

 What Is the Relationship between 
Development and Democracy?

“The forgotten world is made up primarily of the developing nations, 
where most of the people, comprising more than fifty percent of the 
total world population, live in poverty, with hunger as a constant 
companion and fear of famine a continual menace.”

—Norman Borlaug

3 

4 Be able to discuss the relationship 
between development and 
democracy.
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Chile, for example—but the solution to poverty and political instability remains 
elusive. It is likely that in the twenty-first century, large numbers of people will 
remain mired in distressed economic, political, health, and environmental 
conditions. A helpful indicator of the gap between the world’s haves and have-
nots is purchasing power parity (PPP). See Figure 13.1 for a better understand-
ing of the relative wealth of people living in different countries.
 This chapter looks not only at the problems facing the developing countries 
but also the reasons for the existence of poor (and rich) countries. In addition, 
it explores a variety of policy recommendations for improving the political and 
economic conditions of the world’s less developed countries (LDCs). Because 
there is much disagreement as to which paths successfully lead to develop-
ment, it is expedient to rely on several theoretical approaches as guides. For-
tunately, the theories discussed in previous chapters provide a solid foundation. 
With this chapter overview in mind, the sequence of topics is as follows:

z First, the chapter looks at what is meant by development, with a focus on 
the politics of development.

z It then examines key theories that explain why there are rich and poor 
countries.

z The next section studies the factors that affect the politics of development, by 
which is generally meant whether countries are governed in ways that ini-
tiate and sustain the process of development or hold it back interminably.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:GDP_PPP_per_capita_world_map_IMF_figures_for_year_2006.png.
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Relative Wealth of Nations: Purchasing Power Parity, IMF 2006
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z The final section discusses how states have approached development, with 
a look at some of the links between democracy and development. This chap-
ter’s online case study (www.BetweenNations.com) on the pros and cons of 
job outsourcing and its effect on development carries this discussion more 
deeply into the sphere of development, with its overall impact on central-
ization and decentralization. n

What Is Meant by Development ?
Identify what is meant by development while understanding the difficulties 
associated with arriving at a commonly accepted definition of the term.

A useful way to begin a discussion of development is to look at poverty—the 
very thing development tries to erase. Poverty in some developing countries today 
is truly monumental, and in certain countries it has gotten worse as the gap 
between rich and poor countries widens and as the world’s poorest states become 
more vulnerable than before. Many policymakers and scholars worry that pov-
erty—in itself a terrible condition for people to endure—and violence interact to 
drive each other.2 This connection between poverty and worldwide violence is a 
dangerous example of decentralization in the international system. Examples of 
growing lawlessness associated with poverty can be seen, among other places, in 
Haiti and in Sudan’s Darfur region. Eighty percent of the world’s twenty poorest 
countries have suffered a major civil war since 1990, as in Afghanistan, Angola, 
Cambodia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Haiti. Behind 
rising global anarchy lies the growing gap between the world’s rich and poor coun-
tries and the failure of globalization to improve the lives of the vast majority of the 
world’s poor.
 In addition to purchasing power parity, a useful way to understand levels of 
development in countries is to designate them in terms of Gross National Income 
(GNI), the method used by the World Bank. Previously known as Gross National 
Product, Gross National Income comprises the total value of goods and services 
produced within a country in the form of wages, profits, rents, interest on the 
activities produced in a particular country plus all transfers of income from other 
countries—such as profits on foreign investment, remittances of migrants, foreign 
investment inflows—minus all such transfers of income to other countries. Gross 
National Income Per Capita is the GNI divided by population. This designation 
leads to the following country comparisons of annual per capita income:

1. In low-income countries the GNI per capita is $745 or less;
2. In lower middle–income the GNI per capita is $746–$2,975;
3. In upper middle–income countries the GNI per capita is $2,976–$9,205;
4. In high-income countries the GNI per capita is $9,206 or more.

The less or least developed countries are those in the low- and lower middle–
income groups, while the developed countries fall into the high-income group. 
When you read about the developing countries, the reference typically is to those 
not in the high-income group. The World Bank calculates the GNI of countries by 
means of a conversion method that reduces the impact of exchange rate fluctua-
tions in the comparison of national incomes.
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 Poverty, of course, has many dimensions. Its multiple aspects include:

z Illiteracy

z Poor health

z Gender inequality

z Environmental degradation

z Gross inequality in political power and access to social services

These aspects of poverty are reflected in the UN’s Millennium Development Goals, 
a pledge made at the UN Millennium Summit in September 2000. At the summit, 
these eight goals, to be achieved by 2015, were made. They are shown in Table 13.1. 
Behind these goals—tracked annually by the UN—lies a pledge by developed 
states to provide 0.7 percent of their gross national product (GNP) as development 
aid for the poor.3

 Six years after the Millennium Development Goals were set (2006), only 
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg had achieved or sur-
passed the 0.7 percent target for development aid. Overall, the world was spending 
far less on development aid annually compared to the over $1 trillion in military 
spending. Meanwhile, the faces of global poverty persist, as reflected in Table 13.2 
Some of the more prominent features of poverty are shown in Table 13.3.

1.  Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger.

Halve the proportion of people living on less than $1 per day.

Halve the proportion of people who suffer from hunger.

2.  Achieve universal primary education.

Ensure that boys and girls alike complete primary schooling.

3.  Promote gender equality and empower women.

Eliminate gender disparity at all levels of education.

4.  Reduce child mortality.

Reduce by two-thirds the under-five mortality rate.

5.  Improve maternal health.

Reduce by three-quarters the maternal mortality rate.

6.  Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases.

Reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS.

7.  Ensure environmental sustainability.

Integrate sustainable development into country policies and reverse loss of 
environmental resources.

Halve the proportion of people without access to potable water.

Significantly improve the lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers.

8.  Develop a global partnership for development.

Raise official development assistance.

Expand market access.
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The Eight UN Millennium Development Goals

Source: World Bank, “World Development Report 2004: Making Services Work for Poor People,” 2004.
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 Conditions in developing countries vary considerably. A study by the Brookings 
Institution explored the gap between rich and poor states between 1980 and 2000. 
The study found that the gap is widening. However, the study also found that, in 
general, people in developing countries are living longer, the number of countries 
that have negative growth is lower than in 1980, and Asia expanded faster than all 

Source: World Bank, “World Development Report 2004: Making Services Work for Poor People,” 2004. Used by permission.

Region or Country Group
Life Expectancy  
at Birth 2002

Adult Literacy Rate 
(% ages 15 and 
above) 2002

GDP per 
Capita (PPP 
US $) 2002

Population Lacking 
Access to Safe 
Water (% of pop) 
2000

Undernourished People 
(% of total population) 
1999/2001

Developing Countries 64.6 76.7 4,054 22 17

Least developed Countries 50.6 52.5 1,307 38 37

Arab States 66.3 63.3 5,069 14 13

East Asia 69.8 90.3 4,768 24

Latin America and Caribbean 70.5 88.6 7,223 14 11

South Asia 63.2 57.6 2,658 15 22

Sub-Saharan Africa 46.3 63.2 1,790 43 32
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Poverty in Developing Countries

Source: http://www.globalissues.org/TradeRelated/Faces.asp. Used by permission.

1.   Half the world, nearly 3 billion people, live on less than two dollars a day; 1.3 billion peo-
ple have no access to clean water; 3 billion have no access to sanitation; 2 billion have no 
access to electricity.

2.   The GDP (gross domestic product) of the poorest countries (a quarter of the world’s coun-
tries) is less than the wealth of the world’s three richest people combined.

3.   Nearly one billion adults entered the twenty-first century unable to read a book or sign 
their names.

4.   Less than 1 percent of what the world spent every year on weapons was needed to put 
every child into school by the year 2000, and yet this did not happen.

5.  Fifty-one percent of the world’s 100 wealthiest bodies are corporations.

6.   Twenty percent of the population in the developed states consume 86 percent of the 
world’s goods.

7.   The lives of 1.7 million children were needlessly lost in 2000 because world governments 
failed to reduce poverty levels.

8.   A mere 12 percent of the world’s population uses 85 percent of its water, and these 
12 percent do not live in the developing countries. Remember that water is not distributed 
equally over the globe. That cannot be changed.
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Poverty’s Facts and Statistics
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other areas of the world. In fact, incomes there rose much faster than among 
developed countries.
 Poverty and economic inequality continue, as in the past, to be linked to politi-
cal inequality. One consequence of poverty and political inequality is that the 
majority of victims of human rights violations are peasants and rural and urban 
laborers.4 They, along with indigenous groups and women, fall into the category of 
the suppressed—with far less political power than landed elites, military officers, 
business and commercial groups, industrialists, and other power elite groups. The 
depth and spread of poverty, and its vast system of social and political inequalities, 
call into question the value or credibility of the legally guaranteed constitutional 
rights of citizens to a fair trial, a job, medical care, and access to education. This is 
true despite the appearance of new democratic governments that are supposed to 
promote citizenship rights. Behind these deplorable conditions lies the legacy of a 
state’s colonial heritage, geographic location, depth and scope of corruption, inad-
equate formal government institutions, and poor leadership. Each of these factors 
is discussed later in the section about the politics of development.
 Given the scope of poverty in the world and the large number of developing 
countries, scholars of world politics have devoted much attention to the develop-
ing world and the political dynamics that drive it. To borrow a phrase from Thomas 
Hobbes (1588–1679), life in the Third World can be “nasty, brutish, and short.”5 
Given this dour perspective, the obvious questions to ask are, why are conditions 
in developing countries so bad, and how can these countries develop? The answers 
are explored in the following sections.

A Transformation of a Country’s Underdevelopment
Fortunately, Hobbes’s pessimistic predictions and observations do not apply to 
everyone in every country.

z First, not all poor countries today were always poor, and some countries are 
growing out of poverty. For example, China at one time was the richest country 

Contrast of Rich and Poor in 
Developing Countries
A long line of South Africans wait 
for their minibusses home to their 
townships as a luxury car drives past 
in Johannesburg, South Africa, April 
2004. More than ten years after 
South Africa’s first free and fair 
elections, the country still has huge 
differences in income and wealth. 
Millions of black people are still 
poor with no basic human needs 
such as running water.

For more information see  
The View From:  
China: Market Socialism
www.BetweenNations.org
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in the world, and India was thriving up to the end of the eighteenth century. 
Both were ranked as very poor countries in 1980, but neither country is among 
the ranks of the very poor today.

z Second, and more important, some countries have made great strides in the 
past fifty years—a relatively short time.

With luck, more countries will solve such seemingly intractable problems as pov-
erty, political instability, illiteracy, discrimination against women and other minor-
ities, child labor practices, and even slavery. Along the way, however, developing 
countries face many internal and external obstacles to improvement. Internal 
obstacles include lack of social cohesion, political inequality, and problems deter-
mining effective governmental policies. External obstacles include global eco-
nomic competition, trade imbalances, dependency on single-export economies, 
and political pressure from other countries.
 Despite interest in development over the past half-century and the post–World 
War II explosion in the number of newly independent underdeveloped states in 
Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the concept of development does not have a com-
monly accepted definition. Most people would agree, however, that development is 
an overall process of change over time in a country’s economy, political system, 
and social structure that improves the quality of human life and makes possible 
widened civic participation and sharing in political decisions. The key point here, 
drawing on Monte Palmer, a leading scholar of comparative politics and develop-
ment, is that development is not random change and transition but rather “pur-
poseful change that moves toward the attainment of a specific goal.”6 It helps to 
think in terms of a finish line in the process of development, which allows you 
to measure the actual development in a country’s economy, polity, or society. 
When you think of the finish-line idea, think about purposeful change in a spe-
cific direction—like human beings growing or developing into mature adults.7

An Improvement in Economic, Political, and Social Life
Development, then, may be thought of as an improvement in a country’s eco-
nomic, political, and social life. Economists look at economic development, which is 
the easiest to follow because it involves physical progress in standards of living that 
can be empirically measured. Political scientists emphasize political development, 
which is harder to measure: among other things, it refers to wider civic participation 
among a country’s population—or less inequality in political power. Each country’s 
level of political equality and civic participation is, of course, linked to its history and 
culture. Sociologists and anthropologists write about social and cultural development, 
which is equally important but even more difficult to chart and measure.
 Given these three aspects of the development process, how can we make sense 
of the changes taking place in the world’s poor countries?

z First, we know underdevelopment when we see it in Africa, Asia, and Latin 
America, because poverty conditions are crystal clear, as indicated in the data 
presented in this chapter. Yet debate still surrounds how one measures overall 
development, especially in the political and social realms. Some observers, for 
example, criticize modern concepts of political development that stress 
democracy and emphasize the creation of market economies by a country’s 
political leaders. They say such concepts are Western-based in that they reflect 
the experiences and values of Western Europe and the United States. As such, 
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Development Overall change in a country’s 
economy, political system, and social structure 
that improves the quality of human life.

Economic development The use of land, 
labor, and capital to produce higher standards 
of living, typically measured by increases in 
gross national product (GNP) and more equi-
table distribution of national income.

Political development An intangible con-
cept measured, to some extent, by civic partici-
pation in government and political equality 
among citizens.

Social and cultural development Progress 
in a country’s standards of living and quality of 
life, characterized by a growing middle class.
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the argument is that they may not reflect the culture, religion, attitudes, and 
values practiced in a developing country.

z Second, rates of development, as in economic development, vary greatly from 
one country to the next. China is moving rapidly in economic development, 
while Haiti and African states south of the Sahara are not. South Korea is 
far ahead of North Korea in economic growth, while Mexico is ahead of 
Guatemala, and Taiwan is doing much better economically than Sudan. Rates 
of development are by no means the same across countries, nor do they affect 
everybody within a country in the same way. A country may look like it is mak-
ing economic progress, while in fact inequality may remain high among its 
population. As to alternative paths to economic growth, these vary widely from 
state to state. China, Vietnam, and Cuba follow variations of single-party rule 
(the Communist Party) that exist within the context of market economics. 
Bhutan, a small country in the Himalayas, pursues a philosophy of gross 
national happiness that recognizes the individual’s spiritual needs, not defined 
simply as fulfillment of material wishes.

z Third, when development occurs in one sector of a country, such as its econ-
omy, that sphere of development tends to change other sectors, like the politi-
cal and social systems. Indeed, many political economists believe economic 
development is a precondition for political (democratic) and social develop-
ment (a growing middle class). If standards of living rise and an economy 
becomes more modern and diversified, it can generate movement toward a 
more democratic system—as occurred in Mexico just over a century ago. In 
fact, a look at the history of Latin America indicates that economic develop-
ment typically leads to major change in a country’s political system, including 
the emergence of multiple political parties. Such a political transition might 
occur because a more diversified economy tends to produce more interest 
groups and political parties, higher literacy, and the spread of mass communi-
cation media like newspapers and television. A thriving economy, moreover, 
should generate more opportunities for upward mobility and higher standards 
of living for women as well as men.

z Fourth, most of the developing countries have been affected by globalization, 
especially the technology revolution (see chapter 1). If you travel through 
developing countries—from China and Vietnam to Mexico and Guatemala—
you can see the presence of Internet cybercafes, IGOs, NGOs, MNCs, and global 
banking and financial institutions. Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola have been glo-
balized, along with McDonald’s and K.F.C. (formerly Kentucky Fried Chicken). 
Still, opposition to globalization is common in some parts of the developing 
world. The reaction is caused by the perception that the development process 
is not homegrown but generated from abroad—and, specifically, by the West 
(think of al Qaeda). It is also a response to the conflicts in identity arising from 
the interplay of changing economy, a changing social and cultural system, and 
the political regime.

Crafting a Definition of Development
Development has traditionally been defined in economic terms, first in terms of 
overall economic growth (as measured by GNP or by gross domestic product, GDP) 
and later in terms of economic growth per person (GDP per capita). Such mea-
surements are useful but incomplete. They are useful because they indicate 
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whether or not a country is doing well economically and whether or not it is doing 
better or worse over time. A country, however, could have a rising national income 
but still exclude much of its population from the political process. Similarly, a 
country may be growing economically in the short run but destroying its environ-
ment in the process, thus hurting long-term economic growth. To encompass 
these and other definitional problems, we propose five components to the defini-
tion of development.

z The first component is economic. Because the equitable distribution of wealth 
(equity) matters just as much as overall economic growth, the notion of eco-
nomic health is measured by GDP per capita. It is necessary to focus on not 
only the size of the economic pie, however, but also on how the pie is divided. 
For example, a country’s development would be very restricted if only 1 per-
cent of the population benefited from 99 percent of the economic growth.

z A second component of development is the health of the population. The most 
useful measurement is the infant mortality rate, which reflects the quality and 
quantity of food, the availability of housing, and the quality of and access to 
medical care.

z A third component of development is literacy. A country’s literacy rate is a use-
ful indicator of development because it measures quality and access to educa-
tion. Most people in the rich industrialized countries take for granted the 
ability to read and write, not to mention basic math skills. Illiteracy is a terrible 
problem in many countries, as shown in the tables above. Around the world, 
about one billion people are illiterate.

z Environmental sustainability is the fourth component of development. This is 
the ability of a country to advance in economic development without destroy-
ing the environment in the process (see chapter 14 for more details).

North Korea’s Leader Kim Jong Il
The son of, and successor to, long-
time North Korean leader, Kim Il 
Sung, Kim Jong Il is known as “Dear 
Leader.” An autocratic leader of 
enormous power and influence, he 
has dramatically impoverished his 
country.
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z The fifth component of development is civil rights, particularly gender rights. 
In most countries, women play a relatively small role politically as well as eco-
nomically (by traditional measurement). Thus, improvements in this area would 
see greater participation of women in political and economic life. (The fourth 
and fifth components of development are not yet widely accepted among main-
stream political scientists and economists. Historically, few people paid atten-
tion to these two issues, and there is still reluctance to include them.

 In short, then, development has come to encompass many elements besides 
economic progress. Development, then, is movement toward higher standards of 
living, widening opportunities to live a better life, upward social and economic 
mobility, and expanding participation in government. Explicit definitions of eco-
nomic, social, and political development are the next topics to consider.

Classifying the World’s Countries
By using one or more indicators, it is possible to rank countries in terms of devel-
opment. A relatively complex system of ranking countries, the Human Develop-
ment Index (HDI), was presented in chapter 11. As you learned, a variety of 
political, economic, and social elements are factored in so countries can be com-
pared by their HDI score.
 From your reading of chapter 3 and this chapter thus far, you know that catego-
rizing countries in terms of development can be confusing. To simplify matters, 
this chapter uses the World Bank method of low-, lower middle–, upper middle–, 

and high-income groups. Think of developing 
countries as those not in the high-income groups. 
(See Figure 13.2.) An older, but still widely used, 
method for categorizing countries evolved during 
the Cold War. In this system,

	 Figure	13.2

People Living on a Dollar a Day

People in poor countries struggle in many social, political, and 
economic areas. However, over the past 15 years or so, progress has 
been many at least in terms of the number of people living on less 
than a dollar a day. Unfortunately, as we noted at the start of the 
chapter, half the world—nearly three billion people—live on less 
than two dollars a day.
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z First World countries are developed, rich, and 
democratic.

z Second World refers to the world’s communist or 
former communist countries. These countries 
are also referred to as countries in transition.

z Third World covers the rest of the world’s coun-
tries—those that are relatively poor and polit-
ically unstable. A common expression that 
encompasses Third World countries is the 
global South, after the hemisphere where most 
Third World countries are located. This term 
contrasts with the North, after the hemisphere 
where most of the First World and Second World 
countries are found. Other terms commonly 
used to describe the Third World are less devel-
oped countries (LDCs), underdeveloped coun-
tries, and undeveloped countries.

z Fourth World is sometimes used to refer not to 
countries but to indigenous peoples, such as the 
Tamils in Sri Lanka and the Mayans of Guate-
mala. It is important to note that there is no 
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progression from Fourth World to First World—that is, it doesn’t make sense for 
countries to go from Fourth to Third to Second to First World status. If so, it 
would mean a Third World country would have to become a communist coun-
try (Second World) in order to become a First World country.

 This system is a useful way to make sense of the world’s many countries, but it 
is full of nagging problems.

1. Some countries do not flt neatly into one category. China, for example, may be 
classifled as a Second World country from a political perspective because a 
single political party, the Communist Party, dominates it. However, China has 
added so many capitalist elements to its economic system that the term Sec-
ond World no longer makes perfect sense.

2. It makes sense to create certain exceptions to the First, Second, and Third World 
categorization system. This is often done for oil-rich countries, such as Saudi 
Arabia and Kuwait, and for the newly industrializing countries (NICs), such as 
South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore.

3. Many people object to the term Third World because it has a negative or pejo-
rative connotation; it is viewed as implying inferior status.

4. Another problem with this commonly used category system is that some Third 
World countries have regions that could well be deflned as developed. India, 
for example, is more developed than China in some ways but not in others. For 
instance, India is much more democratic than China and has a much freer 
press. It also has a much lower literacy rate than China. Likewise, some devel-
oped countries—that is, countries in the First World—have regions that resem-
ble the Third World. Consider, for example, which parts of the United States 
may have Third World features.

Thus, the terms First, Second, and Third World are useful but crude shortcuts for 
categorizing the world’s countries; they are helpful, but only to a point.
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Newly industrializing countries (NICs)  
Those countries previously classifled as less 
developed countries (LDCs) that have raised 
signiflcantly their levels of production and 
wealth typically through export-led growth.

Test Prepper 13.1

True or False?

_____ 1. A key decentralizing force in world politics 
today is the interaction between poverty and 
violence.

_____ 2. As a result of the UN’s Millennium Develop-
ment Goals pledge, many developed countries 
now contribute 0.7 percent of their GNP to 
development aid.

_____ 3. The GDP of the poorest countries is less than 
the wealth of the world’s three richest people 
combined.

_____ 4. An acceptable deflnition of development 
focuses on two types of change in a country’s 
condition: economic and political.

_____ 5. Countries that have industrialized in recent 
years but have not yet obtained high levels of 

economic wealth are characterized as Second 
World countries.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following components would you 
leave out when crafting a deflnition of 
development?

a. Economics
b. Civil rights
c. Literacy
d. Culture
e. None of the above, all are important

Answers	appear	on	page	A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 13.1
www.BetweenNations.org
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What Theories Explain Rich and  
Poor Countries?
Understand how different theories approach the issue of development and how 
each explains why some countries are rich while others are poor.

In many of the chapters, you have considered extremely difficult questions, 
such as, Why are there wars? In this chapter, you consider an equally daunting 
question: Why are some countries rich and politically stable, whereas others, are 
poor and politically unstable? This question leads to a host of other challenging 
questions: How can poor countries improve their economic situation? Must 
countries trying to develop economically also be democratic, or can a country be 
too poor to be democratic?8 Should the state play a dominant role in the econ-
omy, or should a hands-off approach—letting the market drive the economy—be 
chosen? Should all states try to develop by creating a U.S.–style economy? Unfor-
tunately, there are no easy answers to these questions, nor is there a consensus 
among academics or practitioners. Nevertheless, you can make significant prog-
ress in addressing these questions by building on the theoretical foundations 
from earlier chapters.

Three Main Theoretical Approaches
The three approaches that follow offer different explanations for why there are 
rich and poor countries. They also offer different prescriptions, or policy recom-
mendations, for helping developing countries improve their lot. Chapter 12 pro-
vides a head start in understanding the following theories. Specifically, this 
discussion briefly reviews the economic liberal and neo-mercantilist approaches. 
It then explores in greater depth the neo-Marxist and dependency theories intro-
duced in chapter 2. These approaches are shown in Table 13.4.

Economic Liberalism
As chapter 12 showed, economic liberalism (neoliberal economics) grows out of the 
classical economics tradition. It is a variation on the classical free-trade and free 
market–economy liberalism of the nineteenth century, made famous in Europe 
with the 1776 publication in England of Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations. 
According to this approach, free-market principles should dominate a country’s 
political economy. Domestically, the state should limit its regulation of the econ-
omy. Internationally, the state should not construct barriers to trade and invest-
ment with other countries. When individuals can buy, sell, and trade freely across 
borders, everyone is better off in the long run. Since the 1960s, U.S. foreign pol-
icy toward developing countries has essentially relied on this approach. A look at 
the third edition of Walt W. Rostow’s 1991 book, The Stages of Economic Growth,9 
shows how little the approach has changed since then. The modernization school, 
espoused by Rostow and others, attempts to modernize “backward” countries by 
encouraging the kinds of policies that helped the United States become so suc-
cessful. The modernization theory also stresses the internal obstacles to develop-
ment, that is, those located inside the developing countries themselves.
 How does this economic liberal approach answer the question, Why are there 
poor countries? The primary response is that in developing countries problems 

Economic liberalism An approach to IPE 
based on free-market principles and open 
international trade and monetary systems. 
Founded, in part, on the belief that the role of 
the state should be minimized because of 
potential inefficiency as well as the fear of 
states abusing their power.

Modernization school An approach to 
development that seeks to modernize “back-
ward” countries through the adoption of poli-
cies consistent with economic liberalism and 
free trade. The United States is usually seen as 
the successful model to emulate.

2
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Adam Smith’s  
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are created or made worse by failed government policies. Policies that restrict 
trade, for example, can lead to what economists call market imperfections that 
hinder the efficient use of land, labor, and capital. Governments that meddle too 
much in the economy, that are excessively incompetent, or that are exceedingly 
corrupt also hurt development prospects. In some troubled countries, for instance, 
government policies favor a small minority of wealthy people. Kleptocracies are 
governments that essentially steal from the people; this was the case in the Philip-
pines under the regime of Ferdinand Marcos (1965–1986). These political factors 
are discussed in greater depth later in the chapter.
 Proponents of the neoliberal economic approach admit that the international 
political and economic environment is competitive and sometimes even hostile. 
In the long run, however, there is no substitute for sound domestic policies. This 
point was recently echoed by the United Nations, which argued that effective gov-
ernance, in conjunction with sound international assistance, is essential for devel-
opment. As Mark Malloch Brown, the former head of the UN’s Development 
Program, put it, “Governance is a critical building block for poverty reduction.”10

Neoliberalism in Practice
From the 1990s onward, in many developing countries, neoliberalism has 
emphasized:

z Free trade

z Market economies

z Selling off inefficient state-owned enterprises

z Exports

z Decreased tariffs

z Streamlining bureaucratic processes

z Attempts to diversify economies

Economic Liberalism
Mercantilism, Economic 
Nationalism Neo-Marxism Dependency

General comments about the political 
economy:

Free-market princi-
ples should domi-
nate the political 
economy.

The state uses the econ-
omy to increase its politi-
cal power.

Economic factors dominate politics 
and society.

Most important unit of analysis: The individual or the 
firm.

The state. Class (capitalist and proletariat) or the 
international capitalist system.

Expectation about the IPE: Harmonious and 
self-regulating inter-
national economic 
integration through 
the world market.

Inherent struggle among 
states; regulated by a 
balance of power.

Inherent conflict, especially class con-
flict; revolutionary change until Marxist 
utopia.

Main obstacles to development: Mostly internal. Internal and external Mostly external.
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For example, after decades of failed neo-Marxist economic programs, in the early 
1990s India adopted neoliberal policies under the leadership of Manmohan Singh, 
the architect of India’s economic reforms and the present prime minister. His 
development philosophy is that government should reduce bureaucracy, open 
markets to attract foreign investment, and reduce the state’s role in business activ-
ity. From this perspective, the government’s job is to concentrate its efforts where 
markets alone do not serve the public interest well. Critics of this viewpoint claim 
that such policies have not produced consistently positive results. In Latin Amer-
ica, for example, poverty remains entrenched and the environment has suffered. 
Critics of neoliberalism also associate poverty with the perceived negative effects 
of globalization.

Neo-mercantilism and Economic Nationalism
A second theoretical approach to development has much in common with the 
realist paradigm. Realism, mercantilism, neo-mercantilism, economic national-
ism, and what some prefer to call statism all share a belief in the primacy of the 
state. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, mercantilist policies, fol-
lowed especially by Spain and Portugal, were used to increase national unity and 
the power and wealth of the state. These policies primarily involved the acquisi-
tion of precious metals (gold and silver bullion) and protectionist trade policies 
(for example, tariffs).
 Neo-mercantilism evolved in the nineteenth century as Germany sought to 
build a stronger industrial capacity through protectionist policies—but without the 
reliance on bullion. Neo-mercantilists believed the state should be the main deter-
minant of organized political, economic, and social activity.11 Neo-mercantilism 
remained highly relevant through the twentieth century, when the international 
political economy was hit by the Great Depression in the 1930s as well as the col-
lapse of the gold standard and the oil shocks of the 1970s. As a response to these 
devastating events, many countries soured on the economic liberal faith in an 
unfettered international market economy. Like earlier mercantilists, they saw the 
need for the state to resolve the country’s problems through various forms of trade 
protection. Many of today’s neo-mercantilists, or economic nationalists, use the 
term managed trade to describe increased government regulation of global trade.
 What is the neo-mercantilist explanation for underdevelopment? Consistent 
with its emphasis on the power of the state, neo-mercantilism contends that inter-
national power struggles make political and economic life harder for weaker coun-
tries. Thus, domestic policies that allow too much foreign domination of the 
economy can be harmful to a country’s development. Neo-mercantilists often 
oppose the prescription of neoliberal economists. Instead of letting market forces 
drive the economy, neo-mercantilists argue, as long as market forces hurt a coun-
try, they should be curbed through the kinds of protectionist policies described in 
chapter 12: tariffs, quotas, nontariff barriers to trade, and so on. Instead of the 
state remaining relatively aloof from the economy, it should assume an active role 
in guiding the economy. Note, however, that neo-mercantilists do not call for a 
totalitarian state. The state is to serve as an important guide—not a dictator—of 
economic affairs.

Neo-Marxism and Dependency
As with mercantilism and neo-mercantilism, the first question to examine is what 
makes the “neo” version of Marxism new. Marxism, as developed by Karl Marx, 
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Friedrich Engels, and others in the nineteenth century, focused on the struggle 
between the capitalist and proletarian classes within a country. Marxists predicted 
that domestic (or internal) economic crises in individual states would result in the 
revolutionary and violent overthrow of capitalists in favor of a dictatorship of the 
proletariat (working classes). This movement on a national scale was eventually 
expected to sweep the globe as country after country succumbed to the “inevitable 
logic” of Marxist socialist development.
 Neo-Marxism, which developed in the early part of the twentieth century due 
to the influence of V. I. Lenin and others, has a much more international focus. 
Imperialism, as we learned in chapter 2, was seen as the most advanced stage of 
capitalist development by which rich (primarily European) countries sought 
cheap raw materials in the undeveloped parts of the world. Rich countries cre-
ated colonies in the world’s periphery (a process known as colonialism) and then 
geared those colonies’ development to the benefit of the home country or to a 
small number of local capitalists. Neo-Marxists predicted that the oppressive 
capitalist class eventually would be overthrown and that poor countries would 
similarly throw off the oppressive influences of rich countries. Neo-Marxists thus 
built on Marxism by grafting on this international element. The neo-Marxist 
explanation for political and economic problems in developing countries is their 
exploitation by rich countries.
 Neo-Marxism became especially prominent after World War II. Thanks to the 
work of Latin American scholars in particular, the dependency approach, a variant 
of Neo-Marxism, became standard fare in college courses on development. The 
basic point of dependency theories is that if development were to occur at all in 
developing states—that is, the periphery—it would be dependent on an exploit-
ative relationship with the developed world—that is core countries. An interesting 
example of this is France’s efforts to create an economy in Algeria that would serve 
French—not local—needs. This included the production of wine, which was in 
high demand in France but of little value to the local Muslim population.12

 Some of the main targets of the dependency approach were multinational cor-
porations from rich core countries that invested in the periphery. It was believed 
the vast majority of the profits generated by MNCs in the periphery were simply 
sent back to the core country, thus enriching the wealthy at the expense of the 
poor. Figure 13.3 illustrates how this works. MNCs from developed countries often 
set up factories in poor (that is, periphery) countries because wages there are 
much lower. Take the example of the Barbie doll. According to Eric Clark, author of 
The Real Toy Story, Barbie dolls bring in $3.6 billion annually in retail sales (for the 
MNC), but very little of this goes to the people who make the dolls. A Chinese-
made Barbie, for example, retails in the United States for about $10. Only thirty-
five cents goes to the factory.13

 Like the neo-Marxists, proponents of dependency theories believe the struc-
ture of the international system is biased against poor countries. For example, the 
trading relationship between core (developed) and periphery (developing) coun-
tries is often lopsided in favor of the core. These poor terms of trade result in 
income being transferred from the periphery to the core.
 The neo-Marxist approach offers a variety of policy prescriptions for dealing 
with the external forces hindering development.14 It begins with the premise that 
if the right changes are made to the international political-economic structure, the 
situation will improve for the world’s poor countries. Some people believe if 
the core were simply to increase aid to and provide better market access for the 
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Periphery In the international system, that 
region or substate entity that is not part of 
the central decision-making group of states. 
Kosovo, Chechnya, Kashmir, and East Timor 
may be considered part of the periphery. 
Africa has been, up to now, a peripheral region 
of the international system.

Colonialism Control of territories in what 
is now considered the Third World by rich, 
mostly European countries with the aim of 
gearing colonial development to the benefit 
of the home country.

Core countries In the language of the 
dependency approach, the world’s rich coun-
tries, or First World countries.
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periphery, things would improve for the periphery. Neo-Marxists, however, believe 
these are only partial measures that won’t significantly alter the dependent rela-
tionship between the core and periphery. They argue that periphery countries 
should sever political and economic ties with core countries. By cutting the links 
to the exploitative core countries, development will no longer depend on their 
demands. One method of severing ties is to nationalize a foreign company—that 
is, to take over the factories and facilities of the MNC. On their own, periphery 
countries could then diversify their economy (become less dependent on a few 
exports) and avoid spending scarce cash on expensive imported goods. These pre-
scriptions, import-substitution industrialization, were the centerpiece of the most 
important policy adopted by developing countries after World War II. In short, the 
policy called for domestic production to substitute for imported products.
 Another neo-Marxist, dependency-inspired strategy culminated in the 1970s 
with the establishment of the New International Economic Order (NIEO). The NIEO 
was an attempt by developing countries to elevate the issue of economic develop-
ment to the top of the international agenda and to make international institutions 
more responsive to the concerns of poor countries.15 The NIEO called for devel-
oped countries to:

z Provide more aid to developing countries

z Create debt-relief programs

z Reduce their trade barriers to goods from developing countries

In short, developing countries essentially demanded a restructuring of the inter-
national system to eliminate bias against them. For a time, it seemed as if the 
developing countries were finally gaining leverage, especially after the oil shocks 
caused by OPEC. By the 1980s, however, it was clear the NIEO had failed. The neo-
Marxist policies, such as import-substituting industrialization, adopted by many 
developing countries, especially those in Latin America, contributed to huge gov-
ernment budget deficits, enormous debts, and rampant inflation. The NIEO also 
failed because the much more powerful developed states were unwilling to cede 
significant influence to the world’s poorer countries.
 Even though these shortcomings, as well as the collapse of communism in 1989–
1990, largely discredited dependency notions, similar ideas persist to this day.
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Import-substitution industrialization Poli-
cies designed to increase national political-
economic independence by building up 
national industries so the country will not have 
to rely as much on expensive imports. Exam-
ples include nationalizing foreign companies, 
trade barriers on foreign goods, and diversify-
ing the national economy in order to reduce 
dependence on a few exports.

New International Economic Order (NIEO)  
The effort by developing countries to alter the 
rules of the international system, especially 
with respect to trade and financial structures.
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z Opponents of global capitalism have made disruptive appearances at the WTO 
meeting in Seattle in 1999 and at meetings of the IMF in Washington in 2000 
and in many other cities since then. While many of today’s anti-capitalists may 
not call themselves neo-Marxists, they do share some assumptions. Modern 
capitalism and globalization, for example, are believed to be responsible for a 
massive concentration of corporate power within and across national bound-
aries, a concentration supported by the World Bank, the IMF, and other inter-
national organizations dominated by developed countries.16

z The desire to rewrite the rules of the international system also persists. In April 
2000, for example, the Group of 77 (developing countries) called for a “new 
global human order.” They specifically asked the world’s rich countries to open 
their borders to imports from developing countries, to forgive debts, to increase 
aid to poor countries, and to share new technologies. In addition, the Group of 
77 called for a stronger voice in the decision-making powers of the World Bank 
and the IMF. Furthermore, they asked the United Nations to play a bigger role 
in economic aid, rather than channeling it through organizations controlled by 
rich nations.17

z Finally, developing countries desired to reorder the rules of the international 
system by calling for better access to developed countries’ markets through the 
WTO and its lengthy negotiations as part of the Doha Round of trade talks.

Theory and Practice of Cooperation among  
Developing Countries
It seems logical that if developing countries band together, they will be able to put 
more pressure on the world’s rich and politically powerful countries and thus alter 
the rules of the international system in their favor. The NIEO was one such attempt. 
Another option for developing countries is to cooperate when certain products 
they possess are in high demand by the rest of the world, especially the developed 
states. The best example of this is the formation of OPEC, discussed in chapter 6.
 Although OPEC may appear to be a purely economic organization, the impli-
cations of its actions can have a significantly political impact. In 1973, OPEC raised 
oil prices from roughly $3 a barrel to $12 a barrel, which sent political shock waves 
around the world. Another shock came in 1979, when OPEC again raised the price 
of oil; it seemed OPEC was clearly in the driver’s seat in this most critical of indus-
tries. These two events in the 1970s represented the best opportunity yet for devel-
oping countries to gain leverage over developed countries, most of which were 
highly dependent on oil imports, particularly from the Middle East. However, the 
benefits of this new-found power were not equally distributed among the devel-
oping countries and in some cases, the oil shocks actually hurt countries in the 
developing world. Of course, the oil-producing countries benefited most. Many 
poor non-oil-producing countries suffered the same problem as developed coun-
tries. They had to pay much higher prices for oil.
 As you read in chapter 12, OPEC’s influence on the world stage did not last. 
Through most of the 1980s and 1990s, not only was more oil found (increasing 
world supply) but also most developed countries became more efficient energy 
consumers (decreasing demand). In addition, OPEC’s member-states started 
cheating significantly on their output targets; they pumped more oil than they 
said they would, thus creating an oversupply and driving prices down. The 
incredibly low oil prices of 1998 and early 1999 made some observers wonder 
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whether OPEC would ever play the kind of role it did in the 1970s. But it was 
those low prices that motivated OPEC and even non-OPEC countries to work 
together to stabilize and thus raise world oil prices. This effort led to the dou-
bling of oil prices in the United States between 1999 and 2000. By 2004 and 2005 
very high oil prices were again helping OPEC members (as well as non-OPEC oil-
producing countries).
 The lesson of OPEC—as a group of developing countries banding together to 
leverage developed countries—is difficult to apply in other contexts.

z First of all, OPEC’s successes have been limited, and oil has not been the cure-
all for its members’ economic and political woes.

z Second, most countries in the developing world do not possess raw materials 
or manufactured goods or services that are in as high demand as oil. As a result, 
efforts to form effective cartels in other commodities have generally failed.

 After reviewing the above theoretical approaches to development, it is appar-
ent that developing countries have generally followed three strategies, based on 
theoretical ideas and actual experience.18

1. First, some countries have tried to detach themselves from the international 
political economy (the neo-Marxist and dependency recommendation). For 
the most part, these efforts have failed. The change in attitude toward contact 
with developed countries is exemplified by the attitude of Brazil’s former presi-
dent, Henrique Cardozo. Cardozo had been a leading proponent of the depen-
dency approach and had denounced U.S. MNCs as instruments of American 
imperialism. By the 1990s, however, he had come to believe—like many lead-
ers in the developing world—that MNCs can provide the capital and technol-
ogy necessary for economic development.19

2. The next strategy for some developing countries was to change the interna-
tional political-economic order. The most prominent attempt was the NIEO. 
This strategy thus far has also failed. The 1980s and 1990s saw a major ideo-
logical shift among developing states as more and more countries adopted 
neoliberal economic policies (for example, less regulation, favoring foreign 
investment). This offers a partial explanation for Mexico’s decision to sup-
port NAFTA.

3. The final strategy of developing countries has been to adopt neo-mercantilist 
domestic policies and to maximize the benefits of participation in the interna-
tional political economy. Almost every country in the world has, in varying 
degrees, supported the neo-mercantilist prescription of protecting domestic 
industries from foreign competition.
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What Factors Affect the  
Politics of Development?
Identify and understand the political factors that affect the development process.

Directly related to the foregoing discussion of the theories of development is 
what may be called the politics of development—the title of this chapter. This 
term refers to how developing states are governed, how their political leadership 
operates as they try to launch and sustain economic growth, how political elites 
allocate their country’s scarce resources, and how development patterns result 
from the nature of relations with developed countries. Generally speaking, the 
politics of development concept brings the realm of politics to bear on the eco-
nomic, political, and social lives of everyone who lives inside the state and is sub-
ject to its rule.
 Politics, both domestic and international, can contribute to development or 
hold it back. In many parts of the developing world, a few people in control of the 
political system use it to enhance their personal wealth rather than to advance the 
interests of their people. Such was the case in Zaire (today’s Democratic Republic 
of Congo) under the late Mobuto Sese Seko, or Zimbabwe’s strongman, Robert 
Mugabe. Haiti is a disaster case, whereas the nature of politics in Costa Rica or 
Singapore is associated more with economic and social development.
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Test Prepper 13.2

True or False?

_____ 1. The economic liberal approach to development 
argues that failed government policies are the 
key reason why developing countries are still 
poor.

_____ 2. Neoliberalism emphasizes free trade, market 
economies, increased exports, and decreased 
tariffs (among other things) as important strat-
egies for developing countries.

_____ 3. Neo-mercantalists argue that the state should 
be the main determinant of organized political, 
economic, and social activity.

_____ 4. The dependency approach to economic devel-
opment argues that a certain level of depend-
ence on the international economic system is 
healthy for states and that, in the long run, it 
will lead to economic development.

_____ 5. The lesson of OPEC is that, if only the develop-
ing states would make the effort, economic 
cooperation between developing states clearly 
leads to success both economically and 
politically.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following is an example of a failed 
government policy that may be used to explain 
a country’s lack of development?

a. Policies that foster trade at the expense of 
internal development

b. Governments that fail to monitor and 
adjust economic factors when the situa-
tion is warranted

c. Excessive corruption by government 
officials

d. None of the above
e. All of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following did the New Interna-
tional Economic Order (NIEO) ask developed 
states to provide developing countries?

a. Technology credits
b. New low credit loans
c. Debt-relief programs
d. Reduced prices on defensive weapons sys-

tems to increase political stability
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 13.2
www.BetweenNations.org
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 The politics of development, as all politics, involves who gets what, when, 
where, and how (see chapter 1). As the economic liberal and neo-mercantilist 
approach emphasizes, politics and governing are intimately tied to all those deci-
sions and outcomes that affect whether or not a country is moving toward improved 
standards of living for more and more people and toward wider popular participa-
tion in government. A country’s political system is most likely to promote develop-
ment—economic growth, equity, and increased civic participation—if it meets 
three specific conditions.20 The country’s:

z Leaders believe in the priority of development goals.

z Political system is in control of its human and material resources.

z Political system is able to mobilize human resources in support of develop-
ment goals.

 In looking at a country’s politics of development, several questions come to 
mind. How do political decisions affect a country’s capital formation? In other 
words, how are land, labor, and physical capital (like factories for manufactur-
ing) developed to generate income in the country? What political decisions are 
made that affect a country’s vital social overhead capital, such as education and 
health? Who becomes educated? What do they study? How does politics deter-
mine whether or not roads, bridges, schools, dams, and communication facil-
ities are built—and whether or not they are built in the right places to benefit 
the whole country? Where does politics come into the equation in terms of how 
much public spending supports the military versus schools, hospitals, and public 
health programs?
 To get a handle on these questions, let’s look more closely at the factors that 
shape the politics of development.

The Colonial Legacy
Many countries in the developing world were created from former colonial Euro-
pean empires. As such, they inherited economic, social, and political systems from 
the colonial era, during which they were exploited by Britain, France, Germany, 
The Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain, among others, as sources of cheap labor 
and raw materials to fuel the manufacturing industries back home.
 The colonial legacy left a distinct imprint on the politics of development in the 
developing world. It led to great shifts of wealth from today’s developing countries 
to industrialized Europe, thereby contributing to today’s poverty and population 
growth. Colonialism also left in its wake state boundaries with no cohesive national 
territories. Other consequences of colonialism were:

z Political institutions designed on European models, created for colonial rule of 
the countries rather than linked to traditional cultural norms of the colonized 
area. In many cases, this resulted in unworkable postcolonial settings, with the 
military emerging as the only institution with enough power to maintain order 
and stability.21

z Economic systems geared to exploit raw materials and cheap labor for the ben-
efit of the mother country rather than for sustainable economic development 
in the colonized country.

z Inadequate infrastructures for successful economic development, including 
low literacy rates, poor housing and health facilities, and inefficient transpor-
tation and communication.

Capital formation The process by which 
land, labor, and physical capital (like factories 
for manufacturing) are developed to generate 
income in a country.

Social overhead capital A term used in eco-
nomic development studies to indicate factors, 
such as a population’s health, education, and 
welfare, that contribute to economic growth.

For more information see  
Why It Matters to You:  
Global Development
www.BetweenNations.org
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z Ethnic, caste, tribal, religious, and linguistic divisions among the colonized 
state’s population, which contributed to chronic postcolonial instability. Iraq, 
for example, in the region known from ancient times as Mesopotamia, was 
earlier ruled by the Turks. When the Ottoman Empire collapsed after World 
War I, the League of Nations gave Great Britain the mandate to oversee Meso-
potamia and Palestine. In 1921, the British drew some lines in the sand and 
created Iraq. Inside this new country were Kurds, Sunni Muslims, and Shiite 
Muslims who previously had not been governed together but rather treated as 
separate provinces by the Turks. Stability in Iraq came in the form of the heavy 
hand of a dictator. In Palestine, Great Britain determined to create a Jewish 
homeland—a decision still playing out in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict today. 
The colonial era left many such examples of multireligious and multiethnic 
artificial states.

Economic and Human Health Factors
Today’s postcolonial politics in poor states is affected by the basic lack of economic 
and natural resources, extensive poverty and inequality, and weak power com-
pared to the developed countries.22 Remember that 80 percent of the world’s pop-
ulation lives in countries that generate only 20 percent of the world’s total income.23 
(But see the discussion that follows on measuring economic assets in developing 
countries.) This means that political leaders have fewer resources available to ini-
tiate positive change and respond to growing demands from an expanding popu-
lation with high birthrates. Added to this is the persistence of high-level government 
corruption, resistance to change from entrenched elites that hold political and 
economic control, and the willingness of both haves and have-nots to resort to 
violence in order to make their position clear. Remember that corruption dimin-
ishes available economic assets that otherwise could find their way into develop-
ment projects.

Human Underdevelopment
With respect to human underdevelopment affecting the politics of development, 
sub-Saharan Africa, for example, enters the twenty-first century with lagging school 
enrollments, high child mortality, and widespread endemic diseases like malaria 
and AIDS. Such diseases cut life expectancy by twenty years or more and undercut 
rates of savings and growth. In addition, many of this region’s countries—as is the 
case elsewhere in the Developing World—are plagued by an inability to produce 
sufficient food to feed their people. Add to this deficiency in arable land the lack of 
other economic resources, such as those linked to energy (oil, natural gas, coal), 
and you can see how the problems of development multiply.

Income Inequality
Income inequality is extremely high in the developing states. In Latin America, 
which is typical, the ratio of income of the top 20 percent of earners to those at the 
bottom is around 16 to 1; in Brazil, it is nearly 25 to 1, compared to about 10 to 1 in 
the United States and 5 to 1 in Western Europe24 Needless to say, a country’s top 
leaders do not want to give up their privileged position. This breeds a political sys-
tem featuring, among other problems, uncollected taxes, which deprives the state 
of money that could be invested in development projects; minimal political 
change, which impedes the incorporation of more people into national political 
life so their interests may be represented; and siphoned-off state funds for 
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personal use. A classic case is Mexico, where corruption has held back more effec-
tive allocation of the state’s resources to improve human development at a time 
when peasant groups are demanding more land and labor is striving for higher 
wages. Indeed, in Mexico the ruling party, the Institutional Revolutionary Party 
(PRI), that long ruled Mexico has been accused of channeling public funds to 
election campaigns.25 In a recent survey of high-ranking public officials and key 
leaders of civil society in over sixty developing countries, the respondents rated 
public sector corruption as the most serious obstacle to development and growth 
in their countries.26

Government Factors
Any discussion of lagging economic resources, as is clear in the preceding discus-
sion, naturally brings into focus other issues of government in the developing coun-
tries. One of the big issues within that realm is the lack of government legitimacy.

Lack of Government Legitimacy
Many countries face a lack of legitimacy of their governments.27 In other words, 
most of the population of the state has little faith in the government and how it 
makes decisions, or they may simply not identify closely with the government, 
which they see as having virtually no effect on their lives. Many reasons account 
for this situation, including some already discussed in this chapter: abject poverty 
of the lower classes; vast income inequalities; populations living in the hinter-
lands, far from the capital city and other large population centers; and ethnic 
diversity, with its distinct cultural preferences and linguistic differences. For exam-
ple, numerous ethnic tribal groups in the jungles of Guatemala do not speak Span-
ish, the language of Guatemala and its government. As a result, these groups barely 
identify with their government.
 This is not surprising, because the Guatemalan military has been responsible 
for killing scores of peasant Indians at random over recent years.28 In 1996, 
Guatemala officially ended its thirty-six-year civil war, which left more than 
200,000 people, primarily Mayan Indians, dead and over a million people upro-
oted. Even today, right-wing civil patrols of soldiers and paramilitary groups oper-
ate unchecked in rural Guatemala, undercutting government legitimacy in the 
eyes of their victims. In Colombia, meanwhile, drug lords and right-wing paramili-
taries control much of the countryside, reducing the official government’s control 
over Colombian territory.
 Where ethnic groups are numerous inside a state, as in Nigeria, it is difficult for 
any government to gain the respect and support of those ethnic groups who are 
not represented in the government’s instruments of power. A review of the differ-
ences between ethnic nations and states in previous chapters highlights this point 
for you.

Lack of Government Power and Authority in the Countryside
Governments in developing countries simply may not have the power and author-
ity to affect the lives of people in the countryside, who are far from the capital city, 
the center of government. If the state’s administrative apparatus does not extend 
much beyond the capital city or one or two other large cities, its power is notice-
ably limited. In this situation—which exists in parts of Africa and Latin America—
even if a government were dedicated to mobilizing its human and material resources 
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in support of modernization and development, it would be difficult to do so. Not 
far from La Paz, the capital of Bolivia, paved roads become dirt roads and rope-
pulled ferries are used to transport local buses across rivers. In other parts of Latin 
America, it is common for large landowners in rural areas to drive their farm work-
ers (campesinos) to the city at election time and force them to vote for the land-
owners’ preferred candidates.

Violence within and between Developing Countries
Causes of violence within and between developing countries are many, as you 
learned in chapters 9 and 10. One such cause is the lack of democratic institutions 
to resolve conflict between groups, including ethnic national groups. Others are 
poor economic conditions and the stresses of economic transformation. Economic 
inequalities, discriminatory economic and political practices, ethnic minority sta-
tus, and political alienation all contribute to violent conflict. Examples of violence 
within developing countries that undermine its economic development include:

z Palestinian-Israeli struggles over territory—notably the conflict over a territo-
rial homeland (sovereign state) for the Palestinians. Whether or not the Middle 
East peace conference in November 2007 hosted by the U.S. in Annapolis, 
Maryland, will produce progress toward a sovereign Palestinian state remains 
to be seen. Major points of disagreement are: the Palestinian state’s actual bor-
ders, Jerusalem’s status, the right of Palestinian refugees to return to homes 
now a part of Israel, and how to guarantee Israel’s security. Mahmoud Abbas, 
the Palestinian president, and Ehud Olmert, the Israeli prime minister, were 
weak politically, while Palestinians were divided between two rival political 
groups: (1) Hamas, voted into power in January 2006, in control of Gaza, and 
(2) Fatah, led by Mr. Abbas, driven from Gaza into the West Bank by Hamas 
forces. Hamas refuses to recognize Israel’s right to exist indefinitely.
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z Iraq’s civil violence—in part a reflection of deep historical frictions among 
Sunnis, Shiites, and Kurds—lingering after the U.S.–led invasion dramatically 
illustrates how civil instability undermines economic development. In Iraq, 
the issue is not so much development as simply reconstruction to return to its 
prewar economic status. The number of people living in absolute poverty in 
Iraq in 2007 reached 43 percent of the population. These people lack the 
required food, clothing or shelter to survive. Poverty helps generate recruits for 
the anti-United States insurgency.

 Civil war—a product of political decisions to make war against another group 
(typically another ethnic national group inside the state)—is catastrophic for eco-
nomic development. Civil conflict destroys infrastructure such as roads, bridges, 
railways, telegraphs, schools, hospitals, and dams, promotes the use of force over 
peaceful approaches to conflict resolution, and causes the government’s legiti-
mate power to disintegrate.29 In addition civil violence drives away domestic and 
foreign investment. A look at what has happened in Angola, Chad, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Iraq, Sierra Leone, Somalia, and Sudan in the last 
decade of the twentieth century and the onset of the twenty-first illustrates this 
point. Figure 13.4 depicts how turbulent the politics of civil wars have been in 
Africa. Keep in mind that one of the causes of civil war in developing countries is 
the intense identification with ethnic nationality rather than with the government 
of the state in which the ethnic groups live.

The Impact of Military Elites
Military elites remain strong in a number of developing countries and, as such, 
undermine economic development, hold back human rights and social justice, 
and inhibit the growth of democratic government. Pakistan is a case in point, with 
its frequent coups, low economic growth, and ineffective civilian political institu-
tions. Pakistan’s military simply has outstripped fledgling civilian institutions, 
leaving the legislative branch of government weak, the judiciary underdeveloped, 
the press stilled, and one prime minister after another dependent on the military 
to sustain public order.30

 Economic growth has suffered under military-dominated conditions. It has 
been made more difficult by a population growth of about 2 percent, although this 
is much less than Liberia’s 4.91 percent and Gaza Strip’s 3.7 percent growth rate. 
Still, a 2 percent annual population growth rate is high in comparison to the more 
developed countries in Europe and North America, as well as Japan, Australia, and 
New Zealand, where the population is growing by less than 1 percent annually. 
Indeed, population growth rates are negative in many European countries, includ-
ing Russia (-0.37%), Estonia (-0.64%), Hungary (-0.25%), and Ukraine (-0.64%). If 
the growth rates in these countries continue to fall below zero, population size will 
slowly decline, whereas in countries like Pakistan the population is growing rap-
idly. With the Pakistan’s five main tribes, each loyal to a head clansman, the central 
government is not seen as legitimate by the majority of the population. Algeria is 
another case of politics dominated by the military, a place where the government 
implements policies selected by the army.31 Military power remains behind the 
scenes in parts of Latin America—as, for example, in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, 
Peru, and Venezuela.

Cultural Factors
Not all the problems and issues associated with developing countries’ govern-
ment are due to colonialism—or to economic or government issues. In analyzing 
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today’s politics of development, a number of scholars increasingly have turned 
their attention to traditional attitudes and values embedded in a developing 
country’s culture as a major obstacle to development. In his 1994 book The New 
World of the Gothic Fox, Claudio Véliz argues that Latin America has been held 
back in terms of modernized democratic and advanced economic development 
by its culture. In making his argument, Véliz contrasts the Anglo-Protestant and 
Ibero-Catholic legacies in the New World. Latin Americans, he says, tend to be 
populist, oligarchic, or absolutist—and flawed by their social and racial prejudice 
and intolerance toward political adversaries. By populist is meant a leader who 
connects with the masses by stressing that the average person is oppressed by an 
“elite” that controls the country’s wealth. The remedy, the populist argues, is that 
he or she should use the government to seize power from the self-serving elite 
and use it for the benefit and advancement of the people as a whole. So populism 
reaches out to ordinary people, talks about their economic and social concerns, 
and appeals to their common sense. The problem is that populism has produced 
new oligarchic power, that is, control of government power by a small faction of 
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people or families. Populist appeals by a leader, according to Véliz, often lead to 
absolutism in Latin America, meaning all power should be vested in one ruler—
as in Cuba in the heyday of Fidel Castro or in current day Venezuela under Hugo 
Chavez’s leadership. In contrast, Anglo-Protestants are more egalitarian, prag-
matic, innovative, and adaptable to the compromise and bargaining inherent in 
democratic governance.
 A number of cultural traits are linked to economic and political development. 
Some of the more notable attitudes and values may be summarized as follows:32

z Time Orientation: A progressive culture stresses the future, while a static cul-
ture focuses more on the present or past.

z Work and Achievement: The culture that values hard work as a key to the good 
life progresses, while the static culture focuses less attention here.

z Frugality: Investment and a frugal approach toward financial security tend to 
characterize progressive cultures; in static cultures, the values represent a 
threat to the egalitarian status quo, and one person’s gains are thought to occur 
at the expense of another.

z Education: Although the trigger for advancement in a progressive culture, 
education is of marginal importance, except for the elites, in static cultures.

z Merit: An emphasis on merit and achievement are extremely important for 
advancement in a progressive culture, while family connections are more 
important in the static culture.

The Role of Globalization and Relations with  
Developed States
Globalization and relations with developed states—in the minds of a number of 
scholars and policymakers, as seen in the previous discussion of theories of devel-
opment—have been, at best, a mixed blessing in the developing world. Globaliza-
tion has had widely different effects, uplifting some parts of the developing world 
and leaving others in economic stagnation and human deprivation.33 As we 
learned in the theories section, complaints against the North-dominated capital-
ist system have been quite specific. The problem is that international flows of cap-
ital, the emergence of a globalized trading system, and globalized financial markets 
have increased the income inequalities between the richest and poorest parts of 
the developing world and within many developing countries as well. In some 
countries, particularly those in Asia, the number of poor people has declined. Yet 
in much of Africa and Latin America, poverty and income inequalities continue to 
grow. Countries that have fared best in the globalized economy have moved toward 
less state intervention and higher export growth, especially in manufactured 
goods. Africa has not done well in either regard.
 Globalization came under siege, as noted in chapter 12, in late 1999 and early 
2000. One of the more interesting arguments against globalization is raised by 
Amy Chua, a professor of law at Yale University. In her bestselling book, World on 
Fire: How Exporting Free Market Democracy Breeds Ethnic Hatred and Global Insta-
bility, she makes the case that pushing globalized capitalism and open elections 
can make circumstances more difficult in many countries. Her thesis is that many 
developing countries are dominated by market-oriented minorities—that is, small 
ethnic groups that control the wealth and the economy. Examples include the Chi-
nese in the Philippines, the Indians in East African countries, and whites in South 
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Africa. Pushing globalization and capitalism in these countries only makes these 
minorities more powerful—and builds resentment against them and against those 
capitalist countries that appear to support them. Her book, then, should be read as 
a companion piece to Thomas Friedman’s The Lexus and the Olive Tree, which 
makes the positive case for globalization.34

Resistance to Western Versions of Change
The impact of globalization has been dramatic around the world, and the spirit of 
development has fired the imaginations of many people throughout Africa, Asia, 
Latin America, and the Middle East since World War II. In addition, the Western 
world’s international financial institutions, like the World Bank and the IMF, have 
pressed for development along with the idea that a state’s people should be able to 
exercise more control over government decisions. The United Nations Develop-
ment Program (UNDP) is well known for its programs in support of development 
in poor countries. Indeed, this chapter began with a look at the UN Millennium 
Goals to eradicate world poverty. Yet despite all this, older traditional ways of 
thinking and self-identifying continue to be powerful forces affecting the politics 
of development.35

 While key cultural values in the West—whence the development idea has 
sprung—are individualism, market economies, and political democracy, the 
non-Western world tends to embrace other values. Because the West makes up 
only a small percentage of the world’s population but promotes its values almost 
everywhere, cultural clashes seem inevitable. As Harvard’s Samuel P. Huntington 
argues, the principal distinctions among people in the post–Cold War world are 
not ideological, political, or economic but rather cultural, and in many parts of 
the developing world, people are attempting to answer the question, Who are 
we? Their traditional answer is to identify not with a market economy or a 
democracy but rather with ancestry, religion, language, history, values, customs, 
and local institutions.36

 These divisions between civilizations can be quite pronounced. In fact, in a 
speech at the UN in September 2004, Pakistan’s President Pervez Musharraf warned 
that an “iron curtain” threatens to divide the Islamic and Western worlds, much as 
East and West faced off during the Cold War, unless more is done to address Mus-
lim grievances.37 Musharraf is a main U.S. partner in the fight against al Qaeda, but 
Pakistan is well known for the fundamentalist Islamic beliefs that permeate the 
country and its political system.

The Role of Non-Western Political Thought
Non-Western modes of political thought exist throughout the developing coun-
tries. These shape the nature of decision making, goals and objectives, and the 
overall political process—and, in turn, economic and social development. We find 
such non-Western modes of thought vividly expressed in the pronouncements of 
Islamic fundamentalists, Arab nationalists, Hindu fundamentalists, Iranian revo-
lutionaries, Chinese Marxists, Chiapas leaders in Mexico, the Shining Path move-
ment of Peru, as well as by South American novelists, Caribbean political theorists, 
and Indian filmmakers. As one scholar of non-Western thought aptly pointed out, 
the values of the non-Western world are widespread and should be considered 
when we think about the politics of development.38

 Non-Western political thought has a number of dimensions that condition the 
politics of development. Preoccupied with what they see as a threat to traditional 
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cultures and religions, its radical proponents tend to indict the West as neo-
imperialists and neocolonialists who exploited their countries in the past, “ripped 
away the cultures, silenced the languages, belittled the religions and denied the 
histories of native peoples. Imperialism was more than alien rule; it was cultural 
annihilation.”39 Beyond resenting imperialism, radical upholders of non-Western 
political thought tend to be highly suspicious of perceived continuing Western 
hegemony, while stressing themes of cultural and economic emancipation from 
Western dominance.
 While it is an oversimplification to lump all non-Western thinking together, 
one component that much of it seems to share is the conviction that communitar-
ian values and responsibilities take precedence over individualism. Progress, 
defined as moving toward a Westernized world of globalized market interdepen-
dence and secular materialist utopia, is not always the most desirable outcome. 
Progress instead should be measured in terms of the principles of, for example, 
Islam, Confucianism, or Buddhism. Bhutan’s pursuit of gross national happiness 
is an example of such traditional values in action.

The Role of Ethnic and Religious Nationalism
Ethnic national conflicts, as you saw in chapter 9 have contributed greatly to many 
development problems, including weak states lacking legitimate institutions, cor-
ruption, undermined democratic institutions, poor economic development, and 
high violence and loss of life. Still, for a number of scholars and policymakers who 
have studied this problem, it is not ethnicity and religion per se that spawn the 
kind of mass violence witnessed in the former Yugoslavia or generated by Islamic 
fundamentalism in Iran or Afghanistan.
 Some observers argue that the impact of ethnic and religious differences is 
linked to how a country’s leaders manipulate ethnicity and religion for their own 
ends—and whether or not they ignite ethnic and religious passions of one group 
against another. Such conflicts are also, of course, generally fueled by poor eco-
nomic and social conditions.40 Widespread violence among ethnic groups in for-
mer Yugoslavia, for example, was promoted by worsening economic conditions 
and a scarcity of resources, coupled with leadership styles of men like Franjo 
Tudjman of Croatia and Slobodan Milosevic of Serbia. Other leaders fueling 
violence include religious nationalists such as the leaders of militant Palestinians 
in Hamas and Islamic Jihad who oppose the Palestinian-Israeli peace process.
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What Is the Relationship between 
Development and Democracy?
Be able to discuss the relationship between development and democracy

In this last section of the chapter, we raise question about the relationship 
between development and democracy. For example, must countries become 
democratic in order to develop? Or must countries postpone democratic reforms 
while free-market policies are implemented, as neoliberalism would recommend? 
Have all developing countries followed a similar development path? Simple 
answers to these questions are not possible because of the wide variety of experi-
ences throughout the developing world. During the latter part of the twentieth 
century, economic development occurred throughout the developing world, in 
various stages and at different rates of speed. In some countries, these changes 
occurred without democratic governments. In Chile, for example, the military 
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Test Prepper 13.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Generally speaking, the consequences of colo-
nialism have been negative for today’s develop-
ing countries.

_____ 2. While income levels in the developing world 
are not high when compared to the developed 
world, the income distribution within most 
developing countries is fairly even.

_____ 3. One of the factors that negatively affect devel-
opment includes violence (such as civil war) 
within many developing countries.

_____ 4. Weak military elites are common throughout 
the majority of the developing world leading to 
a lack of stability.

_____ 5. The effect of globalization in the developing 
world has largely been the same: negative.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Which of the following are necessary for a 
country to successfully promote development?

a. Its leaders believe in the priority of devel-
opment goals.

b. Its political system is in control of its 
human and material resources.

c. Its political system is able to mobilize 
human resources in support of develop-
ment goals.

d. All of the above
e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following explains why many 
developing countries do not have control over 
their countryside?

a. The state’s administrative power is not 
strong enough to extend out to the 
countryside.

b. Given the small size of most developing 
countries there is not much political gain 
in focusing on these areas.

c. Because of the colonial legacy these areas 
have traditionally been managed by cor-
porate interests that took over once the 
colonial powers departed.

d. All of the above

_____ 8. Which of the following is a cultural trait linked 
to economic development?

a. Time orientation (focus on the past versus 
the future)

b. Work and achievement
c. Education
d. Merit
e. All of the above

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 13.3
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authoritarian regime of General Augusto Pinochet 
promoted economic growth in the 1970s and 1980s, 
as do China and Vietnam’s centralized Communist 
Party governments today. Still, most scholars agree 
that economic development is tied to the transi-
tion to democratic institutions over time, although 
democracy does not automatically secure sustained 
economic growth at the outset.41

 For economic development to occur, the coun-
try’s political elites must provide law and order, prop-
erty rights, and macroeconomic stability. They will 
do even better if they go beyond these requirements 
and prevent monopolies, corruption, and wide in-
come inequalities through appropriate tax structures 
and other public policies, such as those pertaining to 
education and public health.42

 How strong is democracy in the developing coun-
tries? Democratic government caught fire in the 1970s 
and swept parts of the developing world in the 1980s, 
spreading through Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, and 
Latin America. But by the 1990s, the idea that democ-
racy was the wave of the future began to cool because 
it proved less successful in many countries than first 
imagined, in the sense that elections did not guar-
antee consolidation of democratic processes. In sub-
Saharan Africa, the surge to democracy fell apart, and 
in Latin America it produced a mixed picture.43

 Today, many developing countries engaged in economic development proj-
ects profess to be democratic—while, in fact, they remain highly authoritarian. 
Many resist the complex transition to democracy; it threatens the privileges of the 
powerful and arouses distrust in the disenfranchised. The big point here is that 
elections do not guarantee democratic rule, because traditional political cultures 
can get in the way.
 Links between economic development and democratic development are 
revealed in the very practical matter of how a country prioritizes its policies. Many 
scholars point to the trade-offs in the development process, and they note that no 
country can achieve all its development goals at the same time. Thus, governments 
must establish priorities. Let’s look at two important countries to see how they 
have addressed perhaps the broadest trade-off in development: whether eco-
nomic development precedes or follows political development.
 As you’ve read elsewhere in this book, since the late 1970s, China has cho-
sen a path of economic development while the government keeps a firm non-
democratic political grip on the country. China still has only one political party, 
the Chinese Communist Party, and does not tolerate opposition gladly.
 In contrast, Russia has attempted to change its politics and its economics at 
the same time. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, Russia 
has thrown off many of its communist-era economic structures. The grip of 
the Communist Party has been destroyed, but the grip of the nomenklatura re-
mains. The Russian term nomenklatura (номенклатура) is derived from the Latin 

Riots in Buenos Aires, Argentina, as Banks Failed, 2002
Economic vitality and political stability, factors of power, are closely 
interconnected. A failing economy often leads to political instability. 
This is depicted in this photo of rioting that took place in Argentina 
in 2002 when the population was unable to recover their money 
from the country’s banks, owing to mounting economic difficulties.
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nomenclatura. It means a list of names, originally the list of higher responsibil-
ity positions or jobs whose occupants needed to be approved by the Commu-
nist Party of the Soviet Union. The nomenklatura were only a small, elite subset 
of the general population of Party members, Moreover, the Russian security 
forces were never destroyed and are now stronger than ever. Still, Russia has 
turned increasingly toward centralized control and away from democracy re-
cently under the leadership of Vladimir Putin.
 The record of Russia’s economic growth under Vladimir Putin has been impres-
sive, while Putin’s politics have been less than stellar for those who support demo-
cratic reforms. Russia’s overall economic performance, based largely on its huge 
reserves of mineral resources, especially mineral fuels, has demonstrated solid 
progress in the early 21st century. Russia contains possibly as much as one-half of 
the world’s potential coal reserves and likely holds larger reserves of petroleum 
than any other country. Driven by high international oil and gas prices, its econ-
omy expanded over 7 percent during 2007, helping to reduce poverty, raise income 
and wages, and lower unemployment. Still, crime and corruption in the public 
sector remain high, and Russia ranks third globally in the number of billionaires. 
Politically, Russia has become increasingly centralized in the executive branch 
under the control of Vladimir Putin. He has sharply strengthened the secretive 
Federal Security Service, appointed people to government positions who, like 
himself, served in the KGB, and eliminated election of regional governors—
appointing them personally. In the parliamentary elections of December 2007, he 
orchestrated an outcome that produced a sweeping victory for his party and paved 
the way for him to remain Russia’s real leader even when he leaves office in 2008. 
The elections were criticized domestically and internationally as illegitimate. 
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Test Prepper 13.4

True or False?

_____ 1. The promotion of economic growth is possible 
in non-democratic environments.

_____ 2. In the past fifteen years the interest in democ-
racy among developing nations has begun to 
wane, and many governments that profess to 
be democratic are actually authoritarian.

_____ 3. Russia’s attempts at development and democ-
ratization have led to a more decentralized 
political system in recent years.

_____ 4. While Russia has experienced comparatively 
slow progress away from its communist past, 
they have been successful at reducing prob-
lems like inflation and corruption.

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 13.4
www.BetweenNations.org

Case Study
Is Job Outsourcing Good or Bad for Developing Countries?

See www.BetweenNations.org
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Join the Debate

Can Outside Aid Help Africa?

An important question surrounding the development 
prospects of poor countries is whether or not aid from 
developed countries can have a positive impact. Here 
we debate the issue in an African context.

The Pro PosiTion
An intriguing development proposal that calls for 
extensive foreign assistance is offered by Jeffrey Sachs, 
director of the Earth Institute at Columbia University in 
New York and former special adviser to UN Secretary-
General Kofi Annan. Sachs believes that many coun-
tries in Africa have achieved adequate levels of 
governing capability (an internal factor of develop-
ment), making them excellent candidates for aid from 
developed countries. Countries that get good gover-
nance ratings include Ghana, Mozambique, Ethiopia, 
Senegal, and Zambia. Even small financial commit-
ments from wealthy countries—as little as $3 billion a 
year—could have enormous political-economic bene-
fits, including saving a million lives yearly in these and 
other African countries. In some cases, financial assis-
tance may be less important than opening domestic 
markets of rich states to goods from Africa and encour-
aging the transfer of technology from developed to 
developing countries.
 Wealthy countries have both moral and security rea-
sons for helping Africa. According to Sachs, with only a 
small percentage of what the United States spends on 
military and reconstruction aid in Afghanistan and Iraq, 
“it would be possible to enable hundreds of millions of 
people to break out of poverty.” Helping African coun-
tries would also help reduce terrorist threats to the 
world. As the cases of Sudan and Afghanistan show, ter-
rorist groups like al Qaeda find failed states excellent 
locations in which to base their operations. Thus, the 
world’s rich states should do what they can to prevent 
African countries from becoming similarly failed states.
 Sachs also believes international organizations 
(IOs)—like the IMF, World Bank, and, especially, the 
World Bank’s International Development Association 
(IDA)—could play vital roles in getting much-needed 
aid to developing countries in Africa. He recommends, 
for example, tripling IDA aid from $8 billion to $25 bil-
lion, about half of which should go to Africa. Sachs 
admits that these IOs are not perfect, but he believes 
they can change their operations to the benefit of poor 

countries. For example, he recommends canceling 
existing debts in Africa and suggests that aid from 
wealthy countries could be channeled to effective Afri-
can governments in the form of grants—not loans, 
which could exacerbate existing debt problems.
 Thus, for Sachs, with a combination of more (and 
better) foreign aid, greater openness of rich countries 
to trade from Africa, and the transfer of technology, 
African countries could be much better off in the 
decades to come.

The Con PosiTion
Important obstacles stand in the way of such a plan. 
First, getting the rich countries to contribute signifi-
cantly more aid will be a challenge. According to Sachs, 
for example, the “United States is the world’s stingiest 
donor, giving a miserly 0.15% of its GNP.” The United 
States spends over $450 billion a year on defense but 
only $15 billion on development assistance.
 Second, it may be difficult for the world’s banks to 
cancel the existing loans held by African states. A third 
challenge is the extent to which corruption could turn 
the much-needed aid into free money for inept and 
greedy government officials. Even the states rated as 
having good governance have problems with corrup-
tion. An important lesson here is that even when exter-
nal funding is available, success still depends on 
internal factors of development.

ConClusion
So, given this information, what do you find are the 
pros and cons of giving aid to African countries? Should 
aid be given to countries that may have corrupt govern-
ments? Should the United States and other wealthy 
countries be less stingy in their foreign aid? Are propo-
nents of neo-Marxism and the dependency approach 
correct in doubting the interests and commitment of 
rich countries to help the poor?

noTes
Jeffrey Sachs, “Doing the Sums on Africa,” The Econo-

mist, May 22, 2004.
——, “The G8 Must Fund the War Against Poverty,” 

Financial Times, June 7, 2004.
——, “How to Save the World,” The Economist, October 

30, 2004.
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• Factors that affect the politics of development are:
- Colonial legacies
- Economic forces, such as lack of economic resources, 

poor human development, and gross income inequal-
ity. (But De Soto has documented the fact that poor 
people’s property is not represented in the legal sys-
tem, and thus their combined vast wealth is restricted 
from the realm of capitalism.)

- Governing forces, like insufficient government legiti-
macy, corruption, ethnic and religious violence, and 
military elites

- Cultural forces, including traditional culture and resis-
tance to Western versions of development

• The types of politics that advance or hold back develop-
ment in the developing world vary significantly from 
country to country. China, Vietnam, and Cuba practice 
different versions of market socialism. In market social-
ism, the state monopolizes political power, typically by 
means of a single-party system, while slowly loosening 
the screws of control on the economy.

Be able to discuss the relationship between development 
and democracy.

• The relationship between democracy and economic 
development is complex. In some countries, for example, 
the pace of democratic reform has been slow; in other 
countries, political reforms have occurred more quickly.

• Some countries have pursued neoliberal (pro-market) 
policies along with democratic reforms while others have 
fostered economic development without the promotion 
of democracy.

• Given the experience of the past sixty years or so, we may 
conclude that economic development is tied to the transi-
tion to democratic institutions over time, although 
democracy does not automatically secure sustained eco-
nomic growth at the outset.

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10

Identify what is meant by development while understand-
ing the difficulties associated with arriving at a commonly 
accepted definition of the term.

• Development is a transformation in a country’s poor liv-
ing conditions that leads to a higher quality of life. It may 
also be viewed as an improvement in economic, political, 
and social life for men, women, and children.

• Development has traditionally been defined in economic 
terms.

• There is much more to development than how much a 
country’s economy is growing. Just as important is how 
equitably income is distributed throughout the country.

• Political participation, the presence of human and civil 
and gender rights, and ecological conditions are also fac-
tors of development.

Understand how different theories approach the issue of 
development and how each explains why some countries 
are rich while others are poor.

• The liberal neoclassical economics approach recommends 
capitalist, free-trade principles as the way out of poverty.

• The neo-mercantilist approach emphasizes the role of the 
state in fostering development.

• Neo-Marxism and dependency theory emphasize exploit-
ative capitalist relationships between rich core countries 
and poor periphery countries as the causes of poverty.

Identify and understand the political factors that affect 
the development process.

• The term politics of development refers to how developing 
states are governed, how political leaders’ actions encour-
age or impede growth, how political elites allocate their 
country’s scarce resources, and how the international 
political economy affects political and economic deci-
sions in the host country.

Learning Objectives Review
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Resources on the Web

To use these interactive learning and study tools, including video and audio multimedia resources, 
go to www.BetweenNations.org.
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Learning Objectives

The habitat of the Arctic polar bear is threatened by the rapid melting of the 
Arctic ice attributed to a combination of natural and cyclical increases in 
south to north energy flows in the atmosphere and global warming.

14 The Global Environment

1 Define sustainable development and understand 
the factors that influence the viability of 
sustainable development within a state.

434

2 Be able to identify and explain the major 
challenges to sustainable development.
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“The sedge is wither’d from the lake and no birds sing.”

—John Keats (1795–1821)

2 

3 Identify the major environmental 
issues the world currently faces and 
understand how the international 
community is addressing these issues.

 What Factors Influence 
Sustainable Development?
Natural Resources
Population

 What Are the Challenges to 
Sustainable Development?
The Challenge of the Industrial and Scientific 

Revolutions
The Green and Biotech Revolutions

 How Is the International Community 
Addressing These Challenges?
Climate Change
Air Pollution
Energy Wars
Water Scarcity and Water Pollution
Why Can’t the International Community Agree 

on a Common Strategy?

Global Environmental  
 Challenges and Concerns

The principal challenge to our Earth in the twenty-first century 
is ensuring the sustainable development of the planet. The greatest 
threat to our Earth for the next century is climate change. According 
to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), climate 
change is “any change in climate over time whether due to natural 
variability or as a result of human activity.” The Panel was estab-
lished under the UN in 1988 to investigate and report on warming 
trends on the globe.
 Three earlier IPCC reports found a warming trend in global 
temperature. The fourth report of April 2007 confirmed that trend 
in the strongest terms the IPCC has ever used:

z There was “very high confidence that the global average net ef-
fect of human activities since 1750 has been one of warming.”1

Sustainable development We use the 
Brundtland Commission definition: Sustainable 
development is development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs. (See chapter 2.)

Climate change Any change in climate over 
time whether due to natural variability or as a 
result of human activity.

www.BetweenNations.org
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z “It is very likely that climate change can slow the pace of progress towards 
sustainable development, either directly through increased exposure to 
adverse impact or indirectly through erosion of the [planet’s] capacity to 
adapt.”2

 Climate change is real: The polar icecaps are melting, polar bears are 
endangered, sea levels are rising in coastal areas around the globe. Worse case 
scenarios predict that the temperate climates of the globe will dry up and 
become desert, the Arctic will warm, and the Gulf Stream may turn around 
and head south. If the cost of climate change is high—namely, the collapse of 
the Earth’s environment and global social chaos, the cost of doing something 
about climate change is also high and there is no certainty that the measures 
will be effective.
 As we stated in chapter 1, the twenty-first century is the century of the eco-
logical paradigm. Today, for the first time in human history we are face-to-face 
with the fact that human institutions and societies are not above and master of 
the natural world but are an integral part of the global ecosystem.
 The main concern of the human race today is to keep the Earth sufficiently 
people-friendly so that the 9.3 billion human beings projected3 to inhabit it by 
2050 will be able to survive. Keeping the planet people-friendly means under-
standing the complex relationships among the:

z Global biochemical cycles

z Human society

z World’s ecosystems

so the environmental damage that now threatens human and other forms of 
life may be repaired. Sustainable development means developing sustainable 
forms of agriculture, animal and fish husbandry, industry, and lifestyles that 
can accommodate increased numbers of humans without ecosystem collapse. 
It also means preserving wild spaces that maintain and preserve our planet’s 
extraordinary biodiversity.
 These tasks are global in scope but demand continuous local attention. 
Environmental problems are thus among the most centralizing of all world 
problems—and the most decentralizing. Most environmental problems cross 
state borders or are inter-state in character. Hence, the environmental pollu-
tion of one country or failure to solve jointly an inter-state environmental 
problem affects the environmental conditions of many states. A single state, 
acting alone, cannot realize the solution to such problems; they require dedi-
cated, focused, long-term international cooperation. Realists have come to 
share the idealist and environmentalist view that humankind cannot continue 
the same exploitative behavior as in the past. They also have come to believe 
that planning for the future must include environmentally sustainable pro-
grams and technology.

Key Terms

sustainable development p. 435
climate change p. 435
desertification p. 437
water stress p. 439
technological monoculture  

p. 445
ecological footprint p. 453
megacities p. 453
green revolution p. 454
biotech revolution p. 454
agribusiness p. 455
cloning p. 455
paleoclimatology p. 457
cap and trade system p. 459
global commons p. 459
regime theory p. 463
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 Human beings have caused and overcome environmental problems since 
the dawn of the species. The first humanoids may have come down out of the 
trees looking for food when the harvest of fruits and nuts became scarce. His-
torical evidence shows that the first city-states between the Tigris and Euphra-
tes rivers and along the Indus River between India and Pakistan ceased to exist 
because of the salting of the irrigation channels caused by primitive ditch con-
struction and erosion from the cutting of forests ever farther up river.
 The difference between the impact of earlier human societies on the envi-
ronment and the impact of modern society today is one of scale. In early 
human history, humans were few, environmental damage was local and fre-
quently could be remedied by a local solution or by migration to another loca-
tion. In the twentieth century, the human race spread all over the globe, and 
except for the high mountains and the Arctic regions, now dominates the 
planet. As a result, problems such as poor water quality, air pollution, and soil 
degradation have become global in scale, requiring solutions at a global level 
that address specific ecological conditions at the local level. This chapter 
addresses these global problems and discusses potential solutions.
 The environmental challenges facing our world come in different forms; 
all of them involve pollution. Traditional pollution is the main problem of the 
developing countries: poor water quality, soil degradation, deforestation, 
desertification.

z The major polluter is agriculture. Seventy percent of the world’s poor live in 
rural areas. Agriculture takes up more than one-third of the planet’s area 
and accounts for more than two-thirds of the world’s water withdrawals. 
Competition for water and land is increasing as urban populations grow 
and with them the demand for food. Forests are cut down to plant crops 
with the inevitable result of soil erosion. Climate change is altering the pat-
terns of rainfall and the temperatures on which agriculture depends. The 
depletion and exhaustion of these resources poses a serious threat to our 
capacity to produce enough food and other agricultural products to feed 
the world’s people.4 Around the world, 1.1 billion people lack access to a 
clean water supply and 2.6 billion lack improved sanitation.5

z A second and possibly even more damaging form of pollution comes from 
advances in technology and the production of chemicals and man-made 
materials that have only recently been developed. The atomic age began 
when the United States dropped the first atomic bombs on the Japanese 
cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. Nuclear energy raised the twin 
horrors of planetary collapse through nuclear war and the danger of world-
wide radioactive fallout through nuclear accidents, such as Chernobyl, 
Ukraine in 1987, or the improper storage of nuclear waste.

z Chemicals pose an equal risk to the planet.6 The impact of pesticides, such 
as DDT, and herbicides on human health and the environment are major 

Desertification The process of land becom-
ing desert due to mismanagement or climate 
change.
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global concerns. The most recent global outcry has been over advances in 
biotechnology that allow for alteration of gene systems in plants and the 
cloning of animals. Genetically modified foods are the subject of the chap-
ter’s online case study (www.BetweenNations.org). To date, every scientific 
advance in warfare, agriculture, and health has brought unanticipated 
consequences. We will talk more about that in a later section.

 The question is: Can the peoples of the Earth, through international coop-
eration, learn to alleviate both the old and the new environmental threats? 
This chapter is designed to start you thinking about how you would answer 
that question.

z Our discussion focuses first on the major components of the environmen-
tal problem: natural resources and population.

z The next section examines the challenges to the global environment, 
describing the positive and negative effects on the Earth of the increased 
application of science and technology.

z The third section looks at what the international community is doing to 
alleviate environmental problems. Although cooperation among the 
world’s states seems an obvious strategy, the drive to secure the short-
term economic and political survival of individual states and substate 
units (ethnic groups) has brought the negative decentralizing tendencies 
to the fore.

z The last section asks: Why can’t the international community agree on 
solutions to environmental problems? n

What Factors Influence 
Sustainable Development?
Define sustainable development and understand the factors that influence the 
viability of sustainable development within a state.

In chapter 8, you learned that geography has a profound impact on human 
development. The territories people inhabit condition their level of development 
and their ability to become powerful on the world stage. For some regions, notably 
Saharan Africa, Siberia, and the Canadian Arctic, the environmental conditions 
are so unfavorable as to make sustaining human life very difficult. This section is 
divided into two parts:

z The first deals with the role of natural resources in human development.

z The second looks at the impact of population on those resources.

Natural Resources
Natural resources include all the resources on Earth that sustain human life: air, 
water, soil, and climate, as well as energy and construction resources, forests, coal, 
oil, gas, and mineral deposits. The first group are termed renewable resources, 

1
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because while some, like water and soil, may become exhausted, or like air, pol-
luted, they can be rehabilitated and used again. The second group (with the excep-
tion of forests), falls into the category of nonrenewable resources. Coal, natural gas, 
oil, and all mineral deposits were formed millions of years ago in a long, slow pro-
cess of decay. Once humankind has extracted all the coal there is from the Earth, 
there will be no more. That resource will be no longer available.

Renewable Resources
The first factor that most people mention as essential to life on Earth is air—not 
frigid Arctic air but air that blows not too hot and not too cold, providing a temper-
ate climate where the growing season lasts a long time and it is easy to keep warm. 
Until recently, no humans lived on Antarctica, and only a few hardy tribes lived in 
the Arctic. Until very recently, there were no large cities in the Arctic. Even now, the 
populations of the largest Arctic cities do not exceed the populations of medium-
sized cities in the rest of the world.
 The tropics also were not densely settled until recent times. While their warm 
climate is favorable to human beings, it is also favorable to disease-causing 
microbes. Neither the Congo River basin nor the Amazon River basin was densely 
settled until modern times. The indigenous tribes that formerly occupied the trop-
ics were largely hunter-gatherers who had, over the millennia, adapted to a cli-
mate rife with lethal infections and where crop growing was difficult. The soil of 
the rainforest provides few of the nutrients for its trees and plants and hence few 
nutrients for an agricultural crop like corn. Dense mangrove forests protect coast-
lands from killer waves and, once gone, take a long time to regrow.
 Because climate plays such a substantial role in where human beings choose 
to settle, dense human settlements inevitably create air pollution and heat islands, 
and thus, to a degree not yet totally understood, affect climate change. How cli-
mate change will play out in terms of the modification of worldwide population 
distribution and the location of suitable land for industrial and agricultural use, 
no one knows.
 A steady and dependable source of fresh water is the second crucial compo-
nent for the emergence of settled human society. The first agricultural commu-
nities were in the river basins of the big rivers, the Nile, the Indus, the Tigris and 
Euphrates. Water today remains one of the Earth’s most precious resources. 
Large numbers of people live without adequate access to water, and the situa-
tion will only get worse. In the third section we discuss the new phenomenon of 
water stress.
 Today, all around the globe, the temperate lands retain their geographic and 
ecological advantages over areas of climate extremes. The highest population 
density is in this area. The most trade and sharing of information occurs between 
states in the temperate climate zones. The states located in the tropics continue 
to have major difficulties with disease (AIDS, malaria, TB), agricultural and indus-
trial development (land reform, technology), and the establishment of stable forms 
of government.

Nonrenewable Natural Resources
Sooner or later, human societies exhaust the resources closest to them and need to 
exploit resources farther afield. The resources farther away are the tin mines, the 
gold mines, the oil fields—in other words, the nonrenewable natural resources. 
As society moves to these new sources, it must develop new tools and new 
approaches to use them. The invention of the new methods and their practical 

Water stress A term used by the United 
Nations to indicate consumption levels that 
exceed 20 percent of available water supply.
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application we call technology. The close connection between the exploitation of 
natural resources, technology, and the environment has proved both a blessing 
and curse for our planet.
 In today’s world, the two kinds of natural resources most in demand are energy 
resources and mineral resources. The country with the richest mineral reserves 
and oil and gas resources is Russia. However, most of these reserves lie in Siberia, 
where the harsh climate makes it difficult to build permanent settlements, attract 
people to live, and bring the minerals and oil out of the ground. In addition, Sibe-
ria is a long way from everywhere. To get the resources to market, the Russians 
must build lengthy pipelines and maintain a long transportation infrastructure, 
once again under the harshest climatic conditions.
 By contrast, the only energy resource of Western Europe is coal, and compared 
to the reserves in China, the United States, and Russia, the amount is small indeed. 
Western Europe is also lacking in mineral resources. Hence, most of the efforts of 
the European industrial states have been put toward either acquiring colonies rich 
in natural resources or making trade deals to secure them. The developed states 
consume so large a share of the mineral and energy resources that one of the big 
tensions in the growth of the developing countries, as you saw in chapter 13, is 
how to secure for the poor countries the materials and energy necessary for indus-
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trialization at a price they can afford. The developed countries want strict environ-
mental controls on the extraction and distribution of resources. The developing 
countries would prefer to industrialize first, as the industrialized world did, and 
then talk about environmental regulation.
 The most critical natural resource today is oil. As you can see by Figure 14.1, 
the largest and also most accessible reserves are in the Middle East. Saudi Arabia, 
Iraq, and the United Arab Emirates top the list; Kuwait, Iran, and Russia come 
next. We will look at the energy challenges to our Earth in section 3. These coun-
tries hold the reserves to keep cars on the highway and industry in production. So 
both the developed and the developing countries want to make sure they secure 
their much-needed share of the black gold. In chapter 8, we learned about past 
and present oil wars. If China and India maintain their fast pace of development, 
and we find no other source of energy for transportation, then we can expect 
more oil wars in the future. The global environmental challenges posed by indus-
trialization and the domination of the process by fossil fuels are discussed in the 
next section.

Population
The last component of the global environment is population. In June 2007, the 
world population was estimated at 6.6 billion7 and growing at the rate of about 80 
million persons per year.

z Ninety-six percent of projected population growth will be in the developing 
countries,8 with India expected to have the largest population of any country 
by 2050. In the 1970s and 1980s, the growth rate of the world’s population 
seemed so high that there were predictions that it would reach unsustainable 
levels and go over 12 billion people by 2050. Figure 14.2 shows that this predic-
tion, fortunately, will not come to pass. While the upward trend in population 

Source: World Resources Institute, World Resources 1998–1999. Used by permission.
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growth will continue, it will do so at a slower rate and will be marked by sharp 
differences in growth rates among major regions. As the band representing the 
European growth rate gets smaller toward 2040, the band representing Latin 
America and the Caribbean gets wider and wider, as does the band represent-
ing Africa. Can you explain why the band for Africa is so small, despite being 
the continent with the highest birthrate in the world?

z Second, in addition to unequal rates of population growth, there are huge 
inequalities in population distribution. Population density, the number of 
people in 1 square mile, is increasing in the large cities and along the sea-
coasts at such a rate that city governments and urban planners cannot design 
and install the needed infrastructure to cope with it. Today, over 50 percent of 
the world’s population lives in urban areas. The major growth of megacities, or 
urban conglomerates of over ten million people, is most pronounced in the 
developing countries.

z Third, as birthrates decline, the number of senior citizens per 1,000 population 
is increasing. In 2000, 6.9 percent of the global population was sixty-five or 
older. Between 2000 and 2050, the ratio of elderly persons to working-age per-
sons (ages 15–64) will double in more developed regions and triple in less 
developed regions. By 2050 one out of ten people will be over 65.9

z A final characteristic of global population trends is the increasing number of 
migrants. In 2005, there were an estimated 191 million migrants worldwide, up 
from 176 million in 2001. Roughly 30–40 million of these were undocumented 
workers. Half of them were women. These migrants send home to their fami-
lies in the developing world an estimated at $233 billion annually. The money 
enables those families to have a higher standard of living and thus helps boost 
the economic wellbeing of the entire country.

The impact of outmigration varies from continent to continent. The impact 
of migration on Asia and Latin America has been small because of their large 
and growing populations despite declining birth rates.

By contrast, Europe and North America have experienced substantial net 
inflows of population.10 In 2001, immigration was estimated to represent 
upward of 70 percent of annual population growth in the developed world. 
Immigration now accounts for 89 percent of Europe’s population growth and is 
the primary reason the population growth rate in the United States is a positive 
number. Large-scale migration requires significant adjustments of cultural 
and behavioral attitudes by immigrant and host-country citizens to integrate 
the newcomers. The riots and destruction of property that occurred in the sub-
urbs of Paris and other French cities in the summer of 2006 in large part reflect 
the inadequacy of migrant-assimilation policy.

This brief description of key components of the global environment raises serious 
issues about the human future on this planet. How did things get so critical? Will 
attempts to solve environmental problems lead to peace or war? Will we beat cli-
mate change? The next section discusses the challenges to the global environment.
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What Are the Challenges to 
Sustainable Development?
Be able to identify and explain the major challenges to sustainable development.

We will focus on the challenges to the global environment as a result of 
the historical impact of humans on the environment. The contributions of the 
industrial and scientific revolutions have led to an internationalizing of envi-
ronmental problems.

The Challenge of the Industrial and Scientific Revolutions
The terms industrial revolution and scientific revolution refer to a historical pro-
cess whereby human beings, by applying science and ingenuity, created tools—
and ways to use those tools—that enable them to do things they otherwise would 
not be able to do.11 The word revolution describes the process because technologi-
cal inventions and their incorporation into daily life literally revolutionized the 
way people lived. For example, before the wheel was invented, humans could 
travel only on foot or on the backs of animals. The wheel made it possible to move 
much larger loads and enabled water to be moved in greater quantities and more 
efficiently from the irrigation canal to the field. The widespread adoption of gun-
powder as a weapon in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries made the fortress-like 
medieval stone castles irrelevant. As a result, small dukedoms and earldoms were 
unable to withstand the power amassed by wealthy monarchs. As castles gave 
way to country estates and urban palaces, medieval Europe gave way to modern 
Europe, with its nation-states.
 Technologies not only transform a society’s way of life, they change the way the 
society thinks about the world. Fifteenth-century Europe was recovering from a 
terrible plague a century earlier that killed one-third of the continent’s population. 
Many areas had long since run out of wood, and most of the gold and silver mines 
on the continent had been mined to the technological limits of the time. Environ-
mental degradation was increasingly visible. At the same time, the Chinese com-
pass, the European invention of the astrolabe, and scientific proof that the Earth 
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Test Prepper 14.1

True or False?

_____ 1. Nonrenewable resources include water and soil 
because once polluted these resources cannot 
be used again.

_____ 2. The origins of settled human societies along big 
rivers was a result of access to fresh water and a 
moderate climate.

_____ 3. With time, human societies exhaust resources 
close to them and require technological solu-
tions to exploit resources farther away or more 
difficult to obtain.

_____ 4. Over 90 percent of population growth will 
occur in the developing countries.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. Approximately what percentage of the world’s 
population live in urban areas today?

a. over 10 percent
b. over 30 percent
c. over 50 percent
d. over 70 percent
e. over 90 percent

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 14.1
www.BetweenNations.org

Audio Concept
Scientific Revolution
www.BetweenNations.org
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was round brought together a set of technologies that gave European sailors the 
confidence to sail across uncharted oceans. The knowledge they brought back of 
the lands they found changed the way Europe thought about itself and the world. 
In a single century, Europe leaped from a musty backwater of the planet to the 
center of global activity. During the next two centuries, the application of technol-
ogy for industrial purposes, known as the Industrial Revolution, enabled Europe 
and then the United States to take the lead in the expansion of international trade 
and the conduct of international affairs.
 As modern technology has spread farther and farther around the globe, the 
economies of individual regions and countries have become intertwined. In many 
ways, this process has proved a centralizing force. Among the negative results, 
however, is the almost total destruction of preindustrial societies, many of which 
had long practiced sustainable development. Another negative corollary has been 
environmental pollution on a global scale, accompanied by uneven distribution 
of economic and environmental costs among the wealthy industrialized states 
and the poor developing states—a decentralizing force in the modern interna-
tional system.

The Costs of Technology: Environmental Pollution and Ecosystem Destruction
The uneven distribution of technology creates distortions in the consumption of 
energy and other natural resources.

z First, the concentration of technology use in the northern industrialized states 
produces one set of benefits and costs in terms of environmental pollution.

z Second, the continuation of traditional lifestyles on the edge of the more tech-
nologically advanced cities in the developing countries presents costs and 
benefits associated with public health and the control of disease.

A look at the benefits and costs of technology follows, and the next section deals 
with the benefits and costs of applying science to public health.
 Technology has, arguably, raised the standard of living in virtually every coun-
try on the globe. Modern conveniences have made life easier for all fortunate 
enough to have them and are sought by people in countries that are striving to 
industrialize. Throughout the world, the cell phone and e-mail have become com-
mon modes of communication. As a matter of principle, most people agree that 
everyone ought to share the benefits that technology has brought. The problem is 
that the application of technology does not bring only benefits; it also brings 
unpleasant environmental surprises.
 The first major problem with technology, as distinguished former Harvard pro-
fessor Harvey Brooks explains,12 is that the benefits of an invention are immedi-
ately evident and indeed, seem to increase as the use of the invention spreads. The 
environmental and social costs remain hidden for quite some time. By the time 
the negative consequences of the technology register in the public consciousness, 
society can no longer do without it. Take the automobile, for example. Despite the 
old-timers teasing, “Why don’t you get a horse?” the benefits of driving a car so 
clearly outweighed the problems of caring for and feeding a horse that purchases 
of new cars steadily increased in the early years of the twentieth century. With the 
arrival of Henry Ford’s mass-production assembly line, cars became affordable for 
nearly everyone. As fast as they could think them up, the new automobile compa-
nies provided innovations and adapted their product to the public’s needs. Paved 
roads came into being.

For more information see  
Pollution
www.BetweenNations.org

www.BetweenNations.org
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 Today, the negative impact of the automobile is now only too evident: clogged 
highways, high gasoline costs, and worst of all, tailpipe emissions that contribute 
8 percent of the nitrogen oxide pollution that promotes global warming. Yet in the 
United States, there is no longer another viable transportation option, without 
a huge economic investment. The culture of the automobile has permanently 
changed the way American society is organized. We cannot go back to the horse 
or even the train, and no one quite sees the way out of this dilemma. We live in a 
technological monoculture, a combination of market domination and political, eco-
nomic, and social influence exhibited by the auto industry.

Technological Monoculture As you saw in Table 7.2, the annual income of General 
Motors is larger than the GDP of all but the wealthiest countries. Furthermore, the 
auto industry has tight links with the petroleum, synthetic, and natural rubber 
industries. Its production network operates worldwide. In order to use the auto-
mobile efficiently and safely, the world’s governments are paving the globe with 
two- and four-lane highways. To service cars in the developed countries, small 
businesses have set up public parking lots, repair shops, delis, and food marts at 
the gasoline stations that line the roads. The fast-growing Chinese economy has 
generated thousands of middle-class jobs, enabling middle-class Chinese to buy 
their own cars at an unprecedented rate. In 2004, China became GM’s second-
largest market after the United States, overtaking Germany.13 Auto travel takes off 
where air travel ends through the car-rental business anchored at the airport. The 
automotive industry, with its supporting systems, now constitutes a more and 
more self-contained social system that is unable to adapt to the environmental 
stress brought about by its success.
 Today, the auto industry is the main contributor to air pollution. While big city 
governments like Los Angeles government can crack down on gasoline-powered 
lawnmowers and the types of machines and chemicals used by your corner dry 
cleaner, it has proved less effective in cracking down on gasoline-powered cars.14 

The Model T Ford
The Model T Ford was the first car 
built on a mass-production assembly 
line. The Model T rolled off the pro-
duction line at the Piquette Avenue 
plant in Detroit, Michigan, October 
1, 1908. Over the next nineteen 
years, Ford built 15 million automo-
biles with the Model “T” engine, the 
longest run of any single model with 
the exception of the Volkswagen 
“Beetle.” Because of its low cost, 
the Model T put the ordinary Amer-
ican behind the wheel, starting the 
United States love-in with the 
automobile.

Technological monoculture The domina-
tion of the market by one variant of a technol-
ogy that is utilized in a specific industrial sector 
by a company or group of companies, and the 
use of this domination for political, economic, 
and social influence.
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Millions of people need to get from here to there every day. Their needs keep mil-
lions of other people employed maintaining roads, selling gasoline and groceries, 
and building malls where you can park your car and shop. Short of a major eco-
nomic collapse, the prospects are dim that Americans will be able to adapt their 
car-based lifestyle to the exigencies of global climate change.15

Reduction in Variability Technology monoculture leads to the second problem 
with technology: reduction in variability, both within human society and in the 
environment where that society is situated. Just as the domestication of plants and 
animals thousands of years ago led to the concentration of certain flora and fauna 
on human-managed land to the exclusion of other species, so technology is a 
selective process. By contrast, healthy natural ecosystems are marked by high vari-
ability. Human activity affects these systems in ways that only now are beginning 
to be understood. All human management of the environment, whether it be the 
city, farm, or maintaining wilderness, provokes a response from the ecosystem as 
it tries to adapt to the impact of human disturbance.
 In Figure 14.3, human-managed society is shown as interacting with the Earth’s 
ecosystems and the global biochemical cycles that moderate the atmosphere. 
Human society takes from those ecosystems the renewable and nonrenewable 
resources humans want, thereby changing the original ecosystems in that loca-
tion. However, this ecosystem, over time, has found a stable equilibrium between 
its diverse elements through its interaction with the global biochemical cycles in 
what is called the Gaia (from the ancient Greek word for “Earth”) principle. When 
human activity intrudes on the stable equilibrium formed from all those varied 
patterns, the ecosystem responds to reach a new equilibrium based on the new 
patterns. The reaction is always a reduction in the variety of patterns and in the 

Source: Barbara Jancar-Webster, “Technology and Environment in Eastern Europe,” in James R. Scanlan, ed. Technology, 
Culture, and Development: The Experience of the Soviet Model (Armonk, N.Y.: M. E. Sharpe, 1992), 178. Used by permission.
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number of plants and animal species. It holds true whether the subject is the pav-
ing over of forest land for a parking land, building a gigantic suburban mall, or the 
human settlement of islands like the Hawaiian islands.16

 Reduction in variability has sped up even more in the twenty-first century 
because of the huge capabilities of earthmoving and construction technology, the 
high speed of travel, and the numbers of people on the move. Species are becom-
ing extinct at an alarming rate, despite our efforts to preserve biodiversity through 
legislation aimed to preserve and protect endangered species.

Environmental Surprise When the human impact is too strong, nature reacts to 
the stress through what scientists call surprise. Flooding is a good example of sur-
prise. When coastal wetlands are destroyed, as on the U.S. Gulf Coast or Indonesia, 
coastal communities have no buffer against the storm surge brought by hurri-
canes. Deforestation on hillsides exposes the soils on the hills to the elements. 
When deforestation is combined with agriculture on this marginal land, rain 
washes away both the homesteads and the planted areas with the soil. People not 
only lose their homes and livelihood, thousands can die, as they did in the cata-
strophic floods in China in 2001, 2003, 2005, and in India in 2005. Similarly, over-
grazing of marginal grassland and the absence of rain because of climate change, 
have contributed to an expanding desert and waves of famine in Africa. Problems 
like tsunamis, hurricanes, and floods have necessitated the mounting of global 
efforts to rescue the victims, feed the hungry, and tend the sick. Surprise in the 
world today moves quickly from the local to the international system level.
 Can human society learn to anticipate surprise and avoid its consequences? 
Yes and no. One generation can predict some consequences of our management 
of the environment, but not all of them. And it can take steps to remediate them. 
However, long-term buildups may not manifest themselves in a single generation. 
Today’s children, or their children’s children, may need to devise solutions to prob-
lems their grandparents or parents set in motion years earlier. However, as the 
process by which a technology produces environmental surprise becomes better 
understood, the international community has a better chance of anticipating that 
surprise and perhaps head it off.
 Until the 1990s, states and international organizations tended to downplay 
the obviously negative relationship between industrialization and environmental 
pollution because the environmental surprise was not significant enough to mobi-
lize world opinion. The continuous stream of natural disasters in the last decade 
has shown the world community that inaction is no longer an option. Please see 
“Earthquakes and Tsunami” at www.BetweenNations.org.

The Benefits of Applying Science to Health
Like technology, applied science has proved a Pandora’s box of benefits and costs. 
Its major contribution has been the improved health of the world’s populations.

Prevention of Disease Probably the most significant application of science to 
human health has been the understanding and prevention of disease, with the 
accompanying longer life expectancy. As with technology, the initial results of dis-
ease control were dramatic and immediate. Epidemic disease has been the scourge 
of humankind since the dawn of civilization. Until the nineteenth century, the 
world’s population had been hostage to the seemingly random and ferocious out-
breaks of epidemics, which frequently killed 60 to 70 percent of a city’s population.
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 So destructive of human life was the Black Death (bubonic plague) that raged 
through Europe in the fourteenth century that many scholars believe it under-
mined the sociopolitical system and contributed to the rise of new forms of gov-
ernment and religion that did not insist on absolute authority. The increase in size 
of European cities, particularly during the seventeenth century, created optimum 
conditions for the spread of plagues of epidemic proportions. Advances in the sci-
ence of medicine eventually brought the dreaded epidemics under control. Three 
of the most significant advances are outlined below.

z New Medical Technology. The Dutchman Zacharias Jensenn’s invention of the 
microscope in the 1590s enabled European scientists to see organisms invisi-
ble to the naked eye, transforming their understanding of disease. In due time, 
the bacilli causing the major epidemics were identified. New medical technol-
ogy continues to revolutionize the practice of medicine and save lives from 
debilitating illnesses.

z Sanitation. The progressive enactment in the nineteenth century of sanitation 
and water-treatment programs in all of Europe’s major cities and, eventually, in 
the countryside brought epidemics under control for the first time in history 
and made cities safe for habitation. Western colonial administrations helped 
spread scientific medical practice around the globe. As the world’s regions 
adopted Western sanitation measures and used vaccines to inoculate their 
populations against disease, epidemics became less frightening, and the death 
rate in both Western and non-Western countries dropped.

z Vaccines, Antibiotics, Insecticides. In the twentieth century, science turned its 
attention to the eradication of contagious diseases. In 1901, a campaign was 
launched to eliminate yellow fever from Havana by attacking mosquito-breed-
ing places. Forty years later, the invention of DDT contributed to the U.S. vic-
tory over Japan by protecting U.S. troops from the mosquitoes carrying the 
malaria and yellow fever viruses. In 2000, New York City health officials used 
the same approach to limit the spread of the West Nile virus as was used in 
Havana 100 years earlier; they attacked mosquito-breeding places, only this 
time they used highly sophisticated bioengineered chemicals.

The Internationalization of Medical Research By the twentieth century, most of 
the scientific work on disease was performed at the national level: in the medical 
research community, in university and government laboratories, and in hospitals. 
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia, has been a key player in 
collecting data and providing timely warnings of the path of an epidemic. Fol-
lowing the establishment of the UN, the World Health Organization (WHO) was 
created in 1950 with the goal of ensuring that health services were available to 
everyone on the planet. WHO has led the way in distributing vaccines and medi-
cations, and in providing the health workers to deliver the medication to afflicted 
countries, particularly the developing countries. A major achievement has been 
the eradication of smallpox. The last case of known smallpox was in 1977. WHO 
also has led the struggle to eradicate TB. The discovery of penicillin in 1928, encour-
aged its successful use as an antibacterial during World War II. WHO led the inter-
national effort to eradicate TB in the 1950s and 1960s. It looked as if international 
cooperation in science had conquered all the world’s major diseases.
 Then came AIDS in the 1980s. AIDS has now reached epidemic proportions, 
particularly in Africa, South Asia, Russia, and China. The 1990s saw the emergence 
of a more deadly TB bacillus, increased instances of malaria, and the emergence of 
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new diseases like West Nile virus and Ebola hemorrhagic fever. In 1991, cholera 
swept down the west coast of South America, the first such outbreak in nearly a 
century. Between 1991 and 1995, it infected one million people and killed 11,000.17 
In 2003, a killer virus known as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) was 
identified in Hong Kong. In a very short time it had infected people all over the 
planet, sowing panic in its path. A major concern in the twenty-first century is bird 
flu, known to be spread by birds and poultry. Figure 14.4 shows that infectious dis-
eases represented over 27 percent of the leading causes of death in 2001. Eighty-
three percent of these deaths occurred in the developing countries.
 Why have old diseases returned, and why do new viruses keep appearing? The 
immediate answers are found in environmental pollution: namely, the substan-
dard living conditions and malnutrition that set entire populations at risk in the 
developing countries. Insufficient and contaminated water supplies are highways 
carrying waterborne infections and disease to populations whose immune sys-
tems are already weakened from malnutrition. The malnutrition is brought on by 
the farming of lands degraded by overuse, drought, and pesticides.
 In the shantytowns or barrios surrounding the major cities Africa, Asia, Central 
and South America (see chapter 13), sanitation and clean water are difficult to 
come by. In these conditions, insects and rats multiply. The overtaxed urban 
administration finds itself without sufficient resources to confront the problems 
properly. So the epidemics return.
 The second answer lies in the millions of people who are on the move in our 
modern world. Statistics on migration in the past century were given earlier in this 
chapter. The consequences of that migration indicate how much of a global prob-
lem these mass movements of people have become. Wherever people move, they 
carry with them the infections they may have at the time, thus globalizing disease. 
Airplane travel facilitates this movement of population, since you can fly from Asia 
to Europe or North America in less than a day.

Source: The World Health Organization, World Health Report, 2002, Annex: Table 2, “Death by Cause, Sex, and Mortality Stratum 
in WHO Regions,” http://www.who.int/whr/en/ or http://www.who.int/whr/2002/en/. Used by permission.
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 The catastrophic die-off of Amerindians from infectious diseases brought by 
the Europeans serves as a global warning. A microbe that has stabilized and been 
rendered relatively harmless to its home population can destroy a population on 
another continent. And so, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the devel-
oped countries find they can no longer remain insulated from the spread of conta-
gious diseases. Instead they must now seek to reduce the risk of infection by going 
abroad to solve public health problems in the developing countries. Public health 
is no longer the domain of health ministries acting in their individual countries. Its 
regulation and promotion have become the concern of WHO and private and pub-
lic organizations throughout the world. At the start of the twenty-first century, the 
containment of disease is being sought through the promotion of sustainable 
development at the international level.

The Costs of Applying Science to Health
Increased Rate of Population Growth One of the clearest results of improved pub-
lic health around the world has been the increase in the world’s population. Popu-
lation size and growth trends have been a global concern every since Thomas 
Malthus (1766–1834) compared European population data with European agricul-
tural production at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The twenty-first cen-
tury saw the emergence of new concerns about population growth. The 
demographic forecast up to 2050 is for virtually all population growth to occur in 
the developing world, with the concentration of huge masses of people in large 
urban areas intensifying global environmental stress. Although, as noted, the pop-
ulation growth rate has slowed, the application of science to public health has 
brought new demographic issues to the fore. Four of these are highlighted next: 
the general increase in the global population, environmental wars, reduced birth-
rates in the industrialized world, and increased population density.

A Chinese Couple Ties the Knot at 
the Height of the SARS Crisis
Note that the bride and groom are 
both wearing facemasks, but they 
manage to complete the requisite 
marriage kiss anyway. They are pho-
tographed in Tiananmen Square, 
Beijing’s central square.
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Increased Global Population At the end of the eighteenth century, the world pop-
ulation passed the one billion mark. In 1950, the world population was 2.5 billion. 
It doubled to five billion by 1985 and is expected to reach seven billion by 2010.18 
For comparisons of world population growth in billions across the years, turn 
again to Figure 14.2.
 There is little question that the healthier a population is, the longer it lives. 
Moreover, the more women who live to childbearing age, the greater the increase 
in the birthrate. The enormous improvements in the health of the global popula-
tion that occurred in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were key factors in 
the explosion of population that became manifest in the last quarter of the twenti-
eth century. Chapter 13, you will recall, presented data suggesting a connection 
between high poverty, low development, and high incidence of disease.
 Africa is a case in point. From 1980 to 1995, Africa’s average annual growth rate 
was 2.92 percent, the highest of any continent. As a comparison, the whole of 
Europe, excluding the former Soviet Union, had an average annual growth in pop-
ulation of 0.29 percent, and North America’s, including the Caribbean and Central 
America, was 1.69 percent. Africa’s high birthrate means that despite disease, wars, 
and famine, its population is steadily increasing. Take another look at Figure 14.2. 
Do you see how expected population growth in Latin America and the Caribbean 
is expected to soar, whereas Africa’s population is expected to grow much more 
slowly. What do these data tell you about the impact of science and public health 
in the two areas?
 Africa’s growth in population necessarily is related to improved health care and 
the efforts of the international community to vaccinate entire populations. From 
1980 to 1995, Africa’s average infant mortality rate dropped from 135 babies per 
1,000 born to 95 per 1,000, while the average under-five mortality rate fell from 147 
per 1,000 to 67 per 1,000 children—a remarkable feat.19 Between 1950 and 1990, 
the population of Rwanda expanded 4 times, the population of Nigeria 3.8 times, 
and the population of Ethiopia almost 3 times, despite record famine and wars. 
However, increased population creates ideal environments for microbes, which 
prefer many hosts to a few. Increased population also puts tremendous pressure 
on governments to provide for basic human needs, not to mention education and 
health. If these are not provided, disease spreads, unrest grows, and population 
growth slows. Given Africa’s disease-prone semitropical climate, epidemics and 
social conflict may be expected to keep returning to the continent. One way of 
looking at Africa’s predicament is to see it as a closed circle: improved health, more 
people living to old age, increased birthrate, high population growth, return of epi-
demics and social unrest.
 The data seem to confirm what is termed the Pandora’s box effect of the impact 
of science on the health of the developing countries’ populations. Improved health 
leads to more children, which strains a developing state’s economic and social 
resources, and so infection and disease return. Countries like India and China 
that have worked hard to reduce their population growth rate have struggled to 
maintain an adequate public health system to keep their population in relatively 
better health.

Environmental Wars A large population, limited natural resources, and limited 
land for agriculture are a recipe for political and social conflict over the distribu-
tion of scarce resources. As countries run out of their environmental resources, we 
are seeing more and more civil and interethnic wars being fought over the spoils. 
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The 1990 civil war in Rwanda may be one of the first identi-
fied cases of a civil war caused by environmental concerns. 
The post-independence growth of both the Tutsi and Hutu 
populations made huge demands upon the Rwandan envi-
ronment, demands that no government was able to meet. 
Environmental stress was evident in widespread deforest-
ation resulting from uncontrolled cutting of trees for fuel, 
overgrazing, soil exhaustion, soil erosion, and pervasive 
poaching. The political tension between the major ethnic 
group, the Hutus, and the ruling group, the Tutsis, that was 
present at the founding of the state in 1959 boiled over in hor-
rific genocide and mass flight into neighboring countries.
 But perhaps the environmental war that has received the 
most media attention in recent years is the war in Darfur, in 
Sudan. While many have called it a racial war between Arab 
and Black African, or a war ignited over the management of 
the oil fields in the region, the initial cause of the war is be-
ginning to be understood as environmental. The north of 
Africa has been experiencing reduced rainfall for decades. 
Reduced rainfall causes herders to graze their flocks on 
reduced vegetation, the desert expands, rival herders com-
pete for pasture. These are the prime ingredients of an envi-
ronmental war.20

 Proponents of the green paradigm pessimistically pre-
dict that environmental wars will be ever more frequent in 
the future, unless the world as a global community moves 
quickly to take measures that promote sustainable develop-
ment and ecojustice at the same time.

Reduced Birthrates in the Industrialized States A second 
major influence of science on population growth involves 
such developments as the contraceptive pill and amniocen-
tesis. Chapter 11 presented the negative side to amnio-
centesis as used by women in India and Pakistan to practice 
sex-selective abortion. The pill has its two sides as well. On 
the positive side, it has dramatically altered attitudes 
toward human reproduction by separating the act of pro-
creation from the sexual act. Where the pill is used, fear of 
pregnancy has almost become obsolete. Women can have 
children when, if, and as often—or as infrequently—as they 

please. In China, the pill was a major instrument in implementing the One Child 
program. The pill took a long time to reach Africa, which is another important 
reason why the population increased so rapidly. But the pill quickly conquered 
the Western world and much of Asia, where it played a big role in reducing the 
birthrate and keeping it down. The ability to choose when to give birth, like all 
technological and scientific advances, brought enormous immediate benefits to 
women, who enthusiastically entered the business and professional world—long 
the domain of men.
 The pill also had its negative side. Where adopted, it produced an environmen-
tal surprise. With decreased social stigma, intercourse before marriage increased, 

Mother and Child in Ethiopia
At the turn of the twenty-first century, Africa is a catastro-
phe of poverty, famine, disease, violence, and ecological 
degradation. Each of these problems feeds off the rest. 
Research is beginning to clarify the links among them, 
opening a new area in international relations called 
ecological security.
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especially among teens, with a concomitant rise in communicable sexual dis-
eases. The pill also dramatically affected adult women’s lifestyles. With the choice 
of childbirth theirs, most women in the industrialized world preferred to have no 
more than two children. Today, as discussed, European states, Japan, and espe-
cially Russia, have a negative population growth rate. This means that not enough 
new people are born to replace the current population. As we noted above, 80 
percent of the population growth in Europe is from immigration. While the pill 
cannot be faulted totally for this trend, it certainly aided women in their choice 
of how many children to have. In Japan and China, where the One Child policy 
has been in place since the 1980’s, demographers talk about the coming popu-
lation crunch.21

 While Green advocates of population control may welcome the pill, other envi-
ronmentalists like Danielle Hierenberg and Mia MacDonald from the World Watch 
Institute see it differently. They argue that low rates of population growth in the 
developed world have encouraged high levels of consumption in rich countries 
and that this consumption combined with the large populations in the developing 
world is taking a heavy toll on the planet’s resources. They note that

z Carbon dioxide levels are 30 percent higher in 2007 than in 1960.

z Half the world’s original forest cover is gone.

z Industrial fieets have flshed out at least 90 percent of all large ocean flsh.

z Ten to 20 percent of the world’s cropland is degraded.

 As global consumption of oil, food, electricity, and a host of paper products 
rises, the impact of population numbers becomes more severe. Each new person 
increases total demands on the Earth’s resources, but the size of the ecological 
footprint required to support that person varies from continent to continent. 
There is no doubt about it, the largest ecofootprints are in the developed world. 
With smaller families or one-person households, the consumption of energy, 
appliances, and furnishings rises. According to Hierenberg and MacDonald, a 
one-person household in the United States uses 17 percent more energy than 
a two-person home.22

Increased Population Density 

 The biologically pro-
ductive area required to support one person.

Megacities A term used to describe cities 
with populations of over 10 million.
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A final major impact of science on population 
growth has been the rapid increase in population density. The concentration of 
energy use in large cities in the twentieth century helped create megacities, but the 
two largest cities of that time with populations over eight million, London and 
New York, were small compared to the largest urban areas today: Tokyo (34.1 mil-
lion), Mexico City (22.7 million) and Seoul, Korea (22.25 million).23 Fifty percent of 
today’s global population lives in cities. Population densities are the highest in 
Asia and are increasing even though the birthrate is declining. For a picture of how 
urbanized and densely populated some areas of the world are, go to Web Explora-
tions (www.BetweenNations.org). The urban population—the number of people 
living in cities—is expected to double by 2030. Already, cities of over 30 million 
people are a fact. By 2025, five billion people are expected to live in urban areas, 
four billion of which will live in cities in the developing world. Urbanization, or the 
movement to the city, can bring improvements in health through sanitation and 
safe drinking water. But urban poverty can also bring epidemics of new diseases 
caused by the slum conditions new migrants from rural areas all around the globe 
are compelled to accept. Moreover, the crowding of migrants from different ethnic 

Ecological footprint
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groups with different cultures speaking different languages is likely to bring 
increased violence, as each group struggles for its share of material goods already 
in scarce supply in the megacities of the developing world. Third and finally, as the 
densely populated megacities expand to accommodate the increased population, 
the amount of arable land available to feed the enormous numbers of urban 
mouths steadily decreases. Feeding the urban hungry in developing countries may 
increasingly depend on food imports from the developed world.

The Green and Biotech Revolutions
The green and biotech revolutions involve the application of science to agriculture 
and animal husbandry with the aims of improving crop yield and crop resistance 
to pests and climate variation, and enhancing breeds of domestic animals. Both 
these scientific advances have had centralizing as well as decentralizing impacts 
on the world. The green revolution started in the 1920s and continues today. The 
biotech revolution extends the application of biological science to the breaking of 
animal and plant gene codes and the human gene code.

The Green Revolution
The green revolution refers to the great increase in yield of grain crops, such as 
corn, rice, and wheat, due to the development of high-yielding hybrids, the use of 
fertilizers and pesticides, and the implementation of more efficient land manage-
ment. The fathers of the green revolution were Iowa-born Henry Wallace24 and 
Norman Berlaug, awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970 for his work in reducing 
food shortages in India and Pakistan in the 1960s. Today, most of Asia, with the 
exception of Japan, can feed itself without major imports of food.
 The major criticism of the green revolution is that it destroyed local knowledge 
and local culture and made formerly self-sustaining regions dependent on the 
global market and international corporations. There is truth in this criticism. Until 
recently, the world did not give much thought to the disappearance of local cul-
tures and lifestyles. Now it no longer denies the importance of this loss.25

Green revolution The great increase in yield 
of grain crops, such as corn, rice, and wheat, 
due to the development of high-yielding 
hybrids, the use of fertilizers and pesticides, 
and the implementation of more efficient land 
management.

Biotech revolution The widespread appli-
cation of bioengineering to increase food pro-
duction and improve plant and animal strains.

The Green Revolution: 
Workers in a Golden Rice Paddy
The Green Revolution, spreading 
over the period from 1967–68 to 
1977–78 transformed India from a 
food-deficient country depending on 
food imports to one of the world’s 
leading agricultural nations.
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 A second complaint against the green revolution is that it makes the local 
farmer dependent on the global market. Hybrid seeds do not reproduce them-
selves. To produce high yields, they require large amounts of fertilizers. They are 
also vulnerable to pests and crop diseases and hence require pesticides and herbi-
cides. Seeds and fertilizers cost money. As a result, the green revolution primarily 
benefits the larger farmer who has sufficient managerial capability and the re-
sources to profit from it. The smaller farmer is driven out of business or left to till 
marginal lands, resulting in increased soil degradation. Unless there is demand for 
it on the international market, local produce becomes increasingly rare as the 
world shifts to a standardized food menu dictated by agribusiness.
 A final argument against the green revolution is that growing for the global 
market requires a lot of land. As more and more acreage is planted to global stan-
dardized crops, biodiversity (discussed earlier in the chapter) is put increasingly 
at risk.
 The major counterargument is that the green revolution has brought with it a 
trend toward harvesting more from fewer acres. Experts have calculated that 
India’s transition to high-yield farming spared it from having to plow up an addi-
tional 100 million acres of virgin land, an area equivalent in size to California and 
halted deforestation. U.S. policy has encouraged the farmer to return unused 
arable land to prairies and recreational areas.26

The Biotech Revolution
The biotech revolution enables domesticated plants to resist disease and pests 
through the introduction of pest-resistant genes from an exogenous life form, or 
one not present in the host plant. In many ways, this revolution may be seen as a 
continuation of the green revolution.
 Proponents of genetically engineered foods argue that given the known 
dangers of pesticides and herbicides, it makes sense to pursue a path where 
fewer and fewer of these toxic polluting chemicals are used. Integrated pest man-
agement is one variant of the biotech revolution, where plant and insect species 
are used to control each other. The latest dimension in the biotech revolution is 
the use of genetically modified (GM) nonfood plants and animals to produce 
everything from stronger and softer kinds of cotton, ethanol fuel for cars, and 
biodegradable plastics to twenty-first-century medicines to cure twenty-first 
century diseases.27

 A controversial aspect of the biotech revolution is cloning. On July 5, 1996, 
Scottish scientists produced the first cloned sheep named Dolly. Since then, clon-
ing has taken off. The ethics of cloning will surely be one of the most critical inter-
national issues of the twenty-first century.
 Thus far, science has trumpeted its biotech achievements to a world that has 
responded rather negatively, as far as food products are concerned. (The issue is 
discussed in the online case study for this chapter. See www.BetweenNations.org.) 
However, the acceptance of the nonfood use of genetic modification has encoun-
tered far less resistance. Pest-resistant cotton with yields higher than or equal to 
that of non-GM cotton is now planted in 20 percent of the world’s cotton fields. 
Research has produced fast-growing pine trees with more cellulose and less lignin 
to reduce the cost of producing paper, and GM pigs can now produce human pro-
teins for medical use.28

 The fact is that what is grown and sold on the world’s markets is becoming an 
international environmental problem, with a potentially decentralizing impact, 
requiring international regulation.

Agribusiness The totality of industry en-
gaged in the operations of a farm, the manu-
facture and sale of farm equipment and 
supplies, and the processing, storage, and dis-
tribution of farm products. Agribusiness may 
also refer to one giant multinational corpora-
tion engaged in one of these farm operations, 
such as Archer Daniels Midland (ADM).

Cloning The growing of an individual from 
a single cell of its parent. The individual gen-
erally is considered an identical copy of the 
parent—for example, Dolly the sheep.
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How Is the International Community 
Addressing These Challenges?
Identify the major environmental issues the world currently faces and 
understand how the international community is addressing these issues.

This section briefly considers the major environmental problems of our 
time—climate change, air pollution, and global water problems—and indicates 
how the world is organizing to address them. At the outset, you ought to be aware 
that the states of the world have signed a large number of environmental treaties 
that constitute a significant body of international environmental law, and that 
under UN auspices, a host of IGOs are working on global environmental problems, 
as shown in Table 14.1. In addition, as discussed in chapter 3, numerous interna-
tional environmental NGOs are working in different parts of the world to improve 
environmental conditions.
 Before turning to a discussion of the international response to global environ-
mental problems, it is only fitting to emphasize the role of NGOs and, indeed, 
individuals in moving the world community to action. Among the movers and 
shakers of environmental issues, many are women such as Kenyan Nobel Prize 
winner, Wangari Maathai, and Indian ecologist Vandana Shiva, who have orga-
nized groups at the local level to promote environmentally sustainable policies, 
and in so doing, achieved international recognition for their efforts. It may 

3

Test Prepper 14.2

True or False?

_____ 1. One of the negative results of technological 
advancement and the Industrial Revolution has 
been environmental pollution on a global scale.

_____ 2. While the benefits of technological advance-
ment are seen immediately, the environmental 
consequences often remain hidden for consid-
erably longer.

_____ 3. Environmental surprises are instances where 
the environment unexpectedly recovers from 
pollution or overuse.

_____ 4. More and more civil wars are being fought in 
parts of the world as a result of overpopulation 
and scarce resources.

_____ 5. Not all environmental activists welcome the 
advent of the contraceptive pill as a positive for 
the environment.

Multiple Choice

_____ 6. Applying science and technological advances to 
the area of health has led to which of the follow-
ing policy concerns at the international level?

a. Overpopulation
b. Pandemics as a result of antibiotic resis-

tant illnesses
c. Conflict between international organiza-

tions regarding access to medicine
d. Local corporations producing counterfeit 

drugs
e. All of the above

_____ 7. Norman Borlaug received the Nobel Peace 
Prize because 

a. he developed high yield strains of rice
b. his work resulted in the elimination of 

indigenous cultures
c. he helped reduce food shortages in India 

and Pakistan
d. he built on the research of Henry Wallace
e. he cloned Dolly the Sheep

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
Practice Test 14.2
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surprise you, but when you think about contributions to environmental sustain-
ability on the planet, individuals rather than states or political groups assume the 
most prominent role. This is not to say that international environmental NGOs 
like the World Wildlife Foundation, the World Conservation Union, and Green-
peace have not made important contributions to preserving ecosystems and 
combating environmental issues. The NGOs have been especially successful as 
environmental advocates at the United Nations and in assisting the international 
community during natural disasters. But the catalyst for environmental action 
more often than not seems to be individuals.

Climate Change
Climate change is the foremost challenge to our planet in the twenty-first century.

International Findings
Scientists generally agree that global temperatures have risen a little over a de-
gree F in the last 150 years and that carbon dioxide levels have risen about 30 per-
cent. But scientists do not agree on the cause of this trend, nor what to do about it. 
Paleoclimatology has evidence of what might be called “natural” periods of warm-
ing and cooling throughout Earth’s history. Scientists do not know precisely why 
they occurred or whether climatic fluctuations based on the Earth’s orbit around 
the sun and fluctuations in solar energy provide the entire explanation. Scientists 
have been collecting meteorological data for only the last 150 years or so. Consid-
ering the age of the Earth, that may be an insignificant database from which to 
make major predictions. A large number of scientists believe human activity has 
made a major contribution to the currently rising temperatures. Others are with-
holding judgment.
 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) makes the strongest 
case for the theory that man-made emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmo-
sphere is “forcing” current global warming. “Forcing” means increasing warming 
faster than would occur under normal conditions. In 1990, the IPCC published its 
first lengthy report backing a conclusion that while natural greenhouse gases keep 
the earth warmer than it would be otherwise (the greenhouse effect), emissions 
resulting from human activities are substantially increasing the atmospheric con-
centrations of greenhouse gases, thereby contributing to the Earth’s warming 
faster and more than is good for its ecosystems.29 As we saw at the beginning of 
the chapter, the IPCC’s Fourth Report published in 2007 asserts with even greater 
certainty that climate change in our time is driven by the emission of man-made 
greenhouse gases, most notably CO2.30

 Those who question the IPCC’s analysis argue that the Earth’s climate is 
dynamic, constantly changing. There will be change but not the catastrophic 
change forecast by the IPCC. We do not know enough about climate change, and 
the hypothesis centered on the greenhouse effect is only one of many in play. If 
the models now in use were good fits to actual climate data, then why haven’t the 
temperatures risen as much as the models predicted? The 1.6 degree F average 
increase in the Earth’s surface temperature in 150 years is far less than earlier 
studies forecast. Roy W. Spencer, for example, senior scientist for climate stud-
ies at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center believes that neither current measure-
ments nor climate change theory supports “the popular perception of global 
warming as an environmental disaster.”31

Paleoclimatology The study of climate vari-
ations in the far distant past.
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 What is a layperson to make of these arguments? Certainly there are signs of 
climate change all around. Many parts of the world, including much of the United 
States, have been experiencing drought in the past few years. Yet 2002 saw heavy 
rain in Europe that caused catastrophic floods in Eastern Europe. In 2004, four 
devastating hurricanes struck Florida, and a deadly earthquake and tsunami 
struck Southeast Asia. In 2005 Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast. How 
should these signs be interpreted? Do we wait and see? Should the use of fossil 
fuels be drastically curtailed? Let us take a look at the international community’s 
response to the problem.

The International Response
The prudent course, according to some, is to take whatever steps are necessary 
to mitigate the impact of human activity on climate change. In 1982, as infor-
mation hardened that the release of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) into the envi-
ronment might erode the protective ozone layer, Mostafa K. Tolba, executive 
director of the UNEP, positioned his organization to initiate the effort to develop 
a global convention on the ozone layer. Five years later, the UN convention on 
the ozone layer was ratified at Montreal, Canada. The convention signers agreed 
to phase out CFCs. A subsequent meeting in Helsinki in 1989 set the year 2000 as 
the deadline for the phaseout, and at the further urging of Tolba in London in 
1990, the industrialized countries agreed to contribute $240 million to help the 
developing countries comply over the next three years.32 Meanwhile, at the national 
level, the states of the European Union, the United States, and other countries 
passed laws aimed at reducing the emission of greenhouse gases. The efforts seem 
to have produced results. Since 2000, with some fluctuations, the ozone hole over 
Antarctica has become smaller in size and depth.33
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 At the UN Earth Summit, held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, a framework agree-
ment on the reduction of greenhouse gases was signed. Under Rio’s inspiration, 
the states of the European Union, the United States, and other countries passed 
laws aimed at reducing the emission of greenhouse gases. The signing of a more 
detailed protocol in Kyoto in 1998, defining specific emission reduction targets for 
the world’s thirty-nine industrialized nations, stalled on the refusal of developing 
countries like China to become part of the regime. Without China and India’s par-
ticipation—the key continental countries—the Soviet Union, Australia, and the 
U.S. would not consider ratification. Russia eventually agreed to sign, but Australia 
and the United States have continued to argue that a treaty on CO2 emissions 
without the signatures of India and China, the next two largest CO2 polluters after 
the United States, is no treaty at all.
 With the publication of the IPCC’s fourth report, global attention became 
focused on alternative fuels and on regulating CO2 emissions by a cap and trade 
system. The U.S. Congress voted large sums to promote the conversion of corn 
into ethanol. The Middle West went into high production. Ethanol refineries 
sprung up in the corn states of the United States almost over night. Then around 
the world came complaints that there was no corn for fodder, or for use in food 
production, where corn is used in multiple ways. Corn became a scarcity, and the 
price skyrocketed. To complicate matters, turning corn into ethanol may not cut 
greenhouse gas emissions since processing it is energy intensive. What is more, it 
turns out that ethanol at the pump also pollutes the air. The search then shifted 
gears for a more environmentally friendly source of biofuel. The European Union 
has led the way in adopting a CO2 cap and trade system. In its first year in operation 
results indicated an increased production of CO2 rather than decreased produc-
tion, necessitating a revision. The revision means securing a new agreement 
from all the member states that entails drastic cuts in their emissions. On the 
U.S. side, the Bush administration in 2005 signed bilateral agreements with China 
and India to increase investment in, and transfer of, green technologies, and in 
June 2007 called for the international setting of limits on CO2 emissions with the 
world’s states working out their own programs, timetables, and enforcement 
measures for meeting those limits.34

 The hard fact is that reducing greenhouse gas emissions requires a radical 
change in lifestyle, and no country knows quite what that change will cost it. So 
the response of the international community remains: Let’s keep talking and wait 
and see.

Air Pollution
The air we breathe is a global commons. The air belongs to all people, and it belongs 
to no one. It is what might be called the common property of humankind. But if 
the air is free to everyone to breathe, it is also free to everyone to pollute.

Air as a Global Commons
The concept of a global commons was derived by ecologist Garrett Hardin (1915–
2003) in 1968, from the concept of the common, or public land situated at the cen-
ter of rural towns in England and New England two centuries ago that was intended 
to be used by all. Because the land was held in common, any town resident who 
had cattle or sheep and no pasture of their own could graze animals there. The 
inevitable results were overgrazing and the destruction of the commons.

Cap and trade system A central authority 
(usually a government agency) sets a limit or 
cap on the amount of a pollutant that can be 
emitted. Companies or other groups that emit 
the pollutant are given credits or allowances 
that represent the right to emit a specific 
amount. The total amount of credits cannot 
exceed the cap, limiting total emissions to that 
level. Companies that pollute beyond their 
allowances must buy credits from those who 
pollute less than their allowances, or face 
heavy fines. This transfer is referred to as a 
trade. In effect, the buyer is being fined for 
polluting, while the seller is being rewarded for 
having reduced emissions. Thus companies 
that can easily reduce emissions will do so, 
and those for which it is harder will buy cred-
its, which reduces greenhouse gases at the 
lowest possible cost to society. The Kyoto 
Protocol provided for this kind of system to 
reduce CO2 emissions.

Global commons Areas of the Earth’s bio-
sphere shared by all the world’s population; 
examples are the oceans and the atmosphere.
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 The global commons are those parts of the biosphere held in common by all 
humanity. These include the oceans, outer space, the seabed, Antarctica, the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum, and the atmosphere. One major problem of the oceans 
and the atmosphere is that they are fast becoming pollution dumping grounds for 
everyone in the world. In his book The Endangered Atmosphere, Marvin Soroos 
argues that humanity “faces the daunting challenge of constraining its releases of 
air pollutants to preserve the essential qualities not only of the atmosphere but 
also of the larger Earth system.”35 Take another look at Figure 14.3. The model tells 
you that human society, the natural ecosystem, and the atmosphere are all inter-
connected. Without the planet’s unique atmosphere, there would be no life on 
Earth. The emission of greenhouse gasses threatens the life-saving layer that pro-
tects human beings from the sun’s lethal rays.
 The major air pollutants are carbon dioxide (CO2), other greenhouse gases, sul-
fur dioxide (SO2), and particulates, tiny solid or liquid particles suspended in gas. 
Air pollution impacts on public health and wellbeing, and the functioning of 
earth’s ecosystems. The industrialization of most of the world has made air pollu-
tion a global condition.

Energy Consumption and Air Pollution
The main culprit in air pollution is energy consumption. As you saw in chapter 8, 
energy consumption is a central issue in world politics and crucial to both indus-
trial development and human survival on this planet.

Nonrenewable Energy Sources A central problem is that the kinds of energy most 
used—fossil fuels (coal, oil, gas)—are nonrenewable resources, meaning that the 
Earth contains a fixed amount of the resource that is fast being used up. Plutonium 
and uranium, used to produce nuclear energy are also nonrenewable resources.
 The second problem is that most kinds of energy are heavy polluters. Gasoline 
burned in motor vehicles contributes 9 percent of all CO2 emissions. The burning 
of coal to make electricity produces sulfur dioxide, one of the airborne pollutants 
that can be carried long distances by the wind and that can return to Earth as acid 
rain many miles from the source of the burn. Acid rain is a major culprit in the die-
off of lakes and forests in many regions.
 Nuclear energy burns clean, but if something goes wrong at the plant, the acci-
dent can be a major disaster, as at Chernobyl, Ukraine, in 1986. Even if nuclear 
power plants could be made 100 percent safe, the problem of how to dispose of the 
spent nuclear fuel rods and store them for hundreds, perhaps thousands of years 
would remain. Despite these drawbacks, soaring oil prices since 2005 have made 
nuclear energy again appear more attractive as the most efficient way to generate 
large amounts of electricity.
 Wood and biomass burning also contribute to greenhouse gases. Over 2.5 bil-
lion people in developing countries depend on firewood, animal dung, or crop resi-
due for cooking. In 1999, Indian scientist Veerabhadran Ramanathan and a team 
of researchers discovered a huge blanket of soot and smoke nearly two miles thick 
hanging over the Indian Ocean. Nicknamed the “Asian brown cloud,” the discov-
ery suggested that soot may be as critical a factor as CO2 in climate change.36 A 
second problem with burning wood is that you have to cut down trees to do it. 
Deforestation is a crucial global environmental problem, because the tropical for-
est stands in Asia, Africa, and Latin America are essential to the absorption of CO2 
from the air and its storage as energy-producing material. The Earth needs forests 
so human beings can keep breathing. It also need forests along rivers and streams 
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and on hillsides to prevent soil erosion, mudslides, and cat-
astrophic flooding.
 Of all the nonrenewable energy sources, natural gas is 
the cleanest. New discoveries of gas reserves have greatly 
increased the availability of natural gas, and for the short 
term, gas seems to be the best answer to energy pollution. 
Consumption of gas is in third place behind the consump-
tion of oil.
 Oil represents around 40 percent of the world’s total 
energy supply, or what is currently on hand for distribution. 
In addition to this supply, there are proven reserves (roughly 
how much oil is in the ground at a certain location) and 
potential reserves (a guess at how much there is). Most of 
the easily obtainable oil lies under the Arabian Peninsula 
and in Iran and Iraq. Mexico has some excellent reserves off 
its coast in the Gulf of Mexico. But the rest of the easy-to-
extract oil has already been taken out of the Earth. Finding 
and extracting more oil is a job for the big petroleum MNCs 
and national oil companies. The limitations of oil are the 
most discussed and pressing concern because oil is the 
major fuel of the modern transportation system. The num-
ber of the vehicles has increased world wide eleven times 
since 1946! (See Figure 14.5 for current data.)
 To date most of the motor-vehicle registration is in the 
industrialized world. But China is undergoing a huge eco-
nomic boom, and its population of 1.3 billion is becoming increasingly prosper-
ous. In 1973, the developed countries consumed about 62 percent of all energy 
produced in the world (see Figure 14.6). In 2003, their share is down to 50 percent. 
By contrast, China’s share of total energy consumption has doubled in that amount 
of time, and it is now the second consumer of energy after the United States. If 
China and India adopt the energy-profligate lifestyle of the West, Americans will 

Source: World Resources Institute, World Resources 1998–1999, http://www.wri.org/
wri/powerpoints/trends/sld026.htm. Data from American Automobile Manufacturers 
Association, World Motor Vehicle Data 1993, p. 23, and Motor Vehicle Facts and Fig-
ures 1996, p. 44. Used by permission.
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almost certainly experience a dramatic change for the worse in their lifestyle, 
increased air pollution and higher rates of asthma and lung disease. Most analysts 
doubt there is enough non-renewable energy if the whole world consumes at the 
rate the industrialized world does today.

Renewable Energy Sources The turn to renewable energy sources like solar, wind, 
and geothermal power is hampered mainly because of cost, according to econo-
mists Jerry Taylor and Peter Van Doren.37 The breakeven point, where costs for 
geothermal heating equal costs for oil or gas heating, is projected at twenty years. 
Solar power is about the same. At present, the cheapest form of renewable energy 
is wind power. The problem with wind power is that you need some fifty square 
miles of wind turbines to generate electricity for around 70,000 homes. Many peo-
ple do not like the look or sound of so many wind turbines so close to their houses. 
In sum, people are not rushing to use renewable, or “soft,” energy sources because 
they are either too expensive or not aesthetically pleasing. Perspectives change, 
however, and wind power started to look increasingly attractive.
 The high cost of soft energy today does not mean it will not become more 
attractive tomorrow. But some things will never change. Solar energy demands 
continuous sunlight. Wind power needs constant wind. So far, these events do not 
occur regularly anywhere on the planet. The viable options today are still reliance 
on fossil fuels, particularly natural gas, and on energy conservation.

Energy Wars
Securing energy is a global problem that is likely to become worse. In 2001, Califor-
nia, which has the fifth-largest GDP in the world, experienced rolling blackouts. For 
many countries, such blackouts have long been routine. They simply do not have 
enough energy available to keep the lights on all the time. Increased energy use in 
China, terrorism on the pipelines in Iraq, and a bad hurricane season in the Gulf of 

Wind Turbines: Alternate Energy or 
New Environmental Pollution
Wind energy experienced the largest 
growth in the United States in 2005. 
Total world generating capacity at 
the end of 2004 was enough electric-
ity to service 9 million households. 
Wind turbines generate 20 percent 
of Denmark’s electricity. The Ameri-
can Wind Energy Association fore-
casts a bright future for the industry. 
Detractors argue that wind energy 
does not come pollution free. The big 
turbines catch birds in their blades, 
killing or injuring them. Environ-
mentalists find wind farms an aes-
thetic eye sore in such environmental 
havens as Cape Cod or the Adiron-
dack Park in upstate New York.
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Mexico pushed oil prices to new highs in 2005. As the impact of Indian and Chi-
nese demand hit the world oil markets, gasoline prices in the United States reached 
another new high in 2007. The need for access to secure sources of energy drives 
the foreign policies of most of the world’s states. As we saw in chapter 8, energy 
scarcity poses the dangers of future global oil wars with destruction and popula-
tion displacements at a level that may make today’s wars in the Sudan, Nigeria, 
and Iraq look trivial by comparison. The solution must include cleaner air.

The International Response to Air Pollution
To the credit of the world’s states, atmospheric pollution has now been recognized 
as a serious problem, and the international community has passed major treaties 
to reduce the emission of air pollutants worldwide. These include:

z The Partial Test Ban Treaty (1963) against nuclear testing in the atmosphere, 
outer space, and on the seabed

z The Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP) Convention (1979)

z The Montreal Protocol for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (1987)

z The Kyoto Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992)

 Each of these major treaties establishes what is called an environmental regime 
(see chapter 2). Typically, the treaty sets up a goal to be reached, a process by which 
to reach the goal, a timeline, and some kind of permanent organizational frame-
work to monitor progress. In the early 1990s, regime theory, developed by interna-
tional relations scholar Oran Young, was thought to be the up-and-coming way 
to get the world’s states to move from signing treaties to implementing them.38 
The evidence today is ambiguous. Looking at the 1979 LRTAP Treaty, for exam-
ple, the evidence indicates that ambient concentrations of SO2 have declined in 
many cities of Western Europe and North America, in countries that signed the 
treaty. But SO2 concentrations remain high in Asia, Latin America, and Eastern 
Europe, where coal continues to be used and where there is a great deal of diesel 
traffic. Forest dieback caused by acid rain is still a serious problem in Eastern 
Europe and the eastern Canadian provinces, while the northeastern states of 
the United States continue to suffer the death of lakes from acid precipitation. 
A 1995 World Bank calculation of the health costs to China in 2020 from its in-
creased use of coal and increased number of motor vehicles ran into millions of 
cases of respiratory damage.39

 Despite the phasing out of CFCs required by the 1987 Montreal Protocol, ozone 
pollution has continued to rise in cities in Europe, North America, and Japan as 
auto and industrial emissions have increased. Nitric oxide emitted by motor vehi-
cles is the major culprit in the creation of the yellow smog over Los Angeles. Ozone 
pollution can cause breathing difficulties, impair lung function, and cause short-
ness of breath, asthma attacks, and chest pain.40

 As indicated earlier, the climate change regime was in serious trouble at a 
very young age. How it will be implemented remains to be seen. Its critics predict 
its implementation will cause the collapse of the world economy. The war on ter-
rorism has shifted many governments’ attention away from global environmen-
tal issues to the problem of securing energy sources. The developing states are 
reluctant to pay for expensive environmental cleanup. The resurgence of popu-
lar interest in the global commons sparked by Al Gore’s work and his reception 
of the Nobel Peace Prize could be the catalyst for a cooperative international 
response to the twin issues of energy consumption and climate change.

Regime theory Developed by Oran Young, 
this theory holds that international cooperation 
depends on well-designed regimes. If a treaty 
promotes a well-designed regime, the chance 
of the treaty being implemented is much 
greater than if it designates a flawed regime.
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Source: World Water Organization, Water Demand and Scarcity, p. 5, http://www.worldwater.org/waterData.htm. Used by permission.
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Water Scarcity and Water Pollution
Of all the global environmental problems, water scarcity and the absence of clean 
water probably present the most immediate threat to humans in the next century. 
Water security could turn out to be a most divisive and decentralizing issue lead-
ing to water wars and violence in the coming century. Figure 14.7 graphically sum-
marizes the problem. By 2025, the entire Middle East, South East Asia, and North 
Africa will be consuming more than 40 percent of the water available to these 
regions. The United States, Europe and China also will experience water stress.

International Research on Water
According to the UN’s assessment of freshwater resources, one-third of the world’s 
population lives in countries experiencing moderate to high water stress, meaning 
consumption levels that exceed 20 percent of available supply.41 As Figure 14.7 
indicates, by 2025, one-half of the world’s population, including that of the United 
States, will be experiencing water shortages, and two-thirds will be living in areas 
undergoing moderate to high water stress.

Water Scarcity Poor countries are particularly vulnerable to the dangers of water 
scarcity. But water scarcity and water contamination affect every continent and 
most states. Agriculture accounts today for about 70 percent of water consump-
tion around the world (see Figure 14.8). Increasing amounts of this water are being 
distributed to fields by irrigation. The UN expects a 50–100 percent increase in 
irrigated water by 2025.42 The negative effects of irrigation are clearly seen in the 
drying up of the Aral Sea in Central Asia. At one time, two great rivers, the Amu 
Darya and the Syr Darya, flowed into this landlocked sea. In the desire to turn Cen-
tral Asia into one of the world’s leading cotton-producing regions, the former 
Soviet government paid for the construction of huge irrigation systems. Pesticides 
and herbicides followed. By the end of the 1980s, the Aral Sea had lost a third of its 

Source: World Resources Institute, 1998–1999 World Resources (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 188. Used by permission.
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size because the rivers had stopped flowing into it. By the 1990s, the sea was down 
to half its former size. China presents another illustration of what happens to riv-
ers when a country turns to irrigation to water its fields. Slowly but surely, the 
northern part of China is drying out. The Yellow River is simply being overused for 
irrigation. As more and more water is diverted to industry and cities upstream, less 
is available for use downstream.43

Water Pollution Pollution further contributes to the water crisis. Outbreaks of 
water poisoning are becoming common in the United States. The green revolution 
in agriculture, with its extensive use of fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides, has 
dumped a range of pollutants into river basins. Wherever industry exists, toxic 
chemicals and heavy metals seep into waterways.44

Dams for Flood Control and Hydroelectricity Finally, the damming of rivers for 
water power and flood control has contributed to water shortages and changed 
river basin environments. Damming has further affected human health. The new-
est case is the Senegal River development project in West Africa, where the dam 
has failed to live up to its promise in ridding the area of age-old diseases.45

International Response to Water Pollution
To understand the nature of international regulation of waterways, first take a look 
at available freshwater around the world. Virtually all the industrialized countries 
in the north have access to freshwater. The situation is far different in the southern 
half of the globe. This unequal access is compounded by the fact that almost all 
major global waterways cross national borders. Few countries have the luxury of 
using water that originates and ends solely within their boundaries.

Water Wars Modern history has no record of international water wars. The water-
stressed and conflict-ridden Middle East, however, is one place where a water war 
might break out. A major obstacle to the solution of the Israeli/Palestinian con-
flict, peace between Israel and Syria, and improved relations between Israel and 
Jordan, is the allocation of the waters of the Jordan River. At the present time, the 
Israelis use the lion’s share of the water, with the Jordanian and Palestinian share 
below internationally established average minimum consumption. The end to the 
Israeli/Palestinian conflict and Israel’s conflict with her neighbors must include 
the signing of an international agreement on the shared use of the waters of the 
entire Jordan basin.46

International Water Treaties Probably the most common way to solve the prob-
lems of international waterway use is the water treaty. Water treaties exist in all 
parts of the world. The two best known in North America are the treaties on the 
Columbia and the Colorado rivers. International river treaties are especially diffi-
cult where there are multiple users as with the Danube and the Rhine rivers in 
Europe. In February 2000, a cyanide spill at the Baia-Mare gold mine in northwest-
ern Romania heavily polluted the Tisza River, a tributary of the Danube River. The 
international community wrung its hands, but ruled that the international treaty 
governing the Danube did not apply to this case, and thus, neither the affected 
Hungarian nor the Serbian government had legal recourse to compensation to 
remediate the damage.

The UN Regional Seas Programs International water treaties also exist to govern the 
world’s regional seas and oceans. The UN’s Regional Seas Programs are perhaps 
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the most active of the water treaty regimes. Examples are the Regional Seas Pro-
gram for the Mediterranean, the Caspian, and the Black Sea. Regime-creating 
treaties have been signed in the areas of global warming and transboundary air 
pollution. Water treaties, like all other international treaties, depend on the volun-
tary compliance of the states that sign them. Liberal proponents of regime theory 
argue that having a regime in place binds the signatory states to a centralizing sys-
tem from which they can extricate themselves only with difficulty. Those who 
question the usefulness of regimes argue that a treaty that is on paper only, with 
few states in compliance, is not a treaty at all.

In summary, all nations talk positively about the need for and benefits of sustain-
able development but the problems persist. University of Toronto Peace Studies 
Professor Tad Homer-Dixon popularized the term environmental security, arguing 
the close connection between the environment, scarcity, and violence. In his view, 
as societies become more complex, and resources scarcer, they become less able 
to cope and turn the situation around. People have less confidence that the experts 
know anything or can solve anything. In Dr. Homer-Dixon’s words, the world is 
experiencing an “ingenuity gap.”47 Without universal consensus on the meaning 
of sustainable development and the ingenuity to pursue it, the international com-
munity seems powerless to act.

Why Can’t the International Community Agree 
on a Common Strategy?
If all these environmental problems are so serious, why can’t the international 
community listen to the scientists and agree on the right solutions? This chapter 
suggests many answers to that question. These are summarized below.

1. Environmental problems are not equally distributed and affect each region 
and country differently. While water scarcity is a world problem, its effects will 
be less severely felt in North America than in China and the deserts of Africa, 
the Middle East, and Central Asia.

2. Reasonable people, including scientists, differ in their assessment of the sever-
ity and cause of environmental problems. There may be general agreement 
that the world is warming; there is less agreement about why it is warming.

3. Every environmental remedy has its cost. The closer you come to really clean 
air and really clean water, the higher the cost. How clean is clean is thus not a 
scientific question but a political question demanding a political solution.

4. Every state has a different capacity to pay the cost of environmental remedia-
tion. The United States, Western European countries, and Japan can afford to 
undertake costly pollution-control programs. Most other states cannot. These 
poorer states accuse the rich states of having caused the problem and demand 
that they pay for the damage.

5. States like to point fingers, as all people do. The developed states look at the 
developing states and say, “Don’t do as I do, do as I say. We’ll help you, too.” The 
developing states, including China, say, “ We’ll clean ours up when we become 
as rich as you.”

6. Some nations may benefit from the ecological downturn of others. If the Earth 
really is warming, then Canada and Russia—cold countries—stand to benefit. If 
the seas rise, people living in regions toward the middle of the world’s continents 
will be better off than those along the coast. Upstream water-users have an easier 
time imposing their views of water allocation upon downstream users.
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7. Environmental problems are highly complex. Scientific knowledge of how 
nature responds to human activity is too limited to be able to predict future 
response with any degree of accuracy.

8. Last but not least, all human beings are part of the problem. Most people are 
locked into a culture of denial.

 The lesson from the industrial and scientific revolutions is that we cannot con-
tinue to define all technological change as progress. The motto of the environmen-
talist links the decentralized locality with the international center: Act locally, 
think globally. More than any other issue before the world today, environmental 
concerns challenge the international system and state governments to find ways 
to cooperate for a healthy planet.

Case Study
Should the International Community Regulate  
Genetically Modified Foods?

See www.BetweenNations.org

Test Prepper 14.3

True or False?

_____ 1. Global warming is not currently supported by 
the scientific community; efforts to address cli-
mate change are generally the result of envi-
ronmental alarmists.

_____ 2. The global commons refers to natural resources 
(such as air or water) that cannot be cleanly 
divided into territorial elements when it comes 
to pollution.

_____ 3. The United States argues that the Kyoto Proto-
col is critically flawed because countries like 
China and India are not parties to the treaty.

_____ 4. One of the reasons why the environmental 
issues covered in the chapter have not been 
addressed is the cost associated with fixing the 
problems.

Multiple Choice

_____ 5. A cap and trade system creates
a. A dilemma for states where pollution is 

decreased in some areas but significantly 
increased in others as a result of competi-
tion among industries

b. Environmental pockets or protected zones 
where wildlife are safe from the effects of 
pollution

c. Limits on the amount of pollutants a cor-
poration may produce while at the same 
time providing incentives for producing 
less than the limit

d. Environmental disasters in the developing 
world

e. None of the above

_____ 6. The primary source of air pollution is
a. Toxic waste
b. Deforestation
c. Overpopulation
d. Energy consumption
e. None of the above

_____ 7. Which of the following is an international 
response to water scarcity?

a. Partial Test Ban Treaty
b. LRTAP Convention
c. International water treaties
d. Kyoto Protocol
e. Regional Seas Program

Answers appear on page A12

Practice Test Questions
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Join the Debate

The Best Strategy for Solving Global 
Environmental Problems

Overview

This chapter identified basic environmental factors, 
such as clean air and clean water, that humans need 
to survive on Earth. To meet the challenges posed by 
the industrial, scientific, and technological revolu-
tions, many multilateral treaties have been signed. 
The regime building that results from these treaties 
suggests that the states of the world may be moving 
toward a centralized approach to global environmen-
tal problem-solving; there is international recognition 
of the problem and a willingness to cooperate. Many 
view this development as highly positive. Others 
argue that the treaties are flawed and have done noth-
ing but create new levels of UN bureaucracy that 
achieve no progress towards sustainable develop-
ment. In this view, strong legislation based on shared 
experience at the state level is the most effective and 
efficient way to go. In these arguments, note the under-
lying tension between the forces of decentralization 
and centralization.
 From your reading of the chapter and the chapter 
on intergovernmental organizations, describe the type 
of world environmental governance that would provide 
the best management of our difficult global environ-
mental problems: Would it be a more centralized UN 
management system with the IGOs calling the shots, 
continuing the treaty/regime building system? Or more 
emphasis on the role of individual UN member-states 
in developing the best and most enforceable national 
laws? Support your answer by consulting Table 14.1 
listing IGOs and multilateral agreements that play the 
key roles in global environmental governance.

The PrO Side: CenTralized 
ManageMenT ThrOugh The un

z The world’s environmental problems are globalized; 
one state or even a few states cannot solve them 
effectively. Some international treaties have been 
surprisingly successful—the Montreal Protocol, for 
example; compliance has been high, and concen-
trations of CFCs have dropped. More centralization 

of global environmental management is needed, 
not less.

z The UN intergovernmental institutions have proved 
effective in improving the public health of the 
world’s population. They could be equally effective 
in managing the world’s environmental problems.

z International treaties bring the signers into a regime 
where there is consensus on how the environmen-
tal object is to be managed with regard to standards 
and implementation procedures.

z International treaties promote a sense of shared en-
vironmental stewardship among the treaty signers. 
In the Ramsar Agreement, all wetlands come under 
the treaty, not just those of one state. All states feel a 
common bond with the problem.

z Environmental problems are unequally distributed 
around the Earth. International governance helps 
equalize the material and financial burden of deal-
ing with problems among the world’s states.

z The polluters of the world’s environment are also 
unequally distributed. International treaties, as 
international law, force polluters to pay for their 
environmental destruction.

z International environmental NGOs provide the 
input from civil society at the global level, identify-
ing areas of concern and priority areas

z IGOs are catalysts for environmental cooperation, 
whether it is treaty making, treaty implementation, 
or environmental legislation at the state level. For 
example, UNEP played an important role in devel-
oping regimes such as the Montreal Protocol and 
the Convention on Biological Diversity. The World 
Conservation Union has an impressive record in 
drafting and promoting national and international 
environmental law. It has helped over 75 countries 
prepare and implement national conservation 
strategies. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change played a major role in building consensus 
for the Kyoto Protocol through its analysis and pro-
jections of climate processes.
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	 Table	14.1

Selected IGOS by Date Established and Multilateral Agreements by Percentage of States Party to Them 
in Global Environmental Governance

Selected IGOs in Global Environmental Governance

Organization Est. Function

UN Affiliated

Food and Agricultural Organization 1945 FAO is lead UN agency responsible for assessing state of global 
agriculture.

UN Educational, Scientific & Cultural 
Organization

1945 UNESCO promotes global cooperation in education, science, culture 
and media.

International Maritime Organization 1948 IMO is responsible for maritime safety and monitors pollution from 
ships.

World Health Organization 1948 WHO manages international cooperation to improve public health 
among nations.

International Atomic Energy Agency 1957 IAEA monitors nuclear safety and non-proliferation agreements.

UN Industrial Development Organization 1966 UNIDO focuses on increasing industrial capacity in developing 
countries.

UN Development Program 1968 UNDP connects countries to knowledge and resources needed to 
develop.

UN Population Fund 1969 UNPF provides reproductive health and family planning information 
and assistance to states requesting such services.

UN Environment Program 1972 UNEP promotes wise and sustainable use of the global environment.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 1978 IPCC assesses information pertaining to global warming and climate 
change and provides periodic status reports.

Commission on Sustainable Development 1992 CSD monitors and reports on implementation of Rio Earth Summit 
treaty.

Outside the UN System

Intergovernmental Council for the  
Exploration of the Sea

1902 ICES coordinates undersea research, including assessment of sea 
stocks.

World Bank, International Monetary Fund 
and regional development banks

1948 These multilateral finance institutions provide loans, technical assis-
tance and other support to improve environmental management 
around the world.

World Conservation Union 1948 IUCN assists countries to preserve and protect their environmental 
resources.

Global Environmental Facility 1991 GEF is the designated international financial mechanism to fund large-
scale environmental projects.

World Trade Organization 1995 WTO monitors sustainable environmental practices as they impact on 
global trade.

Selected Multilateral Environmental Agreements

Treaty

Percentage of 
World Nations 
Party to Treaty Responsible IGO Budget

 1. Aarhus Convention on right of public access to 
environmental information and decision-making

13% Aarhus Conv. Sec. UN Economic 
Commission for Europe

$855 thousand

 2. Convention on Conservation of Migratory Species of 
Wild Animals

44% UNEP CMS Secretarial $1.8 million

 3. Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change 57% UN Climate Change Sec. $16.8 million
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The COn Side: deCenTralized 
MeMber-STaTe ManageMenT

z Willing states need to produce strong environmen-
tal laws. These laws must have similar standards 
that are set by international agreement. But the 
enforcement and implementation mechanisms 
must be left to the states, because only the states 
have the power to enforce their own laws.

z These laws may stress cooperation in joint and 
multilateral efforts to address global environmen-
tal problems.

z Any centralized uniform approach to global envi-
ronmental problems solving is doomed to failure 
for the following reasons:

1. Treaties are useful in bringing together a global 
consensus on the nature of the problem. Envi-
ronmental treaties, like all treaties, however, 
are enforceable only by the signatory states. If 
environmental law and enforcement are weak 
in a particular state, treaty implementation is 
also weak.

2. While some international treaties have specific 
provisions, the framework treaties favored by 
the UN are devoid of real substance, binding the 
signatories to virtually nothing.

3. Environmental treaties are not systematic. They 
are just a hodge podge of agreements, and they 

do not constitute a unified system of interna-
tional law. There is no mechanism to develop 
common approaches or even common under-
standing of what they mean.

4. Although multilateral environmental agreements 
are legally binding, multilateral instruments to 
settle disputes are weak, and the implementa-
tion of treaties is slow. The International Court 
of Justice, the principal judicial organ of the 
United Nations, is obliged to rule on legal dis-
putes submitted to it by UN member-states. But 
treaty enforcement is different from settling a 
dispute The treaty regimes have no powers of 
treaty enforcement and no authority to monitor 
treaty implementation.

z With respect to using the UN as an enforcement 
and monitoring agent, corruption is so high that no 
real remediation of environmental problems can 
take place. Look what happened to the oil-for-food 
program in Iraq.

z The budget allocated to each treaty is low, and it 
pays only for the bureaucracies at the international 
level. The total sum allocated to the treaties in 2003 
was $92 million, compared to the $19 billion New 
York State spent on education in 2004.

Where do you stand? Join the debate!

Selected Multilateral Environmental Agreements

Treaty

Percentage of 
World Nations 
Party to Treaty Responsible IGO Budget

 4. Ramsar Convention on on Preserving Wetlands 70% IUCN RAMSAR Bur. $2.4 million

 5. UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 74% UN Division Ocean Affairs $1.2 million

 6. Basel Convention on Control of Transboundary 
Movement of Acid Rain and Waste

82% UNEP Basel Convention $4.2 million

 7. Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species (CITES)

84% UNEP CITES Secretariat $6.7 million

 8. World Heritage Convention 91% UNESCO $8.1 million

 9. Montreal Protocol on Substances Depleting Ozone 
Layer

91% UNEP Ozone Secretariat $3.9 million

 10. Vienna Convention on Protection of Ozone Layer 96% UNEP Ozone Secretariat $1.2 million

 11. Convention on Biological Diversity 97% UNEP Biological Diversity Sec.

 12. UN Convention to Combat Desertification 97% UN Sec. on Combating 
Desertification

$10 million

Source: Derived from World Resources Institute, Decisions for the Earth (Washington, D.C.: World Resources 
Institute, 2004), Tables 7.1 and 7.2, pp. 142–143, 146–147. Used by permission.
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• The benefits of technology come with costs:
- The first cost is technological monoculture. This occurs 

when a technology is locked into the economic and 
social fabric of society in a way that cannot be 
changed.

- The second cost is reduction in variability, both within 
human society and in the environment where that 
society is situated. Nature is eclectic. Technology is 
selective.

- The third cost is environmental surprise, nature’s reac-
tion to technological change.

• Applied science has its benefits and costs:
- The benefits include the prevention and eradication of 

disease through new medical technology, sanitation, 
vaccines, antibiotics, and insecticides. In the twentieth 
century, science focused on the eradication of disease. 
National research laboratories led the research and 
data collection effort, while the World Health Organi-
zation is the lead agency in implementing global pub-
lic health programs.

- The costs of science and improved health are 
increased global population, reduced birthrates in the 
industrialized states accompanied by high consump-
tion levels, and increased population density.

• The green and biotech revolutions represent the new 
challenges to the global environment. Their footprint 
and implications are still unknown.

Define sustainable development and understand the 
factors that influence the viability of sustainable 
development within a state.

• The focus of the chapter is the environmental paradigm, 
namely, that human society is rooted in the planet’s 
ecosystems.

• The main concern of the human race today is sustain-
able development—that is, survival on this planet. Sur-
vival depends on learning how to relate to the natural 
world in such a way as not to destroy its capacity to sus-
tain all living beings.

• The global environment’s key components are natural 
resources—both renewable and nonrenewable—and 
human resources or population.

Be able to identify and explain the major challenges to 
sustainable development.

• The challenges to the global environment are the huge 
human footprint made by the industrial and scientific 
revolutions, including environmentally destructive 
industrial monocultures such as the automobile, mega-
city societies, and the increased density of a still-grow-
ing population forced on the move by wars, marginal 
farming, famine, and the desire for a better lifestyle.

Learning Objectives Review

1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10
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FurTher inFOrMaTiOn

An absolute must is the World Resources Institute bian-
nual publication on selected environmental themes: 
World Resources 2002–2004: Decisions for the Earth 
(Washington D.C.: World Resources Institute). It 
provides a wealth of information on environmental 
regimes and decision making at all the levels of the 
international system as well as the need for input 
from civil society, the role of NGOs, and much more.

Carlo Carerro, Carmen Marchiori, and Sonia Orrifice, 
“Endogenous Minimum Participation in Interna-
tional Environmental Treaties,” Social Science Re-
search Network Electronic Paper Collection: http:// 
papers.ssrn.com/abstract_id=XXXXXX, December 
2003, http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache:Jt5Yraz 
GrTMJ:www.feem.it/NR/rdonlyres/2C7B6772-5545 

-40D3-B914-9B1E500EB5DC/975/11305.pdf+inter 
national+environmental+treaties&hl=en.

Marcia Mulkey and Keith E. Chanon, Office of Pesticide 
Programs, United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20460, “National Compliance and En-
forcement of International Environmental Treaties” 
(Washington, D.C.: US Environmental Protection 
Agency, n.d.), http://64.233.161.104/search?q=cache 
:NBlIt8iIB-kJ:www.inece.org/conf/proceedings 
2/19-NationalCompliance.pdf+international 
+environmental+treaties&hl=en.

ENTRI, Environmental Treaties and Resource Indica-
tors, http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/entri/index 
.jsp.
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1 6 72 3 54 8 9 10Identify the major environmental issues the world 
currently faces and understand how the international 
community is addressing these issues.

• Climate change
- International Research. There is no scientific consen-

sus on the exact relationships between the greenhouse 
gases released by human activities into the atmo-
sphere and the current period of global warming.

- The International Response. In the absence of certainty 
about what is happening, the international commu-
nity has taken steps to prevent further human contri-
butions to the warming trend. These steps include the 
Montreal Protocol for Protection of the Ozone Layer 
(1979) and the Kyoto Framework Convention on Cli-
mate Change (1992). Not all states endorse these steps. 
Some states like the EU have signed regional agree-
ments, other like the United States, have signed bilat-
eral or multilateral agreements.

• Air pollution
- Energy sources are the main contributors to pollution. 

The world today is dependent on fossil fuels as its 
major energy source, and fossil fuels are the principal 
contributors to the greenhouse gases that produce 
global warming. The least polluting fossil fuel is natu-
ral gas. Nuclear energy is still considered too danger-
ous, and energy from renewable resources, like solar 
power, windpower, and geothermal sources, is either 
too unreliable or too expensive to be used efficiently 
on a mass scale.

- Emissions of air pollutants from one country can be 
borne by the wind and air currents to fall as acid rain 

on another country far away. The emission of chloro-
fluorocarbons (CFCs) into the atmosphere has con-
tributed to the deterioration of the ozone layer that is 
vital to the maintenance of life on Earth.

- The international response to global air pollution 
problems include the Transboundary Air Pollution 
(LRTAP) Convention (1979), the Partial Test Ban Treaty 
(1963) against nuclear testing in outer space and on 
the seabed, the Montreal Protocol for the Protection 
of the Ozone Layer (1987), and the Kyoto Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (1992).

• Water scarcity and water pollution
- Water problems constitute perhaps the most serious 

environmental threat to the world today.
- Water resources are unevenly distributed around the 

world. Most major rivers go through three or more 
countries, necessitating international solutions to 
their problems. The causes of the world’s water prob-
lems include the high demand for water required by 
agriculture, widespread irrigation projects, and pollu-
tion of water systems by industrial and agricultural 
run off.

- The international response to water scarcity includes 
water wars, international water treaties, and the UN 
Regional Seas Program.

- Solutions to global water pollution and water scarcity 
problems fall heavily on the international financial 
institutions; they must also provide funding for water 
treatment plants and urban development projects.

• Environmental problems are hard to resolve especially 
because people are locked into a culture of denial.
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Yes, you. Not your professor, not your roommate, but you. How many 
textbooks do you actually find that are written for you? One? Two? Per-

haps none? So why read them? But what if a textbook was written for you? 

Would you read it then? OK, you’d probably wait for a professor to assign 

it so you HAD to. But still, wouldn’t it be more fun? That’s the idea 

behind the Student Choice Edition of World Politics in the 21st Century. 

It’s a book written with input from students like you.  

I know, you’re thinking (big deal)  but take a look:

What Students [You?] Wanted
Over the past two years students in focus groups from across the country 
were asked what they wanted in a textbook. Maybe you weren’t in those 
groups, but the consensus was overwhelming. What was it students wanted?

A book that

 Reads the way you study

 Is quick, concise, and easy to understand (shorter chapters!)

 Reinforces key concepts

 Offers a truly usable website for online testing and study help

 HELPS YOU GET A BETTER GRADE!

What 
Happened
So what happened next? Well, the authors took all this information and 
created the first book that fully reflects what students want. How did 
they do this? Well, they created a book that

 Presents more concepts in quick, bulleted points (like these)

 Uses highlighting and bolding to make key concepts stand out

 Puts information in smaller, easier-to-manage chunks

 Constantly reinforces information so you aren’t flipping back and 
forth

Hey, You!

 Uses highlighting and bolding to make key concepts stand out

 Puts information in smaller, easier-to-manage chunks

 Constantly reinforces information so you aren’t flipping back and 

 Presents more concepts in quick, bulleted points (like these)



A Complete Instructor and Student Support Package
For Instructors

Online Instructor’s Manual.  Written by the 
authors and based on their extensive class-
room experience, each chapter contains a 

wealth of active and collaborative learning tech-
niques, Internet projects, home assignments, and 
case study teaching techniques.

HMTesting Instructor CD.  This CD-ROM 
contains electronic Test Bank items. Through 
a partnership with the Brownstone Research 

Group, HMTesting—powered by Diploma®—
provides instructors with all the tools they need to 
create, write/edit, customize, and deliver multiple 
types of tests. Instructors can import questions 
directly from the Test Bank, create their own ques-
tions, or edit existing questions, all within Diploma’s 
powerful electronic platform.

Instructor Website.  This website offers 
valuable resources for course preparation 
and presentation, including downloadable 

Instructor’s Manual files and classroom response 
system (“clicker”) slides. A news feed provided by the 
Associated Press provides a steady stream of current 
events for classroom discussion. Visit the Instructor 
Website at college.hmco.com/pic/duncanWP.

BetweenNations.org.  This website is an 
online learning tool designed specifically to 
engage students in the international political 

process through a variety of media, including origi-
nal videos, short-form documentaries, writing 

excerpts, and additional resources. Students are 
asked to answer a series of questions in the online 
“Notebook,” which records their answers and allows 
you to keep a record of the assignment. Correlated 
to the Table of Contents in the text, the site offers 
instructors two to five quality homework assign-
ments per chapter and content that engages students 
and invigorates class discussions. In addition, to 
keep your students current with world affairs there 
are news feeds from BBC World News and top stories 
from the United Nations News Centre.

For Students

BetweenNations.org.  Each copy of this 
book includes passkey access to the valuable 
resources of BetweenNations.org, a dynamic 

and user-friendly website providing an array of multi-
media content and web-based assignments for 
students. With a narrative approach featuring real 
people in real-world political environments, the site’s 
video clips and interactive resources bring concepts 
to life and directly complement the textbook chap-
ters. Students complete assignments on the website 
and submit their work to instructors with the click of 
a button. Students will also have access to flashcards 
to check their comprehension of key terms, practice 
tests, audio concept study tools for download, and 
the news feeds from BBC World News and the 
United Nations.
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